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THE 

LIFE OF LORD METCALFE. 

CHAPTER I. 

[1820—1821.] 

THE HYDERABAD RESIDENCY. 

Hyderabad—Its Government—The Administration of Meer Allurn—His 
Death—Elevation of Mooneer-ool-Moollc—Chundoo-Lall—Captain Syden¬ 
ham and Mr. Russell—Intrigues of the Minister—Misgovernment of the 
Country—The Nizam’s Contingent—The House of William Palmer and 
Co.—Loans to the Nizam—State of the Country—Projected Reforms— 
Metcalfe’s Appointment to the Residency—His Inauguration—Remedial 
Measures—Improvement of the Country. 

Hyderabad is the chief city of that tract of coun¬ 
try known as the Deccan, which half-way clown the 
great Indian Peninsula stretches almost from the 
eastern to the western coast—from Golconda to 
Aurangabad. This country was of old time held 
under the Mogul Emperors by a Soubalidar, or 
Viceroy, known as the Nizam.* After the decay 
of the empire, this fine principality would doubtless 

* The Nizam is jnoperly the Ma- known among the people of the 
nager, or Administrator of the State; Deccan, 
but the nomenclature is scarcely 
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2 THE HYDERABAD RESIDENCY. 

in due course have fallen to tlie Mahrattas, but 

for the support it derived from its close connexion 
with the British Government. The Hyderabad 

State was one of our oldest, and outwardly at least, 

our most faithful allies. The extent and position 

of its territories rendered it a matter of vital im¬ 
portance that we should maintain the integrity of 

the country, and secure the independence of the 
government. Hyderabad was, indeed, a necessary 

barrier against foreign invasion at a time when the 
unscrupulous aggressiveness of the Mahrattas sug¬ 

gested the necessity of zealously preserving every 

means of external defence. 
In spite of the mutations of Time, at the period 

of which I am now writing, the fiction of dependence 

on the Mogul sovereign was still maintained. The 

ruler of the Deccan was still the Nizam, though 
his titular master was a pensioner at Delhi. On 

the death of an Oriental potentate there is gene¬ 

rally a scramble for the vacant throne. In 1803, 

Sekundur Shah, supported by the British Govern¬ 
ment, had succeeded against all competitors in 

seating himself upon the musnud of Hyderabad. 

But he was a man of slender intellect and little 

principle; and, like all the tribe of Eastern princes, 

capricious in the extreme. Much as he was in¬ 

debted to the British Government, he felt neither 

gratitude towards, nor confidence in, his supporters. 

He was jealous of our influence—restless under our 

supervision—and easily wrought upon as he was by 

evil advisers, he might, perhaps, have been roused 

into overt opposition, if he had possessed energy 
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sufficient for so manly a demonstration. But in¬ 

stead of this, he abandoned himself to the delights 

of the Zenana, and contented himself with petty 

intrigues against the Government which had made 

him the ruler of a great principality, and had power 

to reduce him to as poor a pageant as the “ Great 
Mogul.” 

That in such a frame of mind the Nizam should 

have found creatures to minister to his pleasures 

and to foment his discontents, is so much a matter 
of course that it need hardly he stated. Foremost 
among these parasites and evil counsellors was one 

Mohiput Bam, a Hindoo noble, who exerted himself, 

and with considerable success, to counteract the good 

influence of the responsible Minister, and eventually 
to supplant him in the direction of affairs. This 
Minister was Meer Allum, an old servant of the 

State, who had been employed to negotiate the 
treaties with the British Government—who in the 
war with Tippoo Sultan had commanded with great 

credit the auxiliary troops of the Nizam—who knew, 

therefore, and respected the power of his Christian 
allies. In 1804 he had been appointed, at our sug¬ 

gestion, to take charge of the administration of 

Hyderabad. But the evil influence of Mohiput 

Bam soon reduced the authority of the Minister to 

a name; and when, in 1806, Captain Sydenham took 

charge of the Besidency, he found that the wily 
Hindoo was on the very point of effecting the depo¬ 

sition of the Minister, and setting himself up in his 

place. 
But there was one thing yet to be done; and 

b 2 



I THE HYDERABAD RESIDENCY. 

Moliiput Ram did not despair of doing it. This one 

thing was the propitiation of the new Resident. It 

was felt that unless the good offices of the repre¬ 

sentative of the British Government could he se¬ 

cured, all his schemes would fall to the ground, just 
at the very point of accomplishment. So he made 

his dispositions to secure the favor of the Resident, 
with a promptitude and an energy worthy of a 
better cause. Before Captain Sydenham had reached 
Hyderabad—when he was yet some thirty miles from 

the capital—a confidential agent of Mohiput Ram 
stopped his palanquin in the middle of the night, 
and, with a complimentary message from his master, 
presented the English gentleman with a dress of 

honor, and a tray of costly jewels. It need not be 

said that these presents were rejected. But soon 
after Sydenham’s arrival at Hyderabad, Mohiput 
Ram attempted to open a private correspondence 

with the Resident, declared his devotion to the 
interests of the British Government, and thinking 

perhaps that he had not bidden high enough on the 

former occasion, attempted to c£ stimulate his pro¬ 

posal by the offer of four lakhs of rupees.”* 

* Captain Sydenham to Mr Edmon- 
stone, September 8, 1806.—\_MS. Cor¬ 
respondence.'] I have narrated this 
anecdote less for the purpose of illus¬ 
trating the anterior history of the 
Hyderabad administration, than of 
showing the kind of temptations to 
which the Resident at a native Court 
was always exposed. Nor were the 
Residents the only men in authority 
who were thus beset. I have heard a 
story somewhat similar to the one in 
the text, illustrative of the honorable 
career of Mr. N. B. Edmonstone. It 

is related that, when he was Chief 
Secretary, a wealthy native endea¬ 
vored, as Captain Sydenham says, to 
“ stimulate a proposal ” he had made 
to Government by offering Mr. Ed¬ 
monstone 30,000 rupees (or 3000/.), 
and was, of course, indignantly dis¬ 
missed. For some time after this the 
native was greatly depressed in spirit, 
and was continually reproaching him¬ 
self. “ Fool that I was,” he repeated, 
“ to offer a gentleman of his rank 
30,000 rupees. I should have offered 
him three lakhs (300,000/.), and then 
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At tliis time Mohiput Earn exercised -unbounded 

influence oyer the mind of the Nizam. This it was 

the policy of Sydenham to counteract. “ Without 
exercising any direct or offensive interference,” he 

said, “ I thought I was justified in trying what effect 

the fair undisguised support of the Minister would 

produce on the state of parties at this Court; and 

the consequences of such a procedure exceeded my 
most sanguine expectations. The influence of Mo- 

hiput Earn was checked; the Minister was roused 
to an exertion of his talents; and the Nizam became 
gradually disposed to more liberal sentiments. ’ ’51C 
The Minister now reconciled to his master, recovered 

his health and his spirits, which had before lan¬ 
guished; and public business, which had fallen greatly 

into arrears, was now energetically discharged. But 
much of it was done by Meer Allum’s financial 

Assistant—a man of unquestionable vigor of under¬ 
standing and activity of habits—a Hindoo, named 
Chundoo-Lall, who superintended the internal ad¬ 

ministration, and more especially the Eevenue busi¬ 

ness of the principality, with an indefatigable per¬ 
severance which called forth the warm commenda¬ 

tions of the Eesident. 
The time, indeed, was fast approaching when this 

man was to take a more conspicuous part in the 

administration of the country. Meer Allum, now 

far advanced in years, was little able to sustain the 

I should have got it.” He could not * Captain Sydenham to Mr.Edmon- 
understand that the one offer would stone, September 8, 1806. [iiS, Gor- 

liave shared the same fate as the respondence.'] 

other. 
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pressure of public business, and it is probable that 

but for tlie assistance of Chundoo-Lall he would have 
been incompetent to the discharge of his duties. 

[For some time, indeed, the chief business of the ad¬ 
ministration had been performed by the latter, when, 

at the close of 1808, Meer Allum was seized with 
mortal sickness and died. The question of succession 
was a most important one, in all respects, to the 
British Government. The Nizam, weak and inca¬ 

pable, even below, in intellectual acquirements, the 
average of Oriental princes, required the guardian¬ 

ship of a sagacious and experienced statesman, and 
it was necessary for the interests of the British Go¬ 

vernment that the guardian selected should be 
friendly towards our alliance, and eager by good 

offices and wise conduct to cement it. It would be 
out of place to narrate the long-protracted nego¬ 
tiations which then ensued between the British 

Resident and the Nizam. Each had his favorite 

candidate ; and the appointment was not finally ad¬ 
justed without the lapse of half a year of discussion 

and intrigue. At last, a compromise was effected. 

The nominee of the Nizam, by name Mooneer-ool- 

Moolk, was appointed to the office of Prime-Minister, 

but it was arranged that the actual administration 
should remain in the hands of the Deputy, Chundoo- 

Lall, whose good feeling towards the British Govern¬ 

ment the Resident never doubted. The two men 

had previously entertained but little friendship 

towards each other ; but they fell amicably into the 

proposed arrangement, embraced over it as bro- 
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tliers, and from tliat time were completely recon¬ 

ciled.* 

On the 14th of Jnne, 1809, Captain Sydenham 

reported that he had at length brought his negotia¬ 

tions to a close. “ I am satisfied,” he said, writing 

privately to the Chief Secretary, “that the arrange¬ 

ment which has been concluded is, on the whole, 

the most eligible that could have been adopted. 

There can he little doubt that Mooneer-ool-Moolk is 

well assured of the necessity of cultivating and 

improving the good opinion and confidence of the 

British Government, and the stipulations under 

which he will he admitted to the office, will secure 

the continuance of that system which first established, 

and will continue to maintain, the predominant 

influence of the British Government in this part of 

India.” t But sanguine as were the expectations 

thus expressed, Sydenham was compelled ere long 

* The private letters of Captain 
Sydenham to Mr. Edmonstone, from 
which these details are taken, are full 
of interest. They contain a full ac¬ 
count of the negotiation, and of the 
hearing of all parties. In one of them, 
the Resident says: “Rajah Chundoo- 
Lall is satisfied that the appointment 
of Shums-ool-Omrah could not be car¬ 
ried without the free consent, of the 
Nizam, which he thinks his Highness 
will not he persuaded to give. Moo- 
neer-ool-Moolk has sent to assure 
Chundoo-Lall that he shall have as 
much authority under the new ad¬ 
ministration as he exercised under 
Meer Allum; and, indeed, the Rajah 
considers that in the present state of 
affairs, the appointment of Mooneer- 
ool-Moolk would he the most pru¬ 
dential arrangement that could he 

adopted.”—[ Captain Sydenham to M-. 
Edmonstone, Hyderabad, March . 15, 
1809. 115'.] And in another: “ Since 
I last wrote to you, Mooneer-ool- 
Moolk called privately at night upon 
Chundoo-Lall, and swore upon the 
Koran that he would pursue the sys¬ 
tem of Meer Allum, attach himself 
zealously to the interests of the alli¬ 
ance, and leave to Chundoo-Lall the 
entire management of the Govern¬ 
ment. In short, Mooneer-ool-Moolk 
was so earnest in his manner, and so 
solemn in his assurances, that Chun¬ 
doo-Lall became reconciled to him, 
and they mutually promised to live in 
future like brothers.”—[ The same to 
the same, March, 20, 1809. MS.] 

-j- Captain Sydenham to Mr. Ed¬ 
monstone.—[.MS. Correspondence.'] 
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to acknowledge that the ostensible Minister, jealous 

of British influence, endeavored secretly to coun¬ 

teract it; and that the country was miserably mis¬ 

governed. Less than a year after the establishment 

of the new Ministry, he wrote his farewell despatch 

to -Government. About to vacate the Residency, he 
declared that he had little hope of any salutary 
impression being made on Mooneer-ool-Moolk, and 

that he considered the disorders of the Nizam’s 
Government to he “ too deeply rooted, and too 
widely extended, to admit of any remedy short of 
placing the administration of the country under the 

control of the Resident.” 
On the departure of Captain Sydenham, in the 

summer of 1810, the responsible business of the 
Residency devolved temporarily on Mr. Charles 
Russell, whose brother, Mr. Henry Russell, a civilian, 

had been appointed to the office. On the arrival of 

the new Resident, new intrigues were set on foot. 
Mooneer-ool-Moolk hoped to find Mr. Russell more 
tractable than his predecessor. But the civilian set 

his face no less resolutely than the soldier against 

all attempts on the part of the nominal Minister to 
usurp an authority which did not belong to him ; 

and he so far succeeded, that the details of internal 

administration were carried on by Chundoo-Lall 
with little interruption from his titular chief. But 

the influence of the latter over the indolent and im¬ 

becile Nizam was often exerted for evil; and his 

intrigues, if not dangerous, were inconvenient and 

embarrassing to the Resident. Ror this there seemed 

to he no remedy hut the removal of the Minister; 
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and that remedy might he worse than the disease. 

“The only measure,” wrote Mr. Edmonstone pri¬ 
vately to Mr. Henry Bussell, “ that could he adopted 

is obviously the expulsion of Mooneer-ool-Moollv from 

office, and for this extreme proceeding Government 

is not prepared.” “Never, to he sure,” he added, 

“was there such a Government since the world 
began, and what can he done to remedy its present 

state would baffle any politician hut a Erench one, 
who would no doubt propose to take the said Govern¬ 

ment under the protecting care and superintendence 

of its ally.”* The fact is, that there was nothing 
to he done. Mr. Bussell was of opinion that the 
removal of Mooneer-ool-Moolk would only open the 

door for the entrance of worse evils. There were 
weighty reasons against the elevation of Chundoo- 
Lall to the ostensible head of the administration, 

and it was nearly certain that if any man of rank 
and influence were to take the place of the old 
Minister, he would soon he in a state of violent 

antagonism with the Deputy. “ And if,” said Mr. 
Bussell, “ Chundoo-Lall is to have an opponent in 

his colleague, he cannot have a better one than Moo¬ 
neer-ool-Moolk, who is both a coward and a fool.”f 

An abler man than Mr. Henry Bussell has sel¬ 

dom gone out to India. He seems to have seen 

clearly, from the first, the wrongs under which the 

unhappy country was groaning. He declared, in 
one of his earliest despatches to Government, that 

it was “ in so lamentable a condition that it coaid 

* Mr. Edmonstone to Mr. Russell, t Mr. Russell to Mr. Edmonstone, 
April\2,1812.—[_MS. Correspondence.'] May 6, 1812. 
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not long continue to endure the extortions which 

were practised upon it by the avarice and rapacity 

of its governors.”* He was, indeed, continually 

describing, in language so vigorous and eloquent 

that it is a pleasure to read his despatches, the 
diseases which were eating into the State and 
making the whole one mass of corruption. But it 
may he doubted whether his talents were of the 
kind best suited to the work that lay before him. 

He said years afterwards, that he did not make the 
disorders which had so long been destroying the 

Hyderabad State, but found them there ready-made 
—a heritage from his predecessor. He found them; 
and it is but right to say that he desired and en¬ 
deavored to remove them. 

It was the natural tendency of such a state of 
things to grow from bad to worse—to find in the 

lowest deep a lower deep of misery; a confusion 

worse confounded. “ I was for seven years,” said 

one most competent to speak on such a subject, and 

sure to offer impartial testimony,! “a witness of 
the afflictions in which the reign of Chundoo-Lall 

in the Hyderabad Provinces involved this un- 
happy country.” The whole system of administra¬ 
tion was rotten to the very core—it was a great 

congeries of diseases. Nothing seemed to flourish 
there except corruption. Every man was bent 

on enriching himself at the expense of his neigh¬ 

bour. jN o one cared for the people; no one cared 

for the State. Everything had its price in Hydera¬ 

bad. If a man wanted a place, he counted out 

* *fr. Russell to Government, May f The late Colonel John Suther- 
21? loll. land. 
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his money to buy it. If a man wanted justice, he 

hade for it, as for any other marketable commodity. 
Every public officer in every department of the 

State was accessible to a bribe. But there were 

worse things even than these. The revenue was 
farmed out to greedy contractors, who made im¬ 

mense profits by underletting the lands to smaller far¬ 

mers, who sent their tax-gatherers into the country 
to wring the last farthing from the cultivators, until 

their oppressions could no longer be endured; and 

then the wretched people were dragooned into sub¬ 
mission, and the required payments extorted from 
them at the bayonet’s point or the sabre’s edge. 

Such mighty wrong-doing as this bore abundantly 
the accustomed fruit. A peaceful and industrial 
population were converted into rebels and bandits. 

Neither life nor property were secure. On the high 

road and in open day it was safe to travel only 

under the protection of a military escort. There 

was nothing left, indeed, but the name of govern¬ 
ment. All the rest was lawlessness and confusion. 

But this was not Mr. Bussell’s fault. “ I protest, 
he wrote some years afterwards to the Court of Di¬ 

rectors, “ against being held in the most remote de¬ 
gree responsible for the disorders of a Government 

with which not only I was not empowered to inter¬ 

fere, but with wTiich I was prohibited from interfer¬ 
ing. It was a fundamental rule of our policy, re¬ 

peatedly insisted upon in the orders both of your 
Honorable Court and of your Governments in India, 

to abstain from all interference in the internal con¬ 

cerns of our native allies. I was employed at Hy- 
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derabad from first to last for upwards of twenty- 

years, and I affirm that during the whole of that 

time no influence or interference was exercised by 

the President in the domestic affairs of the Nizam’s 
Government. In questions of foreign policy, in 

measures affecting the safety of the Government, and 

generally in matters in which our own interests, or 
the common interests of the alliance were involved, 
we always did and always must exercise that influ¬ 

ence which essentially belongs to the relative condi¬ 
tion of a protected and protecting State. But in the 

management of his country, the collection and dis¬ 
tribution of his revenues, the control of his local offi¬ 
cers, and the command, payment, and employment 
of his whole army, with the exception of that part 

to which English officers were attached, no influ¬ 
ence whatever was exercised by the Resident; and 
the Nizam’s Government was as much an indepen¬ 

dent State as if the alliance with us had not existed.”* 

But the exception here indicated was one of grave 
importance. Whilst Henry Bussell occupied the 
Residency, that “ part of the army to which Eng¬ 
lish officers were attached” was growing, under his 

fostering hands, into formidable dimensions. The 

History of the Nizam’s Eorce is one which it would 

take long to narrate. At the close of the last century 

it was disciplined by Erench officers; but the war 

with Tippoo cemented a close friendship between the 

English and the Nizam; and as English interests 

became paramount at Hyderabad, our ally was in- 

Letter to the Court of Directors Henry Russell, late Resident at Hy- 
relative to Hyderabad Affairs, by derabad. London, 1824. 
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duced to disband his French battalions, and to 
organise a new force in its place. Little by little 
the connexion of Englishmen with the Nizam’s 
army increased during the early years of the present 
century. It was permitted—perhaps it may be said 
that it was encouraged—whilst Kirkpatrick and Syd¬ 
enham represented British interests at the Court of 
the Nizam. Among the first who took service under 
the Hyderabad State was Mr. William Palmer, a 
gentleman not of pure European blood,* but of good 
courage and excellent abilities, who rendered con¬ 
siderable service to the State by supplying, when 
at a distance from Hyderabad, information to the 
British President relative to the outlying districts 
and the neighbouring native States, and who was 
sometimes employed to negotiate with the rebellious 
subjects of the Nizam. But the army, in spite of 
the few European officers who were connected with 
it, was at this time lamentably inefficient; and on 
one memorable occasion, in 1808, suffered itself to 
be disgracefully defeated by a rebel force under Mo¬ 
ll iput Bam.f Mr. Palmer was informed, on credible 

* He was son of General Palmer, 
and brother of John Palmer the well- 
known Calcutta merchant. 

f Some idea of what the Nizam’s 
army was at this time may be ga¬ 
thered from the following passage of 
a letter from Capt. Sydenham to Mr. 
Edmonstone, written in February, 
1808:—“ Mohiput Ram continued to 
negotiate with every appearance of 
sincerity till the 11th of February, 
when he suddenly changed his tone, 
threatened the life of Mr. Palmer, 
marched out his troops from Shah- 
poor and joined Mahomed Rezza 

Khan. Mr. Palmer obtained with 
great difficulty permission to leave 
Shahpoor. On the morning of the 
12th, Mohiput Ram and Mahomed 
Rezza engaged the Nizam’s troops 
under Nizamut Jung and Mr. Gordon. 
The Nizam’s cavalry behaved with 
the most shameful cowardice, and fled 
at the commencement of the action. 
The infantry, under Mr. Gordon, 
showed great resolution and spirit, 
drove the enemy back, took their 
guns, and would have gained the day, 
if they had been supported by the 
cavalry. But being deserted by the 
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authority, after this affair, that “ there was not a 

Jemadar of horse but was disaffected to our in¬ 

terests.55* It may have been treachery rather than 

cowardice, which made the cavalry fly like sheep 

before the battalions of Mohiput Ham. 

One thing, however, was certain. The few Eu¬ 

ropean officers who were attached to the Nizam’s 

army in 1808 seemed to be only there to be but¬ 

chered. It was advisable, indeed, that over the 

Hyderabad levies there should be efficient European 

control; or that they should be left to their native 

officers. When Mr. Russell joined the Residency, 

this subject in no small measure occupied his 

thoughts. Perhaps he thought too much of it. 

Perhaps he made the Nizam’s Contingent too much 

of a plaything. At all events, whilst Henry Russell 

occupied the Residency, the Contingent became, in 

all essential respects, a British force, paid in some 

manner or other, directly or indirectly, from the 

treasury of the Nizam. This matter of the pay¬ 

ment of the troops was one which led to very grave 

results. It did not always happen that there was 

money in the treasury to pay them. On one oc- 

cavalry, they were soon surrounded, quent fate is uncertain. The other 
A general panic seized them. All Mr. Burgh escaped. Of 1300 infantry 
the exertions of Mr. Gordon and Mr. that entered the action, not more than 
Palmer were insufficient to rally them; 300 have been able to effect their 
and they were completely destroyed retreat, and many of them were 
by superior numbers of horse and wounded. The Nizam’s cavalry, after 
foot. Mr. Palmer luckily escaped, this shameful retreat, gradually col- 
but Mr. Gordon was wounded and lected at a place about thirty miles 
taken prisoner. Prom the concur- from Shalipoor, and are slowly re¬ 
ring testimony of many accounts, I turning to Hyderabad.”—[MS. Cor¬ 
am afraid that Mr. Gordon was cruelly respondence.~\ 
butchered. Mr. Bertie Burgh and a * Mr. Palmer to Captain Sydenham, 
Mr. Bellair were killed. Mr. Pearson March 18, 1808.—[iliN. Correspond- 
was wounded and taken. His subse- ence.] 
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casion, in 1812, the unpaid troops mutinied, tied 

their commanding officer to a gun, and threatened 

to blow him away if their arrears were not dis¬ 

charged.* Money was sent from the Residency, 

and for a time the mutiny was quelled. But it was 

obvious to Mr. Bussell that something must be 

done, both to keep the Contingent in an efficient 

state, and to secure its loyalty. “ Nobody, I pre¬ 

sume,” he said afterwards, “will dispute that if 

the troops were to be maintained at all, it was ne¬ 

cessary to provide for their being regularly paid.” 

But how was this provision to be made ? The 

arrangements which Mr. Bussell had instituted to 

secure the efficiency of the Nizam’s Contingent had 

greatly increased the costliness of the force. Such 

an army, disciplined and commanded by English 

officers, could only be maintained at a cost alto¬ 

gether incommensurate with the means of dis¬ 

charging it. The Hyderabad State, distressed and 

embarrassed, ever forestalling its revenues, was not 

in a condition to secure regularity of payment to 

such a force. It is not to be doubted that the re¬ 

organisation of the Contingent had greatly increased 

the burdens of an already overburdened State. The 

English Commandant of the Bussell Brigade, so 

baptised in honor of the Resident, received from 

the Nizam 5000/. a year as his own salary; and 

other officers were paid in proportion.f Employ- 

* Calcutta Review, vol. xi., article Nizam s Contingent says, that as job 
“ Nizam’s Contingent,” in which am- followed job, and other superfluous 
pie details connected with the history offices were made, it became a pro¬ 
of this force will be found. verbial expression current m Hydeia- 

f The writer of the paper on the bad, that “Poor Nizzy pays for all! 
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ment in the Nizam’s service was generally coveted 

by the officers both of the King’s and the Com¬ 

pany’s army. The Resident was importuned with 

applications for these comfortable staff appoint¬ 

ments, and large sums passed annually into the 

pockets of our own people. That the efficiency of 

the Contingent was greatly increased, that it be¬ 

came, indeed, an admirable body of disciplined 

droops of all arms, is not to be doubted. But it is 

equally unquestionable that it increased the burdens 

of the State in a manner for which any advantages 

accruing from the enhanced efficiency of the Con¬ 

tingent could never sufficiently compensate. 

Prom such a Government as that of the Nizam— 

a Government of shifts and expedients, whose system 

of finance was little more than the great system of 

hand-to-mouth, the regular payment of the troops 

was clearly not to be expected. But in such a 

matter as this the interposition of the Resident was 

justified, if not demanded. So Mr. Russell made 

an arrangement for the payment of the troops, of 

which it is necessary to speak somewhat in detail. 

Mr. William Palmer, of whom some mention has 

been made, had quitted the military service of the 

Nizam to enter into commercial transactions, and 

had established a house of business at Hyderabad 

known as the firm of William Palmer and Co. This 

firm, by a series of successful operations with which 

I am not particularly acquainted, had become the 

possessors or the depositories of a large amount of 

capital, and were in a position to make considerable 

advances of money to the Nizam. As they had the 
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power, so they had the inclination, to enter into 

laige tiansactions with the embarrassed Government 

of Hyderabad. All legal impediments were removed 

by the sanction of the Governor-General—a sanction 

granted without inquiry into the particulars of the 

proposed transaction—and it was arranged that the 

House of Business should undertake to advance a 
certain sum of money—first, for the payment of one 

portion of the troops, then of another, and that 

certain assignments of revenue should be made by 
the State for the security of the lenders. The ad¬ 

vances wTere to the extent of 20,000k a month. The 

assignments were of the annual value of 300,000k 
The interest payable by the Nizam was 25 per cent. 

These arrangements were made under the sanction 

of the Resident. There was no express guarantee 

for the protection of William Palmer and Co., but 

it was understood, both by the lenders and the bor¬ 

rowers, that the President endorsed the transaction. 

The troops were now punctually paid; but the fi¬ 

nancial embarrassments of the Nizam were increased 

by the arrangement, and the people were plunged into 
a lower deep of suffering than any that had over¬ 

whelmed them before. The disorders of the Nizam’s 

Government had, indeed, become intolerable; and 

Mr. Bussell was eager to apply a remedy to the evils 

which stared him so reproachfully in the face. It 

was plain to him that the connexion of the Nizam 

with the British Government had been one of the 

chief sources of the decrepitude of Hyderabad. But, 

he argued with a force of truth not to be withstood, 

“if we owe the foundation of our empire in this 
VOL. II. c 
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country to tlie weakness in which we found the 

native princes, we ought not to complain of the evil 

which that weakness necessarily produces. If we 

have reaped the benefit, we must submit to witness 
the inconveniences which are its inseparable at¬ 

tendants.” “ And,” he added, “ if it be true that a 

part of the mischief has arisen from the pre¬ 
dominance of our power, it is for that reason the 
more incumbent on us that we should endeavor to 

apply the remedy.”* But what was the remedy to 

be ? The Nizam was to be left to the uncontrolled 

administration of his own provinces; how then 

could we ameliorate that which we were not to be 

permitted to touch ? There was to be, if such were 

possible, intervention without interference. We 

were to shape the administrative measures of the 
Nizam without appearing to have anything to do 

with them. We were to be everything and nothing 

at the same time. “ I suggested,” says Mr. Bussell, 

“ as the leading features of a plan of reform, that 

whatever control our Government might resolve to 

exercise, should be applied through the medium of 

advice and influence, and not by direct exertion of 

authority; that we should enlarge the sphere rather 

than increase the degree of our interference; exert¬ 

ing the same influence in correcting the abuses of 

the internal administration that we already applied 

to objects immediately connected with our own 

interests; that we should improve and direct the 

implements of the country, and not introduce agents 

or regulations of our own.” 

* Mr. Russell to Government, November 24, 1819. 
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Instructions* to this effect were drafted by Met¬ 

calfe, as Political Secretary, emphatically sanctioned 

by Lord Hastings, and forwarded to Mr. Russell. 

They met with the entire concurrence of the Resi¬ 

dent. “The instructions about reform,” he wrote 

privately to Metcalfe, “ are everything I could 

desire. If I had drafted them myself, I could not 

have made them more entirely consonant to my own 

views and wishes. The result, I trust, will answer 

the expectations of Government. I have had a 

great deal of discussion with Chundoo-Lall, whom I 

believe to be as willing as he is able to discharge 

his part of the duty. A manifest change has already 

taken place in the tone and character of the in¬ 

ternal administration. Complaints are received and 

grievances are redressed, and justice is expeditiously 

and gratuitously administered by a new tribunal 

erected by Chundoo-Lall for the purpose. Reduction 

of expenses and remission of revenue are the next 

great objects, and at these we are hard at work.”f 

There was no doubt of Mr. Russell’s sincerity. His 

letters abundantly show that these reforms lay very 

near his heart. 

Throughout the greater part of the year 1820, he 

was sedulously employed in giving them effect. But 

the reign of the Resident was now nearly at an end. 

He could only initiate the reforms which were so 

necessary to the prosperity of the country. But 

* These instructions, in a few words, of administration. Chundoo-Lall to 
were “ To authorise him to interfere be supported.”—[MV. Memorandum 
with his advice and influence for the by Charles Metcalfe.'] 
benefit of the Nizam’s Government, f Henry Russell to Charles Metcalfe, 
to improve its revenues, reduce its March 21, 1820.—[MV. Correspond- 
expenses, and ameliorate its system ence.] 

c 2 
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with this he was content. He had such strong faith 

in his successor, that he knew the good work would 

he carried on vigorously and successfully after his 

departure. 
Such, hurriedly traced in dim outline, was the 

condition of things in Hyderabad when, in the second 

week of November, accompanied by Lieut. Hugh 

Barnett, who was appointed Second Assistant to the 

Resident, Mr. Richard Wells, of the Civil Service, 

who was Third Assistant, and Captain Mackenzie, 

who was appointed to the Nizam’s Cavalry, Charles 

Metcalfe embarked on board the Hattras, which 

was to convey him to Masulipatam, on his way to 

Hyderabad.* He was not sorry to quit the seat of 

Government; but there was a new and untried 

world before him at Hyderabad; and as he was 

departing, intelligence reached him which caused 

some temporary regret that he had made his election 

to proceed to the Court of the Nizam. Mr. Monck- 

ton, who was at that time Resident at Lucknow, 

had announced his intention of proceeding to Eng¬ 

land, and Sir David Ochterlony had declared his 

willingness to be transferred to that Court, in order 

that Metcalfe might return to his old post at Delhi. 

To the latter, who had many pleasant recollections 

of the years he had spent in the Imperial City, and 

had often regretted his departure from it, this 

arrangement, as far as his personal feelings were 

* lie liad another very amusing arrived in Calcutta, which a friend 
travelling companion, too, in the shape had sent him to beguile the tedium of 
of “ Spence’s Anecdotes,” then newly the voyage. 
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concerned, would have been very gratifying—but 

be had now gone too far to recede; the course of his 

duty lay in the direction of Hyderabad—so he went 

straight on, sending back no vain regrets, hut fixing 

all his thoughts upon the future. 

On the 10th of November, Metcalfe and his friends 

embarked from Calcutta, and coasting down the Bay 
of Bengal, anchored, on the 16th, in Masulipatam 

Hoads. The state of the weather did not suffer 
him to land before the 18th ; and on the following 

day he proceeded by dawk to Hyderabad. There 

he found Mr. Bussell awaiting him. He found, 

too, that the place was in an unusual state of social 

excitement. The race-week was commencing, and 
there were dinners, and halls, and suppers—race- 

ordinaries and lotteries, in which he was expected 

to take a part. .But he was eager to commence 

business ; and how it was commenced may he 
gathered from the notes which he made at the 

time: 

MEMORANDA FOR JOURNAL. 

[1820—1821.] 

“ Saturday, the 25th, having been fixed on for my presenta¬ 

tion to the Nizam, the Ministers Mooneer-ool-Moolk and Rajah 

Chundoo-Lall came to the Residency in the morning, about 

ten o’clock, according to custom, to pay their compliments to 

me, and invite me to wait on the Nizam. They remained 

some time at the Residency, and during their stay produced a 

note from the Nizam, of which the following is a near trans¬ 

lation : 
“ ‘ Mooneer-ool-Moolk Bahadoor and Maharajah Chundoo- 

Lall will go to-morrow to Sahib Jung Bahadoor’s (Mr. Russell’s) 
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residence. Let the pending negotiation regarding taking and 

giving between the above-mentioned Bahadoors be settled, m 

order that there may not be any injury after the departure of 

that gentleman. This matter is at the responsibility of the 

Talookdars and Abbas Allu Khan. 

“ If I were to explain this note myself, I should conceive it 

to allude to the pending unsettled negotiation regarding the 

Partition treaty, and to be dictated by an apprehension that a 

new Besident might come forward with new demands, or might 

urge those already discussed and declined. It was, however, 

urged by the Ministers as having a more general meaning, and 

as proceeding from a fear lest matters formerly settled should 

be ripped open for fresh discussion. Friendly assurances were 

given, without hesitation, on this point; but it was pointedly 

impressed on them that these assurances had no reference to 

the pending treaty, which, being avowedly unsettled, was fully 

open to discussion and negotiation. The Ministers took leave 

of us, and went to the palace with their suite. They had 

been numerously and respectably attended. Not long after, 

Mr. Bussell and myself, attended by the gentlemen of the 

Eesidency, and others who wished to see the Nizam, proceeded 

to the palace; where, after being met in the usual manner by 

the Ministers, we were received by the Nizam. He was, it is 

said, unusually affable and talkative—though he did not cer¬ 

tainly talk much. To what this might be attributed—I mean 

his uncommon affability—I cannot pretend to say. After 

remaining with him about a quarter of an hour, we received 

our leave, and came away. The gentlemen who were intro¬ 

duced, presented Nuzzurs ; which struck me as an unusual 

practice, never having heard of such at any native Court except 

the King’s. The style of the Durbar and the dresses of the 

Court were plain; the palace itself not grand.” 

“ On Sunday, the 26th, went to church. Afterwards returned 

the visit of the commanding officer, Colonel Boles, who, with 
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the staff, had called on me on the 23rd. Was received in the 

cantonments with salutes, and had a guard of the grenadier 

company of the 30th N. I. drawn up for me at the com¬ 

manding officer’s. I had heard much of the overdoing of 

these matters at Hyderabad; and was therefore prepared for all 

the honors I received. The sermon at church was about 

Aurungzeb, Lord Chesterfield, and Mr. Fox, to the text of 

‘ Vanity of vanities, all is vanity.’ 

u On the 26th November paid my first visit to the Minister, 

Mooneer-ool-Moolk, and dined with him. He has a splendid 

house, fitted up at great cost and with some taste. He gave us 

an excellent dinner, and conducted his entertainment in very 

good style. I am not in favor of dining with people who can¬ 

not or will not dine with us; and only went on this occasion 

because I did not choose to make difficulties regarding what 

had been customary under my predecessors; especially as I had 

not received charge of the Residency, and was in a manner 

under the guidance of Mr. Russell, who accompanied me, as 

did also all the gentlemen of the Residency, including his 

party and mine. 

“Rajah Chundoo-Lall joined us after dinner, and we got home 

about half-past ten, having been entertained with a nautch, 

Mooneer-ool-Moolk’s manners are good. Two of his sons are 

fine boys. Chundoo-Lall’s manners are also good. 

“ This morning, the 28th, after breakfast, the officers of the 

cantonments of Sekunderabad and Bolaurum came to the 

Residency to be introduced to me. A fine body of officers. 

I find that our society is likely to consist of 130 or 140 persons, 

including ladies. 

“ On the evening after our visit to the principal, but nominal, 

Minister, Mooneer-ool-Moolk, we paid a similar one to the 

deputy, but real. Minister, Chundoo-Lall. The house and the 

entertainment were not less splendid than on the preceding 

occasion; indeed, the profusion of costly ornamental furintuie 

exceeded everything I had ever before seen. In addition to a 
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dinner, nautcli, and brilliant illumination, equal to those at 
Mooneer-ool-Moolk’s, we had at Chundoo-Lall’s a display of 
fireworks and gaslights. 

“ On the 30th, Russell explained to me the several forms of 

accounts relating to the Residency; and on the 1st of December 

delivered over charge of the office. 

“ 13th December.—Sent Mr. Sotheby to Rajah Chundoo-Lall 

to propose the gift of sixteen lakhs of rupees for the purposes 

desired by the Governor-General.* Mr. Sotheby reported, on 

his return, that the Rajah agreed to the proposal. It remains to 

be seen whether the consent of the Nizam will be obtained or 

not. Mr. Sotheby also put in train the settlement of the little 

difficulties which have arisen out of the abolition of exemption 

of duties on articles proceeding to the markets of our canton¬ 

ments, &c.” 

“ Subsequently to the 13th, I again sent Mr. Sotheby to Rajah 

* This requires explanation. As one 
of the consequences of the great events 
touched upon in the last chapter, and 
the partition of territory which they 
had involved, a new treaty with the 
Nizam had become necessary. This 
treaty, the terms of which had been 
chiefly arranged by Mr. Russell, was 
still unconcluded when Metcalfe pro¬ 
ceeded to Hyderabad. The opportu¬ 
nity rvas considered by the statesmen 
of Calcutta a good one for the ex¬ 
traction of a bonus of money from 
the Nizam; and it was suggested, 
therefore, that an article should be 
introduced into the treaty pledging 
the Nizam to manifest his sense of 
all our kindness to him by a gra¬ 
tuitous contribution of sixteen lakhs 
of rupees (160,000/.) for the improve¬ 
ment of the city of Calcutta. Who 
was the originator of this suggestion 
I do not know; but Metcalfe went 
to Hyderabad carrying with him, in 
Lord Hastings’ handwriting, the fol¬ 
lowing draft of the proposed article; 

“ His Highness the Nizam, con¬ 
templating the great benefits which 
he has reaped from the late military 
operations, in the security of his do¬ 
minions, and in the advantages ac¬ 
cruing to his revenue, is anxious to 
manifest his sense of such a boon by 
a gratuitous contribution. In this 
view his Highness desires that he 
may be allowed to furnish sixteen 
lakhs of rupees (payable at the rate 
of four lakhs yearly till the amount 
be completed) for public purposes 
connected with the city of Calcutta 
or its vicinity within the twenty- 
four pergunnahs ; on the condition 
that the sum shall be applied in such 
portions and for such objects as the 
Governor-General in Council may 
direct.” 

Well might it be said that “ Nizzy 
pays for all,” when he was called upon 
to contribute 160,000/. towards the 
tanks and aqueducts and lamp-posts 
of Calcutta. 
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Cliundoo-Lall on the subject of the sixteen lakhs. The Rajah 

did not start any difficulty on the subject, but proposed that I 

should report the matter to Calcutta as settled, and engaged on 

his part to procure the consent of the Nizam, after the arrival 

of the ratification from Government. To this I objected, and 

sent Mr. Sotheby again to explain that the Nizam’s consent 

must he obtained before I could report the matter as settled. 

It should have been mentioned that at the second interview of 

Mr. Sotheby, the agreement about the sixteen lakhs was added, 

in the terms prescribed by Lord Hastings, as an eleventh article 

to the ten before settled by Mr. Russell. 

“ On the day after Mr. Sotheby’s third mission, the Rajah 

reported to me that the Nizam had cheerfully assented to the 

arrangement, and expressed his gratification that the matter was 

so settled. I sent a report on the subject to Calcutta, Avhich 

will be found on the records* 

“ Some days after this a horrible outrage was committed by 

some Arabs in the service of Shums-ool-Omra. An Arab had 

been killed in a drunken fray. The Arabs, the next day, went 

in a body to the house of a Dukhanee chief, of whose party 

they supposed the killer to be, to demand that he should be 

delivered up to them. It appears that the chief offered to send 

him to the Minister, if he could be pointed out; but, from the 

* In another memorandum of an 
intended interview with the Minister, 
Metcalfe says: “ Mem.—The sixteen 
lakhs.—To tell the Minister that I 
have reported to Government upon 
this subject; and that I am sure the 
Governor-General will he much gra¬ 
tified by the handsome conduct of the 
Nizam’s Government; but that I have 
also some reason to think that the 
donation will be declined, which I shall 
be glad of, for the financial interests 
of the State.” And he was right. 
The donation was declined. On this 
very 13th of December, Lord Hastings 
was writing to Metcalfe that the 
Home Government would not give 
their sanction to such a dubious mea¬ 

sure. “ We have received,” wrote 
the Governor-General, “from the Se¬ 
cret Committee a positive injunction 
not to urge the Nizam to a contribu¬ 
tion of sixteen lakhs of rupees. 
Therefore you must drop that object 
entirely, and cancel any procedure 
that may have taken place respecting 
it. The Court’s instruction proceeds 
on the erroneous intimations previ¬ 
ously transmitted to some of its mem¬ 
bers from Calcutta. It all turns upon 
the inconsistency of exacting from 
the resources of the State such a sum 
when we represent its finances to he 
embarrassed in such a degree as to 
require the aid of a British house of 
agency.”—[MS. Correspondence.'] 
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outrageous conduct of the Arabs, the discussion ended in the 

death of the chief and some others. The Minister reported the 

circumstance to me, announcing his intention to punish the 

guilty. In reply, I urged him to persevere in this intention, 

for the credit of the Nizam’s Government and the protection of 

the people. The matter ended in two Arabs being shot by 

their own brethren, after a sort of trial by jury, and twenty-five 

being banished. Some people say that the men executed were 

not the real offenders, but mere slaves, executed by the Arabs 

to appease public opinion. The more general account is, that they 

were the principal actors in the outrage—one having been the 

murderer of the Dukhanee chief, and the other the person who in¬ 

stigated the Arabs to remain at the house when they were will¬ 

ing to come away peaceably. The result is not quite satisfactory. 

The Government should have carried on the investigation, and 

inflicted the punishment. As it is, the business has been 

slurred over, having been left to the Arabs, many of whom 

were the offenders.” 

“ On Christmas-day gave a dinner, ball, and supper, to the 

society of Hyderabad, Sekunderabad, and Bolaurum.” 

Of the general state of the Nizam’s country, 

Metcalfe soon began to derive from passing events 

some painful experience. Letters came in from 

officers of the Nizam’s contingent employed in the 

provinces exhibiting the unsettled state of the 

country, and the lawless condition of the people: 

“A letter received from Lieutenant Sutherland,” he wrote 

in his journal, “ dated 24th December, 1820, reporting an attack 

made by him on a party of plunderers, headed by a person 

named Solinga, which had taken possession of the village of 

Soolyali, in the Talooka of Moory, and Pergunnah of Odgeer. 
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Solinga, it appears, is a known character, who has for some 

time been in rebellion against the local authorities. Lieutenant 

Sutherland having decoyed a considerable number of this 

party into the plain, before the fort, which is only sixty yards 

square, charged and cut them to pieces. A number of match¬ 

lock men who came out to their assistance, were also charged 

and sabred by Lieutenant Sutherland’s detachment, consisting 

of 170 horse, which had only four men and six horses wounded 

in the affair. Solinga has evacuatad Soolyali, and fortified 

himself in Grozegaon. 

“Another letter from Lieutenant Sutherland beforeGozegaon, 

requesting a reinforcement of the companies of infantry from 

Hyderabad, which has been despatched. Information received 

of the cholera having attacked the detachment which was sent 

as a reinforcement to Lieutenant Sutherland.” 

Every day brought the new Resident some fresh 
proof of the deeply-seated disorders of the Nizam’s 

country, and the necessity of immediate interference 

in the concerns of a territory so rent and distracted 

by internal convulsion. But it was necessary that, 

in the first instance, Metcalfe should obtain the 

confidence of the Nizam and his Ministers, and 
obtain from the latter, or rather from Cliundoo-Lall, 

a true state of the financial condition of the country. 
The following memoranda for his journal give a 

brief account of his interviews with these authorities, 

and a slight sketch of the measures which he pur¬ 

posed to recommend for the reform of existing 

abuses: 

“ Memoranda for Communications to Rajah Chundoo-Iall. 

“ To require a statement of revenue and expenditure, from 
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which to judge of their relative extent and the financial pros¬ 

pects of the Government. 

“ To require a statement of Khalsa lands, revenues, and 

management, whether under farmers or collectors, or any other 

class of managers. 

“ To require a statement of lands in Jagheer Jaidad, &c. 

“ To require a statement of Jagheerdars of troops supported 

by Jaidad, and of personal Jagheers to commanders. 

“ To require a statement of pensioners, with the revenues or 

claims on account of which pensions have been granted. 

“ To explain that information on all these points is required 

as a necessary foundation for improvement. 

“ The statements of these things, which no doubt already 

exist, will be preferable to others which it may take trouble to 

prepare. 

“ To inquire about the late outrage of the Arabs, and the 

measures pursued for redress. 

“ To urge the Minister to discontinue on his own part, and 

to procure the discontinuance on the part of Mooneer-ool-Moolk, 

of all clandestine allowances to servants, &c., at the Residency. 

The same with regard to fruits, dinners, &c., &c., sent to the 

Residency, which come in such quantities as give them the 

appearance of regular supplies instead of being merely com¬ 

plimentary. 

“ To desire the Minister not to give ear to any natives who 

may pretend to have influence with me, either directly or cir¬ 

cuitously, and to inform him that I shall never employ natives 

in any communication with the Nizam’s Government. That 

ordinary matters Avill be discussed as at present, by notes ; 

and all of importance either personally or through one of my 

assistants. 

“ Districts towards the Wurda—at present depopulated—the 

people gone to the Nagpore country. Propose to authorise 

Lieut. Clark to give them a general guarantee for the enjoy¬ 

ment of their rights free from oppression or extortion ; the 

farmer or manager subsequently to make such particular 
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engagements with them, not violating their general guarantee, 

as may be expedient.” 

“ On the 17th January I had a private audience of the Nizam, 

at which no third person was present. My object was to give 

him confidence as to the views of our Government, and my 

personal disposition. The manner in which he received and 

replied to my communications was gratifying; and he seemed 

to derive pleasure from the meeting. On the whole, I was 

much satisfied with the result of my visit; though a paltry 

trick wTas played in a point of etiquette, unobserved by me at 

the time, which it was afterwards necessary to notice and rectify. 

The particulars of this meeting will be reported officially to 

Government. 

“ On Friday, the 26th, Rajah Chundoo-Lall paid me a visit 

on business, and remained with me several hours, conversing on 

the state of the country, and the measures proper to be pursued, 

on which he spoke very plausibly and sensibly, and promised to 

give cordial assistance in the work of regeneration and reform. 

He brought me accounts, which I had called for, of the re¬ 

ceipts and charges of the Government ; from which, if they 

can be relied on, it appears that there is a present annual defi¬ 

cit of about ten lakhs. If the deficit do not exceed this amount, 

I shall not despair of bringing the finances of the Government 

into proper order in the course of time, either by ameliorations 

of the revenue, or by reductions of the expenditure, or the 

joint operation of both. I was much pleased with the disposi¬ 

tion shown by the Minister at this conference. 

“ This visit arose out of my declining to go to the Minister on 

the old footing. It was customary with my predecessor to visit 

the Minister on business, though the Minister never came to 

him. This course appearing to me to be derogatory, I have 

hitherto sent one of my assistants on business to the Minister, 

instead of going myself. This alone, without any proposition 

on my part, has been sufficient to bring the matter into a better 
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course ; and I shall now, without scruple, visit the Minister on 

business as he will also come to me. 

“ I applied to the Minister for accounts of the income and ex¬ 

penditure of the Government. These, after requesting delay for 

time to prepare them, he brought to me in detail. From 

these I observe that the annual expenditure exceeds the income, 

after allowing for the advantages gained by his Highness’s 

share of the conquests of the late war, in the amount of about 

ten lakhs. 

u The measures which appear to me to be most essential in the 

first instance, and which I shall endeavor to carry into effect 

with the concurrence of the Nizam’s Government, are—1st. 

The reduction of the expenditure of the Government within 

its income. 2nd. A general settlement of the land-revenue for 

a term of five years on the principle of a village settlement, 

including arrangements with the heads of villages for the in¬ 

troduction of a system of police. 3rd. The superintendence of 

respectable European officers of the Nizam’s service, for the 

purpose of preventing oppression and breach of faith in the 

districts in the vicinity of their respective posts.” 

Having thus made up his mind that the evils 
under which the country had long been groaning 

could he removed only by the exercise of efficient 

European superintendence over the native func¬ 

tionaries employed in the executive duties of the 

internal administration, Metcalfe at once obtained 

the sanction of the Nizam’s Government to the 

measures he proposed, and lost no time in setting 

them on foot. He soon found, indeed, that the 

leisure which Mr. Hus sell had promised him, and 

which at one time he had promised himself, was a 

mere delusion. “ I find my time as much occupied 
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here,” he wrote to James Baillie Eraser,* “ as at 

Calcutta or Delhi, though leisure was one of the 

principal objects for which I came. I am now con¬ 

vinced that want of leisure is a constitutional disease 
which will stick by me to the grave, and that it does 

not proceed from excess of business alone.” It did 

not, indeed, proceed so much from excess of business 

as from the conscientiousness with which he dis¬ 

charged it. Twenty years afterwards it was said, in 

another quarter of the globe, that he “ worked like 

a slave;” and one of the shrewdest observers! who 
ever watched his proceedings, said of him, “How 

he finds the time is a problem : I know only that he 
is never in a hurry.” 

He soon began to make preparations for a tour 

of personal inspection through the outlying districts. 

He was not one to satisfy himself with the reports of 

others—to study the condition of the country at ease 

in the Residency-House. So, having handed over 
to his Chief-Assistant the duties of the Capital and 

the Court, and left instructions! for his guidance in 
the event of the unexpected demise either of the 

Nizam or one of his Ministers, the Resident com- 

* The -well-known author of “ Tra¬ 
vels in Ivhorassan,” the “ Kuzzil- 
bash,” &c., &c. He was brother of 
William Fraser, Metcalfe’s old Assis¬ 
tant. 

f Mr. Gibbon Wakefield. 
+ These were very brief, but very 

distinct. It were worth while to in¬ 
sert them: 

“ Mem.—In the event of the un¬ 
expected demise of the Nizam, his 
eldest son, Nasir-ool-dowlah, to suc¬ 
ceed him. This intention is not to be 

divulged unless it be necessary to 
carry it into effect. 

“ In the event of the death of 
Mooneer-ool-Moolk, the nomination of 
a successor to his office should be pre¬ 
vented altogether, or at least post¬ 
poned to my return. 

“ In the event of the death of Chun- 
doo-Lall, his duties should be made 
over to Mooneer-ool-Moolk for the 
time; and the appointment of a suc¬ 
cessor to Chundoo-Lall should be 
postponed till my return.” 
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menced his progress. What was the result of his 

first visitation may he set forth in his own language. 

It is clearly described in the following private letter : 

MR. CHARLES METCALFE TO MR. GEORGE SWINTON. 

“ Camp, Dewalwarra, June 14, 1821. 

“ My DEAR SwiNTON,—The more I see of the Nizam’s 

country, the more 1 am convinced that, without our interpo¬ 

sition, it must have gone to utter ruin, and that the measures 

which have been lately adopted were indispensably necessary 

for its continued existence as an inhabited territory. As it is, 

the deterioration has been excessive, and the richest and most 

easily cultivated soil in the world has been nearly depopulated, 

chiefly by the oppressions of the Government. It will require 

tender nursing. The settlements are advancing. The moderate 

revenue, which it has been found necessary to receive in many 

instances, has greatly disappointed the Government, which, not 

convinced by the depopulation of villages in consequence of 

ruinous extortion, would have persisted in the same unprincipled 

course until the rest were depopulated also. The loss of revenue, 

if confidence be established by the settlement, will be but tem¬ 

porary. In some of the settlements on which the assessments 

for the first year are the lowest, they are doubled and trebled, 

and in some instances quadrupled and quintrupled in the period, 

generally five years, for which the settlements are concluded. 

Such are the productive powers of the soil, that I have no doubt 

of the propriety of the increase where it occurs to that extent, 

the assessments for the first year having been made uncommonly 

low from local circumstances affecting the particular cases. 

After the conclusion of the settlement, one measure more, and 

I think only one, will be necessary, and to that I conceive our 

interference ought to be limited. We must preserve a check on 

the native officers of the Government, to provide that they do 

not violate the settlement ; otherwise they certainly will, in 

which case it would be better that it had never been concluded, 
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as it would then, by giving false confidence, furnish the means 

of additional extortion, and would effectually destroy the very 

foundation of our probable success, which is the reliance put on 

our faith and guarantee. I therefore propose, with the assent 

of the Nizam’s Government, to employ the assistants of the 

Residency and some of the best qualified of the Nizam’s officers 

in different divisions of the Nizam’s territory, for the purposes of 

checking oppression and violation of faith on the part of the 

officers of Government, securing adherence to settlements, 

taking cognisance of crimes, and looking after the police, 

especially on the frontiers, on which point I receive continual 

complaints from the neighbouring Governments. These officers 

should take no part in the collection of the revenues, nor in the 

general administration of the country. Neither should the 

farms of the Nizam’s Government be invaded. The officers 

should not have any peculiar official designation, founded on 

their duties, lest it should be considered as a partial introduction 

of our rule ; and if at any time, from good schooling or rare 

goodness, there should be reasonable ground of hope that a dis¬ 

trict could be managed safely without such a check, I should 

think it a duty to withdraw the officer from that district, though 

I have no expectation, I confess, that such is likely to be the 

case. In order to save expense to the Nizam’s Government, 

the number of divisions should be small—six or seven in all 

This would make each of them very extensive, but not, I hope, 

too much so for the performance of the duty. They ought to 

be continually in motion (the officers, I mean), and the Resident 

ought to be frequently in motion also, to observe the state of 

the several divisions. I hope that this measure will be ap¬ 

proved, for on it all my hopes of successful reform in the Nizam’s 

country are built. Without it they will fall to the ground. It 

appears to me to be the only way of preserving the Nizam’s 

Government in all its parts entire, with the addition of the 

check of European integrity, which can at any time be re¬ 

moved without damaging any other part of the edifice, if at 

any time it can be dispensed with. If the Nizam’s officers were 

YOL. II. D 
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allowed to go on without some such, check, it would soon 

end, I think, in our being compelled to take the country 

entirely into our own hands. As most of the officers so 

employed would be already in the receipt of pay in the Nizam s 

service, the Nizam’s Government would only have to make 

such an addition as might be thought suitable to the increased 

importance and labor of their duties. The allowances of the 

superintendents in the Nagpore territory, or of the assistants in 

the Delhi territory, might be taken as a model, and, after cal¬ 

culating what the gentlemen so employed already receive, either 

as officers in the Nizam’s service, or assistants to the Resident, or 

agent at Aurangabad (for the latter, I think, is pointed out by 

bis local situation as one of them, if he would like the duties), 

the difference might be made up from the Nizam’s Govern¬ 

ment, which would be the cheapest way for him in which the 

business could be done. 

“ I mentioned, I think, in an official despatch that ninety 

villages had been repeopled in one district. Since then the 

number has increased to 300, and this must now be within the 

mark, for it is a period of two months since I received the 

report. Two days ago I received intelligence of the settlement 

of forty-five waste and deserted villages in another district, 

which will be repeopled on the assurance of this settlement. 

Some of the original cultivators have returned from so great a 

distance as Bombay, and the rest are returning from the several 

countries to which they had emigrated. I mention this as the 

result of confidence in European character and interference. 

Were these to be entirely withdrawn, the country would either 

revert to its former state of galloping consumption, or its pro¬ 

gress to dissolution would be accelerated even more rapidly by 

the violence of reaction. I have troubled you with a long 

letter, but the fate of millions hangs on the result. 

“ Yours most sincerely, 

“ 0. T. Metcalfe. 

“ I shall be at Ellichpoor to-morrow, and at Aurangabad in 

the beginning of July.” 
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This first excursion in the Hyderabad country 
greatly strengthened Metcalfe’s previous convictions 
that only by the active intervention of British au¬ 
thority could he hope to mitigate such deeply- 
seated disorders as he saw everywhere around him. 

The country, he wrote officially to Government, 
“through which I have passed in my tour com¬ 

menced in April, has everywhere exhibited the most 
striking features of decay and depopulation; and 

completely evinced the necessity of the interposition 
of the influence of our Government for the prevention 

of utter ruin.” Under this conviction he set bravely 
to vork; and before the close of the year was able 
thus to report the first success of his measures : 

“lam now on my return to Hyderabad, after witnessing the 

accomplishment almost to completion of the primary objects 

which called me to the northern parts of the Nizam’s dominions. 

The settlement and limitation of the land-revenue for terms of 

years have been effected for the most part in the districts north 

of the Godavery, and throughout a considerable portion of the 

western frontier southward of that river. The gentlemen 

employed in this undertaking, in different divisions of the 

territory—namely, my assistant, Mr. R. Wells, and Major 

Seyer and Captain J. Sutherland of the Nizam’s service, per¬ 

formed the duties assigned to them with the greatest zeal, 

ability, and judgment. The measure carried into 

effect by these gentlemen throughout a considerable extent of 

the Nizam’s dominions, promises the most favorable result. 

It has been received by the cultivator with manifest satisfaction, 

clouded only by a dread that the systematic bad faith of the 

Nizam’s Government may render nugatory the benefits of the 

arrangement. It has had the ostensible support and co-opera- 

D 2 
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tion of the Government, without which it could not have 

succeeded.” 
I 

But it was apparent to Metcalfe that this support 

was only ostensible. The sufferings of the many 

had been so profitable to the few the rapacity of 

the Minister and his underlings had so long been 

glutted—that this wholesome restraint upon their 

greed was irksome to them, and they secretly en¬ 

deavored to baffle measures which outwardly they 

were compelled to support. All this Metcalfe saw 

plainly enough; hut it only stimulated his eneigies 

and roused him to greater vigilance. The success 

of these great ameliorative effects, perseveringly and 

consistently persisted in by the Resident, is a great 

fact not to he questioned. “No sooner had Govern¬ 

ment,” writes one who saw the effect of these mea¬ 

sures with his own eyes,* “ commenced the good 

work of inquiring into the rights of the people, 

thought of redressing their grievances, and fixed 

the extent of their own demands on them, than the 

country was restored to comparative tranquillity. 

Men began to feel secure of reaping a return pro¬ 

portioned to their exertions, and industry took the 

place of rapine and sloth.” In fact, the work 01 re¬ 

generation had commenced. There was hope still 

for Hyderabad. 
The system under the operation of which Metcalfe 

looked for these good results has been sufficiently 

explained in his letter to Mr. Swinton. It was a 

system of pure native agency under European 

* The late Colonel (then Captain) J. Sutherland. 
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superintendence. Tlie superintendents did not in- 

terfere in tlie executive details, hut exercised a pre¬ 

siding' influence over the general administration both 

of Revenue and Justice. Under this system, those 

village settlements which Metcalfe had found so 

beneficial to the people in the Delhi territories, were 

introduced, and with excellent results. That during 

the period of Metcalfe’s residence in the Deccan the 

inhabitants of the Hyderabad provinces were rescued 

from much oppression—that the rights of the agri¬ 

culturists were more clearly defined—that extortion 

was checked—and Justice rendered something better 

than a mockery is not to be denied. He did not 

labor in vain. His best reward was in the increased 

happiness of the people—but the commendations of 

the Government, ever so dear to him, were not with¬ 

held.* It was said afterwards, when there was an 

object in the distortion of the truth, that Metcalfe 

had been guilty of improper interference in the in¬ 

ternal affairs of the Nizam’s Government. But the 

system was not his system. He found it in opera¬ 

tion. He only gave it greater and more beneficial 

effect. 

But there were those whose interest it was to 

misrepresent, if they could not nullify his measures. 

And he had need of all his resolution. It was with 

a clear insight into the difficulties which beset Met¬ 

calfe’s ameliorative progress that his old friend and 

* Lord Hastings wrote to him in fort of the Nizam’s territories. I feel 
April, 1821: “Let me take the op- keenly the duty of rendering our in- 
portunity, my dear sir, of saying to fluence so beneficial, and I thank you 
you how gratifying the prospects are sincerely for the generous energy with 
which you hold forth respecting the which you prosecute the purpose.”— 
improvements in cultivation and com- [MS. Correspondence.'] 
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master, Sir John Malcolm, wrote to him at this time 
the following high-toned words of encouragement: 

u Every step you take to ameliorate the condition of the 

country will be misrepresented by fellows who have objects as 

incompatible with public virtue and good government as dark¬ 

ness is with light. That these men should be allowed to speak 

or write upon subjects such as you discuss and manage is 

deplorable. But the fact is so ; and though the circumstances 

in which you are placed require all your firmness, recollect at 

the same time they call for all your caution and prudence, and, 

above all, for great temper and patience. These qualities I 

should never ask you to exercise in any extraordinary degree 

for selfish views. Were your personal interests alone at stake, 

I know you might give way to the spirit of an offended gentle¬ 

man and a high public officer. But you have a more mo¬ 

mentous duty to perform. You have to fight the good fight, 

and to stand with the resolute but calm feelings such a cause 

must inspire against all species of attacks that artful and sordid 

men can make, or that weak and prejudiced men can support. 

.I am quite confident in your ultimate triumph, though 

I expect that you will have great vexation and annoyance.”* 

These were prophetic utterances—the vexation 
and annoyance were close at hand, and the ultimate 
triumph was not far behind. 

* MS. Correspondence. 
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CHAPTER II. 

[1820—1825.] 

“ THE PLUNDER OF THE NIZAM.” 

Finances of the Nizam—Residency Expenses—William Palmer and Co._ 
The Sixty-lakh Loan—Influence of the House—Sir William Rumbold  
Metcalfe’s Friendship for the Partners—Proposed Financial Arrangement 
— Correspondence with Lord Hastings — Intrigues of the House — The 
Governor-General and Mr. Adam—Further Revelations—Reconciliation 
with the Governor-General—Discussions in England. 

Whilst, under Metcalfe’s instructions and superin¬ 
tendence, the subordinate officers upon whom he 
relied were pushing forward, with good success, these 
ameliorative measures, the Resident himself was 

diligently inquiring into the financial circumstances 
of the Nizam, and tracing the causes of that chronic 
state of embarrassment which had so grievous an 
effect on the prosperity of the country. It had been 
his first care, on entering upon his new duties, to 

see that the Residency itself was entirely free from 
the reproach of increasing the unprofitable expendi¬ 

ture of the Nizam; and at one of his first interviews 

with Chundoo-Lall he had “ urged the Minister to 

discontinue on his own part, and to procure the dis¬ 

continuance on the part of Mooneer-ool-Moolk, of 

all clandestine allowances to servants, &c., at the 
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Residency ; the same with regard to fruits, dinners, 

&c., &c., sent to the Residency, which came in such 
quantities as to give them the appearance of regular 

supplies, instead of being merely complimentary.” 
And he especially “ desired the Minister not to give 
ear to any natives who might pretend to have in¬ 
fluence with him; and informed him (Chundoo-Lall) 
that he should never employ natives in any com¬ 
munications with the Nizam’s Government—that 
ordinary matters would he discussed by notes—and 
all of importance either personally or through one 
of his assistants.”* He saw clearly the importance 
of putting a check at once upon every description of 

back-stairs influence, and preventing the Nizam or 
his Ministers from being fleeced by the fathomless 

cunning of the native underlings of the Residency. 
He was averse, too, to any of those convenient ar¬ 
rangements which, by transferring the expenses of 

certain parts of our own establishment to the trea¬ 
sury of the Nizam, lightened our own burdens at 

the cost of our ally ; and wherever he scented a job 
he was resolute to suppress it.f 

* Memoranda for Journal, by C. T. 
Metcalfe. 

f I find a memorandum in his hand¬ 
writing, written soon after his taking 
possession of the Residency, in the 
following words:—“February 13.— 
Wrote to Secretary in Political de¬ 
partment privately to apprise Govern¬ 
ment that certain expenses at the 
Residency, amounting to 1200 or 2000 
rupees per mensem, were defrayed by 
the Nizam’s Government, in order 
that I might receive orders on the 
subject.” His private letters, written 
at this time, also touch upon the 
subject of these payments. See the 

following, written to Mr. Jenkins:— 
“Hyderabad, March 23, 1821.—The 
officer of the escort here gets a whack¬ 
ing allowance from the Nizam in lieu 
of bazaar profits, and I have not in¬ 
terfered with it. The compromise 
which I make with myself in this 
matter is, that I will put a stop to it 
whenever the present commander 
may quit. It is not, however, with 
regard to the oath that I propose this, 
as I should have done the same with¬ 
out the oath. Indeed, I was so dis¬ 
satisfied with having an oath imposed 
on our line as a security for our good 
conduct, that I have, I fear, treated 
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But of all the sources of the financial embarrass¬ 
ments of the Nizam, that which in Metcalfe’s eyes 

seemed to call most obtrusively for the consideration 
and intervention of the British Resident, was the 
connexion of the Hyderabad Government with the 
great mercantile house of William Palmer and Co. 

It seemed to him that the State was lying prostrate 
and helpless at the feet of the English money-lenders. 
In the preceding chapter mention has been made of 
the manner in which the Hyderabad Government 

first became the debtors of the House, and of the 
extent of their obligations. Since those loans had 
been contracted, a new arrangement had been en¬ 
tered into between the two parties, with the avowed 
object of a gradual liquidation of the liabilities of 
the Nizam. A re-adjustment of the business, how¬ 

ever, had become expedient upon other grounds. In 
spite of the immense payments of interest, the claims 
of William Palmer and Co. on the Hyderabad Go¬ 
vernment were increasing; and the members of the 
House were not without a hope that, by placing the 
transaction altogether on a new footing, seemingly 

it with too much neglect, and have 
merely regulated my conduct by the 
same rules which guided me in my 
former situation at Delhi. Eruits 
and flowers—though, to avoid what is 
unpleasant, I discourage the sending 
of them as much as possible—I con¬ 
sider as quite excluded from the 
bonds of the oath, and have no hesi¬ 
tation on that score as to accepting 
them. Presents to servants I dis¬ 
courage also; and, if I am not de¬ 
ceived, have stopped entirely. _ There 
were some bad habits here in that 
respect, and the Residency servants 
got vastly too much from the Minis¬ 

ters. It was necessary to check this, 
and the best way was to prohibit it 
in tolo; but common enaums to ser¬ 
vants, such as we give to those of 
others, I should not think affected by 
the oath—though I object to them, 
for the reasons before stated. Some 
expenses of the Residency here, such 
as repairs of the house, &c., establish¬ 
ment for the garden and grounds, 
with some others, have been hitherto 
borne by the Nizam’s Government. 
I have reported particulars privately 
to Government, and they will be re¬ 
gulated differently in future.” 
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more advantageous to the Nizam, a guarantee might 
he obtained from the British-Indian Government for 

the repayment of the entire advance.* In the course 
of the year 1820 the loan was negotiated. The 

amount advanced was sixty lakhs of rupees, or 
600,00(B., to be paid within six years. Por this ac¬ 

commodation the Nizam’s Government were to pay 
interest at the rate of 18 per cent., seemingly a re¬ 
duction of 7 per cent, on the old advances. But 
the reduction was no more than a sham. In con¬ 

sideration of the nominal advance the borrowers 
were to pay a bonus of eight lakhs of rupees. The 

whole business of the loan Metcalfe subsequently 
described as “a fiction.” There was nothing of 
reality about it. f 

Of the terms of this loan the partners of the House 

were naturally anxious to keep the Government in 

ignorance. Metcalfe was at this time Political 
Secretary; and not only did all the official corre- 

* See Metcalfe’s own version of the 
story, written some years afterwards: 
— “ They (the House) found their 
claims on the Nizam’s Government in¬ 
creasing, notwithstanding the immense 
sums which were pouring in on account 
of interest; and their great object was 
to obtain the guarantee of the British 
Government for the whole of the 
debt due to them by the Nizam’s 
Minister. In order to accomplish 
this purpose, a statement was trumped 
up of the desire of the Nizam’s Go¬ 
vernment to pay off other debts, and 
effect various beneficent arrange¬ 
ments, for which a loan of sixty 
lakhs was required. This statement, 
according to previous arrangement, 
was. addressed by the Minister to the 
Resident. The House professed their 
readiness to meet the Minister’s 

wishes, provided that arrangements 
were made for repayment within a 
certain number of years, and that 
the whole transaction were guaran¬ 
teed by the British Government. 
The arrangements for repayment 
were made, and the sanction of the 
British Government was obtained, 
with which the House were obliged 
to be content, as a guarantee could 
not be granted.”—[Minute in Council, 
by Sir C. T. Metcalfe, December 11, 
1828.] 

f “ To this pretended sixty-lakh 
loan, which was a mere fiction, all 
the old debt was transferred; and so 
much being apparently secured by 
the arrangement concluded, the House 
went on with confidence lending afresh 
at their usual rate of interest, above 
25 per cent.”—[Ibidi] 
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spondence with Government relative to the Sixty- 
lakh Loan pass through his hands, hut a consi¬ 
derable burden of private correspondence regarding 
it was also entailed upon him. One of the members 

of the House, of whom more particular mention will 

presently he made, wrote privately to Metcalfe in 
July, asking him to exert his influence to silence 
inquiry. . “I find,” he said, “that there is a dis¬ 

cussion in Council about our loan, and that the 
rate of interest is required. What can the Govern¬ 

ment care whether the arrangement he more or 
less beneficial to us, provided it bestows upon the 

Nizam’s Government the great advantages that 
have been held out ? If our loan has the effect of 
liberating the Minister from all his debts in five or 

six years, and that in the mean time the revenue is 
actually increased, surely those who suggest the 

means of so desirable an arrangement ought to be 
allowed some advantage. But for us this could 
never have been settled; and if we made millions by 
it, the result were the same. No one need object 
to us.”* This reasoning did not satisfy Metcalfe. 
Nor was he pleased with the motive given for the 

secresy—the hope of keeping matters quiet at home. 
There was truth, however, in the assertion, that 

“what is very low interest at Hyderabad would 
sound very high at home.” The reader must not mea¬ 

sure the exorbitancy of William Palmer’s demands 

according to the Bank of England’s rates of discount, 

even in the midst of an European war. In obe¬ 

dience to the requirements of Government, the rate 

* MS. Correspondence. 
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of interest demanded by the House was declared. 
“ But the grant of the bonus”—to use Metcalfe’s 

words—“ on the pretended loan was concealed from 

the British Government in the same spirit of 
fraudulent deception that characterised the whole 

transaction. The sanction given by the British 
Government to this fictitious loan was represented 
and understood by many to be a guarantee; and the 
number of European officers who entrusted their 

property to the House was increased. The House 
received money at 12 per cent., and lent to the 
Nizam’s Government and to individuals at 25. 
Their business was almost confined to this traffic, 
and to the supply of costly articles to the Ministers 
and others at the Nizam’s Court, all other branches 

of their concern being comparatively insignificant. 
The accumulation of wealth in their books, from the 

immense interest which they charged, seemed to be 
boundless, and the actual influx of cash, from the 

remittances of constituents on the one hand, and the 

payments of the Nizam’s Government on the other, 
was such as to supply the most wasteful expenditure 
on the part of the members of the firm, and was 
nevertheless overflowing. ’ ’ * 

It is no uncommon thing for capitalists to pay 
one rate of interest on money received, and to charge 

another on money advanced. There is not a Banking 

or Agency House in England or India that does not 

carry on its business upon this intelligible principle. 
It was not of this, therefore, that Metcalfe com¬ 

plained. Needy Governments, like needy individuals, 

* Minute of Sir Charles Metcalfe, ut supra. 

\ 
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must pay for money when they want it. But the 

new Resident saw with painful distinctness that 
there were other than commercial considerations 
involved in these transactions. The question had, 
indeed, become a political question. The House of 

William Palmer and Co. had, in fact, usurped the 

government of Hyderabad. They were fast becom¬ 
ing all-powerful in the State. “ Of the power which 

the House acquired in the Nizam’s territories,” wrote 
Metcalfe, some years afterwards, fC partly by the 
actual influence of the partners over the Minister, 
and partly by their reputed influence with the British 
Government, no conception can be formed by those 
who did not witness its operation. The House was 
armed with the double authority of the British and 
Mogul Governments, and nothing could withstand 

it. Its power was at its climax when the new Re¬ 
sident appeared on the scene, and its members were 
making rapid strides towards the entire possession 

of the revenues of the country.”* 
How this extraordinary influence was acquired 

may be briefly stated. It was not merely the in¬ 
fluence of a sturdy creditor over a struggling debtor 

—it was an influence derived from extraneous 

sources ; the growth of an accident. One of the 

partners of the House was Sir William Rumbold. 
This gentleman had married a ward of the Governor- 

General, and had accompanied his Lordship to India 

with the not very rare or unintelligible design of 

making as much money as he could. He had 

passed the age at which the foot can be placed on 

* Minute, ut supra, 
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the lowest step of the ladder of official promotion, 
and so, with the aid of his friend, he had endea¬ 

vored to make for himself a shorter cut to fortune. 
Metcalfe said of him, that he went out “ to make a 

large and rapid fortune in the style of the old time, 

by other means than his own personal labor.” “ He 

soon found that the British territories did not yield 
a harvest of the kind which he sought. He there¬ 
fore visited the Courts where British influence was 

then most predominant, and wealth supposed to 
flow most freely, in search of it. He included Delhi, 

Lucknow, Mysore, and Hyderabad, in his extensive 
progress. Delhi was a barren waste for his pur¬ 
poses. Mysore did not offer any enticing prospect. 

The choice lay between Lucknow and Hyderabad. 
There was a scheme for his settling at Lucknow; 
but either that failed, or the temptations of Hydera¬ 

bad were more powerful; and this was the place on 
which he finally pounced.He was just 

the man for the concern; and the concern was just 
the thing for him. He joined it; and brought with 

him the influence to be derived from the reputed 
support of the Governor-General.”* 

It was not possible, indeed, that it should be 
otherwise. The natives of India, who understand 

the nature of back-stairs influence as well as any 

people in the world, could not believe that one, 

whom they regarded as the son-in-law of the Go¬ 

vernor-General, was not a person of prodigious in¬ 

fluence and importance, competent to employ the 

great engine of British authority as he would in the 
* Minute, ut supra 
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affairs of Hyderabad. The House, indeed, had become 
so identified in men’s minds with the British Go¬ 

vernment, that even in remote districts, where the 
cabals of the capital were but little known, it was 

said that the revenue which they paid on account of 
the lands assigned to William Palmer and Co. was 

paid into the British treasury. Gradually, indeed, 

there had grown up in the Deccan a power greater 

than the Nizam—greater than the British Besident 
—greater than the Governor-General of India. It 
was the belief of the Minister that so long as he had 
the House on his side, the support of the Besident 

was of comparatively slight importance. To secure 
this, large sums of money in the shape of annual 

allowances were paid to members of the firm, or 
their near relatives. Even the sons of Mr. William 

Palmer, boys at school in England, grew, under this 
mighty system of corruption, into stipendiaries of 
the Nizam. If the stipends were not paid, they 
were carried to account in the books of the firm at 
an interest of 25 per cent.; and thus increased the 

ever-increasing embarrassments of the Nizam, and 
rendered difficult the regeneration of the country. 

The new Besident saw all this, and other things 

of which I have not yet spoken; and the contem¬ 

plation of such extortion caused him acutest pain. 

If he had known in Calcutta all that he subsequently 
learnt in Hyderabad, no temptations of fame or 

fortune—of ease or dignity—would have enticed him 

into that hornet’s nest. He was a man of profound 

sensibility, of a most affectionate nature, very con¬ 

stant in his friendships; one whose chief happiness 
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was derived from his contemplation of the happiness 

of others. If the principal members of the Hyder¬ 
abad House had been utter strangers to him, he 
would still have arrayed himself against them with 

extreme reluctance; it would still have caused him 
much personal suffering to incur their resentment 

by restricting their gains. But it happened that 
the men, whose career of self-aggrandisement it now 

became his duty to check, were bound to him by 
those very personal ties which, with a man of Charles 
Metcalfe’s gentle, loving nature, are only to be re¬ 
sisted by painful efforts of self-negation. Mr. Wil¬ 

liam Palmer was the brother of one of Metcalfe’s 
oldest friends. An unbroken intimacy of twenty 
years’ duration had greatly endeared John Palmer 
to him, and he had gone to Hyderabad prepared to 
love William Palmer for his brother’s sake, and had 
found all his prepossessions strengthened and con¬ 
firmed by the amiable character of the man himself. 

To Sir William Itumbold he was bound by a personal 

friendship of many years. He had first made the 
acquaintance of this gentleman at Delhi, when, as 

the bearer of letters of introduction from John 
Adam and others, Sir William had presented him¬ 

self to the President, and been the recipient of his 

unfailing hospitality. It happened, either on this 

first or another visit to Delhi—I do not know—that 
Itumbold had fallen sick, and had been nursed by 

Metcalfe at his pleasant residence in the Shalimar 

Gardens as tenderly as though they had been brothers. 
A year before the new Itesident’s departure for Hy¬ 

derabad they had renewed their personal intercourse 
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in Calcutta, and Rumbold liad returned to liis family 

to speak gratefully and delightedly of Metcalfe’s 

charming “ cordiality of manner—the same as it used 
to he at Delhi.” And when the tidings of his ap¬ 

pointment to Hyderabad reached that place, there 

were no warmer congratulations than those which 
Metcalfe received from the Rumbolds; unless they 

were those which came from another partner_his 
old friend Dr. Lambe. 

It need not be said, therefore, that the new Resi¬ 

dent went to Hyderabad with no personal prejudices 
against the principal members of the great Ranking 

House. All his prepossessions were in their favor^ 
and it grieved him to the soul now to find himself 
compelled to do battle against men with whom he 

would fain have lived in habits of unclouded friend¬ 
ship. “ I rejoice,” he wrote to John Palmer, “ that 

\ our health has been perfectly recruited by your 
late trip. Mine is very good, and I am as happy as 

any man can reasonably expect to be; I should be 
perfectly so, were it not for one thing : but you are 

the last person whom I ought to trouble on this 

subject, for unconsciously you helped to create the 
mischief which I deplore. Habits, however, of old 

confidence will prevail—I allude to the plunder of 

the Nizam by William Palmer and Co., in league 

with an unprincipled Minister. I do not object to 

merchants making good bargains for themselves. 

Rut when the resources of the State are sacrificed 

by a profligate servant, without any regard to the 

interests of his master, as the purchase of the sup¬ 

port of the Governor-General through the influence 

of an individual, it is bribery in the most horrible 
VOL. II. e 
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degree, and the misery of it will he long felt by this 

suffering country. Had I known what X now see 
before X quitted Calcutta, nothing should have in¬ 

duced me to come here. Being here, I must do my 

duty, and make myself as cheerful as I can he in a 

very disagreeable predicament.”* 
That Mr. Secretary Metcalfe must have had some 

knowledge, even in Calcutta, of the ill effects of 
the close connexion between the House of William 

Palmer and Co. and the Nizam’s Government, is not 

to be doubted. But until he himself appeared on 
the scene, he had no just conception of the extent of 

that evil influence. He knew that in some quarters 
there was a strong feeling against the House; but 

he declared that he could not fathom the cause of it. 

But now that he stood face to face with the gigantic 

evil, and plainly discerned the shape thereof, “ the 
vague sort of apprehension,”! of which he had 

before spoken, loomed before him as a palpable 
reality to be steadfastly encountered. He had not 
been many weeks settled in the Residency before 

the conviction forced itself on his mind that the 

safety of the Nizam and the dignity of his own Go¬ 

vernment could be maintained only by rescuing the 

former from the gripe of the English money-lenders. 

* Charles Metcalfe to John Palmer, 
January 29, 1822. MS.—This let¬ 
ter was written in reply to one 
asking the Resident to procure the 
appointment of a friend to the Nizam’s 
artillery. 

t He had written to Sir William 
Rumbold from Calcutta : “ I must 
tell you in confidence that a strong 
jealousy of the House prevails in 
some quarters. The grounds of it I 
have never seen well defined; and I 
do not myself well understand them. 

There seems to he a vague sort of 
apprehension of the consequences of 
encouraging an European House of 
Agency or Commerce in the dominions 
of a native prince, founded on trans¬ 
actions which have heretofore occurred 
elsewhere. But as I said before, I do 
not clearly comprehend it. 
There is nothing personal in the feel¬ 
ing I am satisfied; and I expect that 
it will evaporate, as hitherto, in occa¬ 
sional ebullitions.” 
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To accomplish this great object, Metcalfe now 
proposed, in the spring of 1821, to open, in Cal¬ 

cutta, a six-per-cent, loan guaranteed by the British 

Government, and from the proceeds of this loan to 
pay off all the Nizam’s obligations to Palmer’s 

House, and other creditors. The proposal was made 

to Government in an official letter ;* hut before he 
forwarded it to Calcutta, the Resident, with charac¬ 

teristic manliness, communicated his intentions to the 

members of the firm. It need not he said how unwel¬ 

come was the announcement—the announcement of 
a project for suddenly blocking up that short road to 
gigantic wealth which had recently been opened out 

before them. But now that the great danger 

threatened them, they encountered it with consum¬ 

mate address. Having first of all secured, under 

the worst of circumstances, a mitigation of the evil, 
they made a grand effort to ward it off altogether. 

They represented to Metcalfe that as the sudden 
liquidation of the loan to the Nizam would inflict a 
very serious injury on the firm, a certain compensa¬ 

tion for the losses they would sustain ought in fair¬ 

ness to be made to them. With an amount of good¬ 

nature for which he subsequently reproached him¬ 

self, he consented, therefore, to introduce into the 

arrangement a clause conferring on the House an 

additional gratuity of six lakhs of rupees, f Having 

* April 5, 1821.—This letter is given fourteen lakhs, or 140,000?. (besides 
in the collection of Hyderabad Pa- interest at eighteen per cent.) to be 
pers published by the Company in divided among the partners, as the 
1824. profits of the sixty-lakh loan, 

f Making with the eight-lakh bonus 

E 2 
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accomplished this object—something easy to fall 

hack upon—they made their great coup in advance, 
Metcalfe had consented to delay the despatch of his 

proposal to Government whilst he discussed it with 

the members of the firm. “ They employed the 
interval,” said Metcalfe, “ in communicating with 
Calcutta to prevent its success, and succeeded in 

their object.” In other words, Sir William Hum- 
hold wrote an urgent appeal to Lord Hastings; and 
when Metcalfe subsequently despatched his official 

letter to Calcutta, it never elicited an answer. 
But upon the receipt of Sir William s letter, Loid 

Hastings wrote privately to Metcalfe, reproaching 
him for not having made some preliminary reference 

to the Governor-General. “ You assume,’ he said, 

“ that Government will guarantee such a loan. 

Many points must he settled before I can agree to 

such a step. Not long ago the expediency of raising 

a large sum here for the Company, at four per cent., 

in order to pay off a portion of the six-per-cent, 

debt, was strongly pressed upon me. I rejected the 
proposition absolutely, because I thought it a cruel 

procedure to force upon the bondholders the receipt 

of their capital when they had no means of employ¬ 

ing it.”* But if large bonuses and gratuities had 

* Lord. Hastings to Mr. Metcalfe, 
April 21, 1821. — [M/S'. Correspond¬ 
ence.]—The proposed loan, however, 
met with the approval of Mr. John 
Adam and of Slierer, then Accountant- 
General. “ I am much pleased,” wrote 
the former, “ with your plan of a loan 
for the Nizam, and it meets with 
Sherer’s entire approbation. I fear it 
is not so well relished elsewhere, and 

will occasion some debate. Tindall 
has struck out a plan for buying the 
Peish-cash out at a given number of 
years’ purchase, which seems a good 
scheme, and will, perhaps, be followed 
up.”—[Calcutta, May 23, 1821. il/S'.] 
See also Minute of Mr. Adam, May 
12, 1821, published in the Hyderabad 
Papers. 
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been offered to tlie bondholders, the cruelty would 
have been less obvious. The House of William 

Palmer and Co. never contended that the Nizam was 
not entitled to pay his debts whenever he pleased. 

On this point Metcalfe replied clearly and empliati- 

calby thus stating the effects on the general pros¬ 

perity of the Hyderabad country to be anticipated 
from the liquidation of the debts of the Nizam : 

tl -A- serious apprehension that the Government will not he 

able to keep its engagements with W. Palmer and Co., is one of 

the motives of my anxiety for the reduction of the interest. 

The Nizam’s Government has for a long time struggled on, 

under pecuniary difficulties, by the aid of extortion, limited 

only by the want of substance to supply its demands. This has 

necessarily led to a gradual deterioration of revenue, which was 

rapidly hastening towards a crisis. The measures now in pro¬ 

gress, not only, I trust, will have the effect of checking further 

decrease—they have also a natural and, I confidently believe, 

a sure tendency towards improvement and augmentation, and 

eventually to an incalculable extent. But their first effect will 

not be to increase the Nizam s revenue. The reform must 

commence by the Nizam s Government lowering its demand to 

the amount which the country in its present depopulated state 

can yield, without entire exhaustion ; and I much fear that it 

may not have the means of fulfilling its engagements to Messrs. 

W. Palmer and Co., in which case the accumulation of their 

demand, at its very high rate of interest, will become an in¬ 

supportable burden to the State. 

“ Had there been any contract between the Nizam’s Govern¬ 

ment and Messrs. W. Palmer and Co., binding the former, for a 

certain time, to abandon the right of paying its debts according 

to its power to do so, all the principles which I profess would 

have precluded me from proposing any arrangement for its liqui¬ 

dation without their entire concurrence ; but though Messrs. 
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W. Palmer and Co. would have maintained that ground, if they 

could, their honorable regard for veracity induced them to ac¬ 

knowledge repeatedly to me that the Nizam, from his own funds, 

might justly pay off the whole debt in a day, without their 

having any right to complain; and all that they could allege 

against payment in the mode suggested by me was, that they 

were secured by the Nizam’s avarice against payment from his 

private treasury, and did not expect it from any other quarter. 

But the authority of the Governor-General was 

insuperable, if his arguments were not; and Met¬ 
calfe’s proposals were silently rejected. So far, Sir 
'William Rumbold had gained his point; hut he had 
other complaints soon to prefer. The President was 

not a very ductile Resident. He was not to he 
made either a tool or a plaything in the hands of 

the members of the House. So Lord Hastings was 
assailed with representations to the effect that the 

frost of Charles Metcalfe’s disfavor was nipping the 
prosperity of William Palmer and Co. Upon this the 
Governor-General sate down and wrote the following 

letter to the Resident: 

LORD HASTINGS TO MR. METCALFE. 

“ Calcutta, August 27, 1821. 

“ My dear Sir,—A letter from Sir William Numb old, 

which I have received this day, mentions the heavy losses to 

which the House of W. Palmer and Co. has been subjected 

through the opinion prevalent in the country of your being 

hostile to that firm, as well as from a belief current at Hydera¬ 

bad of your being disposed to work at the removal of Rajah 

Chundoo-Lall. Any ill-will on your part towards the House of 

W. Palmer and Co. must necessarily be an idle imagination. 

* MS. Correspondence. 
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And I am sure you will feel no less pain than I do that the 

appearances whence the Shroffs inferred it have had as much 

effect as could have flowed from the real existence of an adverse 

sentiment. I will confess to you that, when you knew how 

much contest had taken place in Council respecting the mode of 

relieving the Nizam’s affairs, your submitting officially a propo¬ 

sition on that subject without any previous communication with 

me, seemed a procedure in which I was unaccountably neglected. 

It was obvious that, should any particular conceptions of policy 

or duty forbid my adopting your plan, the inevitable consequence 

would be the renewal of a vexatious controversy, originally 

brought forward from the view of conveying fallacious im¬ 

pressions to the Court. Such conceptions were much more 

than possible ; they were highly probable. They, in fact, 

existed. I considered the guarantee, which was the basis of 

your project, as irreconcileable to just expedience—to the 

recorded opinion of the Court in a parallel case—and to law ; 

positions which, nevertheless, did not prevent the peevish dis¬ 

cussion that was to be anticipated. This, however, is not the 

important part of the matter. The rumor respecting Rajah 

Chundoo-Lall, coupled with the depreciatory language which 

you have used of that Minister, alarms me. I must thence not 

let a day slip in observing to you that I am personally pledged 

to the support of that individual. He would not engage in 

those measures of reform which we pressed upon him, without 

a special assurance that he should be upheld by the British 

Government. That promise was notified to him from the 

Governor-General in Council; and the Rajah, in a becoming 

reliance upon it, manfully performed his part. Thus bound to 

protect him, it is incumbent on me to profess that any step tend¬ 

ing to render our plighted faith delusive must not only be dis¬ 

avowed, but decisively overruled by this Government. 

“ I have the honor, my dear Sir, to be, with great esteem, 

“ Your very obedient and humble servant, 

“ Hastings.” 
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To this letter Metcalfe sent hack a reply, manly in 
its tone, vigorous in its diction—altogether worthy of 

the man. I cannot persuade myself to abridge it :* 

MR. METCALFE TO LORD HASTINGS. 

“ Aurangabad, September, 1821. 

“ My Lord,—I have had the honor of receiving your Lord¬ 

ship’s letter of the 27th ult., written in consequence of one ad¬ 

dressed to you by Sir William Rumbold. I beg leave to assure 

your Lordship, that I am far from being disposed to work at 

the removal of Rajah Chundoo-Lall. It is very true that I 

think ill, in the highest degree, of the spirit of his internal ad¬ 

ministration—that I groan for the devastation inflicted on the 

country by his merciless extortions; and that I cannot love his 

heartless recklessness of the miseries of the people confided to 

his charge. I mourn also for the reproach attached by public 

opinion to the British Government, as if it countenanced the 

criminalities which its support alone has given him the strength 

to practise; but it has never yet occurred to me as desirable, all 

circumstances considered, that he should be removed. His 

removal, and that of his dependents, abstractedly would no 

doubt be beneficial, because they are altogether an unprincipled 

set; but there is no man in the country, not one that I know of, 

who could be recommended as his successor. There is no one, 

perhaps, who would be more facile in agreeing to those plans of 

reform, the execution of which is in progress—notwithstanding 

the underhand counteraction on his part, of which I am sensible 

—no one who would look up to us more for support, consequently 

no one more in our interests—no one who could be personally 

more conciliating, more obliging, more ready to meet our wishes. 

Add to this, that he has rendered us essential political services, 

and is entitled to our thankfulness in such a degree as, though 

the connexion has its disgrace, would most probably attach dis- 

* The transcript is from the original rough draft in Metcalfe’s hand¬ 
writing. 
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grace also to our abandonment of his cause. Further, I am not 

sure that his removal would be an easy task, even were I autho¬ 

rised to attempt it; for I think it very probable that the Nizam 

would apprehend fresh encroachments from the success of the 

attempt, and set himself to oppose it. Nothing could be more 

impolitic or more subversive of the improvements in progress 

and contemplation, than the failure of such an attempt. I 

mention these things in order to show your Lordship that I 

have very sufficient reasons in my own mind against the forma* 

tion of the design of which Sir William Rumbold has led your 

Lordship in some degree to credit the existence. But inde¬ 

pendently of all such considerations, I was aware of your Lord- 

ship s disposition to support Chunaoo-Lall, and would not have 

attempted anything against him without your previous sanction. 

“ Respecting the other point mentioned by Sir William 

Rumbold, my reputed hostility to the firm of W. Palmer and 

Co., I am at a loss what to say, for I know not whence such an 

idea can have arisen. Excepting Mr. W. Palmer, the European 

partners of that firm were my friends before I came to Hyder¬ 

abad. Mr. W. Palmer’s brother, Mr. John Palmer, has been 

my much esteemed and warm friend for the last twenty years; 

and Mr. William Palmer himself is one of those men so ami¬ 

ably constituted by nature, that it is impossible to know ever so 

little of him without feeling one’s regard and esteem attracted. 

There is no family at Hyderabad with which I have so much 

intercourse as Sir William Rumbold’s. Mr. Larnbe, one of the 

partners, accompanied me in his medical capacity as acting-sur¬ 

geon of the Residency during my tour from Hyderabad to this 

place, and in every respect on the most friendly and confidential 

footing. Since I came to this place, I have accepted without 

hesitation as a personal favor from Mr. Hastings Palmer, the 

head of the branch of the firm established at this place, the loan 

of a house which I occupied till I could otherwise accommodate 

myself. I may add, that I have lately given my assent to extra¬ 

ordinary exactions proposed by the Minister for the purpose of 

meeting the demands of that firm on the Government, which 
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the Minister would not attempt without my concurrence. All 

these circumstances, I venture to say, would naturally indicate 

to the public mind feelings the very reverse of hostile; and I 

am so unconscious of any appearances that could have justified, 

in Shroffs or any others, an inference of adverse sentiment, that, 

notwithstanding the apparent presumption of disputing the ac¬ 

curacy of Sir William Rumbold’s apprehension, on a point on 

which he ought to be so well informed, I am much inclined to 

doubt the existence of such an impression; to ascribe whatever 

losses the blouse may have sustained to other causes, and to at¬ 

tribute Sir William Rumbold’s persuasion on the subject to 

artful misrepresentations industriously conveyed to him for pur¬ 

poses distinct from the concerns or interests of the firm. 

u I could conscientiously deny the existence, on my part, of a 

shadow of ill-will; but I might deceive your Lordship were I to 

stop here. I cannot help entertaining sentiments regarding the 

transactions of that firm, which, as being adverse to their own 

views of their interests, they might possibly charge to the 

account of ill-will. Those sentiments have been slow in growth, 

but strengthen as I see more of the state of affairs in this 

country. I lament that Messrs W. Palmer and Co. have 

grasped at such large profits in their negotiations with the 

Nizam’s Government as place his interests and theirs in direct 

opposition. I lament that they have succeeded in conveying 

to your Lordship’s mind an exaggerated impression of services 

to the Nizam’s Government, which obtains for them on public 

grounds your Lordship’s support, in a degree to which they do 

not seem to others to be entitled—support which for any ordi¬ 

nary mercantile transactions would be wholly unnecessary. I 

lament that they are so sensible or fancifid of their weakness on 

every other ground as to be drawing on your Lordship’s per¬ 

sonal favor on every occasion in which they apprehend the 

most distant approach of danger, extending their sensitiveness 

to the smallest diminution, from whatever cause, of their imme¬ 

diate profits—thus repeatedly forcing on the public the name of 

your Lordship as the patron of their transactions, whilst these 

are likened by the world in general to former pecuniary deal- 
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ings in Oude and the Carnatic. I lament the connexion be¬ 

tween them and Rajah Chundoo-Lall, because it tends to draw 

them quite out of their sphere of merchants, and make them 

political partisans. It is scarcely possible that this can ulti¬ 

mately be beneficial to them. I lament their connexion with 

some of the most profligate and rapacious of the governors of 

districts, through whom their character, and what is of more 

consequence, the British name, become involved in detestable 

acts of oppression, extortion, and atrocity. I lament the power 

which they exercise in the country, through their influence with 

the Minister; enforcing payment of debts, due to them either 

originally or by transfer, in an authoritative manner not be¬ 

coming their mercantile character ; acting with the double 

force of the Nizam’s Government and the British name. I 

lament the continuance of their loan to the Nizam’s Govern¬ 

ment, because it would be a great relief to its finances to 

discharge it. I lament the terms of the loan, because I think 

them exorbitant. I lament the concealment of the actual terms 

of the loan at the time of the transaction, and the delusive 

prospect held out by which your Lordship was led to conceive 

it to be so much more advantageous to the Nizam’s Govern¬ 

ment than it really was. I lament the monopoly established in 

their favor by the sanction and virtual guarantee of the British 

Government, because it deprives the Nizam’s Government of 

the power of going into the European money-market, where, 

with the same sanction, it might borrow money at less than 

half the rate of interest which it pays to Messrs. Palmer and Co. 

I lament the political influence acquired by the House through 

the supposed countenance of your Lordship to Sir Win. Rum- 

bold, because it tends to the perversion of political influence for 

the purposes of private gain. All these things I lament, not 

only because they are in themselves evils, but because they 

must in the end injure the firm itself. Individuals of it may 

snatch a hasty and splendid harvest, if they do not care for 

aught else, but the firm itself cannot continue to flourish on 

such a pinnacle, where it becomes an object for all the shafts of 

envy, hostility, and unjust opposition, as well as just objection. 
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“ It is not impossible that these sentiments might be con¬ 

sidered by the members of the firm as indications of ill-will; 

but I cannot plead guilty to such a sentiment; and I would 

gladly challenge the production of any appearances whatever 

that could warrant any notion of its existence. The opinions 

which I have now expressed are widely different from those 

which I entertained before I arrived at Hyderabad. If I had 

thought as I now do regarding the transactions of the firm 

before I quitted Calcutta, I do not think that I should sponta¬ 

neously have ventured on my present station; for I might then 

have foreseen the predicament in which I should be entangled. 

But having undertaken the trust confided to me by your 

Lordship, and entertaining, as I now do, these sentiments as 

the results of local observation and conviction, without being 

sensible of any improper bias, I feel that I am discharging my 

duty in submitting them to your Lordship in this form. Yet, 

my Lord, these sentiments, I am persuaded, will not cause any 

mischief to the firm of Messrs. W. Palmer and Co. I am, and 

shall be, their constant advocate for good faith on the part of 

the Nizam’s Government. Even the plan which I submitted 

for its relief provides a splendid compensation for the firm, and 

would leave them much larger profits than can possibly have 

been made in India on any similar venture with equal risk in 

the same period of time ; and if that plan is rejected by your 

Lordship, and the Nizam’s Government cannot otherwise find 

the means of extricating itself, it will remain for me to exhort 

it to maintain good faith, as far as practicable, with respect to 

the engagements which exist. Messrs. W. Palmer and Co. have 

nothing to fear from me, even if I have the power to injure 

them, which is very doubtful. I rather apprehend, indeed, 

that I have more to fear from them. 

“ The spirit of your Lordship’s letter has filled me with 

grief and dismay. 

“ I grieve to find that in an act in which I felt assured that I 

was performing an imperative duty towards the Government, 

and more especially towards your Lordship, I am judged by 
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your Lordship guilty of personal neglect. I despair of removing 

that impression, for your Lordship would not lightly receive 

nor easily forego it. I lament its existence more than I can 

express, and suffer the saddest disappointment at such a termi¬ 

nation of the favorable opinion with which your Lordship once 

honored me. I am dismayed, because the tone of your Lord- 

ship s letter implies a loss of confidence, and opens to my view 

the abyss on the edge of which I stand. My situation pe- 

culiaily needs the confidence and support of Government. X 

have to wage war against oppression, corruption, extortion, and 

individual interests of all kinds, as opposed to those of the 

Government. Supported by the confidence of my Government, 

X have no fear ; but without it, I am in a perilous predicament. 

The duties of my station are more undefined than those of any 

other. Without power to do anything, everything must be 

done by influence. Odium cannot fail to be excited by reform. 

Interests of all kinds will be roused to arms to oppose the 

success of my invidious undertaking. Why has it prospered 

hitherto? Why does it now promise to be crowned with 

ultimate success? Only, my Lord, because I am supposed to 

possess your confidence ; because I am supposed to act in 

furtherance of your designs. Let those suppositions be re¬ 

moved, and my efforts to improve the condition of this op¬ 

pressed people will be laughed to scorn. Hollow, indeed, is the 

ground on which I stand, if your Lordship is disposed to receive 

prepossessions of my proceedings and intentions from a gentle¬ 

man who conceives himself to be interested in their failure. 

Under such circumstances, simple integrity would not be 

sufficient to save one from disgrace. One must not only be 

pure in intention, but faultless in execution ; and there must 

be superadded talents to ensure success, and set at defiance 

accident and the caprices of fortune, which I am sure are far 

beyond the scope of my limited capacity. Sir William Rum- 

bold has placed his views on making a rapid fortune chiefly at 

the expense of the Nizam's Government. He secs, or fancies, 

that the prosperity of the Nizam’s Government must lessen his 
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profits. Nothing is further from my intention than to speak 

with the least disrespect of Sir William ; hut it is obvious that 

he cannot be a disinterested observer of courts. He has, in the 

present instance, prepossessed your Lordship with a belief of my 

entertaining designs against Chundoo-Lall, which I have never 

entertained. On Sir William Rumbold’s information, your 

Lordship has judged it necessary to warn me that any step 

tending to render our plighted faith delusive will not only be 

disavowed, but decisively overruled. What must your Lord¬ 

ship’s opinion have been of me before you would have com¬ 

municated your pleasure in those terms ? But on that I will 

not presume to dwell. If your Lordship has replied to the 

same effect to Sir William Rumbold, there is every reason to 

suppose that he will notify the same to Rajah Chundoo-Lall, 

with whom I shall have the credit of designs which I never 

entertained, coupled with the belief that those designs have been 

overruled through the report and influence of Sir William 

Rumbold. This, and everything like this, must tend to increase 

the difficulties of my situation ; but for such difficulties alone I 

do not much care. They may be overcome, and I hope to see 

even Chundoo-Lall himself reformed. My duty towards every 

one happens to be the same, whether towards your Lordship, 

or the Nizam’s Government, or Rajah Chundoo-Lall, or W. 

Palmer and Co., it is a clear and straightforward course. My 

eyes are opened to the dangers to which I may be exposed, 

from the misapprehension and misrepresentation of the self- 

interested; but I shall still look to your Lordship’s justice and 

indulgence as a shield and protection. In all this, what most 

distresses me is the apparent loss of your Lordship’s confidence, 

and that pains me extremely; for I had always relied on its 

continuance if I merited it, and I am not sensible of ever having 

deserved it more than in the discharge of the duties which have 

fallen to my lot at Hyderabad. 
“ I am, &c., &c., 

“ C. T. Metcalfe.” 
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After an interval of between two and three months, 
this noble remonstrance called forth the following 
reply: 

LORD HASTINGS TO ME. METCALFE. 

“ Calcutta, December 9, 1821. 

“My dear Sir,—Your answer to my letter respecting 

Chundoo-Lall ought to have had a reply long ago. But I was 

seduced by a variety of heavy tasks into procrastination; and 

once one falters with what is incumbent, delay is sure to creep 

imperceptibly to a shameful length. I needed not to have de¬ 

ferred taking up my pen, because I had not to follow you 

through your detail. A very few observations would have suf¬ 

ficed then, as they do now. You err much in supposing that 

Sir W. Rumbold made to me any representation bearing the 

character of a complaint. He addressed himself to me respect¬ 

ing a person who had proved unworthy of some services ren¬ 

dered by me. Before he closed his letter, he mentioned merely 

in the light of information which would interest me, the losses 

which had been suffered by their House; and, in accounting for 

them, he stated the prevalent rumor of your indisposition to 

Chundoo-Lall, without intimating any degree of speculation, 

whether it was well-founded or not. The fact of such a rumor 

being afloat was immediately connected by me with the dis¬ 

paraging terms in which your despatches spoke of that Minister; 

and I feared that, in your dissatisfaction at not finding in Chun¬ 

doo-Lall so perfect an instrument as you wished, you had over¬ 

looked the deep engagement of this Government to uphold him. 

You seemed, through keenness in the contemplation of your 

plans, to have thrown out of view other collateral circumstances; 

and I might well apprehend that, were you not duly warned, 

you might place me in an embarrassing dilemma. This explana¬ 

tion of the grounds on which I wrote to you may suggest that 

you have, under an erroneous impression, applied to Sir W. 
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Rumbold observations which your candor will, on reflection, 

scarcely approve. Had he obtruded upon me a secret arraign¬ 

ment of your conduct, the procedure would have been mean as 

well as presumptuous—colors which I am sure will never justly 

attach to any act of Sir W. Rumbold’s. When you hint the 

supposition of my encouraging a correspondence, the tenor of 

which was to be a course of underhand comments on your offi¬ 

cial management, you impute to me a disposition the quality of 

which you have not weighed. In short, what you have written 

is tinctured throughout with misconception. Let the assurance 

of such being the fact set me right with you, while you thence 

equally stand acquitted towards me. 

“ I have the honor, my dear Sir, to remain, with the highest 

regard and esteem, your faithful and obedient servant, 

“ Hastings.” 

But other matters, even more painful than these, 

in connexion with the financial transactions of Wil¬ 
liam Palmer’s House, were now forcing themselves 

upon Metcalfe’s mind, and greatly disquieting him. 

Had his proposal for a guaranteed loan been sup¬ 

ported by Lord Hastings, it is probable that there 
would have been little further discussion relative to 

the proceedings of the Hyderabad House. But the 
failure of the Resident was the triumph of the Pirm. 

The influence of the Palmers and Rumbolds was 

greatly increased. It was now patent to Chundoo- 

Lall that the Governor-General was on the side not 

of the Resident, but of the members of the House. 

The state of things which then arose was greatly 
injurious to the interests of the British Government 

at the Nizam’s Court. The power and authority of 

Metcalfe were fast becoming a nullity. Portified as 
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he was by so influential an alliance, the Minister 

exerted himself, and with no common success, to 

counteract the influence of the Resident. He had 

not been accustomed to see antagonism between the 

Residency and the Bank. Contrasts were drawn, 

which m time led to disclosures; and it was soon 

openly declared that certain officers attached to the 

Residency in the time of Metcalfe’s predecessor, had 
been, to all intents and purposes, partners in the 
House. 

Some suspicion of this had been vaguely hinted in 
the early part of the year 1821, and in consequence 

of the reports current. Palmer and Rumbold had 

drawn up an affidavit, setting forth that “ no public 

functionary at the head of any public office or de¬ 

partment ever had any avowed or direct partnership, 
directly or indirectly, with us, or any interest in 

our concerns, which could influence him in counte¬ 
nancing our dealings with the Nizam’s Government, 
01 give him any means of deriving any personal 

advantages from them.” And to this, when Met¬ 

calfe was making his first tour in the provinces,, 

they had deposed upon oath before his Chief As¬ 

sistant. With this affidavit, which was forwarded 

to Bold Hastings, it appears that the Governor- 

General was satisfied. But the Resident, on his 
return to the capital, heard much that caused a 

different impression to fix itself on his mind. Month 

after month, however, passed away, and Metcalfe 

exhibited no eagerness to obtrude upon the Governor- 

General any unwelcome revelations concerning the 

great money-lending House. “ Prom the beginning 
VOL. II. p 
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of April, 1821,” lie wrote subsequently, “ to the 

latter end of June, 1822, I awaited the result of my 

proposition regarding the loan, and did not once 
renew the mention of their affairs. They pursued 
their course without impediment or interference 

upon my part, and I only claimed the right of ^pur¬ 

suing mine with respect to the public interests. 
But by the period here named—by the month ot 

June, 1822—suspicion in Metcalfe’s mind had 
o-rown into strong conviction that certain officers 

of the Residency in the time of his predecessor, hod 

been, directly or indirectly, concerned with Palmer’s 
House; that they had either shared in its profits, or 

been allowed an exorbitant interest on their de¬ 

posits. The circumstances which had been brought 

to his notice, were in the month of May confi¬ 

dentially communicated to Mr. John Adam, then 

one of the members of the Supreme Council. The 
communication both astonished and perplexed him. 

“ I confess to you,” he wrote in reply, “ that I feel 

very uneasy in the possession of your secret.” “ It 

would be with the greatest reluctance, he added, 

“ that I should take any step which would injure 
your predecessor’s reputation; but the turn which 

the discussion has taken, and may still take here, 

renders the knowledge of this implication a most 
embarrassing circumstance; and its concealment 

from Lord Hastings may either lead him to commit 

himself more deeply than ever in the support of the 

House, or ultimately expose me to the charge of 

knowingly permitting him to do so.” He then 

spoke of the affidavit—said that Lord Hastings had 
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caused it to be recorded on the proceedings of the 

ounci and asked how, with the knowledge which 
he then possessed, could he suffer such a document 

to pass without comment, and leave it to operate 
m deceiving others as well as Lord Hastings ?” He 

said too, that Lord Hastings was preparing a minute, 

m which he laid great stress on the disinterested sup¬ 
port which the late Resident had given to the House. 

ow then, Adam asked, could lie consistentlv with 
his auty remain silent ? “ Still,” lie said, «that 

must be my course, while I owe my knowledge 

only to a confidential communication, which I am 
not at liberty to use.It is for you to 

determine what is to be done, as I have no option 

but to preserve your confidence until you relieve me 
from it.”* 

By one of Metcalfe’s nature—brave and generous 
such an appeal as this was sure to be responded 

to with becoming manliness. He was eager to re- 

lieve his friend from the embarrassments into which 

he had thrown him. So he sate down and wrote a 
long letter to Mr. Adam, more minutely circum¬ 

stantial than the last. “ It is a disclosure,” he said, 

“which I have hitherto avoided, and would still 
anxiously avoid as most odious, if I could shake 

from my mind the ever-recurring conviction that 

my duty demands it from me as the confidential 
agent of Government in this quarter.” “ I avail my¬ 

self,” he continued, “of our long-established friend¬ 
ship to request you to convey to Lord Hastings, in 

any manner that you may think proper, the substance 

Calcutta, June 12, 1822. ISIS. Correspondence. 

F 2 
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of the information which I have to relate, trusting* 

that you will support my respectful entreaty to his 

Lordship, that it may he considered strictly as a 

confidential communication, and not to he made the 

cause of public injury to the reputation or interests 

of those whose regularities it may expose.” 
The anger of Lord Hastings was, at this time, 

greatly kindled against the Resident. Chundoo-Lall 
had been complaining that he was not supported 

by Metcalfe; and instead of sending his complaints 

through the proper official channel, he had forwarded 

them through William Palmer and Co. Pirmly, 

but respectfully, Adam had pointed out, in a private 

letter, the impropriety of such a proceeding A But 

the Governor-General either could not, or would 

not, see it. “The pronouncing,” he said, “from 
whom the Governor-General shall receive communi¬ 

cations is to make a puppet of him; and my past 

life has not impressed me with any sense of peculiar 

fitness for that character.”f He was determined to 

receive, through any channel, information against 

the Resident; and, in spite of Adam’s just and 

spirited defence of his friend, l and Swinton’s no 

* And also in an official shape. 
Ilis colleagues also in the Govern¬ 
ment—Mr. Fendall, and Mr. Bayley, 
who had been called to Council on the 
resignation of Mr. Stuart — were of 
the same opinion, and expressed it. 

f Lord Hastings to Mr. Adam. 
J I am reluctantly compelled to 

condense into small compass Mr. 
Adam’s correspondence with Lord 
Hastings, full of interest as it is. The 
following passage, however, cannot be 
withheld:—“ After what I have said 

of the effect produced on my own 
mind by the proceedings of the House, 
it cannot be, to me at least, matter of 
surprise that Mr. Metcalfe, viewing 
the scene more nearly, and experi¬ 
encing more sensibly the ill effects 
of the system of which they are so 
prominent a part, should be even 
still more forcibly prepossessed with 
opinions unfavorable to the perma¬ 
nence of their connexion with the 
Nizam’s Government. To similar 
causes is to be ascribed his disappro- 
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less spirited remonstrances, was at one time so 

carried away by his feelings, as to meditate the 

precipitate removal of Metcalfe from Hyderabad. 

On receipt of the letter from Metcalfe, entering 

into all the circumstances of the alleged connexion 

between John Palmer and the members of the old 

Residency circle, John Adam had determined to 

withhold it, at all events, until some circumstances 

should render it incumbent upon him to reveal its 

contents. The strong feelings which the Governor- 
General had expressed, and the decided course which 

he seemed determined to pursue, now compelled the 
recipient of this painful information to throw away 

all reserve. The motives which actuated him, and 

all the circumstances which attended the revelation, 
are on record under his own hand. The following 

letter explains them all :* 

bation of the Minister, whose counter¬ 
action of his measures of reform he 
imputes, and I conceive justly, to the 
Minister’s subserviency, to the corrupt 
system in force, and to the prevailing 
influence of the House over the whole 
of the financial arrangements of the 
state. My knowledge of Mr. Met¬ 
calfe’s character, founded on an inti¬ 
mate acquaintance of many years, 
entitles me to say that he is incapable 
of being swayed by any petty jea¬ 
lousy of his own power and influence. 
Actuated by a sincere desire to pro¬ 
mote the reform of the Nizam’s Go¬ 
vernment, and perceiving in the con¬ 
nexion between the Minister and the 
House maintained by these loans the 
most powerful counteraction of his 
measures, he naturally views that con¬ 
nexion and the conduct of the parties 
with dissatisfaction; but I must con¬ 

fess myself incapable of perceiving, 
either in his language or proceedings, 
anything inconsistent with the mojt 
pure and upright public principles, 
and conduct untainted with any pri¬ 
vate prejudice or dislike that he can 
have carried with him to Hyderabad. 
Any such feeling against the mem¬ 
bers of the firm is wholly irrecon- 
cileable with probability; and I am 
equally unable to divine any grounds 
for supposing that he could cherish a 
personal ill-will against the Minister, 
and as little that his censures of that 
person are connected with any covert 
design to effect his removal from 
office.” 

* It should be stated, that, with 
one exception, the passages omitted 
either relate circumstances already 
related, or refer to correspondence 
the subject of which has been given. 
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JOHN ADAM TO CHARLES METCALFE. 

“ Calcutta, September 2, 1822. 

“ My dear Metcalfe,—Various pressing occupations have 

prevented me from explaining, in detail, the causes of my 

having communicated your letter of the 7 th of July to Lord 

Hastings, after having led you to expect that it would not be 

immediately necessary. I shall now give you my reasons as 

succinctly as I can. .... From the time when I wrote to you 

of my intention to withhold the letter for the present, I con¬ 

tinued to indulge the hope that its production would not be 

necessary until the receipt of your despatch of the 29th of July, 

and almost at the same time of the Minister’s letters, through 

the two Palmers.That despatch appeared to produce 

a violent irritation and the warmest expressions of dissatisfaction 

with your proceedings. One passage, referring to the impres¬ 

sion on the Minister’s mind of the influence possessed by the 

House, was interpreted into the expression of a belief, on your 

part, that such an influence was possessed over his Lordship by 

Sir William Rumbold, and exercised both for the advancement 

of the immediate purposes of the House, and in order to frustrate 

your measures of reform. 

“ Those measures were represented by Lord Hastings to have 

been undertaken not only without due" authority, but against 

the positive injunctions of the Governor-General. At the same 

time, he complained of your estrangement from him, and the 

cessation of those frank and confidential communications on 

your part to which the Governor-General was entitled from a 

Resident. These charges were not in an official form, but in 

private notes either to Swinton or myself. Unfounded as I 

knew them to be in part, and in part to be ascribed to his own 

acts, it became necessary to consider how to prevent their in¬ 

fluencing any public procedure which might occasion unpleasant 

consequences to you, and serious detriment to the public in¬ 

terests, and might commit Lord Hastings to measures which 
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could only be averted, if averted at all, by making known the 

facts contained in your letter. ..... 

“ It is not necessary to dwell on all the hasty remarks that fell 

from Lord Hastings in his passion ; but you will perceive an 

allusion to your recall—a measure which he had said he feared 

your neglect of his injunctions respecting the reform, and the 

degree of interference in the Nizam’s administration, would 

force upon him. These injunctions, on which he dwells so 

much, seem to be an incidental remark in a minute written on 

the 27th of May, 1821, on the subject of the loan proposed by 

you about that time. He then observed, that you had exceeded 

the line he had prescribed; but he expressly declared that he 

did not state this in the way of censure, as the necessity of the 

case might render it unavoidable; and that though he could not 

sanction it, he would not abruptly interrupt your measures. It 

being introduced in this incidental manner, and with these and 

other moderating expressions, doing ample justice to your mo¬ 

tives, any discussion of a point which would only have carried 

us away from the main question seemed unadvisable and unne- 

cesssary. 

“ The talk about recalling you did not alarm me much on 

your account; as, if it had been done, it would only have ended 

in your triumph. But such a proposal must have been resisted 

by myself and the other members of Government, and would 

probably have produced an entire breach, and it would have 

covered Lord Hastings himself with indelible disgrace. Such 

a notion is now quite gone by, and of course you will regard it 

merely as a piece of history, and not as affecting either your 

feelings or your acts. In that confidence I have mentioned 

it. 
u We met in Council (on the 22nd of August), but he did not 

mention the subject of our correspondence, nor did I. . The next 

day we met in the political department, when he laid transla¬ 

tions of Chundoo-Lall’s letters before the Board, and desired 

they might be circulated. At the same time, he produced the 
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draft of a letter to Chundoo-Lall, and desired that instructions 

conformable to its tenor should be prepared for you. With 

some alterations the draft has since been sent to you, with cor¬ 

responding instructions. I hope this will draw from you a 

complete exposure of the intrigue in which it is quite certain 

the Minister’s letter originated. His Lordship’s eyes seemed 

now to be opened to the culpability of the House; but still 

while he was receiving and acting upon papers sent through a 

channel acknowledged to be impure, and thereby gave color 

to their pretensions to a predominant influence, he took no 

measures founded on your exposure of their practices; but in¬ 

stead of proposing an inquiry, or any other measure, he merely 

requested me to consider what course of proceeding it would be 

best to pursue. 

“ This I of course undertook to do; but when I came to re¬ 

view all that had taken place—the little progress that had been 

made in counteracting the acts of the House—the unrenounced 

prejudice against your proceedings, and the coldness with which 

your information was received, contrasted with the eagerness 

with which anything from the House or the Minister was acted 

upon, I began to despair of effecting any good without making 

him fully acquainted with all I knew; and on the other hand, 

to feel that I was exposing both you and myself to the charge 

of keeping back a knowledge of facts, which, just at this time, 

might turn the scale and rescue Lord Hastings, while it effected 

a material public benefit. Still, I think I had made some im¬ 

pression, and that though he did not acknowledge that he had 

been led into a wrong path, that he was nevertheless sensible 

of it. At this time came your despatch, announcing the visit 

of Mooneer-ool-Moolk to the Residency, an event which, with 

its assigned object and consequences, was, I have no doubt, 

punctually reported through the confederates. This event 

awakened the feeling which I had hoped was in some degree at 

least subdued; and my apprehensions of some violent act were 

revived. Upon the whole, I thought the time was come when 

the communication could no longer be delayed with justice 
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either to you or Lord Hastings; and after pondering the matter 

well, and going over it again and again with Bayley and Swin- 

ton, I determined on sending your letter to his Lordship. 

“ A most material point in the deliberations was the manner 

in which Lord Hastings would receive the communication. I 

should have had no hesitation from the beginning in making it, 

if I had felt assured that he would receive it in confidence; but 

I feared he would assume a high tone—treat it as an unwarranted 

aspersion of the House, and the other individuals mentioned— 

and insist on a public inquiry, and that thus not only the object 

of the disclosure would be lost, but what you so anxiously de¬ 

precated would occur. This fear, however, diminished as 

matters advanced; and after the admitted strong suspicion of 

criminality in the House, I thought he would feel the less shock 

at what remained to be told of others about whom he could not 

be supposed personally to care. 

u It now remains to tell you the result. My letter was sent 

the day before Council day; and he sent no answer, but when 

we met the next morning he took me aside, and returned your 

letter, and after reproaching me in a good-humored manner for 

not imparting it at first, he entered on the subject with the 

greatest unconcern and ease. He professed to give credit to all 

that was stated on your own knowledge, and to great part of 

what you stated on report, but said that he could not help sup¬ 

posing that in some points you had been misinformed, and that 

on others you had given your belief too readily. He could not 

reconcile the clear and spontaneous affidavit of Mr. W. Palmer 

and Sir W. Rumbold, and the fact of it being taken by Mr. 

Sotheby, with the facts stated of the connexion of the latter and 

other members of the Residency, with the House. He said it 

ought to be sifted; and though he felt all the motives which 

must make you averse to such a disclosure, he did not see how 

he could avoid making a public inquiry. He spoke of you 

without any of that irritable feeling which he had lately evinced; 

and said that it was plain the knowledge of these circumstances, 

and the natural unwillingness you felt to bringing them forward, 
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must have thrown an embarrassment over your correspondence 

with him, for which he now could easily account. Whether 

this last was meant as an overture to renew correspondence, I 

cannot say. It is not improbable that he himself may renew it 

by writing to you. 

“ In the course of this conference, which lasted a consider¬ 

able time, I endeavored to show the solidity of the grounds on 

which your statements were made, and to remove his conjec¬ 

tural objections. I adverted to the art and care with which 

the affidavit was drawn up; admitting, however, that if one 

could get over the weight of evidence against them, it would 

be better to believe that you had been deceived, than that 

men could be guilty of such profligate wickedness. I showed 

him how all the facts could be got at if he chose, by taking up 

the points stated in your official despatches, without involving 

the necessity of referring to any private communications; or, 

what would be better still, how he could, without entering into 

these questions at all, put an end to all the mischiefs resulting 

from the influence of the House, by paying off the debt, and 

putting an end to their connexion with the Minister. 

“ He more than once said that that was indispensable in any 

event; but I now found, to my great disappointment, that his 

views did not, as I supposed, extend to an advance or a loan 

from the public treasury, on the security of the Peshcush, 

but were limited to making a public loan for the use of the 

Nizam to such an extent as would be paid (principal and in¬ 

terest) by the Peshcush in a term of ten or twelve years, which 

he calculated would be about fifty lakhs of rupees. I repre¬ 

sented that this would not effect the object of paying off the 

debt, as what the Minister proposed to raise could not be de¬ 

pended on. I thought this made an impression; and as he 

admitted the necessity in any event of breaking off the con¬ 

nexion between the House and the Minister, he left me to hope 

that he would not reject the only apparent means of effecting 

it. He ended by desiring me to show your letter to Fendall 
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and Bayley, and said lie should not determine on anything till 

we could talk over the matter again. 

u Through the whole of this conversation there was the 

utmost calmness and good-humor, without the least appearance 

of constraint, or endeavor to command himself; and what sur¬ 

prised me more, without any appearance of that shock to his 

feelings which I thought the letter must have produced. It 

ended, leaving me under the impression I stated to you in my 

letter of the 27th ultimo;* though I was, perhaps, more san¬ 

guine than I ought to have been, and certainly than the result 

has justified. Next day we renewed the subject, when I am 

sorry to say I found him still more sturdy. He spoke of an 

advance from the public treasury as out of the question—re¬ 

peating, at the same time, that the House must be paid the debts 

that had been incurred with the knowledge and consent of the 

British Government, and the connexion with the Minister 

broken offi As to the other debt, now first brought forward, 

he would not recognise or have anything to do with it. 

“ I showed him the affidavit, and pointed out the artful 

manner in which it was drawn. He endeavored to explain it; 

but it was easy to show that it was a pure deception. He had 

expressed dissatisfaction at your having only noticed the Mi¬ 

nister’s proposition 1 obiter,’ as he expressed it. I showed from 

your despatch that you brought it very prominently forward, 

and reasoned upon it, and pointed out its defects. 

“ With regard to your letter to me, he still reserved his de¬ 

cision ; but, in the course of conversation, he dropped some 

words about recording it. This, however, without your express 

permission, I shall not agree to. I showed him the reference in 

your despatch of the 1st of August to Dr. Curries name as a 

partner in the House, and pointed that out as a fair ground of 

exception to the affidavit, upon which any inquiry he pleased 

might be founded, without touching on your private commu- 

* To the effect that the communica- Chundoo-Lall and the “ House ” in the 
tion had raised Metcalfe, and lowered estimation of Lord Hastings. 
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nication. At one time he said he thought we must send a com¬ 

mission to inquire into the circumstances of the House, as to 

their connexion with the Minister and the old Residency. 

This idea had occurred previously to Bayley and myself, as a 

measure which, if things go to that extremity, you would prefer 

to being yourself employed in that investigation. I confess I 

shall not be very sorry if the shameful conduct of all these 

parties is exposed, provided it flows naturally from the course 

of the public proceedings ; but I will employ every effort to 

induce Lord Hastings to refrain from acting avowedly on the 

information in your private letter. 

“ I have no reason to think yet that he has communicated its 

contents to anybody ; possibly he may to (John) Palmer, but I 

have no ground for supposing it. I gave it to Fendall, to 

whom I have a notion a good part of it was no great news.* 

.I have written till I have tired myself, and have 

taken effectual means to tire you. I am about to draw up such 

a resolution on your late despatches as I think the Government 

ought to record ; and I will give you early intimation of the 

result. I have not had a line from Lord Hastings on the 

subject since our last conversation. I am sorry to say he has 

had another attack of illness. 

“ Believe me most sincerely yours, 

“ J. Adam.” 

But before this letter could reach Hyderabad, 

communications liad been made to the Resident 

from other quarters, setting forth the extreme dis¬ 

pleasure which Lord Hastings had expressed. Under 

a sense of the most unmerited disapprobation of the 

Governor-General—of one who had once been his 

friend, and whom he had both loved and admired_ 

* The passage here omitted is the a public functionary, which, as I have 
“ exception” alluded to in the note at no means of substantiating it. I con- 
page 69. It contains a charge against ceive that I have no right to insert. 
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Metcalfe could not remain without an effort to re¬ 

cover the good opinion which he had thus forfeited. 
If there were one quality peculiarly foreign to his 

nature, it was contentiousness. He delighted to live 

in harmony with all men. He was eminently a 

lover of peace—eminently of a genial and kindly 

temperament—with a continual craving after the 

love and approbation of his fellows. To obtain these 
he was ready to make any sacrifice hut the forfeiture 

of his self-respect. To any one who had ever been 

kind to him, Metcalfe clung with affectionate tena¬ 

city ; and although the Hastings of 1822 was not in 
his eyes what once had been the Moira of 1815, who 

had listened to his counsel in the Tice-regal Camp, 

and in accordance with it shaped some of the greatest 

measures ever initiated by an Indian statesman, he 

could not help remembering the old associations of 

confidence on the one side, and veneration on the 

other, which had knit them together. And remem¬ 

bering them, he grieved over their disruption. 
Moreover, it was not forgotten that Lord Hastings 

was the head of the Indian Government—the repre¬ 

sentative of British powder in the East. It mattered 

not in whose person authority might be incarnate ; 

Metcalfe had a profound veneration for it—a venera¬ 

tion wdiich made him as willing to render to others 

as he was to exact for himself what was due to the 

representative of that authority. As there was no¬ 

thing sordid or subservient in this on the one side, 

so there was nothing arrogant or exacting in it on the 

other. It was, indeed, nothing more than a para¬ 

mount sense of the claims of the Public Service. It 
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was this that rendered him very sensitive under 

official censure, and keenly alive to official praise.* 

And it was to this, I am inclined to believe, that 

very much of his success in life may be justly attri¬ 

buted. He was not an usurper himself, and he 

would not suffer the usurpation of others. As 

Resident at Hyderabad he would be Resident in¬ 
deed ; but he never forgot the homage which was 

due to the Resident of all India. He might have 

loved and respected Lord Hastings much less than 

he did, but he would still have been grieved to the 

soul by the censure of the Governor-General. But 

as it was, in spite of all that had passed, though he 

had been disappointed, though he had been wronged, 

he had a grateful recollection of past kindnesses, he 

still delighted to dwell upon the many really good 

qualities of the Governor-General, and he was not 
mistrustful of the effect of an appeal to them. So 

he sate down and wrote the following characteristic 
letter: 

MR. METCALFE TO LORD HASTINGS. 

“ September 6, 1822. 

U ^ A Lord, I have been made acquainted by my friend 

Mr. Brownrigg with the substance of a most distressing com- 

* Since writing the passage in the 
text, I have alighted upon a letter 
written by Metcalfe’s old friend, J. 
W. Slierer, with reference to the dis¬ 
cussion on the subject of the Delhi 
Resident’s expenses (Chapter X., Vol. 
I.), which contains a similar view of 
this peculiarity of Metcalfe’s charac- 
ter. “ These papers have interested 
me exceedingly,” wrote Sherer, who 

was a man of high religious principle, 
“ but what has struck me most, and 
that too with a sort of almost envi¬ 
ous admiration, is the very quick and 
delicate and noble sense of public 
character manifested in your letters 
on this occasion. I would that I 
could see our whole service more and 
more alive to public praise or cen¬ 
sure.” 
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munication which your Lordship directed Mr. John Palmer to 

convey to him. I scarcely need add that it has filled me with 

grief and consternation. 

“ I have no hope of obtaining from your Lordship a more 

favorable view of my conduct; hut it is due to myself to declare, 

that I am in no way sensible of having acted as your Lordship 

supposes. 

“ Up to the time when your Lordship withdrew your con¬ 

fidence from me on account of my proceedings regarding 

Messrs. William Palmer and Co., I had received at your hands 

numerous and innumerable kindnesses and favors, which, what¬ 

ever may be your present displeasure, or your future severity, I 

shall never forget as long as I live. What inducement, then, 

my Lord, could I possibly have had wantonly to excite your 

Lordship’s displeasure by disrespectful or neglectful conduct in 

a situation where your confidence and support were necessary 

for my respectability, comfort, and efficiency, and where your 

approbation was indispensable for my happiness and reputation ? 

“ I am not aware of any step whatever that can have incurred 

your Lordship’s displeasure, besides the part which I have taken 

with regard to the affairs of Messrs. W. Palmer and Co. In 

that, it has been my fortune to jostle in the path of my public 

duty with persons who were there pursuing their private gain. 

If I had abandoned my duty I should have suffered and merited 

your Lordship’s contempt. 

« If I could obtain an indulgent and confiding hearing, I 

could show, I think, that duty and gratitude towards your 

Lordship had no small share in the governance of my pro¬ 

ceedings; but I have such strong impressions to encounter 

against me, and for others, that I desist from the effort in utter 
O 7 

hopelessness. 
“ The House of W. Palmer and Co. has not suffered any 

loss whatever, to the best of my belief, in consequence of any 

of my proceedings. The only person really injured is myseif, 

who by their fears and misrepresentations have been cruelly 

deprived of your Lordship’s good opinion. 
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“The proposition which. I submitted for the discharge of 

their loan would have left them a clear gratuity of fourteen 

lakhs upon an advance of about twenty-two lakhs of borrowed 

money for one year, in addition to more than 18 per cent, 

interest on sixty lakhs, for the same period. What must be 

the state of a concern in which such a proposition can be called 

hostile and injurious, and where the execution of it could be, 

as it undoubtedly would have been, greatly advantageous for 

the other party? This is the extent of my primary offence. 

Since which, they have set themselves in array against me; 

and have too successfully attacked me in the hold which I 

before had in your Lordship’s favor. 

“ As I am sure that your Lordship would not have approved 

the sacrifice of my public duty for their private interests, I can 

only conclude that you do not take the same view that I do of 

the obligations of my station; and it is more than probable that 

my opinions on this point may be formed on local circum¬ 

stances, with which your Lordship is not at present, and 

probably never will be, acquainted. 

“ Permit me once more to assure your Lordship that I am 

not, and never can be, hostile to the firm of W. Palmer and Co. 

as a mercantile establishment whilst regulated by mercantile 

principles—that they are in no danger from any doings of 

mine—that if they were in any danger, I would glady assist to 

extricate them if it were in my power—and that I shall always 

rejoice in their legitimate prosperity. 

“ But to them as a faction, aiming through presumed in¬ 

fluence at the sacrifice of every public principle, purpose, and 

consideration, for their gain, I am inevitably opposed. I can¬ 

not forego my duty in that respect. I cannot compromise the 

honor of the station in which your Lordship has placed me. 

I must act up to the part which necessarily belongs to my 

office, subject always to your Lordship’s correction and com¬ 

mands. I am the local guardian of public interests. They 

study their own. We are unavoidably in collision. I cannot 

allow them to trample on the Resident, and reduce him to a 
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state of base subserviency. I should deserve to be despised by 

all men were I to act so ignominiously. 

“ If I could see the slightest prospect of success, I would 

implore your Lordship to restore me to your confidence, and 

grant me your support; and I would engage that no harm 

should befal Messrs. W. Palmer and Co. therefrom; but with 

so many predilections arrayed against me in your Lordship’s 

warm heart, I despair of making any impression. Mourning 

and deprecating your displeasure, and ever retaining an un¬ 

alterable sense of past kindness, 

“ I have the honor to remain, with the highest respect, your 

Lordship’s most obedient, faithful, humble servant, 

“C. T. Metcalfe.” 

Lord Hastings had really a warm heart; and this 

appeal was not wasted npon it. He had been very 

angry with Metcalfe—perhaps all the more angry 
for the old friendship which had existed between 

them. He had been wounded by the recent reserve 

of his old Secretary, who was not one to feign a 
confidence which he could not feel; but it may be 

doubted whether he had ever lowered his estimate of 
Metcalfe’s character. The reign of Lord Hastings 

was now nearly at an end. He was already maturing 

his arrangements for a speedy return to England, 

and it would have grieved him to leave behind him 

any animosities, especially in such a quarter. There 

was a genuineness in Metcalfe’s letter which could 

not be doubted—there was a manliness in the sorrow 

it expressed, a dignified gentleness, which, while it 

courted sympathy, claimed also respect. 

It accomplished even more than the writer dared 

to hope. It elicited from Lord Hastings the follow- 

YOL. II. G 
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ing frank explanation of liis past conduct, and unre¬ 

served communication of his sentiments : 

LORD HASTINGS TO MR. METCALFE. 

“ Calcutta, September 27, 1822. 

u My dear Sir,—Your letter delivered to me by Mr. Brown- 

rigg has afforded me extraordinary pleasure. It is impossible 

for me to doubt any professions you make, and I have sincere 

comfort in the assurance of your cherishing towards me senti¬ 

ments to which I attach a high value. My doubt of your re¬ 

taining such dispositions was, however, not lightly indulged. 

So many circumstances combined to persuade me of your 

estrangement, that I could not avoid adopting the belief. It 

was not I alone who remarked a change in your manner before 

you left Calcutta; for Lady Hastings observed it to me. I am 

now convinced that it was accidental, and uninstigated by any 

adverse feeling ; but having once received the impression, I 

necessarily endeavored to devise what might be the cause of 

your alteration. The only one that occurred was this—that 

my repeated statements of the obligation to uphold Chundoo- 

Lall were considered by you as a shackle on your free agency 

in the business you had to undertake. As the faith of Govern¬ 

ment for his support had been plighted to that Minister long 

before it was contemplated that you should go to Hyderabad, it 

struck me as unequitable that you should regard with sullenness 

my sense of an engagement which public pressure had forced 

us to contract with that individual. You departed, leaving me 

with that sensation on my mind. The earliest letters from you 

were full of criminations, sometimes direct, sometimes implied, 

against Chundoo-Lall. This apparently studied contravention 

borrowed additional color from your decidedly disregarding 

inculcations communicated to you, not verbally alone, but 

through a letter which I caused you to write to the then Resi¬ 

dent, prescribing that he was to sway the Minister by con¬ 

ciliatory advice—not to guide him by "mandates. You at once 

assumed over Chundoo-Lall the very tone of despotic rule 
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which I had labored to preclude, rousing unavoidably in him 

occasional displays of vexation, which you construed as indica¬ 

tions of systematic purpose to defeat your objects. 

“ At tllis juncture a new light broke in upon me. The losses 

which your demeanor entailed on the firm of W. Palmer and 

Co., when the Court had so emphatically expressed its desire 

that the House should not be injured, were inexplicable, but 

from some collateral consideration. I readily surmised that you 

imagined the House to be in league with Chundoo-Lall for 

baffling your measures, and that they looked to be maintained 

in their opposition through the influence of Sir William Rum- 

bold with me. This you nearly avowed in writing to myself— 

omitting the thought what must be the despicable debility of 

my character could I be so unconsciously practised upon, what 

must be its worthlessness could I secretly counteract my own 

official representative. 

“That such a suspicion had been admitted, wounded me 

deeply. My mortification was greatly augmented when, with¬ 

out any previous reference to me, you submitted to Council a 

proposition for furnishing the Nizam’s Government with a loan, 

on a plan which you should have remembered (and I conceived 

you did remember) I had before rejected, as not being within 

my legal competency to sanction. I naturally thought this a 

step taken merely to give me annoyance by reviving those 

contests which Mr. Stuart, on an amiable suggestion from 

home, spun out with such useful perseverance. Here you have 

the detail of what were my conceptions. Prom your declara¬ 

tion, I believe that they have been erroneous; and I regret the 

having yielded to them. At the same time, your reflection may 

lead you to question whether you might not have been more 

kindly attentive to me. The frank sense of failings is the best 

foundation for a steadier course. You solicit my confidence. 

Let us endeavor to re-establish it mutually; for real reliance is 

not created by an assertion of its existence. Were it not for 

my experience that it is not to be produced in the instant, 

. I would offer it to you at once; because I am not sensible of 

G 2 
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any present reservation, while I have always so highly esteemed 

and so sincerely liked you, that it is irksome to me to withhold 

the fullest pledge. There, then, the subject must rest. The 

Court’s last letter gives a constructive license for a guarantee on 

certain terms. I am thence ready to guarantee a loan on the 

security of the Peshcusli for twelve years. This must furnish 

an amount which, with what the Minister can produce, must 

suffice to pay off all other debts, and set these teasing discus¬ 

sions to permanent sleep. 

“ Believe me, my dear Sir, with unfeigned regard, 

11 Your very obedient and humble servant, 

“ Hastings.” 

The openness and unreserve—the genuine kindli¬ 

ness, indeed, of this letter, filled Metcalfe with 

delight. He eagerly grasped the hand of reconcilia¬ 

tion which was held out to him. He was anxious, 

indeed, to “ set these teasing discussions to perma¬ 

nent sleep,” but he was not sure that this could he 
accomplished. He could, however, meet the frank¬ 

ness and unreserve of his correspondent with a re¬ 

sponse equally frank and unreserved : 

MR. METCALFE TO LORD HASTINGS. 

“ My Lord,—The kindness of your Lordship’s letter of the 

27th ultimo has in a great degree restored to me a happiness 

of which I had been for a long time entirely bereft ; for the 

apprehension of having lost your Lordship’s good opinion had, 

from its commencement, preyed on my mind, and caused inces¬ 

sant uneasiness. Having experienced continual kindness and 

numerous favors from your Lordship, and being sensible that 

gratitude and attachment were due as well as felt, it was most 

painful to me to find that I was considered by your Lordship 

as unmindful of those obligations. 
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“ I have been much relieved by your Lordship's letter, and 

again beg leave to renew the solemn assurance of my own 

unconsciousness on those points on which I have been misap¬ 

prehended by your Lordship, or misrepresented by others. 

“ With respect to Chundoo-Lall, it would have been highly 

presumptuous to consider your Lordship’s policy respecting that 

Minister as warranting any sullenness or dissatisfaction on my 

part ; and neither before nor since I quitted Calcutta have I 

entertained any unpleasant feeling or thought on that subject. 

In speaking freely of his character, I have never had any other 

object in view than to lay it faithfully before your Lordship, as 

a matter of necessary information in the discharge of my duty. 

In my intercourse with him I have always endeavored to sway 

him according to your Lordship’s intentions by conciliatory 

advice ; and if I have seemed to assume a mandatory tone, it 

must have appeared from my representations regarding him 

rather than from my actual communications with him. In 

these, if such a tone has ever occurred, I assure your Lordship 

that it has been undesignedly and unconsciously—though, for 

the purpose of checking the spirit of extortion which has 

heretofore reigned throughout his administration, very urgent 

but conciliatory remonstrance has undoubtedly been necessary. 

u In submitting, in April, 1821, my scheme for the guaran¬ 

teeing of a loan from the public to the Nizam’s Government, 

on the security of the Peshcush, I believed it to be an entirely 

new proposition, free from the objections which had occurred 

against a loan directly from the Company, and flattered myself 

that it might meet with your Lordship’s approbation. To have 

made that or any proposition with a view to give your Lordship 

annoyance would have constituted me an ungrateful wretch, 

totally unworthy of your past or future favor; and I trust that 

this impression is entirely removed from your Lordship’s mind. 

“ To suppose that your Lordship’s sentiments towards me 

could alter without any errors on my part, would be unwarrant¬ 

able. I am sensible, therefore, that, however unintentionally, 
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I must have committed faults which it requires your Lordship s 

indulgence to forgive. I confess that I ascribed to Sir William 

Rumbold a more powerful hold on your Lordship s feelings 

than I can pretend to. I knew that your Lordships attach¬ 

ments were strong. I thought on his particular connexion 

with your Lordship. I felt that I had no claim, and that my 

only ties with your Lordship had been kindness on your part 

and obligation on mine. I believed that Sir William Rumbold 

was endeavoring to excite unfavorable sentiments regarding 

my proceedings here ; and I retired from the contest, as one 

of personal feeling, in despair of succeeding against him, re¬ 

posing, nevertheless, most fully on your Lordship s justice foi 

your support in my public capacity. I now sincerely regret 

that I was not more open with your Lordship, and that I did 

not place greater reliance on the kindness which I had pre¬ 

viously enjoyed on all occasions. 

(e The combination between Messrs. "W". Palmer and Co. and 

Chundoo-Lall, and the proceedings of the latter, under their 

instigation, as I believe, have brought on very unpleasant 

representations on my part, of which I deeply lament the 

necessity, as well as every other discussion regarding their 

affairs. Viewing their connexion with the Nizam’s Govern¬ 

ment as fraught with present and future mischief, I am anxious 

certainly to see its termination, if this should meet with your 

Lordship’s approbation; but my notion has always been, that it 

might take place without injury to their pecuniary interests, and 

without any discussion regarding their conduct. I wish, most 

sincerely, that all such discussions were ended, and unfeignedly 

regret that they ever commenced. Messrs. W. Palmer and Co. 

have complained of losses entailed on them by my conduct. I 

know not how to bring this point to proof, but I feel myself at 

present warranted in expressing to your Lordship my firm 

belief that they have not sustained any losses whatever in con¬ 

sequence of my behaviour or demeanor. 

“I have addressed your Lordship with perfect freedom, 
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being assured that it is what your Lordship desires, and that I 

have suffered in your estimation from my former reserve. 

“ I am, my Lord, 

“ Your Lordship’s obedient servant, 

“C. T. Metcalfe.” 

And tlras Lord Hastings and Charles Metcalfe 

were reconciled ;* but the “ teasing discussions were 

not set to permanent sleep.” On the first clay of 

the new year Lord Hastings quitted India; and Mr. 
John Adam, as senior member of Council, succeeded 

temporarily to the chief seat in the Government. 
The debt cine to William Palmer and Co. by the 
Nizam’s Government was soon discharged. “This,” 

says Metcalfe, “ was effected chiefly by specie re¬ 

mitted from Calcutta to the Resident at Hyderabad. 

The clandestine bonus and the clandestine allow¬ 

ances to the members of the firm, with the interest 

accruing on those items, were disallowed. The firm 

received about eighty lakhs of rupees from the Pre¬ 

sident’s treasury.In less than a year 

after the Nizam’s debt was paid the House became 

* Perhaps I ought rather to write 
“ outwardly reconciled.” Metcalfe 
thought afterwards that the truce 
was but a hollow one. A painful 
discussion subsequently arose out of 
a circumstance which he described as 
“ a parting act of Lord Hastings’ re¬ 
sentment.” The situation of First 
Assistant to the Hyderabad Resident 
had become vacant by the transfer of 
Mr. Sotheby to Moorshedabad. That 
the promotion which was thus opened 
should fall among the junior assistants 
who had been long bearing the burden 
and heat of the day, Metcalfe was 

naturally anxious; and he had every 
right to expect that as Captain Bar¬ 
nett was thoroughly qualified for the 
First Assistantship, it should be con¬ 
ferred upon him. But the last official 
act of Lord Hastings was to appoint 
a stranger—a Colonel O'Brien, whose 
claims were rather of a military than 
a political character—to the vacant 
post. The appointment was subse¬ 
quently cancelled by Mr. Adam. The 
correspondence which the transaction 
occasioned has been published; and I 
have no wish to re-open the discussion. 
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bankrupt; not from any run upon it, but merely 
from want of funds to meet ordinary demands.”* 

So the debt was paid; and the House was dead— 
but the “ teasing discussions were not set to perma¬ 
nent sleep.” It took many years to set them to 
sleep. In India they might have been lulled to 
rest; but they broke out with furious activity in 
England; and there was a war of words such as has 
not in the present century, or any other occasion, 
disturbed the accustomed quiet of the India House. 
Never, since the days of the great trial of Warren 
Hastings, had partisanship risen to such a height 
in the discussion of any Indian question as during 
the controversy which ensued after the return of 
Lord Hastings to England, on the affairs of Hydera¬ 
bad. It was not with reference to the conduct of 
either of the Residents that these discussions were 
raised in England, but with reference to the conduct 
of the late Governor-General. They were forced on 
the Court of Proprietors by the vehement friendship 
of Sir John Doyle and Mr. Douglas Kinnaird, who 
thought that the Company had treated the noble 
Marquis with consummate ingratitude. To enable 
the Proprietors to judge whether the Directors had 
acted becomingly in this matter, a vast mass of 
papers was printed,! illustrative of the administration 

* Minute in Council, by C. T. Met- his Highness the Nizam, as may en¬ 
case, December 11, 1828.—IMS. He- able this Court to decide on the merits^ 
cords.] of any claim which the Marquis of 

t On the 3rd of March, 1834, at a Hastings may have on the further 
Court of Proprietors, it was proposed liberality of the Company.” But 
by Mr. J. Smith, “ That there be laid another resolution of a more general 
before this Court all such papers and kind was substituted by the Chairman, 
documents respecting the loans made and carried by the Court — “ That 
by Palmer and Co., of Hyderabad, to there be laid before this Court all 
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of the late Governor-General. A large folio volume 
of nearly a thousand pages was devoted to cc Papers 

relating to certain pecuniary transactions of Messrs. 

William Palmer and Co. with the Government of 

his Highness the Nizam;” and it was this division 

of the subject which monopolised nearly all the dis¬ 

cussion to itself. 
During six long days these Hyderabad debates 

were continued at the India House with an energy 

and a perseverance which nothing but the personality 
which informed them could have sustained. I 

should have marvelled at the interest which the 

subject excited, if I had not seen a far more im¬ 

portant popular assembly, roused from the languor 

and inertness into which it had sunk during the 

discussion of matters affecting the interests of 120 

millions of British subjects, by a personal insinua¬ 

tion against the character of a single man. The 

question debated in the months of Bebruary and 
March, 1824, in the Court of Proprietors, was a 

question affecting the personal characters of several 
distinguished men; and so spiced and seasoned, it 

overcame the general want of appetite for Indian 

discussions of every kind. The friends of Lord 

Hastings were on this great occasion ever foremost 

in the affray. It was their policy to assail Metcalfe s 

reputation, and they did it with an impetuosity which 

nothing could restrain.* Sir William llumbold was 

correspondence or documents to be 
found on the public records of this 
House with regard to the administra¬ 
tion of the Marquis of Hastings, which 
may enable the Court to judge of the 
propriety of entertaining the question 

of further remuneration to the late 
Governor-General.” 

* Exempli gratia ;—Sir John Doyle 
declared his conviction that Metcalfe 
was better fitted to be Resident in 
Bedlam than Resident at Hyderabad; 
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in England, and lie had for some time been busily 

employed among the proprietors of India Stock, 

endeavoring to disseminate opinions hostile to the 

Hyderabad Resident and his supporters. It was 

said, indeed, that the party which had made such 

great efforts to defile Metcalfe’s character was less 

the party of Lord Hastings than of William Palmer 
and Co., and that the name and credit of his Lord- 

ship had been used only to cover the ulterior views 

of the House. But Douglas Kinnaird and Sir John 

Doyle were the personal friends of Lord Hastings. 

Their primary object had been to obtain further 

pecuniary consideration from the Company for the 

services rendered by the late Governor-General ;* 

and when they found that the course which they 

pursued had brought obtrusively before the public 

matters which they had no desire to render noto¬ 

rious, they addressed themselves to the work of 

defending the reputation of their friend, and assail¬ 

ing all who stood in the way of their object. Sir 

William Itixmbold’s levies were of course with them; 

and hence the display of force which they made. 

But Truth and Justice prevailed. All the activity 

and said, “ He believed that all the 
stories about William Palmer and Co. 
were merely subterfuges invented for 
the purpose of concealing the attack 
on the Marquis of Hastings. They 
were tubs thrown out to the whale, 
and only calculated to divert attention 
from Sir C. Metcalfe’s real design.”— 
General Thornton made the asto¬ 
nishing declaration, that if Lord 
Hastings had been guilty of any fa¬ 
voritism, it was not towards Sir Wil¬ 
liam liumbold, but towards Sir C. 
Metcalfe.—Mr. Randall Jackson said 

—“ When they compared the charac¬ 
ters given to Chundoo-Lall by Sir 
Charles Metcalfe, before and after the 
Minister had complained of him, they 
could not but see that the last charac¬ 
ter had been dictated by the wounded 
spirit of an ambitious man who had 
been foiled in his projects, and who 
had consequently determined on the 
destruction of those who had offended 
his pride and crossed his purpose.” 

* The Company had already made 
him a grant of 60,000/. 
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•—all the strategy—were on the side of Hastings and 

the House. Metcalfe’s cause was left to itself. But 

it needed no other hacking than that which its own 

merits secured for it. There were friends of Charles 

Metcalfe in England who were prepared to cc qualify” 

and to take their place in the Court of Proprietors 

for the express purpose of defending him, if the 

debates should take a turn unfavorable to his cause. 

But there was no need of any such demonstrations of 

friendship. The published papers had told their 

own story, and it needed not that much should be 
said in elucidation of them. He was not, however, 

without able and vigorous defenders in the House— 

Mr. Poynder, Mr. Carruthers, Mr. Ereshfield, Mr. 

Weeding, Mr. Impey, and others, were all earnest in 

their applause of the manly conduct of the Resident; 

and his old friend Mr. Trant, who had been in the 

same house with him at Eton, who had entered the 
Company’s service cotemporaneously with him, who 

had worked beside him in Lord Wellesley’s office, 

and had been one of the unforgotten fraternity oi 
“ Howe Boys,” stood up with affectionate enthu¬ 

siasm to do honor to the noble character of his 

comrade.* The result of the six days debate was the 

* Some passages of Mr. Trant’s 
speech are worthy of quotation:— 
“ His gallant friend (Sir John Doyle) 
had said that Sir Charles Metcalfe 
was fitter to he Resident in Bedlam 
than in Hyderabad. Now he need 
not remind the honorable and gallant 
officer of what an illustrious person 
had said, when he was told that Ge¬ 
neral Wolfe was mad: ‘If he is mad,’ 
said that illustrious individual, ‘ I wish 
he would bite some other generals.’ 

. ... He would say it, and lie wished 
it most sincerely, if Sir C. Metcalfe 
was mad, that the Company had a 
great many more such mad servants. 
He congratulated the Company in 
having such an useful madman in 
their employ; and he should not be 
sorry if he bit a few of their civil 
servants.The gallant general 
had informed them that he was ac¬ 
quainted with the Marquis of Hastings 
during a period of forty years’ du- 
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discomfiture of the Hastings-and-Rumbold party. 

And Metcalfe’s reputation in both countries stood 

higher than it had ever stood before.*' 
As I write, more than thirty years have elapsed 

since these painful discussions were closed; and any 
further than is necessary for the illustration of Met¬ 

calfe’s character, I do not desire to re-open them. 

That which I have sought to bring prominently 

forward is the noble effort which the Resident made 

to stop what he called <£ the plunder of the Nizam 

to rescue the Hyderabad state from those financial 
embarrassments which were engulphing it in a sea 

of ruin. That the pecuniary transactions between 

William Palmer and Co. and the Nizam, though at 

the outset they may have afforded some temporary 

relief to the latter, did eventually work grievously 

ration. He (Mr. Trant) must look 
back to a date which would not make 
him appear a very young man when 
he called to his recollection his first 
acquaintance with Sir Charles Met¬ 
calfe. They were children together. 
They were at school together, under 
the same tutor, Dr. Goodall. 
He and Sir Charles Metcalfe went out 
to India about the same period; they 
there pursued their studies for some 
time together, and they entered the 
Company’s service together. 
The Company’s servants were often 
placed in very delicate situations, 
where duty and feeling were opposed 
to each other.He congratulated 
the Court on having amongst their 
servants a man so entirely devoted to 
the discharge of his duties—a man 
whom threats could not intimidate 
nor promises mislead—a man who 
realised the picture drawn by Ho¬ 
race : 

‘ Justum et tenacem propositi virum, 
Non civium ardor prava jubentium, 

Non vultus instantis tyranni 
Mente quatit solida.’ ” 

* The resolution, moved by Mr. 
Kinnaird, was to the effect, that the 
Court having taken into consideration 
the Hyderabad papers, “ is of opinion 
that nothing therein tends to affect, 
in the slightest degree, the personal 
character or integrity of the late 
Governor-General;” but an amend¬ 
ment was proposed by the Chairman, 
substituting the words “ is of opinion 
that there is no ground for imputing 
corrupt motives to the late Governor- 
General;” and adding, “at the same 
time, this Court feels called upon to 
record its approval of the political 
despatches to the Bengal Government, 
under dates the 24 th of May, 1820: 
28th of November, 1821; 9 th of April, 
1823; and 21st of January, 1824” 
(despatches repreliensory of the trans¬ 
actions of William Palmer and Co. 
with the Nizam). The amendment 
was carried by a majority of 575 to 
306. 
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to the detriment of the country, and greatly in¬ 

crease the sufferings of an overburdened people, is 

not to be doubted. That Metcalfe, in endeavoring 

to extricate the Nizam’s Government from a con¬ 

nexion which he knew to be destructive of its best 

interests, was compelled painfully to wrestle down 

his personal feelings and to do his duty as a public 

servant at the sacrifice of long-standing private 

friendships, and of the ease and comfort of his life, 

gaining nothing in exchange but the ennobling 

consciousness of rectitude, I think has been amply 

demonstrated. Whether the Hyderabad Bankers 

did or did not transgress commercial morality as it 

is understood in India—whether they were worse or 

better than other money-lenders—it is not my 

business more particularly to inquire. The transac¬ 

tion was an immense one, and it became notorious. 
Neither its immensity nor its notoriety affect its 

real character; but they bring it within the legiti¬ 

mate domain of History and render it amenable to 

public inquiry. With the ordinary gains, however 
unhallowed, of a house of business, Metcalfe had 

nothing to do; the commercial morality of its 

partners was nothing to him. But when he found 
that their transactions with the Nizam’s Government 

were not only embarrassing the state and im¬ 

poverishing the people, but gradually erecting the 

partnership into a great political institution more 

influential than the British representative at the 
Court of Hyderabad—when he found, indeed, that 

William Palmer and Co. were gradually absorbing 

the revenues and usurping the Government of the 
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country—it became a duty, greater than any other, 

to sever the connexion between them, and to rescue 

the Nizam from the gripe of a creditor so exacting 

and so oppressive. He did it. And it cost him 

much to do it. But “the evil tongues and rash 

judgments” which assailed him, he lived down; 

and it was not one of the least of his consolations in 

after days to know, that the example of fearlessness 
and disinterestedness set by the Hyderabad Resi¬ 

dent was not lost upon the younger members of 

the profession he adorned. It did much, indeed, to 

stimulate the progressive reform which has brought 

the Indian Civil Service to its present high state of 

moral discipline and efficiency. 
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CHAPTER III. 

[1823—1825.] 

LEAVING HYDERABAD. 

Illness of Charles Metcalfe—Death of his Brother—Correspondence with 
Dr. Goodall—Visit to Calcutta—Dr. Nicolson—Return to Hyderabad— 
Improvements in the Deccan—Invitation to Return to Delhi—Letters of 
Lord Amherst and Mr. Swinton. 

In the autumn of 1823 the friends and corre¬ 

spondents of Charles Metcalfe—both those who 

wrote to him publicly and privately on grave affairs 

of State, and those who addressed him only in the 

language of personal affection—were disquieted and 

alarmed by a suspension of those communications 

from Hyderabad which had before been received 
with such unbroken regularity. They could not 

account for his long silence. Some there were who 

thought that they had offended him, and wrote 

warm-hearted letters to ask what they had done to 

incur his displeasure. But after a while there came 

tidings to Calcutta that sickness had fallen upon 

the Hyderabad Resident. His wontedly strong 

health had yielded at last to a distressing malady; 

and in the midst of the physical sufferings he had 

endured, he had been unable to write to his friends. 
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Early in this year he had received the melancholy 

tidings of the death of his brother Theophilus. The 

Baronet had gone to England in failing health, hut 

with the intent of returning again to China. His 
constitution, however, was irremediably broken 

down, and neither the climate of his native country 

nor the medical science of the western world could 

stay the inroads of fatal disease. Eor some time he 
resided in Wimpole-street, hut the excitement of 

London life was considered prejudicial to him, and 

he retired to the pleasant quietude of his paternal 

estate at Eern Hill. But the mortal malady which 
was destroying him had made such progress as no 

human means could resist; and on the 14tli of 

August, surrounded by all the female members of 

his family, he resigned himself into the hands of Iris 

God. 
By Charles Metcalfe this blow was severely felt. 

It came upon him, too, at a time when the painful 
contentions of which I have spoken in the last 

chapter were at their height—when he was ha¬ 

rassed and depressed, and little in a condition to 

bear the imposition of new burdens. To his brother 

he was, indeed, tenderly attached. The severance 

of other links which had bound him to his home 

had strengthened these fraternal ties. After the 

death of their parents, Theophilus had often written 

to his brother about those pleasant days to come, 

when, both settled in England after years of well- 

requited toil, they might share the old family mansion 

in Portland-place, and visit each other at their coun¬ 

try seats. And now these bright day-dreams, like 
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others which had gone before them, were displaced 
by a sombre, cheerless reality. And people, when 

they addressed Charles Metcalfe, wrote Sir before 
his name A 

And many letters with this superscription poured 
in to remind him of his sorrow—to remind him, but 
not ungratefully, of the change that had taken place; 

lor they were letters of kindest condolence. Eew 
men had so many friends as Charles Metcalfe; and 

as he sympathised from his inmost heart in all their 
sorrows, so their sympathy with him was genuine, 
now that he in turn was afflicted. If anything 
could have lightened the burden which oppressed 
him, some relief would have been found in all these 
demonstrations of ardent friendship. 

Among other letters of condolence which he re¬ 
ceived at this time was one from his old friend and 
tutor, Dr. Goodall, now Provost of Eton. They 

had corresponded at intervals for nearly a quarter 
of a century, and had lost none of their pristine 
interest in each other. Both Metcalfe major and 
Metcalfe minor had been among Goodall’s most fa¬ 
vorite pupils. Their portraits graced the walls of 
that wonderful room in Goodall’s cloistered home 

where many a privileged young Etonian has mar¬ 
velled over the contents of the good doctor’s curious 

museum, f Tie had sate beside the sick-bed of the 

* The second baronet left one 
daughter, subsequently married to Sir 
Hesketh Fleetwood. 

f I find a pleasant allusion to this 
circumstance in one of Dr. Goodall’s 
letters, written a few months before 
Theophilus Metcalfe’s death. Speak- 

VOL. II. 

ing of an “ Oriental matchlock” which 
Charles had sent him, the worthy 
doctor says: “ It at present acts as 
a kind of hyphen, connecting the 
lower extremities of two portraits— 
one of his Excellency residing at Hy¬ 
derabad, the other of the Prince of 

H 
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elder brother at Fern Hill, and now he wrote to the 

younger, to condole with him on his loss, thus offer¬ 

ing his meed of consolation : 

“ Little,” he said, “ did I think, when I sate by the bed-side 

of your dear brother at Fern Hill, that I should so soon, so 

very soon, be called to the melancholy duty of accompanying 

his remains to the grave. I thought, indeed, that he was dan¬ 

gerously ill; but from his calmness, nay his cheerfulness, though 

I witnessed one sad paroxysm of pain, I was encouraged to 

expect that, at all events, he would not be snatched from us so 

soon, and ventured even to indulge a hope that medical skill 

might still restore him to a state of comparative health and 

comfort. That it pleased the Almighty to extinguish these 

expectations and hopes, however his dearest connexions might 

lament at the time, and I should trust would furnish less reason 

for regret, when from the testimony of his medical attendants, 

his continuance in this vale of misery must have been only a 

series of protracted sufferings. That he breathed his last re¬ 

signed to the will of his Creator, beloved and lamented, and 

surrounded by his nearest connexions of that sex whose ten¬ 

derness and affectionate ministrations are best calculated to 

soothe the anguish of disease and blunt the shafts of even the 

acutest pain; and it must have been no slight consolation, even 

in the bitter hour of his being tom away from them, to know 

that to the goodness of heart, the kindness, the integrity, in a 

word, to the character of their father, all who knew him bore 

honorable testimony.” 

Pekoe and Hyson, late of Canton, but gourmandising. Alas! that his health 
now of Wimpole-street. Most un- should still he so delicate! I almost 
luckily, he came down to Beaumont wish that he would say, ‘ China! fare- 
Lodge,’when I was totally engaged in well for ever!’ In the course of a 
our audit, at which seasons, from ten few days I hope to make another effort 
in the morning till bedtime, I have to see him in town, and shall hope to 
not a spare moment; the day being persuade him to pass some little time 
devoted to accounts and college busi- with us before I repeat my visit to the 
ness, and the evening to collegiate continent.” 
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Haying thus introduced the correspondence be¬ 
tween Charles Metcalfe and his old preceptor, I 

cannot lesist the temptation to indulge in a slight 
digiession, and to give a few more brief passages 

from the venerable Provost’s letters to his young 
friend. No better opportunity than this is likely to 

occur, especially as a large proportion of the letters 
before me belong to this period of Metcalfe’s history. 

It seems that the Resident had been indulging his 

characteristic kindness and liberality by sending 
home, from time to time, not only handsome Indian 
shawls and scarfs for Mrs. Goodall, hut many valu¬ 
able contributions to the Provost’s cabinet of curiosi¬ 
ties. Many of the letters preserved by the re¬ 

cipient were indited in acknowledgment of these 
gifts. They are written in a pleasant, playful strain 
of assumed pedantry and bombast; the genial nature 
of the man breaking out in every sentence. Doubt¬ 
less, it was not the least of Metcalfe’s compensations, 
among the many trials of his official life, to receive 
these kindly greetings from Alma Mater, and to 

know that he imparted the same happiness that he 
received. “ Of all the rewards that crown tuition,” 

wrote the old Eton tutor to the Hyderabad President, 
“ that which your partial affection has from time to 

time bestowed on me, by reverting to days" that are 
long since past, though evidently not swallowed up 

in the gulf of oblivion, is, beyond all comparison, 

most grateful to the feelings.” I am afraid that 

gratitude towards the trainers of our youth is a 

plant of no common growth. We remember their 

manual dexterity long after anything else. 
h 2 
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But that it was not so with Metcalfe, how plea¬ 
santly such an acknowledgment as this hears wit¬ 

ness. The passage is as characteristic of the reci¬ 

pient as of the writer of the letter : 

“Mrs. Goodall has, I know, written to thank you for 

your most magnificent present, which I can assure you I 

found not the least difficulty in persuading her to accept. 

Turkeys and chines—hares and pheasants—Stilton and Cot- 

tenham cheeses, hide your diminished heads, nor dare to vie 

with the princely magnificence of an Oriental donor! My dear 

Metcalfe, you must never hope to be able to return to England 

with lacks and lacks unless you check your generous spirit, and 

practice a little wholesome skill in the science of arithmetic. 

Suppose that the genius of old Hexter was embodied in the 

form of a Pundit, and proposed for your consideration the fol¬ 

lowing problem:—‘ If from a moderate sum, you take away a 

great deal, proportionally speaking, how many years longer will 

elapse before you can accumulate the required product ?’ Work 

this by a and b + c — d + 4, and state the probable result. 

Were illuminated Persian MSS. as easily picked up at Dihlee* 

(I bow with due submission to my orthography-mender), or 

Ispahan (spelt archaicfor the want of instruction), as stray 

Horaces and stray Pos^tat Grseci’s in the playing-fields or at the 

steps near the shirking walls, I would say, ‘Welcome thou 

ornament to my study, though I do not understand you, I can, 

at least, do as children do, and admire the pictures; but if you 

will go on practising the rule of subtraction, instead of adding 

and multiplying-how shall I finish my sentence ? I will 

only say, that you give too munificent proof that the aerugo 

and aura peculi has not cankered your mind. I shall, how¬ 

ever, feel it to be my duty not to attempt to read your precious 

testimony of your kind regard, till I can have you at my elbow. 

Remember it was you who first put me out of conceit with 

* Metcalfe always spelt the name orthography, even in his own letters, 
of the imperial city “ Dihlee.” I am but have barbarised it into Delhi, 
afraid that I have not retained his 
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Oriental literature, in the first acceptable though flattering letter 

which you sent me from your novercal country. For that India 

is only viewed by you as a step-dame (which Horne Tooke, a 

better grammarian than citizen, will tell you is a corruption of 

stead—or sted—dame), is tolerably evident from the whole 

tenor and complexion of your letters.” 

Iii tlie same letter the worthy doctor writes plea¬ 
santly of the conchological distemper that had broken 
out upon him, and beseeches the Nabob to send him 
a few shells from the Oriental world : 

“ At fifty-six a man may be indulged with a hobby; and 

what nag do you imagine that I have mounted ? Oriental 

literature I have disclaimed; Nimrod’s propensities are not 

mine. To the black-lettered Bibliomaniacs I own no fellowship. 

My limbs are not supple enough to become an active Lepi- 

dopterist. I adorn my garden and my green-house in mode¬ 

ration; but my rage is an accumulation of certain modifica¬ 

tions of calcareous matter, generally known by the name of 

shells. Now, should you in your travels chance to light upon 

any of the testaceous gentry who inhabit the waters of the 

eastern rivers, and can, without expense or difficulty, put by a 

few of them, in a small wafer-box, marking their habitats, if 

you can ascertain them, let them travel with your baggage on 

your return, and put them into my hands at the Lodge. This 

do, and I will say I cordially thank you.” 

This letter was written when Charles Metcalfe 

was at Delhi. He was at Hyderabad when the fol¬ 

lowing reached him. It alludes to the Eton dinners 

which he had given a year before in Calcutta, and 

shows that he had made a conscription of the de¬ 

sired tc testaceous gentry 

“ Cloisters, Windsor, Feb. 21, 1821.— Not woo ‘coy Mathesis !’ 

What? did no curved sylph, no triangular gnome, whisper or 
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bellow on the banks of the Gunga, that Lefevre, an Etonian, was 

the senior wrangler of his year? Were I not on the hill (not 

quite so high as Himalaya), and consequently not able to exa¬ 

mine my Etonian notices, which I have left in the valley, I 

could probably add three or four names, at least, enrolled among 

the wranglers of the last two or three years. You must, 

therefore, at the next anniversary (the Kati^oxhv) make the 

amende honorable by drinking the health of two Etonians, 

whose mathematical pre-eminence is recorded in the tripos of 

their respective years, Herschel and Lefevre. You need not 

mention that Herschel left us in the lower school. I was quite 

delighted at your patriotic establishment, and did I know the 

day of celebration, I would at least be with you in spirit, when 

Floreat Etona is ‘ hipped’ with three times three. The report 

of your filial attachment to our common mother gladdened the 

heart of a septuagenary at one of our public days, who, with 

tears in his eyes, though not without a little Oriental amplifica¬ 

tion, declared that thirty years ago, at a similar meeting, the 

same pious words were echoed with such appalling reverberations, 

that all the crocodiles in the neighbourhood, smitten with terror? 

plunged themselves into the sacred stream. Should it so happen 

that the old fellow’s health, of whom you speak, should ever 

again be drunk in your alcoves, have the goodness to express 

his grateful acknowledgment of their kind partiality to the 

assembled Etonians of the day, from the venerable Leycester 

(by-the-by, are you sure that he is ycleped George? if he be 

the 1 Scagger’ I wot of he bore another name of yore) to the 

youngest ‘sage’ of the company. I need not say with what 

pleasure we shall enrol in our catalogue any books with which 

the affectionate remembrance of our Indian colonists may 

enrich us. Your kind brother has already furnished us with the 

first steps of knowledge to enable us to become apprentices to 

mandarins, or what not, by presenting us with all that is pub¬ 

lished of the Chinese dictionary. It will, moreover, give me 

additional pleasure to renew my acquaintance with a pupil who 

gave such fair promise of future attainments as Trant did so 
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many years ago. Mrs. Goodall begs me to say, that though 

she has long since made over her collection of seals to some of 

my nieces, she has stored in her choicest cabinet of curiosities 

the two seals which you have so kindly transmitted to her, and 

that she most heartily thanks the administrator of the empire, 

the ruler of the country, the attached Lord 0. T. M., the hero, 

the glory of war, adding that, though your godfather, the 

King of Dihlee (poor simple soul as I am, to think that I could 

spell the word), may have given a little flourish of Oriental 

hyperbole, there is, as she learns from authentic sources, a con¬ 

siderable portion of fundamental truth. She desired me fur¬ 

ther to say, that aware as she is of the difficulty of procuring 

the seals to which you refer, [‘ especially as she has dismounted 

from her ancient hobby,’ these words I am answerable for] she 

is most unwilling to trespass either on your time or kindness 

cn that head. 

“ You will already have concluded that your kind concholo- 

gical present never reached me. Whether they returned to 

their native ocean, were purloined by a Triton in their passage, 

or, which is more probable, were intercepted at the Custom¬ 

house, is a problem which I 'will not attempt to solve. At all 

events, I must tender you my most hearty thanks for the trouole 

(and not only the trouble) of collecting for me what I doubt 

not would have proved some of the choicest gems of my cabi¬ 

net. A similar disappointment has befallen me with respect to 

a few shells which your brother forwarded to me from Canton. 

When I had the pleasure of seeing him at Lton, he imagined 

that they were recoverable, but has, I believe, since discovered 

that they elude all search. I am not without hopes that we 

shall shortly have the pleasure of seeing him again at Eton (his 

former was a mere flying visit), as I have reason to think that 

he will in the course of next month redeem his pledge. The 

last account I received of his health was much more favorable; 

and, indeed, when I met him in town, about two months since, 

he had in great measure recovered his looks. May the Al¬ 

mighty grant that he may be perfectly convalescent befoie he 
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leaves his native shores! I will not give my consent for his 

departure till his physicians say he may go in perfect confidence 

of not suffering by his voyage, or future residence at Canton. 

“ Next week I close my sixty-first year, in a better state of 

health than from the sedentary life I have led I could possibly 

expect, and, thanks be to God, I have hitherto felt only the 

gradual approaches of old age. I can read from morning to 

night with untired eyes; I can enjoy the society of my friends, 

young as well as old, and, on particular occasions, can walk 

fifteen or sixteen miles, provided I am by the sea-side—e. g., I 

walked last June from Worthing to Little Hampton and back 

again between breakfast and dinner, witli no other bad conse¬ 

quence than the entire loss of the skin of my face, which peeled 

ofpm due time. I do not read quite so much Gieek as formerly, 

but I have lately attempted to learn Hebrew and Spanish. My 

progress in the former language is slow. My master, though a 

good grammarian, has not the best method of teaching. I at 

first suspected the scholar to be in fault, but I must only plead 

parcel guilty, as I understand that my fellow-scholars agree 

with me in the opinion which I have formed of my instructor, 

for whom I have a great respect. If you wish to know in what 

part of the school I am, know by these presents, that I am in the 

second form in Hebrew, and in the fourth in Spanisti. Apropos 

of my master, he was travelling to town in the Windsor and 

Eton stage, when a talkative solicitor of the neighbourhood 

having entered rather warmly into some discussion with him, 

wished him to reconsider something he had advanced, and con¬ 

cluded his speech by adjuring him to do so, as he was an 

Englishman and a Christian. ‘ Sir,’ says his antagonist with 

the most perfect phlegm, ‘ I am an Italian Jew.’ ’ 

The next letter, written in the same year, from 

the “ Lodge, Eton Cloisters,” acknowledges the 

receipt of the desired pabulum for the Provost’s 

hobby-horse, but only after the wonted desecrations 

of the Custom-house: 
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“ I must now beg your Excellency to accept Mrs. Goodall’s 

and my grateful acknowledgments for your voluminous and 

magnificent present, which contained many very beautiful and 

interesting specimens, the greater part of which arrived safe 

and entire; but the carelessness of the good people of the 

Custom-house had repacked the more fragile bivalves with such 

total disregard of the danger to which their new position ex- * 

posed them, that they were shattered into fragments. Only one 

of the mactrse, a beautiful totally white bivalve, escaped unin¬ 

jured. Even the nautili, which are not of so frail a nature, 

were curtailed of their fair proportions by the clumsiness of the 

repackers. The proportion, however, of the damaged shells 

was not more than that of one to eleven ; the rest arrived in 

undiminished beauty. Above four parts of the whole were 

recent shells, and indeed almost all of the more scarce species. 

Some of the more common kinds had parted with their inhabi¬ 

tants before they were collected ; but fortunately my cabinet 

was already provided with these sorts. One species, which is 

particularly liable to injury, and is considered as a more scarce 

shell, escaped mischief altogether: it is ycleped ‘ Helix Hsemos- 

toma.’ Your bounty has multiplied my unique specimen into 

five. Mrs. Goodall means to dress up one case from your present 

entirely, and to baptise it by the appellative ‘ Metcalfean.’ 

And now, scold you I must not, for it would be hypocrisy to 

say that I was not delighted with the totality of your munifi¬ 

cence; but I cannot refrain from observing, that had I enter¬ 

tained the most distant idea of the enormous expense to which 

my request would have exposed you, I should never have 

made it. My petition was for pieces of brass, and you have 

enacted Jupiter Pluvius and. showered down gold on me. I 

beffged for a few inhabitants of your rivers, and you have 

transmitted me, in profusion, the spoils of the ocean. 

“ And so you will no longer preside at the Bachelor’s ball in 

your full court dress, nor celebrate our A-lma Mater at the next 

Calcutta anniversary. Etonians must be rarcB aves at Hyder¬ 

abad, which place, however, if it has any taste, most surely 
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Golconda libentius audit. Many, many thanks to you for your 

kind offer. At present I know no Hyderabadian or Golcondist 

whom I am desirous to recommend to your protection; but 

should I hereafter avail myself of your permission, be assured 

that I will not abuse it by recommending any one of whom I 

cannot confidently say, Scribe tui gregis hunc, et fortem crede 

bonum. May you experience in your new situation all the 

pleasure and advantages which you have pictured in your ima¬ 

gination ! May you proceed in your career with gentle gales, 

and under a serene sky, in the full enjoyment of the friendship 

of that circle which you have selected !” 

Iii a graver strain is tlie following, written at a 

somewhat later period, in reply to one of Metcalfe’s 

letters from Hyderabad, expatiating on the benefits 

which he hoped would result from his superintend¬ 

ence of the administration of the Nizam’s territories: 

“ The picture which you draw of your situation and of the 

means of doing so much and so essential good, is delightful. 

The passions, prejudices, and interests of writers distort to such 

a degree the character of the people of the East, that it is a 

matter of the greatest difficulty to reduce one’s opinion of the 

inhabitants of different districts to any one general standard; 

or, perhaps, I should speak more correctly were I to say, to form 

a just opinion of any. What has always appeared to me to be 

the greatest obstacle to the happiness of the subjects of native 

princes is the danger of their considering too gentle a govern¬ 

ment as indicative of fear on the part of their rulers, and 

consequently if, as seems to be the case, they are of a restless 

and unquiet spirit, there is further danger of their being in¬ 

fluenced by some master-mover of their worst passions to 

attempt some rash scheme, which would be more likely to 

subvert than to secure their happiness. I have heard it again 

and again asserted that they must be driven, for they will not 

be led ; but I have often thought that though this may be 
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almost strictly true with respect to their native rulers, still, 

under that universally admitted opinion of European supe¬ 

riority and the acknowledged ineffica'cy of resistance to Eu¬ 

ropean power, there can he no reason to doubt that the 

vigilant protection of the resident authorities, armed as they 

are with the means of enforcing obedience to their regulations, 

may, where there is a due mixture of gentleness and severity, 

counteract the evil designs of the turbulent, and, to a great 

degree at least, improve the general situation of the whole 

population. 

“ It has been the result of all my reflection on the much- 

agitated question of the probability of introducing Christianity 

among the Hindoos, that the only practicable mode of conver¬ 

sion is the gradual weaning them from their absurd notions by 

opening to them every possible source of rational information; 

and that this most desirable end can only be effected by mild¬ 

ness and gentle persuasion, strengthened by that most powerful 

of all influences—the influence of example, the pure lives of 

those who labor for their conversion. But I am travelling 

out beyond the record ; I am addressing the redresser of 

political evils, not the missionary. All I meant to say is, that 

I am fully convinced that your successful labors must pro¬ 

mote, in a great degree, the more important concern of reli¬ 

gious improvement,—gradually perhaps, but not therefore 

less certainly. With the increase of the Nizam’s revenue, the 

increase of his subjects’ worldly happiness, I will hope that the 

chances of extending the great, the glorious work of the pro¬ 

pagation of the Gospel will, to say the least, be greatly facili¬ 

tated ; and whatever future annalists may record or not record, 

I trust that among the nations on whom you shower such im¬ 

portant blessings, 

Semper honos, nomenque tuum, laudesque manebunt. 

It is delightful to have such honorable motives for self-granu¬ 

lation, and you cannot draw on a surer bank for happiness than 

from the consciousness of not only meaning, but doing we 
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Yet, alas! human nature is on the whole everywhere so far the 

same, that the great mass of mankind are self-interested and 

ungrateful. In the midst of those whom you labor to benefit 

with all your heart, with all your soul, and with all your 

strength, you will find a plentiful crop of these abominable 

tares, and you will perhaps have to regret that the hopes of 

your harvest are ultimately destroyed. But, Dii, mehora piis ! 

May you continue to prosecute your useful and patriotic efforts 

without experiencing any of those drawbacks which a croaking 

prophet of evil may needlessly call up to the imagination.” 

There was, indeed, “ a plentiful crop of these 

abominable tares,” and they were growing up in 

rank luxuriance when Metcalfe received this beauti¬ 

ful letter, and recognised in his inmost soul the 

truth of these prophetic utterances of his old pre¬ 

ceptor. 

I shall be pardoned for this digression. It is over. 

The mention of the tares sends me back to Hyder¬ 

abad. There Metcalfe is lying sick and suffering— 

wanting even the ordinary consolation of confidence 

in his medical advisers. “-, I believe, thinks I 

am recovering,” he wrote briefly from Bolarum, on 

the 9th of October, to a young friend, “ of which I 

do not myself see any satisfactory symptom. I am 

much as I was—well enough for a day or two, then 

attacked as before. In short, I am not sensible of 

any certain progress towards recovery, but-is 

content, so I suppose must I be.” On the 5th of 

November he wrote again, still from the same place: 

“I do not get on so well as I could wish. I had 

yesterday another attack of ague and fever, the 

result of an experiment which failed.” Two days 
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afterwards he wrote again : “ I am not as well as 
I could wish to he, and make no progress. I was 
three weeks ago as I am now.” These were brief, 

hurried notes, addressed to a very dear friend, written 
obviously under great debility of body and depression 
of spirit. He was capable of nothing more. 

In the mean while, the Calcutta friends of Sir 
Charles Metcalfe—and they were many-—-had heard 
of his lamentable situation, and were bethinking 

themselves how to afford him relief. The health of 
such a man was not a matter of mere private con¬ 
cernment—it was an affair of State. Lord Amherst 
had by this time succeeded to the chief seat in the 
Government of India. John Adam had embarked 
for England, utterly broken down in health—alas ! 

only to perish on the way. Mr. Eendall was senior 
member of Council; and Mr. J. II. Harrington was 
his colleague. At the head of the Secretariat was 
Mr. George Swinton, who had well and worthily 
supported Metcalfe throughout all the great con¬ 
tentions at Hyderabad, and who was among the 
warmest of his friends. In the highest official 
places the tidings of Metcalfe’s illness caused ex¬ 
treme inquietude; and there were many others, who 

_regarding him not as a public servant whose loss 

would be a national calamity, but as a beloved 

friend whose equal they had never known—looked 
eagerly towards those high official quarters for the 

aid which was so much required. 
And they did not look in vain. On the 31st of 

October Mr. Swinton despatched a hasty note to 

Hyderabad, informing Metcalfe that it had been 
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“ determined to send the Government yacht with a 

medical man to Masulipatam without delay, to be 

at his disposal.” Mr. Pendall had obtained the 

ready sanction of Lord Amherst to the proposed 
arrangement,* and Commodore Hayes had received 
orders to make the necessary preparations for the 

despatch of the Nereide. And in the mean while, 
Colonel Casement, the Military Secretary, was in¬ 

structed to apply to the Medical Board to select a 
competent medical officer to proceed in the yacht to 

Masulipatam, to render assistance to the distin¬ 

guished patient. 
The selection, however, was not primarily made 

by the Board. At that time, as for many years 

afterwards, the highest medical authority in India 

was Hr. Simon Nicolson. He was a gentleman of 

great professional experience, extensive scientific 
acquirements, a mind well stocked with general 

literature, and of such kindliness of heart and 
suavity of manner, that sickness lost half its terrors 

when he stood by the bed-side. There was a healing 

power in his very presence—in the blended wisdom 

and gentleness of his speaking face—and the first 
word of assurance that he uttered. People came 
from remote places to consult him; and when they 

could not make their way to the Presidency, they 

sought his advice, through the medium of friends, 
from a distance. His practice was only limited by 

the impossibility of performing more than a certain 

amount of work within a certain space of time. At 

*1 believe that this suggestion Mr. Henry Wood, of the Civil Service, 
emanated from Metcalfe’s friends— and Major Sneyd, of the Body-Guard. 
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all hours of the day, and at all hours of the night, 

his horses were in harness and his coachmen were 

on the box. There was one carriage always waiting 

at his door ready to replace another in the day-time, 
as the exhausting climate incapacitated man and 

beast from further service; or to whirl him away in 

obedience to some nocturnal summons. But for all 
this he never grew rich. The penniless subaltern 
had his unremitting care as freely as the wealthiest 
member of Council. 

When Metcalfe’s friends heard that he was sorely 
smitten and in great suffering, their first thought 
was to “ go to Mcolson.” “ I trust that you have 
written to Mcolson,” wrote George Swinton to his 
sick friend. “ In all complaints of that nature he 

has wonderful skill and experience; and I dare say, 
had you been under his hands, you would have been 

well in a week. Nothing is new or extraordinary to 
him; and what your medical men would consider 
such would be much otherwise to him.”* Captain 

Sneyd had already gone to Mcolson and obtained 
not only his advice, but a parcel of surgical ap¬ 
pliances, “new and extraordinary” perhaps at Hy¬ 

derabad, which Swinton sent off by express; but 
more important still than this, Mcolson now recom¬ 
mended a young medical officer acquainted with his 

system, in whose talents he had unbounded faith, 

as the fittest delegate to Hyderabad. He recom¬ 

mended Mr. James Ranald Martin—then a young 

* Almost every new invention, es- had heard of it. His agents had carte 
pecially such as were auxiliary to pro- blanche to supply him with everything 
Sessional science, found its way into of the kind. 
Nicolson’s library before other people 
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assistant-surgeon of some six years’ standing—and 

tlie selection was confirmed by the Board. 
On the 7th of November the yacht was despatched, 

and reached Masulipatam a week afterwards. Met¬ 

calfe was then at Bolarum, making preparations for 

the journey to the coast. “ My friends at Calcutta,” 
lie wrote on the 16th, “ have taken alarm at my 
illness, and got the Government yacht despatched 
to Masulipatam, with a medical man to attend me. 
Although I did not think of going, and was better 

than I had been, I do not mean to throw away this 
opportunity, as the sea voyage and Nicolson’s advice 
together may effect a perfect cure. W ells and Busliby 
are going for fun.” Wells and Bushby were young 
civilians, Metcalfe’s assistants. The one found an 
early grave at Delhi, the other is now himself Re¬ 

sident at Hyderabad. They followed Sir Charles 
for something better than “ funthey followed 
him for love. They petitioned him to suffer them 
to accompany him, and what they sought was not 

denied.* 

* They literally “ petitioned ” him; 
and as their petition, written in a 
style of serious playfulness, is honor¬ 
able to all parties, I willingly insert it 
here: 

“ My dear Metcalfe,—We, the 
undersigned, have determined that we 
will waive the Nizam’s allowances, 
and cleave to the Company, in order 
that we may both show our loyalty 
to our employers and enjoy the plea¬ 
sure of accompanying you to the Pre¬ 
sidency of Calcutta. 

“ Albeit we, the undersigned, hum¬ 
bly pray that you will vouchsafe us 
the following boon on this occasion, 
without which it would be both de¬ 

monstrative of want of consideration 
and selfishness in us to depart with 
you, viz.: 

“ If you were to go alone you would 
not keep an establishment. If you 
take us with you, you propose to keep 
an establishment. Your petitioners 
humbly pray that you will not put 
yourself to this expense, and that you 
will live with your friend Captain 
Sneyd, and trust to our finding house- 
room in his neighbourhood—either by 
the hire of a small domicile or other¬ 
wise—for which boon your petitioners 
will ever pray. 

“ J. A. Bushby. 
“R. Wells.” 
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The Nereide landed Mr. Martin at Masulipatam, 
and lie pushed on with all speed to Hyderabad! 
Three marches from the city he came upon the 
Resident’s camp. An hour after his introduction 
he had rendered Metcalfe essential service. The 
young surgeon found that his patient was thoroughly 
\eised m the literature of his case. He had jierused 
the works of almost every writer who had discoursed 
on the nature and treatment of his disorder, and, as 
commonly happens in such cases, he had been be¬ 
wildered and perplexed by the multitude of conflict¬ 
ing authorities. Commenting freely on this incer¬ 
titude, he asked his attendant how it happened that 
amidst such varying counsel he was able so promptly 
to decide. The answer was, of course, the answer 
of the profession—and a just one. Metcalfe soon 
perceived that Government had sent him the right 
man. 

After a few days spent at Masulipatam, where 
Metcalfe, invalid as he was, felt constrained not to 
reject the hospitality so freely offered to him, the 
Resident and his family embarked for Calcutta, 
which they reached on the 21st of December. In 
spite of the entreaties of his young assistants, and 
the hearty invitations of Mr. Sw inton, Captain 
Sneyd, and other old friends, he determined on in¬ 
stituting an establishment of his own. Taking a 
large house in Chowringh.ee—the May Pair of the 
City of Palaces—and purchasing the furniture, to 
be sold again at a heavy sacrifice, he made a home 
for himself and his friends. His happiness rvas 
principally derived from the contemplation of theirs; 

VOL. II. I 
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for in spite of the science of Nicolson and Martin, 

lie was not able at first to cheer his friends at a 
distance with any flattering accounts of himself. 

At the end of January he wrote, however, that he 

believed he was on the high road to recovery; and 

before the end of the following month he was on 

the eve of returning to Hyderabad. 
This brief sojourn in Calcutta was little likely 

under such circumstances to evolve incidents worthy 

of narration \ but there are two little facts connected 
with his departure so illustrative of his delicate 

sense of honor and his extreme generosity, that they 

ought not to be withheld. Sir Charles Metcalfe 
was anxious that Mr. Martin should return with him 

to Hyderabad, and assume the office of Residency 

Surgeon, which was about to become vacant. The 

appointment was one of honor and emolument. The 

old incumbent had drawn about 3000 rupees a 

month. The offer, therefore, seemed to be a tempt¬ 

ing one. But Mr. Bushby, through whom it was 

made, was directed to inform Martin, that one-half 

of this large salary was paid by the Nizam—the 

Residency Surgeon being called Medical Store¬ 
keeper to his Highness, though in reality there 

were no stores to keep. This, one of many instances 

of the “ plunder of the Nizam,” Metcalfe had deter¬ 

mined to stop, with every other that came within 

his control, on the first opportunity. And much as 

he desired to induce Martin to accompany him to 

the Deccan, he now intimated to his young friend 

that he could not consent to perpetuate so nefarious 

a job. The result was, that the young surgeon’s 
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friends, looking forward to liis eventual prospects in 

Calcutta, persuaded him not to accept the appoint¬ 

ment ; and soon afterwards he accompanied the 
Body-Guard on the expedition to Rangoon. 

So Metcalfe embarked for Masulipatam, in this 
matter disappointed. On his voyage down the 

Hooghly he learnt that a friend and brother civilian 

—an officer then of the highest promise, since 

abundantly performed—had embarked for England 
on a vessel then dropping down the river, but owing 

to some untoward accident, had not contrived to 
ship his baggage. All the mighty wardrobe neces¬ 
sary for the consumption of a five-months’ voyage 

was lagging behind on some dilatory luggage-boat, 
and the ship was fast putting out to sea. The 

dilemma was an extreme one. Both horns of it 

well considered, the least excruciating of the two 

appeared to be a return to Calcutta—the loss of the 
passage, and, perhaps, of the furlough. But Met¬ 

calfe came to the rescue. He had large supplies of 
clothes with him—many of all kinds newly made 
for him in Calcutta—and he rejoiced now to think 

of the good account to which they might be turned. 
Keeping barely sufficient for his own immediate 

uses, he now sent the bulk of his wardrobe to his 
perplexed friend, who went on his way rejoicing not 
the less for the thought that he was nearly a foot 

taller than the Lord-Bountiful of Hyderabad. 

The hot weather and the rainy season of 1824 

found Sir Charles Metcalfe at the Residency in im¬ 

proved health and spirits, but with an ever-increasing 

mass of business before him. He had enjoyed none 
i 2 
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of the leisure he had sought; but in the grov mg 

conviction of the benefit that accrued from his labor, 

he found abundant compensation for his toil. Prom 

time to time, however, he contrived to snatch brief 

intervals for private correspondence ; and there were 

cherished friends with whom an unreserved episto¬ 

lary intercourse was among the choicest pleasures 

of his life. Prom letters of this kind, written in 

the autumn and winter of 1824, some passages may 

not unfitly be given, in illustration of his inner life 

at this time. Characteristic as they are in other 

respects, they indicate nothing so distinctly as the 

exceeding warmth of the writer’s heart. Priendship 

was with him almost a passion—“ passing the love 

of women.” And the same romantic attachment 

which he felt towards others it was his privilege also 

to inspire in them : 

« Hyderabad, 25th Oct., 1824.—You must already, I fear, 

think me a very unworthy correspondent. I know not how it 

has happened that, since you went, I have found so few op¬ 

portunities for writing. I never had a greater inclination for 

it, hut day after day passes away, and is filled up, somehow or 

other, without giving one the happy moment for indulging in 

friendly converse with those absent, whom our thoughts never¬ 

theless accompany. I cannot say that the happy moment is 

now come legitimately, for a swelling packet of the works of 

Sutherland, Campbell, Baxter, and Co., encumbers my table, 

and carries the imagination away from anything that it is de¬ 

lightful to dwell on; but I have seized the moment by the 

forelock, and dragged it in advance of it’s own turn, which, if 

it waited for others, might never come. I am no longer able to 

read in the morning up-stairs. That time is now occupied by 

business : from which I steal a little now to confabulate with 
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you. I have not been quite well for a few days. -gave a 

grand party in tents. I got a little wet from rain, before 

the carriage could be closed, in going there; and I tasted from 

curiosity some of his productions of milk punch, orange wine, 

&c. Whether it were the one or the other, I was attacked with 

some symptoms of derangement afterwards, in the seat of last 

year’s illness, accompanied with slight fever. I am, however, 

well again now, and matters have reverted to their usual course. 

.I shall not quarrel with your view of your 

own imperfections; because every man, on examining himself, 

if I may judge from my own self, must, I conceive, be sensible 

not only of weaknesses and frailties, but of corruption and 

wickedness, which it is perhaps the most arduous endeavor of 

his life to subdue. I do not desire you to entertain an exalted 

opinion of yourself, for that is in itself a vice, and a very un- 

amiable one. Have as low a sense as you like of your own 

merits. No ill can follow from true humility. But I am now 

an old man compared with you (though I mean to start fresh 

in England as a promising young man), and, in virtue of my 

years, I have seen and observed characters; and can tell you, 

that I have found in yours much to esteem, love, and admire, 

much far beyond your age. You speak of vanity. No one is 

without it. It is, perhaps, a necessary ingredient of our com¬ 

position. It is only offensive when it is obtrusive. Now, if 

your vanity is inordinate, as you say, you must possess the 

organ of secretiveness in great fulness to keep it so well in order, 

for I have never remarked in you any signs of inordinate vanity, 

but have seen too much of modesty and diffidence for the un¬ 

controlled empire of that overwhelming fault. 

“ October 28, 1824.—.Your inquisitive friend, the 

Killadar of Beder, expressed, I dare say, the interest univer¬ 

sally felt in the Burmah war, or any other convulsion in which 

we have a chance of being wrorsted and driven fiom our high 

seat of empire. You will find Gibbon much more entertaining 

than Hallam ; though the latter is very much admired. I went 

through Gibbon during a sickness which confined me to my 
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room at Eton, and thought him delightful from beginning to 

end. That, however, was twenty-five years ago, and I know 

not how I should like the same thing now. In your fondness 

for reading you have a sure hold on one of the greatest sources 

of happiness in life. There are few sorrows in which a book is 

not some relief; and with a taste for reading one never needs 

any other pleasure or employment.” 

“ If I thought it would have any effect, I should beg you, 

for my sake, as well as your own, to adhere to your plans of 

rational economy. If ever I am to leave India, I shall go with 

great reluctance and heart-sinking, if I leave those I love behind 

without the hope of meeting them again in my old age. I shall 

quit Hyderabad—if that evil day is to come—with similar feel¬ 

ings; for God knows what will become of us all when our little 

circle shall be broken up. Though I do not pretend to be in¬ 

sensible to the honor of a seat in Council, and the possible result 

of such an appointment, I should rejoice at the nomination of 

some other person, to put out of credit those rumors which I 

am told are on the increase in Calcutta regarding my elevation 

to that dignity, and of which the realisation would remove me 

from the present home of my affections, and the ties formed in 

this sphere. I cannot think on this subject without pain, 

knowing as I do by experience that separation and removal to 

distant scenes, though they may leave unimpaired good-will, 

regard, esteem, friendship, confidence, and even affection, are still 

fatal to that warmth of feeling, that intimacy of ideas, that 

delight of close and continual intercourse which constitute what 

I would term the luxuries of friendship.” 

u Hyderabad, November 7, 1824.— .... If my epistles 

give you as much pleasure as yours bring to me, we shall both 

enjoy a great deal of happiness from our correspondence. The 

natives of the east say that the interchange of letters is ‘ the meet¬ 

ing of hearts.’ They say it formally, and without feeling its force; 

but it is nevertheless a good saying. Hearts undoubtedly meet 

hearts in correspondence. How the heart rejoices and bounds 

at the sight of the handwriting of a beloved friend! and how 
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it overflows with delight, how it warms, expands, and boils over, 

in reading the affectionate language which one knows to have 

been poured forth from a congenial heart! There are joys of this 

kind in the pure love which exists between man and man, 

which cannot, I think, be surpassed in that more alloyed 

attachment between the opposite sexes, to which the name of 

love is in general exclusively applied. Alas, that these joys 

should be of such short duration; and that experience should 

teach us, that although we may indulge in them for a period, 

they are but a dream and will pass away! The day will come 

—and it is impossible to say how soon—when you will receive 

my letters with indifference, and sit down to answer them with 

reluctance. This, too, may happen without any loss of esteem, 

or regard, or friendship, in its ordinary sense. All these may 

remain, and yet the enthusiastic warmth of attachment which 

gives its principal zest to the affection of friends may subside. 

Such is human nature. And if it were not so we should never 

know new attachments. The first formed would be the only 

ones existing through life; and the heart would be closed against 

all others. I will not, however, anticipate evils, but enjoy and 

cherish the present good.” 

u December 17,1824.— .... I feel the want of a country 

house incessantly. As long as I live at the Residency it will 

be a public house; and as long as the billiard-table stands, the 

Residency will be a tavern. I wish that I could introduce a 

nest of white ants secretly, without any one’s kenning thereof, if 

the said ants would devour the said table, and cause it to dis¬ 

appear. But I do not like, either in deed or word, to make 

any attack on an instrument of amusement which is so much 

relished by some of us, who do not observe the consequences to 

which it leads. --is almost as ardent at it as , and is 

quite animated on a day of ‘ pools. 

“ I have no intelligence respecting the talked-of seat 

in Council, and retain all my doubt on that subject. It is a 

thing on which there can be nothing certain until it be accom¬ 

plished. I cannot pretend to reject such an ostensible rise in 
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life with disdain; but my heart is bound by ties and feelings to 

this quarter, and I shall be rather glad than sorry to see the 

chance ended by the nomination of some other person. You 

are yourself no slight cause of my reluctance to go away.” 

Iii the early part of 1825 the Resident set out on 

one of his wonted provincial excursions, glad to he 

absent from Hyderabad. In the course of his tour 

he endeavored to find a convenient place for the 

erection of a country residence—but I know not 

with what result. The object of escape from the 

Residency was soon to be attained in another way. 

From the letters written during this excursion, one 

or two extracts may be made. In the following will 

be found the earliest mention I have been able to 

trace of the Freedom of the Indian Press : 

“ Camp, Bhoungeer, March 2, 1825.—Many thanks for your 

letter of 21-24th ultimo. Have I read ‘ Adam Blair?’ I 

am not sure whether I have or not; but I suppose not. The 

story is familiar to me; but I must have got my knowledge 

of it from reviews. The last thing I did with the book was to 

lend it to Mrs. B-, the clergyman’s wife. Is it one of Galt’s? 

I rather think not.* We have got his last, the ‘ Spae Wife,’ 

in camp. It is a highly poetical and elegant thing, though not 

of the same sort with your favorite, ( The Annals of the 

Parish,’ the simplicity of which is beautiful, and in parts very 

affecting. Strange to say I have never read ‘ Tristram Shandy;’ 

I know very little of Sterne as an author. I took up ‘ Tristram 

Shandy’ when I was twelve or thirteen. I thought that I did 

not understand it, and laid it down again. Since fourteen or 

fifteen I have read very little, excepting the publications of the 

day. 

* It need scarcely be said it is Lockhart’s. 
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<£ It seems that the Directors have tried to nominate Sir J. 

Malcolm Governor of Madras, but have been prevented by the 

Board of Control, who have put a veto on the appointment, 

because he is a Company’s servant. Malcolm’s speech on the 

press was, I think, very good. I have no decided opinions on 

that subject myself. I cannot go along with one party as to 

the blessings of a free press, nor with another as to its dangers; 

but I rather think that the inconveniences would predominate 

at present, and the advantages hereafter; and that it would be 

hostile to the permanency of our rule, but ultimately beneficial 

to India. 
“ The real dangers of a free press in India are, I think, in its 

enabling the natives to throw off our yoke. The petty annoy¬ 

ances which our Governments would suffer I call rather incon¬ 

veniences. The advantages are in the spread of knowledge, 

which it seems wrong to obstruct for any temporary or selfish 

purpose. I am inclined to think that I would let it have its 

swing, if I were sovereign lord and master.” 

But interesting as is this passage, as an indication 

of his earlier views on a great question, his practical 

solution of which was among the greatest measures 

of his public life, the following is more interesting 

still, for it contains the solution of a still greater 

question : 

“ Camp, Kohair, March 21, 1825.—If I am really the happy 

man you suppose me to be, I will tell you, as far as I know 

myself, the secret of my happiness. You will perhaps smile, 

for I am not sure that your mind has taken the turn that might 

induce you to sympathise. But be assured that I am in earnest. 

I live in a state of fervent and incessant gratitude to God for 

the favors and mercies which I have experienced throughout 

my life. The feeling is so strong that it often oveiflons in 

tears, and is so rooted that I do not think that any misfortunes 
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could shake it. It leads to constant devotion and firm content; 

and though I am not free from those vexations and disturbances 

to which the weak temper of man is subject, I am guarded by 

that feeling against any lasting depression.” 

On the 11th of April, Metcalfe wrote still to the 

same correspondent, “ Here we are, my dear hoy, 

on our return towards Hyderabad, from the western 

extremity of the Nizam’s dominions;” and soon 

afterwards he announced his arrival at Hyderabad : 

“ Since we came in,” he wrote on the 6th of May, 

“ you can guess in what way I have been bothered 

—public business and private correspondence have 

accumulated and remain undisposed of. I have not 

read a word, though the contents of eleven cases of 

new books have been spread out before me.” In 

this letter he had great tidings to communicate. 

He was about to leave Hyderabad for ever. He 

had returned to the Residency only to receive from 

the Governor-General a letter announcing that his 

services were required in another and more im¬ 

portant sphere of action. “Now for what I grieve 

to tell you,” wrote Metcalfe—“ I have been requested 

by Government to go to Delhi, to take charge of 

political affairs in Upper India, and the civil ad¬ 

ministration of the Delhi territory. The Board now 

at Delhi is to be removed. So is Sir David Ochter- 

lony, who will probably, however, resign, as his 

measures have been condemned; and I am called 

on in a very flattering manner to take the place of 

both.” 

The letter which Lord Amherst wrote was, in- 
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deed, a flattering one—but there was the utmost 

sincerity in it. And little as Metcalfe desired the 

change, there must have been found by one of his 

temperament some compensation in the language 

of such a letter: 

LORD AMHERST TO SIR CHARLES METCALFE. 

“ Calcutta, April 16, 1825. 

“ My dear Sir Charles,—Events which have occurred in 

the Upper Provinces render it necessary, in the opinion of 

Government, that a new arrangement shall be made for the 

administration of affairs in Delhi and Rajpootana, and that to 

carry such new arrangement into effect, you should assume the 

office of Resident at Delhi. I hasten, therefore, to express to 

you my most anxious hope that no cause exists on your part 

to prevent your undertaking this arduous and important public 

duty. 

“ Much as your services are still demanded at Hyderabad, a 

nobler field opens for them in the scene of your former resi¬ 

dence and employment; and I flatter myself that unless there 

should be some impediment of which I am not aware to your 

proceeding to Delhi, you will readily afford your services in a 

quarter where they are now most urgently required, and where, 

I hesitate not to say, you can, of all men in India, most benefit 

your Government and your country. 

“ Mr. Swinton’s letter to you makes it unnecessary that I 

should enter into further detail. 

“ I remain, with sincere regard and esteem, 

“ My dear Sir Charles, 

“ Your faithful and obedient servant, 

“ Amherst.” 

“ I should consider it incumbent on me, wrote 

Metcalfe, in the private letter already quoted, “ to 

obey any call—but such an one as this is, of course, 
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irresistible. I go, however, reluctantly, and wish 

that I could have been allowed to rest in peace in 

the quarter which has now become the home of 

my heart. I shall quit my public duties here with 

great regret. I shall quit my friends with greater.” 

He felt, indeed, acutely the severance of these ties; 

and soon afterwards he wrote to a friend, that he 

looked to a Calcutta fever as one of the least of 

the evils which threatened him, and hoped to find 

in it relief from other more corroding anxieties and 

distresses. 
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CHAPTER IY. 

[1825—1827.] 

DELHI REVISITED. 

Metcalfe’s Return to Calcutta—Residence there—Death of Sir David Ochter- 
lony—Bhurtpore Affairs—Views of the Government—Metcalfe’s Minute_ 
Departure for Delhi—Advance of the Armies—Metcalfe in Camp—Fall of 
Bhurtpore—-Subsequent Proceedings—Death of Barnett and Wells—Visit 
of Lord Amherst—Appointment to Council. 

Never had more unwelcome honors been conferred 
on a public servant than those which now descended 

upon Sir Charles Metcalfe. In spite of all the 
vexations and annoyances which beset his position, 
the Hyderabad Residency had become very dear to 
him. More than twenty years before, he had re¬ 

corded a resolution not to form any more romantic 
attachments; but he had been forming them ever 

since. Indeed, it may be said of him, that he fell 
in friendship as other men fall in love. There was 

at once an ardor and a tenderness in his affec¬ 

tion little removed from the degree in which these 

qualities evince themselves in our attachments to 

the other sex. He had gathered round him at 

Hyderabad a beloved circle of friends, to be broken 

from time to time by the necessities of the public 
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service, but always to reunite again. And although 

some of these friends might accompany him to 

Delhi, it was certain that the old Hyderabad party 
could never again reassemble in all its pleasant 
integrity.* It was with extreme depression of spirits, 

therefore, that he now made his preparations for the 

coming change. 
There were other causes, too, in operation, to 

increase the reluctance which he felt to his ap- 
roaching departure from the Deccan—causes of a 

public character. He was anxious in the extreme 

for the success of the measures which he was push¬ 
ing forward for the regeneration of the long-de¬ 
vastated provinces of Hyderabad; and he had no 

assurance that his successor would carry out the 

system which he had so steadily maintained. But 

to the call of the Government he responded without 
reservation, that he was willing to take upon him¬ 

self any service which his superiors considered would 

be advantageous to the interests of the State ; and 

he asked whether it were expedient that he should 

proceed to Delhi with all possible despatch. Lord 

Amherst was at this time on the river recruiting 

his impaired health; and in reply to the reference 

made to him by Mr. Swinton, he wrote that he was 

* To one of these friends Metcalfe me, and then, although I should still 
wrote, “ I am out of spirits at the regret our desertion of the fate of this 
change in my prospects. I looked country, my personal regrets would be 
forward to the assemblage of all I converted into joyful anticipations.” 
love, and a happy time during the — [Hyderabad, May 12, 1825.] Of 
rains—our labors in the country to be these friends, Captain Sutherland 
afterwards resumed. I cannot say that accompanied Sir Charles Metcalfe to 
I shall be here for a month, as I must Delhi; and Mr. R. Wells and Lieu- 
be prepared to start at a moment’s tenant Hislop afterwards joined him 

notice. Then to leave all behind, there. 
I wish that I could take you all with 
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inclined to avail himself of the ready disposition 
which Sir Charles shows to give us his immediate 

assistance, and to request him to come to Calcutta, 
so as to start thence hy dawk as soon as the season 
will permit.” 

To Lord Amherst, Metcalfe had greatly recom¬ 

mended himself during his visit to Calcutta in the 
preceding year; and he had left the Presidency 

" carrying away with him,” as the Governor-General 
wrote, “the sincere good wishes of every one in 

Government House for the entire re-establishment of 
his health.” And now the kind-hearted nobleman 
wrote to Mr. Swinton to ask, “ whether he, or any 
other friend of Sir Charles Metcalfe, had been com¬ 

missioned to look out for quarters for him in Cal¬ 
cutta ?” “ If so,” he added, “ I beg to acquaint you 

that I shall have much pleasure in accommodating 
him, with one or two gentlemen who may accompany 

him, with quarters at Government House.” But 

Metcalfe had made other arrangements; and when 
he reached Calcutta, at the latter end of August, he 
took up his abode at the house of an old friend, 
Major Lockett, of the College of Port William— 

the same house in Chowringhee which Sir Charles 

had formerly occupied on his own account. 

He arrived in Calcutta not in good health; not in 

good spirits. He had restless nights, and an im¬ 

paired appetite ; he felt the effects of morning labor 

in evening heaviness and lethargy. The weather 

during the last weeks of August had been close and 

sultry; but some heavy falls of rain early in Sep¬ 

tember had cleared the atmosphere and lowered the 
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temperature. With, this favorable change Metcahe 

suddenly revived, and wrote to his friends at Hyder¬ 

abad that he was “ as well as ever.” * But his 

heart, untravelled, stillf ondly turned towards the Hy¬ 
derabad Residency, and he wrote that, although he 

had little expectation of such an issue, he still hoped 
that some difference of opinion between Government 

and himself relative to the course of policy to he 
pursued in the North-west might occasion his return 

to the Residency, t But this hope was soon aban¬ 
doned ; and on the lltli of September he wrote: 

“ My sentiments as to the course to be pursued 

with the several refractory states in the quarter 

whither I am going, seem to be approved and 
adopted by the Government and I am now 

only waiting for my instructions, which I conclude 

will be in conformity with my recommendations. I 

* Writing on the 24th of August, 
he thus complained of his health: “ I 
have seldom been less well than since 
I parted from you. My nights are 
restless. I get very well through the 
days, during which I have been fully 
occupied, but owing to want of sleep, 
I am weary and lethargic after dinner 
to a distressing degree.”—On the 3rd 
of September he wrote, that a favor¬ 
able change of weather (rain) had 
quite restored him: “I have a good 
appetite at meals,” he said, “ and 
sleep well at night. In short, I am as 
well as I ever was.” 

f “ You will have heard,” he wrote, 
“ that on account of the importance 
attached by the members of the Go¬ 
vernment, one and all, to my proceed¬ 
ing to the northward, I have not ven¬ 
tured to make any proposition for my 
return to Hyderabad, and although 
this is, if possible, more than ever the 
anxious wish of my heart, I sec my 
successor making preparations for his 
departure, which I long to put a stop 

to, but have not the power. My only 
chance now rests in the occurrence of 
some improbable and inconceivable 
event in the short interval which re¬ 
mains, such as can neither be hoped 
nor imagined. The period of my own 
departure to the northward is still 
unfixed. Government has not come 
to any determination on any one of 
the subjects to which I shall imme¬ 
diately have to attend. I have read 
all the necessary papers, and I shall 
begin to put down my notions as to 
what we ought to do in each case of 
our embarrassment. These, I pre¬ 
sume, will go in circulation among 
the members of Government, and I 
have the impudence to expect that 
they will be adopted. I could almost 
wish the reverse; for a decided dif¬ 
ference of opinion would be a good 
plea for proposing to return, instead 
of going on—but even this hope I am 
unable to cherish.”—[Calcutta, August 
24, 1825.] 

J See post, pp. 140, el seq. 
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am not sorry for the delay which has occurred, for 

travelling’ by dawk would have been scarcely prac¬ 

ticable in Bengal during such weather as we have 
had.” 

On the first day of October, accompanied by John 

Sutherland, whom he described as “ the representa¬ 

tive of the beloved circle at the Residency,” he 

commenced his journey to the North-West. He had 
been consoled by the receipt of many most affection¬ 

ate letters from the members of that beloved circle, 

who deeply felt his removal from them; and he had 
been exerting himself, and with good success, to 

obtain the appointment of Wells and Ilislop to the 

Delhi territory. Life is made up of compensations; 

and Metcalfe had need of all that could solace him at 

this time. As he started amidst a deluge of rain, 
along roads rendered almost impassable by the floods 

—a state of things soon to be exchanged for hot 

winds and blinding dust—Metcalfe, in the close 

solitude of his palanquin, had many painful re¬ 

flections to disturb him. There were circumstances 
connected with his return to Delhi which acted 

most depressingly on his mind. It is time that I 

should relate them. 
Together with the letter from Lord Amherst, 

which Metcalfe had received, towards the end of 

April, inviting him to proceed again to Delhi, came 

another from Secretary Swinton, detailing more 

fully the nature of the office or offices which he was 

to be called upon to fill. It is necessary to the right 

understanding of the matter that this letter should 

be inserted here : 

VOL. II. k 
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MR. GEORGE SWINTON TO SIR CHARLES METCALFE. 

“ Calcutta, April 16, 1825. 

« My dear Metcalfe,—The letter from the Governor- 

General will have explained to you that considerations arising 

out of the affairs of Jyepore, Alwur, and Bhurtpore, have 

induced the Government to resolve on making some arrange¬ 

ment by which Sir David Ochterlony shall retire from active 

employment on a pension, as formerly suggested by himself. 

“ The Government is anxious to avail itself of the opportu¬ 

nity which will thus be afforded for again employing you in a 

situation of the highest trust and importance in Upper India, 

reposing, as it does, the fullest confidence in your character for 

talent, judgment, firmness, and experience, and feeling deeply 

convinced that the state of affairs in Rajpootana, as well as the 

successful control of our political interests in that quarter 

generally, require at the present moment the most active and 

energetic exercise of all those qualities. 

u The outline of the arrangement contemplated in the event 

of your return to Delhi, is as follows: 

“ You would be styled Resident at Delhi. In your political 

capacity you would exercise all the powers and functions 

formerly appertaining to the office of Resident, and likewise 

the management of our relations with the states of Rajpootana. 

The general control and superintendence of the affairs of Mal- 

wah would devolve on Mr. Wellesley. 

“ With respect to the civil management of the Delhi ter¬ 

ritory, such a modification of the Board is proposed as would 

remove the present members into the Doab, and leave you 

with a new member of your own selection to superintend the 

internal affairs of Delhi. As senior commissioner you would be, 

to all intents and purposes, the superior local authority in civil 

as well as political matters, whilst the presence of the junior 

member would relieve you from a degree of labor and detail 

which, if vested solely with the control of the assistants in 
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charge, you might find incompatible with the attention due to 

the more urgent and important functions of your office. 

u Government proposes to fix your allowances on the most 

liberal scale, such as will indemnify you for the expense and 

inconvenience incurred by you in removing from Hyderabad to 

so distant a point as Delhi, and which will at the same time 

correspond with the high and important trust now to be con¬ 

fided to you. The details of this arrangement will be discussed 

and settled either on the receipt of your answer, or on your 

reaching the Presidency. 

“ To prevent any misconception on your part, I am directed 

to state to you distinctly that the question of Sir David Och- 

terlony’s retirement does not depend on your accepting or 

declining the proposal now made to you. If Government 

should be disappointed in its wish to avail itself of your services 

as his successor, it must then look to the next best man. 

“ I remain, my dear Metcalfe, 

u Yours very sincerely, 

“ George Swinton.” 

The subject glanced at in the concluding para¬ 

graph of this letter was a painful one; but before 
Metcalfe had finally determined to proceed to Delhi, 

the question which it suggested had been set at rest 

in another way. The brave and gentle spirit of 

David Ochterlony was now to be no longer troubled 

by the ingratitude of man. He had been translated 

to a Residency where supercessions and removals 

are unknown. The intelligence of Sir David s death 

greeted Metcalfe on his return to Calcutta. The 

physical infirmities of the fine old soldier had been 

for some time increasing upon him; but it is not to 

be doubted that the crisis was precipitated by suffei- 

ings of another kind. He believed that he was 

k 2 
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unjustly treated by the Government which he had 

so long and so faithfully served. One wound was 

scarcely healed before another was inflicted. He 

said that he was disgraced; and saying so, turned 

his face towards the wall and died. 
He died at Meerut on the 15th of July, 1825. On 

the 4th of that month he had written to Metcalfe 

from the Shalimar Gardens, making no mention of 

his illness; and only a few days before, he had 
spoken about his future arrangements, and dis¬ 

coursed of the pleasure it would give him to be 

Metcalfe’s near neighbour and frequent companion. 

He had contemplated their joint occupation of Sha¬ 

limar, in which there were several good dwelling- 

houses; and much pleasant and profitable con¬ 

versation both on private and public affairs.- But 

these pleasant anticipations were never realised. 
Before Metcalfe’s heart had responded to this kindly 

invitation, f the hand that penned it was still for 
ever. Instead of meeting his old friend in the warm 

intercourse of personal friendship, it was Metcalfe’s 

lot to pronounce his eloge. On the morning of the 
26th of September, there was a public meeting 

assembled in Calcutta for the purpose of paying a 

* Ochterlony had purchased the 
property from Metcalfe—had sold it 
to a native, and then re-purchased it, 
on finding that the man considered 
that he had done the general a ser¬ 
vice. He now wrote to Metcalfe of¬ 
fering him the use of his old house. 
“ This arrangement,” he added, “ of 
occupying a place we arc both so fond 
of, will not, I hope, he the more dis¬ 
agreeable to you that it will admit 
of our being as much together, when 
you rusticate, as your business will 

admit of; and I promise to retire 
whenever I interfere with your hours 
of study and business. Or rather we 
will so settle it that I shall never have 
to retire, by settling some regular 
system. The plan pleases me much, 
and I shall be glad to hear that it is 
acceptable to you.”—[June 28, 1825. 
MS. Correspondence.] 

f The intelligence, conveyed to him 
by his brother from Delhi, must have 
reached Metcalfe as he entered the 
river, on his way to Calcutta. 
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tribute of respect to the memory of Sir David 

Ochterlony. At this meeting Sir Charles Metcalfe 

was requested to preside. It was his duty, there¬ 

fore, to set forth the merits of the soldier-statesman; 

and he did it with all the enthusiasm of genuine 

admiration and affection.* 

But neither this honest tribute, nor the more 

hollow commendations of the Government in their 

obituary gazette-notice, nor the minute-guns which 

numbered the years of the brave old man, could do 

away with the fact that he died believing himself 

“ dishonored.” The truth is, that the supreme au¬ 

thorities had long been seeking an opportunity to 

compass Ochterlony’s removal from the high and 

most responsible office which he filled, not only as 

Resident at Delhi, but as the chief representative 

of the British Government in Malwah and Rajpoo- 

tana. The duties of such an office were too onerous 

for his declining years and failing health. In 

1822-23 he had suffered under a total prostration 

of the nervous system—an often-recurring depres¬ 

sion of spirits, almost amounting, as he said, to 

* From a sketch of his speech, in 
Metcalfe’s handwriting, I take the 
following passage: — “ Distinguished 
in the highest degree both in the Ca¬ 
binet and the Field, it may truly be 
said that he was the pride of the 
Bengal Army, many of whose glorious 
achievements are connected with his 
renown; an honor to the Company’s 
service, which in every branch loved 
his character and exalted his fame; 
and an ornament to the British com¬ 
munity in India, which honored him 
in life, and deeply laments him in 
death. We are not met to comme¬ 
morate . his private virtues, but who 

that witnessed them ever cease to 
dwell on them with mingled delight 
and regret? They shed around his 
public lustre the charm of fascination, 
and in addition to the enthusiasm 
excited by his exploits, drew towards 
him irresistibly, and bound with in¬ 
dissoluble attachment, the hearts of 
all that knew him. Never, perhaps, 
was there another so universally ad¬ 
mired as a public man, at the same 
time so generally and fervently be¬ 
loved. Never was there another more 
calculated to win affection, and when 
won, to preserve it for ever without 
diminution.” 
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anguish of mind, which, without any assignable 

cause, would drive him from the table or the com¬ 

pany of his friends to indulge in solitude and tears. 

Incessant labor and anxiety had debilitated his 

strong frame and unhinged his strong mind, and 

his medical attendants had insisted upon “ the 

absolute necessity of refraining from business as 

much as possible; not to engage in conferences 

that could tend to any excitement; to read no¬ 

thing that required thought; and to write only 

when he could not help it, and then only 

a little at a time if mental exertion were much 

required.” “This,” he said, writing to Metcalfe in 

the later autumn of 1823, “ is the brief history of 

myself for the last twelve months—sometimes 

better, sometimes worse; but seldom—perhaps I 

might say, never well.”* In November he wrote 

that his health was improving, and that “ if the 

wicked Rajpoots would cease from then iniquities, 

he might hope to get well;” but on Christmas-day 

he wrote to Metcalfe, acknowledging that he “ really 

thought his age and infirmities unequal to the labor 

of his station, and that if Lord Amherst could be 

persuaded that his past services of more than twenty 

years in the diplomatic line entitled him to any 

consideration,” he would most willingly accept any 

office about Delhi that would give him a diminished 

salary and diminished dignity, but an increase of 

ease and leisure. And he had authorised Metcalfe 

to make a communication of this nature to Go- 

* Ochterlony to Metcalfe, October 24, 1823. MS. Correspondence. 
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vernment. But it was not convenient at this time 

to effect a change ;* and in the mean while, although 

he was still crippled by the gout, and “ carried 

from chair to Court,” the health of the fine old gene¬ 

ral revived, and with it revived also his ambition. 

But circumstances were now evolving themselves 

in such a manner as to hurry on the crisis which 

Ochterlony believed the supreme authorities desired 

to precipitate. There were troubles threatening us 

from the Bhurtpore quarter. Twelve years before, 

we had desired to teach the Bajali what was his 

duty to the British Government; hut we had other 

employment then both for our money and our troops, 

and we had suffered ourselves to he grievously 

insulted, f But the strong measures for the settle¬ 

ment of Central India, which had been carried out 

with such great success, had induced a more pacific 

disposition in the Bhurtpore chief, and for many 

years we seldom turned our eyes apprehensively 

towards the great Jat fortress. Internal dissensions, 

however, soon hurried on the results, which would 

have followed external hostility. The old Bhurt¬ 

pore Rajah, Runjeet Singh, who had so obstinately 

defended himself against Lake’s army, died, leaving 

three sons, the eldest of whom succeeded, and died 

without issue. The second son then ascended the 

throne; hut a claim had been set up by the third, 

on the ground that he had been adopted by his 

eldest brother. It was not, however, persevered in 

* Ochterlony thought that the real ment, and were looking for an oppor- 
reason of the silence of the Govern- tunity to effect it. Perhaps he was 
ment, with respect to his offer, was right, 
that they desired his absolute retire- f See Vol. I., Chapter XI. 
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at the time. But Doorjun Saul was a man of energy 

and ambition ; and it was believed that the time was 

not far distant—for the Itajall’s infirmities were 

great—when he would make an effort to seat himself 

on the throne. 
But the reigning Prince had a son, or a hoy whom 

he called his son; and apprehensive of the designs 

of Doorjun Saul, he desired to obtain the public re¬ 

cognition by the British Government of the rightful 

heirship of the child. After some consideration and 

discussion, this was granted. In the beginning of 

1825, the young Prince was invested, by Sir David 

Ochterlony, with a dress of honor, and acknowledged 

as the heir-apparent. Soon afterwards,his father died; 

and then the troubles which had been apprehended 

broke out openly and violently, and Doorjun Saul 

attempted to usurp the sovereignty of Bhurtpore. 

The citadel was seized; the young Paj ah was thrown 

into confinement, and the direction of affairs was 

violently assumed. On this, Ochterlony, with cha¬ 

racteristic spirit and energy, issued a proclamation, 

calling upon the people not to desert their rightful 

sovereign, who would be supported by the authority 

of the British Government, backed by a military force 

that was already assembling to put down the usurper. 

And this was no empty threat. There was no hope 

of successful negotiation; so Ochterlony put the 

force which he had assembled in motion, and would 

have flung it at once upon Bhurtpore, if peremptory 

orders from the Supreme Government had not come 

to arrest its progress. 

Bor this precipitate movement, Ochterlony was 
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severely censured. The opportunity long sought for 

had now arrived. It was intended that the censure 

should induce the high-spirited old general to throw 

up his appointment. And he resigned, as it was 

expected he would. “I resigned,” he wrote to 

Metcalfe, “because I felt myself abandoned and 

dishonored, for all their sophistry and tergiversa¬ 

tion cannot do away one fact acknowledged in their 

own despatch. I could not, in coarse Bil¬ 

lingsgate, express my opinion of what I still think 

evident to every understanding on a comparison of 

the letters, one authorising and the other denying 

the investiture and its value.” “If,” he added, 

« when I applied to you, they had met my wishes 

cordially, such was the state of my health and my 

nervous system, that I should have blessed and 

gratefully acknowledged the provision kind, humane, 

and generous; but to revert to it at a moment when 

they knew my state of health had not any con 

nexion with my retirement, is a palpable bit of hypo¬ 

crisy and dissimulation, which throughout was un¬ 

necessary ; for a hint, as I have told you, would have 

been quite sufficient, as I have ever been too proud 

to force my services where they were not accept¬ 

able.”* 
But at the bottom of this cup of bitterness there 

were a few sweet drops of consolation. It cheered 

the old man at times to think that he would be 

succeeded at the Delhi Residency by his “ dearest 

Charles,” by one endeared to him by an unbroken 

intimacy, and a close correspondence of twenty years’ 

* Ochterhny to Metcalfe, June 15, 1825. MS. 
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duration; by one whom, the veteran was wont to 
say, he should have loved as a son, if he had not 
looked up to him with so much veneration. “ It is 
my intention,” he wrote to Metcalfe, a month before 
his death, “to fix my residence at Delhi, and the 
only gratification I have experienced in all the in¬ 
justice and hypocrisy I have met with is, that they 
have selected you to repair and remove the evils 
which have long been prevalent here, and have done 
me the honor of selecting you as my successor in 
the (Rajpoot) principalities, which I regard as a 
compliment.” But neither such reflected honor as 
this, nor the prospect of many pleasant hours in 
Metcalfe’s society at Shalimar, could heal the wounds 
that had been inflicted on the old man’s sensitive 
heart. The letters in which he spoke of the antici¬ 
pated reunion with his old friend, were almost his 
last. He left Delhi early in July, seeking change of 
air, and reached Meerut only to die. 

It would have been strange if these melancholy 
circumstances had not rendered Metcalfe’s return to 
Delhi peculiarly painful to him. There were others, 
too, which increased the acuteness of these sensa¬ 
tions. Not the least of his distresses arose out of a 
correspondence which occurred at this time between 
Metcalfe and his old assistant, William Eraser, who 
desired again to be associated with him in the ad¬ 
ministration of the Delhi territory. They had been 
at variance with each other in former days. Metcalfe 
believed that William Eraser had been over specu¬ 
lative, too much disposed to put his own theories 
into practice; and this Eraser now acknowledged 
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witli a manly candor, a frank sincerity most honor¬ 

able to the character of the man; but said, at the 

same time, that he was now greatly altered. Met¬ 
calfe believed that they were not likely to proceed 

amicably together; but against this supposition 

Eraser protested, and with touching earnestness 

declared his conviction that the day was not far 

distant when Metcalfe would think otherwise of 

his character. I have hut one half of the corre¬ 

spondence before me, and cannot, therefore, dwell 

upon the subject. I only allude to it in illustration 

of the many painful environments of Metcalfe’s posi¬ 

tion on his return to the Delhi Residency. 
But there was stirring work before him at this 

time, and soon all private considerations were ab¬ 

sorbed in the paramount urgency of the public 

affairs, which now called for his undivided attention. 

On the 21st of October, Metcalfe arrived at Delhi. 

In the beginning of November, the camp of the Resi¬ 

dent was pitched outside the walls of the imperial 

city, and he commenced his march for Bhurtpore. 

I have briefly narrated the circumstances of the 

usurpation of Doorjun Saul. It has been shown, 

too, that the measures undertaken by Sir David 

Ocliterlony for the chastisement of the usurper were 

conceived, by the supreme authorities at Calcutta, to 

be precipitate and unwise. It is certain that an un¬ 

successful attempt upon Bhurtpore would have had 

the worst possible effect upon the minds of the chiefs 

and the people of India. Exaggerated accounts of 

our want of success in Burmah had reached them, 

and already were they beginning to indulge in idle 
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speculations on the downfall of the Company’s Raj. 

Moreover, when Ochterlony took the field, the supreme 

authorities had not yet come to the determination of 

breaking through those principles of non-interference 

to which they then professed to adhere.* It was not 

until Metcalfe arrived at Calcutta that they were 

impressed with a sense of the expediency of resorting 

to measures of the most vigorous kind. 
Called upon to state freely his opinions, he drew 

up an elaborate minute on the state of our relations 
withBhurtpore,f not, it has been seen, without some 

expectation that his opinions would not meet with 

due response from Government. At the commence¬ 

ment of this paper he laid down the following pro¬ 
positions : 

“ We have, by degrees, become the paramount state of 

India. Although we exercised the powers of this supremacy in 

many instances before 1817, we have used and asserted them 

* It should be said, too, that since 
Ochterlony’s movement the progress 
of events had rendered the necessity 
of interference more apparent. “ In 
the first place,” to use the words of 
a resolution of the Governor-General 
in Council, “ the uncertainty which 
then prevailed regarding the ulterior 
views and intentions of Doorjun Saul 
has been completely set at rest by 
his open, unequivocal usurpation of 
the style and titles, as well as the 
authority of Maharajah, or sovereign 
of Bhurtpore. In the second place, 
a schism has now taken place among 
the people of the country, who before 
appeared to be united in favor of 
Doorjun Saul. The party of the 
usurper is opposed by that of his 
brother, Madhoo Singh, who has seized 
the fort of Decg and a considerable 
part of the territory. Hence have 

resulted the most serious internal 
anarchy, bloodshed, and commotion. 
The tranquillity of our adjoining dis¬ 
trict of Agra is, therefore, exposed to 
considerable hazard. Doorjun Saul 
here called upon all the chiefs and 
leading men of liis tribe, whether re¬ 
siding within the British territory or 
that of Bhurtpore, to take part in the 
quarrel; many of our subjects have, 
in consequence, flocked to his stan¬ 
dard ; and we know from the Akbars, 
and other sources of intelligence, that 
parties of armed men are continually 
pouring in from the neighbouring 
states of Ulwur, Jyepore, and Gwalior, 
which will probably themselves, ere 
long, be drawn into the quarrel.”— 
[MS. Records.] I am not sure that 
this paper has not been published. 

f And also of Ulwur and Jyepore. 
Of these I shall speak presently. 
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more generally since the existence of our influence by the 

events of that and the following year. It then became an es¬ 

tablished principle of our policy to maintain tranquillity among 

all the states of India, and to prevent the anarchy and misrule 

which were likely to disturb the general peace. Sir John 

Malcolm’s proceedings in Maiwah were governed by this prin¬ 

ciple, as well as those of Sir David Ochterlony. In the case of 

succession to a principality, it seems clearly incumbent on us, 

with reference to that principle, to refuse to acknowledge any 

hut the lawful successor, as otherwise we should throw the 

weight of our power into the scale of usurpation and injustice.”* 

In accordance with these principles, Metcalfe de¬ 

clared that we were hound, “ as supreme guardians 

of general tranquillity, law, and right, to maintain 
the legal succession of the Rajah Bulwunt Singh.” 

This duty he declared was so imperative, that he at¬ 

tached no peculiar importance to the act of inves- 

* The Home Government disap¬ 
proved of the sentiments expressed 
in this and other passages of Met¬ 
calfe’s memorandum given in the text. 
The Secret Committee observe:—“We 
cannot pass over without notice the 
important memorandum of Sir Charles 
Metcalfe, which forms an enclosure 
in your despatch of the 16th of Sep¬ 
tember. Sir Charles Metcalfe has 
there endeavored to establish the ne¬ 
cessity and propriety of British inter¬ 
ference in the succession and internal 
concerns of independent native powers 
to an extent in which we cannot con¬ 
cur; and the high sense which we 
entertain of the ability and services 
of that gentleman, makes it only the 
more necessary that we should dis¬ 
tinctly express our dissent from his 
opinions on that subject.We 
cannot admit that the extension of 
our power by the events of the years 
1817-1818 has in any degree ex¬ 
tended our right of interference in the 

internal concerns of other states, ex¬ 
cept in so far as that right has been 
established by treaty. If the most 
numerous and powerful party in an 
independent principality is disposed 
to admit of a change in the order of 
succession, and to acknowledge any 
other than the lineal successor, we 
have neither the right nor the duty 
to act as ‘ Supreme Guardians of Law 
and Bight,’ and as such to constitute 
ourselves judges of the validity of the 
title of the person who exercises the 
functions of Government. It is im¬ 
possible to prescribe by definite rules 
the exact moment or circumstances 
in which intervention may become 
necessary; but we feel it an indis¬ 
pensable duty to repeat to you that 
the danger by which it is to be justi¬ 
fied must be actual and immediate, 
not contingent and remote.”—[Secret 
Committee to Governor.General in Coun¬ 
cil, March 26, 1826. MS. Records.] 
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titure, on which Ochterlony had. laid so much stress. 

Being a child, it was necessary that a regency should 
he appointed to superintend the administration of 

the titular chief; hut the conduct of his uncle, 
Doorjun Saul, who was his natural guardian, had 

rendered it impossible that we should nominate him 

to the head of the administration, and the temper of 
his brother, Madhoo Singh, was at least doubtful. 

“ If,” wrote Metcalfe, “ Doorjun Saul persist in his 
usurpation, and retain possession of Bhurtpore, it 

will he necessary to dislodge him by force of arms. 

Madhoo Singh,* in that case, will either join his 

brother in opposing us, in which event he null be 

subject to the same exclusion from the Bhurtpore 

territory; or he will act with us on the side of the 
Rajall, which would give him a claim to considera¬ 

tion.” 
It was possible, however, that Doorjun Saul, on 

the appearance of our meditated hostilities, “ would 

propose to relinquish his usurpation of the Baj, and 

stipulate for confirmation in the Regency;” and 

this was a contingency for which provision should 

be made. How it was to he met Metcalfe never 

doubted. “ This,” he said, “ would he a continua¬ 

tion, in a modified shape, of the usurpation which 

he effected by violence in contempt of our supre¬ 

macy. It wrould not he possible to obtain any se- 

* Of this man’s position Metcalfe If Madhoo Singh he sincere in these 
wrote in another passage: “Origi- professions, he may redeem his past 
nally engaged with Doorjun Saul in fault, and may be useful in re-esta- 
the violence which established the blishing the Government of Rajah 
power of the latter, he has now sepa- Bulwunt Singh, in which case it might 
rated himself from him, affecting to not perhaps he necessary to exclude 
denounce his usurpation, and to up- him from the administration.” 
hold the right of the infant Rajah. 
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cuiity for the safety of the young Rajah, Doorjun 

Saul, who is either the next heir, or at least a pre¬ 

tender to the Raj.” Moreover, it was probable that 

such an arrangement would be resisted by Madhoo 

Singh; so that in attempting to avoid hostilities 

with one brother, we were likely to come into col¬ 

lision with the other, and so establish an alliance 

with the worst for the subjection of the better 
of the two. “ We are not,” continued Metcalfe, 

“ called upon to espouse the cause of either bro¬ 
ther, and if we must act by force it would seem to 

be desirable to banish both ; but of the two, Madhoo 

Singh seems to be the most respectable in charac¬ 

ter, and the greatest favorite with his countrymen.” 

On the whole, however, he declared “ that it was 

difficult at that early stage, and at a distance from 

the scene of operations, to determine more than 
that ‘the succession’ of the Rajah Bulwunt Singh 

must be maintained, and such a Regency esta¬ 

blished during his minority as may be prescribed 

by the customs of the state; with due security for 
the preservation of his safety and his rights.” 

That this could be effected by peaceful negotia¬ 

tion was little probable; but Metcalfe saw clearly 

that in such a conjuncture war might not be with¬ 

out its uses : 

“ Desirable,” he said, u as it undoubtedly is that our differ¬ 

ences with all these states should be settled without having 

recourse to arms, there will not be wanting sources of con¬ 

solation if we be compelled to that extremity. In each of 

these states our supremacy has been violated or slighted, 

under a persuasion that we were prevented by entanglements 
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elsewhere from sufficiently resenting the indignity. A display 

and vigorous exercise of our power, if rendered necessary, 

would be likely to bring back men’s minds in that quarter to a 

proper tone; and the capture of Bhurtpore, if effected in a 

glorious manner, would do us more honor throughout India, 

by a renewal of the hitherto unfaded impression caused by our 

former failure, than any other event that can be conceived.” 

Whatever douhts the further development of the 

great plot of the Bhurtpore drama, since the dis¬ 

grace of Sir David Ochterlony, may have left in the 
minds of the Governor-General and his advisers, they 

were now dissipated hy the reasoning of Sir Charles 

Metcalfe. And on the 16th of September a resolu¬ 

tion was passed hy the Governor-General in Council, 

declaring that, “impressed with a full conviction 

that the existing disturbance at Bhurtpore, if not 

speedily quieted, will produce general commotion 
and interruption of the public tranquillity in Upper 

India; and feeling convinced that it was their so¬ 

lemn duty no less than their right, as the para¬ 
mount power and conservators of the general peace, 

to interfere for the prevention of these evils, and 

that these evils would be best prevented by the 
maintenance of the succession of the rightful heir 

to the Baj of Bhurtpore, whilst such a course 
would be in strict consistency with the uniform 

practice and policy of the British Government in 

all analogous cases, the Governor-General in Coun¬ 

cil resolved that authority be conveyed to Sir C. 
T. Metcalfe to accomplish the above objects, if prac¬ 

ticable, by expostulation and resort to measures of 

force.” 
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There was little doubt that they would fail. On the 

very day on which this resolution was passed, a letter 

was addressed to the Adjutant-General of the Army, 

directing him to “ request the Commander-in-Chief 

to take measures for holding in readiness a force ade¬ 

quate to the prompt reduction of the principal for¬ 

tresses in the Bhurtpore country, and for carrying on 

military operations in that quarter, on the requisition 

of the Resident, Sir Charles Metcalfe.” The power 

of Peace or War was committed to the hands of the 

Delhi Resident, as one sure to use it with judgment 

and moderation, but, if need be, with promptitude 

and vigor. The course which had been finally 

adopted, not without much reluctance on the part 

of Government, was emphatically his own ; and he 

had been told that the responsibility was his—that 

the safety of India was in his keeping. But he was 

not one to shrink from any kind of responsibility. 

What he always most dreaded was control. 

When Metcalfe quitted Calcutta, it appeared that 

war was inevitable. When he reached Delhi it was 

still more apparent. Exhortation and remonstrance 

could do nothing.* The attitude of Doorjun Saul 

was hostile and defiant. On the 25th of November 

Metcalfe issued a proclamation, declaring that the 

* Necessitated as I am to condense with native chiefs. . . . Your letter 
some portions of the narrative, I have about Jotah Ram is also excellent, 
reluctantly omitted more especial men- His Lordship said that it was the first 
tion of Metcalfe’s letters to Doorjun letter on this puzzled subject which he 
Saul and Madhoo Singh. They were could understand.” In another letter 
masterpieces of their kind, and ex- he says: “Success to your measures 
cited great admiration in Calcutta, at Bergen-op-Zoom! You know my 
“ I was much delighted,” wrote Chief- sentiments as to your way of doing 
Secretary Swinton, “ with your letters business with native gentlemen. Poor 
to Doorjun Saul and Madhoo Singh. Doorjun Saul has caught a Tartar in 
They are models of correspondence you, and knows it, I dare say.” 

YOL. II. L 
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British Government had determined to support the 

claims of the infant Prince, Bulwunt Singh. Our 

troops were ready. The Commander-in-Chief, Lord 

Comhermere, was prepared to take the field. On the 

6th of December he met his political colleague in 

Camp. The authority vested in the latter to set the 

army in motion was now exercised; and he himself 

prepared to accompany it to the walls of Bhurtpore. 

The reduction of this formidable Jaut fortress 

had long been esteemed by Metcalfe a necessary 

condition of the tranquillity of Upper India. Por 

more than twenty years it had seemed to snort 

defiance at the victorious Peringhees. Pretexts for 

a hostile movement against its possessors had not 

been wanting before; but it had been deemed 

expedient to abstain from an effort which required 

a vast expenditure both of men and money to 

secure its success. This very forbearance had in¬ 

creased the prestige of the impregnability of the 

fortress and the presumption of its owners. The 

walls of the palace were said to have been co¬ 

vered over with rude caricatures illustrative of the 

ignominious defeat of the British armies. So long 

as the place Avas held by men who disregarded our 

friendship and were careless of our enmity, it seemed 

to taunt us with our past failures, and to be a rally- 

nm-point for all the presumptuous hopes, the dis¬ 

appointed ambition, the rankling discontent that 

might still be festering in Upper India. Metcalfe 

had witnessed our early failures; he had speculated 

on their causes; he had himself found, some years 

later, an insolent antagonist in the llajah of Bhurt- 
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pore, and liad deplored the necessity which com¬ 

pelled Lord Minto to keep the sword in the scabbard 

under so great provocation. He knew that sooner 

or later the time must come for the reduction of a 

place the possessors of which, relying on its strength, 

were continually working us grievous annoyance. 

And now the hour was at hand, and he himself was 

directing the armies which were to pluck this thorn 
from our side. 

The two divisions of Lord Combermere’s army— 

the one under General Nicolls, the other under 
General lleynell—broke ground from Agra and 

Muttra on the 7th and 8th of December. Eager to 

gain time, which, whilst he was organising his means 

of defence, was everything to him, Doorjun Saul 

renewed his correspondence with Metcalfe. But he 

was addressing a man who knew well how to fathom 

the guile of native chiefs, and who was not to be 
betrayed into the loss of a single hour by any such 

shallow pretences for delay. He read the usurper’s 

letters, and answered them. But the army advanced 
steadily on Bhurtpore. 

It has been seen what were Metcalfe’s opinions 

regarding the folly of attempting to undertake any 

great military operations with insufficient means. 

To such overweening reliance in the power of British 

troops to overcome all obstacles he attributed the 

disasters which from time to time had overtaken our 

arms; and he had never ceased to protest against 

the wickedness of risking failure, when, humanly 
speaking, by apportioning our means to the magni¬ 

tude of the end to be accomplished, success was 

l 2 
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within our reach. It was graphically said by an 

old native, who in 1805 had seen from the walls 

of Bhurtpore the British army advancing, that it 

looked on the plain below like two marriage pro¬ 

cessions. This great cardinal error was not now to 
be committed again. A. fine force of all arms, w itli 
a powerful battering-train and some of the ablest 

scientific officers in the country, was now moving 
against the redoubtable Jaut fortress. It v as soon 

seen that the war in the South-East had not drained 

India of her troops. The very flower of the Indian 

army, intent on a great enterprise, was now assem¬ 
bled in the North-West. It was a season of intense 

excitement j and there were those who believed that 

the fate of the British-Indian Empire depended upon 

the issue of the coming struggle. 
The military details of this memorable siege do 

not rightfully belong to such a Memoir as this. 

Metcalfe had now placed the conduct of affairs in the 

hands of the Commander-in-Chief, and for a while 

he became little more than a spectator. But he 

was a true soldier at heart. He was continually in 
communication, personally or by letter, with Lord 

Combermere and the Generals of Division, or enter¬ 

taining them in his tent; and he watched the pro¬ 

gress of the siege with intensest interest, eager to 

take part in the affray. And when alone in Camp, 
with no immediate business before him, he was 

studying all the books within his reach on the attack 

of fortified places.* Erom time to time his hopes 

* A book which he read with was Lake’s “ Sieges of the Madras 
much pleasure and profit at this time Army.” 
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of success fluctuated painfully; lie had no sustained 

conviction that all the appliances at our disposal 

would be concentrated upon the great work before 

us. He thought that he saw evidences of a recur¬ 

rence to the old system of leaving everything to 

chance. “We are not getting on here as I like,55 

he wrote on the 6tli of January. “ At one time we 

were; and I had great hope that the place would 

be taken scientifically, without risk or loss. I have 

now no such expectation. We are to storm soon— 

and with the usual uncertainty. We may succeed, 
and I hope that we shall; but we may fail—and 

whether we succeed or fail will depend upon chance. 

The business will not be made so secure as I thought 
it would be, and as I conceive it ought to be. What 

we have brought together our large means for I do 
not understand, if risk is to be incurred at the end 

of our operations. It would have been better tried 

at the beginning. We might have taken the place 
in the first hour; and we may take it now. But 

much as I shall rue it, I shall not be surprised if 

we fail. It staggers my opinion to find General 

Xicolls confident; but I cannot surrender my judg¬ 

ment even to his on this point absolutely, and I 

remain anxious and nervous. My opinion will not 

be altered by success, for I shall still consider it as 

the work of chance. We ought not to leave any¬ 

thing to chance, and we are doing it with regard to 

everything. Either our boasted science is unavail¬ 

able or unavailing against Indian fortifications, or 

we are now about to throw away our advantage. I 

shudder both for Nicolls and for Sutherland. The 
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former, I think, may perish in carrying on his diffi¬ 

cult attack; and the ardor of the latter will carry 

him into unnecessary danger. God preserve them 

both, and save us from the not improbable conse¬ 

quences of our folly. You will have good news or 

bad very soon.”*' 
But the army before Bliurtpore did not neglect to 

avail itself of the appliances of European science. 
The nature of the works rendered it difficult, if not 

impossible, to destroy them by the fire of our breach¬ 

ing batteries. It was determined, therefore, to mine 

the walls at what were considered the most vul¬ 

nerable points. On the morning of the 18th of 

January three mines were exploded. The most im¬ 

portant of them, under the north-east cavalier, con¬ 

tained ten thousand pounds of gunpowder. Our 
storming columns, under INicolls and Beynell, then 

advanced. There was a mighty massacre and a great 
success. Eight thousand of the enemy were slain ; 

and the British ensign waving over the far-famed 

citadel of Bliurtpore scattered the traditions of 

centuries to the winds, and declared that nothing 

was beyond the power of the military genius of the 

Eeringhees. 
Erom the following letter, written a few days after¬ 

wards in Camp, to his young friend, Eieut. Ilislop, 

liis own impressions may he gathered. It will he 

seen that he had a narrow escape from injury, if not 

from death, by the bursting of a mine : 

“ Camp before Bliurtpore, January 23, 1826. 

“ . . . . I had written thus far on the 17tli, when I was 

interrupted. We stormed on the 18th. It was a glorious 

* Sir C. T. Metcalfe to Lieutenant Hislop.—\_MS. Correspondence.'] 
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affair, and our success was most complete. Sutherland accom¬ 

panied General Nicolls, who commanded the storm on the left. 

It was a proper place for Sutherland, and I could not object 

to his being there. I was afraid at one time that he was bent 

on something rash. Complete as our success has been, we have 

had a narrow escape from a most disastrous defeat. We can 

now see that neither the right breach nor the left, both made 

by battering, were practicable.The engineers 

very properly refused to report the breaches practicable; and 

by their steadiness we were saved from incalculable misfortune 

Different breaches were subsequently made, both to the right 

and to the left, by mining; and by these our columns stormed. 

One of the mines was sprung immediately before our advance, 

and blew up the north-east angle of the place. It had been 

carried under the ditch, and was the work of many days. The 

enemy does not seem to have been aware of it; and altogether 

they failed in countermining its, and did nothing themselves 

creditable in the way of mining. Our first mines were bung¬ 

ling, but the latter ones were very grand. That to the right 

did a great deal of mischief to ourselves, for the people assem¬ 

bled in the trenches were too near, and the explosion of the 

mine took effect outwards. It was a grand sight, and was im¬ 

mediately followed by that of the advance of the storming 

columns up the two grand breaches; that on the left advanced 

first on the signal of the explosion of the mine, and that on the 

right immediately afterwards.* Both mounted the breaches 

* From a letter written by Met¬ 
calfe, three years afterwards, to Lord 
Combermere, relative to an incident 
of the siege, involving a question re¬ 
lating to the claims of a staff-officer 
to honorary distinction, I find a pas¬ 
sage illustrative of his participation 
in the storm, which shows that the 
civilian was more forward in the affray 
than appears from the letter in the 
text. “ I left the battery,” wrote Met¬ 
calfe, “ in order to join the Com- 
mander-in-Chief, on some symptom 
or intelligence of his Excellency’s in¬ 
tention of going up the breach. My 
memory was impressed with the re¬ 

collection of having followed Beatson 
along the trench from the battery, in 
which we had witnessed the success 
of the right and left attacks in the 
carrying of both breaches, towards 
the position in which we had left your 
Lordship. I missed you, and under¬ 
standing that you had gone up the 
breach, I followed. In the breach I 
was entangled in a regiment of Native 
Infantry then mounting, and was on 
the right of it when we reached the 
top. I then found that your Lordship 
was on the cavalier on the left, and in 
order to reach you I had to cross the 
column . . . .” 
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steadily, and as quickly as the loose earth and steepness of the 

ascent would admit, and attained the summit without opposition. 

It was a most animating spectacle. I had posted myself where 

I saw the whole perfectly. The instant before, I had separated 

myself from the Commander-in-Chief, because in the position 

which he had taken, to the right of the angle of the fort, one 

could not see the left column, and went to a battery which 

gave a view of both breaches, and the angle where the mine 

was to be sprung. I congratulate myself on having done so, 

for many about the Commander-in-Chief were killed or bruised 

by the explosion of our mine, and his own escape was surpris¬ 

ing. The other forts of the country are falling without oppo¬ 

sition. I trust that the effect will be good everywhere. We 

have now to set up Rajah Bulwunt Singh’s Government, and 

to dispose of Koor Madhoo Singh, who has been playing a 

double game, and therefore causes some embarrassment. I 

wish that he had joined his brother, Doorjun Saul, for Ins 

neutrality was of no real service, and we were obliged to take 

the same precautions against him as if he had been an open 

enemy: but I must not drag you into local politics, which I 

have not time to explain fully.” 

It is pleasant to turn from the picture of war and 

carnage which this letter suggests, to the contem- ■ 
plation of the Delhi Resident, before Bhurtpore, 

seated quietly in his tent a fortnight after the siege, 
forgetting the troubled politics ol Rajpootana, and 

discussing Miss Edgeworth’s novels. The following, 

from a letter to the same correspondent, is too cha¬ 

racteristic to be omitted, even it I did not desire to 

insert it, for the sake of the contrast it presents to 

the foregoing :* 

* There is another characteristic speaking of some remarks which had 
passage in the same letter, which I been made in consequence of a cir- 
cannot bring myself to reject. After cumstance connected with his resist- 
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“ Camp, Blvurtpore, February 2, 1826. 

“ I glory in your views. Encourage ambition, and look to 

the highest point. I have noticed before, I think, what 

Johnson says on this head—something to the following effect, 

but better expressed:—‘ He who aims at the highest point 

may not succeed in reaching it, but he will reach higher than 

the man who aims lower.’ Ambition, accompanied by the 

conviction that nothing is great but what is good, must tend 

to elevate mind and heart, and make an illustrious and virtuous 

character. You must, of course, be on your guard against dis¬ 

appointments, for the world abounds with them; but you will 

have a sure defence in religious and devout feelings, which of 

themselves produce happiness, and without which there is 

none. The state of mind described in your letter is exactly 

what I would wish you to have. I agree with you in the 

opinion that you want steadiness; but this will come ; and I 

never knew one so young as you who had it more in essentials. 

In short, my dear boy, I expect that you will be everything 

excellent, and believe that you are so already, in the 

most important respects. I am glad that you have read 

1 Patronage.’ My recollection is not so fresh as to enable me 

to accompany you into a review of all the characters in their 

nice distinctions, but I recollect generally the virtues and 

beauties of those of the Percy Family. I think that Mr. 

Percy’s character would have been exalted by the performance 

of the duty of an independent member of Parliament ; but 

Miss Edgeworth, perhaps, doubted the existence of such an 

uncommon personage. It is an admirable work, and if I had 

time I should be disposed to read it again. It is the fashion 

to abuse such works, as if they were unworthy to be read, 

auce of the “ plunder of the Nizam,” garding the opinion of others. Good- 
he feelingly observes: “Iam getting will to all does not produce a reci- 
callous to such injustice. My expe- procal feeling; right motives do not 
rience at Hyderabad has taught me ensure general respect. lo obtain 
some useful lessons; and though it popularity, public interests must be 
gives me a worse opinion of human sacrificed to private. Iliesc are the 
nature than I had before, it will make lessons which I have learned at Hy- 
me, individually, less liable to annoy- derabad; but God forbid that I should 
ance, by making me less anxious re- ever be swayed by them. 
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except in mere idleness. My opinion of them is, that they 

are calculated to produce a vast deal of good; and that they 

have more effect on the mind and heart than any other kind of 

reading.” 

But we must return again to War and Politics. 

“Are you not contented — can any one be other¬ 

wise?” wrote Mcolls to Metcalfe, after the siege. 

He was contented. The event had exceeded his 

expectations ; and he felt an inexpressible relief.* 

“ The contrast,” wrote his old friend Bntterworth 

Bayley, then a member of the Supreme Council, 
“ between your feelings, at the same place, twenty 

years ago and those at the moment when you 

reached the interior of the citadel on the 18th, 
must have been sufficiently forcible.” Porcible they 

were, indeed. Congratulations now came in from 

all quarters; none more genuine than those which 

came from Calcutta. Doubt and uncertainty had 

reigned there for some time. All sorts of extra¬ 

vagant rumors had forced their way into circula- 

* He did not, however, believe that 
any very disastrous consequences 
would have attended our failure. In 
a Council minute written two or 
three years afterwards, Metcalfe said: 
“ There is no positive foundation for 
the supposition that a failure at Bhurt- 
pore would have been attended with 
general, or even partial revolt. A 
failure at Bhurtpore would undoubt¬ 
edly have given a shock to our power 
in every part of India. It would have 
encouraged disaffection. It would 
have shaken the confidence of our 
army. It would have confirmed the 
belief that we might be successfully 
resisted; and it seems impossible to 
say to what it might, or what it 
might not have led. But although 
there is evidence that the result of the 
siege of that fortress was looked to 
with intense anxiety by all the states 
and all the people of India, accom¬ 

panied, no doubt, by an universal wish 
for our failure, I am not aware of any 
ground for the supposition that im¬ 
mediate revolt was prepared or con¬ 
templated in any quarter. And had 
a general revolt taken place from such 
a cause, it would have had no con¬ 
nexion whatever with our system of 
political relations or internal admi¬ 
nistration in Central India. It would 
have been the reaction of India against 
its conquerors. It would have been 
the bursting forth of national anti¬ 
pathy. It would have been the tor¬ 
rent of hatred sweeping away the re¬ 
straint previously imposed by Fear. 
It would have been the rising en masse 
of tribes and nations to throw off a 
detested foreign yoke. It would have 
been nothing that any system of ar¬ 
rangement in Central India could 
have caused, or prevented, or reme¬ 
died.”—[September 8, 1828.] 
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tion. Metcalfe’s own letters liad not diminished, 
the nervous anxiety of the Government. And in 

proportion to the depression in which they had 

before been sunk was now the elation of their 

spirits. No more glorious tidings than these had 

ever stirred the great heart of society, or turned the 

anxieties of our statesmen into gratitude and joy. 

There were no more hearty congratulations than 

those which Metcalfe received from the Governor- 

General, who frankly admitted that the “ honors of 
the triumph” were fairly due to him, as he would 

have shared the disgrace of failure.* It is not always 

that a Governor-General is as ready to divide the one 

as the other with his subordinates. 
Bliurtpore having thus been taken, and the 

usurper, Doorjun Saul, captured and sent a pri¬ 

soner to Allahabad, it devolved upon Metcalfe to 

place the youug Prince upon the throne, and to 

establish a new Government. After some delay— 
the result of circumstances which he both deplored 

and condemnedf—the initial arrangements for the 
conduct of the administration were made, and the 

subsequent details of adjustment were left in the 

hands of Major Lockett, an old friend of Metcalfe, 

in whom he had deserved confidence. There was 

further business to be settled in the state oi XJlwur 

(or Macherry), which had before given the Delhi 

Besident some trouble; * and, at one time, it was 

* Lord Amherst’s excellent letter is lias tarnished our well-earned honor, 
given entire in the Appendix. Until I can get rid of the prize-agents, 

+ Writing to Lieutenant Hislop early I cannot re-establish the sovereignty 
in February, Metcalfe said: “Itisun- of the young Rajah, whom we came 
certain whether we go against Ulwur professedly to protect, and have been 
or not; but a few days will decide. Our plundering to his last lotah since he 
plundering here under the name of fell into our hands. 
Prize has been very disgraceful, and J See ante, Vol. I. Chapter XI. 
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believed that there would be further work for our 

armies. But the hostile party in this petty princi¬ 

pality was in no mood to excite the resentment of 

the captors of Bhurtpore; and what we had long 
demanded in vain through our diplomatists, was 

now readily yielded to our arms."" 
Having settled the political affairs entrusted to 

him, Metcalfe now turned his attention to the civil 

administration of the Delhi territory, and was for 

some time on a judicial circuit.! The setting in ol 

the hot winds necessarily compelled his return to the 

Imperial City. The summer was a melancholy one. 

Within a brief space of time, two of his dearest 

friends, the one at Aurangabad, the other at Delhi, 

were carried off by the diseases of the country. He 
had not recovered from the shock which had been 

inflicted upon him by the announcement of the 

death of Captain Barnett, ivbo Metcalfe declared, 

some years before, had made him forego his inten¬ 

tion of never loving any one again, when his much- 

cherished friend, ltichard Wells, was stricken down 

before his eyes. How deeply he felt these bereave¬ 
ments may be gathered from his private letters at 

this time. To Atajor J. A. Moore, secretary to the 

Hyderabad Residency, he wrote, at the beginning of 

July: 
* On the 23rd of February, Met- tant stations are also off.' Those ot 

calfe wrote from Camp, Beerum, “I the neighbourhood remain under Ge- 
liave some troublesome little matters neral Nicolls, until my business be 
on my hands still, connected with the finished. _ After which I have the 
winding-up of Bhurtpore and Ulwur judicial circuit of my Delhi district 

affairs; but I hope to get over them before me.” 
soon, and then the army left with me t Eor the arrangements made on 
will break up. The Commander-in- Metcalfe’s re-appointment to Delhi 
Chief has gone, and General Reynell for the civil administration of the dis¬ 
and the European troops—excepting trict, see a letter from the Chief Se- 
the Honorable Company’s European cretary in the Appendix, 

regiment. The native corps for dis- 
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“You will have heard long before you receive this of the 

second blow which in a short space it has pleased Almighty 

God to inflict upon us. One brief month included to us here 

the death of both Barnett and Wells. I could not put pen to 

paper (except in one instance, by desire of his desolate widow) 

to any one respecting the last of these sad events. I ought to 

have written to you, but I could not find heart to write on the 

subject. Nor can I now. We have been thoroughly wretched. 

The world is fast receding from me ; for what is the world 

without the friends of our heart? You remember the three 

friends with whom I arrived at Hyderabad in 1820—Barnett, 

Wells, Mackenzie. I loved them all cordially. Where are 

they now ? I cannot bear to write on this subject—but I can 

hardly think of any other.” 

To liis young friend, Lieutenant TIislop, he wrote 

with still greater emphasis of sorrow on this mourn¬ 

ful subject. Violent as is the anguish of mind here 

expressed, no one in the full knowledge of the 

strength of Charles Metcalfe’s affections will say 

that the language is exaggerated : 

“ Sutherland tells me that he has kept you informed of our 

miserable prospect, and final wretchedness, during the illness 

which has terminated in the death of our virtuous and beloved 

friend Wells. You can conceive our affliction. I honor 

Sutherland for his fortitude and consideration in performing 

that act of friendship towards you. I had not heart to put 

pen to paper on the subject. What happiness, what delight 

had we not in prospect from our reunion in this house. Think 

of the desolation and forlornness of the poor dear widow ! She 

who Avas to have been the presiding goddess of our happy 

parties! . . . . Utterly desolating as the loss is to her, 

I scarcely think that her grief can exceed the anguish which I 

feel, when the full sense of our calamity bursts upon me; for 

although her suffering is undoubtedly beyond comparison the 

greatest of all, yet grief is not regulated by reasoning, or the 

exact weight and measure of loss sustained, and I often feel that 
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which cannot, I think, be exceeded. I shall never dream of 

happiness again. I do not mean to say that I shall not recover 

my usual spirits. I no doubt shall, and that even too soon for 

my own satisfaction; for I would willingly cherish and cling 

to this sorrow, and shall often think with pain of being careless 

and cheerful, when Wblls cannot he here to share our mirth. 

But happiness, the happiness of the heart, I never shall be able 

to dream of again; for if the thought should ever come across 

my mind, the recollection of the manner in which this last 

dream was destroyed will chill me to the soul, and make me 

shudder with horror. The loss of friends, it is said, draws 

closer the ties with those that remain. It is natural that it 

should be so, and in the end it doubtless is so; but I do not 

feel that it is the first effect of such an affliction as we have 

sustained. I find my heart, instead of expanding to other 

friends, absorbed in sorrow for the one lost object. Your 

arrival, the prospect of which used to fill me with delight, when 

you were to share and complete our promised happiness, is con¬ 

templated now, much as I wish to see you, without any such 

feeling; for what, alas! can give delight now? And the 

coming of the Bushbys, who were to have brought additional 

pleasure, will now be irreparably connected in memory with 

that sad event which will perhaps immediately lead to it. Now 

is the time in which all worldly ambition sinks into nothing. 

Were I to hear at this moment of my nomination to be 

Governor-General of India, or Prime Minister of England, I 

am sure that the intelligence would create no sensation but 

disgust. And turning from earthly things, what certain con¬ 

solation is there in reflecting on those of heaven? .... 

How horror-struck you will be. You left Barnett well, and 

he is gone. You anticipated happiness from meeting Wells, 

and he is gone. Thus, in your short journey, two of our best 

friends, two of the greatest blessings of life, have been taken 

from us. And are we to be happy and cheerful again as before? 

It seems impossible; yet past experience tells us that it may be 

so. I am fast outliving all my friends. All who accompanied 

me to Hyderabad in the end of 1820, all younger than myself 
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by from ten to sixteen years, have left this world before me; 

and in the last twelve months I have lost no less than five 

friends on whose hearts I could rely. Such is our tenure of 

mortal happiness! . . . Since writing the above, I find 

that Sutherland is ill. He is looking very ill. He ill, and you 

on the highway at this trying season, I know not what 

further misery may be in store: and I tremble.” 

The breaking-up of the rainy season of 1826 saw 

Metcalfe again in progress—visiting the Rajpootana 

states. The Governor - General was at this time 

commencing his tour through the Upper Provinces 

of India; and among other occupations which the 

Delhi Resident now saw before him for the ensuing 

cold weather, was the reception of Lord Amherst 

and his family, and the arrangement of the cere¬ 

monials of meeting between his Lordship and the 

pageant-King of Delhi, which had caused so much 

foolish disputation on the occasion of Lord Moira’s 

visit, twelve years before, to the Court of the Mogul. 

All these things and others were duly performed. 

But his connexion with the Delhi Residency was 

now drawing to a close. That Sir Charles Metcalfe 

was to succeed to a seat in the Supreme Council 

had for some time been a fact officially recognised, 

and, for a longer period still, matter of public report. 

As far back as September, 1825, Sir George Robin¬ 

son, then Deputy-Chairman of the Company, had 

written to Metcalfe, with especial reference to the 

transactions at Hyderabad : “I hope, Sir, as far as 

the opinions of a very humble individual can be of 

any value to you, you will allow me to express my 

admiration of the firmness and public principle 

which have marked your conduct throughout the 

progress of a business surrounded with difficulties; 
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and which reflects, as I conceive, such distinguished 

credit on your public character, that, so far as my 

exertions can conduce thereto, I shall endeavor to 

promote your appointment to Council whenever the 

opportunity occurs of nominating you thereto.” 

And early in the following April the promise was 

fulfilled. ’ Mr. Marjoribanks, who then occupied the 

Chair, was as eager to make the appointment as his 

colleague; and on the 11th, in a Court consisting 

of twenty members, nineteen voted that Sir Charles 

Metcalfe should he appointed to a provisional seat 

in the Council of India. 
The vacant seat, however, was to he found. The 

uncertainty which shrouded the intentions of Mr. 

Harrington, the senior member of Council, some¬ 

what perplexed Metcalfe. His correspondents, in¬ 

cluding Lord Amherst, both at the Presidency and 

in the Tice-regal Camp, were anxious to supply him 

with all the information they could gather; hut the 

rumors of to-day contradicted the reports of yester¬ 

day. At last, in the hot weather of 1827, it was 

confidently announced that Mr. Harrington was 

negotiating for a passage to England/' And in the 

course of July, all doubts being removed, Sir Charles 

Metcalfe made his preparations to drop down the 

river to Calcutta. He spent some days at Agra 

waiting for John Sutherland, who was to join him 

there, and then continuing his progress in the so¬ 

ciety of his friend, reached the 1 residency at the 

end of August. 

* lie hart been absent for some time had also been on the sick-list. So 
for the benefit of liis health. Mr. that Lord Combermere was alone in 

Cayley, the junior member of Council, Council. 
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CHAPTER Y. 

[1827—1834.] 

THE SEAT IN COUNCIL. 

Metcalfe in Council—Duties and Labors of a Councillor—Life in Calcutta— 
Metcalfe and his Colleagues—Departure of Lord William Bentinck—In - 
crease of Cordiality—Assigneesliip of Palmer and Co.—The Deputy-Go¬ 
vernorship — Reported Appointment to Madras — Extension of Time in 
Council—Extracts from Metcalfe’s Minutes. 

So Sir Charles Metcalfe took his seat in the Su¬ 

preme Council of India. The highest prize in the 

regular line of the Service was now gained. It 

was his privilege to take his seat at the same Board 

with the Governor-General—to write minutes on 

every possible subject of domestic administration 

and foreign policy—to draw a salary of 10,00(B. 

a year—to be addressed as an “ Honorable”—and 

to subside into a nonentity. 

At this time, according to the constitution of the 

Supreme Government, the Council consisted of the 

Governor-General, the Commander-in-Chief, and 

two members of the Civil Service. Lord Amherst 

was still Governor-General. Lord Combermere was 

Commander-in-Chief. Metcalfe’s civil colleague in 

the Administration was his old and esteemed friend 

William Butterworth Bayley. 

To be a member of the Supreme Council of India 

VOL. II. M 
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is to be almost anything that the incumbent of the 

office pleases to make himself. It may be to live in 

a state of somnolent bewilderment, idly dreaming of 

a prodigious array of state affairs flitting obscurely 

before him; to be haunted by shadows of public 

business which he seldom even attempts to grasp , 

to give a few ill-considered opinions in Council, and 

out of it to write a vast number of ill-shaped initials 

on the back of state papers which are sent round for 

his perusal. Or it maybe to perform the functions, 

zealously and indefatigably, of an over-worked public 

servant, scorning delight and living laborious days, 

amidst the mass of business that crowds upon him 

for its discharge ; to begin early and to end late, 

and yet never to feel that his duties have been 

adequately performed; to write much and to read 

more; to combat others opinions, and to enforce 

his own; to be continually emulating the penal 

servitude of the Titan, and forcing the great rock of 

public business up the ascent only to see it roll 

back again to his feet. It may be, on the one hand, 

the otium-cum of the park-girt palace or the river¬ 

side villa; or, on the other, the stern, joyless life of 

the galley-slave, all comprised in the one word— 

W ork. 
Attended by the Secretaries, the Governor-General 

meets the members of Council on certain given days 

_say twice—in every week. All the multiform 

concerns of Government requiring adjustment in the 

different departments of state—in the political, the 

military, the financial, the judicial, &c.—are then cur¬ 

sorily discussed and decided. But the real business 
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is done at home, on the other days of the week, when 
the Government messengers are continually present¬ 
ing themselves at the houses of the members of 
Council, bearing certain official-looking, oblong 
boxes, containing State-papers to he examined and 
minuted by the Councillors. Rough-hewn by the 
Secretaries, important despatches, or minutes and 
memoranda on which despatches are to he based, are 
sent round for inspection and approval. Then the 
member of Council either writes his initials on the 
draft and passes it on without further comment, or he 
seats himself downto his desk, and draws up«n elabo¬ 
rate minute on the subject. These minutes take the 
place of speeches delivered by the members of popu¬ 
lar assemblies. They contain an expression of the 
individual opinions of the writer, supported by 
such facts and such arguments as he can bring to 
his aid. Thus is it, as was said by a distinguished 
living statesman, that cc eloquence evaporates in 
scores of paragraphs.” But the paragraphs have 
often more of “ eloquence” in them than the halt¬ 
ing sentences which make up the oral discourses 
which would appropriate the name. Now, it is just 
in proportion as the contents of these boxes of State- 
papers are examined and commented upon by the 
member of Council, that his life is one of dignified 
ease or interminable toil. Metcalfe soon found that 

his was the latter. 
He had a habit, on all occasions, of thinking for 

himself. It was a habit formed very early in life, 
which had grown with his growth and strengthened 
with his strength, and was not now, at the age of 

m 2 
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forty-three, to he eradicated. He had always been 

a laborious man of business. He shrunk from no 

amount of personal toil. He gave himself heart and 

soul to the public service; and he believed that it 

was his duty to work as long as there was any work 

to perform. IVlien he entered the Supreme Council 

he determined to take his stand upon his own know¬ 

ledge and experience and sense of right—not to be 

the servile follower of Governors-General, or the 

passive tool of Secretaries—but an independent mem¬ 

ber of the Government, freely expressing his own 

opinions, and never becoming, even ministerially, 

participatory in wrong, without emphatically pro¬ 

testing against it. He wrote, therefore, a great 

number of minutes. He was often, too, in the mi¬ 

nority but he said that he could not command 

success, and that he was not to do his duty less 

steadfastly because the pursuit of it often involved 

him in failure. 
And as he had a high sense of his official duties, 

so also his social obligations as a member of the 

Government were not lightly regarded. He looked 

upon the exercise of hospitality not as a virtue in 

his elevated position, but as a duty which it was in¬ 

cumbent on him to discharge. His spacious resi¬ 

dence at Garden-Reach—that beautiful river-side 

suburb, with its white villas and its green lawns 

— was continually occupied by strangers, with 

only some slight claim on his bounty; by passing 

travellers arriving from, or departing for, England, 

bearers of letters of introduction to Sir Charles Met¬ 

calfe—people for the most part with whom he had 
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little sympathy, but whom he ever entertained as a 

prince. Then his dinner-parties were the best, and his 

halls the most numerously attended in Calcutta ; and 

everybody said that such noble hospitality was almost 

without a parallel even in the most lavish of times. 

But all this was, in truth, distasteful to him. It 

was supposed that he took pleasure in society—that 

he was happy in a crowd—that he was never more 

at home than in the banquet-room. But he was 

continually yearning after the companionship of a 

few beloved friends, or, failing that solace, after 

solitude and a book. There was something unsatis¬ 

fying in this mode of life. He gave himself up 

wholly to public business and to hospitality, but 

such was the pressure of the one, that he felt his 

inability adequately to sustain it, and such were the 

claims of the other, that he often reproached himself 

for having insufficiently discharged them. He could 

not do all that he desired either in one direction or 

the other, and was incessantly battling, therefore, 

against time and against space. His letters written 

at this epoch of his career, in the unreserved confi¬ 

dence of private friendship, indicate, more clearly 

than anything I can write, what were his habits of 

life, and what were his inmost feelings : 

“ I have several letters from you, and long to write, fully 

discussing the subjects of their contents as of old; hut I find it 

impossible to indulge in this pleasure. I endeavor to secure 

time for letter-writing, but cannot obtain enough. My days 

are portioned, as much as possible, so as to enable me to do 

everything that I have to do, but in vain. Thursday and 

Friday are appropriated to Council, and nothing else can be 
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done upon those days. Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday 

are wholly devoted to the reading of papers that come in, and 

reading and revising those that go out; hut all three are not 

enough. Saturday I take for writing minutes and revising 

despatches that go out, hut find it too little. . . You know 

how little I have written to you, to other correspondents still 

less; and yet the number of letters I have to answer is over¬ 

whelming. I have heen at work for some hours now, but I 

have still twenty-five letters on my table requiring answers— 

six or eight from England. The want of time makes me half 

mad.To add to my distress, people will have the 4 

kindness to breakfast with me. I am six miles away from 

them, but that is not sufficient. I shut my doors at all other 

times, come who may. I should be happy in my situation, if 

I had more time for the performance of my various duties, but 

the want of it plagues me. The only resource left is to with¬ 

draw from society, and to work at night—but I shall tear my 

eyes to pieces if I do.”—[Feb. 3, 1828.] 

“ I have made a great alteration in my mode of despatching 

my business. I reserve no day for any particular branch, but 

get over all as well as I can as it comes in.The 

bundle of private letters which used to accumulate for the day 

in the week set apart, was quite overwhelming and insur¬ 

mountable. I now go pell-mell at all in the ring, and as far as 

the new method has yet gone, it promises better than the last.” 

—[March 8, 1828.] 

“ It requires a strong conviction of its being a duty, to sus¬ 

tain me in keeping up society. Were I to follow my natural 

or acquired taste, I should fast sink into habits of seclusion 

when the company of friends is not obtainable. I have nothing 

to complain of in society, and am happy enough when in it ; 

but the making up of parties, issuing of invitations, &c., are 

troublesome operations, which harass me, and frequently drive 

me from my purpose. My conscience is continually reproach- 
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ing me with want of hospitality and attention to individuals 

entitled to them. Many a man has come to Calcutta and gone 

from it without once receiving an invitation to my house, which 

an indescribable something—anything but good-will—has pre¬ 

vented until it was too late. My house, although it has more 

rooms for entertaining than any other house in Calcutta, is 

deficient in that kind of room which is requisite in large parties 

—the ones which, with respect to general society, would answer 

best for me, as killing all my birds with one stone. I am 

thinking of building a grand ball-room. It would not, I sup¬ 

pose, cost less, altogether, than 20,000 rupees—a large sum 

to lay out on another man’s property. But I am not sure that 

it would not be cheaper than giving parties in the Town-hall— 

my other resource—each of which costs above 8000 rupees, 

and cannot, therefore, be often repeated.I enjoy 

the society of our house-party very much, retaining, however, 

my old habits of seclusion from breakfast to dinner, which are 

seldom broken m upon, except by the Bushbys children, who 

trot up frequently to my loft in the third story, where I have 

my sitting-room and library as well as bedroom it is, in short, 

the portion of the house which I keep to myself—and there 

they make me show them pictures, &c., being privileged by 

infancy to supersede all affairs of every kind.”—[May 18,1828.] 

“ There is so little variety in my life at Calcutta, that one 

week is exactly like another. I continue to feel myself quite 

alone in the Government.Nevertheless, matters 

go on placidly and amicably. I am getting more used to 

the ways of the Secretaries, or they are falling more into my 

notions. Which it is I can hardly say. Perhaps the former. 

Either way the effect is the same. I pursue my own course, 

indifferent to everything but the performance of my duty. . I 

have not made the slightest approach to greater intimacy with 

any person in Calcutta; excepting a few friends whom I hke to 

see as often as they can come to me, my inclination is very 

much for solitude. This, however, I am not permitted to 
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indulge in; for it somehow happens that my house is hardly 

ever without having guests residing in it, under circumstances 

which render it unavoidable.I would rather be 

alone, partly from a preference for solitude, and partly because 

plans of study which, during a short interval in which I had 

the house to myself, I had begun to put in practice, and which, 

owing to my occupations during the day, can only be executed 

at night, are interrupted by society. The hours which might 

be fertilised by improvement are wasted in uninteresting sittings 

after dinner, until the body and mind, both wearied, find relief, 

the former in rest and the latter in solitude, in the refreshing 

stillness of the midnight chamber. I remember the small 

society, in which hearts communed with each other and happi¬ 

ness never flagged ; but what is past is past, and the like will 

never come again.”—[June 16, 1828.] 

“ I wish that I could exchange habits with you, and see as 

little of strange faces as you do ; for the longer I live the less 

I like strange faces, or any other faces but those of friends 

whom I love. The parties which have attracted your notice 

are given as matters of duty proper in my station; and finding 

that I had not time to issue invitations repeatedly, I have sent 

them out, once for all, for a ball on the third Monday in every 

month, which is always a moonlight night. My conscience is 

satisfied; and if people be amused, I shall derive pleasure myself 

from that cause. I am in good health and good spirits, but 

live almost entirely devoid of those sympathies which constitute 

the delights of life; and, in that respect, am more in mental 

solitude than yourself, for you, no doubt, find sympathy in 

some of your books.”—[December 20, 1828.] 

“ You know that ever since I went to Hyderabad, I have 

tried to save my eyes by not working at night. I am no 

longer able to adhere to that precaution. Business is too 

heavy, and forces me to encroach on the night. When I am 

entirely alone, which, however, is very rarely—not, perhaps, a 
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night in a month—I set to seriously, and work away till mid¬ 

night. When my guests are at home, and I have no party, I 

take an hour or two before dinner, which, of course, is very 

late.”—[March 8, 1829.] 

u I am withdrawing myself more and more from public in¬ 

tercourse; and am only wanting an opportunity to shake off 

the remaining shackles and become entirely a recluse; since 

neither is the performance of public duty compatible with the 

waste of time in society, nor is knowledge of men’s characters 

in general compatible with that respect for them without 

which society has no pleasure in it. I am becoming every day 

more and more sour and morose and dissatisfied. When you 

speak of your feelings on your expected return to Delhi, com¬ 

pared with -what they were on your first coming there, you 

remind me—not that reminding is needed, for the recollection 

is always fresh—of times and scenes and friends, with which 

and with whom the memory of real heartfelt happiness, which 

can never return again in the same form, and never perhaps in 

any form, is closely combined. My life now is quite different, 

and without a glimpse of the same enjoyment which we had 

when so many were united together in bonds of affectionate 

attachment and habits of continual intercourse. 

All my letter-writing now takes place at night; and I am glad 

when I can get a night to myself for the purpose. On these 

occasions I avoid a formal dinner, take a sandwich and a 

pint of claret in the twilight, when too dark to read, in the 

open air, and take to my desk as soon as candles are lit.” 

[March 28, 1829.] 

But there were other sources of inquietude than 

these—other regrets than those which expended 

themselves in yearnings after the companionship ol 

beloved friends. Metcalfe felt at this time not as a 

man only, hut as a statesman also, that he was a 

lonely being in Calcutta. It grieved him to nnd how 
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little liis colleagues in the Government could enter 

into his views, and share his opinions on public 

questions. It were better to record what he himself 

wrote regarding this diversity of sentiment than to 

speculate on its causes. The following extracts from 

his private letters written in 1828-29, relate mainly 

to this subject: 

u I am at war with my colleagues on the Opium question; 

and mean to fight to the last. My latest minute remains un¬ 

answered, probably from want of time, and the question is still 

under discussion. As yet, the majority are declaredly against 

me; but to borrow M-’s expression, they have not a leg to 

stand on—not one among them all. Whatever the issue may 

be here, I feel that in argument I cannot be otherwise than 

triumphant.I see nothing to prevent our being 

in England together some years hence, but the injury it might 

do to you—in England, and over Europe too during the 

recesses of Parliament; for I am more than ever bent on 

making Parliament my field of action.”—[Feb. 10, 1828.] 

“ I find myself a lonely being in Calcutta. I do not mean 

as to general society. I both give and attend parties occa¬ 

sionally—but the habit is becoming less frequent as the cold 

weather departs, and I am already more myself than I used to 

be. But when I said I was lonely, I meant as to my feelings, 

and this more especially in my official situation. 

I am personally on good terms with my colleagues, although 

nearly provoked once or twice into heat. But the long and 

the short of it is, that I stand quite alone among them, and feel 

that I am not likely ever to be otherwise; and that, in fact, 

every day tends to widen the separation. This conviction 

operates on my conduct. I am getting more and more into 

the habit of regarding co-operation as a thing not to be ex¬ 

pected, and of putting forth my sentiments in minutes, to take 
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tlieir chance of making their way or not. I write more and 

read Council papers less, for it is impossible to do both. Out 

of Council the prospect is not more brilliant. I am regarded 

as a relentless hewer and hacker of expenditure, and am 

sensible of black and sour looks in consequence. Still, I am 

well and happy! I feel that I stand alone; but I also feel that 

I know the path of duty, and am endeavoring to pursue it. 

Our expenditure exceeds our income by more that a crore of 

rupees (a million sterling). The Government which allows 

this to go on in time of peace deserves any punishment. The 

Government of which I am a part shall not allow it. The 

cause gives me irresistible power, and I will force others to do 

their duty. With all this, I have to defend, and struggle for, 

good soldiers, whom others would turn adrift; and here, per¬ 

haps, I shall ultimately fail, although as yet I have succeeded 

in delaying their fate against a majority bent on disbanding 

them.This, perhaps, is silly boasting. It is, how¬ 

ever, what I feel. 

o J have the detailed statement of our expenditure at the 

three Presidencies on my table, from which I am making notes; 

and I have half-a-dozen minutes in my head, jostling each 

other to get out. It is some pain to me to write; for a horse 

fell with me some weeks ago, and I hurt my wrist. It did 

not trouble me so much at first as it does now, and as yet it 

is getting worse. I was thrown some time before that and 

hurt my back. This comes of trying to ride. I still persevere, 

and ride every morning, but I shall probably give it up if I 

fall again.”—\_March 8, 1828.J 

“ I look to the new Governor-General’s coming with some 

curiosity, but without any sanguine expectations. If I find 

that he has a heart for the public welfare, I will follow him 

and support him with all my soul; if not, I will continue to 

perform my own duty, with or without success, as at present, 

and stand alone, as I now do.” [April 6, 1828.] 
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Tlie new Governor-General, whose coming was 

looked to with some curiosity, was Lord Wil¬ 

liam Bentinck. Lord Amherst had already laid 

down the reins of Government, and the arrival of 

his successor was daily expected. The Governor- 

General elect was not an untried man ; hut twenty 

years had elapsed since he had presided over the 

administration of Madras, and little was known of 

him except that he was a man of liberal views and 

independent character. Prom this scanty know¬ 

ledge Metcalfe presaged the happiest results both to 

himself and the country. But for a time, at least, 

he was disappointed. On the 4th of July Lord 

William Bentinck was sworn in as Governor-General 

of India. Metcalfe soon saw good reason to admire 

his character; hut he found, at first, that they did 

not approximate—that there was little sympathy 

between them—and this, he said, “ rather surprised 

him.” He suspected that Lord William had arrived 

in India with some foregone conclusions not favor¬ 

able to his colleague—that the unforgotten Hyder¬ 

abad discussions had been converted to malicious 

uses by his enemies—and that the new Governor- 

General had been designedly prejudiced against him. 

His letters clearly tell what he felt regarding a man, 

whom he then admired and whom afterwards he 

loved. The coldness was but brief between them : 

“I like the little that I have seen,” wrote Metcalfe, “ of our new 

Governor-General very much—he is a straightforward, honest, 

upright, benevolent, sensible man, who will, I trust, have the 

interests of the State at heartj at least, he seems disposed to 
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inquire and think for himself, and to avoid falling under any 

one’s influence.”—[July 22, 1828.] 

“ He is a very benevolent, unaffected, open, candid, kind 

man, whom every one, I conceive, must like. What he will 

eventually prove as a Governor-General, I aviII not undertake 

to prophesy. At present he seems to seek information, to have 

the public good at heart, and to be convinced of the necessity 

of reducing expenditure within income, which is all right. 

Lady William is a most engaging woman.”—[Sept. 1, 1828.] 

“ I continue to like the Governor-General, as being an up¬ 

right, honorable man, with the best intentions, and much good 

sense.I expect good from his administration. 

He and I do not approximate, which is rather surprising to me, 

for many of our sentiments are in common with both of us; 

and there would be no objection on my part to greater 

intimacy, although the advances could not with propriety be 

on my side. I am not sure whether we are kept asunder by 

any dislike he may have conceived of me, or by his own natural 

reserve. I suspect that he is on the wrong side on the 

Hyderabad question; and that this may prove a subject of 

contention between us.I can collect from other 

quarters that Sir William Rumbold’s party (for, strange to say. 

if anything be strange, this man’s party exists, both in the 

Court of Directors and the Board of Control, and is predomi¬ 

nant in the latter) was active in their attempt to work on his 

Lordship. My suspicion as to his disposition on tne subject is 

caused by his total silence towards me regarding it, which, all 

circumstances considered, is certainly remarkable, and can only 

be explained, in my opinion, by supposing either that he enter¬ 

tains sentiments opposite to what are known to be mine, or 

that he affects to consider me a party in the matter between 

whom and Sir William Rumbold he is to judge equitably, 

which alone is a prejudging of the case, and the fear of appear¬ 

ing to be biassed by me will probably affect his conduct. I he 

test is close at hand; for Sir William Rumbold’s application 

for permission to return to Hyderabad, which, however, he 
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treats as a matter of course, comes before Council to-morrow. 

It will, I think, be granted. I shall object to it, and am pre¬ 

pared to fight, if it be necessary. Lord William has never read 

the Hyderabad papers, deterred by the size of the volume. I 

shall be sorry to come to dissension with him; but I cannot 

sacrifice the right cause. We shall see to-morrow what his bent 

is. My resolution in this and in all other matters that may go 

against the grain with me, is to do my duty, and keep myself 

as happy and as unruffled as my constitution will allow me to 

be.”—^December 2, 1828.] 

u I am puzzled to understand why I am so completely alone 

in my thoughts. Take the Governor-General.I 

cannot help thinking that if he understood me, we should na¬ 

turally approximate. As it is, he appears to me to prefer any 

one’s opinions to mine. This forces me, as I cannot consent to 

be driven from the discharge of my duty by slight, to record 

dissentient opinions, in minutes, more frequently than would be 

necessary if we could co-operate with more sympathy. I fear 

that there is a want of suavity, or a want of blandness, or 

some other defect about me, that is not palatable. 

I should add, that there is nothing personally offensive in Lord 

William’s demeanor. There is nothing whatever to object 

to in that respect. But the difference between what is, and 

what might be, in public co-operation and mutual confidence, is 

undeniable.”—[December 20, 1828.] 

It is well known that one of the first acts of Lord 

William Bentinck’s Government was to issue an 

order, familiarly described as the “ Half-batta 

Order,” for the reduction, within certain local limits, 

of the allowances previously enjoyed by the officers 

of the army. It was part of a scheme of economy 

which the Court of Directors conceived to be neces¬ 

sary, and which the new Governor-General pledged 

himself to carry into effect. Whatever may have 
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been the justice or the injustice of the regulation, 

the members of Council had no power to resist 

it. It was pre-ordained by the Home authorities; 

and the local functionaries were only ministerially 

concerned in the perpetration of this unpopular act. 

But it was noised abroad that Metcalfe had sup¬ 

ported the measure. He had always been a favorite 

with the military classes; he had always largely 

associated with them in private, and in public up¬ 

held their claims. All his life he had been contend¬ 

ing for the necessity of maintaining, by all possible 

means, the efficiency of our military establishments. 

He had been called, indeed, the “ Eriend of the 

Army;” but now, he was assailed as a traitor, as one 

who had struck the deadliest blow at the body which 

he had once cherished. Erorn different parts of the 

country came letters, written by his private friends, 

telling him how rife was the report everywhere, and 

seeking his permission authoritatively to contradict 

it. How little he deserved the obloquy which was 

cast upon him, may be gathered from one of his 

private letters, written in the spring of 1829 : 

“ An unaccountable report has been circulated and believed, 

that Bayley opposed, and that I advocated, the execution of the 

Court of Directors’ Half-batta Order; and that, but for me, it 

would not have been carried into effect. The report, in every 

part, is totally devoid of foundation. Neither did Bayley 

oppose, nor did I advocate—neither did I cause, nor could I 

have prevented—the measure. The order was one which could 

not have been disobeyed, unless we could tell the Court that 

we are supreme and they subordinate. My sentiments on the 

subject are recorded, with a view, if possible, to get the order 
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rescinded; but I think it very probable that they will not be 

relished by the higher powers. In the mean while, the report 

above noticed has utterly ruined the ci-devant ‘Friend of the 

Army’ in the estimation of that exasperated body, and has 

helped to show him practically how worthless that is which the 

breath of rumor can destroy; and yet it is this which men are 

most ambitious of in this world of silliness.”—[March 8, 1829.] 

It liad been tlie intention of Lord William Ben- 

tinck to have removed, for a time, in the course of 

the year 1829, the seat of Government from Calcutta 

to the Upper Provinces; hut the proposed measure 

found little favor at home, and the project had 

been abandoned. Still, as the year advanced, the 

Governor-General encouraged the idea of carrying 

out, in a modified form, his original intentions; and 

it was designed that Sir Charles Metcalfe should 

accompany him on his tour to Upper India. On 

this subject he wrote to the same correspondent :* 

“ The plan of taking the Government bodily to the North- 

Western Provinces is abandoned. But I am still to accompany 

the Governor-General. The Commander-in-Chief and my col¬ 

league, Bay ley, will form ‘ Vice-President in Council ’ in 

Calcutta. I like the arrangement, because I consider the 

proper place for a councillor to be with the Governor-General; 

and shall see some friends; and look upon change of air and 

scene as good for the health. In other respects, it does not 

promise much delight. I am not more intimate with Lord 

William than I was on the day of his arrival. I have not a 

Lieutenant W illiam Hislop. I can done such good service in the war of 
find no later letter addressed to this 1817-18, and a young officer of very 
clieiished correspondent. Not long high promise. He was rapidly rising 
afterwards he was carried off by one ot in the diplomatic line when death de- 

lo diseases of the country. He was prived the country of his services, 
the son of Sir Thomas Hislop, who had 
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friend m the whole party. Some I rather like and some I 

xathei dislike; but with any I see no chance of drawing much 

together, and expect to be in a great measure alone during the 

trip.”—[July 5, 1829.] 

But this arrangement, like the larger one, was 

subsequently abandoned. Lord William Bentinck 

commenced his tour in the Upper Provinces, at¬ 

tended only by some members of the Secretariat 

and his personal staff. Mr. Bayley became Deputy- 

Governor and Vice-President in Council; and Sir 

Charles Metcalfe remained with him in Calcutta to 

carry on the current business of internal adminis¬ 
tration. 

The approximation which Metcalfe had so much 

desired had before this auspiciously commenced. 

Lord William Bentinck and Sir Charles Metcalfe 

were men who, in spite of some diversities of per¬ 

sonal character, had too much in common not to 

admire and to honor, when they understood, one 

another ; and the strongest and most lasting friend¬ 

ships are often those which are preceded by some 

introductory reserve. The new Governor-General 

had little external warmth; and Metcalfe was at 

first pained and disappointed by his coldness of 

manner. If Lord William Bentinck had arrived in 

India with any foregone conclusions hostile to his 

colleague, they were soon discarded as unworthy 

prejudices utterly at variance with his growing ex¬ 

perience of the fine qualities of the man. There 

was the same simplicity of character, the same ho¬ 

nesty of purpose, the same strength of resolution— 

VOL. II. N 
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in a word, the same manliness of character in them 

both; and Metcalfe soon ceased to complain that 

they did not draw towards each other. Before the 

Governor-General commenced his first tour to the 

Upper Provinces, a friendship had grown up between 

the two statesmen which nothing but Death could 

terminate or diminish. The correspondence between 

them, from this time, was close and familiar. It 

seems, as far as I have been able to trace it, to have 

had a most auspicious commencement. Before his 

departure from Calcutta, the Governor-General had 

received from Lord Ellenborough, who then presided 

at the India Board, a letter written in the best 

early manner of that statesman—a letter containing, 

as Lord William Bentinck truly said, the most 

“ benevolent and excellent sentiments.” In it he 

“ expressed an anxious desire to promote by every 

means in his power the welfare and happiness of the 

great Indian population;” and he called upon the 

Governor-General for “ an unreserved communica¬ 

tion of any sentiments or suggestions he might have 

to offer in furtherance of Lord Ellenborough’s truly 

sound and statesmanlike views.”* “Anxious I 

* These are Lord William Ben- endeavor to attain it.” And again:_ 
tinck’s words. I cannot deny myself “ We have a great moral duty to 
the pleasure of quoting the passages perform to the people of India. " We 
in Lord Ellenborough’s letter to which must, if possible, give them a good 
he especially refers: —“We must and permanent Government. In doing 
bring the total expenditure, here and this, we confer a greater benefit upon 
in India, within the income, and so the people of this country than hi 
much within the income as to be sacrificing the interests of India to 
enabled to reduce taxation. India the apparent present interests of 
cannot rise under the pressure of England. The real interests of both 
present taxation, and to make the countries are the same. The con- 
people of that country consumers of vulsion which would dissolve their 
the manufactures of England, we connexion would entail much loss 
must first make them rich. That upon us, and bring desolation upon 
object is remote indeed, but we must India.” 
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must be, continued Lord William Bentinck, “ to 

answer to this call, but sensible at the same time of 

my own incompetency to the task, I can only obtain 

the information Lord Ellenborough wants by a re¬ 

course to greater experience and knowledge. In 

this difficulty, I confidently apply to you for that 

assistance which no man in India is better able to 

afford.”*' If anything could have brought the two 

statesmen together, it would have been such an 

appeal as this. They soon found that they had a 

common interest in the happiness of the people, and 

that they could labor earnestly and diligently to¬ 

gether in the same great cause. 

It has been said that on the departure of the 

Governor-General for Upper India, the charge of 

the local Government devolved on Mr. Butterworth 

Bayley. But on the 11th of November, that long- 

tried and excellent public servant, having com¬ 

pleted his appointed time in Council, ceased to be 

a member of the Government, and prepared to 

return to England. Sir Charles Metcalfe then be¬ 

came Deputy-Governor and President of the Council; 

and Mr. Blunt, who had been provisionally ap¬ 

pointed, became Metcalfe’s colleague in the Govern¬ 

ment. Captain John Sutherland, who had served 

under Metcalfe in Hyderabad, and subsequently ac¬ 

companied him to Bhurtpore, was appointed Private 

Secretary to the Deputy-Governor; and Lieutenant 

J. M. Higginson,f whom he had first met in 1826 in 

* Lord W. Bentinck to Sir Charles not in my possession Metcalfe’s answer 
Metcalfe, September 16, 1829.—It is to this letter, 
greatly to he regretted that I have f Now Governor of the Mauritius. 

N 2 
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the trendies before Bhurtpore, and who subsequently, 

in Lord W. Bentinck’s family, had perpetuated the 

favorable impression then made on Metcalfe’s mind, 

became also a member of his personal staff. 

At this time Mr. Lushington, a Madras Civilian, 

occupied the Chair at that Presidency; and Sir 

John Malcolm, a Madras officer, was Governor of 

Bombay. The Anglo-Indian public, who had also 

seen Thomas Munro and Mountstuart Elphinstone 

in those situations, had begun to look upon them as 

the natural rewards of distinguished merit displayed 

in the service of the Company. And it was ru¬ 

mored in the course of 1880, that Metcalfe would be 

appointed to succeed Sir John Malcolm at Bombay. 

Rumors of all kinds are always sufficiently rife in 

Calcutta; and there does not appear to have been 

any better foundation for this than the undeniable 

fact, that the appointment would have been a good 

one. If the idea were ever encouraged in the high 

places of Government, it does not seem to have taken 

any tangible shape or substance; and it was soon 

known in Calcutta that Lord Clare had been ap¬ 

pointed Governor of Bombay. 

But another opportunity of rewarding Metcalfe’s 

services, and at the same time of conferring substan¬ 

tial benefits on the country, was soon about to pre¬ 

sent itself. In the course of 1831, it was known 

that the Government of Madras would soon be 

vacated by Mr. Lushington. A successor was, there¬ 

fore, to be appointed; and it was not doubted that a 

most worthy and a most efficient one could be found 

in Sir Charles Metcalfe. He had many friends and 
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many admirers in the Court of Directors. Mr. 

Ravensbaw, the Deputy-Chairman, wrote out to 

Lord William Bentinck, that he had suggested the 

appointment to the President of the India Board, 

and had good hope that it would be carried into 

effect.* But when the time came for the appoint¬ 

ment to be officially made, the Government was con¬ 

ferred upon Sir Prederick Adam, an old soldier of 

good repute, who had rendered services to his 

country worthy of reward, but whose antecedents 

had not especially qualified him for the administra¬ 

tion of Indian affairs. 

The outer history of this transaction is, that Sir 

Charles Metcalfe “ could not be spared from 

Bengal.”! The inner history is, that very powerful 

interest was set at work to secure the nomination of 

Sir Prederick Adam. It is understood that the 

* On the 24th of November, 1831, 
Mr. Eavenshaw, then Deputy-Chair¬ 
man of the Court of Directors, wrote 
privately to Lord William Bentinck: 
■“ I quite agree with you about Met¬ 
calfe. I believe I told you that I had 
urged the Chairman to give him the 
option of remaining in Council, and I 
am now in great hopes that this will 
be done. I have also suggested him 
in the same quarter, as well as to Mr. 
Grant, as the most fit man in India 
to take the Chair at Madras; and I 
doubt much if so fit a man can be 
found here.” 

f On the 26th of March, 1832, Mr. 
Tucker wrote to Sir Charles Met¬ 
calfe : “ Sir F. Adam goes to Madras. 
I had, at one time, hopes that you 
might have been proposed for this 
Government; but there were several 
candidates, and an interest which has 
long been powerful here and elsewhere 
in the end prevailed.” And on the 
30th, announcing that the appoint¬ 

ment had actually taken place, he 
added: “I did not think it prudent 
to bring forward your name (although 
it had been under consideration), be¬ 
cause the interest of Sir Frederick 
Adam was so powerful as to ensure 
success, and because even some of 
those who were connected with that 
interest were of opinion that you 
could not be spared from Bengal, 
while others are adverse to the ap¬ 
pointment of Company’s servants to 
the situation of Governors.” The 
plea that Metcalfe could not be spared 
from Bengal was put forward more 
specifically by Mr. Eavenshaw, who 
wrote on the 4th of April: “ It may 
be satisfactory to Sir Charles Met¬ 
calfe to know that it was the high 
value set upon his services in Bengal 
which alone prevented his nomination 
to the Government of Madras. This 
you will say is hard upon him, but 
it was thought here that private feel¬ 
ings ought to yield to the public good.” 
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guardian of his Majesty’s conscience felt no prickings 

of his own when he exerted himself to push the son 

of an old Scotch friend into the place which the 

ablest Indian statesman of the day stood ready pre¬ 

pared to occupy. After the appointment had taken 

place, it transpired at the India House that the 
President of the India Board—Mr. Charles Grant— 

was not unwilling to support the nomination of Sir 

Charles Metcalfe. And there were members of the 

Court who, had they been aware of this disposition, 

would have done battle in behalf of their own 

servant. But somehow or other, a higher influence 
than that of the India Board carried everything 

before it. It was insinuated that Metcalfe could not 

he spared from Bengal. The idea seems to have 

taken root just where it was intended. And honest 

men really believed that they were promoting the 

best interests of the country committed to their care 

when they were unconsciously yielding to the influ¬ 

ence of a brotherhood of Scotch lawyers. 

But although the Government of Madras w as not 

conferred on Sir Charles Metcalfe, the East India 

Company were enabled at this time to mark their 

high sense of his character and conduct by an act 

of grace with which the King’s Ministers had no 

constitutional authority to interfere. In August, 

1832, his five years’ tenure of office as a member 

of Council would expire; but it was competent for 

the Court of Directors to renew his lease of a seat 

at the Government Board. To have suffered this 

period to expire without extending it, or appointing 
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Metcalfe to some higher office, would have been to 

have lost his services altogether. And this India 

could not well afford. Moreover, there were some 

great changes looming in the distance, which ren¬ 

dered it especially desirable that so ripe a statesman 

as the senior member of Council should not depart 

from India. On the 16th of September, 1831, Lord 

William Bentinck had written to Mr. Charles Grant, 

who by this time had succeeded Lord Ellenborough 
at the India Board, saying, “ Sir Charles Metcalfe 

will be a great loss to me. His service in Council 
expires in August. He quite ranks with Sir Thomas 
Munro, Sir John Malcolm, and Mr. Elphinstone. 

If it be intended—and the necessity cannot admit 

of a doubt—to form a second local Government in 
Bengal,* he undoubtedly ought to be at the head. 

I strongly recommend him. Whilst he has always 
maintained the most perfect independence of cha¬ 

racter and conduct, he has been to me a most zealous 

supporter and friendly colleague.” Whether the 
East India Company had at this time fixed their 

regards upon Sir Charles Metcalfe as the future 

head of the new Government, I do not know. With 

reference to such an arrangement, it was doubtless 

expedient that he should remain at his post. But 

whether there were any prospective object or not in 

the measure, on the 11th of December, 1831, it was 

resolved, at a Court of Directors, “ that Sir Charles 

Theophilus Metcalfe, who succeeded as a member of 

the Bengal Council on the 21th of August, 1827, 

* That is, under the Bengal Presidency. 
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and whose period of service under the Court’s reso¬ 

lution of the 1st of April, 1801, will expire on the 

24th of August, 1832, he continued in Council for 

the further term of two years from the expiration 

of such period.” The vote was carried with accla¬ 

mation. It seemed but a poor recompense for the 
loss of the Madras Government; but either one or 
the other, as far as he was swayed by mere personal 

considerations, would have been regarded by him 

with unconcern. His thoughts had for some time 

been turning homewards. He had been dreaming 

again and again of the seat in Parliament. He still 

believed that on that arena he would gain higher 

distinction than any he had gained in India. And 

it would not have troubled him if his old masters 

had not sought a renewal of his service. Still the 
extension of liis time in Council was an honor; and 

such was his sense of the claims of the public service, 

that if his continuance in India had been far more 

irksome than it really was, he would have cheerfully 

consented, under any circumstances of personal sa¬ 
crifice, to remain at his post. 

Sir Charles Metcalfe was, for nearly seven years, 

a member of the Supreme Council of India; and 

throughout this period he continually resided in 

Calcutta, or the near neighbourhood. During the 

first years of his residence at the Presidency he 

occupied a house on the hanks of the river, at 

Garden Peach. He subsequently removed to Alli- 

pore, a more inland suburb, taking up his abode at 

Government House during the absence of the Go¬ 

vernor-General, and spending occasional brief inter- 
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vals of rustication at Barrackpore.* Throughout all 

this period he enlivened Calcutta with magnificent 

hospitality. He was in the enjoyment of almost 

uninterrupted health; and he appears to have been 

cheerful and contented. The want which he mostly 

lamented was the want of leisure. He had little to 

devote to his books. Except from time to time, on 

the way to and from Barrackpore, when a volume 

of some favorite author—often a classical one—was 

his companion, the gratification of his love of general 

reading was almost wholly denied to him. He lived 

continually in harness—official and social. He rarely, 
until the business of the day was done, went beyond 

the limits of his own premises. His house at Alli- 

pore was surrounded by spacious park-like grounds, 

and at early morning he might sometimes be seen 

riding in top-boots, an article of equipment in which 

he always rejoiced, on a plump white horse, with a 

groom upon either side of him. His labors com¬ 

menced every morning at seven o’clock. Erom nine 

to twelve he devoted to breakfast and the reception 

of visitors. Eor the most part they were visits of 

business. Erom twelve to seven he was continually 

at work, and frequently when at home, with no social 

claims upon him, returned to business after dinner. 

But in spite of these exhausting labors in a most 

exhausting climate, he never seemed to be exhausted. 

When he appeared at the dinner-table in the evening 

he was cheerful, animated, and entertaining; always 

courteous, affable, and good-natured; very tolerant 

* A large military cantonment the Governor-General has a country 
sixteen miles from Calcutta, where residence on the banks of the Hooghlv. . 
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of the dulness of other men; with himself, a strong 

disposition to he mirthful within the limits of be¬ 

coming mirth. The brisk sallies of indifferent wit 

with which he enlivened society are still remembered 

by many who remember little else regarding him. 

But there are some who cherish a pleasant recol¬ 

lection of his Saturday dinner-parties, at which the 
conversation, for the most part of a liberal character, 

was of a higher tone than ordinarily distinguishes 

the burra-Jchanas of Calcutta; and Metcalfe’s own 

share in it, untinged by the least love of display, 

was remarkable for the strong good sense, and some¬ 

times for the almost prophetic sagacity, that in¬ 
formed it. 

But the real history of his life at this time is to 

be found among his papers, the original drafts of 

which are now before me. They indicate, in a very 

striking manner, both the laboriousness and the 

conscientiousness of the man. There was scarcely 

a subject connected with the whole question of our 

position in India to the elucidation of which he did 

not address himself in an elaborate minute. He 

was not a wordy writer. He went straight to the 

point—in a few pregnant sentences stated his opi¬ 

nions—and then proceeded to support them with a 

goodly array of facts and arguments. There was a 

straightforwardness of manner in all his writings 

which, if it did not always carry conviction with it, 

at all events impressed the reader with a strong 

sense of the earnestness and sincerity of his utter¬ 

ances. There were no shams and pretences about 

them. He was not capable of any kind of trickery 
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or chicanery. He erred, as do all men; but when 

he erred, there was always a soul of goodness in the 
evil of his error. 

During the first years of Sir Charles Metcalfe’s 

occupancy of a seat at the Council Board, the atten¬ 

tion of himself and his colleagues was mainly given 

to matters of economical reform. The expenditure 

of the Company was exceeding their revenue; and 

this Metcalfe at once pronounced an evil, to the 

remedy of which it was primarily necessary to de¬ 

vote all the energies of Government. There was a 

time when the ardor and impetuosity of the young 

statesman had chafed under all sorts of financial 

restraints. When a young political assistant in Lord 

Lake’s camp, he had combated the sober opinions 

of Sherer, the Accountant; and at a later period, in 

the camp of Lord Hastings, had written elaborate 

minutes for the Governor-General, intended to rea¬ 

son down the economical arguments of Edmonstone 

and Dowdeswell, and their supporters at home. But 

he had now himself become one of the holders of the 
public purse; age and experience had brought with 

them the wonted growth of financial prudence; and 

he stood forth an economist among economists. A 

considerable proportion of his earlier minutes were 

devoted to questions of financial reform. But true 

to the faith of his younger days, he always con¬ 

sistently opposed any diminution of our means of 

military defence. Some of his papers on the neces¬ 

sity of maintaining in India efficient war-establish¬ 

ments at all times, whatever might be the aspect of 

the political horizon, are masterpieces of argumen- 
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tative statesmanship. But they were based upon 
what many believe to be an exaggerated idea of the 
insecurity of our position in India. He was wont 
familiarly to say, that we were sitting on a barrel of 
gunpowder, and that the explosion might take place 
any day when we were least expecting it. His 
writings, public and private, whenever they touch 
upon the general question of our rule in the East, 
are all more or less pervaded by this one leading 
idea. He was, to use his own words, ever “ anxiously 
alive to the instability of our Indian Empire.” 

Convinced as he was that the continued tenure of 
our Indian possessions was entirely dependent upon 
the efficiency of our war-establishments, he con¬ 
tended against every proposed diminution of our 
means of defence. But in proportion to the clearness 
with which he recognised the necessity of an undimi¬ 
nished expenditure in that one direction, was the 
zeal with which he pushed his proposals for re¬ 
trenchment in every other quarter. He used to say 
half jestingly, half sorrowfully, that he was afraid 
his colleagues would regard him as a Goth. He 
was sceptical, indeed, of the advantages to be derived 
by the people of India from some of those grand 
material improvements on which in these days the 
greatest possible stress is wisely and properly laid, 
as agents of enlightenment and civilisation. It 
must not be forgotten, however, that a quarter of a 
century of the most wonderful progress that the 
world has ever seen, has elapsed since Charles Met¬ 
calfe, who was in many respects before the age in 
which he lived, wrote and recorded minutes ques- 
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tioning the benefits to be conferred on India by 
Steam-ships, Telegraphs, and Roads. 

In these departments and in many others—as 

Mints, Surveys, and grants to the Agricultural 

Society, he initiated proposals for a reduction of 

expenditure. He was eager to pare the exuberance 

of all costly overgrown establishments, and to 

abolish all offices of questionable advantage to the 

State. In India there are no sinecures, or Metcalfe 

would have laid the axe to the root of them with an 

unsparing hand; but there is here and there some¬ 
times a distribution of offices to which the doubling1- 

up process may be beneficially applied; and this 

Metcalfe was not slow to recommend. Ilis own 

privileged service was not the one to which he 

would' have applied the knife with the tenderest 
hand. 

The years of Metcalfe’s connexion with the 

Supreme Government of India were emphatically 
years of Financial Reform. They were also distin¬ 

guished by considerable domestic improvement, and 
the progressive diffusion of liberal principles among 

the governing classes. It was a period of unwonted 

tranquillity. Affairs of internal administration were 

not made to give place in the minds of our states¬ 

men to the urgencies of warlike preparation. The 

wheels of Government moved quietly round; hut 

the progress of the great machine was certain. 

What were Metcalfe’s opinions regarding many of 

the vexed questions of Indian administration which 

came before the Government at this time—questions 

some of which have been since set at rest—may 
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be gathered from the following extracts from his 

minutes :* 

“The College of Fort William.—I wish that I could 

signify my concurrence in the intention of the Governor-Gene¬ 

ral to maintain the College of Fort William ; for all my predi¬ 

lections are in favor of that institution. But as I have been 

compelled, by the result of my observations during many years, 

to come to the conclusion that the College is both useless and 

mischievous, I am bound in duty to say that I should prefer its 

abolition. It is useless, in my opinion, because more useful 

knowledge than what is taught at the institution might be 

acquired in public employment at any station in the country. 

It appears to me to be mischievous, because it collects young 

men together, and by the force of example, and the fear of re¬ 

proach, promotes generally habits of extravagance, from which 

many would escape if left to follow their natural inclinations, 

or to practise the prudence which away from baneful influence 

good sense would dictate to them.[December 
28, 1828.] 

Absence of the Governor-General from his 

Council.—I am thoroughly convinced, that whenever the 

public service requires the protracted absence of the Governor- 

General from the Presidency, excepting the cases of his pro¬ 

ceeding to another Presidency, or commanding an army in the 

field, he ought to be accompanied by the Council. In other 

words, that the Government ought in any case to remain united, 

and as complete as possible, and not be divided into separate 

authorities acting with ill-defined relative powers. 

If it is salutary that the Governor-General should have a 

Council to aid him in the ordinary transactions of Government 

at the Presidency, it must be salutary also that he should have 

The passages cited are intended to which they relate. They convey 
merely to show the hare opinions of little idea of his literary style, or of the 
bir Charles Metcalfe on the subjects logical arrangement of his arguments. 
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the same assistance when called to a distant part by important 

exigencies of the public service. It is to be remembered that 

the Governor-General carries in his own person the Supreme 

Government ; and the practice has always been during the 

absence of the Governor-General from the Presidency, that 

matters of Peace and War and Political negotiation—matters 

on which our existence as a power in India may at any time 

depend, are under his peculiar and exclusive control. How can 

it be that the same law which has declared the deliberation of 

a Council to be necessary for the administration of his Govern¬ 

ment in the most ordinary affairs, should mean unnecessarily to 

deprive him of that assistance, or to remove that check, when 

the most important measures are to be undertaken?—\_March 

5, 1830.] 
Village Settlements and Ryotwar Settlements.— 

.I admire the structure of the village com¬ 

munities, and am apprehensive that direct engagements for 

revenue with each separate landholder or cultivator in a village, 

might tend to destroy its constitution. 

The village communities are little republics, having nearly 

everything that they want within themselves, and almost 

independent of any foreign relations. They seem to last 

where nothing else lasts. Dynasty after dynasty tumbles 

down. Revolution succeeds to revolution. Hindoo, Patau, 

Mogul, Mahratta, Sikh, English, are all masters in turn, but the 

village communities remain the same. In times of trouble they 

arm and fortify themselves. An hostile army passes through 

the country. The village communities collect their cattle within 

their walls, and let the enemy pass unprovoked. If plunder 

and devastation be directed against themselves, and the force 

employed be irresistible, they flee to friendly villages at a dis¬ 

tance, but when the storm has passed over they return and re¬ 

sume their occupations. If a country remain for a series of 

years the scene of continued pillage and massacre, so that the 

villages cannot be inhabited, the scattered villagers nevertheless 
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return whenever the power of peaceable possession revives. A 

generation may pass away, but the succeeding generation will 

return. The sons will take the places of their fathers—the 

same site for the village, the same positions for the houses, the 

same lands will be re-occupied by the descendants of those who 

were driven out when the village was depopulated ; and it is 

not a trifling matter that will drive them out, for they will often 

maintain their post through times of disturbance and convul¬ 

sion, and acquire strength sufficient to resist pillage and oppres¬ 

sion with success. 

This union of the village communities, each one forming a 

separate little state in itself, has, I conceive, contributed more 

than any other cause to the preservation of the people of India, 

through all the revolutions and changes which they have suf¬ 

fered, and is in a high degree conducive to their happiness and 

to the enjoyment of a great portion of freedom and indepen¬ 

dence. I wish, therefore, that the village constitutions may never 

be disturbed, and I dread everything that has a tendency to 

break: them up. I am fearful that a Revenue Settlement, sepa¬ 

rately with each individual cultivator, as is the practice in the 

Ryotwar Settlement, instead of one with the village community, 

through their representatives the head men, might have such 

a tendency. For this reason, and for this only, I do not desire 

to see the Ryotwar Settlement generally introduced into the 

Western Provinces.—[November 7, 1830.] 

Machinery of Revenue and Judicial Administra¬ 

tion.—On the question of the union or separation of the 

judicial and revenue branches of the public service, I enter¬ 

tain notions entirely in favor of union. Were I myself to 

venture on a proposal to new-modify our civil administration, 

I should recommend, as the arrangement in my mind best 

suited to the character of our native subjects, and best calcu¬ 

lated to promote their happiness, the division of the country 

into small districts, in each of which an European officer should 

be superintendent, uniting all authorities in his own person, 

and having under him native officers for the administration of 
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the district in all branches. Several of these districts to be 

formed into a division, under the control of a superior officer 

or commissioner, exercising united authority in all branches; 

and the commissioners to be subordinate to one general super¬ 

intending authority at the Presidency. 

Rights of East-Indians (mixed Races) and Native 

Christians.—I regret the distinctions which exist in laws, 

rights, privileges, and immunities among the several classes of 

subjects inhabiting the territory under British rule in India, 

and I think it desirable that all the exclusions and disabilities 

under which any class may labor, whether European, East 

Indian, or Native, should be removed and abolished as soon as 

possible.The East-Indians, although native by 

birth, and partially by descent, are as much or more European 

by descent ; and by education, habits, manners, and religion, 

are European and Christian. If, therefore, it be impossible to 

consider all subjects on an equality, and consequently necessary 

to assign the East-Indians to one class, as distinct from another, 

instead of being declared natives, they would be more properly, 

in my opinion, classed with Europeans, or form a class by 

themselves.Our legislation in India has been 

chiefly for Hindoos and Mahomedans, who form the mass of 

the people, and for them it has been liberal and careful. But 

it could never have been intended to exclude native Christians 

in matters of justice and law, from privileges granted generallv 

to people of other religions ; and it only remains, I presume, 

for the Government to rectify whatever omissions have inad¬ 

vertently occurred.—\July 27, 1831.] 

Abolition of Suttee.—I cordially concur in the pro¬ 

posed prohibition of the immolation of Hindoo widows on the 

funeral pyres of their husbands. I do so not without appre¬ 

hension that the measure may possibly be used by the dis¬ 

affected, influential, and designing of our subjects to inflame 

the passions of the multitude and produce a religious excite¬ 

ment, the consequences of which, if once set in action, cannot 

be foreseen. But there is reasonable ground to hope that it 

YOL. II. 0 
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will be submitted to without resistance; and if it be carried 

into effect tranquilly, and 'be not made an engine to produce 

insurrection in the early period of its operation, I have no fear 

whatever of its causing any danger remotely. It is not of a 

character to create remotely any bad feeling. Its humane and 

benevolent motive must be acknowledged by all who are not 

blinded by religious prejudice. The longer it continues in 

operation unopposed, the more certainly the Hindoos will be¬ 

come reconciled to it. The longer they see that it is not accom¬ 

panied by any attack on the venerated rites of their religion, 

the less they will be alarmed by the apprehension of such an 

attack. It may, perhaps, be made use of in times of dis¬ 

turbance, like our killing cows, or any other practice offensive 

to the Hindoos, as a rallying-cry to make common cause among 

them; but even for that purpose, after its novelty had ceased, 

it would be less influential than other things already existing, 

and would not of itself cause any general commotion that 

would not be as likely to happen, the people being predisposed 

that way, whether this measure were adopted or not. I expect 

that the time will come when it will be universally acknow¬ 

ledged by the people of India as the best act performed by the 

British Government. My only fears, or doubts, are as to its early 

effects, and those are not so strong as to dissuade me from join¬ 

ing heartily in the suppression of the horrible custom by which 

so many lives are cruelly sacrificed.—\_November 14, 1829.] 

The ‘ Half-Batta Order.’—The result of my obser¬ 

vations, for twenty-eight years, during which, for the most 

part, the course of public service that I have followed has led 

to my associating more with officers of the army of all the 

three Presidencies than with any other class of society, is 

a perfect conviction that the allowances of officers on full 

batta are barely sufficient for their proper support in their 

several ranks, and do not admit of any reduction without great 

suffering.I do not mean to assert that it is impossible 

to exist on less. Men must of course contrive to exist according 

to the allowances which they receive. But I do most seriously 
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mean distinctly to submit as my confirmed opinion that there 

is no room for equitable reduction in the full allowances of 

regimental officers, and my belief that very few, if any, entirely 

escape from debt in any rank below that of field-officer, 

although exercising the utmost moderation and economy. 

• • • • I was, therefore, much grieved when we received 

the orders of the Honorable Court directing the reduction of 

certain stations of the Bengal army to half-batta allowances. 

It appeared to me, as it did to the Governor-General and Mr. 

Bayley, that we could not do otherwise than obey the peremp¬ 

tory orders then received from the supreme authorities in 

England.The same considerations induce me to 

suppose that it is not m our power to revoke these orders. 

Had I conceived that this Government possessed any discre¬ 

tionary authority on the subject, the execution of that measure 

would never have received my assent ; for it appears to me, 

with every deference to the high authorities from which it has 

proceeded, to be extremely unwise and inexpedient, fraught with 

mischief, and unproductive of any essential good.—[March 2, 

1829.] 

Interference with Native States.—I should con¬ 

ceive that as long as a state can manage its own in¬ 

ternal affairs without our intervention, and without aggres¬ 

sion on others, we have no right whatever to interfere. But 

the right may be acquired when a state, from weakness or 

mismanagement, is compelled to solicit our aid in its internal 

affairs. It then becomes a question of policy whether we shall 

afford the aid sought, and may stipulate for any conditions 

which we may choose to impose as the price of our aid if we de¬ 

termine to grant it. Provided that the aid which we grant, and 

the conditions which we require, be not attended with injustice 

to any other party, we may acquire a similar right of interfe¬ 

rence when the confusion arising from internal convulsions in a 

state affects the tranquillity of other states. We are then called 

upon by our duty of protection to other states to suppress that 

confusion ; and at liberty to impose such obligations as may be 

o 2 
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deemed necessary to secure the permanence of the tranquillity 

which we exert ourselves to re-establish. But without causes 

that render interference a duty consistent with treaty, or such 

occurrences as warrants a change in our treaties, we are bound 

to abide by the treaties which exist, and by those generally we 

have no right to assume the power of interference.—[December 

20, 1830.] 

There is nothing in our political administration that requires 

so much circumspection and caution, and discreet judgment, as 

interference in the affairs of other states. A single mistake of 

an agent may cause irreparable mischief, and the power left to 

agents on such occasions is immense. Almost everything de¬ 

pends on their judgment. The effects of interference are any¬ 

thing but certain. It is not, therefore, a conclusive argument 

in favor of interference, although it is the best, that we may 

thereby prevent evil, for on the contrary we are just as likely to 

create it. I should, indeed, say infinitely more so. And the 

evil created by interference is generally irremediable. It con¬ 

tinually, if not ostensibly, destroys the state to which it is ap¬ 

plied; and leaves it only a nominal, if any, existence. As a 

diplomatic agent, I have had a part in carrying into effect both 

interfering and non-interfering policy; and the result of my 

own experience has left too strong impressions on my mind. 

First, that we ought not to interfere in the internal affairs of 

other states if we can avoid it; and, secondly, that if we do in¬ 

terfere, we ought to do so decidedly, and to the full extent re¬ 

quisite for the object which we have in view. Our attempts to 

interfere for the better government of other states have often 

been wretched failures as to our purpose; but have, nevertheless, 

had all the bad effects of interference on the states concerned, 

as well as on the minds of other states. Where interference 

shall begin, and where end, and to what object it shall be con¬ 

fined, and how that object shall be accomplished, without in¬ 

volving further and unnecessary interference, are all mere points 

to determine. The question of interference altogether is, in¬ 

deed, the most difficult of any in Indian policy; but interfe¬ 

rence is so likely to do evil, and so little certain of doing good, 
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that it ought, I conceive, to he avoided as much as possible.— 

[.August 14, 1835.] 

Persia and Russia.—With respect to our influence, or 

that of Russia, in Persia—the influence of Russia is that of a 

power which the Persian Court fears and hates ; and to -which 

the disaffected in Persia look for change and revolution. 

Whenever, therefore, Russia has a point to carry, for which 

she is ready to employ her arms, her influence must be irre¬ 

sistible ; and she must at all times have the influence naturally 

belonging to a mighty power, whose support would give 

preponderance to any party in the nation. But Russia is the 

enemy of Persia, and her influence at the Court will be 

generally that of power and dread, not that of friendship and 

confidence. Our influence in Persia, if we have any, must be 

founded on her knowledge of our entertaining friendly disposi¬ 

tions towards her; of her having no immediate cause of fear 

from our power, and of our having the same interests as herself 

with regard to the Russians. If, therefore, we had the power 

of protecting her against Russia, our influence ought to be pre¬ 

dominant ; but in proportion as we have not that power, and as 

Persia sees that we have not, our influence must be insig¬ 

nificant.Were we even to expect any essential aid 

from Persia, in the time of our own need, we should most 

assuredly find ourselves miserably deceived and disappointed. 

If ever Russia be in a condition to set forth an army against 

India, Persia most probably will be under her banners.— 

[June 2, 1828.] 

.Time works changes in all things; in 

empires as well as in smaller affairs. It will work changes in 

Russia, in Persia, and in India. A few years hence a great 

difference may take place in the condition of all these countries. 

Our power in India is not stationary. It will become stronger 

or weaker. It is now essentially weak; if it does not become 

stronger, it will scarcely be worth preserving; and it will be 

hardly possible to preserve it. But whatever may be the state 

of things at any future period, I cannot imagine the utility of 

precipitating a hostile collision with Russia; and that, too, in 
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behalf of a power whose good faith in the time of our own need 

could not be relied on in the slightest degree; and whose 

utmost aid to us would consist in her own preservation, which 

she could not probably accomplish against Russia in the event 

of war, without, or even with, our interference. 

Our true policy, therefore, it seems to me, is to devote our 

attention to the improvement of our Indian Empire, fostering 

its strength, without prematurely going in search of danger, by 
anticipating its due season. 

What, then, have I to propose regarding our relations with 

Persia? It is this. To maintain them on the most friendly 

terms that will not involve us in stipulations likely to lead to 

an unnecessary war with Russia. There is no necessity for 

pretending indifference as to the fate of Persia. The interests 

of Persia and of British India are to a certain degree in unison. 

We need not conceal that we desire her preservation. We 

need not hesitate to use our best endeavors to promote it by all 

means consistent with the maintenance of friendly relations 

with Russia. Nay, even occasions and events may possibly 

occur in which it would be politic to afford Persia active 

assistance against that power. But let us keep ourselves free to 

do what is wisest and best under all circumstances. Let us not 

embarrass ourselves by engagements which may be ruinous in 

their consequences, for which Persia cannot make any adequate 

return, and which on her part would not be kept one instant 

beyond their agreement with her own convenience.”—[Wo- 
vember 9, 1828.] 

To these opinions Metcalfe steadfastly adhered. 

He was of opinion that any unnecessary interference 
in the affairs of Central Asia was to be avoided by 

all possible means—that the more we endeavored to 

counteract supposed dangers, the more certain we 

weie to convert the remote into the proximate, the 

conjectural into the real; and to bring down upon 

ourselves the very evils which we were so eager to 
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avert. Before lie ceased to be a member of the 

Supreme Council of India, the affairs of Afghanistan 

had come incidentally before the Board. He had 

always been of opinion that the project of opening 

the navigation of the Indus, encouraged as it 

was by Lord William Bentinck with purely com¬ 

mercial objects, would result in political en¬ 

tanglements from which we should find it difficult 

to extricate ourselves. And he recorded a minute 

deprecating the movement. As events developed 

themselves in Central Asia — as the designs of 
Bussia and the weakness and disunion of the 

Barukzye brothers became more and more appa¬ 
rent, and our diplomatists in Persia continued to 

bring the state of affairs in Afghanistan to the 

notice of the Indian Government, the best course 

of procedure, under the circumstances which had 

arisen, came to be incidentally discussed in Coun¬ 

cil.* Mr. Henry Ellis had suggested that we might 
win over Dost Mahomed to our alliance, and secure 

the object of an efficient barrier against invasion 

from the West, by supplying the Ameer with arms, 
money, and, perhaps, a few drill-instructors. Mr. 

Bobertsonf inclined strongly to this opinion; and 

Metcalfe, who was of opinion that if the Government 

were to sanction any kind of interference, the less 

palpable it were the more prudent, said to him, on 

the breaking up of Council, after the question had 

* This was towards tlie end of f Mr. Robertson, afterwards Lieu- 
1835. I am anticipating the progress tenant-Governor of the North-West 
of the narrative, but having in this Provinces, was then temporarily filling 
chapter illustrated Metcalfe’s opinions a vacancy in Council occasioned by 
on the Russo-Persian question, and the absence of Mr. Ross at Agra, who 
may find no fitter opportunity for had been temporarily appointed to 
recurring to it, I may as well pursue the Lieutenant-Governorship pending 
the subject here. the arrival of Lord Auckland. 
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been mooted, “ You may depend upon it, that he 

surest way to draw Russia upon us will be by our 

meddling with any of the states beyond the Indus.” 

And throughout the entire period of his subsequent 
lesidence in India he adhered to the opinion, and 

frequently expressed it in his correspondence with 
Lord Auckland, that the wisest course that the 

British Government could adopt would be the main¬ 

tenance, as long as it could be maintained, with 

respect to external as well as internal states, of a 

system of non-interference. Had he remained su- 
pieme in India, not a man would have been moved 
across the Indus. 

YV lien Sir Charles Metcalfe quitted India, the 

necessity for any sort of interference in the affairs 

of Afghanistan was less apparent than it afterwards 

became. But when, subsequently, the progress of 
events rendered it doubtful whether any rigid system 

of non-interference could be maintained, he con¬ 
curred with Mr. Robertson in opinion that the 

course suggested by Mr. Henry Ellis would be the 
safest and not the least successful. But he had 

ceased to have any voice in the councils of the East, 

and could only deplore the invasion of Afghanistan! 

iat, after that measure had been determined upon, 

he thought of its policy, and what were the conse¬ 

quences which he apprehended, may be gathered 
Loin the following, which in the spring of 1839 he 

addressed to Lord Clare, who had sent him copies 

of the first miserable collection of Central-Asian 
papers: 

“ I greatly lament,” he wrote, “ the proceedings to which 
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they relate. It seems to me that we have needlessly and heed¬ 

lessly plunged into difficulties and embarrassments, not without 

much aggression and injustice on our part, from which we can 

never extricate ourselves without a disgraceful retreat, which 

may be more fatal in its consequences than an obstinate per¬ 

severance in a wrong course. Our sole object is to resist the 

influence of Russia, and our measures are almost sure to esta¬ 

blish it. If we go into a country to side with one of two parties, 

we necessarily throw the other into the arms of our rival. 

And there is no security that the party which we espouse may 

not immediately after fall under the same influence. For the 

influence of Russia in Afghanistan will rest 'mainly on the 

hope of being assisted against Runjeet Singh, and of recover- 

mg the territories conquered by him—an influence which the 

Afghans must to a man feel; while we, by guaranteeing those 

conquests to him, unavoidably place ourselves in opposition to 

the whole nation. We ought, I think, to have fought the 

diplomatic battle for influence without committing ourselves as 

we have done to measures that may possibly involve the ruin 

of our Indian Empire; and if an alliance with the Afghans 

against the aggressions of Persia was really necessary, there 

was, I conceive, a course open to us free from the objections to 

which our present proceedings are liable—a course by which we 

need not have moved any force, nor increased any expense, or 

by which, if it had been necessary to advance, we should have 

gone into Afghanistan as friends, earnestly called for by the 

whole nation, whereas we now go as enemies to all the actual 

rulers, and can only succeed by their expulsion. We may suc¬ 

ceed; and if we do, the first impression will be imposing on all 

our Indian enemies, and so far advantageous; but this benefit 

will be ephemeral. The only certain results, even in the event 

of brilliant success in the first instance, are permanent embar¬ 

rassments and difficulties, political and financial, which it is 

most unsatisfactory to contemplate.” 

From the passages cited, Metcalfe’s opinions on a 

few of the leading subjects which occupied the atten- 
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tion of Government whilst he sat at the Council Board, 

may he gathered. But it would be impossible, within 

the limited space at my disposal, to afford any just 

conception either of the multiplicity of questions to 

which he addressed himself, or the elaborate manner 
in which he discussed them. Nor were the discus¬ 

sions in which he was called upon to take part always 

unconnected with matters in which he had deep 

personal interest. Ever and anon the affairs of 

Hyderabad, the debts of the Nizam, and the trans¬ 

actions of the great money-lending House, were 

pressing forward obtrusively for re-consideration, 

and compelling Metcalfe to explain anew all the 

intricacies of this painful business.* Two new Go- 

vernors-General had appeared on the stage since 

Lord Hastings had talked of putting these “ teasing 
discussions” permanently to sleep; hut still the 

names of Rumbold and Palmer were heard at the 

Council Board. At the same time, another Resi¬ 

dency with which Metcalfe had long been connected, 

was furnishing a great scandal, out of which arose 

some vexations and annoyances, which compelled 

him to stand upon his defence. His successor at 

Delhi had been accused of corruption. The accused 

believed, or pretended to believe, that Metcalfe had 

instigated the proceedings against him; and, there¬ 

fore, when defending himself, he endeavored to cast 

aspersions upon the character of his predecessor. 

The prosecution was not instigated by Metcalfe. It 

was the work of a young civilian—an Assistant at 

* Sir William Rumbold had come 
out to Calcutta to wind up the affairs 
of the Bankrupt House, and it was de¬ 

bated whether he should be permitted 
to proceed to Hyderabad. 
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the Delhi Residency—who saw things which he 

could not with his high sense of probity and of duty 

to the State consent to see in silence and inactivity; 

and who had the noble courage to do what his re¬ 

fined integrity prompted. But he said in after years, 

when he had greatly distinguished himself in another 

hemisphere, that in that, the most trying and the 

most painful passage of his life—in a position, in¬ 

deed, of almost unexampled difficulty for a young 

public servant—nothing sustained him so much as 

the thought of the manliness with which Metcalfe 
had met his trials and difficulties at Hyderabad.* 

Hor were these the only sources of vexation which 

disturbed him at this time. At the commencement 

of the year 1830, the great Calcutta House of John 

Palmer and Co. stopped payment. At a meeting of 

creditors, held immediately upon the announcement 

of this event, Sir Charles Metcalfe took the chair. 
He had been appointed by the London House of 

Cockerill and Co., who were creditors to a very large 

amount, one of their attorneys, in conjunction with 

Mr. John Elliot, another member of the Company’s 

Civil Service; and was immediately after Palmer’s 

failure nominated, together with other members of 

both services and several mercantile gentlemen 

European and native, assignees by the Insolvent 

Court. That in accepting the office, and thereby 

representing the interests of a large number of 

creditors in the ranks of both services, these public 

officers were committing any impropriety, or in- 

* The incidents in Metcalfe’s career, ceding chapter. The reference is to 
to which allusion is here made, have the alleged corruption of some of his 
been already touched upon in a pre- dependents at Delhi. 
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fringing- any rules or regulations laid down for their 

guidance, neither they nor their associates in India 

suspected. But the Court of Directors took another 

view of the matter. They believed that such an 

arrangement had too much of the commercial ele¬ 

ment in it, and that it was better that their servants 
should abstain from connecting themselves with 

assigneeships for the future. On the 6th of April, 

1821, they despatched a public letter to Bengal, com¬ 

municating their sentiments on these subjects; and 

Sir Charles Metcalfe, therefore, took the earliest 
opportunity of withdrawing his name from the list 

of assignees, and of recording, in the following 
minute, an explanation of his conduct: 

u August 28, 1831.—Having this instant read the letter from 

the Honorable the Court of Directors of the 6th April, I lose 

no time m stating that X shall have the greatest pleasure m ap- 

P¥ng to the Supreme Court to have my name removed from 

the list of assignees for the estate of the late firm of Palmer 
and Co. 

X have not taken any part in the management of the affairs 

of the estate since I entered on the office of Vice-President. 

With respect to the office of attorney for a mercantile 

house m London, that has long since ceased. It was under¬ 

taken for an urgent but temporary purpose, from regard for a 
friend. 

“ hi becoming an assignee I yielded to the desire of the cre¬ 
ditors of the insolvent firm. 

In eithei case, it I had consulted my own convenience or 

advantage, I should have refused to act. I should also have 

done so if I had conceived the possibility of any impropriety 

or irregularity in taking on myself the duties which those 
trusts imposed. 

As any gain was totally out of the question, although there 
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might be heavy loss from the responsibility which I incurred, 

I did not apprehend that in the duties which I undertook for 

the benefit of others there was the slightest similarity to the 

situation of ‘partner in a mercantile house,’ or that of ‘agent 

for a mercantile house,’ situations in which the parties engaged 

have their own profit in view, and which I could never con¬ 

sider myself at liberty to occupy. 

“ The Honorable Court observe, ‘ We have to express our 

surprise that up to this hour we are without any official infor¬ 

mation from you of a fact by which you could not but suppose 

that we might consider the interests of your Government liable 

to be seriously affected.’ 

“ In what way the interests of the Government could be in 

the slightest degree affected, I am quite unable to imagine, and 

I beg leave to assure the Honorable Court that if I had supposed 

such a consequence possible, I should not have undertaken 

either of the trusts in question. 

“ I presume that the other members of the Government were 

equally free from such an apprehension, for certainly if they 

had entertained it, they would have objected to my acceptance 

of those trusts, which was a matter publicly known; although 

as I was acting in my individual capacity, without the least 

doubt of the perfect propriety of my proceedings, I never 

thought it necessary to make any official communication to the 

Government on the subject. 

“ I trust that nothing that I have said in explaining my own 

conduct will be construed as questioning the expediency of the 

order now issued by the Honorable Court. I have no such 

presumption—I bow to the Court’s pleasure with implicit 

deference. As far as my own convenience and interests are con¬ 

cerned, the order brings me relief; and I am not sensible that 

those of any other party will be now injuriously affected by it.” 

Such, briefly narrated, was Metcalfe’s “ time in 

Council.” I come now to speak of his elevation to 

a higher post. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

[1835—1836.] 

THE GOVERNOR-GENERALSHIP. 

Institution of the Government of Agra—The New India Bill—The Provi¬ 
sional Governor-Generalship—Correspondence with Mr. Tucker—The Oota- 
camund Council—Suspension of the Agra Government—Resignation of Lord 
William Bentinck—Succession to the Governor-Generalship—Contests at 
Home—Lord Heytesbury and Lord Auckland. 

It may be remembered that when Charles Met¬ 

calfe held the office of Political Secretary, Sir John 

Malcolm urged him to plant his standard in Central 

India, assuring him that although he might go there 

as a Commissioner, he would soon grow into a Lieu¬ 

tenant-Governor.* The temptation to become a 

“King” was eventually resisted; and Malcolm, 

who earnestly desired to leave his old field of em¬ 

ployment in the hands of one whose great powers 

he knew how to estimate, was disappointed that his 

charmings met with no better success. Soon after¬ 

wards he returned to England. The idea of this 

Central-Indian Government still held possession of 

his mind. With all the earnestness and activity 

* Ante, Chapter XIII. Vol. I. 
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which were such conspicuous features of his cha¬ 

racter, he urged upon the Home authorities the 

expediency of establishing a new administrative 
system for the provinces of Central India; and it 

would seem that both at the India House and at the 

Board of Control the validity of his arguments was 
recognised. 

On the last day of the year 1826, Mr. Wynn, who 

then presided at the India Board, wrote to Sir John 

Malcolm, that he would he glad to visit him at 

Hyde Hall. The object of his visit was to press 

upon him the acceptance of the Government of 

Bombay. Among the most persuasive of the Presi¬ 
dent’s arguments was one to the effect that it would 

be of immense advantage to the public interests that 
the supervision of Central India should be entrusted 

to one so intimately acquainted with that part of 

the country. It was stated that the Chairman of 
the Court of Directors was of the same opinion 

regarding the expediency of forming a new adminis¬ 
tration for Central India, and commissioning Mal¬ 

colm to give it effect. The temptation was great; 

but it was not yielded to without a fortnight’s con¬ 

sideration. Then Malcolm wrote, that “ under the 

circumstances of its being in contemplation to form 

an administration for Central India, on a plan of 

more extensive native agency than has usually been 

employed in our Indian territories, and that it was 

desired to give him the supervision of such a plan,” 

he would accept the Governorship of Bombay. 

Called upon to state fully his opinions regarding 

this contemplated administration, Malcolm drew up 
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an elaborate report, in which all the details of the 

proposed scheme were mapped out with the hand of 

a master. It was to he a Lieutenant-Governorship 

subordinate to the Governor-General in Council. 

But the Court of Directors were not at this time 

prepared to give their sanction to the great experi¬ 
ment. “A change so important required,” they 

said, “themost attentive and serious consideration.” 

Malcolm was thanked in becoming terms for his 

valuable report. He was told that his propositions 

were duly appreciated ; but it was intimated to him 

that in the mean time he was “ to consider himself 

as appointed exclusively to the office of Governor of 

Bombay.” 
So the great project for the establishment of a 

Government in Central India was folded up and 

shelved for a time. But as the period drew near for 

the re-consideration of the entire question of Indian 

Government, and it became necessary to frame a new 

act for the administration of our Eastern dominions, 

this matter, of a second local Government under the 

over-grown Presidency of Bengal, presented itself 

among the foremost points of discussion to all who 

were, either directly or indirectly, concerned in the 
work of legislation for India.- The advantages of a 

presiding influence in Upper India were patent to 

all who considered the immense extent of the Bengal 

Presidency, and the difficulty of extending efficient 

control over all the details of administration in re¬ 

mote places, reaching to the banks of the Sutlej, 

from a seat of Government planted in Calcutta. All 

the most experienced Indian statesmen were now of 

Malcolm’s opinion, that it had become necessary to 
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divide the duties, if not the responsibilities, of the 
Governor-General in Council. So in the new act 

ot 1833, for the better government of our Indian 

possessions, it was decreed that a new Presidency in 

Northern India should be established, under the 

name of the Presidency of Agra. The first hasty 

idea of this great reform embraced the plan of a 

substantive Government, with a separate Council of 
its own, similar to those of Madras and Bombay. 

But although the provision for a new Presidency 

found its way into the act of Parliament, it subse¬ 
quently became a dead letter. The subject was 

imperfectly understood by the framers of the bill; 

whilst they who did understand it, were of opinion 

that a Lieutenant-Governorship, subordinate to the 

Governor-General in Council, was all that was re¬ 
quired by the exigencies of the case. The arguments 

in favor ot this modified arrangement subsequently 

prevailed. A supplementary act was passed, declar- 
ing, that as “ much difficulty had arisen in carrying 

the original enactment into effect, and as the same 

would be attended with a large increase of charge,” 

the Court of Directors, under the direction of the 

Board of Control, were empowered to suspend the exe¬ 

cution of the provisions of the act, “ so far as related 
to the division of the said territories into two dis¬ 

tinct Presidencies.” This was, in effect, the death¬ 

blow of the Agra Presidency. The Home authorities 

determined to establish only a Lieutenant-Governor¬ 
ship in Western India.* 

* I have in this place given only a the establishment of the Lieutenant- 
bare outline of the circumstances of Governorship of the North-West Pro- 

VOL. II. P 
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In the mean while, however, the Agra Govern¬ 

ment having been established by act of Parliament, 

it was necessary to appoint a Governor. So, on the 

20th of November, 1833, in a full Court, Sir Charles 

Metcalfe was unanimously appointed to the Govern¬ 

ment of Agra. The King’s Ministers cordially con¬ 
curred in the nomination. A month afterwards 

he was nominated Provisional Governor-General of 

India, on the death, resignation, or coming away of 

Lord William Bentinck. 
To Mr. Tucker, who, as Deputy-Chairman of the 

Court of Directors, and one of Metcalfe’s oldest 

friends—one of the first whose hospitality he had 
tasted in Calcutta as a boy of sixteen—had an¬ 

nounced to him these honorable appointments, he 

wrote freely expressing the sentiments with which 

he regarded the honor which had been conferred 

upon him A It was not the positive but the 

vinces. They will be found more fully 
detailed in a letter from Lord Auck¬ 
land to Sir C. Metcalfe, page 293, et 
seq. The facts which I have stated 
seem to have escaped the observation 
of Lord Auckland and Mr. Colvin. 

* It was not until the 11th of June 
that Metcalfe received from the India 
House the official announcement of 
these appointments. Acknowledging 
on that day the receipt of this com¬ 
munication from Mr. Auber, then Se¬ 
cretary to the East India Company, he 
wrote with respect to a suggestion in 
the letter of that functionary, relative 
to the necessity of economy: 

“ The desire of the Court expressed 
in your letter, that economy may be 
most carefully consulted in the forma¬ 
tion of the requisite establishments 
for the Government of the new Pre¬ 
sidency, shall be anxiously attended 
to. No one can be more sensible than 

I am of the necessity of strict eco¬ 
nomy. It is not a matter of option: 
for, viewing the present income, and 
the unavoidable demands upon it, it 
is not easy to imagine, unless some 
great and unexpected measure should 
take place in our resources, which 
none but a sanguine mind can anti¬ 
cipate, how the State Machine is to 
work on, without some extensive re¬ 
duction, even in the present scale of 
our expenditure, and it is difficult to 
devise how that reduction is to be 
effected. The increase of charge, 
therefore, which the formation of a 
new Presidency must to some extent 
create, is peculiarly unreasonable.” 

In this letter allusion is made to 
one of those frequently occurring in¬ 
stances of the carelessness with which 
acts of Parliament are framed. Met¬ 
calfe called attention to the circum¬ 
stance that, in the event of the death, 
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provisional appointment which most stimulated his 
gratitude and h.s pride. The following passages 

from his correspondence with the Chairman of the 
Coiut of Directors* clearly indicate his feelings and 
opinions at this period : 

“ Accept my warmest thanks for the kind interest that you 

have taken m everything regarding my appointments, announced 

by the late overland despatch. Sensible as I am of the honor 

conferred by my nomination to the Government of Agra I am 

xnuch more gratified by the provisional appointment to succeed 

Lord William Bentmck temporarily, in the event of his going 

home before the arrival of his permanent successor. I should 

have felt that a removal from the Supreme Council to the 

Government of Agra, without that provisional arrangement, 

would have been something like a descent. As it is, I have 

been highly honored and distinguished, and wish that I could 

render service in proportion to the gratitude which I feel. My 

conscience tells me that I have always endeavored to do my 

duty; but whatever my humble services have been, they have 

been richly and generously rewarded. Lord William tells me 

that he bas sent in his resignation, and applied to be relieved in 

March. This he had done before he knew of my provisional 

appointment, regarding which he writes very handsomely and 

kindly, saying that it makes him easy about going, whenever 

his health may render that step necessary. He talks of return¬ 

ing to the Presidency in July; but the medical men think that 

he will incur great risk in the attempt, and I hope that he may 

be dissuaded from it until November, when it may be under¬ 

taken with safety. When he leaves us, his loss will, I think, 

be greatly regretted; and you will find it difficult to put a man 

or resignation of the Governor of in it, or the Senior Member of the 
Agra, it was declared that the Senior 
Member of the Agra Secretariat was 
to succeed him—but that whether the 
act meant the chief of the depart¬ 
ment, the officer who had been longest 

Service, it was impossible to decide. 
* Before the letters reached Met¬ 

calfe, Mr. Tucker had succeeded to 
tlie Chair. 
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equal to him in Ins place. His character will stand \ery hiQh 

in India. 
“ With respect to a Council at Agra, as long as you have a 

Company’s servant who may he presumed to have local expe¬ 

rience, you will, I conceive, he better without a Council. When 

you appoint a stranger to the Government, you may require a 

Council for aid as well as check. At present it is desirable to 

avoid the expense, and to limit the charges of your new 

Government as much as possible.”—[May 11, 1834.] 

a .1 can never sufficiently thank you for the 

n-enerous interest which you have taken in all that concerns 

me. I have indeed been highly honored by the Court and 

the King’s Ministers; and although my conscience tells me 

that I cannot devote myself more zealously than I have done 

to my public duties, if anything would have that effect it 

would be the magnificent treatment that I have received. The 

Government of Agra would have been a great honor ; but 

had it come alone, I should have felt that, from the first seat 

in the Council, it would have been rather a fall than a rise. 

The provisional Governor-Generalship removed that feeling 

entirely, and places me, whether it have effect or not, in the 

proudest position which I can hope to reach. W hile on this 

subject, I will venture to remind you that, in the nomination of 

a successor to Lord William Bentinck, my provisional appoint¬ 

ment will be null and void. Whether the Court will renew it 

or not will not probably depend on my wishes. I have no 

right to claim a continuance of the honor; but I should feel 

somewhat shorn of my beams if it were not renewed; for the 

second post in India is that of heir-presumptive to the first. 

T hold that post now; but another will hold it if my provisional 

appointment be not renewed. I often, however, question my 

prudence in giving way to the ambition of holding these high 

offices. I have rather desponding views regarding our future 

administration in India. Unless our resources greatly increase 

—and where the increase is to come from I see not—we shall 

soon be embarrassed in our finances. We have an Indian 
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surplus of eighty lakhs, more or less, to meet a home demand 

of three crores! Where is the difference to be found ? We 

shall require the greatest economy ; and this is a branch of 

Government in which scarcely any one is consistent. Your 

presence in India would have been beyond measure valuable 

on this account; but you occupy a higher post as the head of 

the Court, on which I congratulate you, and still more, the 

State. 

“ You know, I conclude, our present position. The Governor- 

General would endanger his life were he to quit the Neilgherry 

Hills before September, as he proposes, or as I should say, before 

October. He has therefore, from necessity, summoned the 

Council on the Hills. He has also suspended the formation 

of the Agra Government, and the application of the new act 

to Bengal. I am to remain Vice-President here until his 

return. I fear that several things in this arrangement are 

illegal; but as it affects me personally, I prefer it to going at 

present to Agra; and his Lordship’s detention in the Hills is 

quite unavoidable. He nearly lost his life in his last attack, 

and every medical man predicted the most fatal consequences if 

he should attempt to encounter the heat of the plains at this 

season. He is now quite well where he is, but dare not move.” 

— [June 26, 1834.] 

Tlie concluding passage of this extract explains 
itself. At the commencement of the year 1834, the 
health of Lord William Bentinck rendered it neces¬ 
sary that he should leave Bengal. He had been 
seized with sudden paroxysms of giddiness and other 
symptoms, which, although his medical attendants 
attributed them to the impaired state of his digestive 
organs, indicated at least the possibility of a morbid 
condition of the brain. Whatever the cause, the ap¬ 
pearances were such that a conclave of the first 
medical men in Calcutta, with Simon Nicolson at 
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their head, determined that a short voyage to sea, 

to he followed by a residence in the more elevated 

parts of the Madras Presidency, was necessary for 

the restoration of the health of the Governor-General 

—perhaps for the preservation of his life. So on 
the 3rd of Pebruary he made over the charge of the 

local Government, and embarked for Madras. And 

Charles Metcalfe, as Senior Member of Council, 

again became Vice-President in Council and De¬ 
puty-Governor of Bengal.* 

Then arose a curious and anomalous condition of 

the Indian Government, which at the time excited 

much comment and some alarm. The necessity for 

Lord William Bentinck’s departure from Bengal had 

occurred at a most inopportune moment. The old 

charter was then expiring. The new act came into 

operation on the 30th of April, 1834. Under this act 

the Supreme Government of India was re-modelled ; 

but how, scattered as were the different components 

of the new Government, was this new constitution 

to be established—how, in fact, was the new Govern¬ 

ment to be inaugurated according to the provisions 

of the act ? Lord William Bentinck pitched his tent 

at Ootacamund, on the summit of the Aeilgherry 

Hills. Carrying with him the powers of the Gover¬ 

nor-General in Council, he might have exercised from 

that place all the functions of the Supreme Govern¬ 

ment ; but the 30th of April, 1834, saw the death of 

the old Government, and then a great perplexity 

* Major Sutherland was again ap¬ 
pointed Private Secretary; Captain 
Higginson Military Secretary; and 

Lieutenant J. H. Smyth, of the Ar 
tillery, Aide-de-camp. 
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arose, which it was difficult to disentangle. Legally 

after that date there was no Supreme Government in 

India. The old Council was dead; and the new one 

had not been instituted. A Council, however, was 

improvised on the Hills. Colonel Morrison, of the 

Madras army, who had been appointed, under the 

new act, a member of the Supreme Council, was 

sent for, and took the oaths at Ootacamund. Mr. 

Macaulay, who had gone out as legislative member 

of Council, was diverted from Calcutta to join the Go¬ 

vernor-General at the Sanatarium. It was then pro¬ 

posed to summon Mr. Ironside, a provisional member 

of the Bombay Council, who happened to he avail¬ 

able, to make up the appointed number. He was 

duly sworn in and took his seat in the Ootacamund 

Council; but Sir Frederick Adam soon afterwards 

joined the assembly on the Hills, and became a tem¬ 

porary member of the Supreme Government, so that 

the Council of India then consisted of the Governor- 

General, the Governor of Madras, an officer of the 

Madras artillery, and a brilliant essayist fresh from 

England. 

Their first act was to issue a proclamation,* 

announcing the installation of the Supreme Go¬ 

vernment, and those of the minor Presidencies, 

according to the provisions of the Charter, with 

the exception of the Government of Agra, the 

formation of which was suspended. But the Su¬ 

preme Council having established itself at Oota¬ 

camund, what was to become of the Council at 

Calcutta ? There was no provision for such an ad¬ 

ministrative body in the act of Parliament; hut the 

* Dated June 16, 1834. 
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Ootacamund Council, in the proclamation of which 

I have spoken, declared that, “ whereas it is imprac¬ 

ticable to carry into immediate execution all the 

preliminary measures which will he necessary before 

the duties of the Government of Agra can be entered 

upon, or to adopt without previous inquiry and 

mature deliberation the different official and legis¬ 

lative proceedings which the separation of the two 

Governments require; and whereas, for the afore¬ 

said reasons, it is not expedient that the Honorable 

Sir Charles Metcalfe should assume the Government 

of Agra before the return of the Governor-General 

and Council to Calcutta, the Governor-General in 

Council therefore has been pleased to resolve, and it 

is hereby notified accordingly, that the administration 

of the Presidency of Bengal as heretofore constituted 

shall in the mean time continue to be carried on by 

the Honorable the Vice-President in Council.” 

Of the illegality of these proceedings, a more 

particular account of which would belong rather to 

a memoir of Lord William Bentinck than to the 

life of Sir Charles Metcalfe, no doubt can be enter¬ 

tained. An act of indemnity was subsequently 

passed to legalise them. But during the uncertainty 

which such a state of things engendered, it is not 

strange that the activity of Government should have 

been in some measure paralysed. To Metcalfe him¬ 

self the period was one of uncomfortable incerti¬ 

tude and suspense. He had been appointed to the 

Government of Agra, and he had accepted the ap¬ 

pointment ; hut he did not know what it was to be. 

He did not know what were to be the powers en¬ 

trusted to him—whether he was to be a Governor 
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indeed, or merely a better kind of Commissioner, 

liie question was under the consideration of the 

strangely-constituted Council at Ootacamund. The 
result of then* deliberations was a despatch to the 

Court of Directors, recommending such a curtail¬ 

ment of the power and authority of the new Govern¬ 

ment, that only the consideration of the provisional 

Governor-Generalship restrained Metcalfe from seek¬ 
ing permission to decline an offer of such question¬ 
able value. 

A copy of the Ootacamund letter was sent to Cal¬ 
cutta, with an invitation to Metcalfe and his col¬ 

league to offer any observations and suggestions that 

might occur to them. In compliance with this 

invitation Metcalfe and Blunt addressed a long and 

very clearly-reasoned letter to the Governor-General 

in Council,* in which they very pertinently asked, 
“ "What is the new Government for ?” It was to be 

divested of all military and all political power. “ To 

call a machine,” they said, £C so destitute of governing 

powers a government, appears to us a misnomer.” 

It would be better, they contended, to abandon the 
scheme altogether than so to degrade the name 

of c< Government.” If it be necessary, they said, to 

relieve the Governor-General of the supervision of 

the details of revenue and judicial administration 

in the North-Western Provinces, it would surely be 

better, they said, for that purpose to appoint an 

* This letter was printed, or rather public. The errors are of that un- 
niis-printed, by order of the House of happy kind—as “ with ” for “ with- 
Commons. The copy before me, with out;” “cannot” for “can”—which 
Metcalfe’s autograph corrections, ex- entirely changes, perhaps to the very 
Mbits with peculiar force the very opposite significance, the whole mean- 
careless manner in which important ing of the text. 
State-papers are often given to the 
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officer of the civil service, with any other designation 

than that of Governor, to perforin such limited 
duties. 

Having recommended this modified arrangement 

to the consideration of the Governor-General and 

the Court of Directors, Metcalfe, before the letter 
was closed, proceeded thus to speak of himself: 

“ Sir Charles Metcalfe, on his own part, begs leave to entreat, 

that if the abolition of the Government of Agra be contem¬ 

plated by the Honorable Court, there may not be any hesitation 

or scruple on his account in the instantaneous adoption of that 

measure. It would be presumptuous to suppose that there could 

be, but he nevertheless thinks it right to state, that he does not 

consider himself as possessing any claim that ought for a 

moment to retard an arrangement which in the case sup¬ 

posed would be so desirable, and to declare explicitly that he 

shall not consider himself as injured by the abolition of his 

office, nor in the slightest degree entitled to compensation or 

consideration of any kind. He feels that he has already been 

rewarded beyond his deserts. He has been induced [to remain 

m India]* during late years, not by any wish to increase his 

pecuniary means, nor any expectation of personal advantage, 

but by attachment to the service in which his life has been 

passed from the earliest age ; pride in the approbation bestowed 

on his humble exertions, and a desire to perform the duties en¬ 

trusted to him so as to promote the welfare of his country, and 

the happiness of the people subject to its dominion. He will 

be as willing to retire, when his removal may be deemed bene¬ 

ficial to the State, as he has been to embrace the opportunities 

graciously granted to him of continuing to devote himself to 

the public service.” 

This letter was written on the 4th of September, 

1834. Three weeks afterwards Metcalfe wrote more 

■ * Jhe wor<js ,in brackets are omitted which renders the whole sentence 
in tne printed copy — an omission tirely meaningless. 

en- 
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freely and circumstantially respecting his feelings 
and intentions to Mr. Tucker, who was then Chair¬ 
man of the Company : 

“ • • • I congratulate you heartily on your signal triumph in 

the last Mandamus affair, which was in great measure owing to 

your own firmness. I am sorry that Mr. Grant was on the 

wrong side; for besides the respect which I entertain for his 

public character, I have reason to be particularly thankful to 

him for the generous part which he took in my behalf, regard¬ 

ing both the Madras and the Agra Government. With refer¬ 

ence to the latter, you will perceive that the Governor-General 

proposes to station it at Allahabad, and to turn it into a sort of 

Judicial and Revenue Commissionership, which is to have 

no concern whatever in political, military, or financial affairs ; 

and that in consequence I have recommended its total aboli¬ 

tion. If an efficient Government is not required in the North- 

West quarter, or if it cannot be formed, owing to the difficulty 

of separating power and patronage from the Supreme Govern¬ 

ment, why have any? Such a thing as it is proposed to set up 

at Allahabad, will be an useless expense. If that is to remain, 

I would much prefer that it should be altogether abolished, and 

something more economical substituted. I do not care what 

becomes of me. I am ready and willing to retire and return 

home; but shall not think of such a step as long as I hold the 

provisional appointment of Governor-General during a vacancy. 

On the same principle on which I have remained to take the 

Government of Agra, I should be willing, in the event of its 

abolition, to take either of the other two subordinate Govern¬ 

ments; but were I to make an appointment for myself, it would 

in preference be that of Vice-President, or First Member of the 

Supreme Council, with the privilege of presiding in the absence 

of the Governor-General, and that of succeeding to his office 

during every interregnum. To this might be added, or not, the 

Deputy-Governorship of the re-united Presidency of Bengal, in¬ 

cluding Agra, in which capacity I could aid the Governor-Gene¬ 

ral in internal administration. Although I mention these things, 
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in order to show that I have no desire to quit the public service, 

I beg you distinctly to understand that I neither ask nor seek 

any of them. If you abolish the Government ci-devant of 

Agra, which I sincerely hope may he the case if it is to be the 

wretched insignificant machine proposed at Allahabad, I shall 

neither expect nor want any compensation, but shall make my 

how, grateful for all the favor and kindness that I have hitherto 

received. The preceding remarks have reference to the suppo¬ 

sition of your abolishing the office to which I stand appointed, 

a measure which I strongly recommend. I will next say what 

I am likely to do in the event of your confirming the Gover¬ 

nor-General’s arrangement. I shall not think of resigning my 

Governorship as long as I hold the provisional appointment of 

Governor-General. That is an honor which would make almost 

any situation palatable to me. But if, on the nomination of 

Lord William Bentinck’s successor, I find that my provisional 

appointment has not been renewed, I am not so certain that I 

shall remain. At present I feel much disgusted at the proposed 

arrangement at Allahabad ; and had I now to decide, without 

the inducement to remain which the provisional Governor- 

Generalship affords, I should probably prefer going home to 

the assumption of a Government of so little promise. But after 

trial, I may have become interested in its duties, and may 

think differently. A third supposition is, that you may restore 

the Government of Agra to what, I conclude, it was intended 

to be by those who made it—which I should define as an effi¬ 

cient Government in the North-West quarter, with its capital at 

Agra, subordinate, with the other Governments, to the Supreme 

Government, but having locally the full powers of a Govern¬ 

ment in all branches of administration. In that case, I shall be 

as glad to remain in the Government as I was to accept it, 

still hoping that the provisional appointment to be temporary 

Governor-General during an interregnum may be continued. 

“ All this regarding myself has been elicited by the friendly 

interest which you have taken in my affairs, but without any 

wish that you should give yourself any trouble on my account. 
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Perhaps the happiest thing for me would be to be forced home, 

where I ought to be thinking of going, if I am to go at all. 

.Your objections to the use of your official in- 

lluence to obtain office for your family, do you great honor, 

and I trust that they will be duly appreciated.”—[September 
25, 1834.] 

On the 14th of November Lord William Bentinck 

returned to Calcutta; and on the same day a Go¬ 

vernment notification was issued, declaring that Sir 

Charles Metcalfe had “ taken the prescribed oaths, 

and assumed charge of the Government of Agra.”* 
“The seat of Government,” it was added, “will he 

for the present at Allahabad, and will comprise all 

those territories which have hitherto been under; 
the control of the Courts of Sudder Dewanny and 

Nizamut Adawlut for the Western Provinces in 

their judicial and revenue capacity.” A salute was 

fired from the ramparts of Port William ; and it was 

ordered that the “ Commission of Sir Charles Met¬ 
calfe he promulgated with the usual ceremonies at 

Allahabad, and at the principal military stations of 

the Agra Presidency.” 
So Charles Metcalfe prepared to make his way to 

Allahabad. It was decreed that he should go—but 

it was hard to say what was the object of his going. 

Lord William Bentinck had returned to Calcutta in 

improved health. The fine air of the Neilgherry 

Hills had acted with wonderful effect on his impaired 

* Sir Charles Metcalfe’s time in provisions of an act of Parliament; 
Council expired on the 24th of August; but as I have said, an act of indemnity 
and it is not to be doubted that after subsequently legalised the measure, 
that date he was not legally a member and all that had been done in conse- 
of the Government. The Ootacamund quenceofit. 
Council had no power to suspend the 
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constitution. But still such warnings as lie had re¬ 

ceived were not to be disregarded, and he had wisely 

determined not to bear the assaults of another Indian 

summer. He had, therefore, tendered his resigna¬ 

tion of the Supreme Government of India, and an¬ 
nounced his intention of embarking for Europe in 

the middle of the following March. As Metcalfe 

had been provisionally appointed to succeed him, 

and there was little likelihood of a new Governor- 

General arriving in India before the departure of 
the old, it seemed that the Governor of Agra was 

about to set out for the Western Provinces only to 

look at the seat of his Government, and return with 

hot haste to Calcutta. 
The leading fact, however, which in this Novem¬ 

ber, 1834, was patent to the world at large, was that 

Sir Charles Metcalfe was going. He had dwelt 

among the people of Calcutta now for more than 

seven years, and it is hard to say how he had en¬ 

deared himself to them. The community of the 

Indian capital is made up of three distinct classes— 

of Europeans, of natives, and people who are neither 

or both—the mixed races known as Eurasians, or 

East-Indians. These three great classes now vied 

with each other in doing honor to the departing 

statesman. On the 28th of November a public 

entertainment was given to Sir Charles Metcalfe at 

the Town-hall of Calcutta. More than 250 gen¬ 

tlemen sat down to dinner, under the auspices of 

one of the Judges of the Supreme Court.*' The 

Governor-General most reluctantly, and only under 

* Sir J. P. Grant. 
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stiong pressure from without, excused himself at 

the eleventh hour for his non-attendance, on the 
plea of ill-health.* But his spirit was with the 

assembled party. And among all the just tributes 

paid to Metcalfe at this congratulatory entertain¬ 

ment, there was not one more cordially uttered, or 

more gratefully received, than that which came from 
Lord William Bentinck, and was read aloud to the 
delighted assembly: 

“It happens,” wrote Lord William, “ unfortunately for those 

who honestly administer the affairs of this country, that neither 

their motives nor their acts come officially before the public 

eye; but the present case may be deemed, in some degree, an 

exception to the general rule, because during the long period 

that Sir Charles Metcalfe has filled, in succession, the first 

appointment under the local Government, one general convic¬ 

tion prevails as to the purity, honor, and success of his conduct, 

as well as of his just title to the highest distinctions which have 

been lately conferred upon him by the Home authorities. I had 

hoped, upon the present occasion, to have m person expressed 

my concurrence in this general conviction. My connexion 

with Sir Charles Metcalfe in Council during more than six 

years, ought to make me the best of witnesses, unless, indeed, 

friendship should have blinded me, and conquered my detesta¬ 

tion of flattery, which, I trust, is not the case. I therefore 

unhesitatingly declare, that whether in private or public life, 

I never met with the individual whose integrity, liberality of 

sentiment, and delicacy of mind, excited in a greater degree 

* The exhortations of Lord Wil- complaint of the same character as 
liam’s medical attendant would not the Governor-General’s, had been 
have sufficed to keep him at home on carried out from dinner in a fit. Lady 
such an occasion if Lady William had William took all the responsibility 
not implored him to resist the tempta- upon herself, and wrote to Metcalfe a 
tion, urging that on a somewhat characteristic letter, explaining what 
s.imilar occasion in Scotland, Lord she had done. 
Dalhousie, who had suffered under a 
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my respect and admiration. The State never had a more able 

and upright councillor, nor any Governor-General a more 

valuable and independent assistant and friend; and if, during 

the same period, any merit can be claimed for the principles by 

which the Indian Government has been guided, to Sir Charles 

must the full share be assigned. Neither has the access which 

my situation has given me to the public records and to past 

transactions led me to form a less favorable opinion of his pre¬ 

ceding career. I need not enter into particulars. Suffice it to 

express my sincere impression, that among all the statesmen 

who, since my first connexion with India, have best served 

their country, and have most exalted its reputation and inte¬ 

rests in the East, Webb, Close, Sir Arthur Wellesley, Elphin- 

stone, Munro, and Malcolm, equal rank and equal honor ought 

to be given to Sir Charles Metcalfe.” 

By tlie members of the Bengal Club another 

banquet was given to him. At this dinner presided 

Brigadier Clements Brown, the Commandant of 

Artillery, an old and distinguished officer, who had 

served under Lord Lake; he held in lively and in 

pleasant remembrance the raids after Holkar and 

Ameer Khan, in which Metcalfe had taken part 
thirty years before; and now alluded to those 

ancient days with a fine relish, performing all his 

presidential duties with that hearty geniality and 

full enjoyment of the present, which were sure 

never to be absent from him on such occasions as 

these. 
But public dinners, however numerously attended, 

are but imperfect demonstrations of respect and at¬ 

tachment on the part of such a society as that of 

Calcutta. The assemblage represents but one sex ; 

and Metcalfe had never forgotten that there were 
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two. His periodical balls bad been the best ever 
given in Calcutta; and they had done much, at a 

tune of peculiar depression,* to keep alive the social 

energies of those who require such mild stimulants. 

With the gentler portion of the large circle of his 

acquaintance Metcalfe had ever been extremely po¬ 
pular. He was so gentle himself; so kindly, so con¬ 

siderate towards women. His politeness was that 

true politeness of the heart—the courtesy of a chi¬ 

valrous nature. The ladies of Calcutta were eager, 
therefore, to unite in a demonstration of attachment 
to their departing friend, and to meet him once 

again at an entertainment given in his honor. A 
Taney Ball was determined upon and voted with 

acclamation. On the 4th of December the project 
was carried into effect. There was a magnificent 

gathering at the Town-hall; and all the more gaiety 

of heart for the solacing reflection that the enter¬ 

tainers and the entertained, in spite of the valedictory 
character of the fete, would soon, in all probability, 
again be face to face with each other. + 

* The failure of all the great mer- drapery. At the opposite end, a 
cantile houses in Calcutta had, at starred crimson curtain for a time 
this time, reduced many to compara- concealed the place used as a stage; 
tive poverty (Metcalfe himself had but, shortly after the Governor of 
been largely a sufferer), and thrown a Agra entered the room, the curtain 
general gloom over society. was drawn, and opened to view a 

f The newspaper annalists of the very pretty scene, representing the 
day present us with elaborate pictures Taj, as seen across the river, with a 
of the animated scene. The following mural crown and the charter, and 
passage in one of their reports ex- the usual paraphernalia of authority, 
hi bits the fanciful character of the thrown together in the foreground, 
entertainment:—“The staircase and After a while, the curtain fell, and 
ball-room were profusely decorated the dancing was resumed; but before 
with garlands, and festoons, and other supper, another signal called attention 
devices, in very excellent taste. The to the rising curtain, which again 
dais, at the upper end of the room, displayed the same view of Agra, with 
exhibited the arms of Sir Charles, the addition of a fleet of boats arriving; 
set off with crimson and white muslin and presently appeared a steam-boat, 

VOL. II. Q 
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Such were the festive demonstrations in which 

Metcalfe’s numerous friends, who had partaken of 

his unfailing hospitality, were fain to indulge. But 

the respect and attachment of the larger outside 

circle, who knew him only by his deeds, who admired 

his character, and had profited as a body by his 

beneficence, took another and more enduring shape. 

Three public addresses were presented to him ; one 

by the European community of Calcutta; another 

by the East-Indians ;* and a third by the natives of 
the city and the suburbs. Perhaps the last was the 

most gratifying of all. It was signed by more than 

five hundred of the most intelligent and influential 

native gentlemen resident at the capital: 

“ Our opportunities,” they said, “ of estimating the private 

qualities that have earned you the love of your countrymen 

have necessarily been few. But it would be a reproach to our 

hearts and understandings, if we did not come forward to pro¬ 

claim our sense of the inflexible regard for equal justice, and 

•with its funnel smoking away (real 
smoke), and a salute from the ram¬ 
parts, contrived with gunpowder made 
for the purpose, without sulphur, an¬ 
nounced the landing of the new go¬ 
vernor. At the same time, tiny rockets 
were ascending their twenty feet into 
the air, and little flower-pot fireworks 
were adding to the illumination on 
either side, and in the garden of the 
Taj a diminutive fountain was playing. 
The dresses of the ladies did ample 
honor to the occasion. The suggestion 
of the stewards, that the colors of Sir 
Charles Metcalfe should he worn, was 
adopted by all.” 

* Metcalfe had ever looked with 
tender compassion upon the East- 
Indian community. As a member of 
the Government, he had advocated 
their rights (see ante, page 193), and 

had been eager to see them no longer 
regarded as a distinct class. They 
were very sensible of this, and in their 
address to him said: “The advocacy 
on your part of a liberal policy, in 
reference to our interests, is viewed 
by us as an act for which we can 
make no adequate return. To every 
undertaking that has had in view the 
well-being of the East-Indian class, 
you have not failed to afford your 
warmest encouragement and support; 
our schools and societies have been 
cherished by your munificence; and 
we have looked to you as a never- 
failing resource in every emergency. 
These, sir, are the claims which you 
have upon our regard and affection. 
These are the circumstances which 
lead us to consider you our friend and 
benefactor.” 
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utter contempt for abuse, corruption, and chicanery, which have 

uniformly marked your official career. On this we dwell as 

t ie leading feature of your public life ; for our great Teacher 

tells us, that in a ruler the love of justice is the first of virtues 

But it is not this alone that calls for our parting testimony.’ 

our ear has always been accessible to our petitions and repre¬ 

sentations—your hand has ever been open to the distresses of 

our countrymen-our institutions, both of charity and education, 

have ever found m your bounty a ready resource. Without 

flattering our vanity or indulging our caprice, you have ever 

studied, both m your public and your private conduct, to avoid 

offence to our habits and prejudices. Though all these consi¬ 

derations make us look upon your departure as the loss, to this 

part of India, of the firmest friend to the native interests, yet it 

is a consolation to know that you will not be entirely lost to 

Hmdostan ; and that your exertions for the public good are 

only transferred to another quarter, where they are at least as 

well known and as highly valued.” 

To this Sir Charles Metcalfe replied: 

“ Gentlemen,—I receive with the highest gratification the 

honor conferred on me by this address. I cannot be insensible 

to the value of this pleasing token of esteem and approbation 

fiom so numerous and respectable a body of the native commu- 

nity of Calcutta and its neighbourhood, among whom I recog¬ 

nise many of those most eminent m rank and character. The 

sentiments which you express are exceedingly kind and obliging, 

and will be a source of cheering recollection in the distant scene 

to which I am proceeding. 

“I greatly lament that a difference in religion and customs 

should operate, as it does, in a great degree, to prevent the 

benefits of social intercourse between the native and European 

communities in India ; and consequently to preclude that per¬ 

sonal intimacy, and that knowledge of private character, which 

are the chief cements of mutual attachment. You can neither 

Q 2 
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share in our convivial enjoyments, nor take an interest in our 

amusements; and it is much to be regretted that nothing has 

yet been devised, which, being suited to the habits and tastes 

of both parties, might lead naturally to that frequency of inter¬ 

course, which is so much to be desired, as tending to unite all 

in the bonds of affection. I trust that time will effect this de¬ 

sirable result, and remove the obstacles which retard it. Not¬ 

withstanding this deficiency of personal intimacy, you have, 

with marked liberality, presented me with this testimony of 

your esteem on public grounds, such as cannot fail to make it 

highly gratifying. I hope that you may never see reason to alter 

the favorable opinions which you express. The first wish of my 

heart is that I may be instrumental, in the office to which I 

have been appointed, towards the welfare of the native commu¬ 

nity of India. Such is my own anxious desire—such is my 

positive duty—such is the object of the incessant injunctions of 

the supreme Government of India, and of the authorities in 

England who have charged me with my present important 

trust ;—and that the happiness of India may be the fruit of 

British rule, is the ardent prayer of every British heart.” 

Nor were these all the demonstrations of respect 

and gratitude which solaced him at this time. One 

more instance of the regard in which he was held 

by all classes may be cited here, as it differs from 

all the rest. On the eve of his departure, an address 
came to him from the Baptist Missionaries of Cal¬ 

cutta.* “ Precluded by views of duty as ministers 

from uniting in the festive testimonies of esteem for 

his acknowledged virtues,” they were still anxious 

to approach him, in grateful acknowledgment of 

^ * The address is signed by Dr. Yates, Messrs. Thomas, W. H. Pearce, 
Ellis, G. Pearce, and Penney. 
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the countenance and support which he had, “ for so 

long a time, promptly and liberally afforded to them 

in their efforts to diffuse among the natives of India 

the benefits of moral and religious instruction 

“ Whilst thus occupied,” continued these excellent men, 

“ we have often appealed to you, and solicited pecuniary aid, 

and the powerful influence of your name and character, on 

behalf of the objects we have sought to accomplish; and with 

heartfelt gratitude we own that we never appealed in vain, but 

have always met with a kind and generous reception. In 

preaching the Gospel to the heathen; the instruction of the 

young, whether male or female, in boarding and day-schools; 

and in attempts to relieve the wants of native Christians, by 

encouraging among them habits of enterprise and industry; as 

well as in various other ways, we have been greatly assisted by 

your generous contributions, for all of which we beg to present 

our sincere and grateful acknowledgments.”* 

To this cordial address Metcalfe sent a cordial 

reply: 

u No one,” he said, u can entertain a higher opinion than I 

do of the important labors and exemplary devotion of Christian 

missionaries in India. They seem destined by Almighty Pro¬ 

vidence to be the chief instruments for improving and en¬ 

lightening the inhabitants of this country through the means of 

education and moral instruction. I abstain from the expression 

* At the close of the letter, the 
reverend gentlemen bespoke Sir C. 
Metcalfe’s favorable notice of two 
fellow-missionaries, who were about 
to proceed to Allahabad. “ Their 
object,” it was said, “will be, by 
preaching the Gospel, instructing the 
young, and other legitimate means, to 
benefit the native population. And it 

is particularly delightful to us to know 
that in these labors they will live 
under the protection of a governor 
who has already given proof that all 
such measures as are calculated to 
enlighten the mind, elevate the cha¬ 
racter, improve the heart, and save 
the souls of men, will meet with his 
countenance and support.” 
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of any opinion with regard to religious instruction, because, 

whilst it is the undoubted duty of Christian missionaries to 

seek the conversion of the heathen, and whilst every Christian 

must rejoice at any success that rfiay attend their endeavors, 

it is nevertheless, I conceive, the duty of a Government for 

Hindoos and Mahomedans as well as for Christians, to protect 

the natives in the undisturbed enjoyment of their own religion, 

and to exercise no influence whatever for their conversion, 

leaving that work to the unaided and quiet reasoning of the 

ministers of the Holy Gospel. I am happy in the belief that 

the religious proceedings of the missionaries are conducted 

with a discretion which must relieve their labors from any 

alarming or offensive character, and at the same time promote 

their efficiency.”* 

Wliilst all these honors were crowding thickly 

upon Charles Metcalfe from the neighbourhood in 

which he had dwelt for so many years, there came 

a voice of congratulation from a distance which 
stirred his heart perhaps more than all. A letter 

from his old master, Lord Wellesley,! came to him, 

with a cordial assurance that “ no one was more 

happy than himself at the wise selection the Go¬ 

vernment had made in placing him at the head of 

the new Presidency.” The sight of that well-known 

handwriting, which had lost none of its old charac¬ 

teristic boldness, awakened many moving recollec¬ 

tions, and many feelings of pristine gratitude. A 

copy of the answer which he returned I have found 

preserved among his papers : 

* This reply was despatched from f Then Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland. 
Camp on the 17th of December, after The letter is dated “Dublin Castle, 
Metcalfe had commenced his journey 1834.” 
to Allahabad. 
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SIR CHARLES METCALFE TO MARQUIS WELLESLEY. 

“My Lord,—Few things in life have given me greater 

pleasure than the receipt of your Lordship’s kind letter delivered 

by Lieutenant Campbell. It is now within a few days of 

thirty-four years since I had first the honor of being presented to 

you. You were then the Governor-General of India, and I was a 

boy of fifteen, entering on my career. I shall never forget the 

kindness with which you treated me from first to last during 

your stay in India, nor the honor and happiness which I enjoyed 

in being for a considerable period a member of your family. 

So much depends on the first turn given to a man’s course, that 

I may fairly attribute all that has since happened to me of good 

to the countenance and favor with which you distinguished me 

at that early period. My public principles were learned in your 

school—the school of honor, zeal, and public spirit—and to my 

adherence to those principles I venture to ascribe all the success 

that has attended me. As I was proceeding to join the new 

Presidency, after being relieved from the Vice-Presidentship 

at Fort William, by the return of the Governor-General from 

Madras, about the time of Lieutenant Campbell’s arrival from 

England, I asked him to accompany me, his regiment being 

also in that quarter. We are now together on our march. I 

shall anxiously look out for an opportunity of advancing him. 

It may be more distant and more difficult than I wish, owing 

to the retention by the Supreme Government of all patronage 

connected with the army; but before we part I will ascertain 

his views, and do my best for him as soon as I can. Believe 

me, my Lord, with reverence, gratitude, and attachment, fer¬ 

vently and affectionately your most faithful servant, 

“ C. T. Metcalfe.” 

It was with pleasure not less sincere than the 

feelings with which it was written, that Lord Wel¬ 

lesley received this letter. He spoke of it long 

afterwards in terms of the warmest satisfaction. It 
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was not one of the many tributes to his high qua¬ 

lities of which he was least proud.* 
When Charles Metcalfe quitted Calcutta, setting 

his face towards the seat of his new government, he 

carried with him many pleasant thoughts—thoughts 

of the Past, thoughts of the Puture. It is hard to say 
whether the demonstrations of attachment which 

attended him on his departure, or the almost cer¬ 

tainty that he was about soon to return to the Pre¬ 

sidency to occupy a higher official position than he 

had ever held before, were more solacing to one in 

whom the Affections were as vigorous as ever, and 

Ambition not dulled by success. A few words will 

sufficiently describe his assumption of the Govern¬ 

ment of Agra.f He went to Allahabad—he pitched 

* Writing in September, 1835, to Mr. Tucker, “on my march to Alla- 
Sir Charles Metcalfe, with reference habad. The Governor-General is to 
to the collection of Wellesley’s de- embark on the 15th of March. If his 
spatches, then in course of publication, successor do not arrive before, I shall 
Mr. Edmonstone said: “This nar- return to Calcutta by that time, in 
rative, I know, will interest you, for order to take my temporary appoint- 
you have shown that it must by a ment. I am almost sorry for it, as 
letter of yours to his Lordship, its being permanent is out of the 
written in the year 1834, expressive question; not sorry that 1 have the 
of feelings with regard to him, and honor, but that the successor, if he 
sentiments regarding the character of bo to come soon, do not come at once, 
his government, which are not less for I am becoming interested in my 
honorable to you than they are grati- Agra Government, and hope to do 
fying to him. You may judge of the some good. When Lord William told 
estimation in which he holds it, by his you that I did not like my removal 
having directed its insertion in the to Agra, he must have alluded to my 
third volume, which is now in prepa- opinion, that a seat in the Supreme 
ration. He does, indeed, speak of it Government was in some respects 
in the highest terms of satisfaction.” superior to any subordinate Govern- 
—[MS. Correspondence.'] ment. In every other point of view, 

f One passage, however, from Met- I was highly pleased with my ap- 
calfe’s correspondence at this time pointment to Agra, and regarded it 
must be given, for it indicates the as a great honor.. I am now getting 
earnestness with which he was about deeply interested in its duties ; and if 
to address himself to the business of I retain my provisional appointment 
administration in the North-West of Governor-General on the coming 
Provinces, and of the high sense which out of Lord W.’s successor, I shall be 
he entertained of the responsibility of quite happy and contented. I still, 
his office:—“I am now,” he wrote to however, think that the Government 
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his tents in the Port—he held a levee—and he re¬ 

turned to Calcutta. He had scarcely reached the 
seat of his government, when advices of the speedy 

departure of the Governor-General, and the certainty 

that no successor would he immediately appointed, 

compelled his return to the Presidency. He arrived 

just in time to take an affectionate leave of Lord and 

Lady William Bentinck; and on the 20th of March, 

1834, he became, what more than thirty years before 

he declared that he would become—Governor-Gene¬ 

ral of India. 
He succeeded to the chief seat in the Government 

of India in virtue of his provisional appointment to 
succeed on the death or resignation of Lord William 

Bentinck. But whether he would be suffered to 

continue in charge of the Government, or be dis¬ 

placed to make room for some new man sent out for 

the convenience of the British Ministry, were ques¬ 

tions which yet remained to be solved. Every fresh 

arrival from England brought some new intelligence, 

or some strange report. The common question in 
men’s mouths was, 4‘Who is to be Governor-Gene¬ 

ral ?” Lord Melbourne was then at the head of the 

Administration. Mr. Grant was at the Board of 

Control. Eirst it was reported that the latter 

statesman was himself coming out to Calcutta; 

ought to be made more of, or abolished, in order to perform, to the best of my 
The expense is not necessary for the ability, the high duties entrusted to 
duties assigned to the office. ... me. I seek no reward beyond the 
Be assured that I am sensible of my approbation of my own conscience; 
responsibility, and that the most but, without seeking, I have been 
anxious wish of my heart is to render generously and magnificently re- 
the country under me prosperous and warded by those above me rewarded 
happy. I do not stay in India to beyond my deserts.”—[Camp, Feb- • 
make or add to a fortune, but solely ruary 2, 1835.] 
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then Lord Palmerston was named; and then it 

seemed almost certain that the choice would fall 

upon Lord Munster. Again the gossip both of 

public prints and private letters took another turn, 

and Lord Auckland became the favorite candidate. 

And every now and then it was confidently stated 

that Metcalfe himself would be the man. Never, 

before or since, has the Indian community been held 
so long in suspense. 

Mr. Tucker was then Chairman of the East India 

Company. With Metcalfe he maintained a close 

and familiar correspondence. But those were days 

when regular communication between the two coun¬ 

tries was unknown, and even the joint powers of the 

Chairman of the Company and the Governor-Gene¬ 

ral could not render the transit of their letters 

otherwise than tardy and uncertain. All, however, 

that could be done to keep Metcalfe informed upon 

points of such deep interest and importance to him, 

was done by the friendly Chairman. On the 28th 

ot August the latter wrote : “We have received Lord 
William Bentinck’s resignation.It is, 

my intention to place in nomination either Mr. 

Elphinstone or yourself—whoever of the two may 

be most acceptable to the Court and the Ministry.” 

On the 4th of September he wrote again, saying: “ I 

intend on Wednesday next to propose to the Court 

that you should be continued in the charge of the 

Supreme Government, and I have written to Mr. 

Grant to notify this intention. With the Court I 

should have no difficulty, for I already know the 

sentiments of the majority; but I cannot say what 
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may be the views of the King’s Ministers. . . . 

I am determined on my course; and I will resign 

the Chair rather than propose a party whom I can¬ 

not recommend on fair public grounds.” 

These letters reached Metcalfe in February, as he 

was journeying towards Allahabad. “ My dear 

friend,” he wrote to Mr. Tucker—“my friend, in¬ 

deed ! The result of what was going on cannot be 

my nomination to the Governor-Generalship ; but I 

regard it as a high honor that you should have 

thought of me for that post; and my feelings are 

the same as if your wish had been successful. El- 

phinstone is the man, in whom all voices would have 
been most concurrent. His administration would 

have been splendid and most popular.” In another 

letter, written on his return to the Presidency, he 

repeated the expression of his gratitude. “ I can 

never sufficiently thank you,” he wrote to Mr. 

Tucker; “and am truly sorry to find that whilst 

you were generously engaged in a struggle in which 
I was so much interested, you were embarrassed by 

want of intelligence as to my views. I am fully 

prepared for the result; and as I never expected to 
be Governor-General, I shall not be disappointed in 

not being so. My gratitude to those who have 

fought such a battle for me, and chiefly to yourself, 

ought to be unbounded; and will, I trust, be as 

lasting as life.”* 
By this time Metcalfe had received information of 

what the Court had actually done in his behalf. Mr. 

* MS. Correspondence—March 5, 1835;—On the river, below Monghyr. 
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Tucker had written to Mountstuart Elpliinstone pro¬ 

posing to put him in nomination as successor to 

Lord William Bentinck.* But the honor had been 

declined on the plea of failing health; and on the 

28th of September a series of Evolutions had been 

proposed to the Court, and carried by an over¬ 
whelming majority, declaratory of their opinion 

that, “ adverting to the public character and services 

of Sir Charles Metcalfe,” it was inexpedient to make 

“ any other arrangement for supplying the office of 

Governor-General. ”f But the Crown Ministers 

were not inclined to ratify the choice of the Court of 

Directors. They raked up an old dictum of Mr. 

Canning, to the effect that it was more expedient to 

appoint an English statesman, than one trained in 

either of the Indian services, to the office of Gover- 

* Mr. Tucker had proposed to the 
Court the names of Elpliinstone and 
Metcalfe conjointly; and the Court 
had, iu the first instance, selected the 
former, thinking, as with character¬ 
istic modesty he wrote to Metcalfe, 
“ probably from my being on the spot 
and unemployed that I would be most 
likely to escape objection.” 

f The following are the resolutions, 
which were carried by a majority of 
fifteen to two: 

“ That this Court deeply lament 
that the state of Lord William Ben- 
tinck’s health should be such as to 
deprive the Company of his most 
valuable services; and this Court 
deem it proper to record, on the oc¬ 
casion of his Lordship’s resignation 
of the office of Governor-General, 
their high sense of the distinguished 
ability, energy, zeal, and integrity 
with which his Lordship has dis¬ 
charged the arduous duties of his ex¬ 
alted station. 

“ That, referring to the appoint¬ 
ment which has been conferred by the 
Court, with the approbation of his 
Majesty, on Sir Charles T. Metcalfe, 
provisionally, to act as Governor- 
General of India, upon the death, 
resignation, or coming away of Lord 
William Bentinck; and adverting 
also to the public character and ser¬ 
vices of Sir Charles Metcalfe, whose 
knowledge, experience, and talents 
eminently qualify him to prosecute 
successfully the various important 
measures consequent on the new 
Charter-Act, this Court are of opinion 
that it would be inexpedient at pre¬ 
sent to make any other arrangement 
for supplying the office of Governor- 
General. And it is resolved accord¬ 
ingly, that the Chairs be authorised 
and instructed to communicate this 
opinion to his Majesty’s Ministers, 
through the President of the Board 
of Commissioners for the Affairs of 
India.” 
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nor-General ;* and it was decreed, therefore, that 

Metcalfe had too much knowledge and experience— 

in a word, was too well qualified for the performance 

of the duties of such an office to be suffered to un¬ 

dertake them. 
Against this peremptory setting aside of the 

claims of the entire body of their servants, the Court 

of Directors, as represented by Mr. Tucker and Mr. 

Stanley Clarke, had vigorously remonstrated, f But 

their remonstrances had been without effect. The 
Whig Ministry were still bent on appointing one of 

their own party to the magnificent office of Viceroy 

of the East; and the Company appeared to be equally 

determined to reject all the Whig nominees. In the 

mean while nothing was done. New rumors came 

floating out to India ; new names were added to the 

already inflated list of candidates for the occupancy 

of Government House. X Whilst speculation was still 

* The words of Mr. Grant’s letter 
of October 1, 1834, are worth quoting: 

“ With respect to the appointment 
to that office of any servant of the 
Company, however eminent his know¬ 
ledge, talents, and experience may 
confessedly be, his Majesty’s Ministers 
agree in the sentiments of Mr. Can¬ 
ning, expressed in a letter from him 
to the Court on the 25th of December, 
1820, that the case can hardly be con¬ 
ceived in which it would be expedient 
that the highest office of the Govern¬ 
ment in India should be filled other¬ 
wise than from England, and that that 
one main link at least between the 
systems of the Indian and British 
Governments ought, for the advantage 
of both, to be invariably maintained. 

“ On this principle it has usually 
been thought proper to act; and in 

the various important measures con¬ 
sequent on the new Charter-Act, his 
Majesty’s Ministers see much to en¬ 
join the continuance of the general 
practice, but nothing to recommend a 
deviation from it.” 

f Letter of Chairman and Deputy- 
Chairman of the Court of Directors, 
October 8, i834. 

J At one time Lord Durham, at 
another Lord Mulgrave; and then an 
influential member of the Court of 
Directors wrote out to Sir Charles 
Metcalfe, that “ the prevailing rumor 
is that Sir C. Manners Sutton, the 
Speaker, will be the individual whom 
Government will desire to see ap¬ 
pointed;” whilst another wrote out 
that Lord Minto would command the 
greatest number of suffrages. 
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at its height regarding the issue of the contest that 
was going on at home between the Court and the 
Board, Calcutta was excited by the intelligence that 
the Whig Ministers had resigned, and that a new 
Government had been formed, with Sir Bobert Peel 
at its head. And soon afterwards the Hugh Lind¬ 
say steamer brought to Bombay, and thence de¬ 
spatched to the seat of the Supreme Government, 
the important tidings of the appointment of Lord 
Heytesbury to the Governor-Generalship of India.* 

The intelligence was not received with much en¬ 
thusiasm in Calcutta. Some hope had been enter¬ 
tained that, although the Whigs had declared their 
determination not to appoint any Company’s servant 
to the chief seat in the Government, the same spirit 
of exclusiveness would not actuate their successors. 
And, indeed, the professions of the Tories differed 
from those of their opponents, inasmuch as that they 
made a show of repudiating all exclusiveness by of¬ 
fering the Governor-Generalship to Mr. Elphinstone, 
who had declined it a few months before. Why the 
appointment was not then offered to Sir Charles 
Metcalfe it is hard to say. It was suggested to him, 
that perhaps the Tories regarded him as “ too much 
of a Destructive.” At all events, not only did Lord 
Ellenborough, who presided at the India Board, not 
countenance his permanent appointment, hut for 
some time he pretended to doubt the expediency of 
nominating him provisionally to the office in the event 

* Alexander Burnes, who had come Sir Charles Metcalfe, in a letter 
out by the overland route in charge written “ On hoard the Hugh Lindsay, 
of despatches, sent the information to April 30, 1835.” 
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of Lord Heytesbury’s death or resignation. The 

continued residence of Sir Charles Metcalfe in India 

depended upon his nomination; but Lord Ellen- 

borough at one time proposed to send out Sir Henry 

Pane, the newly-appointed Commander-in-Chief, 

with a commission as Provisional Governor-General 
of India. 

Sir Henry Pane was a fine old soldier and a 

staunch Tory; but this preposterous idea was 

speedily abandoned. In strong terms, Mr. Tucker 

urged the claims and merits of Sir Charles Metcalfe. 

Lord Elienborough took counsel with his colleagues 
—the Duke of Wellington and Sir Robert Peel; and 

on the 2nd of March, 1835, the Chairman wrote to 

Metcalfe, saying, “ I have the satisfaction to inform 

you that you were unanimously appointed on Eridav 

last to take charge of the office of Governor-General 
in the event of the death, resignation, &c., of Lord 

Heytesbury; and this additional mark of confidence 

cannot fail, I trust, to gratify you.”* To Metcalfe, 
indeed, well knowing as he did what were the 

chances of an Indian statesman without political 

influence, who had not been in England since he 

was a schoolboy, against those of any Whig or Tory 

nobleman, who had either to be provided for, or got 

rid of by the Ministry of the day, the refusal of the 

* This letter must have been sent Historians. It is hard to say how 
by the overland route, among Burnes’ much their labors will be diminished, 
despatches; for the receipt of it was and, what is of more consequence, 
acknowledged on the 24th of May. their accuracy increased, by the fa- 
I cannot help expressing my conviction cility afforded them of calculating 
that, of all men in the world, none will with certainty the period at which 
have more reason to be grateful to the letters, bearing any particular date, 
great agency of Steam than future must have reached any part of India, 
generations of Indian Biographers and 
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Crown Ministers to appoint him permanently to the 

office of Governor-General of India was a source of 

much less disappointment than it was to his friends 

and to the community at large. He had aspired 
only to the provisional appointment, and with this 

he was now satisfied. To his old friend Mr. Tucker 

he wrote in cordial acknowledgment of the honor 

that had been done to him; and never, even in his 
most confidential moments to the most cherished of 

his friends, expressed a feeling of disappointment: 

“ The additional mark of confidence afforded by the Court 

in my nomination to the provisional charge of the office of 

Governor-General, is, as you suppose, exceedingly gratifying 

to me. On the arrival of Lord Heytesbury, if the Agra Go¬ 

vernment be not by that time abolished, I shall return to my 

post in the Agra Presidency. The duty of the Governor there 

is highly interesting. Nevertheless, the Government ought, I 

think, to be abolished, as unnecessarily expensive. .... 

I can never sufficiently thank you for your generous exertions 

in my favor. As I never expected them to succeed, X am not 

disappointed by the result which Lord Heytesbury’s appoint¬ 

ment indicates. We hear that the Ministry offered the office 

to Elphinstone. It is honorable to them if they did so. I 

hope that you will approve our intended Press law. Be 

assured that it is the best that could be passed, and quite as 

safe as any other. The people are afraid that Lord Heytes¬ 

bury, being a Tory, will stop it; for as time was given for 

ample discussion and deliberation, he may be here before it 

becomes law. It was proposed before the appointment of any 

new Governor-General was known. \_May 24, 1835.] 

“ _ , . The letters now acknowledged furnish fresh 

proof, already superabundant, of your constant friendly care of 

me. X am not surprised at the result. That in which Whigs 
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and Tories agree must be right. And the only thing in which 

they have agreed has been in rejecting me as Governor- 

General. It was quite natural; and the only thing that sur- 

piised me was, that I should have been thought of. I am 

proud of that, and by no means disappointed by the failure. 

_ “This will find you enjoying repose for a season, after your 

highly distinguished reign at the head of the Court of 

Directors, of which the character has never been more raised 

and upheld than by you—whether with regard to its inde¬ 

pendent and spirited bearing at home, or to its just dealings in 

the administration of India. I conclude that the Court will 

avail itself of your return to your post next April to place you 

again in the Chair to which you have done so much honor, 

lour conduct towards me has been most generous, and I can 

never sufficiently thank you. We are getting on in India 
quietly.”—[June 7, 1835.] 

And so, all through the hot weather and rainy 

season of 1835, Sir Charles Metcalfe remained at 

Calcutta as Provisional Governor-General, expecting 
the arrival of Lord Heyteshury. With that noble¬ 

man, although he differed from him greatly in his 

views of European politics, he was prepared to co¬ 

operate heartily and energetically; and the cordial 

manner in which the Governor-General elect wrote 
to him, saying how much he should depend upon 

the assistance of so experienced an Indian statesman 

as Sir Charles Metcalfe, strengthened the kindly 

feelings with which he was prepared to greet his 
successor. 

Throughout all the period of his residence in Cal¬ 

cutta, whether as Member of Council, Vice-Presi¬ 

dent, or Governor-General, his liberality was ex¬ 

treme ; his charity beyond expression beautiful. 
VOL. II. R 
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Few could measure their extent. There was a con¬ 

tinual quiet, unobtrusive stream of benevolence ever 

flowing on. It seemed as though he held the high emo¬ 

luments of his office only in trust for others. When 

he was Governor-General, receiving the magnificent 

allowances of that high office, a much-esteemed 

member of his Staff endeavored to persuade him to 

take the opportunity, as he then contemplated re¬ 

tirement from public life, of adding something to 

his fortune. “ My dear fellow, Stokes,” was his 

reply, “ I do not consider the money I receive as 

Governor-General as my own. It is intended to he 

expended in supporting the position. But I am 

saving, notwithstanding, in spite of myself.” 

One or two examples of his generosity, which 

necessarily found their way before the public, may 

be given in this place. An application was made to 

him in behalf of an educational institution in Cal¬ 

cutta, known as the “ Parental Academic Institu¬ 

tion,” which, owing to its benevolent exertions, had 

involved itself in debt. Metcalfe at once inquired 

into the circumstances of the case ; ascertained the 

sum required (500/.) to rescue the institution from 

the obligations which depressed it; and sent a 

cheque for the entire amount. 

On another occasion, a gentleman, who had pro¬ 

jected the scheme of a Retiring Fund, which it 

was believed would be very advantageous to the 

military service, waited on Sir Charles Metcalfe, 

when officiating as Governor-General of India, to 

ask the assistance of the Government to enable him 

to proceed to England to carry out the necessary 
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arrangements for the advancement of the proposed 

measure. To this application, Metcalfe, having in¬ 

quired what was the amount requisite for the ex¬ 

penses of his voyages (600/.), replied that he had 

no power to send the applicant to England at the 

public expense; but he begged Mr. Cumin’s ac¬ 

ceptance of the sum named from his private purse.* 

When he was Vice-President in Council, it was 

represented to him that an organ, which had been 

purchased on the faith of a subscription from the 

congregation for one of the churches in Calcutta, 

had not been paid for, and that as there was a 

chance of its being seized under legal authority, it 

was hoped that Government would consent to make 

a pecuniary advance to rescue it from the sheriff’s 

officers. To this application he replied, as in the 

preceding instance, that he could not apply the 

public money to such purposes ; but he afterwards 

sent a draft on his private agents for the whole of 

the required amount. 

His charities and beneficences to sufferers of all 

classes were past counting. He had always been a 

large contributor to those subscriptions, which, be¬ 

fore the Pension Punds of the Indian services were 

in full operation, had so frequently been instituted 

for the relief of the widows and children of deceased 

officers. On one occasion, before he was a mem¬ 

ber of the Government, a subscription having been 

opened in behalf of the family of a staff-officer, with 

whom Metcalfe, in earlier days, had been in habits 

* The colemporary annalists say, “ with an additional sum for his expenses 
in England.” 

R 2 
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of intimacy, he requested that his name might he 

entered in the list for a contribution of 10,000 rupees. 

But the gentleman who had charge of the sub¬ 

scription-list, an old and very dear friend, unwilling 

to take advantage of this excessive liberality, de¬ 

clined accepting a donation of more than half the 

amount. 
Yet, in spite of this continued generosity, and 

the bountiful hospitality which he at all times ex¬ 

ercised, his fortune continued to increase. He owed 

this principally to a habit, formed, as has been seen, 

in early life of keeping a very exact account of his 
receipts and expenditure. He would frequently 

counsel young men against suffering any laxity to 

creep into the management of their pecuniary 

affairs, and declare that what begins in carelessness 

may sometimes end in dishonesty. He not only 

kept the most minute accounts, but continued to 

preserve them; and I believe that at any time he 

could have ascertained the precise amount to a 

rupee of the sum expended by him in any given 

month since he returned from his expedition to 

Madras.* 

* It is to be borne in mind that fortune, which was very carefully 
Sir Charles Metcalfe not only re- husbanded. I believe that his affairs 
ceived very large allowances during were managed, with great judgment, 
a period of a quarter of a century, by a confidential friend, 
but inherited a considerable private 
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CHAPTER VII. 

[1835.] 

LIBERATION OE THE INDIAN PRESS. 

Previous History of the Press—The Censorship—Opinions of Lord Hastings, 
Mr. Adam, and Lord William Bentinck—Unsatisfactory State of the Law 
—Metcalfe’s Opinions—Correspondence with Lord Clare—Council Minute 
—Act for the Removal of Restrictions—Address to Sir Charles Metcalfe— 
His Answer—Foundation of the Metcalfe Hall. 

It was in the autumn of 1835, that, under the auspices 

of Sir Charles Metcalfe, an act was passed by the 

Supreme Council of India, the tendency of which 
was to remove the restrictions which had previously 

been imposed upon the freedom of the Indian Press. 

The periodical Press of India was then more than 

half a century old. It sprung up in the time of 

Warren Hastings, and with it the utmost latitude 

of expression that could be tolerated by a society 

very tolerant of immorality and indecorum. Its 

restrictions were those only imposed by the bodily 

fears of the editor and contributors, the objects of 

whose malignant commentaries were rather the lead¬ 

ing members of the European community of Calcutta 

than the magnates of the local Government. The 

first Indian newspaper, known as Ilicfo/s Gazette,* 

* Eirst published in 1781. 
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teemed with scurrility of the worst kind. Lawless 

itself, it was naturally exposed to counter-action of 

such laws as individual men made for the occasion, 

and the wild justice of revenge was administered 

with so much vigor that Mr. Hicky had not only to 

complain of ordinary assaults upon his person, but 
of serious attempts, in return for his assassination 

of character, to assassinate him in the flesh. Such 

licentiousness as this had a natural tendency in due 

time to remedy itself. A journal, the common ali¬ 

ment of which is offal and garbage of the filthiest 

kind, must be destroyed by the innate force of its 
corruption. There was little real vitality in Hicky’s 

Gazette ; but it was the progenitor of healthier off¬ 
spring which lived longer and fared better ; and 

the Indian periodical Press was now firmly esta¬ 
blished. 

With the improved moral tone of society during 

the administration of Lord Cornwallis and Sir 

John Shore, the respectability of the Indian Press 

necessarily made steady progress. The papers 

began to concern themselves more about public 

affairs, and less about the private scandal of the 

settlement. They were for the most part harmless 

publications, by no means remarkable for brilliant 

writing, or for any writing at all beyond what was 

taken from the European papers, and a few items 

of local news. They had little or nothing to say 

against Lord Cornwallis and his Government. 

When they spoke of him at all, they commonly spoke 

of him with respect. No public inconvenience 

arose from the diffusion of such information as they 
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contained ; and it would appear that, therefore, they 
were left very much to themselves. But when Lord 

Wellesley arrived in India we were engaged in a 

great contest with the French, who were endeavor¬ 

ing to establish a dominant influence in India, and 

intriguing with the principal native dynasties for 

the destruction of the British power in the East. It 

was a great crisis, which permitted the intervention 

of no scruples and compunctions, and seemed to 

justify measures which in ordinary conjunctures 
would he without justification or apology. At such 

a time the unwary publication of items of intel¬ 

ligence might he fraught with pernicious results. 

Lord Wellesley believed that it was necessary to 

subject the Press to a rigorous supervision. A 
censorship was established. Stringent regulations 

were established for the guidance of editors and 

proprietors, the violation of which brought down 
upon the offender the penalty of deportation. The 

license under which he was permitted to reside in 
a British settlement was cancelled; and he was sent 

out of the country, to explode at home in violent 

speeches and pamphlets about the liberty of the 

subject and the irresponsible tyranny of English 

satraps in the despotic East. 
Durum the administration of Lord Minto this 

O 

dread of the free diffusion of knowledge became a 

chronic disease, which was continually afflicting the 

members of Government with all sorts of hypochon¬ 

driacal day-fears and night-mares, in which visions 

of the Printing Press and the Bible were ever making 

their flesh to creep, and their hair to stand erect with 
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horror. It was our policy in those days to keep the 

natives of India in the profoundest possible state of 

barbarism and darkness, and every attempt to dif¬ 

fuse the light of knowledge among the people, either 

of our own or the independent states, was vehe¬ 
mently opposed and resented.* Whilst the Press 

was regarded almost in the light of an infernal ma¬ 
chine, of course the censorship was continued. The 

duty of emasculating the editor’s sheets was entrusted 

to one of the Government Secretaries ; and there 

are men still amongst us who remember the business 

of expurgation which was part of their official duties. 

Under this system the Press remained in a miserable 

state of restraint throughout the administration of 

Lord Minto and the earlier years of Lord Hastings’ 

Government. But the latter nobleman came out 
to India with more liberal views, and did not hesi¬ 

tate publicly to declare his opinion that it was ad¬ 

vantageous to Government that its acts should be 

subjected to public discussion, and that the purer 

the motives of a Governor were, the more willing he 

would he to submit them to such scrutiny. The 

* A curious illustration of this may 
be gathered from the records of the 
Hyderabad Residency. Captain Syd¬ 
enham, who then represented our in¬ 
terests at that Court, wishing to gra¬ 
tify a desire expressed by the Nizam 
to see some of the appliances of Euro¬ 
pean science, procured for him three 
specimens, in the shape of an air- 
pump, a printing press, and the model 
of a man-of-war. Having mentioned 
this in his demi-official correspon¬ 
dence with the chief secretary, he 
was censured for having placed in the 
hands of a native Prince so dangerous 
an instrument as a printing press. 
Upon this the Resident wrote back 

that the Government need be under 
no apprehensions, for that the Nizam 
had taken so little interest in the 
Press, that he had not even made a 
present to the compositors who had 
come round from Madras to exhibit 
the application to practical purposes 
of the implements of their craft. But 
he added, that if the Government still 
felt any uneasiness about the presence 
of this dangerous instrument of civi¬ 
lisation at the Court of the Nizam, he 
could easily obtain admission to the 
Tosha-Khana (or Treasure-house), 
and there so cripple the press as to 
ensure its never being in a fit state 
to do duty again! 
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restrictions which had been imposed upon the free 

expression of opinion were now gradually relaxed. 

In 1818, the Calcutta Journal was established, and 

conducted with a freedom and a spirit which startled 

the old Tories of Calcutta. But Lord Hastings could 

not be induced, by the exhortations of Mr. Adam or 

other Government functionaries of the old school, to 

curb what they called the licentiousness of the first 

public journal in Calcutta that was at all worthy of 

the name. The acts of Government were now for the 
first time canvassed with equal boldness and talent; 
and its officers censured or ridiculed in the columns 

either of bitter editors or still more bitter corre¬ 

spondents. Now was it that the vehemence of 

“ Brutus ” and the virulence of “ Cleophas ” made 

many a galled jade wince in the high places about 

Chowringhee. Perhaps the assailer and the assailed 
sate side by side at the breakfast-table on which the 

uncastigated sheets were lying; for tc Brutus ” was 

not^ improbably, a rising member of the Civil ser¬ 

vice, and “ Cleophas ” a liberal-minded major on the 
general Staff. Lord Hastings watched the progress 

of this freedom of expression; perhaps learnt some 

useful lessons from it; and contented himself with 

quietly exhorting an editor to restrain his intempe¬ 

rance, and keep himself within convenient bounds. 

But he went. There was an interregnum. And 

then John Adam arose, and smote heavily at the 

Indian Press. He was a conscientious, and, in 

many respects, a high-minded man; but he had 

been all his life harnessed in a go-cart of official 

routine, and he could not divest himself of the pre- 
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judices which he had imbibed in his youth. He was 

one of the old oligarchy of Calcutta—an honest, 

uncomrpted, good-hearted, and very able man, 

with a mind warped by the chronic condition of 

bureaucracy, to which he had been so many years 
condemned. He had long been laboring under a 

profound conviction, that the interests of the State 

demanded an immediate suppression of the “ licen¬ 
tiousness ” of the Indian Press; and when, as Senior 

Member of Council, he succeeded, in 1823, to 

the vacancy occasioned by the departure of Lord 

Hastings, and became temporarily Governor-General 

of India, he determined to put forth the hand of 
authority, and strike down the growing evil which 

he had so long vainly deplored. An occasion was 

soon found—it mattered not how trilling. The blow 

was struck; Mr. Buckingham was deported, ruined, 

and became for years a continual running sore in 
the flesh of the East India Company and the British 

Parliament. But this arbitrary stretch of autho¬ 

rity did not silence the Indian Press. It had been 

discovered, that although the Governor-General 
might, by a stroke of the pen, send a British subject 

to England, he could not banish a native of India. 

Straightway a De Souza or Herozio, or a gentleman 

bearing some other name signifying that he was an 

East Indian, became enthroned as the nominal 

editor of an offending paper. The danger of de¬ 

portation was nothing to him. John Adam could 

not send him out of the country; but he could 

make stringent laws for the governance of the Press, 

and on the 14th of March and 5th of April, 1823, 
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regulations passed, which took all the pith and man¬ 

hood out of the journals of the day, and the au¬ 

thority of the Supreme Court was called in to give 

them full effect. 

Lord Amherst does not seem to have had much 

sympathy with the arbitrary measures of his prede¬ 

cessor ; hut for a little time, especially as Adam’s 

opinions were shared hy the principal Ministerial 

functionaries at the Presidency, he naturally fell 

into his ways; and, accordingly, the strong tyranny 

which he found established, was suffered to haye 

temporary sway. But when he began to think more 

for himself, the natural mildness of his disposition 

revolted against the oppressiveness of the old Toryism 

of Calcutta, and the restrictions which had been 

imposed upon the free utterance of opinion were 

gradually relaxed. During the last two years of 

his administration, persecution ceased from off the 

face of the land, and the journals of the Presidency 

possessed themselves in quietness and peace. 

Then Lord William Bentinck came, a Liberal to 

the very core; and the Press, although the old re¬ 

strictive regulations continued in force, became 

practically free. He was wont to say, snapping his 

fingers as he spoke, that he did not care a straw for 

the vituperations of the Press. He esteemed it, 

however, as a friend, and appreciated it as an 

auxiliary to good government. He did not scruple, 

indeed, to say, after he had been some years in 

India, that he had learnt more from it than from all 

the other sources of information which had been 

open to him since he had assumed the Govern- 
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ment of tlie country. And yet no man had been 

so much censured in the columns of the news¬ 

papers, because no man had been the agent of 

measures more injuriously affecting the interests 

of the writing classes—the civil and military 

services of the Company, by the more unreflecting 

members of which he was cordially hated and 
continually reviled. 

On one occasion only did Lord William Bentinck 

contemplate a departure from the system of non¬ 

interference to which he had always rigidly adhered. 

The obnoxious Half-Batta order, which it had been 
his hard duty to carry into effect, had thrown the 

officers of the Indian army into a paroxysm of ex¬ 

citement, from which they found some relief in the 

act of writing denunciatory letters to the papers. 

And they availed themselves of the practical liberty 

enjoyed by the Press to the utmost possible extent. 

The newspaper offices were deluged with letters 

fiom all lanks and all branches of the service_ 

letters taking every conceivable shape, from a sedi¬ 

tious appeal to the army at large to a plain financial 

statement of a subaltern’s monthly disbursements. 

It was, in every respect, a fortunate circumstance 

that the newspapers were open to these appeals. 

The Press, indeed, acted as a great safety-valve. 

Discontent, which might have become dangerous, 

expended itself in a flow of ink. The appearance of 

half a dozen columns on the Half-Batta order, day 

after day, in each of the morning papers, was such 

a triumph in itself, that it is not too much to affirm 

that it may have averted a mutiny. To Lord Wil- 
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liam Bentinck, who, in the greater number of these 

letters was attacked as virulently as though he had 

been the originator instead of only the executor of 

the obnoxious measure, all this, as far as he was 

personally concerned, was a matter of extreme in¬ 

difference. But when, in 1830, the final orders of 

the Court of Directors were received—orders which 

intimated a determination, in spite of all references 

and appeals, to adhere to their original resolution— 

and the letter containing them was about to he 

published for general information, the Governor- 

General, anticipating the torrents of invective which 

would he poured out against the Court, bethought 
himself whether it were not his duty to that body to 

curb such expressions of disloyalty, and for once to 

exercise the powers of Government by putting a gag 

into the mouth of the Press. And he seems to have 

arrived at the conclusion that it would be his duty 
so to act in such a conjuncture. 

Sir Charles Metcalfe was at this time a member 

of the Supreme Council. Pive years before, in a 
letter to a familiar friend, he had said, with refe¬ 

rence to the freedom of the Press, that “ if he were 

sovereign lord and master, he would let it have full 

swing.”* This opinion had lost none of its cogency 

in the interval; and he now regarded with strong 

feelings of regret, and not without some lively ap¬ 

prehensions of evil, the contemplated interference 
of which Lord William Bentinck had spoken. He, 

therefore, drew up the following Minute, the rea¬ 

soning of which was not to be resisted : 

* Ante, p. 121. 
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“ September 6, 1830. 

u I regret much to see that it is the intention of the Governor- 

General to interfere with the liberty of the Press on the occa¬ 

sion of the publication of the letter of the Honourable the Court 

of Directors regarding the memorials of the officers of the 

army on the subject of the Half-Batta restrictions. 

u It appears to me that the intended measure will excite fresh 

feelings of disgust, which it is wholly unnecessary to create. 

“ Hitherto the utmost freedom of discussion has been per¬ 

mitted on this subject, and generally on all subjects, for years 

past; and I cannot see any difference between the present order 

of the Court and their former order, that should make it expe¬ 

dient to allow the one to be censured, and to prohibit all com¬ 

ment on the other. The former order was meant to be final 

as much as the present one. 

“ I am persuaded that the freedom of discussion allowed in 

the Half-Batta question has been attended with good effects. It 

has afforded a vent for the expression of the feelings which a 

most unpopular measure excited; and it gave an assurance to 

those who conceived themselves injured that their complaints 

were at least made known, and must attract attention. 

“ I think, on the present occasion, that it will be infinitely 

better to allow anything to be said that can be said, than to 

furnish a new source of discontent by crushing the expression 

of public opinion. 

“ I do not apprehend that anything can be said worse than 

has already been published. The lenitive operation of time is 

producing its usual effect. The feelings which prevailed in the 

army are, in some degree, allayed. Their complaints have 

been heard, their arguments are exhausted, and the subject 

is almost worn out. The order of the Court of Directors is 

not altogether unexpected. Its publication may be followed 

by a few letters in the newspapers, which will do no harm, 

and then the matter will finally subside. But the attempt to 

prevent the ebullition of any feeling will cause fresh irritation, 

and be construed as a new grievance. 
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“Viewing the question more generally, it is, whether an 

arbitrary interference with the Press shall he substituted for 

the freedom which has for many years been allowed. 

“ I have, for my own part, always advocated the liberty of 

the Press, believing its benefits to outweigh its mischiefs; and 

I continue of the same opinion. 

“ Admitting that the liberty of the Press, like other liberties 

of the subject, may be suspended, when the safety of the 

State requires such a sacrifice, I cannot, as a consequence, ac¬ 

knowledge that the present instance ought to be made an ex¬ 

ception to the usual practice of the Government; for if there 

were danger to the State either way, there would be more, I 

should think, in suppressing the publication of opinions, than 

in keeping the valve open, by which bad humors might 

evaporate. To prevent men from thinking and feeling is im¬ 

possible ; and I believe it to be wiser to let them give vent to 

their temporary anger in anonymous letters in the newspapers, 

the writers of which letters remain unknown, than to make 

that anger permanent, by forcing them to smother it within 

their own breasts, ever ready to burst out. It is no more 

necessary to take notice of such letters now than it was before. 

“ The Government which interferes at its pleasure with the 

Press, becomes responsible for all that it permits to be published. 

We continually see in the Calcutta papers gross abuse of the 

public authorities ; and we answered to the complaint of one, 

that this Government did not interfere with the Press, or some¬ 

thing to that effect. I think that we made a similar assertion 

in a communication to the Governor of a foreign settlement. 

How can we say such things at one time, and at another inter¬ 

fere with the Press as it is now proposed to do ? 

“If I could think it sound policy to shackle the Press, I 

should prefer the steady operation of the censorship, or any 

fixed rule, to the occasional interference of the Government by 

its arbitrary will. Every letter addressed by the Government 

to the editor of a newspaper, has always appeared to me to be 

derogatory to the Government; and the Bengal Government 
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has been exposed to more ridicule from this sort of corre¬ 

spondence than from any other cause. It is true that the power 

now exists of converting ridicule into terror, by the destruction 

of property; but who can desire to see a newspaper imperti¬ 

nence brought to such an end? Even punishment has some¬ 

times proved a farce, the real offender soon re-appearing in the 

field with new honor, as a pretended martyr. 

“ For all these reasons I object to the measure proposed, con¬ 

sidering it preferable, on every account, to leave to the Press 

the uninterrupted enjoyment of its supposed freedom, and to 

the public the means which it now practically possesses of 

expressing its sentiments on all subjects, without any other 

restriction than those of law and discretion. 

“ C. T. Metcalfe.” 

The language of this is clear and emphatic. The 
same language had been used five years before, and 

was to he used five years afterwards. “ I have 

always advocated the liberty of the Press, and I 

continue of the same opinion.” 
He continued steadily to advocate these principles 

whenever an opportunity was presented to him. In 

the spring of 1832, when he was Vice-President in 

Council, a letter appeared in one of the Calcutta 

papers, which gave great offence to the Governor 

of Bombay. It was a letter on that most inex¬ 

haustible of all subjects of newspaper comment, the 

distribution of patronage. Such comments are ex¬ 

tremely harmless, for when it is considered that 

where one man is appointed to a vacant office, pro¬ 

bably half a dozen are disappointed, the likelihood 

of some abusive commentary on the subject is so 

great, that every sensible reader understands the 

source of it, and accepts it for just what it is worth. 
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The strictures, however, which a certain “Cleophas,” 

ot Port St. George, in the plenitude of his public 

virtue, passed upon some appointments made by 

Mi. Lushington and Lord Clare, so excited the in¬ 

dignation oi the latter, that he wrote a letter to 

Lord William Bentinck, calling upon him to “ force 

the editor to make a public and ample apology, 

retracting every word he had stated to the prejudice 

of Lord Clare, or to withdraw the editor’s license.” 

A copy of this letter was forwarded to Sir Charles 

Metcalfe, on whom, as the head of the local Go- 

a eminent, would have fallen the duty of taking any 
steps to carry out the wishes of the Governor of 

Bombay, and to whom also the latter confidently 

appealed for redress. But Metcalfe declined to in¬ 
terfere, and thus explained the motives by which he 
was impelled : 

SIR CHARLES METCALFE TO LORD CLARE. 

“ Barrackpore, May 31, 1832. 

Ml DEAR Lord,—I have had the honor of receiving your 

Lordships letter of the 16th inst,, with a copy of the one ad¬ 

dressed to the Governor-General, whose orders on the subject, if 

any be issued, it will be the duty of the Vice-President in Council 

to carry into effect. My own opinion, I acknowledge, is, that 

this Government cannot with any consistency interfere with 

the Press in the manner required by your Lordship, after 

allowing it so long to run its course uncontrolled. This Go¬ 

vernment has, for several years past, treated the Press as if it 

were free. For my own part, I can say that since the local 

administration has been in my hands, the Press has not once 

been interfered with in the slightest degree; and so satisfied 

am I that this is now the most unobjectionable course, that I 

shall continue to follow it as long as I have any discretionary 

VOL. II. S 
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power on the subject. Your Lordship considers the Calcutta 

Press as under the absolute dominion of the Supreme Govern¬ 

ment, and in a great degree it would be so, if the local laws 

and regulations which exist regarding it were enforced; but 

they have long since been virtually abolished, and the Press 

here is practically under no other dominion than that of the 

English law. Whatever may be the good or evil of this free¬ 

dom, it would now be a revolution to destroy it, and m that 

case, Calcutta would be the only Presidency where restrictions 

would exist. The freedom of the Press would rise up at 

Madras and Bombay, where no local laws are in force to re¬ 

strain it, and where, although the power of transporting re¬ 

fractory editors may keep Europeans in awe, an East-Indian, 

or native editor, could any day set the Government at defiance; 

the actual occurrence of which difficulty was the real cause of 

the abolition of the censorship and the consequent liberty of 

the Press here, during the administration of the Marquis of 

Hastings. Your Lordship appears to be of opinion that the 

Governor of Madras and Bombay only are slandered in the 

Calcutta papers; but if you took the trouble to read all the 

trash that is published, your Lordship would see that the Go¬ 

vernor-General is continually libelled. It is not longer ago 

than this morning that I met with an attack on his Lordship 

for an exercise of his patronage, transferred from a Madras 

paper. I am a much less conspicuous person, and on questions 

of patronage, as I have none at my disposal, might hope to be 

protected by my insignificance. Nevertheless, I sometimes 

find myself calumniated for a pretended abuse of patronage 

with which I have had no concern. As far as regards myself, 

it is my practice and intention to treat attacks by the Press 

with indifference. If ever driven to notice them, I should pur¬ 

sue the course adverted to in your Lordship’s letter to the 

Governor-General, and bring an action against the editor. This 

appears to me to be now the only remedy that can consistently 

be adopted here, but I should have recourse to it in my own 

case with the utmost reluctance, for the English law seems to 
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me to afford, at the best, very inadequate redress for calumny 

while the proceedings in Court often add further insult to the 

inW “ I am, &c. &c, 

“ C. T. Metcalfe.” 

Nothing can be clearer or more emphatic than this; 

or more consistent with all his previous utterances. 

Still,. for more than two years after this letter 

was written, Lord William Bentinck remained at 
the head of the Indian Government, and still the 

Press continued practically free. No new act was 

passed affecting the interests of the public journals, 
hut the propriety of framing some distinct regu¬ 

lations on the subject was considered in Council, and 
generally acknowledged. The failing health, how¬ 

ever, of Lord William Bentinck, his absence from the 

Presidency, and perhaps other reasons with which I 

am not acquainted, caused the proposed legislation 
to be delayed. In the mean while the community 

of Calcutta were growing impatient, and in the cold 

weather of 1834-35, just as Metcalfe was starting 

for Allahabad, they presented a petition to the Go^ 

vernor-General, calling upon him to repeal the old 
Press regulations passed by Mr. John Adam. On 

the 27tli of January, 1835, the Governor-General 

received the petition. An official answer was re¬ 

turned, saying that “ the unsatisfactory state of the 

laws relating to the Press had already attracted the 

notice of his Lordship in Council, and he trusted 

that in no long time a system would be established 

which, while it gave security to every person en¬ 

gaged in the fair discussion of public measures, 

would effectually secure the Government against 
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sedition, and individuals against calumny.” Butin 

4£ no long time” Lord William Bentinck returned to 

England, and Sir Charles Metcalfe took, his place at 

the head of the Supreme Government. 

He was now t£ sovereign lord and master,” in¬ 

deed, and the opportunity for which he had long- 

yearned was fairly before him. He found that the 

Council, too, were ripe for immediate legislation. 

Mr. Macaulay, whose first great literary success had 

been a glowing panegyric on John Milton, was not 

likely now to he backward in giving all the weight 

of his authority in furtherance of a measure for the 

bestowal on the people of the liberty of unlicensed 

printing. There was nothing to induce a pause. 

The question had been fully debated. The subject 

was well understood. It is true that a new Go¬ 

vernor-General, appointed by a Tory Ministry, was 

supposed to be on his way to India; but there was 

no reason to believe that he would be a better judge 

of the propriety of such a measure than the mature 

Indian statesman now at the head of affairs. 

The hour, indeed, was come. The man was ready. 

In April, the draft act for the future regulation of 

the Press was drawn up and duly published. It de¬ 

clared the repeal of the Press Regulations of 1823 

in the Bengal Presidency, and those of 1S25 and 

1827 in Bombay. It enacted that the printer and 

publisher of all periodical works, within the Com¬ 

pany’s territories, containing public news, or com¬ 

ments on public news, should appear before the ma¬ 

gistrates of the jurisdiction in which it should be 

published, and declare where it was to be printed 
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and published. Every book or paper was thence¬ 

forth to bear the name of the printer and publisher. 

Every person having a printing press on his pre¬ 

mises was to make declaration thereof, and for all 

violations of the provisions of the act, penalties of 

fine and imprisonment were decreed. 

These regulations gave great satisfaction. A 

public meeting was held, at which many of the 

principal people of Calcutta, European and native, 

attended, to give utterance to their approbation of 

this wise and enlightened measure. An address 

which had been drawn up with much careful con¬ 

sideration, was unanimously voted to Sir Charles 

Metcalfe as the Liberator of the Indian Press.* 

When Metcalfe received this address, he sate 

down to answer it—not in the cold barren language 

of official formality, but with a warmth, an earnest¬ 

ness, a freedom of utterance which, however little 

they might accord with the conventional reserve and 

exclusiveness of Indian statesmanship, he felt in 

his inmost heart were the qualities that should dis¬ 

tinguish the manifesto invited by this public expres¬ 

sion of gratitude and approbation. He had taken 

the gag out of the mouths of the people, and was 

he now to place it in his own ? There was a charac- 

* After speaking of the fallacy of 
the opinion that a free Press was in¬ 
compatible with the character of the 
Indian Government, the address went 
on to say: “Lord Hastings expressed 
that opinion; Lord W. Bentinck im¬ 
plied it by permitting the Press to be 
free; and your testimony has now been 
added to theirs. The experience of a 
whole life passed among the people of 
India, in its most remote and warlike 

provinces, and its most turbulent 
times, renders this testimony the most 
valuable of all. We view this as one 
among other recent proofs that the 
Government of India is wisely and 
safely entrusted to those who are in¬ 
timately acquainted with the course 
of its administration, and with the 
manners, opinions, and feelings of its 
people.” 
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teristic manliness and honesty in the response, 

which suited well with the occasion. After de¬ 

claring that all who doubted the liberty of the 

Press were hound to prove that “the essence of 

good government is to cover the land with dark¬ 

ness,” he proceeded to say : 

“ If tlieir argument he, that the spread of knowledge may 

eventually be fatal to our rule in India, I close with them on 

that point, and maintain that, whatever maybe the consequence, 

it is our duty to communicate the benefits of knowledge. If 

India could only be preserved as a part of the British Empire, 

by keeping its inhabitants m a state of ignorance, our domina¬ 

tion would be a curse to the country, and ought to cease. 

u But I see more ground for just apprehension m ignorance 

itself. I look to the increase of knowledge, with a hope that it 

may strengthen our empire; that it may remove prejudices, 

soften asperities, and substitute a rational conviction of the 

benefits of our government; that it may unite the people and 

their rulers m sympathy, and that the differences which sepa- 

late them may be gradually lessened and ultimately annihilated. 

Whatever, however, be the will of Almighty Providence re¬ 

specting the future Government of India, it is clearly our duty, 

as long as the charge be confided to our hands, to execute the 

trust to the best of our ability for the good of the people. The 

promotion of knowledge, of which the liberty of the Press is 

one of the most efficient instruments, is manifestly an essential 

part of that duty. It cannot be that we are permitted by 

Divine authority to be here merely to collect the revenues of 

the country, pay the establishments necessary to keep possession, 

and get into debt to supply the deficiency. We are, doubtless, 

here for higher purposes, one of which is to pour the enlight¬ 

ened knowledge and civilisation, the arts and sciences of Eu¬ 

rope over the land, and thereby improve the condition of the 

people. Nothing surely is more likely to conduce to these ends 
than the liberty of the Press.” 
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After other general arguments in support of the 
measure, he adverted to the special grounds on which 
he had based it, and spoke feelingly of his old friend 
John Adam: 

“In addition to the motives which must have existed, on 

general principles, for giving the fullest freedom, there were 

circumstances in the state of the Press in India which rendered 

the measure now proposed almost unavoidable. The Press had 

been practically free for many years, including the whole 

period of the administration of the late Governor-General, 

Lord William Bentinck ; and although laws of restriction 

existed in Bengal which gave awful power to the Govern¬ 

ment, they had ceased to operate for any practical purpose. 

They were extremely odious. They gave to the Government 

arbitrary power, which British subjects in any part of the 

•world detest. No Government could now have carried them 

into effect without setting universal opinion at defiance. After 

the liberty given by Lord William Bentinck’s forbearance, no 

Government could have ventured to enforce those laws unless 

it had been gifted with a most hardy insensibility to ridicule 

and obloquy. Even supposing them to be good, they were 

utterly useless ; and as they brought unnecessary odium on the 

Government, it would have been absurd longer to retain them. 

“ In speaking of those laws, I cannot refrain from adverting 

to the individual who, having been at the head of the Govern¬ 

ment when they were passed, bears all the blame of being their 

author. He was one of the best and purest and most benevo¬ 

lent men that ever lived. In proposing those laws he must have 

been actuated, as he always was, by the most upright and con¬ 

scientious motives. Had he been now alive, and at the head of 

this Government, he would probably have been among the 

foremost to propose the abolition of those laws which he for¬ 

merly thought necessary, but would now have seen to be useless 

and odious. To what a degree popular feeling prevails against 

them cannot be more strikingly shown than by the detraction 

which they have brought on the memory of one who was 
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eminently deserving of all praise, distinguished by great talents 

and the most important public services, the soul of honor and 

virtue, admired, beloved, revered by all who knew him, but 

condemned by the public, who knew him not, solely on account 

of these laws which they abhor. 

“ In the Bengal and Agra Presidencies the question was, 

whether those laws should be retained or abolished; laws, be 

it observed, too unpopular to be executed, which in practice 

had in every respect become obsolete. In the provinces subor¬ 

dinate to Bombay there was the same question; but that was 

not the question in other parts of India. The question there 

was, shall such laws be introduced where they have not been 

known? Shall odious restrictions be imposed where there is 

already perfect freedom ? Shall despotic power be substituted 

in the place of law, or of liberty unrestrained even by law ? At 

Madras there was no local law, and there were no means of 

making any person responsible for what was published. At 

the Presidency of Bombay there was a law already existing, as 

free as that now proposed for all India. At Madras and 

Bombay, to have made any law short of perfect freedom, would 

have been to impose restrictions which did not before exist. 

Such a course would surely have been wrong, and was cer¬ 

tainly unnecessary. A law was urgently required at Madras, 

where liberty existed without responsibility. We could not 

legislate partially on such a subject; and the result of our 

deliberations was, that what is now proposed was the safest and 

the best law that could be devised. It gives perfect liberty; 

and all its subordinate provisions aim only at proper responsi¬ 

bility. Things could not remain as they Avere; and any law of 

restriction would have been sad retrogression in legislation, and 

totally opposed to the spirit of the age.” 

In conclusion, after some words of caution, lie 

spoke of himself and of the expected arrival of Lord 
Heytesbury : 

“I am sensible of your kindness in the wish which you have 

expressed that I may remain in my present office long enough 
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to take a part in passing the proposed measure into a law. 

For two reasons I entertain the same wish. I am naturally 

desirous of having a share in the completion of a law which 

will, I trust, conduce to the welfare of India and mankind. I 

am also anxious to relieve the Governor-General elect from the 

responsibility of a measure regarding which long experience 

in India enables me to proceed without hesitation. On tire 

other hand, there is a consideration which will more than re¬ 

concile me to the transfer of this duty to the hands of the 

distinguished nobleman appointed to this office. Fully be¬ 

lieving that all the prepossessions of a British statesman, and 

especially of one who has witnessed the inferiority of countries 

■where the Press is enslaved, compared with his own, where it 

is free, must be in favor of the liberty of the Press, I shall 

rejoice at his having an opportunity of commencing his admi¬ 

nistration with an act which will at once establish a good un¬ 

derstanding and a cordial feeling between the head of the 

Government and the community over which he is to preside.” 

That this reply, printed as it was in every journal 
in India, and speedily transmitted to England, 

should have called forth much commentary in both 

countries, was only what was to be expected. In 

the former it was received with almost universal 

applause. To a community accustomed to be ad¬ 
dressed by their rulers only in the frigid, pompous 

language of official reserve, there was something 

refreshing and exhilarating in the heartiness—al¬ 

most the familiarity with which Sir Charles Metcalfe 

thus addressed himself to them. It was a bit of 

plain-speaking, all the more appreciable for its 

rarity. But there were other considerations which 

commended it to men who pondered over its weighty 

and significant sentences, and dwelt lovingly on the 

great truths it contained. Amongst others who 
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expressed their admiration of the manifesto, was 

Daniel, Bishop of Calcutta—a man on whose many 

lustrous deeds and beautiful traits of character the 

historian of Christianity centuries hence will dwell 

with delighted enthusiasm—who read the address 
lovingly and hopefully, and then sate down to indite 
the following characteristic letter : 

“ Wednesday, 8 a.m. 

u Dear Sir Charles,—I trust you will let me say to you 

what I should have said to Lord William, had it been from his 

pen, how delighted I am at your reply on the subject of the 

Press. The acknowledgment of Almighty God—the concep¬ 

tion of the true ends for which we are entrusted with the empire 

of India—the importance attached to the diffusion of know¬ 

ledge—the cautions insinuated against the abuse of the freedom 

of the Press—the defence of Mr. Adam, and the preparation 

for Lord Heytesbury—are all, to my mind, admirable. 

“Forgive my presumption. You imagine me a rank Tory— 

but I love truth, improvement, efficiency, honor, from the bottom 

of my heart. 

“ I think I should work under you well, if you would but 

continue Governor-General. 

“ 1 would not have you, as a Government, say a word more 

than your reply does upon Christianity, involved as it is inse¬ 

parably m the European knowledge, civilisation, and improve¬ 

ment, which you so justly extol and put forward. 

“ Christianity is the affair of the ministers of religion, under 

the general eye of the Civil Government, and sustained, as it 

develops its benefits, by due countenance, &c. 

“ But I check my rashness again, and in the only effectual 

way, when on such a subject, by closing my note. 

“ I am, dear Sir Charles, 

“Yours most truly, 

“ D. Calcutta. 

il P- S.—There is a first-rate speech of Mr. Grant in the 
Englishman.” 
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Whilst such was the language of one of the ablest 

and best of men whom England has ever sent forth 

to toil beneath an Eastern sky, this great measure 

for the liberation of the Indian Press found at home 

many assailants. It has now lived down the re¬ 

proaches which were once cast upon it, and I should 

no more think of writing an elaborate treatise in its 

defence than of defending the freedom of commerce, 

or the free admission of Europeans to all parts of 

India, or any other of those fair images of progres¬ 

sive civilisation, which have pushed down from their 

pedestals the old idols of monopoly and exclusive¬ 

ness, a blind worship of which was once considered 

necessary to the maintenance of our empire in the 

East. What I would say, principally relates to the 

motives and the conduct of Sir Charles Metcalfe, 

which were greatly misrepresented at the time; and 

I hope, therefore, misunderstood. 

It was said that although in 1835 he spoke 

grandiloquently of the blessings of a free Press, he 

had not always been of that opinion—that the doc¬ 

trines which he then enunciated were newly taken 

up for a special purpose; that he seized the oppor¬ 

tunity of a brief occupancy of the chief seat of Go¬ 

vernment to secure for himself a little fleeting 

popularity. I have shown that what his opinions 

were in 1835, they had been ten years before—that 

what he said in 1825 he would do, he did ten years 

afterwards—that the performance, indeed, exactly 

coincided with the promise. I can trace only the 

most undeviating consistency throughout the ten 

years of which I speak. 
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But it has been said that the arbitrary measures 

of John Adam were applauded and supported by 

him; and those measures are of a date two years 

antecedent to the period from which I have traced 

Metcalfe’s declared opinions. But there is on record 

a specific declaration of what his real sentiments 

were regarding the measures of his friend. The 

following letter addressed to the late Dr. Marshman, 

which was called forth by some comments he had 

published on a paper in the Asiatic Journal, leaves 

nothing to he said on the subject :* 

SIR C. METCALFE TO DR. MARSHMAN. 

“ Agra, August 22, 1836. 

u Mv dear Dr. Marshman,—I am sincerely obliged to you 

for taking up the cudgels for me against a writer in the Asiatic 

Journal, whose attack, by-the-by, I was not aware of; but on 

what authority do you say 4 Granted,’ to an assertion that I 

was one of the loudest in applauding the ejection of Mr. 

Buckingham—or something to that effect—which is meant to 

fix on me a charge of inconsistency? I do not recollect any¬ 

thing that can justify either the assertion or your admis¬ 

sion of* it. Everything that John Adam ever did, was from 

noble motives; and in ejecting Mr. Buckingham he displayed 

the firmness and boldness, in acting up to his principles, which 

are the characteristics of an honest and upright mind. That I 
admired, and still admire as much as ever; but if I have any 

recollection of my opinions as to the measure, I thought then, 

as I now think, that it was very ill-judged. I was always of 

opinion that it was unworthy of the Government to enter into 

contests with the Press; and if I had had my will it would not 

have been left for me to legalise the liberty of the Press. I 

* I am indebted for this letter, and his venerable father, I, in common 
for much information besides, to my with many others, have been looking 
mend Mr. J. C. Marshman, to the forward with the deepest interest, 
appearance of whose promised life of 
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was sorry to see you ‘ grant ’ an assertion which I believe to be 

groundless, unless my cordial admiration of John Adam’s cha¬ 

racter can be construed into an approval of measures against 

the Press, from which I should at the time have dissented, if I 

had been in the way to offer any sentiments, unless I have 

really forgotten my opinions at that time, which I cannot sup¬ 

pose to be possible. So bold an assertion staggers me (and 

seems to have captured you), otherwise I should speak with 

more positiveness on the subject. But what was your autho¬ 

rity for saying ‘ Granted ?’ 

u Yours very sincerely, 

“ C. T. Metcalfe.” 

Again, it has been said that, however sound Met¬ 
calfe’s theories may have been, and however benevo¬ 

lent his desires, he was not justified in doing that 
which might cause great practical inconvenience 

and embarrass future Governments, without the 

consent of the Supreme authorities at home—that 

looking from the People’s side he may have been 

right, hut that from the Government’s side he was 

wrong1. But the fact is, that no small number 

of those who advocated most zealously the libera¬ 

tion of the Indian Press, looked at the question from 

the Government side, and regarded the Press as 

an auxiliary to the efficient administration of our 

Indian Empire, such as no other agency could 
supply. Bightly understood, they contended, the 

Indian Press was a formidable instrument, ever at 

the command of a sagacious ruler. What was called 

the “ licentiousness” of the Indian Press was, perhaps, 

the characteristic which of all others, in a Govern¬ 

ment point of view, constituted its chief utility. 
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The Indian Press was said to be a “ licentious” Press, 

because it sometimes attacked the measures of Go¬ 

vernment as a body, and sometimes the acts or 

characters of individual servants of the Government. 

In the former case, as I have already shown, it was a 

great safety-valve. Discontent exhausted itself in big 

words ; and the flower, safety, was plucked from the 

nettle, danger. In the other case, it had all the ad¬ 

vantages of a vast system of espionage without any 

of the odium that attached to the direct employ¬ 

ment of spies. The editor’s box, under a free 

Press, was sure to become a general depository for 
all complaints against inefficient or unprincipled 

Government servants. A man, who had a charge 

to bring against an official functionary for abus¬ 
ing his power, or neglecting his duty, might 

now slip it into the editor’s box, as a Venetian 

would into the Lion’s Mouth, and so make his 

complaint known to the rulers of the land. These 

charges might not be true. They might be based 

upon a misconception, or contain a wilful ex¬ 

aggeration of the truth. But if “ Expositor, ” or 

“Detector,” or a “Hater of Oppression,” com¬ 

plained that the myrmidons of the collector in a 

certain district were torturing the natives, or the 

judge of a certain court was habitually keeping his 

suitors waiting, whilst he was hunting, or shooting, 

or playing with his children, and it were found upon 

inquiry that no ryots had been tortured, and no 

suitors kept waiting; although such untruths might 

be unpalatable to the object of them and bring dis¬ 

credit on the journal in which they appeared, no 

injury, at least, was inflicted on the Government. 
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Or if it were asserted, in a letter from tlie Mofnssil, 

signed “An Indigo Planter,” or “True Blue,” that 

the interests of thousands in some obscure locality 

were entrusted to a functionary imbecile from old 

age, incapacitated by disease, or enfeebled by evil 

habits, and it were found that the incumbent was 

young, healthy, and discreet, no very great barm 

ensued to any but the editor or the proprietor of the 

paper in which the falsehood appeared. But if, on 

the other hand, these statements were true (and 

they were far more likely to he true than false), it 
was placed in the power of Government to remedy 

the evil, without their incurring any odium by detect¬ 

ing it. Thus a free Press in India was calculated to 

strengthen the hands of Government, by giving them 

a power of supervision and control over their ser¬ 

vants which nothing else could supply. And that it 

has abundantly performed this important function; 

that it has exposed much evil, that it has led the 

way to much good, and altogether contributed 

largely to the successful administration of the last 
twenty years, is a fact which nothing hut the most 

inveterate prejudice will urge a man to deny. The 

Government has never been so strong; the servants 

of Government have never been so efficient; the re¬ 

lations between all estates and all classes have never 

been so harmonious; there has never been more 

order and tranquillity in the country, more peace 

and good-will among men, than during the years 

which have elapsed since Charles Metcalfe liberated 

the Indian Press. 
The new Press Regulations, though the draft of 

them was published in the spring, did not come into 
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operation until the autumn. The freedom of the 

Indian Press dates from the 15th of September, 

1835. It was a great day, which the people of Cal¬ 

cutta were eager to celebrate. So they subscribed 

together, and they erected a noble building on the 

banks of the Ilooglily, to contain a public library, 
and to be applied to other enlightening purposes, 

and they called it the Metcalfe Hall. It was to hear 

an inscription declaring that the Press of India 

was liberated on the 15th of September, 1835, by 

Sir Charles Metcalfe; and the bust of the Liberator 

was to he enclosed in the building. 
But whilst the community of Calcutta were striv¬ 

ing to perpetuate the memory of this great act, the 
Home authorities were thinking of annulling the 

act itself. They did not perceive, at that time, how 
instrumental a free Press might he in working out 

the great objects which they had at heart. They saw 

only dangers which did not exist. But when Lord 

Auckland came out to India, he marvelled greatly 

at their alarm; and wisely discouraged the back¬ 

ward movement which the Home Government 

would perhaps have made, if a less liberal states¬ 

man had chanced to be at the head of affairs.*' 

* “ The good people of England,” 
wrote Lord Auckland to Metcalfe, in 
June, 1836, “have taken strangely 
to heart the establishment of a free 
Press in India. There has been a dis¬ 
position to reject the act by which it 
has been effected. The end, however, 
of their deliberations on the subject 
has been an angry despatch condemn¬ 
ing the measure, and calling the Coun¬ 
cil to consider the propriety of its re¬ 
peal. I am exceedingly surprised at 
the manner in which this measure has 
been received both by the Court and 

Board. It had never occurred to me 
to think of it as of one of danger 
and innovation until I heard of the 
alarm that had been raised. Upon 
all observation, I am well satisfied 
that, without effecting any substantial 
change, it rests upon a good principle, 
and has removed a cause of irritation, 
and the tenor, therefore, of our answer 
to the Court cannot be doubted.” 
What effect the displeasure of the 
Company had on Metcalfe himself, 
will be shown in a subsequent chapter. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

[1836—1837.] 

LAST DAYS IN INDIA. 

Revocation of Lord Heytesbury’s Appointment—Lord Auckland Governor- 
General—Abolition of the Agra Presidency—Metcalfe’s Doubts and Uncer¬ 
tainties—Investiture of the Bath—Acceptance of the Lieutenant-Governor¬ 
ship—Departure for Agra—Administration of the North-Western Pro¬ 
vinces. 

TVhilst Sip Charles Metcalfe, under the impression 

that he would he succeeded by a Tory Governor- 

General, was giving effect to the great measure to 

which the preceding chapter has been devoted, a 

Whig Governor-General was making his arrange¬ 

ments for the voyage to Calcutta. The Government 

of Sir Robert Peel was doomed to perish in its in¬ 

fancy. It had scarcely met the new Parliament 

when it was demonstrated, in the most unmistakeable 
manner, that his Majesty’s Ministers had not the 

confidence of the country. Sir Robert Peel and his 

colleagues, therefore, resigned; and the old Whig 

cabinet, with some slight modifications, was recon¬ 

structed under the auspices of Lord Melbourne. 

Mr. Grant, now created Lord Glenelg, went to the 
VOL. II. t 
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Colonial Office, and Sir John Hobhonse became 

President of the Board of Control. 
One of the first acts of the new Ministry was to 

revoke Lord Heytesbury’s appointment. He had 

received the usual valedictory entertainment from 

the East India Company ; he had drawn the outfit 
allowance granted to every new Governor-General; 

he had made every preparation for his voyage to 

India by the Jupiter—but he had not sailed. The 

Whigs were just in time to arrest his departure. 

They determined that Lord Heytesbury should not 
be Governor-General. They had full confidence in 

the man who held the reins of Government, and 

although they would not abandon what they called 

their principles, by appointing a Company s servant 
permanently to the Vice-regal office, they were won¬ 

derfully consoled by the idea that the public interests 

were not likely to suffer by any delay that might 
occur in the appointment of a Whig nobleman to 

that honorable and lucrative post. 
To Metcalfe these changes were only of importance 

so far as they unsettled and held him in a continual 
state of incertitude. “We are in expectation,” he 

wrote to Mr. Tucker, “ of hearing soon of the nomi¬ 

nation of Lord Glenelg, or Lord Auckland, or some 

other Lord, as Governor-General, and of the aboli¬ 

tion of the Agra Government. I may, therefore, 

soon follow this letter. My prospect is very com¬ 

fortable ; for whatever may happen to me, I shall 

be happy, grateful, and content. When the worst 

is a return to England to enjoy independence and 

retirement, good is the worst.” 
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In another letter lie wrote more fully, still to the 

same correspondent, regarding his future prospects ; 

and in reply to some remarks of Mr. Tucker, on the 

Landed Revenue of the North-Western Provinces, 

spoke of his own views regarding that and other 

matters connected with the financial condition of the 
country : 

“I laad made up my mind to go home, when the Agra Bill 

seemed so rapidly to approach completion, but am thrown into 

uncertainty again by the uncertain fate which now awaits it. 

I expected to be relieved from my temporary charge here by 

Lord Heytesbury two months ago, and now I look forward to 

resign it to some one else, two or three months hence. We 

speculate on Lord Glenelg or Lord Auckland; but as no one 

thought of Lord Heytesbury before his actual appointment, so 

we may have a stranger whom no one thinks of now, or Lord 

Heytesbury again, in the event of another change in the Mi¬ 

nistry. Whoever it may be, my best assistance shall be at his 

command, if I can render any. My views remain as before. 

I have no wish to throw up service if I hold an office which 

will not discredit me; but am quite willing to go if I experi¬ 

ence a loss of confidence, or have only the option of remaining 

in an inferior appointment compared with what I have filled, 

as would have been the case in the Lieutenant-Governorship 

appointed by the Government in India, which I could not, I 

think, have held with credit, after being member of Supreme 

Council, Governor, and temporary Governor-General, although 

the duties would have been as interesting and important as those 

of Governor. 

“ As Governor of Agra, I wrote a letter recommending per¬ 

mission for permanent settlements to be given, for eventual use, 

at the discretion of the Governor, on occasions which might 

justify it. I think that they might be beneficially introduced 

into the Western Provinces in many instances. The idea has 

T 2 
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met with some opposition; but the letter has gone for your 

consideration. I trust that the apparent decay of our Land 

Revenue was only temporary, and owing to temporary causes. 

I have been trying of late to find out our real financial condi¬ 

tion, which does not appear in the accounts, from the manner 

in which they are prepared. The result shows in the present 

year, on estimate, a surplus in India of above three crore and 

twenty lakhs to meet home expenditure ; but this is m part 

composed of an estimated increase of Land Revenue in Bengal 

and Agra of about seventy-five lakhs, besides an increase of other 

branches, which, if not all realised, will affect the result. The 

prospect, however, is better than it was, when it appeared from 

the accounts that our Indian surplus was only a crore, or a crore 

and twenty-seven lakhs. This appearance induced us to address 

the Court, proposing strong measures of retrenchment, which 

will not be so urgently required, if the information now elicited 

from the Accountant-General’s office prove correct. Nothing 

would rejoice me more than to see that we had really an income 

equal to all our charges, at home as well as in India. After 

that I should have great hopes of prosperity; but to go on bor¬ 

rowing in time of Peace is a very disheartening business.”— 

[October 4, 1835.] 

It was not until the close of the year that tidings 

of the nomination of Lord Auckland to the Governor- 

Generalship reached Metcalfe in Calcutta. Of that 

nobleman he knew little, except that they had been 

slioolfellows at Eton ; hut the circumstance, trifling 

as it was, tended to increase his kindly feelings to¬ 

wards his successor. Whether he would remain in 

the country to aid the new Governor-General was 

still an open question. Much depended upon the 

manner in which the new Agra Bill, then before Par¬ 

liament, would be shaped. To Metcalfe himself, as 

he continued to write to Mr. Tucker, the issue was 
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of little consequence, as regarded his future hap¬ 

piness : 

“ I am looking out,” he said, “ for the arrival of Lord 

Auckland, which may, I conclude, be soon expected, and am 

quite uncertain as to my own movements. I have been watch¬ 

ing the Agra Bill, but cannot trace it beyond the second read¬ 

ing. The Agra Government abolished, and nothing else done, 

my course would be clear enough; but if the Governor-General 

arrive without sentence having been passed against the Agra 

Government, but with the verdict still hanging over it, I shall 

be puzzled; as I shall neither like to abandon the Government 

to which I have been appointed, nor be quite satisfied in resumr 

ing it, with so near a prospect of its dissolution. There is no 

use, however, in troubling you with my uncertainties. I must 

determine for myself, when the time comes, as may seem to be 

most according to duty. If I go home, I shall, I trust, find 

you in the enjoyment of health, and the same energy of cha¬ 

racter which you have so conspicuously displayed in upholding 

the honor of the Court of Directors, in the extraordinary period 

during which you were their leader—not, I trust, for the only 

time. I shall not be surprised, but should think it most 

natural, if this letter found you again in one of the Chairs; and 

my anxiety for the good government of India makes me wish 

that it may be so.”—[.December 27, 1835.] 

“ . . . I am, as you may suppose, in daily expectation 

of Lord Auckland’s arrival; but we do not yet know when he 

actually sailed. My movements will be determined by the 

character of the position in which I may find myself, after 

delivering over the Supreme Government. The limit that I 

have ever fixed for my public service in India is the point at 

which I cannot continue to serve without a sense of descending 

from a higher position to a lower. The descent from the 

Governor-Generalship I do not regard in that light, because 

it was avowedly a temporary and provisional appointment, in 
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which I had no expectation of being confirmed. The position 

below which I should think it some degradation to descend, is 

that which I occupied before I became Governor-General that 

is, the Governor of a Presidency, with the provisional appoint¬ 

ment of Governor-General annexed. The latter made me the 

second man in India, a position in which I should be glad to 

remain. But any inferior to that would, I think, be something 

like degradation. Thus, if the Governorship of Agra be re¬ 

duced to a Lieutenancy, in the nomination of the Governor- 

General, I cannot, I conceive, remain in that situation. If the 

Governorship be retained without the provisional Governor- 

Generalship, I shall be puzzled, from reluctance to abandon the 

Government spontaneously, and a counterbalancing reluctance 

to resume it with a sense of occupying an inferior position to 

what I before held in the time of two preceding Governor- 

Generals, Lord W. Bentinck and Lord Heytesbury. If the Go¬ 

vernment of Agra be continued, and the provisional Governor- 

Generalship be added, I shall certainly remain. You now know 

my intentions as clearly as I can convey them. Nothing but a 

sense of degradation will drive me from the public service, as 

long as I have health and faculties remaining; but that feeling 

may be produced by anything short of ivliat I have before been. 

I should have considered the question of the Agra Government 

as settled by Lord Ellenborough’s Bill, but I cannot trace the 

Bill beyond the second reading; and a letter from the Court 

of the 12th August speculates, in a financial statement, on the 

possibility of the continuance of the fourth Presidency on the 

same footing with the others. The greater probability, how¬ 

ever, is, that it is abolished, and that I shall soon follow this 

letter. No man in a state of uncertainty could be happier than 

I am; for either way I shall be satisfied. In going to England 

I shall be perfectly so—happy in the prospect of retirement 

before me, and thankful for the favors and distinctions that I 

have received. I may, therefore, shortly after you receive this 

letter, have the pleasure of shaking you by the hand, and 
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expressing to you personally how much I feel obliged to you 

for all your kindness.”—[ January 24, 1836.] 

And now it became to Metcalfe a subject of earnest 

consideration whether he should remain in India 

after the arrival of Lord Auckland, or yield to the 

desire of Ills own heart and return to his native 

country. He was prepared to stifle his own inclina¬ 

tions and continue to serve the State, if he could do 

so without any manifest official degradation. But the 

tidings which came from home of the progress of 

the new Agra Bill, by which the some-time Presi¬ 

dency was to be reduced to a Lieutenant-Governor¬ 

ship with very limited power and pomp attached to 

it, made him doubtful of the propriety of accepting 

an ofhce in wrhich he would occupy a position ap¬ 

parently lower than that to which he had previously 

attained. In the midst of the doubts and perplexities 

suggested by these considerations, there came to him 

very gratifying letters from England—letters which 

assured him of the high estimation in which he was 

held both by the Court of Directors and the Crown 

Ministers—letters which urged him to remain in 

India at the head of the Agra Government in spite of 

the mutilation it had undergone. As a proof of the 

respect in which he was held by the King and his 

Ministers, it was intimated that his Majesty intended 

to bestow upon him an especial mark of his royal 

favor. He would, doubtless, have been created a 

baronet; but he was a baronet already. So the 

King intimated his intention of conferring on him 
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the Grand Cross of the Bath.* Lord Auckland was 

to carry out the insignia with him, and the Investi¬ 

ture was to take place after his arrival.f Still Met¬ 

calfe could not bring himself to think that in justice 

to himself he could accept such an appointment as 

the Lieutenant-Governorship of Agra, and on the 

7th of February, 1886, he wrote to Mr. Tucker : 

“ Many thanks for your kind letter with the Agra Bill. It 

is the only copy as yet received here. As you surmise, I do 

not see how I can stay in this altered and subordinate condition 

of my ci-devant Government. I shall, therefore, be prepared, 

if nothing, at present unknown to me, should occur to change 

my mind, to embark for England after delivering over charge 

of the Supreme Government to Lord Auckland, whose arrival 

we daily expect. I had no wish to retire from the public ser¬ 

vice, and should not have done so if I had retained the same 

position that I held during the latter part of Lord William 

Bentinck’s Government, and after the appointment of Lord 

Heytesbury, but I do not like tumbling down hill. I shall re¬ 

tire thankful and grateful for all the favors and distinctions that 

I have received from the Court of Directors and his Majesty’s 

Ministers. I have intelligence of the honor of the Grand Cross, 

for which—although you may not have had any immediate 

share in conferring it—I hold myself in great measure indebted 

to you, on account of the manner in which you brought my 

* The manner in which the inti¬ 
mation was conveyed must have been 
very gratifying to Metcalfe. Sir Her¬ 
bert Taylor, by the King’s command, 
informed the Court that “his Majesty 
has felt great satisfaction in thus ma¬ 
nifesting his sense of the meritorious 
and valuable services of so highly 
respectable and distinguished an indi¬ 
vidual.” 

f Lord Auckland wrote from the 
Admiralty, on the 13th of November, 

to announce the commission with 
which he had been charged, adding, 
“ I shall probably have it in my power 
within a very few days after your re¬ 
ceipt of this letter, to make your ac¬ 
quaintance ; and I can assure you that 
1 am anxious to do so, and that I look 
forward with hope and with confidence 
to the advantage which, in under¬ 
taking the Government of India, I 
shall derive from your assistance.” 
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name into notice in the struggle regarding the Governor- 

Generalship.” 

But scarcely liad Metcalfe despatched this letter, 

when other encouraging communications came to 

him from his friends at the India House. The 

Chairman, Mr. Stanley Clarke, wrote to him, on the 

26th of September, that on the preceding day he had 

been unanimously appointed, for a third time, Pro¬ 

visional Governor-General, on the death, resignation, 

or coming away of Lord Auckland : 

“ Hence,” he added, “I am led to hope; and I may say it is 

the unanimous hope of the Court of Directors, as well as that 

of our new Governor-General, that you may be disposed, on 

the same high and patriotic grounds which it is well known 

govern all your movements, to accept the office which will be 

tendered, in its reduced character, to your consideration; and 

that the East India Company may be thus secure of your highly 

valuable services both at Agra and (should the contingency 

happen) eventually at the head of the Supreme Government.” 

On the same day, Metcalfe’s old friend and pre¬ 

ceptor, Mr. Edmonstone—then an honored member 

of the Court of Directors—addressed to him a long 

and interesting letter, pleading in the same strain : 

u Our earnest and anxious hope,” he wrote, “ now is, that 

notwithstanding the legislative alteration which has taken place 

with respect to Agra (founded mainly, by the way, on your own 

representations), you may still be disposed to afford the impor¬ 

tant benefit of your continued services by taking upon you the 

office of Lieutenant-Governor, which Lord Auckland will pro¬ 

pose to your acceptance, conjoined as it will be with the renewal 

of your provisional succession to the office of Governor-General. 
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It is, no doubt, a subordinate appointment; but in your hands 

it will be subordinate only in name; as we are well assured 

that Lord Auckland, far from being inclined to exercise the 

control which Lord William deemed indispensable, will be too 

happy to be himself guided by your superior knowledge and 

advice, and leave to you the full and uncontrolled authority, 

not only in that but in every other department of your adminis¬ 

tration.* I cannot conclude this letter without expressing the 

pleasure with which I contemplate the honors and distinctions 

so justly conferred upon you. It is a singular and gratifying 

incident of my life to have seen three valued friends, with 

whom I was officially associated from the very commencement 

of their career, successively elevated to the highest office of the 

State—yourself, poor Adam, and my now colleague, Bayley.” 

The same ship which brought these letters, 

brought also the new Governor-General to Calcutta. 

The arrival of Lord Auckland had been looked for 

in the course of February, and the month had barely 

worn to a close before the Jupiter frigate entered 

the Hooghly river. Metcalfe had despatched letters 

of welcome to meet his successor at the Sand-heads, 

and on the 2nd of March Lord Auckland wrote to 

thank him for his kind offices. “ I thankfully 

accept,” he wrote, “the arrangements which you 

are good enough to propose for my reception in 

Calcutta (I hope) to-morrow. It will then give me 

real pleasure to renew an acquaintance which has 

now been interrupted for at least thirty-five years; 

and I look forward with pleasure and earnestness to 

the advantage of that advice which you so cordially 

* The Chairman wrote to the same of your services, and is quite prepared, 
effect: “The Governor-General will under the new form, to assign large 
be most desirous to have the benefit political powers to your hands.” 
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tender—though even with this, I cannot but feel 

how difficult it will he for me to supply the vacancy 

which you are about to make.” 

If anything had been wanting to give full effect 

to the charmings of Clarke and Edmonstone, it 

would have been found in the demeanor of the new 

Governor-General. Metcalfe soon found that all 

that had been said about Lord Auckland by his 

friends at the India House was unadornedly true. 

He saw at once in his successor a man of unaffected 

modesty, eager to profit by the experience of those 

who had earned by long service in the country a 

right to give him advice. And in a little time it 

became apparent that the new Governor-General 

was a man very earnest in his desire to do good; 

very honest in his intentions; very assiduous in his 

application to business; and of a very remarkable 

aptitude for the rapid acquisition of facts. A few 

hours sufficed to establish relations of confidence 

and intimacy between them. And Metcalfe soon 

felt that it would be difficult to find a colleague 

with whom he was more likely to co-operate with 

that cordiality which is at once so delightful to the 

individual and so beneficial to the State. 

His resolution to return to England was, indeed, 

rapidly giving way under the pressure of the re¬ 

peated assaults which had been made upon it. But 

before it became necessary to deliver a final decision, 

the business of the Investiture of the Grand Cross 

was to be performed. There was to be a grand 

ceremonial at Government House. The 14th of 

March was the day fixed for the show. The Garter- 
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King-at-Arms had sent out something of a pro¬ 

gramme of the ceremony as it had been performed 

on the occasion of the investiture of Sir George 

Barlow; and now Mr. Colvin, the Governor-Gene¬ 

ral’s Private Secretary, was instructed to make all 

the necessary arrangements. In the mean while, 

Lord Auckland wrote to Sir Charles Metcalfe to 

forewarn him of what he intended to say on pre¬ 

senting the insignia to him. There is such a plea¬ 

sant flavor about the letter, that I am irresistibly 

tempted to insert it: 

LORD AUCKLAND TO SIR CHARLES METCALFE. 

“ My dear Sir,—I have written to Mr. Fagan,* and have 

real pleasure in giving the appointment to one who has so much 

merit. 

“ Mr. Colvin tells me that he has put you fully in posses¬ 

sion of the course of proceeding for to-morrow. When I was 

spoken at, by the Chairman of the East India Company, and 

had to speak in return, he gave me beforehand the heads of 

the topics upon which he proposed to touch, and I found it 

convenient in framing a reply. I have been thinking of what 

I shall say to you to-morrow; and in the same manner you may 

like to know that I shall begin by stating, the commands of the 

Secretary of State, then the personal commands and kind 

expressions of the King, my own pleasure in obeying them, in 

very general terms your career in India, an assertion that 

opinion in England is not indifferent to merit in India, and 

congratulations and good wishes. As far as I can guess, I may 

be five, but I shall not be ten minutes. 

u There is a mystery in wearing the ribbon, with which you 

* When filling up the appointments the situation of Aide-de-Camp; and 
on his personal staff, Lord Auckland, Sir Charles Metcalfe had recom¬ 
as a compliment to his predecessor, mended Lieutenant C. G. Eagan, 
had invited him to name an officer for 
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may like to be acquainted. In full dress, and upon state occa¬ 

sions, it is worn over the coat, and so I shall put it upon you 

and wear it myself in the morning to-morrow. Upon less 

awful and general occasions, it is worn under the coat, and so 

I propose wearing it at the ball m the evening—always over 

the right shoulder. 

“ I hope that I shall be in a condition to talk to you on the 

subject of Agra upon Wednesday or Thursday next. 

“ Most truly, dear Sir, yours, 

“ Auckland.” 

On tlie following day tlie ceremony was duly 

performed. The principal actors in it have now all 

passed away. But there are some remaining spec¬ 

tators who remember all the incidents of the im¬ 

posing scene as though it were but yesterday. Prom 

an early hour there had been an uncommon bustle 

in Calcutta. Bands playing, guns firing, troops in 

motion, the body-guard plunging about, and the 

officers of the Governor-General’s staff in a con¬ 

tinual state of activity, declared to the astonished 

inhabitants of the city that some great tomasha was 

going on. But whether it were in honor of the new 

Lord or the old was an enigma to the wondering 

natives. Sir Charles Metcalfe, leaving his house at 

Garden-Beach, had been met by a deputation from 

Government House and conducted to that stately 

edifice, where a guard of honor was drawn up to 

receive him, and a street of soldiers lined the way 

from the outer gates to the foot of the staircase by 

which he was to ascend. In the grand saloon of 

the great palace there was a goodly assemblage of 

all the most distinguished denizens of Calcutta. 
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No special invitations had been issned. It was a 

public occasion, and the public came freely to do 

honor to the man. The Governor-General sate on a 

chair of state at the end of the saloon, and lose as 

Metcalfe advanced, supported on one side by the 

commanding figure of Sir Henry bane,"' and on the 

other by Sir Jeremiah Hickson. Then, holding the 

patent open in his hands, Lord Auckland commenced 

the inaugural address.f He spoke slowly and dis¬ 

tinctly, and his words were listened to with pro¬ 

found attention. After stating the commands he had 

received from the King, and the pleasure which it 

had given him to he the hearer of such tokens of his 

Majesty’s esteem and respect, and briefly alluding 

to Metcalfe’s thirty-five years of honored service, 

Lord Auckland proceeded to say : 

“ Throughout this long period you have followed the dictates 

of a disposition benevolent, liberal, and kind; you have exerted 

all the energies and all the ability of a manly and powerful 

mind, and indefatigably and without remission at once sustained 

the strength and confirmed the security of British India, and 

promoted the welfare of every class of its inhabitants; and you 

have proved how possible it is at once to support the power and 

the dignity of the British name, and to be the friend of peace, 

the friend of human improvement and of human happiness. 

“ I have been commanded, Sir, to conduct this ceremony in 

* With the exception of the Go- t Just as Lord Auckland was about 
vernor-General, Sir Henry Lane was to commence his address, there was 
the only Grand Cross present on the some little interruption, I am told, 
occasion. Sir Henry had written to occasioned by the difficulty of con- 
Metcalfe to say that he considered trolling the prattle of some English 
the admission of such a man to the children who were present. For this, 
honors of the Bath conferred dis- however, the fertile mind of Mr. 
tinction on the order, and that soldiers Macaulay suggested a remedy. He 
would never complain of the partici- checked their exuberance by telling 
pation of civilians in such honors if them that it was as wicked to talk 
they were always as worthily bestowed, there as in a church. 
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the manner most likely to do you honor. I invited no one to 

assist at it; but I opened my doors, and these ample halls are 

filled with those who honor and regard you. That such should 

be the feeling of those who have lived with you, who have 

known you, who have watched your progress or have lived 

under your rule, must of itself be gratifying to you; and it must 

be gratifying also to all present to know that public character 

in India is well appreciated, and that by all, up to him who 

sits upon the throne and is the fountain of honor amongst 

Englishmen, your name is upheld and inseparably connected 

Avith the history of this country, to which so large a portion 

of your life, your affections, and your best exertions have been 

devoted. 

More than this, Sir, I need not say. I beg you to accept 

my congratulations, and the expression of a wish as warm as it 

is sincere, that you may wear for many years in health and in 

happiness this mark of distinction. For myself, I can have no 

better object than that of endeavoring to emulate your example 

—no higher ambition than that, when I am called upon to leave 

the station which you have so lately quitted, I may be followed 

with a share of that general respect and general regard which 

are the just meed of your public and private virtues.” 

A general burst of applause followed the termina¬ 

tion of this address. The red ribbon was then placed 

over the shoulder of Sir Charles Metcalfe, and the 

star fixed on his breast. "When he commenced his 

reply he spoke slowly, and seemingly from the full 

heart; but there were those present who were pecu¬ 

liarly struck by the beautiful mellowness of voice 

which his emotion in no wise impaired. “ My Lord,” 

he said, as the people pressed round to catch every 

word that fell from him : 

“ My Lord,—I cannot find words to express my deep sense 

of his Majesty’s gracious goodness in conferring on me this 
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eminent mark of his royal favor, or his princely condescension 

in adding such tokens of personal interest and notice. It would 

be highly presumptuous in me to imagine myself deserving of 

so great an honor, but it "would be equally so to question his 

Majesty’s judgment, by dwelling on my own unworthiness. I 

shall, therefore, only say that my heart is devoted to my king and 

country, and that it shall by my study throughout life that I may 

not disgrace this most Honorable Order of the defenders of the 

State into which I have been admitted, and that the service ol 

which it is my pride to be a member, and to whose merits more 

than to any desert on my own part I owe this high distinction, 

may never have reason to be ashamed of their representative. 

This unexpected honor will, I trust, be an additional inducement 

to me to strive to merit the esteem of my fellow-creatures, and 

to perform my duties to God and man on all occasions to the 

utmost of my ability. 
“ To your Lordship I am quite at a loss for the means of 

conveying in adequate language my grateful thanks for the dis¬ 

tinguished manner in which you have executed his Majesty’s 

commands, and for the generous sentiments which you have 

been pleased to express. I fear that you greatly overrate my 

humble services and pretensions. Permit me to express my 

cordial wishes for the success of your Lordship’s Government, 

and my fervent hope that the beneficent measures which may 

be expected from your administration will promote the pros¬ 

perity and happiness of the people of India, and tend to bind 

this vast portion of the British Empire in ties of sympathy 

and affection with the United Kingdom. That such may 

be the result I most ardently pray, and the manifest omens 

which encourage this hope are a just cause for universal con¬ 

gratulation.” 

The guns on the saluting battery of Port William 
announced the completion of the ceremony; and 
the day was ended with a complimentary festival at 
Government House. 
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It was whilst the arrangements for the investiture 
were m progress, that Sir Charles Metcalfe received 
the following address from the Calcutta Chamber of 
Commerce: 

“to SIR c. T. METCALFE, BARONET, G.C.B., &c. &C. &C. 

Q ~ Calcutta, march 7, 1836. 

m ;r he.°rder PromulSated for abolishing the Inland 
.transit Duties is so fraught with unmingled good to the whole 

country, that the Chamber of Commerce cannot suffer the op¬ 

portunity to pass of conveying to you the cordial tribute of 

its unqualified thanks for the beneficent boon conferred, so 

worthy of the policy of an enlightened statesman. 

‘ The testimony borne by the Chamber is but one among 

multitudes ; for commensurate with the wide prevalence of 

the grievance will be the grateful acclamations of the popula¬ 

tion who experience the relief. 

“ You have removed trammels which have, in all directions, 

been fettering commercial intercourse and repressing the en¬ 

terprise of the country ;--aggravated, too, as the vexation was, 

by the multiplied extortions and the demoralising habits which 
the system generated. 

“ It will be pardoned to the Chamber if, on the occasion of 

offering the acknowledgments of the mercantile body for the 

boon accorded, it presumes to say that it anticipated that you 

would not have been slow to complete the measure of relief 

by the extinction ol the Town Duties. 

Although the inopportune termination of your administra¬ 

tion hath not permitted that to be added to the other laudable 

acts which are recorded in its annals, the Chamber indulges 

the expectation that the influence which events cannot justly 

divest you of, will be felt in accelerating the consummation of 

the good work which you had so far advanced. 

“ I have the honor to be, Sir, 

“ Your most obedient servant, 

“ F°r and on behalf of the Bengal Chamber of Commerce, 

“John Stewart, President.” 

u YOL. II. 
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To this gratifying address Metcalfe returned the 

following reply. It sets forth all the historical cir¬ 

cumstances of the abolition of the Transit Duties, 

and renders other explanation unnecessary : 

“ TO JOHN STEWART, ESQ., PRESIDENT OP THE CHAMBER OP 

COMMERCE. 

« March 10, 1836. 

u Sir,—I am greatly obliged by tbe kind feeling which has 

dictated the communication that I have had the honor to re¬ 

ceive from your hands on the part of the Chamber of Com¬ 

merce. 
“ I am satisfied that, by the abolition of the Inland Duties, 

much vexation, detention, and extortion, to which commerce 

has been subject, have been removed ; and I consider myself 

as fortunate in having been in any degree instrumental, in 

concert with my late colleagues in the Government, towards 

the accomplishment of that important object. 

“ The measure has been long in the contemplation of the 

Court of Directors and the Government of India, and ear¬ 

nestly desired by both. It has only been retarded by the ap¬ 

prehension of great loss of revenue, the apparent difficulty of 

finding any substitute for what would be relinquished, and 

the impossibility of making a large sacrifice of resources which 

were indispensable for the service of the State. 

“ Lord William Bentinck, whose heart was devoted to the 

welfare of India, longed for the accomplishment of this mea¬ 

sure; and looked to it as one of those which would result 

from the labors of the Committee assembled during his ad¬ 

ministration for the purpose of regulating the duties on 

commerce, on liberal principles, throughout our Indian 

Empire. 

“ Other authorities and individuals have been able and zea¬ 

lous advocates in the same cause. 

“ It was expressed on alb sides, that the Committee of Cus- 
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toms sitting in Calcutta would propose this measure, but as it 

was also expected that their Report on that point would be ac¬ 

companied by suggestions for the substitution of some other 

source of revenue in lieu of that which was to be abandoned, 

it was intended to await the receipt of the Committee’s Re¬ 

port on both subjects before any resolution should be taken on 
one. 

During this state ol suspense, the Government of India 

learned, that the abolition of the Inland Duties had been 

carried into effect in the provinces of the Presidency of Agra by 

the Governor, Mr. Ross. This proceeding placed the Govern¬ 

ment of India in the predicament of either reinstating the 

Custom Houses of the Agra Presidency, which would have 

been offered to every one’s view of wliat was to be done, or of 

inconsistently maintaining the Custom Houses of Bengal, or 
of abolishing the latter without waiting, as had previously 

been intended, for the complete measure which the Report of 

the Committee was expected to produce for the consideration 

of the Government. The last course was adopted, as the most 

advisable and least objectionable under the circumstances above 

explained. At the same time, instructions were issued to the 

Committee to submit a report of the measures which they 

would recommend, with a view to provide a substitute for the 

revenue which would be lost by the abolition of Inland 
Duties. 

“I have entered into this detail in order that I may not as¬ 

sume undue merit for the measure on account of which the 

Chamber of Commerce have honored me with their thanks, 

and that I may explain why it was not sooner adopted; and 

also, in order that they may be prepared for the subsequent 

measure which is to be expected as a consequence of that 

which has been effected, and may not regard the boon as the 

measure of one Government, and what may be a less agreeable, 

but a necessary arrangement, as the act of another Government. 

It was intended that both should issue together as parts of one 

complete measure. 
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“ With respect to the Town Duties, the time, I trust, is not 

distant when those also will be abolished. They are only 

tolerated, like all other vexatious imposts, as necessary evils, on 

account of the revenue which they yield, and which cannot 

easily be dispensed with by a Government in debt, whose ex¬ 

penses in all departments are generally increasing; and which 

has repeatedly been led, by financial difficulties, to have re¬ 

course to extensive reductions injurious to the State; and pain¬ 

ful and disheartening, and savoring of ingratitude, to the more 

valuable of its servants. 

“ The Chamber of Commerce may, I am confident, be as¬ 

sured that, under the administration of the nobleman who is 

now at the head of the Government of this country, the most 

liberal and enlightened measures will be adopted for the fur¬ 

therance of commerce and every other good work connected 

with the welfare of India. With cordial wishes for the realisa¬ 

tion of this expectation, and the boundless prosperity which 

may be expected to ensue, 

“ I have the honor to be, Sir, 

“ Your most obedient servant, 

“ C. T. Metcalfe.” 

The time had now come for Metcalfe finally to 

decide whether he would accept the Lieutenant- 

Governorship of the North-Western Provinces; or 

rather to give the official imprimatur to the inten¬ 

tion already formed in his mind. Some little re¬ 

luctance to accept the office still clung to him, for 

he was unwilling to oppose such an obstacle to the 

advancement of his friend and colleague Mr. Blunt; 

but with such cordiality and sincerity did that gen¬ 

tleman urge his acceptance of the Government—ex¬ 

pressing an earnest hope that, “ for the interests not 

of the Western Provinces only, but of India gene¬ 

rally,” Metcalfe might be induced to remain in the 
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country, that all scruples were dissipated, and the 
final resolution taken. 

The question had been orally discussed between 

Lord Auckland and Sir Charles Metcalfe; and it had 

been agreed that the Governor-General should state 

the whole case in a letter, and that a written answer 

should be returned. “ I promised you a letter to¬ 

day,” wrote Lord Auckland, on the 17th of March, 

“ and I send you the rough sketch of one, which I 

have not time to revise or to copy ; but it contains 

my views on the subjects discussed in it; and it is 

better that I should send it to you so than that I 

should break my engagement.” The letter, indeed, 

scarcely needed revision. I give it as it was written- 

It contains so full an exposition of the circumstances 

attending the establishment of the Lieutenant-Go¬ 

vernorship ot the North-Western Provinces, that 

nothing more need he added to render them intelli¬ 

gible to the reader: 

LORD AUCKLAND TO SIR CHARLES METCALFE. 

“ Government House, March 17, 1836. 

“ My dear Sir Charles,—I have given my best con¬ 

sideration to the question which I have to decide, upon the 

appointment of a Lieutenant-Governor to Agra, and am anxious 

to lay before you the following statement of facts, and of the 

propositions which are founded upon them, in the hope of 

obtaining your concurrence, but perfectly certain that whether 

I do or not, I shall have the advantage of your advice and 

suggestions. 

“ The question is one of considerable difficulty, and probably 

if no step had yet been taken in it, I might have been disposed 

to leave it, at least for a time, at rest, and either have waited 
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until the improvement of the public finances might have 

enabled me to form a more efficient and a more complete form 

of Government for the North-Western Provinces than it is now 

open to me to do, or to have satisfied myself by actual expe¬ 

rience that no such change is necessary; but the change has, 

in fact, taken place; my own opinion leans very much to its 

advantage, and if this were doubtful, the steps which have 

been taken could hardly be retraced without considerable 

inconvenience. 
“ In endeavoring, with the assistance of Mr. Colvin, to hunt 

out the history of these transactions, I find that, as far back as 

1808, a suggestion to the effect of establishing a high official 

authority in our North-Western Provinces was made by the 

two Commissioners, Mr. Cox and Mr. St.George Tucker. The 

advantages contemplated were, m reference to political relations 

and improvement of local internal administration; and they 

point out the relief which would be afforded to the Govern¬ 

ment at Calcutta, to the impulse which would be given to the 

local authorities, and to the advantage which would accrue to 

the inhabitants of these provinces by an easy access to their 

rulers. 
u The question was revived in 1829, and the division 

strongly recommended by the Finance Committee, Mr. Holt 

Mackenzie, Mr. David Hill, and Mr. Bax; and it is needless 

to detail their opinions, and those which were in consequence 

expressed by Lord William Bentinck, Sir Charles Metcalfe, 

Mr. Bayley, and others here, and by the Directors and the 

Commissioners of the India Board, and members of Parliament 

in England—they all tend to admit that such a measure would 

add to the efficiency of administration; but very many of them 

adverted to the strong objections which may be raised on the 

ground of expense; and much difference of opinion prevailed 

upon the amount of patronage and of control over the most 

important of our political relations, which should be delegated 

to the newly created office. 

“ Lord William Bentinck was more opposed than others to 
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a separation of authority, though admitting the total inade¬ 

quacy of the Government at Calcutta to control and superintend 

the North-Western Provinces. He would have removed the 

seat of the Supreme Government to those provinces, and have 
delegated local authorities to Calcutta. 

“ When the bill for the renewal of the Charter (of which 

the creation ol a fourth Presidency formed a part) was under 

discussion, the Court of Directors, in opposition to that part of 

it, admitted the necessity of an efficient Government in the 

Northern Provinces, but thought that every object might be 

most satisfactorily and most economically obtained by the ap¬ 

pointment of a Lieutenant-Governor, subject to the Bengal 

Government—and arguments to this effect were urged by 

others—the act, nevertheless, was passed; and by instructions 

from the Court, of December 17, 1833, after considerable dis¬ 

cussions in the Council, a Government of Agra was established, 

with full powers in all but the military and political depart¬ 

ments, and with the patronage, under some exceptions and 

qualifications, of all civil situations. The residence of the 

Governor was fixed at Allahabad, with military power within 

the fort; and he had an establishment given to him little differing 

from that of other Presidencies; but the Government of India 

kept the more important political relations in their oivn hands, 

leaving the officers in other political situations to receive their 

orders from the Governments within the sphere of whose juris¬ 

dictions they might be respectively situated. The Court of 

Delhi, the Sikh and Hill-protected States, the Bundlekund 

Kajahs, and chiefs depending upon the Saugor and Nerbudda 

agency, were given to Agra—with a reserve that it should 

at all times be competent to the Governor-General in Council 

to enlarge or modify these political powers. 

“ In the mean time, doubts of the propriety of keeping up 

this new Presidency appears to have gained ground with the 

Court. It was remarked that the expense of a distinct Pre¬ 

sidency ought not to be incurred, except for some important 

end—that the duties proposed to be assigned were of a secondary 
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kind; and it was proposed to appoint a Lieutenant-Governor 

for the purpose of relieving the Governor-General m Council 

1 from the management of sucn a mass of details as it was im¬ 

possible for him to attend to without neglecting more important 

concerns.’ 
« The Board of Control took a more enlarged view of the 

subject, and considering the distance of the Upper Provinces 

from the seat of Government, their position in regard to foreign 

states, and the character of their population, observed, That 

they could not but concur in the opinion which had been given, 

that there should be stationed in these provinces an officer of 

authority paramount to that of commissioners, collectors, and 

magistrates, who, enjoying the full confidence of the Governor- 

General, might exercise whatever power it might from time to 

time be deemed expedient by the Governor-General to delegate 

to him.’ Under an act introduced in consequence, and on the 

ground stated in the preamble, ‘ That much difficulty had 

arisen in carrying the enactment of the former act into effect, 

and that the same would be attended with a large increase of 

expense,’ power is given to the Court to suspend the enact¬ 

ments regarding Agra, and to the Governor-General in 

Council to appoint a Lieutenant-Governor. 

“ The passing of this act was notified by the Court to the 

Government, the provisions of the former act suspended for 

three years, and a power was given, in case of the appointment 

of Sir Charles Metcalfe, to fix a salary equal to that of the Pre¬ 

sidency of Madras or Bombay to the Lieutenant-Government. 

“ The summary of this statement is, that authority in 

general is in favor of the delegation of a portion of the power 

of the Supreme Government to a Lieutenant-Governor; that the 

extent of this delegation should be in some degree governed 

by circumstances and by existing difficulties; that the expense 

of the new establishment should not be on the scale of the other 

Presidencies, though the officer should be one of high au¬ 

thority, and possessing the full confidence of the Governor- 

General; and 1 Sir Charles Metcalfe’ is pointed out as the 
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person in whom all the qualifications for such an office are best 

united, and to whom the appointment may with most propriety 

be tendered. 

“In all these points I entirely concur; and I am induced 

at once, and frankly, to submit the following proposition to you, 

premising that it is the result of my own first impression upon 

the subject, and open to discussion in Council; but I am so 

desirous to obtain your assistance to myself, and still more so 

the advantage to India of a continuance of the application of 

your abilities and exertions to its interests, that before I sub¬ 

mit it to my colleagues I am anxious to learn from you your 

own views, and to endeavor to remove or to meet any objec¬ 

tions which may occur to you. The proposition is, that you 

should accept the Lieu tenant-Government of Agra. In case of 

your disposition to accept it, I should propose that the salary, 

the patronage, the superintendence of the judicial and revenue 

departments, should remain upon the footing on which they 

have been placed for Mr. Ross.* 

“ I should feel it necessary to propose that the establishment, 

m what regards its expensive appendages, should be much 

reduced.")" And I think that the command of a fort and mili¬ 

tary authority may be dispensed with ;f but I feel that, with 

you, with whom I could act upon terms of perfect concert and 

confidence, I should be glad to leave the conduct of some of our 

more difficult and important political relations; I should like 

your residence to be at Agra instead of Allahabad; § and that 

all the intricate and important transactions which from time to 

time arise between our Government and the states of Gwalior 

and Rajpootana should be committed to you. || To such an 

arrangement some difficulties would no doubt occur; but they 

* “ Perfectly satisfactory if, as I J “ The command of a fort is quite 
presume, no change has taken place unnecessary.”—C. T. M. 
since I quitted the Council, and the §“ This would be highly gratifying, 
political relations hitherto attached be and under these circumstances Agra 
meant to be included.”—C. T. M. would be decidedly preferable to AUa- 

t “ I have no objection to offer to habad.”—C. T. M. 
any reduction of expense that may be || “I do not apprehend any diffi- 
deemed proper.”—C. T. M. culty.”—C. T. M. 
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would not be greater than are incident to every such change; 

and it appears to be in accordance with the original, and with 

the best views with which the establishment of this authority 

was proposed. And as regards yourself, I should hope that 

such a situation, giving you a share in some of the most im¬ 

portant duties of the Governor-General, acting in unison with 

him, and standing next in succession to him upon his commis¬ 

sion, would not be liable to the objections which you have 

stated yourself to feel in discussing the probable nature of this 

new office. 

“ I need not say more at present. It is enough to give you 

the outline of the best plan which I can frame, and a discussion 

of it with you, if you should be at all disposed to entertain it, 

may lead to a removal of some of the difficulties and objec¬ 

tions which may occur to the minds of us both. 

“ Most faithfully, &c., yours, 

“Auckland.” 

To this letter Sir Charles Metcalfe returned the 

following reply : 

SIR CHARLES METCALFE TO LORD AUCKLAND. 

“ March 18, 1836. 

“ My dear Lord,—I have had the honor of receiving your 

obliging communication of yesterday. 

“ Before I proceed to reply to the propositions which it con¬ 

tains, permit me to express my grateful acknowledgments for 

the nreat consideration and kindness towards me which it 
o 

evinces. 

“ Your Lordship’s offer of the Lieutenant-Governorship of 

Agra, or the Western Provinces, I am cordially prepared to 

accept, if it be established on the footing proposed. 

“ There is only one point on which I would solicit further 

consideration. It would seem that the political relations 

hitherto attached to the Agra Government are not included 

in the superintendence which it is intended to assign to the 
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Lieutenant-Governor. These relations were originally attached 

to the Agra Government not only because the several states 

were in close connexion with its borders, but also because the 

management of our relations with them was annexed to offices 

of territorial superintendence in the respective neighbourhoods. 

Thus the Commissioner at Delhi is also Agent at the Court of 

Delhi and with the dependent Jageerdars in the vicinity. The 

officers, who are Political Agents in the Sikh and Hill- 

protected States, are also Territorial Superintendents. The 

Judge in Bundlekund is the Agent with the Bundlekund 

chiefs ; and those connected with the Saugor and Ner- 

budda Agency are under the officer who is also Territorial 

Commissioner. If the political superintendence were sepa¬ 

rated from the territorial, new officers must be appointed to 

the former branch, or the same officers in their different capa¬ 

cities would be under different authorities. Without reference 

to my personal feelings, it appears to me that the most conve¬ 

nient public arrangement would be to leave those political 

relations as they now are in the hands of the same officers 

under the superintendence of the Lieutenant-Governor, subject 

to the control of the Governor-General in Council. 

“With respect to my own feelings, everything that de¬ 

tracts from the extent and importance of the duties of the 

Lieutenant-Governor will be the more a cause of regret to me, 

as I undergo in some respects a considerable descent in passing 

from the office of Governor to that of Lieutenant. The only 

hesitation, then, I have felt as to my continuance in the public 

service, is founded on the feeling that there is some degradation 

in. accepting any post inferior to that of Governor ; and, al¬ 

though this impression is in a great degree removed from my 

own mind by the provisional appointment of Governor-General, 

and by the duties which your Lordship proposes to assign to the 

Lieutenant-Governor, I am still sensible that such will be the 

general feeling, and the only way of guarding against it is to 

maintain as much as possible the respectability and character 

of the office. This consideration, I am aware, affects me alone, 
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and I should not advance it in connexion with any arrange¬ 

ment which I did not think on public grounds unobjectionable. 

u What your Lordship proposes regarding the powers to be 

exercised in the judicial and revenue departments is quite 

satisfactory. 
“ The annexation of the superintendence of our political re¬ 

lations with the states of Gwalior and Rajpootana will be highly 

gratifying to me ; and the establishment of the Lieutenant- 

Governor’s residence at Agra, instead of Allahabad, will, in 

that case, be decidedly advisable. 
“I entertain no objection to any reduction of expense that 

may be deemed proper, and have no wish that any appendage 

should be retained on my account that can be dispensed with. 

“The command of a fort I consider to be quite unnecessary 

and useless. It could not indeed be conferred consistently 

with the Commander-in-Chief’s commission. The loss of the 

command of the fort at Allahabad, if the Lieutenant-Gover¬ 

nor’s residence were there, would, at first, be some degradation 

in the eyes of the community; but this will be obviated by 

fixing his residence at Agra. 

“ I have only further to suggest, that the rank and com¬ 

plimentary honors of the Lieutenant-Governor, within the 

sphere of his superintendence, be the same as those of the late 

Governor. 
“ C. T. Metcalfe.” 

It was entirely in obedience to his sense of public 
duty, that Sir Charles Metcalfe now put aside all his 

scruples and accepted the Lieutenant-Governorship 

of the North-Western Provinces. Little time was 

spent in making the necessary preparations. The 

beginning of April saw him ascending the river on 

his way to the seat of Government.* With what 

* The seat of Government had been fixed at Agra instead of Allahabad. 
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feelings he commenced liis voyage may he gathered 

from the following letter to his aunt, in which he 

sets forth, very clearly and explicitly, the considera¬ 

tions which had induced him to forego his intention 
of returning to England: 

SIR CHARLES METCALFE TO THE HON. MRS. MONSON. 

“ On the Bhaguruttee Accommodation Boat, towed by a 
Steamer, April 3, 1836. 

“My dearest Aunt,—I am on my way to the North- 

Western Provinces, as Lieutenant-Governor; and I must ex¬ 

plain how this has come about. When the Agra Government 

wras abolished, I concluded that I had nothing to do but to go 

liome; and for some time before Lord Auckland’s arrival, I was 

under the impression that such would be my destination; and 

very happy was I in that prospect. I afterwards, however, 

found that the Court of Directors and the Ministry had again 

appointed me Provisional Governor-General, which made me 

the second man in India; and that the Court was anxious that 

I should remain as the Lieutenant-Governor of the North- 

Western Provinces. Lord Auckland, on his arrival, expressed 

very frankly and earnestly the same wish. I felt that it was 

my duty to meet their desires, if I could do so without discredit; 

and the question then was, whether the Lieutenant-Governor¬ 

ship could be made such an office as I could be expected to 

hold. This has been settled by assigning to it all the duties 

and powers that the Governor had, and adding others that he 

had not. Its duties are more extensive and more important 

than those of the former Government defunct. It is inferior 

only in designation, trappings, and allowances. These are not 

matters which I should think a sufficient reason for going, when 

I am desired to stay by those whose uniform kindness to me 

gives them a right to claim my services. I feel that I have no 

excuse for abandoning a post to which I am called by all parties 

concerned in the election; and in which I have greater oppor¬ 

tunities of being useful to my country and to mankind than I 
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could expect to find anywhere else. The decision, however, 

costs me much. I had been for some time indulging in pleasing 

visions of home; and the enjoyments of retirement and affec¬ 

tionate intercourse with relatives and friends. All these are 

now destroyed, and either annihilated for ever (for it seems to 

be my doom to live and die in India), or at least postponed for 

an indefinite period. I have done what I believe to be right, 

and that must be my consolation. . . . God bless you all! 

u Yours most affectionately, 

“ C. T. Metcalfe.” 

When Sir Charles Metcalfe took his seat as 

Lieutenant-Govern or of the North-Western Pro¬ 

vinces, that once-troubled country was in a state of 

profound repose—repose, the result of those great 

measures which twenty years before he had advo¬ 
cated with so much zeal. This epoch of his career 

was, perhaps, of all others, the most uneventful. 

The annals of the country, however, cannot be de¬ 

scribed as that blank which is said to indicate so 

much national happiness. No Mahratta bands or 

Pindarree hordes called for suppression; but there 

were viewless enemies, perhaps, more terrible than 

either. It is the distinguishing circumstance of Met¬ 

calfe’s brief administration of the North-Western Pro¬ 

vinces, that Pestilence and Pamine rose up in his path. 

Before the close of 1836, there was a cry that the 

Plague had reached India. In the close, uncleanly, 

narrow-streeted town of Pahli, in Bajpootana, a 

putrid fever, simulating the Plague, was destroying 

the people. Presently, it appeared to spread from 

this centre of disease, and the alarm which it 

created extended even to Calcutta. At once Met-- 

calfe determined to adopt stringent sanitary mea- 
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sures to arrest the progress of the pestilence—hut 
in such a country as India, and in such a part of 

it as that in which the disease had broken out, 

the difficulty of enforcing them was extreme. Wise 

and vigorous as were his measures, and true as was 

the humanity that informed them, the exponents 

of native opinion were not slow to declare that 

they were unsuited to the country and to the 

people. They may have been unsuited to the in¬ 
veterate prejudices of the people; hut Metcalfe 
believed, in such a crisis, it was his duty to take 

a larger view of the question, and to save the 
people in spite of themselves.* 

But great as was this calamity, it was brief and 

partial in its effects. A mightier evil was the drought, 

which parched up the North-Western Provinces, 

broke the staff of bread, and afflicted the people 

with famine. But a famine in India is an evil be¬ 

yond the reach of human statesmanship to remedy, 
or greatly to alleviate. W hat, under such circum¬ 

stances, could be done to mitigate the sufferings of 

the people, was done, as doubtless by any other 

Governor it would have been done; but still those 
sufferings were terrible, and clouded the last year 

of Metcalfe’s connexion with the Government of 

India. He received due praise, in public addresses, 

for his “judicious efforts for the relief of the dis¬ 

tressed population during this calamitous year;” 

but he knew how little could be effected by human 

* See an abstract (from the Bengal land wrote to Metcalfe, saying: “ I 
Hurkaru), in the Appendix, of the think you have done all that can be 
Minute which Sir Charles Metcalfe done against the Plague, and you 
published at the time; and the re- have fully anticipated whatever I 
marks of a native writer upon it— ventured to suggest.” 
[Asiatic Journal, 1837]. Lord Auck- 
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agency to diminish, the horrors of such a visita¬ 

tion. 
The Revenue Settlement of the North-Western 

Provinces was, at this time, being pushed forward 

with consummate energy under the auspices of Mr. 

Robert Bird, with whom Metcalfe was in constant 

correspondence. But the latter, whilst he thoroughly 

approved of the principle on which this settlement 

was based, sometimes doubted whether there were 

not too great a propensity at that time to do what 
some of the functionaries about him irreverently 

called “ looking at everything through a theodolite.” 

It has been shown how strong and consistent an 

advocate he was for the preservation of the village- 

communities ; hut he thought that this was best to 

he accomplished by protecting them against external 

aggression, and leaving their interior arrangements 
as much as possible to themselves. YvRilst he ad¬ 
mired the uncommon ability and the wonderful zeal 

with which Thomason,* Thornton, and others were 

pushing forward this great work, and omitted no¬ 

thing that was calculated to stimulate their ex¬ 

ertions, he still sometimes questioned whether the 

minute surveys which were being carried on, and 

the amount of interferences that was exercised, were 

without many disadvantages, both present and pro¬ 

spective. 

* It is impossible not to observe 
with a melancholy kind of pleasure, 
in the demi-official correspondence of 
this period, the very high estimation 
in which Mr. Thomason, then a set¬ 
tlement-officer, was held by all the 
highest functionaries in the country. 
There was what may be called a 
scramble for services in the most dis¬ 
tinguished situations under Govern¬ 

ment, but he remained constant to 
Azimgurh and the settlement. In 
one of Lord Auckland’s letters to Sir 
Charles Metcalfe, the Governor-Ge¬ 
neral speaks of him as “ Mr. Tho¬ 
mason, whom I have wanted for the 
Law Commission, whom Mangles 
wants for every commissionership 
that is vacant, and whom you pro¬ 
bably want for much else.” 
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unng his residence in Agra, he exercised the 
same liberal hospitality that he had before done in 

other places; but his habits were for the most part 

retired. . He seldom went beyond the limits of his 

own residence even for purposes of exercise. The 

evening drive was abandoned, and, in its place, he 
was wont to take the air at the top of his house 

The reason which he assigned for this was, that 

when he went abroad, the natives waylaid him with 

petitions, which they would throw into his carriage • 

and this, on many accounts, he found inconvenient! 

But the same inexhaustible charity and generosity 
which had so distinguished his career in Calcutta 
were here equally conspicuous. He was at all times 
a princely giver. 

His private correspondence was extensive—hut it 
was chiefly of a demi-official character,* with men 

of eminent station in different lines of the public 

service. Among others with whom lie kept up this 
kind of intercourse, were Sir Henry Bane, the Com¬ 

mander-in- Chief, f and Daniel Wilson, the Bishop 

* He could, however, find time, as 
he had always the taste, to correspond 
on literary subjects; among others, 
with Mr. Macnaghten on his edition 
of the Alif Leila, in which Metcalfe 
took great interest. 

f Among other subjects on which 
Metcalfe and Fane corresponded in 
1837, was the best method of conquer¬ 
ing the Punjab, though both were 
profoundly impressed with the con¬ 
viction that justice and expediency 
alike required that we should leave it 
alone. The discussion was entirely 
theoretical and speculative. Sir Henry 
Fane had visited Lahore on the occa¬ 
sion of the marriage ceremony of Nao 
Nehal Singh, and Sir Charles Met¬ 

VOL. II. 

calfe felt some curiosity to know what 
were the impressions left on his mind 
regarding the relative strength of the 
two powers, and the issue of the con- 
test if we were to try conclusions with 
the Sikhs. In answer to Metcalfe’s 
questions, the . Commander-in-Chief 
drew up an admirable paper, in which, 
after entering speculatively into the 
questions proposed to him, he declared 
in Ins opinion, “ a case could hardly 
occur which would render it wise for 
us to overturn the Sikh power, or to 
overrun the Punjab, or to extend our¬ 
selves to the westward.” “ Every 
advance,” he added, “ you might make 
beyond the Sutlej to the westward, 
in my opinion, adds to your military 

X 
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of Calcutta. Each held Metcalfe in high regard, 

and looked to him for the furtherance of public 
objects connected with his own particular profession. 

And the Lieutenant-Governor, now a soldier and 

now a clerk, gave to both abundant satisfaction. 

Both had tasted of his noble hospitality at Agra, and 

had left him with the most affectionate admiration 

of the many fine qualities of their host. 
His intercourse with Lord Auckland was frank 

and unreserved.* They were frequently correspond¬ 

ing with each other privately on affairs of state. 

The Governor-General, who had applied himself* 

sedulously to acquire a right understanding of the 

many great political and administrative questions 

brought before him, and whose early letters exhibit 

a remarkable acquaintance with subjects which it 

ordinarily takes long to master, invited the ripe 

weakness. If you want your 
empire to expand, expand it over 
Oude, or over Gwalior, and the re¬ 
mains of the Mahratta Empire. Make 
yourselves complete sovereigns of all 
within your bounds. But let alone 
the Far West!” It need not be said 
that in all this Metcalfe entirely con¬ 
curred. There was another passage, 
too, in this paper, which accorded 
pleasantly with Metcalfe’s views. Sir 
llenry Fane said that in the event of 
a war with the Punjab, our great 
difficulty would lie in the want of 
young, active, capable commanding 
officers. “ My services,” he said, 
“ have been where generals were from 
thirty-five to forty-five (both French 
and English), men in their full vigor; 
and I am quite sure that men who 
came to India as cadets in 1782-3, 
could not compete with such as I 
allude to. I know that when I com¬ 
manded a brigade, or a division about 
that time (1808 to 1814), I could do, 
and have done, more of the work of 

a soldier in twenty-four hours, than I 
could do now in four times the period. 
I judge of others by myself.” What 
Metcalfe thought, with reference to 
his own service, of the comparative 
advantages of employing old and 
young men, has been already seen. 
(Appendix, Vol. I.) 

* Before Metcalfe left Calcutta the 
Governor-General wrote to him: “I 
may rather wish to consult you upon 
some points than venture to instruct 
you on any. In truth, all my feelings 
and opinions are in favor of that sys¬ 
tem of firmness and forbearance which 
I know it to be both your principle 
and practice to pursue; and it has 
been only in the certainty that you 
would well and ably pursue it that I 
have been eager for the acceptance of 
the proffered appointment. There 
can be no reason for your making the 
journey with undue haste. As it is, 
I shall have personally to lament that 
I have seen so little of you.”—'(March 
28, 1836.] 
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Indian statesman to deliver his opinions freely, and 

never shrink from an open avowal of dissent.* There 

were some important questions, especially in con¬ 

nexion with the policy of interfering in the affairs of 

the countries beyond the Indus, regarding which the 

two statesmen entertained adverse opinions.! But 
they held each other in the highest esteem, and 

knew that they were working together earnestly 
and sincerely for the public good. 

In the summer of 1837 Lord Auckland formed 
the resolution of quitting Calcutta at the commence¬ 

ment of the ensuing cold season, and journeying to¬ 

wards the Upper Provinces. Then arose a question 

regarding the authority to he exercised by the 

Governor-General within the territories over which 

Metcalfe presided as Lieutenant-Governor. If was, 
in itself, rather an embarrassing question ; but Lord 

Auckland felt that the best solution of it would he 
found in the good sense and the good feeling of the 

* “ I should be sorry, indeed,” wrote 
Lord Auckland, “ if you should hesi¬ 
tate to write to me with perfect frank¬ 
ness upon any subject, and particularly 
so upon occasions in which you differ 
from me in your views of public policy, 
and when a knowledge of your opinions 
may be most useful to me.”—[October 
3, 1835.] The subject, I believe, 
which called forth this kindly expos¬ 
tulation, was the navigation of the 
Indus, at which Metcalfe always 
looked askance. He had a remark¬ 
able prescience of the evil conse¬ 
quences that were likely to result 
from any interference in that quarter. 
This subject has been touched upon 
in a preceding chapter. 

f Not that Lord Auckland at this 
time had any idea of the kind of in¬ 
terference to which he subsequently 
lent himself. He wrote to Metcalfe 

X 

in the early part of 1837, saying: “You 
are quite right in believing that I 
have not a thought of interference be¬ 
tween the Afghans and Sikhs. I 
should not be sorry to see strong, 
independent, and commercial powers 
established in Afghanistan; but, short 
of Persian or Russian occupation, 
their present state is as unsatisfac¬ 
tory as possible, with national, family, 
and religious feuds so inveterate as 
almost to make any one party ready 
to join any invader against another. 
It is out of the question that we can 
ever gain direct power or influence 
amongst them.” And again, in an¬ 
other letter: “ All idea of a ‘ dominant 
influence,’ with powers so broken and 
disjointed as are those of Caubul 
and the neighbouring countries, is, of 
course, out of the question.” 

2 
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two men representing the concurrent—it was hoped 

not conflicting—authorities : 

“ There are some here,” he wrote to Metcalfe, in June, “ who 

foresee difficulty in the relationship in which you and I may 

stand to each other, when I invade your provinces. I foresee 

none. We are happily in the habit of agreeing on very many 

subjects; where we differ, of frankly expressing our differences; 

and when we have so expressed them, our co-operation—thanks 

to your cordiality and kindness—has been complete. There 

may be some embarrassment, rather nominal than real, on the 

score of patronage. I shall be assailed by the impatient, the 

ambitious, and the discontented. My attention may possibly 

be drawn, though this is not likely, to the propriety of change 

in persons and in things; and at all events, I should endeavor 

to receive with encouragement the officers, civil or military, 

from whom the State has to acknowdedge, or may expect, good 

service. For these objects the office of the Governor-General 

should not be shorn of the powers and paramount influence 

which have hitherto been attached to it; but, on the other 

hand, it would be quite wrong, if he were supposed, upon 

entering the North-West Provinces, at once to assume and to 

exercise a right of interfering with the Lieutenant-Governor, 

and of disturbing the even course of his administration. What 

should, upon all this, be the general understanding—where 

the just medium should be, whether it should be defined at all 

(I rather think not), and in what manner, I am far from having 

a decided opinion, and would gladly learn what you think. I 

am only confident for us both that each will be anxious to 

uphold the dignity of the other without injuring his own.”* 

* The difficul t question was, how- the day of our departure from Calcutta, 
ever, solved by the circumstance al- We purpose finding our camp at 
luded to in the following passages— Benares, to march to Allahabad, Luck- 
the withdrawal of Sir Charles Met- now, and Agra, and if, as all seem to 
calfe in time to prevent a collision of think right, I should become my own 
authority. “ My preparations,”wrote Lieutenant-Governor upon your ab- 
Lord Auckland, “have not slackened, dication, I may stay longer at Agra 
and the 20th of October still stands as than it was my original "intention to 
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Some time before the question thus suggested 

might have perplexed and disquieted Metcalfe; it 

now gave him little concern. For although he was 

devoting himself diligently to the affairs of his 

Government, he had an uneasy and disturbing sense 

all the while that his connexion with the North- 

Western Provinces was likely to be of brief duration. 

When the Government of Madras, a little time 

before, had been about to be vacated by Sir Frede¬ 

rick Adam, it was generally believed in India that 

Sir Charles Metcalfe would be his successor. He 

had lost a Government by the abolition of the Agra 

Presidency, and he had gained great credit from the 
Home authorities by undertaking, at their earnest 

request, the Lieutenant-Governorship of the North- 

Western Provinces. By this disinterested act he 

had established a claim to promotion, which could 

hardly be disregarded. But rumors presently 

reached him to the effect that the Madras appoint¬ 

ment was not to be bestowed upon him—that his 

claims were to be set aside, because he had forfeited 

the confidence of the Home Government by liberating 

the Indian Press. What he felt and what he did 

when these tidings reached him, may be gathered 

from the following letter to his aunt: 

do. I need not add that in all this the 
more that I can see of you with the 
least inconvenience to you, the more 
will it be to my pleasure and advan¬ 
tage. It should not be difficult for 
me to be at Agra before Christ¬ 
mas; and we might in that case pass 
some days together; but as the time 
approaches we will endeavor to make 
our plans and our wishes meet.”— 
[August 28, 1837.] 

“ You will see that the act giving 
me full powers, is out, with a resolu¬ 
tion announcing that when I lose you, 
I shall become my own Lieutenant- 
Governor. When this takes place, 
you may be assured that I shall be 
disposed to disturb as little as pos¬ 
sible either the prospects of per¬ 
sons, or the current of things.” — 
[September 7, 1837.] 
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SIR CHARLES METCALFE TO THE HON. MRS. MONSON. 

“Agra, February 1, 1837. 

u My DEAREST Aunt,—My best thanks for your affec¬ 

tionate letter of August 26. It is the renewal of correspondence 

with England—for all my friends naturally ceased to write 

when they expected me home. You are all mistaken in 

supposing that I look to England with reluctance. On the 

contrary, I look to it with the assurance that I shall enjoy 

greater happiness there than I ever can expect in India. I 

have certainly great reluctance to quit the important duties 

which it has been my lot to be charged with in this country; 

but I shall rejoice when I can quit them, or rather whenever I 

can go home without having to reproach myself for abandon¬ 

ing the post which it seems to be the will of Providence that I 

should occupy.Fortune was not my object, for I 

have enough ; and should be happier in a cottage than in 

a palace.Neither was I influenced by ambition; 

for, if that were my guide, I should go to England. But in 

reality I have no desire for anything that this world can 

bestow; and look only to the creditable performance of my 

duty and the affectionate intercourse of my friends as the 

sources of happiness. Be assured, therefore, that whenever I 

may think it consistent with my duty to go to England, 

I shall go with delight. And that may be soon, for reports 

have reached this country of my being in disgrace with 

the Court of Directors for an act dictated by plain common 

sense—namely, the legalisation of the liberty of the Press—and 

of my having in consequence lost the Government of Madras. 

I do not care a straw for the Government of Madras, and am 

probably better where I am ; but I do not mean to serve 

in avowed disgrace. I therefore, some months ago, took steps 

to obtain from the Court of Directors a declaration of their 

present sentiments regarding me, and shall be guided in 

my conduct by the result, which I shall probably know m a 

short time. The supposed intentional exclusion from the Go¬ 

vernment of Madras, as an act of displeasure, is inconsistent 
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with the leaving in my hands of the higher commission of 

Provisional Governor-General; but the report was too generally 

and confidently stated to be passed over without notice; so I 

thought it right to seek explanation at the fountain-head. I 

shall not, therefore, be surprised if I find myself with you next 

year—and most certainly not sorry. 

“ Ever yours most affectionately, 

“ C. T. Metcalfe.” 

To Mr. Tucker lie wrote in May upon the same 

subject: 

u ... . Not long after (the end of March), we received 

intelligence of Lord Elphinstone’s appointment to Madras, 

which, or rather the reports regarding my exclusion, by which 

that announcement was accompanied, induced me, after waiting 

for more certain information, which I did not receive, to 

address the letter, which will have been before you, to the 

Secretary to the Court; and having done that, I thought it 

right to await the issue, without intruding privately on any of 

the members, who would have to come to a public resolution 

thereon. I was told that my best friends in the Court had 

turned against me; and as no one certainly was so well entitled 

to that designation as yourself, that information, coupled with 

your silence, led me to suppose that I had lost your good 

opinion, along with that of others, by what I considered a very 

innocent and an unavoidable act. 

“ The loss of the Madras Government did not give me any 

concern; but the asserted dissatisfaction of the Court distressed 

me, and I felt that I could not remain in a state of implied 

disgrace. I therefore wrote as I did to your Secretary; and 

now await, and am expecting the Courts reply, on the receipt 

of which I shall have to make up my mind as to the course 

that I ought to pursue. I hope that the answer will be so 

decided, one way or the other, as to prevent my being puzzled 

by doubt." 
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In July lie wrote again to Mrs. Monson, saying 

that lie was still in doubt. The letter which he had 

written to the Court of Directors in the preceding 

autumn, was still, he said, unanswered; and with¬ 

out the answer he could not decide whether to 
remain in India or to return to England. But 

on the 11th of August he wrote that the expected 
answer had been received; and that he had de¬ 
termined to proceed to England : 

“ I t°ld you,” he said, u I would write as soon as I knew 

whether I should stay in India or return to England. I have 

since received the letter that I looked for from the Court of 

Directors; and as it is not satisfactory, nor such as I think I 

was entitled to expect, I have determined on retiring from the 

Company s service during the approaching sailing season, and 

hope to reach home in June or July, 1838—just thirty-eight years 

from the time of quitting it! I shall have great happiness in 

seeing you again; but it is melancholy to recollect that you are 

the only one of those dear to me, then grown up, who will be 

alive to greet my return; and that all others—however dear to 

me—were then children. I speak of my own family. Of 

Indian friends there are already several at home. God’s will 

be done. We must not lament the want of blessings that we 

have not; but rather enjoy what we have.” 

So Sir Charles Metcalfe determined to proceed to 

England for reasons which may be partly gathered 

from these private letters. But the whole story of 

his resignation, and of the circumstances which pre¬ 
ceded it, must be given in another shape. 
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CHAPTER IX. 

[1837—1838.] 

RESIGNATION AND DEPARTURE. 

Correspondence with the Home Government—Conduct of the Court of Direc¬ 
tors—Resignation of the Lieutenant-Governorship of Agra—Return to 
Calcutta—Reception there—Earewell Entertainments—Embarkation for 
England—General Remarks on Metcalfe’s Indian career. 

On the 8th of August, 1837, Sir Charles Metcalfe 
addressed a letter to Lord Auckland, saying that it 
was with great regret he found himself compelled 
to resign his office of Lieutenant-Governor of the 
North-Western Provinces on or about the following 
1st of January, in order that he might embark for 
England during the approaching sailing season ; and 
retire from the service of the East India Company. 
“ The cause of this application,” he added, “ will he 
found in the following correspondence.” 

A year had then nearly elapsed since Metcalfe had 
written the letter, the answer to which he had 
expected with so much interest and anxiety. He 
had, as I have already observed more than once, 
very high and refined ideas of the relations sub¬ 
sisting between public servants and the Government 
by which they are employed. He thoroughly under- 
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stood their reciprocal duties. And as he did not 

lightly regard the obligations which were imposed 

upon the public servant, hut by the practice of a 

life spent in the zealous performance of his duties 
declared his sense of the loyalty and devotion which 

were legitimately demanded from him ; so, on the 

other hand, he believed that he was entitled to 

demand in return the confidence and approbation of 

those in whose service he was expending without 

stint all the energies of his life. He imposed certain 

conditions on himself, and he believed that he had a 

right to impose certain conditions upon others. The 

conditions which he imposed upon himself were, that 

he should serve the State thoroughly, conscientiously, 
unceasingly, giving himself up wholly to his em¬ 

ployers. I he conditions which he imposed upon 

them were, that they should have faith and wisdom 

in his integrity—confidence in his zeal and devotion. 

He would not consent to any other terms of alliance. 

Any diminution of efficiency on the one hand, or 

of confidence on the other, in his estimation dis¬ 

solved the compact. He would not have served the 

State for a day as an unprofitable servant; and he 

would not serve it as an unhonored one. It was this 

high sense of reciprocal duty which had made Met¬ 

calfe what he was. And he was not now, after 

nearly forty years of public service, to subside into a 

latitudinarian, and graduate in the “Well-enough” 
school. 

Sii Charles Metcalfe believed that he had forfeited 

the confidence of his employers; and he did not 

doubt for a moment that it was therefore his duty 
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to relieve them from the necessity of maintaining a 

longer connexion with a high public functionary in 

whose wisdom and discretion they had no longer any 

trust. Whether he were justified in this belief is 

another question. It was commonly reported that 

he was not appointed Governor of Madras because 

he had liberated the Indian Press. But if the old 

proverb be true, that “ Common Report is a com¬ 

mon Liar,” it is especially true in India. It was, 

however, something much more than a common 

report that the Court of Directors, as a body, greatly 
disapproved of the liberation of the Indian Press. 

That was a substantive fact of which there was a 

tremendous exposition in a certain denunciatory 

despatch. It was equally a fact that Lord Elphin- 

stone had been appointed to succeed Sir Frederick 

Adam in the Government of Madras. As the Court 

of Directors some little time before had been unani¬ 
mous in their desire to appoint Metcalfe to the 
Governor-Generalship of India, it certainly was not 

a very overstrained inference that if he had not 

fallen under their displeasure, they would have en¬ 

deavored to secure his nomination to the Govern¬ 

ment of Madras. 
But there was something much more than com¬ 

mon report—something much more than an in¬ 

ference of this kind to justify Metcalfe’s conclusion. 

He received what he had a right to consider good 

and authentic information from England, to the 

effect that the Eree-Press measure had imposed an 

obstacle to his advancement. It is true that the 

intelligence which he received from the India House 
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was principally of a negative character. One Di¬ 

rector wrote to him that he did not know that the 

case was so; another wrote, that he had been out of 

town, and wanted accurate information on the sub¬ 

ject; a third informed Metcalfe that he had never 

been proposed as Governor of Madras, and, there¬ 
fore, never rejected. But one member of the Court, 

conspicuous for his truthfulness and candor, wrote 

to the Agra Governor, saying: “ The late Chairman 

assured me that your name had twice been brought 

forward by him; but that you were objected to 
chiefly, as I understand, on the ground of your 

emancipation of the Press without communicating 

previously with the Home authorities.” But he 
added, at the same time : 

“ That this measure has been most unpopular in the Court 

and elsewhere I know; but I do not believe that it deprived 

you of the Government. The same influence which operated 

against your succession on the former occasion, had full effect 

in the late instance, and with the same] views. Hyderabad is 

not forgotten m particular quarters, and there are persons who 

never lose sight of their own interests. There is, moreover, a 

sort of feeling against the Civil Service in a particular quarter, 

and a very strong feeling in favor of the use of patronage to 

promote political objects. These were the real causes which 

operated against you. The Press furnished the plea to one 

who had little to say, and who commanded no influence. The 

current was strong in your favor two years ago, and carried 

with it even those who had not a friendly feeling towards you. 

When turned, this feeling had full play.” 

The fact is, that the emancipation of the Press 

had rather a negative than a positive effect on the 

decision of the question. That question was not 
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decided positively against Metcalfe. It never, in¬ 

deed, took a substantive formal shape; so that it 

was literally true that he had not been rejected. 

But that it cleared the way for the easy triumph of 

Courtly interest qs not to be doubted. It turned 

ardent friends and admirers into lukewarm sup¬ 

porters, and made the doubtful and the vacillating 

little less than open opponents. Since the Court of 

Directors had strenuously endeavored to place Met¬ 

calfe at the head of the Supreme Government, he 
had won from them anew their approbation and 

applause by his acceptance, at their urgent request, 
of the Lieutenant-Governorship of the North- 

Western Provinces. And there is every reason to 

believe that, if he had not fallen under their dis¬ 

pleasure on account of the bold act which had so 

needlessly alarmed them, they would have made an 

effort, and in all probability a successful one, to 

secure for their honored servant the first minor 

Government that might happen to be vacated. But 

instead of this, they suffered Ministerial interest to 

have full sway, and thus virtually rejected Metcalfe 

by not supporting his claims. 
Whether in the month of August, 1836, Sir 

Charles Metcalfe were sufficiently acquainted with 

all the circumstances of the case to take what I 

believe to be the correct view here taken of the 

conduct of the Court, does not clearly appear.* But 

* It was not until some time after- word “ Press. This is stated very 
wards that he learnt how earnestly distinctly in a letter from Lord A\. 
Lord William Bentinck had supported Bentinck to Lord Melbourne, given in 
his claims, and how both the Company Chapter X., post, p. 361. 
and the Ministry responded with the 
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he was acquainted with the leading facts that the 

Court of Directors had disapproved and censured 
his Press measures, and had not supported his 

claims to the Government of Madras. He believed, 
therefore, that he had forfeited the good opinion of 

the Court, and in this belief he wrote the following 

letter, seeking to he informed whether his impres¬ 
sions were correct: 

“TO J. C. MELVILL, ESQ., SECRETARY TO THE EAST INDIA 

COMPANY. 

“ Agra, August 22, 1836. 

“ Sir,—Reports which have been for some time in circula¬ 

tion, induce me to trouble you with this address, and to request 

that it may be submitted to the Honorable the Court of Di¬ 

rectors. 

“ I have been waiting, in the hope that some certain infor¬ 

mation would reach me, confirming or refuting these reports; 

but not having received any communication from England 

on the subject in any form, I am still in uncertainty as to the 

truth or error of the rumors which prevail. 

“ The reports alluded to are to the effect that I have 

fallen under the displeasure of the Court of Directors on 

account of the law passed by me, as Governor-General in 

Council, legalising the liberty of the Press, and that on the 

same account I lost the Government of Madras, which would 

otherwise have been conferred on me. 

“ The only part of those reports on which I wish to trouble 

the Honorable Court, is that which relates to their dis¬ 

pleasure. 

u It is not my object on the present occasion to defend 

the law of the Press. I leave that confidently to time and fur¬ 

ther consideration. It is due, however, to another to remark, 

that the measure originated with me, and not, as the Court are 
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understood to suppose, with another member of the Govern¬ 

ment. 

“ Neither is it my intention to complain of my exclusion 

from the Government of Madras. No one, in my opinion, 

has a right to complain of not being selected for any office. 

As, however, the Government of a Presidency had been con¬ 

ferred on me, which I lost by its abolition, and not from any 

fault on my part, nor from any diminution of confidence on the 

part of the Court, it did seem probable that the Court would 

embrace the first opportunity of restoring me to the position in 

which they had before placed me; and, therefore, that the 

first vacant Government would be conferred on me. That was 

the only pretension that I supposed myself to have to any Go¬ 

vernment; and I do not wish it to be imagined that I mean to 

express the slightest disappointment because the Government 

of Madras was otherwise disposed of; or that I have the pre¬ 

sumption to conceive that any regard for my peculiar position 

ought to have interfered with the free choice of the Court. 

“ My only reason for soliciting the attention of the Court 

to the reports above noticed is, that, if true, they indicate 

that I have lost the confidence of the Court; a misfortune 

which would render it unbecoming on my part to retain the 

provisional appointment of Governor-General which I now 

hold. 

“It is true that the reports in question are in some 

degree contradicted by the continuance of that provisional 

appointment; for if the Court, after deliberation, deemed me 

unworthy of a subordinate Government, they would hardly 

have left in my possession an appointment which, by an acci¬ 

dent much to be deprecated, might any day place me at the 

head of the Government of India. On the other hand, those 

reports are supported by the known facts of the recorded 

displeasure of the Court at the legalisation of the liberty of the 

Press; and by what appears to be the general understanding as 

to my exclusion from the Government of Madras. It is, 
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therefore, possible that I may be holding my present appoint¬ 

ments rather by the Court’s forbearance than with any cordial 

desire on their part that I should exercise the important 

functions actually and provisionally assigned to me. 

“ After this tedious, but necessary, preamble, I come at 

length to the object of this letter; which will not require a 

much longer intrusion on the attention of the Honorable 

Court. 

“ If the reports which have reached this country from 

England be true; if I have really lost the confidence of the 

Court, and have fallen so low in their estimation as deliberately 

to be deemed now unworthy of the position which they 

accorded to me three years ago, in the Government of a 

subordinate Presidency ; it is my earnest entreaty that the 

Court will withdraw from me the provisional appointment of 

Governor-General; or otherwise intimate their pleasure to me, 

in order that I may resign that appointment, and retire from 

the service of the Company. I have no wish to retain by 

forbearance an appointment conferred on me when I was 

honored with the confidence of the Court, if that confidence 

is gone; or to hold my office on mere sufferance; or to serve in 

any capacity under the stigma of displeasure and distrust. 

“ But if I retain the confidence of the Court unimpaired, 

it will be highly gratifying to me to know that I have 

been misled by erroneous reports in supposing the possibility of 

the contrary. In that case, I have no desire to retire from the 

public service. I am proud of the honor conferred by the 

provisional appointment of Governor-General. I take a great 

interest in the duties which I have to perform as Lieutenant- 

Governor of the North-Western Provinces of India, and I am 

willing to devote myself, with all my heart, to the service of 

the State as long as health and faculties enable me to work to 

any useful purpose. 

“ I am aware that I lay myself open to reproof in ima¬ 

gining a want of confidence which has not been authen¬ 

tically announced to me by any of those means which the 
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Court has at command. If I have erred in this respect, and 

have not had sufficient cause for this address, I trust that the 

Court will forgive the error. Having received on former oc¬ 

casions marked proofs of confidence and esteem, I could not 

rest easy under reports, in some degree strengthened by appear¬ 

ances, which indicated the loss of those favorable sentiments. 

“ I have the honor to be, Sir, 

“ Your most obedient servant, 

“ C. T. Metcalfe.” 

Long did Metcalfe Avait, in incertitude and anxiety, 
for an ansAver to this letter. There were delays at 

home and delays abroad. The expected response 

came slowly from the India House, and travelled 
slowly to India after it had struggled out of Leaden- 

hall-street. Steam communication at that time 

was not unknown; hut there Avas nothing regular 

about it except its irregularity; and still the bulk 

of the correspondence, public and private, was des¬ 
patched round the Cape of Good Hope. In August, 

1836, he wrote the above letter. In August, 1837, 
he received the folloAving laconic answer : 

“ East India House, April 15, 1837. 

“ Sir,—I have had the honor to receive and lay before the 

Court of Directors of the East India Company your letter dated 

at Agra the 22nd of August last, and I am commanded to ex¬ 

press to you the Court’s regret that you should have made a 

communication which appears to them to have been altogether 

unnecessary; as the continuance in you provisionally of the 

highest office which it is in the power of the Court to confer, 

might have satisfied you that their confidence had not been 

withdrawn. 

“ I have the honor to be, Sir, 

“Your most obedient, humble servant, 

“James C. Melaull, Secretary.”' 
VOL. II. Y 
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If the Court of Directors had been slow in re¬ 

sponding to Metcalfe’s appeal, he was by no means 

disposed to follow their example. He had, indeed, 

made up his mind regarding the course he would 

pursue, in anticipation of the reception of such a 

letter. He at once sate down, therefore, to un¬ 

burden himself, and wrote the following rejoinder : 

TO J. C. MELVILL, ESQ. 

“ Agra, August 5, T837. 

“ Sir,—I have this day had the honor of receiving your 

letter of the 15th of April. 

“I do not find therein any answer to my letter of the 22nd of 

August last; but I collect, partly from the words, and partly 

from the tone—1st, that the Honorable Court is displeased with 

that letter; and 2nd, that the Honorable Court has no desire to 

retain my humble services. 

“ Under these impressions, I have no option but to take that 

step, which the Court must have expected, as the natural con¬ 

sequence of your letter. 

“ I propose accordingly to solicit permission from the Right 

Honorable the Governor-General in Council to resign my 

office of Lieutenant-Governor of the North-Western Provinces 

of India on or about the 1st of January next, in order that 

I may retire from the East India Company’s service, and em¬ 

bark for England during the approaching sailing season. My 

embarkation will necessarily annul my provisional appointment 

of Governor-General, which renders it the more incumbent 

on me to apprise the Honorable Court of my intention without 

delay. 

“It is proper, from respect to the Honorable Court, and also 

due to myself, that I should not appear to be adopting this 

course abruptly and without reason. I will, therefore, trouble 

you with a review of the circumstances which have combined 

to render it in my opinion unavoidable. 
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“ When the Presidency of Agra was formed, I was appointed 

to be its Governor, and received at the same time the still higher 

honor of the provisional appointment of Governor-General. ° In 

viitue ol the latter, I held the office of Governor-General during 

the interval between the departure of Lord William Bentinck 

and the arrival of Lord Auckland. I was relieved from the 

office of Governor-General soon after the abolition of the Agra 

1 residency, and by the latter event I lost my appointment of 

Governor. 1 he substituted office of Lieutenant-Governor of the 

North-Western Provinces was offered to me. It was naturally 

a question in my mind, whether I could with credit descend to 

the inferior office of Lieutenant-Governor after holding that of 

Go\ ernor, putting that of Governor-General, which was never 

more than temporary, entirely out of view. Had I yielded to 

the opinion of my friends, I should have declined the Lieu¬ 

tenant-Governorship ; but the handsome manner in which the 

desire to retain my services in that office was evinced, both by 

the Couit ol Directors and the Governor-General, overcame the 

reluctance which I necessarily felt to descend; while the re¬ 

newal of the provisional appointment of Governor-General, then 

conferred on me for the third time, prevented the appearance 

of degradation, and was a further assurance of the confidence 

of the Honorable Court. So far all was wellj and I entered on 

my new office with the full intention of devoting myself to 

its duties for any period during which my services might be 

acceptable, or could be rendered with credit. 

“ But subsequently to those events, the Government of Madras 

became vacant. The eyes of the public in India were naturally 

turned towards me, simply because, as I had lost by accident 

the Government of one Presidency, it was thought just that I 

should succeed to that of another. Not only was the result 

contrary to this expectation, but it was accompanied by reports 

from England, on good authority, that I had been purposely 

passed over, and had lost the Government of Madras on ac¬ 

count of the Act legalising the liberty of the Press, which had 

passed when I was Governor-General of India. 

T 2 
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“ The loss of the Government of Madras was a cause of regret 

to me only as it indicated, accompanied by those reports, the 

displeasure of the Honorable Court, and was therefore a mark 

of disgrace. It was not my intention to remain in the public 

service in a state of avowed degradation; nor could I have- 

accepted an office inferior in degree to that of Governor, if 

I had supposed that I should be under a ban, or that there 

would be a bar on the part of the Home Government to my 

being replaced in a position equal to that which I had lost by 

the abolition of the Agra Presidency, At the same time, I did 

not wish to act hastily on reports which might possibly be un¬ 

founded. I did not doubt the right of the Court to nominate 

whom they chose as Governor of Madras. The Government 

of Madras was as nothing in my eyes. The only important 

consideration was the motive of my exclusion. That might 

admit of satisfactory explanation; or a temporary displeasure 

might subside, and mutual confidence and cordiality be restored 

by candid communication. I therefore addressed to you my 

letter of the 22nd of August last, stating fully my feelings 

under the circumstances described, and entreating that I might 

be informed in what position I stood, and what were the senti¬ 

ments of the Court towards me. 

“ The Court pronounced that my letter was altogether un¬ 

necessary. With deference, I think, that there was good and 

sufficient reason to seek an understanding with the Court for 

any one who regards the approbation of his superior as an 

essential condition of his servitude. Either I had lost or I 

retained the confidence of the Court. If the latter were the 

case, a few kind words to that effect would have assured me 

that I could continue to serve without discredit. Instead of 

which, I receive a laconic letter, taking no notice whatever of 

the sentiments expressed in mine, but conveying a reproof for 

having written it, given in a tone which leaves me no reason 

to suppose that the Court entertain the least desire for the 

continuance of my services. 

“ Under all these circumstances, I must conclude: 1st, that I 
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was intentionally disgraced when I was passed over in the 

nomination of a Governor for Madras; 2nd, that the Court re¬ 

tain the sentiments under which that disgrace was purposely 

inflicted, and have no wish to remove the feelings which it was 

calculated to excite; and 3rd, that the Honorable Court must 

have been aware that your letter of the 15th of April, with 

reference to mine of the 22nd of August last, could only pro¬ 

duce the effect which it has produced, and consequently that 

my resignation was contemplated in the despatch of that letter. 

“ Itrust that I have sufficiently explained the causes which 

compel me reluctantly to retire from the public service, to 

which, if I could have remained with honor, I would willingly 

have devoted the whole of my life. 

“ I have the honor to be, Sir, 

1 our most obedient, humble servant, 

“ C. T. Metcalfe.” 

Such was the correspondence, copies of which he 
forwarded to Lord Auckland, when, on the same 

day, he formally tendered his resignation of the 

Lieutenant-Governorship of the North-Western Pro¬ 
vinces. Py Lord Auckland this announcement was 
received with less astonishment than sorrow. “ Your 

letter has pained,” he wrote, “but has not surprised 

me, for I knew how strongly you felt upon the 

subject on which you had written to the Court; and 

although the answer admitted no decrease of con¬ 

fidence and regard, I felt that it was wanting in the 

cordiality of expression to which I knew that you 

looked, as the condition of your remaining in India. 

If I had been near you, I might have attempted to 
combat your resolution. As it is, I must deeply 

lament the loss for India of its best officer, and for 

myself of my best help. The name which you leave 
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will be greatly and honorably regarded, and yon will 

find with very many the same regard to welcome 

yon at home. Yon have yet years and strength for 

active life; yon have earned the fairest title to retire¬ 

ment; and I pity no man that he has to live in 

England. I am confident that when I join you 
there I shall find you in the enjoyment of all the 
happiness that I wish yon. Of my own immediate 

plans I must take time to think, and will write to 

you in a few days. My first impression, is, that, at 

least during my residence in the North-West Pro¬ 

vinces, I should attempt to do the work which you 

have so well done for me.”* 

That the India House letter was cold and formal, 

and altogether very unsatisfactory to one who looked 

for an unreserved expression of the Court’s feelings 

and opinions, is not to be doubted. As Metcalfe 

truly said, it was no answer. It was an evasion of 

the real question. To cease from giving is one 

thing. To withdraw what is already given is an¬ 

other. To have cancelled Metcalfe’s commission to 

succeed provisionally to the Governor-Generalship 

would have been an extreme measure, to which the 

Court, except under very violent provocation, would 

hardly have committed themselves. But it did not 

follow that, because they were not disposed to cancel 

this existing appointment, they would not—nay that 

they did not, discourage his future promotion. It 

did not follow that, because they were not prepared 

openly to disgrace the most distinguished and the 

most popular of their servants, he had not incurred 

* Lord Auckland to Sir Charles Metcalfe, Calcutta, August 16, 1837. 
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the displeasure, and, to some extent, forfeited the 
confidence of his employers. 

That it was not intended by the Court that the 

letter should imply any forfeiture of confidence, I be¬ 

lieve. Two of the most distinguished members of 

the Direction—men whose integrity and ability 
would have adorned any station—Mr. Tucker and 

Mr. Edmonstone, afterwards assured him that, al¬ 

though the liberation of the Press had been disap¬ 

proved at the India House, the confidence of the 
Court had not been withdrawn from him—that his 

“ various and highly valuable services” were justly 

appreciated—and that nothing was further from their 
intention or their wishes than that the “ short and 

guarded ’ ’ letter of their ofiicial organ should induce 

him to withdraw from their service.* But without 

* The passages in the letters of 
Mr. Tucker and Mr. Edmonstone are 
worth quoting. “ I have not written 
to you lately,” said the former gentle¬ 
man, “ partly because I was uncertain 
about your movements, partly because 
I had nothing of interest to commu¬ 
nicate; but chiefly because I wished 
to ascertain and to communicate the 
answer of the Chairman to your letter 
dated in August last. That reply 
was only proposed to the Court a few 
days ago; and you will receive it, 
probably, as soon as you receive this. 
It is short and guarded; but I trust 
it will satisfy you that the Court, as 
a body, are far from wishing to dis¬ 
pense with your services in India. 
Your letter was received and read to 
the Court three or four months ago; 
and I should be uncandid if I told 
you that it made generally a favorable 
impression. It was by some con¬ 
sidered to be uncalled for, and out of 
the regular course ; but there are 
many who can justly appreciate your 
merits and services ; and although 

the reply of the Chairman may appear 
to you dry and cold, I hope it will 
satisfy you that you had no grounds 
whatever for suspecting that the 
Court had any intention or wish that 
you should retire from the service. 
I will not conceal from you that some 
of your measures were calculated to 
produce dissatisfaction (the emanci¬ 
pation of the Press in particular); 
but I hope that we have not forgotten, 
and shall never forget, your various 
and highly valuable services.” Mr. 
Edmonstone’s letter was written im¬ 
mediately after Sir Charles Metcalfe’s 
return to England. After declaring 
that there was not a member of the 
Court who did not lament his re¬ 
signation on public grounds, the 
writer goes on to say: “ Not being in 
a position to draw a distinction be¬ 
tween the cold and formal language 
of an official announcement and a 
deliberate dictation of the Court, 
you had some reason to deduce from 
the answer to your letter on the sub¬ 
ject of the Press, a meaning which it 
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any loss of dignity to the Court, more might have 

been said in reply to such a letter from such a man. 

The distinguished services which he had rendered to 

the State might well have secured for him a little 

more cordiality even in an official letter. Per¬ 

haps, if his nature had been better understood—if 

“ the very quick, and delicate, and noble sense of 

public character ” which his friend Sherer years 
before said he regarded “ with a sort of almost en¬ 

vious admiration,”* had been known to the framers 

of the letter, and the result which occurred had 

in any way been anticipated by them—such a letter 

would not have been written. But no one who 

knew him well could have doubted its effect upon 

one who entertained so exalted an idea of the rela¬ 

tions which ought to subsist between a public ser¬ 

vant and the Government, and, therefore, was so 

keenly alive both to official censure and official 

praise. He was under no obligation, he thought, 
to maintain those relations ; but he was under an 

obligation to maintain them reproachless and un¬ 
defiled. 

certainly was not intended to convey 
■—the more so, too, on account of the 
rumor which prevailed, and which 
had come to your knowledge, and 
apparently made so strong an im¬ 
pression upon you, respecting the 
succession to the Government of 
Madras. On this last point I will only 
observe that, as far as / know, it was 
but a surmise, and that I heard it 
afterwards positively contradicted; 
I feel, however, that I ought not to 
pursue the discussion of this delicate 
subject beyond the purpose for which 
alone I have touched upon it at all— 
the vindication of the Court (whereof 
I was then a member) from the sup¬ 

position which appearances had led 
you to entertain that its confidence 
had been withdrawn from you, and 
that the tenor of its reply to your 
explanatory address implied a wish, 
or expectation, that you should, or 
would, resign the public service. This 
was not, perhaps, needed, for since 
your arrival you must have been 
satisfied, from much higher and more 
important authority than mine, of 
the error of that supposition; but the 
strong and painful feeling I have on 
the subject, combined with the con¬ 
tents of your letter, has led me thus 
far to enter upon it.” 

* See ante, page 78, note. 
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With this impression strong upon his mind, Met¬ 

calfe had tendered his resignation ; but that the act 

might not seem to he indecorously precipitate, and 

that no inconvenience might result from his sudden 

letirement, he intimated his desire to he relieved on 

01 about the commencement of the new year. Lord 

Auckland had already determined upon proceeding 
to the Upper Provinces, and he now proposed, 

during his sojourn in that part of the country, to 

take the Government into his own hands. It was 

ananged that as the Governor-General prosecuted 
his march towards the north, Metcalfe should meet 
him on his way down to the Presidency; and that 

a steamer should he in readiness at Allahabad to 
convey the retiring statesman to Calcutta. 

As the time for his departure drew near, public 

entertainments were given to Sir Charles Metcalfe, 
and addresses began to pour in upon him. During his 

residence in Agra he had greatly endeared himself 
to all classes of the community. Europeans and 

natives, and people of mixed blood, pressed forward 

to lay before him their valedictory offerings of gra¬ 

titude and praise. The native address was really a 

native address — not the elaborate composition of 

an European scholar. It came in real Oriental garb, 

and was conceived by an Oriental mind, but it was 

truthful in spite of its Orientalism. The Eurasians 

spoke as before of what he had done for their own 

especial class; and the British residents spoke of 

the Ereedom of the Press, and declared that “ no¬ 

thing had occurred, neither was there any just 

reason to suppose that anything would occur, to 
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afford the slightest ground to doubt the judgment 
which caused its enactment.”* 

To this last address Sir Charles Metcalfe returned 
an elaborate and emphatic answer. In it it may be 

said that he bade farewell to India, and justified his 
conduct as the liberator of the Indian Press before 
the eyes of the world. It was as manly and dig¬ 

nified on the one hand, as it was calm and tempe¬ 

rate on the other. This Memoir would be incom¬ 
plete if a line of it were omitted :f 

* I subjoin a few passages from 
these documents. The following is 
from the address of the British resi¬ 
dents : “ You are now retiring from 
the active duties of the Government of 
a country, in the affairs of which you 
have, for an uninterrupted period of 
thirty-seven years, been intimately 
connected, and whose lofty attitude 
and name amongst surrounding states 
have been maintained, not less by 
your firmness and decision than by 
the spotless purity of your character; 
and we derive some consolation in 
the hope that your energies, yet un¬ 
impaired, will be exerted in your 
native country to promote and ad¬ 
vocate the best interests of India, 
and thus not entirety to deprive the 
councils which directits affairs of your 
valuable and extensive experience. 
To your public worth and virtues 
the gratitude of all India is most justly 
due; while in the less conspicuous, 
hut equally honorable, character of a 
member of society, you command the 
esteem and best wishes of the entire 
community; and we have reason to 
know that, whilst by all classes your 
loss will be deplored, by none will 
your absence be more deeply felt than 
by the distressed and destitute, who 
have uniformly found in you the 
munificent benefactor and generous 
friend.” The annexed is the body of 
the Native address: “ The benevolence 
and justice which have characterised 

every act of the Viceroy high exalted 
in rank, the Honorable Sir Charles 
Theophilus Metcalfe, Baronet, may 
he prosper! from the commencement 
of his public career in India are known 
and appreciated from Cape Comorin 
to the Himalaya, from the Ganges to 
the Indus. But since Ills Honor’s 
arrival at Agra, to fill the high and 
dignifiedoffice of Lieutenant-Governor 
of the North-Western Provinces, the 
rich and the poor, the high and the 
low, have so considerably and impor¬ 
tantly benefited by his Honor’s be¬ 
neficence, kindness, and justice, that 
it is beyond the power of language to 
express, and impossible through the 
medium of writing to describe. Were 
volumes to be written on the subject 
they would fall short of the fruitful 
theme. We, the undersigned residents 
of Agra, its environs, and neighbour¬ 
hood, therefore, relinquishing a sub¬ 
ject to which we feel incompetent to 
do adequate justice, confine ourselves 
to the principal object of this address.” 
I may as well state here, that at this 
stage of my work I feel that it is 
utterly impossible to do more, except 
in very especial cases, than allude to 
the multiplied addresses presented at 
different times to Sir Charles Met¬ 
calfe. A large chest full of them 
warns me that if I were to attempt to 
publish them, I must add another 
volume to my work. 

t It was printed in the public pa- 
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“ You are pleased to allude in terms of praise to my humble 

services during an uninterrupted employment of thirty-seven 

years in India. I should rejoice exceedingly if I could flatter 

myself with the persuasion that my endeavors have been 

in any great degree beneficial; but I feel, alas! that the results 

have been far below my wishes; and I have always seen occa¬ 

sion to lament how inadequate is the portion of perceptible 

good effected by our best intentions and exertions. 

“ You bear important testimony to the benefit of the Act 

legalising the liberty of the Press in the opinion which you 

have declared on that subject. The worst that can be said of 

the liberty of the Press is, that it may do harm. No one can 

doubt that it must work a vast deal of good. If, therefore, it 

neither does nor is likely to do mischief, it must be an unal¬ 

loyed benefit. I regard the passing of that Act by the Local 

Government of India as a glorious monument to the honor of 

the East-India Company, and as a proof of the merit of its 

administration, notwithstanding defects, from which no Govern¬ 

ment is entirely free. That Act evinces to the world that the 

Company’s Government desires no concealment; that it is glad 

to have the most minute particulars of its Indian administration 

scrutinised, and displayed to the gaze and criticism of the 

universe; that it seeks information and instruction wherever 

they are to be found; and that it does not wish to rule India 

as a conquered, ignorant, and enslaved, but as a cherished, en¬ 

lightened, and free country. 

“ Whatever may be the will of Almighty God with respect 

to the duration of British rule in India, it would be vain and 

foolish to attempt to uphold it by shackling the people with 

the chains of ignorance. It would be unworthy policy to deny 

to them any benefit, consistent with the safety of the State, that 

can tend to elevate them in the scale of human beings. This 

country has been gained, and is maintained, by the sword; 

pers at the time, and was read by giving them an opportunity of read- 
thousands ; but there are few among ing it again, 
them who will not thank me for 
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and honor be to the army to whom, under Providence, the 

British Empire owes this splendid possession. But, looking to 

future ages, our dominion can only endure by the affections of 

the people; by their feeling that, under British rule, they are 

more prosperous, and happy, and free, than they could be 

under any other Government; and that their welfare and our 

rule are linked together. I look to the liberty of the Press as 

one of those measures which, by showing the paternal disposi¬ 

tion of the Government, will tend to produce that result; a 

result not to be expected from a system of unconfiding' re¬ 
straint. 

u For those who object to the liberty of the Press, there is 

another justification of the Act of legalisation, which is, that 

any other law on the subject was morally impossible. I will 

defy the ingenuity of man to devise any restrictions, short of 

absolute suppression, which no one would have attempted, that 

could have been effectual: modified restrictions had been tried, 

and had utterly failed. The Press was practically free, though 

insecure, but the law regarding it was in absurd confusion. 

Throughout one Presidency, there was a code of restrictions so 

disused, that no Government would think of enforcing them. 

Throughout another Presidency, there were no restrictions, but 

perfect liberty by law, opposed in vain by the Government. 

In a third Presidency, there was restraint in the provinces, and 

liberty in the metropolis. Restrictions were most complete in the 

Presidency of Fort William, and there the practical liberty used 

was the greatest. In this chaos of the state of the Press, when 

laws came to be made for all India, common sense pointed out 

that there was but one law that could be made with any effect 

—a law of liberty, and responsibility to courts of justice. If 

restrictions, where they existed, were not, and morally could 

not, be enforced, how could they be introduced, with any 

reason or any prospect of success, where they previously did 

not exist? The Press in India has been practically free from the 

moment when the Government discovered, about twenty years 

ago, that it could not enforce the censorship which then 
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existed; that is, could not legally inflict the penalties attached 

to its violation on any one who, in the eye of the law, was a 

native of India. This being known, the censorship was set at 

defiance; and the Press was of itself free. There came a code 

of restrictions which, being no more law than the censorship, 

was equally disregarded. There came another code of restric¬ 

tions, which was made law in some places, and was no law 

in others; and whether it was law or no law, was equally 

disregarded and disused. All the good feelings of British Go¬ 

vernors shrank from the habitual infliction of its penalties. 

All the spirit of British subjects restricted its shackles. The 

British subjects in India would have a free Pfcss, and the 

Government could not prevent it, without a despotism and 

oppression contrary to its own disposition, and totally opposed 

to the spirit of British institutions. 

“ Under all these circumstances, when it became my duty, 

as Governor-General of India, to propose a law for the Press, 

there seemed to me but one course that could rationally be 

pursued. I knew, by experience of the past, that restrictions 

would be inefficient ; and that to legislate with a view to 

restraint, even if it had been desirable, would justly expose the 

Government to ridicule, and be of no avail. The time was 

peculiarly favorable for full liberty, as the Government had 

then acquired the power of legislation, and could provide by 

law against real danger to the safety of the State, that might 

from any cause arise; which before it could not do. The time 

was favorable for another reason also. It was clear that the 

liberty of the Press would some day come, and it was better to 

grant it with a good grace than to wait until it was extorted. 

A people gradually habituated to the use of the Press as a 

customary part of their institutions, is much less likely to abuse 

it than if it were forced from an unwilling Government, and, in 

a manner, seized upon by clamor and agitation in a period of 

excitement. It must always be a fault to defer acts of grace 

until they cease to be so considered, and are, therefore, of no 

effect in winning good-will. The circumstances, therefore, the 

time, the intrinsic merits and benefits of a free Press, and the 
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impossibility of enacting restrictions with any prospect of 

success, all combined to point out the legalisation of the liberty 

of the Press as the only course to be pursued. I should have 

been ashamed of myself if I had followed any other. As it is, 

whatever its consequences may have been to me, I never can 

regret the measure. Under the circumstances, it was the only 

Act on the subject that could be passed with any chance of 

success and efficiency. It was an Act of prudence and common 

sense. It was, also, I trust, a measure of great public benefit. 

“ You have alluded to this Act as the supposed cause of my 

retirement from the public service. This is a subject on which 

I have somd difficulty in offering explanation. I am loth to 

make a mystery of what, as far as I am concerned, is a very 

plain matter; but I am apprehensive that, in entering into 

details, I might deviate from proper respect to authorities, to 

whom respect is due from all, and gratitude especially from me, 

for repeated distinctions spontaneously conferred. In what I 

am about to say, I trust that I shall not depart from the 

obligations prescribed by either the one or the other of these 

sentiments. You may remember reports which prevailed last 

year, stating that I was in disgrace with the Home authorities, 

on account of the liberty of the Press. That was not a position 

in which I could remain with comfort. I sought information 

at the fountain-head, with a view to a better understanding, 

without success. The reply was not explicit; but its uncordial 

tone, indicative of alienation, satisfied me that the reports 

which had prevailed were not untrue, and that I could no 

longer remain in the service of the East-India Company with 

credit or satisfaction to myself. I do not state these facts 

under any notion of being aggrieved; neither do I presume to 

question the conduct of those authorities. They have an 

indisputable right to exercise their judgment on mine. Their 

displeasure, from whatever cause proceeding, may be just: but, 

just or otherwi^, its effect on me is the same. I cannot 

continue to serve with such an impression permanently pre¬ 

vailing against me. I quit my post with reluctance. I cannot 

be happier anywhere than I have been at Agra. With impor- 
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tant duties, affectionate companions, and a friendly society, I 

have here enjoyed much of what I most value in life. With 

great measures in progress, and the aid of functionaries of the 

highest character and qualifications in the offices of control and 

superior importance; with a civil service full of honor, zeal, 

and ability; and abundance of merit and efficiency in every 

branch of public employment, I had every prospect of a 

successful and beneficial administration. I was perfectly con¬ 

tent. I desired no change; and if I could have remained with 

honor, I know no limit that I should voluntarily have put to 

my continuance in this office, except loss of health or faculties. 

I quit my duties and my residence among you with great 

regret; but the act is my own, and I alone am responsible for 

it. I may have been mistaken; I may have been misled by 

erroneous information; I may have misconstrued the circum¬ 

stances that have occurred; but if that information and my 

construction be correct, as I believe them to be, I had no other 

course open to me, in my opinion, than that which I have 

adopted. It is a matter of feeling. Had I been differently 

constituted ; had I been blind or indifferent to manifest es¬ 

trangement, I might have remained; and I should, perhaps, 

have been permitted to die in the service in which I was born, 

in which the best years of my life have been passed, and to 

which I would willingly have devoted the remainder. 

“ That will now glide away in another country, if I live to 

reach it; the country which we all most love, and to which 

we all look for rest after our Indian labors. You express the 

kindest wishes—you speak of happiness and usefulness. Hap¬ 

piness, with the blessing of the Almighty, I have no doubt of 

enjoying, in the society of affectionate relatives and friends, 

and in the delights of reading and retirement. Of the power 

of public usefulness, I have no expectation, and great doubt. 

The only tempting theatre for public exertion is Parliament, 

where the great interests of the country are promoted or 

marred; but the violence of party spirit, to which the welfare 

of the empire is often sacrificed, the uselessness of any one 
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whose only party is his country, the want of local reputation 

and influence, the corrupt practices of candidates and voters, 

and the utter ruin to moderate means of contested elections, 

make a formidable array of obstacles against any attempt to 

push myself into the Imperial Senate, even if I could suppose 

that I might be of any utility there. The retirement, there¬ 

fore, of private life, where, no doubt, the greatest happiness is 

to be found, seems to be my future destiny. I shall, neverthe¬ 

less, be ready to take a part in public affairs whenever I am 

called by duty, or, in other words, whenever I have an oppor¬ 

tunity of being useful; for I consider it to be the duty of every 

man to serve his country to the utmost of his ability; and if I 

ever become a public man in England, my long attachment to 

India will naturally lead me to exert myself for her welfare and 

benefit, and for her permanent union with the British Empire, 

in the ties of mutual interest, the only security for mutual 

affection. 

“ I ought to apologise for having addressed you at such 

length on subjects connected with my own views and feelings; 

but you must in part blame yourselves. You have over¬ 

whelmed me with kindness: my heart is open, and I have been 

pouring out its contents, without restraint, to friends whose 

cordiality I have experienced. Permit be now to say farewell. 

May every good attend you. The period of my residence 

among you, but for the miseries of the poor, this season, from 

drought, would have been one of the happiest eras of my life. 

I part from you with reluctance and sorrow; and with heartfelt 

sentiments towards you of respect, gratitude, and affection. 

Many of us, I hope, may meet again in another land. God 

bless you all. “ C. T. Metcalfe.” 

Whilst all these demonstrations of the respect and 

affection of those by whom he had recently been 

surrounded were lightening the pain of departure, 

other testimonials of a different, but not less honor- 
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able character, were enhancing the self-content with 

which it was his privilege to retrace the incidents 
of his long official career in India. Farewell letters, 

written in strong language of admiring attachment, 

not less sincere for the Orientalism which glittered 

upon it, came to him from all the principal native 

princes and chiefs with whom he had held diplomatic 

intercourse. Foremost among these were the King 
and Princes of Delhi; the Rajah of Bhurtpore, whom 

he had set upon the throne ; and his old antagonist, 

Runjeet Singh, who had never forgotten the youth¬ 
ful ambassador whom thirty years before he had 

endeavored to outwit. He had watched Metcalfe’s 

progress from a distance with remarkable interest; 

had thoroughly appreciated the great qualities which 

the English gentleman had manifested at so early a 
period ot his career;* and often declared what he 

now said in his letter, that he regarded Metcalfe 

as “ the founder of the union and attachment be¬ 
tween the two high states, according to the firmly 

established treaty”—union and attachment which lie 

sometimes thought would not long survive the retire¬ 
ment of his old friend, f 

On the 18th of December, 1837, all the troops at 

Agra were under arms to do honor to the departure 

* When, on the fall of the Sikh now in the possession of a member of 
Empire, the property of Runjeet and Lord Metcalfe’s family, to whom it 
his descendants fell into the hands of was presented by Lord Dalhousie. 
theBritish conquerors, there was found j- A confidential enclosure expressed 
in the royal treasure-house Metcalfe’s an anxious desire that Metcalfe might 
portrait, which had been presented to be present at the approaching inter¬ 
file Maharajah in 1808, with an in- view between Runjeet and Lord Auck- 
scription on the back, indicating the land. “ After that,” said the Maha- 
interest and affection with which he rajah, “you may do as you like.” 
regarded the original. The picture is 

VOL. II. Z 
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of Sir Charles Metcalfe. On the last day of the old 
year he joined the Camp of the Governor-General 
at Cawnpore, and on the following day a Govern¬ 
ment notification announced that he had received 
the sanction of the Governor-General to relinquish 
his charge of the office of Lieutenant-Governor of 
the North-West Provinces. “The Governor-Ge¬ 
neral,” it was added, “is pleased to direct that Sir 
Charles Metcalfe shall continue to receive all the 
honors due to the station of Lieutenant-Governor, 
and that the officers of his personal staff shall remain 
attached to him until he may finally vacate that 
office by his embarkation for Europe.” 

As he continued his march towards the Presidency, 
numerous demonstrations of respect and attachment 
greeted the departing statesman. At Allahabad, to 
which place a steamer had been despatched to convey 
him from that point to Calcutta, a public meeting 
was held. The address, which was then voted, em¬ 
phatically spoke of his judicious measures for the 
relief of the distressed population during the famine- 
year, and his strenuous exertions to obviate the 
threatened scourge of the preceding one. Soldiers 
and civilians, merchants and tradesmen, Europeans, 
Natives, and Eurasians united to do him honor. 
And at the head of the list stood the name of that 
excellent public servant, Mr. R. M. Bird, who had 
labored so assiduously under him in the great work 
of Revenue Settlement. 

His residence in Calcutta was brief ; but from 
first to last it was a great ovation. He had taken 
his passage for England in a Bristol ship, called the 
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St. George * The vessel was to sail on the 15th of 

February. The interval, though brief, was a busy 

one. Entertainment followed entertainment—ad¬ 
dress followed address. The cold season had been 

one of unusual animation; and Metcalfe arrived to 

hnd the social energies of his friends well-nigh ex¬ 
pended by the constant demands that had been 

made upon them by oft-repeated festivities. But 
his presence was a signal for renewed exertion. 

There were Metcalfe dinners, and Metcalfe balls, 
and Metcalfe meetings; and no one was contented 
who had not drunk, or danced, or spoken in honor 

of the honestest statesman we have ever had,5,t* 
and the most hospitable and loveable of men. 

Among other entertainments that were given to 
him, was one in especial celebration of the Freedom 

of the Press. The Free Press dinner had now be¬ 

come an anniversary festival in Calcutta; but this 
was the first and last occasion on which the liberator 
himself graced it with his presence. Some long 

and able speeches were now made, and there was no 

lack of enthusiasm and applause. But they who 

expected that Metcalfe would speak out freely on the 
subject of the Press law, and his retirement from 

the public service, were grievously disappointed. 
When he rose to speak, there was a burst of enthu¬ 

siasm so loud and so long-protracted that a man of 

much less sensibility might well have been overcome. 

He said little; and that little under the influence of 

* His sister—Mrs. Smyth—was re- without the delay of passing through 
sident at Clifton; and he was anxious the metropolis, 
to proceed at once to her residence, f Speech of Mr. Theodore Dickens. 

z 2 
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deep emotion. In truth, his answer to the Agra ad¬ 

dress was a sufficient response to all such demonstra¬ 

tions ; and, perhaps, Metcalfe intended that it should 

serve as a quittance in full of all similar obligations. 
At other public entertainments he was equally 

concise in his thanksgivings. A public hall was 

given to him at the Town-hall a few days before 

his departure; and then the enthusiasm of the ladies 

of Calcutta, who cared little about the liberation of 

the Press, kept pace with that of their lords. The 

after-supper addresses called forth many tears. It 

was Metcalfe’s last meeting with the society of the 

capital in which he was so well known and so much 
beloved. One incident which distinguished it is 

worthy of record. It will never he forgotten by 

those who sate in the banquet-room on that Fe¬ 

bruary night. After the health of Sir Charles 

Metcalfe had been drunk, and he had returned 

thanks in due course, Captain Taylor, of the Madras 

army,* rose unexpectedly, and proposed the health 
of the guest of the evening as the “ Soldier of 
Deeg.” Many then heard for the first time how 

thirty-three years before young Charles Metcalfe 

had buckled on his sword and entered the breach 

with the leaders of the storming party. But it was 

a lesson in history which will never be forgotten. 

It is impossible to describe the sensation which it 

produced in an assembly already excited to enthu- 

* He had come round to Calcutta and when he died—as he did soon 
on a Post-office Commission. lie was afterwards—the State lost one of its 
a man of great energy and ability, most promising servants. 
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siasm, so many of the components of which were 
followers of the great profession of arms. 

Metcalfe was a true soldier, and it pleased him to 
he thus honored. But it was as a civilian that he 

had made his reputation, and his brethren of the 
Civil Service were honorably proud of him. On 

the day before his departure, a deputation waited 

upon him with an address expressive of the desire 

of the members of the Civil Service “ to mark, by a 

public testimonial, the respect which they enter¬ 
tained for his eminent private virtues; the admira¬ 

tion with which they regarded his public career; and 

their sense of the honor which had been reflected 

upon the service at large by the distinction which 
had been achieved by one of its members.” The 

testimonial was to be “ a diamond star of the order 
of Knighthood, by which the late King so justly 

acknowledged the value of his services.” Such a 
tribute was, as Metcalfe said, “ beyond measure 
affecting;” and when he added, that he should ever 

cherish such a mark of their esteem, he uttered no 

mere stereotyped formality. There was found in his 
will especial mention of his “ diamond star collar.” 

On the 15th of February, 1838, Sir Charles 

Metcalfe, after an absence of thirty-eight years from 

England, set his face towards his native land.* A 

numerous party of friends went to the place of em¬ 

barkation to bid him a final adieu, and to waft after 

him their parting benedictions. It would be a poor 

common-place to say that he “left a gap behind 
him.” It is sufficient to state that—lie went. 

* His friend and secretary, Captain J. M. Higginson, accompanied him. 
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As I write, sixteen years have passed away since 

Metcalfe embarked on board the ship St. George. 

But his memory is as fresh in the affections of the 

people of India as though he had but yesterday de¬ 

parted from among them. He left behind him a 

great and a cherished name. It is a common thing, 

when it is asked what Metcalfe did for India, to 

answer that he liberated the Indian Press. The 

next question ought always to be, how he attained 

the position which enabled him to liberate the 

Indian Press. I am not likely to underrate the ad¬ 

vantages of a Pree Press. But it is not in this, or 

in any one individual measure, that we are to look 

for the foundation of his fame as an Indian States¬ 

man. It was not what he did at any one time, but 

what he was continually doing, that entitled him to 

the gratitude of mankind. Separate acts of states¬ 

manship are lost in the oneness and completeness of 

his character as a statesman. He rose by the force 

and consistency of his personal character to the 

highest post which he could occupy in the Govern¬ 

ment of India. He had set his face steadfastly, 

from his very boyhood, towards the acquisition of 

Vice-regal power and dignity; and he attained it, 

not by any acts of spasmodic energy, but by a life 

of sustained earnestness, unintermitting labor, and 

undeviating integrity. In every situation in which 

he had been placed he had acquitted himself well, 

because he had always addressed himself to the work 

before him with a high sense of the responsibility of 

his vocation, and a brave resolution to do what he 

conceived to be right with all the power with which 
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God had gifted him, whatever might be the opinions 
of others, and whatever the sacrifice of self. That 

his abilities were of a high order is not to be ques¬ 

tioned ; but it was not the quickness of his parts so 

much as the courage and the honesty which ever 

employed them in the right direction, that lay at 
the root of his success. 

A more straightforward politician never lived. 
He established his reputation, as a diplomatic 
officer, very early in life; but in one sense lie was 

no diplomatist. He could not tread in any crooked 
ways. In this respect his Indian career, of which I 

am now writing, furnishes a remarkable practical 
negation of the common belief, that much conceal¬ 

ment and much deceit are necessary conditions of 

diplomatic success. Although his contests were 

with men whose ordinary weapons were falsehood 

and fraud, his victories were ever gained by the in¬ 

nate force of truth. Whilst his opponents were 
wandering in all sorts of devious paths, he went 

straight to the point, unmasked then cunning, and 
shamed them by his openness and sincerity. In the 

Camp of Hunjeet Singh, where a more brilliant and 

a more experienced man might have immersed him¬ 

self in failure, the boy-ambassador laid the foun¬ 

dation of his fame. His success was the result 

mainly of the straightforwardness of his dealings. 

But in this, as on other occasions, an important 

hand-maiden was found in the fine temper of the 

man. He was as free from malignity as he was 

from guile. Under great provocation he was cool 

and forbearing; and no one ever gained an advan- 
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tage over him by disturbing the just balance of bis 

mind. He had never a hasty word to recall, or a 

hasty action to regret. He was prompt to act ; not 

quick to determine. He sent in his final resigna¬ 

tion of the service immediately on the receipt of the 

India House letter, which he believed to be virtually 
a condemnatory one; but all through the year he 

had been considering how he should act in the event 

of the receipt of such a letter. 

The straightforwardness which so distinguished 

his moral, was a conspicuous feature also in his 

intellectual character. His despatches and minutes 

were ever remarkable for their directness of purpose. 
It was his wont to make up his mind thoroughly on 

any given subject, and to state his views clearly and 
distinctly, without any gloss of conditions and re¬ 

servations. He was of too fearless and manly a 

nature to he continually thinking of leaving for 

himself some loop-hole of retreat. He did not know 

what it was to trim. And he never left his mean¬ 

ing to be guessed at. Among all the numberless let¬ 

ters, despatches, and minutes which Metcalfe wrote 

during his connexion with the Government of India, 

I do not remember to have chanced upon an obscure 

sentence. If language was given us for the conceal¬ 

ment of our thoughts, no man ever made a worse use 
of it than Charles Theophilus Metcalfe. 

There was a simplicity—a massiveness, in his pub¬ 

lic writings and in his political conduct very charac¬ 

teristic of the man. He did not trouble himself 

with secondary considerations, or encumber great 

questions with petty details. Lord William Ben- 
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tinck said of him—“ He never cavilled upon a trifle, 

and never yielded to me on a point of importance.” 

In this single sentence is seen the secret of his success 

—the very germ of his great reputation. Some men 

mistake trifles for points of importance, and waste 

their time in the strenuous idleness of canvassing 

them. Metcalfe never made a mistake of this kind. 

He had a remarkable faculty of divesting great 

questions of all needless encumbrances, and making 

himself thoroughly understood. Some of his Indian 

State-papers are models of this massive simplicity. 

'When, in 1825, the complication of affairs at Bhurt- 

P°re caused great doubt and uncertainty regarding 
the course to be pursued by the British Government, 

Metcalfe in a few pithy sentences placed the whole 

question so clearly before the Governor-General and 

his councillors, that all doubt and hesitation va¬ 

nished before a brief statement of the case, so plain 

and unsophisticated that the reader is almost tempted 
to exclaim, that a child might have written it. But 

it was this very child-like directness that was so 

cogent an instrument in his hands. It was a pebble 

from the brook—the brook of truth—that brought 
down the gigantic Philistine. 

It was this directness of purpose, too, that shaped 

all the external circumstances of his Indian career. 

Prom the very first he resolved that he would adhere 

to the political, or diplomatic, line of the public ser¬ 

vice, and from this resolution he never departed. 

No man of his time had a larger knowledge of the 

native states of India. No man knew better how 

to deal with the native chiefs. And no man was 
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ever held in higher estimation by them. They re¬ 

spected his great qualities, though sometimes exer¬ 

cised to their disadvantage; and knew if his vigor 

were inconvenient to them, that they could confide in 
his justice and always rely upon his truth. He did 

much to elevate the British character at all the 

Native Courts ; and was inwardly respected even 

by those whose corruption he exposed, and whose 
avarice he baffled. 

He never indulged in any inflated talk about the 

wrongs of the people; but he set himself steadily at 

work to redress them. He was a philanthropist in 

nothing so little as in words. He abstained from 

everything like grandiloquent professions; but the 
practice of his life was in accordance with the purest 

principles of benevolence. As a member of the 

Government he was generally on the side of the 

people; as an individual he gave liberal encourage¬ 

ment to every institution that was calculated to 

promote their interests. He was opposed to too 

much interference with the ancient usages of the 

people; but it was a discriminating opposition. He 

was willing, for example, to incur some risk for 

the suppression of the rite of Suttee; but he was 

eager to maintain inviolate the village communities, 

which he believed to be such important auxiliaries 

to the security and prosperity of the agricultural 
population. 

It would be a mistake to endeavor to enhance the 

merit of Charles Metcalfe’s success by saying that 

circumstances were hostile to him, and that he rose 

to eminence in spite of obstacles which would have 
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kept down other men. The truth is, that circum¬ 

stances were in his favor. I have had nothing to 

record of those early hardships which, a few years 

before Metcalfe’s entrance into public life, tried, as 

in a furnace, the endurance of men struggling for 

fame and fortune. It is interesting to read or to 

hear of a Munro lacking the means to provide him¬ 

self with a pillow or a blanket—of a Malcolm starving 

in secret, because he would not borrow money to buy 

himself a dinner—of a Tucker disputing with the 

rats for the possession of a miserable cellar. Met¬ 

calfe had no such trials at the outset of his career. 

Everything went prosperously with him from the 

first. When he was a boy, he wrote in his Com¬ 

mon-place Book, among other passages, the sug¬ 

gestiveness of which will be better appreciated by 

those who turn back to them after they have 

followed Metcalfe’s career to the end and made close 

acquaintance with his character—“ He is the most 

clever who is best able to profit by good fortune 

when it comes to him.” It was his good fortune to 

be the son of an East India Director, to be patronised 

in early life by Lord Wellesley; and always to have 

an influential friend at Court. By this good fortune 

he was well “ able to profit.” One Governor-Ge¬ 

neral after another recognised his abilities, and ever 

in the most critical conjunctures sought his assist¬ 

ance and advice. All, with one exception, continued 

to regard him, long after their official connexion had 

been severed, with the strongest feelings of ad¬ 

miration and affection. To the success of every 

administration under which he served he largely 
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contributed. It is not always that the impression 

of men’s minds is stamped most indelibly on the 

circumstances of the times when they occupy the 

highest stations. It often happens, on the other 

hand, that their most enduring actions are those to 

which another’s name is given in the history of the 

world. There are many names which more fre¬ 

quently occur to the annalist of our Indian Empire 

during the first thirty-eight years of the present 

century; but there is no one man who had really 

a larger share in shaping the events which are the 

staple of history, or who did more in his generation 

to make our Anglo-Indian Empire what it is, than 

Charles Theopliilus Metcalfe. 
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CHAPTER X. 

[1838—1839.] 

FERN HILL. 

England revisited—Metcalfe’s Reception—Residence at Fern Hill—Expenses 
™ ^n?_5umored Appointment to Bombay—The Seat in Parliament— 
Otter ot the Government of Jamaica—Farewell Entertainments—Departure 
for the West Indies. 

In the lives of some men a long sea voyage is a 

blank. No period could be a blank in the life of 

Charles Metcalfe. So long as there were human 

beings around him, there was free scope for the 

exercise of some of his finest qualities, 

In that best portion of a good man’s life, 
His little, nameless, unremembered acts 
Of charity and love. 

And yet they were not “ unremembered.” His 

overflowing kindness and courtesy towards all on 

board the St. George, down to the youngest sailor- 

boy in the ship, are still held in grateful recollection. 

It was continually his study to contribute to the 

happiness of his fellow-voyagers ;* and when the 

* Among the passengers on board Resident at Delhi. This gentleman 
the St. George was Dyce Sombre, the had taken his passage for England in 
adopted son and heir of the Begum another vessel, but upon hearing that 
Sumroo, who had held Metcalfe in Sir Charles Metcalfe was going home 
such high estimation when he was in the St. George, he gave up his 
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passage, a brief and prosperous one, was concluded, 

all classes addressed liim, each after its kind, in 

language of grateful affection and respect. He gave 

freely to all wlio liad rendered any assistance to 
himself and his dependents; and there were some, 

then met on hoard for the first time, who excited an 

interest in him which only ceased with his life. 
Before the end of May Charles Metcalfe, after an 

absence of thirty-eight years, again planted his foot 

upon English soil. He landed at Bristol, and pro¬ 

ceeded at once to his sister’s residence, and for a 

little time was in the enjoyment of perfect peace. 
His reception in England was all that his affection¬ 

ate heart could desire. And it was all that his ambi¬ 

tion craved. The remaining members of his own 

family were few; but many of his old Indian friends 

had preceded him to the home of their childhood, and 

were now eager to extend to him a hand of welcome.* 

Letters of affectionate congratulation on his safe re¬ 

turn poured in from all parts of the country. Every 

one who had known him in the East, was now eager 

passage at a large pecuniary sacrifice, 
and embarked on board that vessel. 
After his return to England, he wrote 
to Lady Aslibrooke, Metcalfe’s sister, 
saying that, under the belief that Sir 
Charles could not “ he so comfortable 
as his station in life entitled him to 
be, and as he (Dyce Sombre) had more 
than he wanted for himself, he would 
be too happy to make Sir Charles a 
loan of twenty or twenty-five thousand 
pounds, payable in Calcutta, to be 
repaid at his convenience. And for 
which,” added the writer, “ I pledge 
my honor that I will expect no return 
of any kind whatsoever.” The letter 
in which this splendid offer was made 

was docketed by Metcalfe “ declined 
with thanks.” 

* Among others, his old friend J. 
W. Sherer wrote to congratulate him 
on his arrival, saying, “ Your decla¬ 
ration in Writer’s-buildings, that your 
aim should be nothing below the Go¬ 
vernor-Generalship, occurred to me 
in full force, and gave rise to many a 
thought as to the purposes of Pro¬ 
vidence respecting any individual 
being indicated by his early bias to 
this or that object. You, my dear 
friend, have attained your object, and 
doubtless have long been in a con¬ 
dition to admit that 
< He builds too low who builds below 

the skies.’ ” 
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to embrace him in the West. It was pleasant to find 
at least that he had not grown out of their remem¬ 
brance. 

He remained at Clifton till the middle of June; 

after which he spent a few days at Richmond with 

Lady Ashbrooke, and thence proceeded to the me¬ 

tropolis. If he had desired to renew his boyish 

recollections of a London season, he could not have 

had a better opportunity. London was in an un¬ 

usual state of fashionable excitement. Preparations 

were then in an advanced stage of progress for the 

coronation of our youthful Queen. The great capital 
was unwontedly full; and every one was in a state 

of expectancy. But the spectacle over, the excite¬ 

ment passed away; and then he saw London and its 
people in their every-day costume. 

Prom many of the leading statesmen of the day 

Metcalfe received marked attention. Pirst one 
member of the Ministry, then another, sought his 

acquaintance. From several of his old masters, the 
Directors of the East India Company, he met with 
a cordial reception. But nothing gratified him so 

much as the renewal of personal intercourse with 

Lord Wellesley. Their first meeting was a remark¬ 

able one. The Duke of Wellington was with his 

brother, and for a while the three talked over old 

times, and exchanged their recollections of the many 

stirring military and diplomatic incidents of the first 
great Mahratta war.* 

* It is source of regret that I have correspondent, the late Colonel John 
not been able to find any account, Sutherland; but I have not been able 
under Metcalfe’s own hand, of this in- to discover what has become of the 
teresting meeting. He wrote all the papers of that much-lamented officer, 
circumstances of it to his friend and 
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After some little time spent in necessary sacrifices 

to society, Sir Charles Metcalfe took up his abode on 

his paternal estate of Fern Hill, near Windsor. It 

need scarcely be added, that he was soon surrounded 

by his friends. He had transplanted to the woods of 
Berkshire the exuberant hospitality of Allipore and 

Garden Beach. His house was continually crowded 

with visitors; and he soon began to find that the 

repose and retirement which he sought were not 
within his reach. 

He complained of the unsatisfactory life which 

he was compelled to lead at this time. It was, in¬ 

deed, a strenuous idleness extremely distasteful to 
him. He was wasting both his time and his money 

on what afforded him no pleasure, and often caused 

him some self-reproach. In truth, he had not long 

occupied the family mansion before he began seri¬ 

ously to contemplate the expediency of breaking up 
his establishment, taking a smaller house, and re¬ 

ducing his expenditure. He was familiar with the 

charges attending the most princely style of living 

in India ; hut he had no conception of the expenses 
of a “ gentleman’s establishment in England.” He 

whose purveyor had charged him for 3000 eggs 

used on the occasion of a single Calcutta entertain¬ 

ment, stood aghast before the indefinite waste of the 
“ servants’ hall.” 

The career of such a man as Charles Metcalfe 

supplies many great lessons; hut none greater than 

that of the true uses of wealth. He had returned 

to England with a moderate fortune, only a part of 

which had been acquired in the East. His paternal 
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inheritance, which under skilful husbandry had 

been fructifying for a quarter of a century, was, I 

believe, the real “Pagoda-tree” which it was now 

his privilege to shake. And he did not like to shake 

it into the plush pockets of fastidious flunkeys. 
He could not be happy whilst he was expending his 

income on “what is termed living.” He desired 

a large margin to enable him to relieve the wants 

of others to whom Providence had been less bounti¬ 

ful. Twenty-eight years before, he had written to 
his aunt, Mrs. Monson, that he would “ never con¬ 

sent to spend all his income on dinners and balls, 

houses, coaches, and servants.” “ Money,” he added, 

“was made for better uses, and, byGod’s grace, I hope 

to apply mine to some of them.”* And now that the 

future of which he then spake had become the pre¬ 

sent, he wrote with remarkable consistency, in the 
same strain, to the same beloved correspondent: 

1 ‘ • • • • I am not sure that I shall ever see you again at 

Pern Hill; for I have serious thoughts of abandoning it. I 

must either do that, or change my mode of living. If I do the 

latter—that is, if I must refrain from seeing my friends, of 

what use is a large house and establishment to me? At present 

my expenditure threatens to exceed my means, or at least to 

absorb them so entirely, as to leave little or nothing for the best 

use of affluence—assistance to those in need of it.”—[ Fern Hill, 
Nov. 9, 1838.] 

“ I feel a reluctance to abandon Fern Hill which makes me 

hesitate. The difference would be this—Here I shall always 

have a struggle to keep expenditure within income, and the 

VOL. II. 

* Ante, Vol. I. page 336. 
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greater part of my means will be spent in a wasteful manner 

by servants, as I do not possess the art of management, leaving 

little or nothing to do good to others with. Elsewhere, as I 

really require little for my own comfort and accommodation, I 

should be comparatively rich, and have much more for the use 

of others, which is certainly the most gratifying use of abun¬ 

dance.I have no prospect of coming into Parlia¬ 

ment, but would gladly embrace any honorable opportunity of 

devoting the remainder of my life to the service of my country 

in that sphere of action.”—[Fern Hill, Jan. 6, 1839.] 

“ I have made up my mind to part with Fern Hill whenever 

I can make an arrangement for it to my satisfaction. My 

reasons for quitting are these:—Firstly, the expense of living 

here is too great; there being, in my opinion, more satisfactory 

and better uses for what income I have than spending it all on 

the mere eating and drinking of a large house and establish¬ 

ment. Secondly, the life is not suited to my disposition. I 

should like greater quiet and retirement; and the occasional 

enjoyment of affectionate society as a treat. A continual and 

incessant succession of company is too much for me. Thirdly, 

the only remedy is flight; for neither can I reduce my esta¬ 

blishment while I live in this house, nor can I shut my doors 

whilst I have accommodation for friends. Elsewhere, if I 

continue a private man, I can be more retired; and retirement 

is best suited to my nature. Elsewhere I could live, I think, 

with sufficient hospitality on a fourth of what I should spend 

here, and as I have no desire to hoard, the difference may, I 

trust, be made more beneficial to others than it can be whilst 

wasted on a lazy, discontented establishment. If I go into 

Parliament, which I shall do if I have an opportunity, the only 

alteration in my present plans will be, that I must reside for 

seven or eight months in London; and so far deprive myself of 

retirement for the sake of public duty.”—[Fern Hill, Feb. 25, 

1839.] 
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Idleness without leisure—obscurity without re¬ 

tirement—were conditions of life not likely to have 
many attractions for a man of Metcalfe’s tempera¬ 

ment ; and before he had been long in England he 

began to sigh either for a hermitage or the floor of 

the House of Commons. Another destination, how¬ 
ever, seems to have been fixed for him by his friends. 

The Government of Bombay was about to become 

vacant; many named him for the succession, and 
some suggested that he should apply for it. Among 
the latter was a friendly member of the Court of 

Directors, to whom Metcalfe wrote from Eern Hill, 
in October : 

“I thank you sincerely for your kind suggestion. I recog¬ 

nise in it the same friendly spirit that has, on several important 

occasions, taken a generous interest in my welfare. I have no 

hesitation in communicating to you in confidence all the senti¬ 

ments that I entertain on the subject; but I do not wish the 

communication to go beyond yourself, not that I should affect 

any concealment if I were questioned, but because I do not, 

unasked, wish to make known any of these feelings. First, I 

have no intention of making any tender of my services_in 

other words, of asking for the appointment. I would not do 

that if I desired the Government of Bombay in the greatest 

possible degree. Second, I have no expectation that it will be 

offered to me; but if it were, and the offer were made on 

personal grounds that is, as a favor to me, or as a compensa¬ 

tion for the loss of the Government of the ci-devant Presidency 

of Agra, I should be grateful for the compliment, but should 

respectfully decline the appointment, having no desire on my 

own account to return to the public service in India, and. 

become again engaged in the cares of Government. Third, if 

2 A 2 
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the offer were made on public grounds—that is, in a manner 

which implied that benefit to the public interests was contem¬ 

plated in my nomination, I should consider myself bound to 

accept it; and should do so with pride and pleasure, and devote 

myself to the task as long as my services might be acceptable 

and my health last; holding it to be every man’s duty to obey 

the call of his country when he can do so without discredit; 

but in that case I should think it indispensable for my credit 

that I should, in another respect, be placed in the same position 

in which I was when I was Governor of Agra, and when 

I quitted India : that is, that I should be provisionally 

appointed to take the office of Governor-General on an acci¬ 

dental vacancy, not with any view to the permanent succession 

to that post, but merely that I might not be lower in that 

respect than I was during the last three or four years of my 

bygone service in India. I have said all this in order that you 

may understand fully how I feel; but I shall be surprised if I 

receive any offer; and I certainly shall not make any appli¬ 

cation.” 

The Government of Bombay was conferred on Sir 

James Carnac; and in November Metcalfe wrote to 

bis aunt: 

“ As a proof of the little leisure that one has for anything, 

this letter was commenced yesterday at Fern Hill, and stopped 

because I was obliged to go to dinner, and is now continued at 

St. George’s Hotel, in Albemarle-street, because I have come 

in to-day to dine with the Directors and meet the new 

Governor of Bombay, who, I am happy to say, is not myself. 

Had the office been offered to me in a manner that would have 

made it creditable to me to accept it, I might have, and should 

have, felt it my duty to do so; but as no offer whatever was 

made, my conscience is clear from any self-reproach, and I am 

glad that it is as it is, for I have no wish to return to India, 

and enter again on the cares of Government.” 
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The cherished object of Metcalfe’s ambition had 
long been a seat in the House of Commons. He 

had dreamt of it in the Eton Cloisters; and talked 

of it at Delhi; and thought of it on board the St. 

George. It would not seem that, to a man with a 

high reputation and the command of 100,000/., there 

was any very great difficulty in the way of obtaining 

such an object as this. Indeed, he very soon found 

that, to become a British senator, there was little 
more to do than to pay the money and to take his 

seat. He had scarcely landed at Bristol before a 
letter came to him from the House of Commons, 

saying that he might have Maidstone for 3000/. 

But he looked askance at this kind of trading, 

thought that he might come in time to represent a 

purer constituency, and he declined the offer. Other 
places were afterwards suggested to him. He was 

asked, in the event of a dissolution which was then 

expected, to stand for Beverley on the Liberal in¬ 
terest; but he declined, on the ground that he 

would not oppose his old Calcutta friend, James 

Weir Hogg. Then Leeds was suggested to him, 

with an assurance that Mr. Macaulay, whom also 

he would not oppose, did not purpose to present 

himself to the constituency of that place; but he 

shrunk back from the thought of the large amount 

of solicitation that the canvass would involve. His 

friends, finding him, perhaps, a little intractable, 

were obliged to represent that, without buying or 

soliciting, there was small chance of his obtaining 

a seat in such an assembly as the House of Com¬ 

mons. And it was, doubtless, under the conviction 
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of the force of such representations, that he fre¬ 

quently wrote, at this time, that he had no chance of 

obtaining a seat in Parliament. 
But as the year 1839 advanced, there really ap¬ 

peared to be some prospect of securing a seat, with¬ 
out any great sacrifice of self-respect. Though 

neither money-payment nor solicitation could he 

altogether avoided, it seemed that an entrance to 

the House of Commons might he found without 

drawing largely on either the purse or the pride 

of the Nabob. Lord William Bentinck was then 

member for Glasgow. His failing health required 

that he should withdraw from public life; and he 

felt that it would be a solace to him in his retire¬ 

ment, if spared to enjoy any earthly solace, to 
think that he had been succeeded by such a man as 

his old colleague. Their opinions on questions of 

domestic policy were nearly identical. I presume 

that it is right to describe Metcalfe as a “ Radical.” 

He had not been long in England before he pub¬ 
lished an anonymous pamphlet, entitled “ Eriendly 

Advice to the Conservatives,”* in which he declared 

himself unreservedly against Protestant ascendency 

in Ireland; the continuance of Corn-duties and 

Church-rates; and the Einality of the Reform Bill. 

With equal emphasis he pronounced his opinions in 

favor of Vote by Ballot, Short Parliaments, and the 

exclusion of the bishops from the House of Lords, f 

* He wrote, also in 1838, another England; but he believed that Uni¬ 
pamphlet, on the payment of the Na- versal Justice was greater than an 
tional Debt. exclusive Church. “ As a member of 

t It is right, however, to add, that the Church of England,” he wrote, 
Metcalfe was a member, and not a “I have no wish that the Church 
lukewarm member, of the Church of should be injured. I yield to no one 
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These opinions were not unlikely to recommend him 

to the electors of Glasgow, who had returned Lord 

William Bentinck to Parliament; and the support 

of that respected nobleman and his confidential 

agent u as calculated also to contribute largely to 
Metcalfe’s success. 

In the spring of 1839 there was, therefore, 
really good prospect of his succeeding Lord Wil¬ 

liam Bentinck in the representation of Glasgow; 

but the necessary arrangements proceeded so slowly, 
that the latter wrote from Paris, where he had been 

for some time residing, to say that he should be 

obliged to proceed to England and cut the Gordian 

knot by a precipitate resignation. But, alas ! it was 

cut in another way—sadder and more certain. The 

mortal ailment, which had long been wearing away 

the life of Lord William Bentinck, made such pro¬ 

gress, that, before the end of the spring, he lay upon 
his death-bed; and in the month of June he was 
carried to the grave. 

By no one, not bound to him by the closest family 
ties, was this event more deeply deplored than by 

Sir Charles Metcalfe. “The same blow,” he wrote 

in a letter of condolence to Lady William Bentinck, 

“ has deprived me of one of the kindest and best of 

friends. Our country has lost one of its wisest 

statesmen and purest patriots, and the world one of 

in reverence for the bishops and 
clergymen, or in admiration of their 
qualities and virtues. I am willing 
to contribute my share for the support 
of our Church in undiminished wealth 
and prosperity; and if any other re¬ 
ligion were to claim over her the pre¬ 

dominance which she asserts over 
others, I would do my utmost to sup¬ 
port her against such pretensions. 
But justice has a higher claim than 
even attachment to one’s own Church, 
and justice is against the predomi¬ 
nance of one religion over others.” 
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the most virtuous and admirable of mankind.” “ I 

should have ventured to entreat permission,” he 

added, “ to attend to the grave the most perfect 

man I have ever seen, if I had known when and 

where the funeral would take place; hut I appre¬ 

hend that it was too late to make such a request 
when the sad intelligence reached me.” Nor were 

these mere expressions of kindness drawn from ar 

warm heart under the influence of a passing emotion. 

His sober judgment confirmed what his affectionate 

nature dictated. The more he had seen of Lord 
William Bentinck, the more he discerned, and the 

more he appreciated, his fine qualities. Never were 

two honester men knit together in bonds of the 

closest friendship. 
But it was not until three years had passed away 

since the death of Lord William Bentinck, that 

Metcalfe altogether knew how firm a friend the de¬ 

parted statesman had been to him. Then, in August, 

1842, Lady William Bentinck sent him a copy of a 

letter which in April, 1836, her husband had ad¬ 

dressed to Lord Melbourne, the Prime Minister of 

the day. It contains the following passages, which 

might, perhaps, have been inserted in a better place 

than this, hut in any place will be read with pleasure, 

so honorable are they both to the writer and the sub¬ 

ject of the letter: 

“ I wished very much to have said a word to you before 

I left London respecting the Government of Madras, from 

which I hear Sir Frederick Adam has desired to be relieved ; 

but I was disappointed. 

“By every feeling of regard and respect, I had felt it 
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my duty to urge upon Sir John Hothouse and the authorities 

at the India House the great claim of Sir Charles Metcalfe to 

that appointment. On all these points I found a ready acknow¬ 

ledgment of his great services and superior qualifications; 

but, to my grief, I found also the same general consent that his 

late measure on the Press was considered to counterbalance all 

these titles to favor and distinction, and to destroy his preten¬ 

sion to that preference which all seemed disposed, if this unfor¬ 

tunate circumstance had not occurred, to have granted him. 

“I venture to implore your justice in his behalf. Let the 

worst possible construction be put on this act, and the motives 

of it, it surely ought not to cast into the shade thirty-six years’ 

uninterrupted service in the highest appointments, in which 

no man ever bore a higher character for high-mindedness and 

unbounded liberality—for usefulness and ability. 

“It seems to have been imagined that he need not have 

passed any law upon this subject, and that it might have been 

left to his successor. But this is a mistake. The measure 

could not be delayed. Before I left India, a resolution passed 

Council that the Law Commission, when assembled, should 

propose a law having general application throughout India. 

Sir Charles did not think it necessary to wait for this report. I 

have heard that, in the despatch to Bengal, an opinion of mine 

is given as to the provisions which this law should contain. 

This is a mistake. I never recorded any precise opinion upon 

this point, for the simple reason that I had not formed any. Sir 

Charles had always the same opinion upon the Press. We in 

some respects differed, but upon the necessity of an immediate 

enactment, we should not have disagreed. I should not have 

waited for my successor, any more than he has done, if I had 

been prepared, as he was, to come at once to a conclusion. 

The power of legislating is in the Council of India—the ne¬ 

cessity of exercising it existed—the right of cancelling the acts 

of the Local Government rests with the Plome authorities. 

“From the applause that has been bestowed in India upon 

this act, it may be imagined that Sir Charles was influenced by 
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the love of popularity; but in his public career I think no 

man has shown greater rectitude of conduct, or more indepen¬ 

dence of mind. 

“Pray excuse this long appeal. We served together for 

nearly seven years. His behaviour to me was of the noblest 

kind. He never cavilled upon a trifle, and never yielded to 

me on a point of importance.” 

The representation of Glasgow was vacated by the 

death of Lord William Bentinek. But a few weeks 

before the occurrence of this event, a circumstance 

occurred which turned all Metcalfe’s thoughts into 

a new channel, and made the prospect of a seat in 

Parliament a more remote contingency than ever. 

On the 20th of June he wrote from Clifton to 

Mrs. Monson : “ Those who have sent me to Paris 

or to Ireland seem to have been wrong; for the 

Almighty ruler of all things seems to have ordained 

that I am to go to Jamaica. Who would have 

thought of such a destination P This projiosal has 

been made to me, most unexpectedly of course on 

my part, by Lord Normanby, Secretary of State for 

the Colonies, and the post being one of honor, owing 

to the difficulties at present besetting it and the 

prospect of rendering important service, I have con¬ 

sidered it a public duty to undertake the charge, and 

have accepted it without a moment’s hesitation. I 

have risen in the East, and must set in the West— 

not, I hope, under a cloud. It is a curious destiny. 

. . . . I broke up my establishment and took 
leave of Pern Hill on the 17 th.* 

* In April he had written to the to look out for a hermitage. I find 
same correspondent, from Fern Hill: “I more retirement necessary for my 
shut up here in the beginning of June comfort than I could ever have here.” 
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It was on the 7th of June that Metcalfe’s old 
friend, John Elliot,1' conveyed to him a message 
with which he had been charged by Lord Normanby, 
then Secietary of State for the Colonies—a message 
to the effect that her Majesty’s Ministers would be 
well pleased by his acceptance of the Government of 
Jamaica. The offer was not a tempting one. There 
was everything, indeed, to deter ordinary men from 
taking upon themselves such an office. He was in¬ 
vited to brave an unhealthy climate ; to administer 
the affairs of a disorganised Government; and to 
grapple with a convulsed state of society. And 
there were, on the other hand, to one who had been 
Go'v emor-General of India, none of the common 
inducements to sacrifice the ease and comfort of 
home and the manifold privileges of private life. 
But Metcalfe at once accepted the offer, f He be¬ 
lieved that he was wanted. The claims of the pub¬ 
lic service were paramount in his eyes. He would 
have gone anywhere—done anything under the con¬ 
viction that the State required the sacrifice from 
him, and that it was his duty to make it. 

To the Colonial Secretary, and indeed to all the 
Ministers of the Crown, Metcalfe’s acceptance of the 
offer was most gratifying. Lord Normanby wrote 
at once to express his satisfaction at finding that one, 
in whose tried public character he had so much confi- 

* The Honorable John Elliot, mem- he was assured that nothing had been 
ber for Roxburghshire. done to render him otherwise than a 

f The only doubt that suggested free agent. He had incurred, indeed, 
itself to him arose out of his negotia- no sort of obligation, tested by the 
tions for the representation of Glas- most delicate sense of honor, to take a 
gow; and he did not, I believe, finally single step further in advance, 
accept the Jamaica Government until 
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donee, “ had been induced at once to accede to the 

proposal.” “ I am sure,” he added, “ that it will be 

in every way advantageous to the great interests at 

stake, that the execution of this difficult task should 

he entrusted to such hands.” The task, indeed, was 

one of extreme difficulty; and the Ministers, who 

had thought only of securing the service of the 
fittest man to whom they could assign it, rejoiced in 

the thought that India had opportunely sent them 

a statesman so well fitted to the work. 
The selection gave general satisfaction. To the 

members of the Indian services, who claimed Met¬ 

calfe as a comrade, it was especially gratifying. 

They felt a common pride in the appointment; and 

many declared that the compliment to their profes¬ 

sion made them think better of themselves.* To 

the representatives in England of West-Indian in¬ 

terests it soon came to be equally satisfactory. If 
some doubts perplexed them at first, they soon learnt 

that Metcalfe was a man of fine temper and con¬ 

ciliatory manners, little likely to carry to the seat of 

his new Government foregone conclusions hostile to 

any class. They learnt that he was just the man to 

proceed to the distracted western island as a mes¬ 

senger of peace, to soothe social animosities, and to 

reconcile conflicting interests. And the more they 

inquired into the character of the new Governor, the 

more reason they had to congratulate themselves on 

the choice. 

* The selection of a Company’s ser- should not err if I added that its 
vant for the government of a Crown greater frequency in these days is the 
colony was then a much rarer event result of Metcalfe’s success, 
than it has since become. Perhaps I 
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Both were eager to testify their respect for the 

departing statesman. The East-Indians and the 

West-Indians alike invited him to a farewell enter¬ 

tainment. The former prepared their banquet at 

Willis’s Booms. There, on the 30th of July, Met¬ 

calfe met many of his old friends and comrades: 

and others who knew him only by name, but still 

felt a deep personal interest in his success. It was 

not one ot the incidents of his varied life which ex¬ 

cited least emotion at the time, or was dwelt upon 

afterwards with the feeblest sensations of delight. 

One common sentiment animated all who were pre¬ 

sent. There was never more cordiality of heart_ 

more sincerity of utterance—at any similar enter¬ 

tainment. It has been said by a high authority that 

there were some present on that occasion. who 

thought less of doing honor to their guest than of 

gratifying their own curiosity, and that some reve¬ 

lations of Metcalfe s intended policy in Jamaica were 

looked for on that night, but never came. But it 

may be doubted whether such a feeling was en¬ 

couraged at any part of the crowded table at which 

his East-Indian friends were assembled. Their 

thoughts were in the East, not in the West. Thev 

cared little about emancipated negroes and proprie¬ 

tors of sugar-plantations. The labor question was 

nothing to them. Their hearts were all with Charles 

Metcalfe, the some-time Indian civilian. 

When, however, the West-Indians, headed by 

Lord St. Vincent, Sir Alexander Grant, and Mr. 

Burge, the Colonial Agent, invited the Governor of 

Jamaica elect to dine with them at Ellis’s Hotel, it 
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would have been strange if they had not desired 

some communication upon points of such vital in¬ 

terest and importance to the majority of those who 

were assembled to do him honor. Metcalfe, on such 

occasions, was always reserved, and beyond general 

expressions of a desire to reconcile all classes in Ja- 

maica, was not likely to have been betrayed into 
much communicativeness on this. But the enter¬ 

tainment was a private one, and its incidents are 

not, I believe, on record. 
At the East-Indian dinner there were present, as 

I have said, many of Metcalfe’s old friends and 

comrades—many bearing names distinguished in 

Indian history since the commencement of the pre¬ 

sent century.* There were others, too, whom cir¬ 
cumstances prevented from being present in the flesh, 

but who were with the assembled party in spirit. 

Many letters from eminent men, deploring their 
compulsory non-attendance, were addressed either 

to the Chairman of the Dinner-Committee, or to 
Metcalfe himself. The following letter from Lord 

Wellesley, which was read on the occasion, made a 

deep impression on all who heard it: 

LORD WELLESLEY TO D. C. SMYTH, ESQ. 

“ Kingston House, Knightsbridge, July 26, 1839. 

“ Sir,—It would afford me sincere pleasure to accept the 

honor of the invitation which you have transmitted to me; but, 

for a considerable time past, I have declined attendance on 

public entertainments. 

* Among others, Lord Combermere, John Elliot, member for Roxburgh- 
Sir Richard Jenkins, Mr. Arthur Cole, shire, one of Metcalfe’s oldest friends, 
Sir Charles Grey, Sir Charles Mai- presided, 
colm, and Sir Jeremiah Bryant. Mr. 
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“ No person can concur more cordially in the laudable object 

of the proposed entertainment. Sir Charles Metcalfe was 

originally introduced into that service, of which he now is 

a principal ornament, under my special superintendence and 

care, at a very early age, at the recommendation of his 

highly respectable father, my steadfast friend. His progress, of 

high distinction and honor, I have always regarded with the 

warmest interest, and with the most affectionate solicitude; 

and the eminent station which he has attained in the esti¬ 

mation of the public, is not only a gratification to my senti¬ 

ments of friendship, but real matter of satisfaction and pride 
to me. 

The lespectable body of gentlemen in whose name you 

ha've addressed me, are fully capable of appreciating my 

feelings on this occasion; among them I recognise with plea¬ 

sure many distinguished names of the fellow-students of Sir 

Charles Metcalfe, and. of my early assistants and fellow- 

laborers in the Government of India; the principal stations in 

which by several of them were most honorably filled in the 

course of-their career of service. 

The choice of Sir Charles Metcalfe for the arduous Go* 

vernment of Jamaica is most creditable to those who have 

named him, and I have no doubt will prove highly beneficial 

to the British Empire, and advantageous to the great cause of 

African emancipation, to which I have always been a sincere 

and anxious friend. 

“ My most ardent hopes, wishes, and confident expectations 

of success, honor, and glory in this congenial enterprise, will 

ever attend my esteemed pupil; who, I trust, will return from 

the West Indies with a reputation equal to that which he so 

justly acquired in the East. 

“ I have the honor to be, Sir, 

“ Your faithful and obedient servant, 

“ Wellesley.” 

Soon afterwards Lord Wellesley wrote to Metcalfe 

himself in the same strain of genuine admiration: 
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LORD WELLESLEY TO SIR CHARLES METCALFE. 

“ Kingston House, August, 1839. 

“My dear Sir Charles Metcalfe,—Your appoint¬ 

ment (so highly honorable to you) to the Privy Council affords 

me the opportunity of repeating in writing the congratulations 

which I have already offered to you on the very distinguished 

manner in which you have been called by her Majesty to the 

arduous and interesting duties of the Government of Jamaica. 

At this moment, and under all the circumstances of that Go¬ 

vernment, it is one of the most important stations in the 

British Empire. It is a matter of cordial joy and affectionate 

pride to me to witness the elevation of a personage whose 

great talents and virtues have been cultivated under my 

anxious care, and directed by my hand to the public service in 

India; where, having filled the first station in the Government 

of that vast empire with universal applause, his merits and 

exalted reputation have recommended him to his Sovereign 

and his country as the man best qualified to consummate the 

noblest work of humanity, justice, and piety ever attempted by 

any state since the foundation of civilised society. You have 

been called to this great charge by the free, unsolicited choice of 

your Sovereign; and that choice is the universal subject of ap¬ 

probation by the voice of her whole people: no appointment 

ever received an equal share of applause. 

“ In a letter which I had the honor of receiving from you, 

and which is published in my Indian despatches, you are pleased 

to say that you were educated in my school, and that it was the 

school of virtue, integrity, and honor. That school has pro¬ 

duced much good fruit for the service of India. You are one 

of the most distinguished of that produce; and in your ex¬ 

ample it is a high satisfaction to me to observe, that the benefits 

of my institution are now extended beyond the limits of that 

empire for whose good government it was founded. 

“ It is among the principal blessings of advanced age to wit¬ 

ness the successful results of early service; and if I have failed 
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m all my other endeavors to serve the British Empire the 

foundation of the College of Fort William, which has given 

you and others to the public service, must ever be to me the 

subject of satisfactory reflection. 

“ May your future career be as glorious as the past; and 

may the termination of your government be blessed by the 

happy settlement and orderly establishment of that interesting 

society which, under your wisdom and temper, will, I trust, 

afford an additional proof that the freedom of the people, duly 

legulated, is the best security for the prosperity, happiness, and 
peace of nations. 

Ever, my dear Sir, with sincere esteem and attachment, 

“ iour faithful friend and obliged servant, 

“ Wellesley.” 

From another of Metcalfe’s old masters—another 

retired Governor-General—there came a scarcely 
less flattering note of congratulation. Lord Amherst, 

signing himself “your old and attached colleague,” 
wrote to him, saying that he had “ seen with very 

sincere satisfaction that Government had selected 
him to fill the important post of Governor of 

Jamaica.” “Permit me to say,” he continued, 
“that I look upon you as a man whom any Go¬ 

vernment would be proud to see in its service; and 

I trust that whether you have to act under Whigs 

or Tories, you will receive that cordial support to 

which your character and services so fully entitle 

you.” They who knew best what Metcalfe had 

done in the East, were the most sanguine in their 

anticipations of his success in the West. And yet 

they did not forget the extreme difference between 

the constitutions of his old and his new Government, 
VOL. II. 2 B 
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and the different state of society with which he was 

now summoned to deal. 
On the day after the banquet at the Oriental 

Club, Sir Charles Metcalfe had an audience at the 

Palace and took leave of the Queen. Lord Nor- 

manby had recommended that he should he ap¬ 

pointed a Privy Councillor, “ as a mark of consi¬ 
deration for his past services, and a tribute to the 

importance of the office he was about to assume.” 
The suggestion was acted upon with alacrity. It 

had been arranged that the Curagao frigate should 

convey the Governor to Jamaica. He was to he 
accompanied by his cherished friend, Captain Hig- 

ginson, who attended him as Private Secretary; and 

his happiness was greatly increased by the presence 

of the wife and children of his friend. 

In the middle of August Sir Charles Metcalfe em¬ 

barked on board the Curacao, and on the 25th of 

September, after a voyage to the happiness of which 

his abundant kindness and geniality had greatly 

contributed,* the good ship entered the Port-Royal 

Harbour—and on the following morning he dis¬ 

embarked and proceeded to the seat of Government 

at Spanish Town. 

* Metcalfe took no little pleasure 
in the society of sailors, and delighted 
to promote their harmless recreations. 
On hoard the Curasao he participated 
with pleasure in their Saturday-nights’ 
amusements, and seemed never tired 
of hearing Dibdin’s sea-songs. On 
more than one occasion he delighted 

the officers by himself singing one of 
these fine old nautical ballads, which 
he did with great spirit and feeling. 
He dined with the gun-room officers 
every week, and on the ship’s arrival 
at Port-Royal refused to land because 
he had promised to join their party 
on that day. 
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CHAPTER XI. 

[1839—1841.] 

THE GOVERNMENT OF JAMAICA. 

Metcalfe’s Arrival in Jamaica—State of feeling in the Island—The Labor 
Question—Stipendiary Magistrates—The Negroes and the Missionaries— 
Opening of the Assembly—Metcalfe’s Conciliatory Policy—Conduct of the 
Baptists—Sanitary Measures—Interference of the Imperial Government_ 
Success of Metcalfe’s Government. 

On the 26th of September, 1839, Sir Charles Metcalfe 

assumed charge of the Government of Jamaica. On 

the 30th, his predecessor, Sir Lionel Smith, who 

had received him with the greatest kindness, and 

with whom he had been in the interval in constant 

friendly communication, embarked on hoard the 

Serpent, on his way to New York. At Port Hen¬ 

derson, the place of embarkation, and on the road 

leading to it, he was attended by “ crowds of the 

emancipated population, assembled to pay their 

respects to the ruler in whose administration they 

had been made free, and who had unceasingly 

devoted himself to their protection. The conduct 

of the people was most affecting, and evinced the 

2 b 2 
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greatest affliction at the departure of their friend 

and benefactor.”* 
Having instituted inquiries into the feelings of 

the Members of the General Assembly, which had 

been prorogued to the 8th of October, with regard to 

the time of their meeting, Metcalfe summoned them 

on the 22nd of the month. In the mean while, he 

assiduously devoted himself to the work of inquiring 

into and thoroughly mastering the state of parties 

in the island, and the general condition of all 
classes of the population; and he soon came to the 

conclusion, if anything had before been wanting to 

convince him of the fact, that a bitter party-spirit 

was at the root of all the evils which were distract¬ 

ing the country.! 
I must pause here. Some general mention has 

been made of the difficulties which Metcalfe was 

called upon to encounter—of the convulsions which 

* Sir Charles Metcalfe to Govern¬ 
ment, October 1, 1839. MS. Iiecords. 
It was characteristic of Metcalfe that 
he should generously endeavor to do 
honor to his predecessor. “ In addi¬ 
tion,” he added, “ to the enthusiastic 
attachment of this class of the popu¬ 
lation, Sir Lionel Smith carries away 
with him, as far as I can at present 
understand, the respect of all un¬ 
biassed persons, who are sensible of the 
difficulties with which he has had to 
contend ; and although a large class, 
who conceive themselves to have been 
injured by his measures, are in a state 
of irritation against him, the time, I 
have no doubt, will come when better 
feelings towards him will prevail 
among them, and his administration 
be remembered with the universal re¬ 
spect due to his honorable, upright, 
manly, and unflinching conduct.” 

t “The chief obstacle,” he wrote to 

Government, “ apparently to the suc¬ 
cessful working of the new Govern¬ 
ment, is the bitter party-spirit which 
seems to exist in the island to such a 
degree as will render it difficult, if not 
impossible, to make any endeavors to 
conciliate any portion of the commu¬ 
nity without exciting distrust and 
consequent irritation in some other 
portion. I shall, however, regard it 
as my duty, first and principally, to 
do justice to all classes of the popula¬ 
tion as far as may depend upon me; 
and, secondly, to conciliate all by all 
means in my power. But in the latter 
object I have little hope of success, 
for it is not improbable that the at¬ 
tempt may dissatisfy all the conflict¬ 
ing parties, by not being sufficiently 
exclusive to be agreeable to any.”— 
[Sir Charles Metcalfe to Government, 
September 30, 1839.] 
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were rending society when he was invited to enter 

upon the Government of Jamaica. There are some 

readers who may require to he told what these diffi¬ 

culties and what these convulsions were. When in 

1833 was passed that great act of the Legislature 

which declared freedom to the slave in all parts of 

the British dominions, the new relations thus esta¬ 
blished between the proprietary and the working 

classes in Jamaica and elsewhere were surrounded 

by difficulties and perplexities which it seemed 

that no human wisdom could solve. There were 
the same estates to be cultivated, and the same 

laborers to cultivate them; but so many thousands 
of machines had suddenly been converted into men; 

they who had yesterday been only property, to-day 

became the possessors of property, masters of their 
own time, proprietors of their own labor, free agents 
to work or not to work according to their own un¬ 

controlled impulses. A class of people, upon whose 
caprices the prosperity of the island depended, had 

thus grown up in a day. Whilst before there was 

but one party to the cultivation of the land—the 

slave-owning proprietors and their agents—there 

had now become two; there was one party with 
labor to sell, and another party with labor to buy. 

A great question then arose regarding the terms on 

which henceforth this free labor should be bought 
and sold in the colony. 

It need scarcely be said that the object of one 

party was to sell their labor at the highest possible 

price, and of the other to buy it at the lowest. The 

British Legislature, on passing the Emancipation Act, 
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had failed to afford any adequate provision against 

the difficulties which were likely to arise from the 

absence of sufficient motive to the emancipated 
population to become an industrious, free people, 

willing to enter into equitable arrangements with 

their old masters. But in contemplation of the 

losses which otherwise might be sustained by the 

planters, an act had been passed by which, under 

the name of Apprenticeship, a modified form of 

slavery had been continued for a time, and com¬ 

pulsory labor still brought to supply the wants of 

the proprietary classes. This compromise, however, 

had been distasteful to the people of England. They 

had clamored, and they had paid for the emanci¬ 

pation of the negro, and they were not now going 

to see any new chains riveted in the place of the 

old. They wanted the substance, not the name of 

abolition. So, in time, the system of apprenticeship 

had become extinct, and the entire black population 

of Jamaica had grown into independent men. 

Then the great struggle commenced. The motive 

to industry was wanting. In such countries as 

England hunger is the great motive power. In 

Jamaica there was sufficiency of land to enable the 

cultivating classes to work for themselves, and to 

raise, by a small expenditure of labor, produce 

enough to satisfy the wants of nature.* The land 

* Under the old slavery system they had held them by the payment 
certain plots of ground had been of a small rent. See despatch of Sir 
granted to the negroes for their main- Charles Metcalfe to Government, Oc- 
tenance — their surplus labor being tober 16, 1839:—■“ The practice which 
devoted to the cultivation of these prevailed in slavery, of granting 
provision-lands; and subsequently to grounds to the laborers from which 
the passing of the Emancipation Act, they derived the means of subsistence 
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which they thus occupied belonged to their old 

masters, from whom they rented it. It might seem, 

therefore, that the power of ejectment might have 

been used as an important instrument to compel the 

tenant to work. But no practice of ejectment on a 

large scale could have been adopted without injury, 

and, perhaps, ultimate ruin to the proprietors, who 

were eager to retain by any means an exclusive in¬ 

terest in the labor of the people settled on their 

estates, and hoped that they might eventually 
secure it. 

Whilst, therefore, the proprietary classes were 
unable to find any substitute for the labor of the 

emancipated slaves, and were compelled, therefore, 

either to submit to their terms or suffer cultivation 
to be entirely suspended, the laboring classes were 

under no absolute necessity to seek employment 

from the proprietors. They could afford to wait, 

but the land could not. The game, therefore, was 
in their own hands. “The wages of labor,” as 
Sir Charles Metcalfe rightly said, “had been 

settled more at the will of the laborer than at that 

of the employer.” “And this,” he added, “must 

continue to be the case until a great increase of the 

laboring population shall make labor cheaper; until 

laborers shall be made dependent on labor; or until 

such a number of properties shall be thrown out of 

cultivation by the impossibility of meeting the ex- 

in esculents for themselves and their great degree independent of labor, and 
families, and by the sale of their sur- enabled them to hold out for terms.” 
plus produce, gave a great advantage See also Lord Grey on the “ Colonial 
to the laborers when they acquired Policy of Lord John Russell’s Admi- 
freedom, as it rendered them in a nistration,” vol. i. pp. 54-55. 
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pense as may produce the same effect as an increase 

of the laboring population.” 
But although the proprietors in this emergency 

feared to resort to ejectment, they endeavored to act 

upon the laboring classes by an arbitrary valuation 

of the lands upon which the negroes were located. 

By fixing such rents as would compel their tenants 

to work, in order to provide means to meet the 

landlord’s demands, they had some means, however 

inadequate, of counteracting the great advantages 

which the laborers possessed. Connected with this 

assessment of the provision-grounds another device 

was hit upon. Instead of placing a fixed rent upon 
any particular house and grounds, they varied it 

according to the number of people occupying it. 

They compelled one person to pay rent for a holding 

already paid for by another. Even hoys and girls 

capable of work were summoned to pay rent for 

sharing in the occupancy of grounds rented and paid 

for by their parents. Some, who refused payment, 

or were incapable of paying, were cast into prison. 

Young modest girls and uncorrupted youths were 

condemned to herd with abandoned felons. A strife 

—natural in one sense, unnatural in another, and 

in all senses unholy in itself and miserable in its 

results—was thus engendered. And it was hard to 

say how peace was to be restored—how amicable 

relations were to be established between two classes 

in such a state of perilous antagonism. 

Time might have done much—time might have 
soothed down animosities and opened men’s eyes to 

a true sense of their own interests, to a wise con- 
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viction of the folly of continuing the contest. But 

there were two circumstances which widened the 

gulf between the contending parties. It is painful 

to write, that they who should have been foremost 

in the good work of establishing peace only fomented 

discord—the Ministers of Justice and the Ministers 

o± Religion. Out of what were doubtless good in¬ 

tentions came only evil results. Whilst society was 

in this state—whilst labor and capital were openly 

arrayed against each other—to have left the adminis¬ 

tration of justice in the hands of the representatives 
of the latter, would, doubtless, have been a fatal error. 

It would not have been safe to rely upon an unpaid 

magistracy, composed principally of planters, sitting 

in judgment on cases where, if their own interests 

were not directly concerned, there were sure to he 

prejudices and prepossessions to warp and bias their 

minds. A certain number of stipendiary magistrates 
— many of them sent out from England — were, 

therefore, appointed, with the unconcealed object of 
protecting the emancipated population against the 

alleged oppression of their former masters. * Notliing 

could have been better than the intent of this 

measure. But whilst thus endeavoring to counter¬ 

act the evil influence of one set of prejudices and 
prepossessions, another was put into continued ac¬ 

tion, and soon seemed as likely to divert the stream 

* “ The special justices, or stipen- merits were no doubt necessary. It 
diary magistrates, were thrust among was scarcely possible to entrust the 
them (the proprietors) purposely to dispensation of justice entirely to 
protect the apprentices against them, those who were so much interested in 
and with extensive powers for that the questions likely to arise for de¬ 
purpose. Their services have been cision.”—[Sir Charles Metcalfe to Go- 
continued with similar views regard- vernment, October 16,1839.] 
ing the free laborers. These arrange- 
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of justice as that which it had supplanted. The sti¬ 

pendiary magistrates took their seats with a stron 
feeling against the landed proprietors. Regardin 

them as tyrants and oppressors, and the emanci¬ 

pated negroes as a long-suffering race, whom it was 
a holy duty upon their part to protect, it may he 

doubted whether they ever looked very closely at 

the real merits of a case in which the two parties 

were concerned, and suffered it to he divested in 

their eyes of all adventitious trappings. They pro¬ 

tected the laboring classes; but soon the protection 

of one party grew into aggression against the other. 

The appointment of these stipendiary magistrates 
gave great offence to the proprietors. And their acts 

soon increased the bitterness which their nomination 

had engendered. The island then saw the unseemly 

spectacle of a magistracy divided into two sections, 
at open war one against another.* The laboring 
population took advantage of the strife. They soon 

came to understand the additional strength which 

they had gained by the appointment of the stipendiary 

magistrates; and fortified by the knowledge that 

they were so supported, were little likely to mode¬ 
rate their demands. 

thus was the bitterness of the contest enhanced 
by the Ministers of Justice. I have now to show 

how it was aggravated by the Ministers of Religion. 

Not by all, but by one particular section of those 

ministers, was this evil influence exercised. It was 

wrote Sir Charles the lower orders, the other distrusted 
3 each other—one by all the aristocracy.” 

cr
q 
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natural and seemly tliat the emancipated popula¬ 

tion should have found in our Christian mission¬ 

aries guides, guardians, and friends. It was natural 

and seemly that these great agents of civilisation and 

messengers of truth, whilst weaning the people from 

their ignorance and delivering them from their 

superstitions, should endeavor at the same time to 

promote their worldly prosperity by teaching them 

how to protect themselves against injustice and op¬ 

pression. It was a fair presumption that the negro 
population, being very ignorant and uninstructed, 

would, left to themselves, he but little able to 

cope with their old employers. It is not peculiar to 

Jamaica that the missionaries should be charged 

with the offence of teaching liberated slaves the value 

of their free labor. The lesson is, doubtless, a ser¬ 

viceable one; and if the teaching be in a right spirit 

—if the just claims of master and of servant be 

balanced with a steady hand, no evil can result from 
such tuition. But if the teacher be prejudiced and 

one-sided—if he fall into the great error of making 
ignorant men acquainted with their rights without 

at the same time clearly showing them what are their 

obligations — if he fail clearly to point out that 

although the laboring classes are entitled to demand a 
fair price for their services, it is folly and wickedness 

to endeavor to extort more—if he do not inculcate 

the great truth that the interests of the employers and 

the employed are identical, and that the prosperity 

of the one is not to be obtained by the depression of 

the other—he is in reality but a wolf in sheep’s 

clothing; not the friend, but the enemy of mankind. 
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That the Jamaica missionaries, as a body, con¬ 

ferred great benefits, even in a social point of view, 

upon the emancipated population, is not to be doubted. 

Their influence was mainly for good. But one particu¬ 
lar section of the great Missionary body exceeded their 

duty as Ministers of Religion. It was not charged 

against the Wesleyan, the Moravian, the Presby¬ 
terians, or the Church of England missionaries that 

they had gone beyond the bounds prescribed by their 

holy calling. But it was said of the Baptist mis¬ 

sionaries, that they had interfered in secular affairs to 

an unwarrantable extent; that they entered into the 

disputes between the employers and the employed in 

an unseemly and a bitter spirit; that they turned 

the influence which they had acquired over the 

minds of the emancipated population to a bad ac¬ 
count ; that instead of soothing down existing ani¬ 

mosities, they aggravated them; that they made 

war against the proprietors as vehement and unscru¬ 

pulous partisans; and prepared, as a great political 
party, to influence the elections. 

Whatever may be the real merits of the case, as 

between the Baptist ministers and the representa¬ 

tives of property in the island, there is no doubt 

that the conduct of the former greatly exasperated 

the minds of the latter. Thus protected and as¬ 

sisted by the stipendiary magistrates and by an 

influential body of missionaries, the emancipated 

negroes rose in their demands, and every day it 

became more difficult to obtain the labor necessary 

to the cultivation of the island estates. A great 

social difficulty had, indeed, arisen, from which it 
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required all tlie wisdom and temper of an en¬ 

lightened Government to rescue tlie sinking co¬ 
lony. But what ought to have been a source of 

safety was, indeed, nothing more than a source of 

new danger and new embarrassment. The Governor 

of Jamaica, Sir Lionel Smith, had seen the real 

emancipation of the negroes, the abolition of appren¬ 
ticeship, and his sympathies were all with the libe¬ 

rated slaves; whilst the General Assembly, or 

Parliament of the island, being mainly composed 

of planters, or their agents,* was necessarily more 

inclined to regard the rights of property than the 
rights of labor. Hence arose new elements of dis¬ 

cord. The Governor and his Parliament were soon 

in a state of open war with each other. Prom one 

end of the island to the other there was strife and 

convulsion. There was nothing to calm the angry 

passions of men—everything to keep their minds 

in a continual state of irritation; everything to 

hasten on a crisis for which there could be no other 

name than Revolution. 

Sir Lionel Smith was a humane and an honest 
man; but he wanted temper and discretion. His 

strong convictions, in some measure the growth of 

prejudice, forced him to adhere to an uncompro¬ 

mising course of conduct utterly unsuited to the 

conjuncture that had arisen. The result of this 

conflict of authority soon took a decided shape. 

Before the end of 1838, the Assembly had passed a 

* The emancipated population had sisted of less than 2000 voters. Sir 
not then been registered; so that the Lionel Smith stated the number at 
entire constituency of the island con- 1500 or 1600. 
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resolution to the effect that they would proceed to 

no other business than that which was absolutely 

necessary to keep faith with the public creditor, 

until reparation had been made to them for the vio¬ 

lation of their rights and privileges, of which they 

alleged the Imperial Government had been guilty A 
In this emergency, Sir Lionel Smith recom¬ 

mended, and the Government of Lord Melbourne 

were disposed to adopt, an extreme measure. They 
determined, with the consent of Parliament, to sus¬ 

pend the constitution of Jamaica. This constitu¬ 

tion was two centuries old. Almost from the first 
settlement of the colony the Legislature of the island 

had consisted of three estates ;—firstly, the Crown, 

as represented by the Governor, or Lieut.-Gover- 

nor; secondly, a Council of no more than twelve 
members, nominated and removable by the Crown, 

and invested with both legislative and executive 

powers; and, thirdly, a representative Assembly, of 

forty-five members, elected by the freeholders of 

the respective parishes. This ancient constitution it 

was now proposed to suspend. Lord Glenelg, 

who soon afterwards retired from office, was at 

this time Colonial Minister. It devolved, there¬ 

fore, on Mr. Labouchere, the Under-Secretary, to 

* The immediate cause of this de- Government, they have come to the 
termination was an act of the Imperial determination that they will best 
Government, known as the West-India consult their own honor, the rights of 
Prisons Bill. The resolution, which, their constituents, and the peace and 
was carried by a majority of 25 to 2, well-being of the colony, by abstaining 
contains the following words. The As- from any legislative function, except 
sembly declared, that “ having taken such as may be necessary to preserve 
into mature consideration the aggres- inviolate the faith of the island 
sions which the British Parliament with the public creditor, until they 
continue to make on the rights of the shall be left to. the free exercise of 
people of this colony, and the confu- their inherent rights as British sub- 
sion and mischief which must result jects.” 
from the present anomalous system of 
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propose the measure to the House of Commons. In 

the month of April, 1839, after an elaborate statement 

of the circumstances under which such a resolution 

had been forced upon the responsible advisers of the 

Crown, he declared, “ that on a general review 

of the whole case, her Majesty’s Government were 

of opinion that it would he advisable to suspend the 

constitution of Jamaica for a limited number of 

years, and to provide that during that interval its 

legislative functions should not he exercised by a 

Governor, a Council, and a House of Assembly, 
hut should reside in the Governor and Council 
alone.” 

By the party that owned Sir Robert Peel as its 

leader this measure was vigorously opposed. On 

the second reading of the bill, it was thrown out by 

a majority, swollen by some seceders from the minis¬ 

terial ranks. On this, Lord Melbourne resigned. 

Invited to form a Ministry, Peel attempted the task, 

but failed under the pressure of the Bed-Chamber 
difficulty; and the Whigs then returned to office. 

The Jamaica Bill was then carried through the 

House of Commons, but it was afterwards amended 

by the Lords ; and the result of these long-pro¬ 

tracted discussions was a bill, which, whilst it vested 

the Governor with certain unconstitutional powers, 

at the same time prescribed such conditions of their 

exercise, as it was hoped and believed would reduce 

them to a nullity. 
. But although it seemed to the Whig Ministers 

expedient to arm the representative of the Crown 

with powers to crush the hostility and contumacy 

of the Assembly, they earnestly desired to restore 
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harmony to the colony, and to effect the desired 

object by mild and conciliatory means. In this 

conjuncture it appeared to them as at least an en¬ 

couraging probability, that if the Imperial Govern¬ 

ment were represented in Jamaica by the right man, 

the measure would he of little consecpience. Instead 
of sending out an unpopular hill, if they could con¬ 

trive to send out a popular Governor, all might still 

go well in the colony. They looked about, therefore, 

for a man, and they fixed upon Sir Charles Metcalfe. 
To some who were not acquainted with the cha¬ 

racter of the man, and who could refer only to a 

rough outline of his antecedents, the selection might 

not at first appear to he one of happy augury. To the 
people of Jamaica, as to the West-Indian proprietors 

in England, nothing at first was patent hut the fact 

that the Ministers had selected a statesman who had 

all his life been connected with a Government in 

the constitution of which the representative element 

had no part; who had never had any dealings with 

Parliaments or Constituencies, or habitually recog¬ 

nised the right of the people to interfere in affairs 

of State. If, then, some members of the West- 

Indian community, who knew nothing of his cha¬ 

racter or career, were at first inclined to think that 

Government were sending out a despotic ruler, there 

was nothing strange in the supposition. But it 

soon melted away, as the island agent, Mr. Burge, 

a gentleman of great zeal and ability, who had 

pleaded the cause of the Assembly at the bar of the 

House of Commons, wrote out to his employers in 

the colony, that he was convinced of the high cha- 
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racter of Sir Charles Metcalfe, and that there was 
little fear of such a man undertaking the Government 
of Jamaica in any other spirit than that of kindness 
and conciliation. 

And it soon appeared that he was right. Sir 

Charles Metcalfe found, as I have said, the sittings 

of the Assembly adjourned to the 8th of October. 

He summoned them to meet him on the 22nd. 

Already, under the influence of the cheering hopes 

engendered by the change of Government, were the 
representatives in a better temper. No doubt was 
entertained that they were prepared to meet him 

in a friendly spirit, to reciprocate the good feeling 

which was sure to be evinced by the new Governor, 

and to resume their functions. They had said’ 

some time before, that Jamaica needed repose; and 
now she was in a fair way to obtain it. 

_ *s n0^ improbable that the unpopularity of Sir 
Lionel Smith helped to secure the hearty welcome 

with which Sir Charles Metcalfe was greeted on his 

first arrival in Jamaica. The newspaper press of 

the island declared that “ every heart exulted in 

showing respect to our new Governor, in order to 

repudiate the unfounded charges of our old one.” 

When the ceremony of swearing in the new Go¬ 

vernor took place, on the 26th of September, the 

streets of Spanish Town were thronged as they had 

never been thronged before. Every one was eager 

to catch a glimpse of the new representative of the 

Imperial Government. And many remarked, that 

as his outward appearance was the very reverse of 

that of his predecessor, so was there good warrant 
vol. ii. 2 c 
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in his aspect for believing that his inner qualities 

were equally distinct.* Sir Charles Metcalfe was 

not a man of a commanding presence; hut there 

was an expression of mingled firmness and gentle¬ 

ness in his face which filled the colonists with en¬ 

couraging expectations of his success; and the o\ er- 

flowing courtesy and urbanity with which, on this 

occasion, he received all who were introduced to 
him, riveted the favorable impression which his 

honest countenance and his kind looks had made 

upon their hearts. 
On the 22nd of October Sir Charles Metcalfe 

met the Representative Assembly in the Parliament 

House at Spanish Town. He had spent the in¬ 

terval since his arrival in assiduous endeavors to 

acquaint himself with the real state of the colony; 
and he had thought long and deeply over the terms 

of the opening address which he was now to deliver 

to the recusant Assembly. It was no easy com¬ 

mission that had been entrusted to him. The great 

strife had been between the Parliament of the colony 

and the Parliament of the empire; and now, as the 
representative of Imperial power. Sir Charles Met¬ 

calfe was armed with authority virtually to suspend 

the constitution of the island. But although when 

he entered the senate-house he carried the sword 

with him, lie not only bore it in its scabbard, but 

under his robes of office. The message which he 

was about to deliver was emphatically a message of 

* It was remarked by some of the Cassius-like look about him; but that 
chroniclers of passing events, that he had the appearance of an honest 
there was nothing of a lean, hungry, English yeoman. 
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peace. He so shaped it, that whilst maintaining 
the dignity and upholding the rights of the Imperial 

Government, he should utter no one word that could 

tend to perpetuate old, or excite new, animosities in 

the bosom of the Colonial Legislature. £< Gentle¬ 
men of the Council,” he said, in a voice that indi¬ 

cated his deep sense of the responsibility of his 
position: 

“ Gentlemen of the Council, Mr. Speaker, and Gentlemen 

of the House of Assembly,—I hail our coming together with 

great pleasure, in the hope and belief that we shall proceed to 

discharge our respective duties with hearty good-will, and by 

our united endeavors be enabled in some degree to perform 

those services which the state of the island demands. 

“It was mJ wish on my arrival to meet you at the earliest 

possible period, hut I postponed the gratification of that desire, 

being informed that the present time would be generally the 

most convenient for the commencement of the session. 

“Mr. Speaker and Gentlemen of the House of Assembly,_ 

You will, I have no doubt, grant the supplies required for the 

exigencies of the public service, with due regard to efficiency 

and economy. I am so satisfied of your readiness to do every¬ 

thing necessary and practicable for the general welfare, that it 

is only in compliance with established custom that I trouble you 

with any application on this part of your functions, wisely re¬ 

served by the constitution exclusively to the representatives of 
the people. 

“ Gentlemen of the Council, Mi’. Speaker, and Gentlemen 

of the House of Assembly,—My anxiety that all past dif¬ 

ferences should be consigned to oblivion, causes me to advert to 

them with exceeding reluctance; but I am on the whole of 

opinion, that a frank and unreserved reference to our actual 

position will be the best mode of discharging my duty towards 

you on this occasion, and the most likely method of meeting 

your wishes and expectations. 

2 c 2 
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“ I shall have to lay before you an act of the imperial Legis¬ 

lature of our mother country, which was deemed unavoidable 

in consequence of resolutions passed by the House of Assembly 

in the three last sessions of the Legislature of this island. I do 

not think it requisite to call your attention to the particular 

provisions of that enactment, because I confidently trust that 

there will be no necessity for carrying them into effect. 
“ You are naturally anxious that your constitution should be 

maintained unimpaired, and that your internal legislation 

should not be subject to continual subversion or interference. I 

sympathise with you in that feeling, and shall always be 

desirous of co-operating with you to that efiect. Nor do I see 

any doubt of success, as far as is possible consistently with the con¬ 

nexion of a colony with a mother country which has a paramount 

Legislature responsible for the welfare of the whole empire. 

“ I am here by command of our most gracious Queen, for 

the purpose of executing my share in the administration of this 

Government according to the laws and constitution of Jamaica. 

There is no desire on the part of her Majesty’s Ministers, or the 

Imperial Parliament, to interfere with your legislation; and it 

is, I conceive, in your own power to preserve it inviolate. But 

for this there is, in our relative position, one unavoidable 

condition. "We cannot legislate against the general policy 

established by our Sovereign and the Imperial Parliament for 

the government of the whole empire, of which this island forms 

a part. Our own island constitution, indeed, precludes the 

enactment of laws of that character; for it is a part of this con¬ 

stitution that no law can be passed without the concurrence ol 

the Governor, or become permanent without the confirmation 

of the Crown; and neither the Crown nor the Governor can be 

expected to co-operate m the enactment of laws inconsistent 

with the principles by which the whole empire is regulated. 

“ The acts of the Imperial Legislature of late years, affecting 

this in common with other colonies, have arisen almost wholly 

from the conviction that the great measure of emancipation 

and freedom granted to hundreds of thousands, and eventually 
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to countless millions of our fellow-creatures, was a work that 

could only he effectually, speedily, and uniformly accomplished 

by the interposition of the Imperial Legislature. Hence there 

has been a greater degree of direct legislation for the colonies, 

and of urgency on the local Legislatures by their respective 

Governors, than could probably under any other circumstances 

have taken place; but that great measure having been accom¬ 

plished, there is no reason to expect further interference, unless 

our local legislation should tend to counteract or retard the full 

accomplishment of the benefits of emancipation and freedom. 

“ You must be sensible, from the conduct of the Imperial 

Legislature on that great question for a long series of years, that 

our proceedings in legislating for this island, with reference to 

the change that has been produced in the relations between the 

landed proprietors and the agricultural laborers, will be watched 

with attention and anxiety, and will bring down on us that in¬ 

terference to which we object, if our measures be not in mani¬ 

fest conformity with the principles which have worked out that 

change in our internal condition. I see no reason to suppose 

that you will give cause for such interference, and none, there¬ 

fore, to anticipate its occurrence. 

“ I cannot promise that the Imperial Parliament will not ex¬ 

ercise its paramount authority wherever it sees fit to do so; but 

I can assure you, that it has no desire to interfere without 

necessity, and is anxious to avoid interference, and to limit its 

exercise, when unavoidable, within the narrowest bounds com¬ 

patible with the due protection of all classes of the community 

in this island. It is in your power, I trust, to prevent any 

emergency that would require or justify such interposition: we 

have only to legislate for the island according to the spirit of 

the age, and on the principle of the perfect and equal freedom 

of every class of its inhabitants. 

“Not only the eyes of our own country, but those of all the 

world are upon us; and the interests of humanity, as well as the 

reputation of Jamaica, are involved in our proceedings. The 

entire abolition of slavery, the perfect establishment of freedom, 
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which was regarded by our country as an indispensable duty, to 

be performed at any cost, is watched in its operation by other 

nations as an interesting experiment; and by its result in this, the 

most wealthy and most populous country in which it has been 

effected by the voluntary act of the State, their future conduct 

with regard to the same question will probably be guided. If we 

make the emancipated population comfortable, contented, indus¬ 

trious, and thriving, and promote, as we can hardly in that case 

fail to do, the prosperity of Jamaica, you will not only gain for 

this island an enviable reputation, but will also, it is probable, 

lead to the eventual freedom and happiness of the incalculable 

multitudes who now are, or hereafter may be, doomed to bond¬ 

age. 
“ In the session before us there will be much to occupy your 

attention and require your utmost exertions. There are ex¬ 

pired laws to be re-enacted with such modifications as the 

change of circumstances may require; there are old laws inap¬ 

plicable to our present state to be rescinded or revised; and new 

laws to be made, adapted to our changed condition. I need not 

enter into any detail on these points. Your own knowledge 

will indicate, better than I could, all that is necessary for the 

welfare of our island. It will be my duty to bring to your 

notice such measures as have appeared to her Majesty’s Govern¬ 

ment to be essential for the public good. It will be most satis¬ 

factory to me to find that similar measures, or such as, con¬ 

ceived in the same just and benevolent spirit, may be more 

suitable to the state of the island, originate spontaneously with 

you; but as you will necessarily have to deliberate on at least 

some of the same questions, it may be expedient that you 

should be put in possession of the documents relating to them 

at an early period of the session. 

“ I was about to enter on a review of the actual state of the 

island, and of the interesting questions which agitate our com¬ 

munity; but I find that I should be led into a discourse too 

lengthy for the present occasion, and at the same time tedious 

to you, who are so much better informed on all the subjects, on 
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which I could only have offered the uncertain impressions of a 

stranger. Those questions, nevertheless, occupy my anxious 

attention. I deplore the losses which property in many in¬ 

stances, and chiefly in the sugar plantations, is sustaining from the 

want of continuous or abundant labor; and I should be heartily 

glad if any measures could be devised to remedy this evil, con¬ 

sistently with the perfect freedom of the laborers, and the true 

principles of political economy; but this, I apprehend, must be 

regarded as one of those difficulties and distresses which are 

everywhere beyond the reach of legislation, and which only 

time and the operation of a sense of self-interest can subdue or 

repair. I trust that more cheering days are in prospect for 

those who now suffer. With moderate rents and fair wages; 

with such alterations in the system of agriculture as the want of 

superabundant manual labor may suggest; with an increasing 

population; with the extinction of distrust and acrimonious 

feeling, and the substitution of cordiality and attachment; we 

may surely hope that this beautiful country, so highly favored 

by nature, will be prosperous and happy. 

“ Let us, then, strive, Gentlemen, with one accord, for the 

prosperity and happiness of Jamaica, as the great objects of our 

endeavors; let us promote them by all means in our power; let 

us encourage industry; let us cherish the population com¬ 

mitted to our care, and do all that we can to make them 

virtuous and happy in their freedom; let us foster their educa¬ 

tion and religious and moral instruction, for which I am happy 

to learn numerous schools already exist; let us give security to 

property, and do equal justice to all classes; let us improve our 

judicial and magisterial tribunals, on which the happiness of 

the people so much depends; let us furnish the means of 

obtaining justice to the poor as well as the rich; let us mitigate 

our criminal laws; let us ameliorate the state of our prisons; 

let us support all useful institutions for the public good; let us 

endeavor to increase the number of our valuable productions, 

enlarge our commerce, and draw forth new sources of wealth; 

let us put away from us all recollection of past differences with 
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the mother country; let us cordially co-operate in the general 

views of the Imperial Government; let us allay our internal 

dissensions and cultivate universal harmony, the want of which 

must greatly impede our prosperity. 

“ I am not so sanguine as to suppose that our best exertions 

w7ill be sufficient to accomplish all that is desirable, but our 

united labors as a Legislature, and individually by precept and 

example, as well as by good laws, may do much; and you, 

Gentlemen, will be able to do more by your influence in your 

respective counties and parishes. For the rest, we must rely 

on the good sense and good feeling of all classes of the inhabi¬ 

tants. 

“ In undertaking the trust confided to me by our most 

gracious Sovereign, I have been actuated by an anxious desire 

to render service to my country in contributing, as far as my 

humble ability will allow, to the welfare and happiness of this 

island. I cannot pretend to be secure against error in the 

course of my administration; but of this you may be firmly 

assured, that my zealous endeavors will be unceasingly exerted 

for the prosperity of Jamaica; and that my own happiness will 

be involved in the result. My heartfelt wishes and devoted 

efforts will, however, be of no avail without your aid. It is on 

your wisdom, knowledge, and experience, that I chiefly depend. 

On those I implicitly rely, as well as on your patriotism, and on 

that loyalty for which Jamaica has ever been celebrated; and 

in our united and honest endeavors in this work of brotherly 

love we may humbly hope that the blessing of the Almighty 

will be upon us, without which all the attempts of human 

frailty must be vain.” 

The effect of this speech was magical. The mem¬ 

bers of the Assembly gave vent to their satisfaction 

in a general burst of applause. But kindly as were 

the present feelings engendered by this soothing 

address, and solacing as were the hopes of the future, 

it was not in the power of any human statesman 
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wholly to allay the animosities of the past. The 

wounds inflicted by the encroaching hand of the 

Imperial Government were not yet healed. When, 

therefore, the House addressed the new Governor 
in reply to his speech, cordial as was the general 

substance of the response, and pacific as its intent, 

both towards the Crown and its representative, some 

expressions crept in which showed that there were 
many drops of bitterness at the bottom of their 

cup of satisfaction; and when they proceeded to 

pass resolutions explanatory of the grounds on which 

they consented to recede from their determination 

to suspend their functions, it was still more apparent 

that they had not forgotten or forgiven the injuries 

which they conceived had been inflicted upon them. 

Of this residuary bitterness, the manifestation of 

which was natural and excusable (the partisans of 

the Assembly declared that it was commendable),* 

* The colonial agent, indeed, de¬ 
clared that all parties in England ap¬ 
proved of the Resolutions. The fol¬ 
lowing passage in Mr. Burge’s letter 
of December, 1839, conveys his im¬ 
pressions of the measure in which 
they were received at home:—“ The 
speech of his Excellency the Governor 
receives from all classes of persons 
unqualified approbation for its most 
judicious selection of its style, no less 
than its topics; and there is the same 
commendation bestowed on the very 
appropriate manner in which the As¬ 
sembly has framed its answer to that 
speech. I have heard, too, from men 
of all parties, their recognition of the 
justice and propriety of the Resolutions 
of the House, which you were pleased 
to transmit to me, and to which I have 
given every publicity. I should say 
the general feeling was, that those 
Resolutions were absolutely necessary 

for the vindication of the character of 
the House, and for securing the re¬ 
spect of the public; that they convey 
nothing more than what is sufficient 
to obtain those objects, and that those 
objects could not have been obtained 
had the Resolutions conveyed less. 
They will, too, materially contribute 
to continue in both Houses of Parlia¬ 
ment that interest which was excited 
for the colony when the Jamaica ques¬ 
tion was properly taken up and un¬ 
derstood by the Conservative and 
Liberal party, and the knowledge that 
this interest is continued in Parlia¬ 
ment will exercise a salutary influence 
on the Government, by restraining 
the adoption of a policy which might 
interfere with or restrict the Governor 
in pursuing those measures which his 
experience and local observation so 
much better qualify him to suggest.” 
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Metcalfe wisely determined to take no notice. He 

hoped that it was the “remains of past irritation,” 

and he was unwilling “to disturb the harmony 

which in other respects promised to prevail.”* It 

is probable, too, that he believed, in his inmost 

heart, that all the justice and reason were not on 

the side of the Imperial Government ; and that 
whatever tended to mitigate their undue inclination 

to interfere in the internal affairs of the colony 

would he advantageous to both countries. At all 

events, he was well content to leave the rest to the 

healing action of time. Metcalfe had gained the 
confidence of the aristocracy without sacrificing that 

of any other class. The white population looked 

upon him as a friend, and the blacks were soon 

made cognisant of the fact that they never had a 

steadier guardian of their rights, or a more zealous 
promoter of their interests. 

As time advanced, the harmony which had been 

established between the representative of the Crown 

and the once-recusant Assembly continued steadily 

to increase. Anxious to remove all sources of irri¬ 

tation, and to keep as far as was possible in the 

background the old bones of contention,! Metcalfe 

* Sir Charles Metcalfe to Govern- Lordship that the subject is one on 
ment, Oct. 25, 1839. which much irritation has been ex- 

f A few days after the opening of cited. Until real good can be effected, 
the Assembly, Metcalfe received a let- I should think it unwise to enter into 
ter from the Colonial Office, calling his conflicts which would only serve to 
especial attention to the Prisons Act, renew bad feeling and manifest the 
which had been the immediate cause utter want of power in the Govern- 
of the resolution of the Assembly to ment. Erom the apparent spirit of 
suspend the exercise of their func- good within the House of Assembly, 
tions. Metcalfe replied, that the Pri- I entertain considerable hope that the 
sons Act was inoperative from the difficulties attending this great ques- 
want of funds to carry it into effect; tion may be surmounted.”—[October 
and added, “I need not inform your 31, 1839.] 
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went on from week to week, and from month to 

month, continually advancing in the good opinions 

of the colonists. He soon began to see that con¬ 

siderable exaggeration had made its way at home, 

. and that the best-informed and the shrewdest states¬ 

men had been misled by the inflated stories of either 

interested or ignorant informants. He was, for ex¬ 

ample, directed to impress upon the proprietors that 

no return to compulsory labor would be permitted, 

or any further compensation allowed for its aboli¬ 

tion. To this he quietly replied, that these positions 
were fully established, and that he was not aware of 

the existence of any unreasonable expectations of a 
contrary tendency. Nothing could have been more 

useless or more irritating than any authoritative re¬ 
opening of those old wounds. 

On the 19th of November, Metcalfe reported to 

the Imperial Government, that ever since he had 

assumed charge of the administration of Jamaica 

he had been “ endeavoring to inculcate charity and 

harmony among the inhabitants of the island;” and 

that he had seen “much reason to hope that the 

good sense of all parties would ultimately secure 

these desirable results.” He confessed, however, 

that the difficulties of the labor question were very 

great;* and that he could see distinctly no suffi¬ 

cient remedy for it except that which time would 

produce. It was something, however, to bring the 

employers and the employed to regard each other 

* These were those which I have that there was no sufficient motive in 
already stated, that people will not Jamaica. The want of capital was 
labor without a sufficient motive, and another pressing evil. 
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without mutual distrust; and this the soothing 

policy of the new Governor was gradually accom¬ 

plishing. In every new letter that he wrote to the 

Colonial Office, he reported a progressive improve¬ 

ment in the temper of all classes. “ I hope,” he. 

wrote on the 1st of December, “ that party spirit 
is subsiding, and will gradually cease, unless it be 
revived by measures or accidents likely to produce 

irritation.” And before the end of the month he 

reported, that “ a good understanding between em¬ 

ployers and laborers appeared to be gaining ground, 

and that there were fewer complaints on the part of 

landholders of disinclination on the part of the pea¬ 

santry to work.” 
Among other measures which he recommended at 

this time for the tranquillisation of the public mind, 
was one for the gradual reduction of the stipendiary 

magistracy. To the proprietary classes this insti¬ 

tution was a perennial sore. Its sudden abolition 

would have filled the laboring population with de¬ 

spair.* But as the ranks of the magisterial corps 

were thinned by the death, resignation, or promo¬ 

tion of one after another, Metcalfe believed that it 

would be expedient, by not filling up the vacancies 

thus created, to reduce the offensive body to a point 

* This was asserted in very strong such he the case, it would be almost 
language by the missionaries, and Sir tantamount, in my apprehension, to 
Charles Metcalfe did not doubt the the ruin of the staple crops of Ja- 
evil effects of any precipitate change, maica, by driving the laborers, all 
One of the Baptist ministers wrote to desponding, writhing, and indignant, 
Metcalfe, saying: “ I know not that I from the cane-fields; and by that 
ever experienced a sentiment more means to a new emission of the gross 
nearly verging upon despair respect- and insane slanders of the island press 
ing a dear and sacred desire of my against lawful, peaceful, and impartial 
heart, than when I lately heard the liberty, with which expiring despo- 
report that the stipendiary magistracy tism has ever been replete.” 
of this island is to cease. Should 
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at which all opposition to its existence would cease. 
For himself, he said that he would he willing to 

cany on the administration without a single stipen¬ 

diary magistrate in the island. He had faith in the 

good feeling of all classes, if left to their own un¬ 

aided instincts; and he did not doubt that the ad¬ 

ministration of justice, under a wise and vigilant 

superintendence, might be left mainly in the hands 

of the local magistrates. “The local magistrates,” 
he said, “ are removable by the Governor at plea¬ 

sure ; and I should expect that by a watchful atten¬ 
tion to their conduct; by working on their good 
feeling; by settling all doubtful points either by 

law, or by legal opinions; and by insisting on the 

administration of justice accordingly; as well as by 

the formation of such institutions as the Legisla¬ 

ture of the island might be disposed to maintain for 

the purpose, the equitable administration of justice 
might be secured here, as well as elsewhere, without 

the continued imposition on the colony of a class 
of magistrates who are naturally odious to those 

whose influence they in a great measure subvert.”* 

* Sir Charles Metcalfe to Govern¬ 
ment, Dec. 21, 1839. In another letter 
he wrote: “It is not by pitting one 
set of authorities against another, 
that I hope to see this colony happily 
governed ; but by general harmony 
and co-operation, and by a cessa¬ 
tion and oblivion of those distinctions 
which arose out of a struggle which 
no longer exists. I see no reason to 
apprehend oppression from regarding 
the local justices as on the same foot¬ 
ing with the stipendiaries. There is, 
I am convinced, a sense of propriety 
and love of justice among the gentle¬ 
men of the island generally, that would 

support the Governor in his endeavor 
to secure the equitable administration 
of the laws in any instances of indi¬ 
vidual misconduct.” On the other 
hand, the missionaries were asking 
“ Where shall Government get good 
executors of its laws ? From the 
gentry of Jamaica—the proprietors, 
overseers, book-keepers ? Emphati¬ 
cally, No. For although they have 
been instrumental in abolishing sla¬ 
very, they have never heartily re¬ 
pented of the crime. Morally, they 
are slave-holders still; and with per¬ 
fect unconsciousness of guilt, they 
still generally exhibit in relation to 
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A day or two before Christmas the Legislative 

Council and the House of Assembly adjourned for 

the Christmas holidays, which were to be extended 

to the 17th of March. The intervening season is 

that at which the presence of the members is greatly 

required on their estates. Reporting the adjourn¬ 

ment, Metcalfe wrote to the Home Government 

that “ the business of the session had been con¬ 

ducted in both branches of the Legislature with 

great zeal and public spirit, unremitting application 

and uninterrupted harmony.” 
The Parliament of the island being thus adjourned, 

the Governor set out on a tour of visitation through 

the island. He had much to see, much to hear, 

much to learn; and he made good use of his time. 

He pushed his inquiries into all places; he conversed 

freely with all people. He saw nothing through a 

mist of prejudice or party-spirit, but with unclouded 

eyes penetrated the truth. Two great facts were 

soon made manifest to him. The one was, that the 

aristocracy of the island were in a most depressed 

condition; that their fine estates were, in many 

cases, almost unproductive ; and that if labor could 

not by some means be procured, there were few of 

them who would not soon be engulphed in absolute 

ruin. The other was, that the peasantry were in a 

thriving state ; that they were, when not excited by 

blind leaders, a peaceful and well-conducted class 

of men; sober in the extreme; frequenters of the 

the point before us the insanely con- as the influence of the nation and the 
traded, proud, and partial principles restrictions of the Government do not 
of minds inveterate in iniquity, as far limit them.” 
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church; keepers of the Sabbath.* “ For these 

very gratifying circumstances,” he said, “ we are in¬ 

debted to the Ministers of Religion in the island of 

all denominations—Church of England, Church of 

Scotland, Moravians, Wesleyans, Baptists; Bishop, 

Clergy, and Missionaries all exert themselves, and 

vie with each other in amicable rivalry to do good 

to their fellow-creatures.” 

It is to be lamented that there should be anything 

to mar the completeness of such a picture as this. 

But the longer Metcalfe dwelt upon the island, and 

the more intimately he became acquainted with what 

was passing around him, the more convinced he was 

of the fact that the influence of the Baptist mis¬ 

sionaries over the minds of the negro population 

was not wholly for good. In the ranks of English 

statesmen there was not one less likely to be preju¬ 

diced against that most respectable body. He had. 

no sectarian prejudices of any kind — but apart 

from all general considerations, based upon his ca¬ 

tholicity of spirit, it is matter of especial remark 

that in India Sir Charles Metcalfe had seen much of 

* The following picture of the 
negro population, taken from a letter 
reporting the results of Metcalfe’s first 
tour, merits insertion:—“ I turn from 
the cheerless prospect of proprietors 
to a more pleasing feature in the pre¬ 
sent order of things. The thriving 
condition of the peasantry is very 
striking and gratifying. I do not 
suppose that any peasantry in the 
world have so many comforts or so 
much independence and enjoyment. 
Their behaviour is peaceable—in some 
respects admirable. They are fond 
of attending divine service, and are 
to be seen on the Lord’s day throng¬ 

ing to their respective churches and 
chapels dressed in good clothes, and 
many of them mounted on horseback. 
They send their children to school, and 
pay for their schooling. They sub¬ 
scribe for the erection of churches 
and chapels; and in the Baptist com¬ 
munities they not only provide the 
whole expense of the religious esta¬ 
blishment, but by the amount of their 
contributions afford to their ministers 
a very respectable support. Marriage 
is general among the people; their 
morals are, I understand, much im¬ 
proved, and their sobriety is remark¬ 
able.” 
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the Baptist missionaries, had estimated their high 

qualities, had largely assisted all their undertakings, 
and had received from them an Address expressive of 

their gratitude and attachment towards one who 

had rendered them such essential service.* There 

were few men for whom he entertained a higher 

regard than that devoted minister, Dr. Marshman, 

of Serampore. He knew what was the zeal, what 

the piety, what the disinterestedness of the Baptist 

missionary in the East, and he was prepared to find 

in him only the same holy characteristics in the 

West. But it happened that before Sir Charles 

Metcalfe had been many months in Jamaica, a 

leading Baptist minister openly declared, that 

though their new Governor hoped to find Jamaica 

a bed of roses, they would take care that every 

rose should have its thorns. 
Metcalfe had always said, that although his Go¬ 

vernment was to be essentially one of conciliation, 

it would be difficult, if not impossible, to conciliate 

all classes. The very measures which he adopted to 

soothe asperities in one quarter, were likely, he 

knew, to aggravate them in another. Already, 

under his influence, were all parts of the Legislature 

brought into harmonious action; already was the 

colony fast becoming reconciled to the mother 

country; already was the old mistrust between 

the employers and the employed beginning to dis¬ 

appear. Such and so rapid had been the success, 

rather of his demeanor than of his measures, that 

the apparent impossibility was almost overcome. 

* See ante, Chapter VI., pages 228-29. 
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But although he had conciliated all other classes, 

he had failed to conciliate the Baptist missionaries. 

“On my taking charge of the Government,” he 

wrote, “ the course which I laid down for myself 

was to conciliate all parties, and by the aid of all 

parties to promote the happiness and welfare of 

-Jamaica. I have reason to believe that I have 

succeeded, with the exception of the Baptist mis¬ 
sionary party.” 

I have naturally asked myself,” he wrote in the 

same despatch, “ why, having apparently succeeded 

in conciliating all other parties, I have failed with 

respect to that of the Baptist missionaries ? I have 

conducted myself towards them as I have towards 

every other denomination of Christian ministers in 

the island. I have subscribed with the same readi¬ 

ness to their chapels and schools, whenever I have 

had an opportunity. I have not allowed the 

opinions which I have been forced to entertain of 

their political proceedings to influence my behaviour 

or demeanor towards them.” How then did it hap¬ 

pen that they alone appeared to regard with mistrust 

and aversion the new Governor of Jamaica ? 

Metcalfe asked himself this question, and the 

answer which much consideration of the whole 

question educed was a painful one ; hut he could 

not escape from the conclusions which were thus 

forcibly suggested. As the friend and protector 

of the laborers, hated by the landed aristocracy of 

the island, and at open war with the Parliament, 

Sir Lionel Smith had been the pet Governor of the 

Baptist missionaries. His removal to make way for 

VOL. ii. 2d 
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a man who came as the avowed friend of all classes, 

was obnoxious to that body, and from the first they 
looked askance at the catholic moderation—the uni¬ 

versal benignity of Sir Charles Metcalfe. He came 
amono- the islanders as the messenger of Peace; and 

of all men living, the Christian missionaries of every 
denomination should have chanted “ Beati Pacifici; 

loudest in his praise. To say that the Baptist mis¬ 

sionaries did not desire Peace, is to bring the most 
dreadful charge that could he brought against a 

minister of the Gospel. But such was the charge 
against them. And their answer was this -.—They 

said, in effect, that there was a cry of “ Peace, 
Peace! where there was no Peace.” Literally, t e 

following, which was addressed to Metcalfe in all 

sincerity, seems to have been their creed“ Your 
Excellency appears to me to have two courses before 

you—one, eking out, as long as nature and Provi¬ 

dence will permit, the false and heartless Peace, which 

is called peace by the slaveholding spirit, but funda¬ 

mentally is outrageous "W ar against God and human 

happiness. The other, sustaining with all your 

sacred power that Peace which is Peace which is 

war direct and ceaseless against all transgression— 

which has God on its side, together with human 

nature in all its noblest faculties, which, as far as 

it is carried, is the extinction of whatever is really 

wrong, and the restoration of everything that is 

useful and holy and just and good-which consists 

in loving God supremely and our neighbour as our¬ 

selves, without partiality and without hypocrisy.5 

This may be described as the manifesto of a power- 
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ful section of the missionaries. Peace, as understood 

by the governing powers, they openly and indignantly 
rejected. 

It is not my business to question their sincerity— 

to impute, as were imputed, sordid motives to them 

but the violence of their behaviour, which they 

may have thought earnestness in a righteous cause, 
is to be both deplored and condemned. If it were 

their duty to render to God the things that are God’s, 

it was also their duty to render to Csesar the things 
which are Caesar’s; if it were their duty to fear God, 

it was also their duty to honor the King, in the 

person of his representative; if they were so eager 

to do their duty to their neighbour, how came they 

to forget to live in charity with all men? God’s 

mandate to man is not to love his neighbours of one 

class or one complexion, but to love his neighbours 
of all classes and complexions. The Baptist mis¬ 

sionaries may have been earnest, zealous, sincere, 
disinterested, full of love of God and love of Man; 

but they were but blind guides to the people; they 
saw their Christian duties darkly through a glass of 

prejudice and error, and only perpetuated the evil 
which they were eager to destroy. 

To say that the Baptist missionaries viewed with 

strong feelings of dislike the conciliatory policy of Sir 

Charles Metcalfe, is only to interpret their actions 

in accordance with the explanation afforded by their 

own words. They never loved him from the first. 

They thought, or pretended to think, that he was 

not the friend of the negro population, because he 

was not the unsparing enemy of their old masters. 
2 d 2 
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And soon their smouldering feelings of anger broke 

out into a blaze. A despatch, written by Sir Chai e. 

Metcalfe on the 16th of October, stating the results, 

up to that point, of his inquiries into the condition 

of the island, had been published by the Home 

Government in a collection of papers presented o 

Parliament. In this despatch the new Governor 

had stated, in very mild and moderate language 

what was the information he had obtained relativ 

to the influence exercised by the missionaries over 

the minds of the emancipated population, and what 

were its practical results. He said that, althoug 

all denominations of missionaries had done much 

good, the Baptists alone had done any harm, jv 

keeping alive animosities that it was desirable to 

deaden, by taking part in the strife of politics, and 

endeavoring to turn the influence obtained as minis¬ 

ters of the Gospel to their uses as political partisans. 

This despatch, printed at full length, soon came 

back to Jamaica in a Blue Book. The Baptist mis¬ 

sionaries read it; and from that time their anger 

against Sir Charles Metcalfe was extreme. He was 

denounced from the pulpit on the Sabbath; he was 

vituperated on week-days in public places, as the 

enemy of the negro population—the enemy of uni¬ 

versal liberty. Public meetings were held, at which 

the acts of the Government were denounced as 

tyrannical and oppressive by excited orators; and 

resolutions of an inflammatory character, little un¬ 

derstood by the majority, were framed and adoptee. 

It was the constant theme of the Baptist ministers 

that they, and they only, were the friends of the 
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emancipated population—that all others were the 

oppressors of the negro race—that no justice was 

to he obtained in the colony—that wherever the 

prostrate people turned then eyes there was nothing 

but blank despair. 

Such teachings as these bore in time the accus¬ 

tomed fruit. The colored people, having unlimited 

confidence in their pastors, believed all that was 

said of the oppression of their employers and the 

tyranny of the Government; and were soon ripe for 

violence and outrage. Sir Charles Metcalfe had 

determined not to interfere with their meetings— 

not to notice their language. Tie could only sup¬ 

press these assemblies by force, and the remedy, he 

said, “ would be worse than the disease.” « It is 

infinitely better,” he added, “to let them pursue 

their course unmolested, and, as far as possible, un¬ 

noticed.” But although he said that he might treat 

all the denunciatory language levelled against him¬ 

self as a farce, he could not help regarding the 

conduct of the missionaries with the deepest con¬ 

cern, on account of the evil effect that it wrought 

on the minds of the negro population. “I am 

bound by my duty,” he wrote to the Colonial Secre¬ 

tary, “to inform your Lordship, that in my opinion 

the worst evil which hangs with a menacing aspect 

over the destinies of this island, is the influence ex¬ 

ercised with baneful effect by the majority of the 

Baptist missionaries. It is the worst, because it is 

the most irremediable. Other evils and difficulties 

may yield to Time, which may also diminish the in¬ 

fluence of the Baptist missionaries, or produce sue- 
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cessors of a more Christian character; but long 

after their influence has ceased, its pernicious effect 

on the disposition of the people will remain. I en¬ 

tirely renounce the opinion which I at one time 

entertained, that they had done more good than 

harm. The good that they have done would have 

been done without them. The evil is exclusively 

their own.”* 
When, as Governor of a West-Indian colony, thus 

bearded by a handful of Baptist missionaries—thus 

acknowledging how helpless was all his wisdom and 

all his power to deal with their measureless indis¬ 

cretions and to silence their rebellious tongues—if 

the thoughts of Charles Metcalfe went back, as 

doubtless they did, to those old days when, in an 

East-Indian settlement, he had seen how easily a 

British Governor brushed away all such annoyances 

even before they had occurred—when Baptist mis¬ 

sionaries, in anticipation of indiscretions which they 

were never likely to commit, were not even suffered 

to locate themselves on British-Indian soil—verily 

he must have dwelt, with something of wonder, on 

the mighty difference between the East and the 

West; and if he were sometimes sceptical (as I do 

not say that he was) of the advantages of constitu¬ 

tional government in a settlement inhabited by dif¬ 

ferent races of men, it ought not, perhaps, to be re- 

* June 15, 1840. In this despatch equally meritorious. I speak in re- 
Sir C. Metcalfe says: “ I have known probation of those only who brandish 
Baptist missionaries in the East Indies the torch of discord, instead of per- 
for a long series of years, who were forming the part of true ministers of 
constantly employed in doing good, the Gospel, and guiding their people 
There is one in this island against in the paths of peace prescribed by 
whom I have never heard a word of our meek and blessed Saviour.” 
reproach, and there may be more 
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garded as a sign of amazing folly or despotism of the 
deepest dye. 

Sir Charles Metcalfe was sneered at as an “ Indian 

Governor,” but he had not transplanted any despotic 

habits from the East to the West. In the difficult 

conjuncture which had now arisen, his conduct was 

peculiarly forbearing. Perhaps advantage was taken 

of this forbearance. Assuredly the teachings of the 

missionaries bore, in due season, as I have said, the 

accustomed fruit; and soon it became Metcalfe’s 

duty to report that two serious disturbances had 

occurred — one at Lucea, the other at Ealmouth. 

In the latter, both the police and the military were 

pelted by the mob, and many of them wounded by 
the missiles discharged by the excited populace. The 

Riot Act was read. The troops, who had acted with 

wonderful forbearance, were drawn up in line, and 
received the word to load. Upon this, the rioters 

dispersed. But the fever of excitement was not 
soon allayed. The most unseemly language denun¬ 

ciatory of all constituted authority was freely used; 

the Baptist missionary who had been the fomenter 

of the strife being the most unscrupulous in his 

utterances. “ If I had known your errand,” said 

the Man of Peace to the police-inspector who had 

entered the house in the execution of his duty, “ I 

would have kicked you down the steps.”* 

A magisterial investigation into these proceedings 

was held, and some of the principal rioters, includ¬ 

ing a relative of the missionary, were committed for 

trial. The missionary himself was afterwards added 

* This man (Mr. Ward) was not an agent of the Baptist Missionary Society. 
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* 

to the list by the Crown prosecutor, on the strength 

of the evidence adduced before the magistrates, and 

a true bill was found against him. The indictment, 

however, both against himself and his relative, was 

subsequently quashed, on the ground of an antece¬ 

dent illegality. The rioters were found guilty, and 
sentenced to short periods of imprisonment. Met¬ 

calfe was anxious that their punishment should be 

lenient, and would not have been sorry if some of 
them had escaped. He was not without a hope 

that the effect of these proceedings, however lament¬ 
able in themselves, would on the whole be beneficial 

to the colony, “ by showing to the people that they 

incur responsibility by such outrageous conduct as 

was manifested on this occasion.” 
To one so anxious as Sir Charles Metcalfe to con¬ 

ciliate all classes of the community—so eager to 

establish universal peace from one end of the colony 

to another—the existence of these animosities was 

the source of continuous pain. It was the one black 

cloud that marred the universal tranquillity which 

he had striven to restore to the beautiful island he 

had been commissioned to govern. But, on the other 

hand, there were many great compensations. The 

longer he continued to preside over the Government 
of Jamaica, the more obvious were the good effects 

of his conciliatory policy. He never met or parted 

from the Representative Assembly, at the beginning 

or the close of a session, without congratulating 

them, in all sincerity, upon the harmony which regu¬ 

lated all the proceedings of the Island Legislature. 

Nor was this harmony secured by any weak or un- 
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wise concessions, by any yielding of liis own opinions, 
or any sacrifice of the dignity of the Crown. He 

sometimes differed from the other estates, and in 

the rightful exercise of his prerogative amended 

their legislation; hut he did it in a manner so 

friendly and conciliatory, that his opposition gave 

no offence, lie always gave the Assembly credit 

for good intentions; and, standing between the local 

Legislature and the Imperial Government, exerted 

himself, and with good success, to reconcile one to 

the other; to reduce the amount of antagonism 
between them, if he could ; and, if not, to disarm it 

of its sting. He saw the evil of too much inter¬ 

ference on the part of the Imperial Government, and 

he exerted himself, by representations not unjust 

because not unfavorable, to induce the Colonial 

Office to look with more confidence upon the pro¬ 
ceedings of the Jamaica Parliament. He saw the 

danger of provoking a neAv contest with that body; 
and he conceived it to be his duty to warn the 

Minister of the frightful results that would probably 

attend another collision. “ It is easy,” he said on 

one occasion, after speaking of these dangers, “ by 

a single false step to tumble into a difficulty; but it 

is not so easy to get out of it. And when the two 

giants, Privilege and Prerogative, have been roused 

to a combat, it is hard to say where it will terminate.” 

If would take long to tell, if the telling were 

appropriate in such a work as this, what were the 

acts of the local Legislature during the two years 

which saw Sir Charles Metcalfe at the head of the 

Government of Jamaica. But there are one or two 
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measures peculiarly identified with the Governor 

himself, of which brief mention may he made, as 

illustrating the characteristic humanity of the man. 

He was very anxious to mitigate the severity of the 

criminal code of the island. Many of the old statute- 
laws of England, making minor offences capital, 

remained unrepealed in the Jamaica code; and it 

was the custom to pass sentence of death with a 

prodigality which would have been perfectly fright¬ 

ful, if commutation had not generally followed as a 

matter of course. Against the continuance of a state 

of things which was either a contemptible absurdity 

or a hideous deformity, he eagerly remonstrated. 

It was, as he said, preposterous to leave the punish¬ 
ment of so vast a number of criminals to the Go¬ 

vernor, who was not present at their trial, and who 

was not supposed to be acquainted with the merits 

of the different cases thus finally brought before* 

him. The power of life and death thus transferred 

to the Governor might, under some circumstances, 

be dangerously abused; and, under any circumstance, 

Metcalfe was of opinion that the sanguinary criminal 

laws which still formed the code of Jamaica, whether 

operative or inoperative, were still a disgrace to the 
island. 

Another measure of which mention should be 

made in this place, is one which evinces Metcalfe’s 

regard for the welfare of that great class of fellow- 

men who wear the uniform and fight the battles of 

the country. By the European soldiers sent to 

garrison the island, Jamaica had always been re¬ 

garded as a vast grave-yard. Such, at times, has 
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been the terrible mortality among them, that it is on 

record that, of a newly-arrived regiment of 800 men, 

two-thirds have been destroyed by pestilence in the 

course of a fortnight.* There are climates of all 

kinds in Jamaica—the healthiest and the most 

deadly. The latter, in all parts of the world, are 

usually selected for the location of our British sol¬ 

diers ; and there being within the limits of the island 

pestilential low lands, continued residence in which 

was almost certain death, they were selected for the 

site of our principal barracks. Year after year the 
results of the selection exhibited little variation. In 

the year 1840, Sir William 6omm, who then com¬ 

manded the forces in Jamaica, wrote to Sir Charles 

Metcalfe that the flower of H.M’s. 82nd Begiment 

had recently been swept down en masse by a sudden 

“blast of disease.” All the healthiest and the 

steadiest young men in the corps had perished, whilst 

the old drunkards had generally survived. 
Sir Charles Metcalfe, who had given considerable 

attention to the subject of Medical Topography in 

India, and had steadfastly promoted the sanitary 

measures which his friend, Mr. J. It. Martin, had 

originated, regarded with the deepest interest this 

question of the location of the troops. When not 

compelled by public business, he always dwelt upon 

the hills, in a pleasant country-house called High- 

gate, where he enjoyed both health and retirement.! 

* See Colonel Tulloch’s Reports. pleasantness in any part of the world 
f Of the climate of the mountains —and I should think not for healthi- 

he wrote to Mr. Martin: “We enjoy ness either. _ If deficient in anything, 
in our country-residence on the moun- it is in bracing cold, of which we have 
tarns, strange to say in Jamaica, a hut little. The thermometer ranges 
climate that cannot be surpassed for generally from 65° to 75° all the year 
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He knew, therefore, that there were good climates 

in the island ; and he saw no reason why a British 

force should not he preserved as carefully as a British 

Governor. So he entered heart and soul into a great 

effort to secure the location of our troops on those 

parts of the island in which death was not a neces¬ 

sary condition of residence in barracks. 
I believe that I should err if I were to attribute 

to Sir Charles Metcalfe the exclusive merit of initia¬ 

ting this important movement. He was instructed 

by the Home Government to institute inquiries into 

the subject, or rather to assist the military authori¬ 

ties in such an inquiry. It is to the honor of Sir 

William Gomm that he did his part of the work 

with remarkable earnestness and zeal. He was in 

continual correspondence with the Governor—with 

whom in all cases he co-operated with extreme cor¬ 

diality—upon a subject which, it is obvious, lay very 

near to his heart. And the result of their conjoint 

efforts was, that whereas it had formerlv taken 

seven years and a half to destroy a thousand men, 
it now takes forty-five years to send the same num¬ 

ber of men to their graves.* 

round. Great heat is unknown.”— recommendation of Sir Charles Met- 
See also Metcalfe’s private letters, calfe, the troops were removed from 
quoted in the succeeding chapter. the low lands near Kingston to the 

* It happened that there was already Port-Royal Hills. Recommending 
one healthy station at Maroon Town, these measures, Metcalfe wrote: “ The 
in the mountains on the north side of expense that must be incurred to 
the island; whilst the others were, on carry them into effect is of no suffi- 
the south side, in the neighbourhood cient consideration in comparison with 
of Kingston. When, in 1840, the sud- the health of the troops.If the 
den pestilence which destroyed so island should not be able to defray 
many men of the 82nd Regiment, the expense, I hope that the plan 
broke over Kingston and the neigh- will not on that account be abandoned, 
bourliood, the troops in the Maroon and that the arrangement may be 
Town barracks continued in perfect made complete by having barracks 
health. Subsequently, on the earnest built in a healthy position for both of 
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Iii a matter affecting tlie lives of so many men 
entitled to tlie tenderest solicitude of the authori¬ 
ties, both Sir Charles Metcalfe and Sir William 
Gomm felt that it was of importance to act with 
promptitude; and the latter, therefore, recom¬ 
mended that, pending a reference to Government 
on the subject of a proposed purchase of land for 
the erection of barracks on the hills, an initial ex¬ 
periment should he made. Metcalfe at once grasped 
the proposal. In the cause of humanity he was not 
one to shrink from any responsibility. He sanc¬ 
tioned, by way of experiment, the erection of a 
building for the accommodation of 100 men, on a 
piece of ground rented, with option of purchase, for 
the purpose; and characteristically intimated to the 
Home Government, that, “ having sanctioned the 
temporary arrangement on his own responsibility, 
he was prepared to regard the expense as chargeable 
to himself personally, if the arrangement should not 
meet with approbation.” “ I have considered,” he 
added, “ the health of the troops as too important 
to allow me to hesitate in incurring this risk.”* 

To dwell upon the general kindness and humanity 
of such a man would he mere impertinence. That 
it should have been ever questioned—that it should 
have been supposed that his sympathies were not 
with the many, and that the happiness of the negro 
population, the great masses of Jamaica, did not lie 
very near to his heart, is only to be accounted for 

the European regiments on the south * Sir Charles Metcalfe to Govern- 

side of the island.”—[Sir Charles Met- merit, January 8, 1841. 
cafe to Government, April 14, 1840.] 
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on tlie hypothesis that men are not always credited 

for philanthropy of which they do not make a great 

verbal display. It is true that Metcalfe did not 
think it necessary to write elaborate despatches to 

demonstrate that Freedom is a better state than 

Slavery, or make grandiloquent speeches in praise 

of “ Civil and Religious Liberty all over the World.” 
There were certain settled points on which he re¬ 

garded it almost as an insult to the understandings 

of his official correspondents to enlarge. Lie con¬ 

sidered that the absolute freedom of all classes of 

the colonial community was one of these settled 

points ; and he did not, therefore, in so many words, 
assure the Colonial Minister that he had no inten¬ 

tion of permitting a return to compulsory labor in 

any shape or under any name. But either because 

he was chary of such platitudes, or because he was 

not continually at war with the Assembly—and the 

Assembly were regarded as the enemies and the 

oppressors of the colored race—a suspicion that he 

was not well-disposed to preserve inviolate the free¬ 

dom of the emancipated slaves seems to have gained 

ground at the Colonial Office, and to have been 

adopted in other quarters. But Metcalfe truly said 

that it was a prejudice and a delusion; and when, 

on the opening of the session, in 1841, he addressed 

the Assembly, he publicly repudiated the injurious 

supposition in the following words : 

“ All who are acquainted with the state of this island must 
know that there is no more fear of a return of slavery in 
Jamaica, than there is of its establishment in England; that 
our emancipated population are as free, as independent in their 
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conduct, as well-conditioned, as much in the enjoyment of 

abundance, and as strongly sensible of the blessings of liberty, 

as any that we know of m any country. And every one who 

reflects must be aware, that in a land where the demand for 

labor is pressing and the supply inadequate; where the people 

have in most parts means of support which preclude the neces¬ 

sity of continuous labor; where the desire to live at ease may 

to a considerable extent be gratified; and where uncultivated 

and fertile land is abundant and procurable at little cost, 

positive coercion is in the nature of things impossible; and that 

the virtual coercion which in all countries is imposed by the 

necessities of the laboring man, is likely to be less here than in 

any part of the United Kingdom. To these advantages may 

be added, that all disqualifications and distinctions on account 

of color have ceased; that men of all colors have equal rights in 

the law, and an equal footing in society; and that every man’s 

position is settled by the same circumstances which regulate 

that point in other free countries where no difference of color 

exists; that civil and religious liberty is universally enjoyed in 

as great a degree as in the mother country; and that we have 

a press as free as any in the world. Such is the present con¬ 

dition of this colony in all those respects; and it may be 

asserted, without fear of denial, that the former slaves of 

Jamaica are now as secure in all social rights as free-born 

Britons. Let it be our study, gentlemen, to confirm, and, if 

possible, improve this happy state.” 

Sir Charles Metcalfe had made up his mind regard¬ 

ing the course of policy which it became him to 

pursue; and he never deviated from it. His object 

was to secure the permanent prosperity of all classes, 

and he knew that the first step towards this was the 

tranquillisation of the public mind. He desired to 

replace mistrust by confidence, not in the breast of 

one class, but of all classes. Too much harm had 
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already been done by partisanship—by the assump¬ 
tion that the interests of the negro alone required 

protection. He had seen much and heard much, 

during his island tour in the spring of 1840, from 

the negroes themselves, whom he had freely invited 
to meet him and declare their grievances, to con¬ 

vince him that any open espousal of the cause of one 
party would be most injurious to the happiness of all. 

He determined, therefore, to go about his good work 

in his own way, and he called upon the Imperial 
Government to give him their confidence and sup¬ 

port. They told him to protect the interests of the 

great mass of the people ; and he answered : 

“ In the concluding remarks of your Lordship’s despatch on 

the duty of affording protection to those classes of the Queen’s 

subjects who constitute the great majority of the population of 

Jamaica, I heg leave to express my entire concurrence. No 

person in the world can he more sensible of the weight of that 

obligation than the governor who, in addition to the calls of 

humanity and public duty, has the further motive that his 

reputation depends on the fulfilment of that purpose. The 

only question is, how it can best he accomplished—whether 

by riding roughshod over the island institutions, and knocking 

down right and left everything that stands in one’s way; or by 

cordially co-operating with the island authorities, legislative 

and executive, profiting by their good feelings, taking them by 

the hand and leading them gently to every desired improve¬ 

ment, respecting their just rights as well as those of others, 

and above all, by not suspecting and distrusting them. The 

latter is the course which naturally presented itself to me, and 

if your Lordship allows me to proceed in it, I will answer for 

this decidedly, that the people shall be efficiently protected; 

and if I cannot answer for everything else, I will candidly 

apprise you whenever I see reason to anticipate a failure; and I 
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confidently trust that in the mean time no harm will have hap¬ 

pened from the experiment. 

“Applying the question to legislation, I would say that I 

know no limit to the improvement in our legislation that mhdit 

e e ected by gentle means. If your Lordship would send me 

the most perfect code of laws in the world, securing in the 

utmost degree the liberty and protection of the subject^ I could 

almost engage that it should be adopted as the code of 

Jamaica; and I would say the same as to any amendments of 

our existing laws that can be suggested, provided that they 

come recommended purely as improvements; but if the im¬ 

pression be produced,, however mistaken, that our well-meant, 

albeit imperfect, legislation is received with suspicion and 

distrust, examined with a censorious spirit, rejected, and 

hurled back on us branded with the opprobrium of designed 

injustice and oppression; that which is deemed good and°just 

law for the free people of England is reprobated as thereverse 

because it is enacted in Jamaica; that affection and care are 

entertained for only one class, and that all others are regarded 

with injurious prejudice; then disgust must arise, which would 

be followed by disaffection and its consequences. The island 

could only m that case be governed by the main force and 

coercion of the mother country. The cordial co-operation of 

the Island Legislature and constituency would be at an end. 

I am in this description only endeavoring to point out the 

opposite working and effects of different systems; and by 

inference the consequences to be expected according to the 

inclination which your Lordship’s measures may seem to have 

towards the one or the other. I am sure that your Lord- 

ship’s intentions are both just and generous, but much, it 

appears to me, depends on the way in which the most generous 

designs are pursued.” 

It would be difficult to describe more distinctly 

the policy in accordance with which Metcalfe endea¬ 

vored, and with such remarkable success, to tran- 
vol. ii. 2 E 
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quillise the troubled waters of Jamaica life. The 

longer he remained on the island, the more apparent 

it became to him that the negro population required 

to be reminded of their rights much less than oi 

their obligations. Instead of being an abject and 

obsequious race of men, he found that they were 
peculiarly unmindful of what they owed to consti¬ 

tuted authority * There was no fear of their not 

asserting their privileges, as free men, and main¬ 
taining them to the utmost even by demonstrations 

of force. He knew that so long as he was acting in 
harmony with the Assembly, there was little fear of 

the proprietors committing any excesses against the 

laboring classes. He taught the former that their 

best policy was conciliation; their best interest, 

peace; and he taught the latter the same gieat 

lesson. And no one on that island, who was not 
interested in the perpetuation of discord, denied 

that he had drawn the laboring classes and their 
employers nearer to each other than they had c\ er 

* A remarkable illustration of this 
disregard of authority was supplied 
by the circumstance of a riot in 
Kingston during the Christmas of 
1841. It appears that at this period 
of the year the negroes had been in 
the habit, during their time of slavery, 
of getting up certain saturnalia—of 
dancing, and drumming, and singing, 
and masquerading through the public 
streets. This had been rather en¬ 
couraged by the masters, as a vent for 
that superfluous energy which might 
otherwise have been turned into dan¬ 
gerous channels. It seems, however,^ 
that in later years the inhabitants ot 
Kingston had conceived that the free 
negroes might abandon this remnant 
of their old bondage and barbarism, 
and had complained of the inconve- 

streets. 

nience of the custom. Upon this the 
mayor, a rash and wrong-headed man, 
took it upon himself violently to sup¬ 
press the revels of the people by the 
agency of the police. The conse¬ 
quence was, that the mob rose en masse 
against the constituted authorities. 
The mayor fled for his life. The mi¬ 
litary were called out. The com¬ 
mander of the forces issued a procla¬ 
mation in the name of the Governor; 
and although the riot was quelled, it 
was long before the public excitement 
was allayed. The conduct of the 
mayor was severely condemned by 
Metcalfe. But for the presence of a 
strong military force at Kingston, the 
disturbance might have ended in a ge¬ 
neral insurrection of the negro popu¬ 
lation. 

The com- 
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been drawn before. “ A small but virulent party 

here,” he wrote in October, 1840, to Sir Richard 

Jenkins, “ whose sentiments are adopted by a larger 

party at home, cannot persuade themselves that 

the contest has ceased; or that it is compatible 

v ith their interests that it should cease; and con¬ 

tinue to carry it on very uselessly, and by its effect 

on them negro flocks perniciously; but this bar to 

harmony will, I hope, in time, wear away, and leave 

all in peace and good-will.” 

Nor were these anticipations falsified by the re¬ 

sult, Throughout the year 1840, frequent had been 

Metcalfe’s complaints of the irritating conduct of 

the Baptist missionaries. Throughout the year 

1841, his despatches are almost silent on the sub¬ 

ject. Indeed, the first few months of his residence 

on the West-India island left little for him to do 

towards the great work of universal reconciliation. 

Time did all the rest; and as time advanced, Met¬ 

calfe went steadily on still in harmony with the 

Colonial -Legislature, sometimes originating, some¬ 

times amending local enactments; and always de¬ 

voting himself to the public business with a labo¬ 

rious earnestness almost without a parallel in the 

history of colonial government. 

In estimating the amount of his labors at this 

time, it is not to be forgotten that he was Chancellor 

as well as Governor of Jamaica. At certain seasons 

of the year it -was his business to preside in the 

Court of Chancery. He had less judicial experience 

than most men trained in the Civil Service of the 

East India Company. But he carried to his work 

2 e 2 
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an inflexible impartiality, a large store of common 

sense, and an extensive knowledge of mankind. 

Such attributes as these may not be sufficient to 

make a Chancellor. But I believe that Metcalfe’s 

decrees gave general satisfaction both to the Bar and 

their clients. He is said by those who knew him 

best to have taken very great interest in this part of 

his business. He was indefatigable in his attention 

to it; and there were few things which he strove 

more resolutely to prevent than the accumulation 

of cases on his file. He used to boast, in a playful 

manner, that in one sense at least he was an ex¬ 

cellent Chancellor, for he never suffered his business 

to fall in arrears. The judgments which he de¬ 

livered were prompt; and, perhaps, there would 

not have been more justice in them if he had spent 

his best days in the Inns of Court. 

It would be folly not to estimate at their true 

value the advantages of legal training. The Go¬ 

vernor of Jamaica, who might to-day be a luxurious 

nobleman and to-morrow an irritable soldier, was 

obviously not the proper functionary to undertake 

such business as Metcalfe was called upon to per¬ 

form, however efficiently he may have performed it. 

Among other measures of law reform for which his 

administration was celebrated, was one for the ap¬ 

pointment of a Vice-Chancellor—a competent lawyer, 

to whom thenceforth the real judicial business of 

the Court was to be entrusted. There was nothing, 

indeed, which occupied so much of the time of the 

Legislature, and of the thoughts of the Governor, as 

measures for the improvement of the administration 
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of justice in all its branches. I have already spoken 

of Metcalfe’s efforts to mitigate the severity of the 

criminal code of the island. The subject of prison 

discipline was one much pondered and discussed at 

this time. It may be mentioned, too, that he was 

very desirous to keep down litigation, and the ani¬ 

mosities it engenders, by all reasonable means. To 

this end he proposed, as an useful local institution, 

the establishment of Courts of Arbitration, or, as he 

called them, Courts of Reconciliation, under which 

certain cases, especially those between master and 

servant, might be adjudicated by umpires selected 

by the parties. But as then awards were not to be 

final, these courts had the inherent defect of all 

systems of arbitration, that they very often, like 

Chaos, only more embroil the affray. 

Before the end of 1841 Metcalfe believed that his 

work was done—that the objects for which he had 

consented to forego the delights of ease and retire¬ 

ment in his native country had been achieved. So 

he wrote to the Colonial Secretary, requesting him 

to obtain from her Majesty permission to retire from 

the Government of Jamaica. The Conservatives 

were at this time dominant in Downing-street. Sir 

Robert Peel was at the Treasury; Lord Stanley was 

at the head of the Colonial Office. Sir Charles Met¬ 

calfe was a Whig — and something more than a 

"Whig. But little as his sentiments were in accord¬ 

ance with those of the men then in office on any 

great question of domestic policy, he saw no reason 

to think that the colonies would be worse governed 

by them than by their predecessors. Indeed, there 
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were some points in connexion with the state of 

affairs in Jamaica regarding which he was less 

likely to differ from the Conservatives than from 

the Whigs. He was, indeed, very anxious at this 

time that it should not he supposed that his resig¬ 

nation of the Government was in any way hastened 

by the change of Ministry at home. 

In his private letters written throughout the 

years 1840 and 1841, Metcalfe had often spoke of 

his contemplated retirement; and the one unvarying 

formula which he used was this—“ My departure is 

fixed for the time when either I can do no good by 

remaining, or I can go without fear of doing harm.” 

In November, 1841, Metcalfe believed that that 

time had come. 

“When the offer of the Governorship of this 

island and its dependencies was conveyed to me,” 

he wrote to the Colonial Secretary, “ my only in¬ 

ducement in accepting it was the hope of rendering 

some service to my country by becoming instru¬ 

mental in the reconciliation of the colony to the 

mother country. That object was accomplished 

soon after my arrival by the good sense and good 

feeling of the colonists, who readily and cordially 

met the conciliatory disposition which it was my 

duty to evince towards them. The next subject 

which attracted my attention was the unsatisfactory 

feeling of the laboring population towards their 

employers. This has naturally subsided into a state 

more consistent with the relations of the parties, 

and there is no longer any ground of anxiety on that 

account. Other dissensions in the community, which 
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grew out of preceding circumstances, have either 

entirely, or in a great degree, ceased, and order and 

harmony, with exceptions which will occasionally 

occur in every state of society, may he said to pre¬ 

vail.”* His mission of peace had, therefore, been 

fulfilled; and he believed that, without any sacrifice 

of duty, he might now retire again into private life. 

His resignation was accepted with unfeigned re¬ 

gret. The Colonial Secretary intimated that he was 

commanded to convey to Sir Charles Metcalfe the 

“expression of her Majesty’s high approbation of 

the ability and judgment with which he had per¬ 

formed the important duties entrusted to him.” 

“ I have derived,” said Lord Stanley, “ great plea¬ 

sure from the improved and generally satisfactory 

report of the colony which you were enabled to 

transmit in your despatch of the 1st of November; 

and I am only doing you justice in acknowledging 

most willingly how much this state of things is to 

be attributed to your able and judicious adminis¬ 

tration.” 

The two great standing evils of a want of Labor 

and a want of Capital, which Metcalfe was compelled 

* He spoke also of the extensive which in despair of adequate profit 
law reforms which had been instituted has been withdrawn, will require in- 
during his administration, and con- creasing enterprise and success to 
eluded by saying: “ It is far from my tempt it to resort hither. To secure 
intention to represent that there is and maintain the affection of the co- 
not ample and noble employment left lony towards the mother country; to 
for my successors. There is a great promote the welfare and prosperity of 
field for continual improvement. The the island, and the happiness of its 
country has vast resources yet un- inhabitants, will form a task of high 
developed. A larger population of interest and importance—the progress 
Africans for labor in the Lowlands is of which cannot fail to be attended 
requisite; and the establishment of a with heartfelt gratification; but its 
population of Europeans in the High- perfect fulfilment can only be the 
lands is highly desirable. Capital, work of time.” 
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to leave behind him—evils which he had done his best 

to mitigate, by encouraging immigration, and pro¬ 

moting the development of those colonial resources 

which least required the labor of man for their pro¬ 

duction—he hoped and believed would yield to the 

action of Time. They would yield, he thought, be¬ 

cause peace had been established—because there 

was no longer social convulsion from one end of 

the island to another ; because confidence had been 

restored between classes long severed, and good¬ 

will implanted in the breasts of men once torn 

by the worst passions of mankind. 

But although he was compelled to leave evils 

behind him, he felt assured that he would leave no 

enemies. Even the missionaries, who had opposed 

him at the outset of his career, had come to under¬ 

stand him better; and Metcalfe rejoiced in his in¬ 

most heart to see the many fine qualities of the men 

no longer obscured, and their high and holy calling 

no longer degraded by inveterate party-prejudices, 

which, although they may have been the growth of 

charity and humanity, had become uncharitable in 

their manifestations, and inhuman in their results.* 

To give a summary of Sir Charles Metcalfe’s Go¬ 

vernment of Jamaica, at the close of a chapter which 

is itself little more than a summary, would be only 

* I would wish it to be understood rated I am unable to determine. Met- 
that the remarks made in this chapter calfe himself thought that they were 
on the conduct of the Baptist mis- (ante, page 405)—but he was eager to 
sionaries in Jamaica (a subject which admit that there were some commeud- 
I would have avoided, if such avoid- able exceptions (ante, page 406, note), 
ance had been possible), are not in- and to bear testimony to the admi- 
tended to apply to the entire body, rable character of the Baptist mis- 
Whether the majority were implicated sionaries in other parts of the world, 
in the proceedings which I have nar- 
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to repeat, with slight verbal alteration, what I have 

already written. In the history of Colonial Admi¬ 

nistration it is almost without a parallel. He had 

reconciled the colony with the mother country; he 

had reconciled all classes of colonial society; and 

whilst he had won the approbation of his Sovereign, 

he had carried with him, also, the hearts of the 

people. And it was truly said of him, by men who 

had Matched with the deepest interest his continued 

success, that the influence of his high qualities would 

not he confined to the age and country in which 

they were exercised, but would have an abiding effect 

on Colonial Administration in all places and in all 
time.* 

See the admirable address of the England, -which, with his reply will 
Jamaica planters, presented to Sir be found in the Appendix, 
wharles Metcalfe on his return to 
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CHAPTER XII. 

[1839—1842.] 

PRIVATE LIFE IN JAMAICA. 

Metcalfe’s Private Correspondence—Letters to Mrs. Monson and Mrs. Smythe 
_Yearnings after Home—Preparations for Departure — Regrets of the . 
Island—Farewell Addresses—Parting Gifts—Final Departure. 

Whilst following the statesman in his triumphant 

career of beneficence on this new theatre of action, 

I have scarcely turned aside to speak of the man. 

His private correspondence at this time is, however, 

full of interest. It dwells upon his domestic habits; 

occasionjy touches on public affairs; affords glimpses 

of the feelings with which he regarded the future; 

and speaks of the way of life which he had mapped 

out for himself on his return to England. Some 

passages from his letters to his aunt, Mrs. Monson, 

and his sister, Mrs. Smythe, given in this place, will 

keep up the narrative of his private history better 

than anything I can write about it: 

“ I write this from my country residence in the mountains, 

to which I retreat whenever public business will permit, which 
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happens at present for two or three days in the week. The 

climate of Spanish Town, or more correctly St. Iago de la 

Vega, is extremely hot—as hot as that of Calcutta in the hot 

season, without any pretensions to the same degree of cold in 

the cold season. Spanish Town, as it is commonly called, is our 

capital, where the Parliament ol the island meets, where my 

Court of Chancery, fbr I am Chancellor here, is held, and 

where generally public business is performed, excepting what 

is done by written orders, which can be executed here better 

than there. I am, however, necessarily chiefly at Spanish 

Town, and can only come here when circumstances will allow. 

Here—I mean in the mountains—the climate is perfection, 

neither hot nor cold, nor disagreeable in any way through¬ 

out the year, except from rain and damp for a short period. If 

climate were everything, I should prefer living on this spot to 

any other that I know in the world. And although I shall be 

heartily glad when, after accomplishing the purposes for which 

I came, I can return home, I nevertheless feel that during my 

absence it is a great consolation to have the enjoyment of a 

climate far superior to that of England, as well as to that of any 

part of India in which it was my lot to have a permanent resi¬ 

dence. The Higginsons’ children remain here always, and for 

them the advantage is inestimable. Mrs. Higginson is here 

chiefly, and only occasionally in Spanish Town. Higginson and 

myself are forced to be there whenever business requires us; 

but it will seldom happen that we may not be here some days 

in the week, and when the Parliament or the Court of Chancery 

is not sitting, we may be here for some whole weeks at a time. 

The Higginsons are quite well, and a great comfort to me in 

this land of strangers. He is at present the whole of my suite. 

He very kindly manages all my domestic concerns for me, 

which leaves me at liberty to devote all my attention to public 

affairs when in Spanish Town. I give dinners and balls, 

and endeavor to perform the duties of Governor towards the 

society; but here in the mountains we are quite retired, and 

there being no carriage road, are inaccessible to visitors. I have 
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been obliged to resume riding in order to scramble up and down 

the mountains. I have got some steady horses and ponies which 

suit me pretty well. Any but steady ones would soon tumble 

me over a precipice.”—[Highgate, Jamaica, Dec. 2, 1839.] 

“ I have not been able to write for some months, owing to 

continual occupation in public business. I commenced a tour 

of the island in February, which ended in the middle of March; 

and as I was moving all the while, that threw business into ar¬ 

rears. I had then a session of my Parliament, which ended in 

April. Then during the greater part of May I had a sitting of 

the Court of Chancery, in which, being Chancellor and sole 

Judge, I have to decide in the absence of all legal knowledge 

according to common sense and equity. This, while it lasts, is 

perhaps the most laborious part of my duties, as I do not dis¬ 

continue as long as there is business to be done; and I may say 

that my Court is without arrears, as I have got through every 

cause, motion, or petition that was ready for hearing. 

“ I hope to hear that Fern Hill is let on a long lease, for 

although I should probably be tempted to occupy it again, if I 

found it vacant on my return, I am sure, from past experience, 

that it would not be very desirable to do so. You see that I 

think of return. When it is to happen, God willing, I cannot 

foresee; but I sometimes think that it may be very soon, and 

as far as I alone am concerned the sooner the better. I did not 

come here, nor do I stay, for any object of my own. If I can 

render service to my country, well; as soon as I find that I can¬ 

not, I shall resign my charge. There is one evil here, the want 

of a sufficient laboring population, which it will be difficult for 

man to remedy—it may be done in time, but not, I fear, soon 

enough. There is another evil, caused by the wickedness of a 

few men—Baptist missionaries—pretended ministers of religion, 

but really wolves in sheeps’ clothing, who foment discontent 

and disaffection among the negro population. Whatever their 

motives may be, their conduct is most pernicious. This evil 

also seems to be without remedy. These things darken the 

prospect of doing good, and a short time will, I think, disclose 
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whether I shall soon return or remain to surmount these diffi¬ 

culties. As far as I am to determine, this question will be de¬ 

cided by the degree of usefulness to the mother country and this 

island that may be likely to attend my stay.”—[ June 10, 1840.] 

“I am quite well.Iam going on quietly in 

my Government, with much to gratify me. I do not despair of 

entirely reconciling this Government to the mother country, 

and placing our mutual good-will on a footing not to be easily 

shaken. I shall then retire contented with what I have done. 

Other circumstances may compel me to resign sooner; but the 

time of my departure, as far as it depends on me, is fixed for 

one ot two periods—either when I can do no good by staying, 

or when I can do no harm by going.”—[October 17, 1840.] 

“ I do not despair of seeing you again. I cannot fix any 

time, but as I have no desire whatever to remain here longer 

than duty may require, the days will, I trust, come when I may 

feel myself at liberty to consult my own inclinations. I look 

not either to the East or any other direction that does not point 

straight to home. Your affectionate desire to have a likeness of 

me shall be immediately attended to. I have a portrait just 

sent to me taken by a Danish artist, to whom, as a stranger in a 

foreign land, I thought it right to give a little employment. 

• • . . I will send it to you, and if you do not like it, I 

will change it when I have a better. It is full size, half length, 

but not in costume. A full length has been taken by another 

artist, with all my trappings on, but this is not mine. It has 

been done by public subscription, and is intended for the Town 

Hall of our principal city, Kingston.”—[February 22, 1841.] 

“ I rejoice to think that you are thinking of the scheme that 

has occurred to me, and that it seems to present more and more 

the prospect of reality* I have no fancy for any particular 

county; and should prefer of all things an exchange to a living 

* The letter from which this pas- addressed to his sister—Mrs. Snrythe; 
sage is taken, and the following, are the preceding ones to Mrs. Monson. 
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in the country where your husband could perform his duties to 

his satisfaction, and where I could, in some degree, perform mine 

by assisting his poor parishioners. The most essential points in 

addition to these are, that it should be healthy and retired, and 

if pretty and romantic so much the better.Neither 

are you suited to the turmoil of society, nor have I any incli¬ 

nation for it; I do not mean that we should cease to hold inter¬ 

course with friends. We could go forth to have meetings 

with them either together or separately; and without keeping a 

Red Lion, we might have a spare room or two for such as might 

occasionally come to see us. My mind is continually dwelling 

on this subject, and forming arrangements of detail subservient 

to the general plan. We might sometimes go to the sea-side 

for Emy’s benefit—sometimes take a little tour, and so forth; 

but my own inclination would generally be for a stationary, 

retired, and almost secluded life. Nothing is so intolerable to 

me as general society; and it has been a great comfort in my 

Government of Jamaica, that although I am frequently obliged 

to perform those duties towards society which are proper in my 

station, I can nevertheless, from the difficulty of access to my 

mountain residence, enjoy a considerable portion of retirement.” 

—\Augmt 27, 1841.] 

u My thoughts dwell unceasingly on a quiet retreat with 

you in some sequestered nook, secluded from the world, its 

heartlessness and vanity. If you see such a place, recollect that 

it cannot be too retired, too small, or too humble and modest 

for me.My only views of future happiness and com- 

for tin this world consist in this vision of retirement with you, 

variegated by occasional visits, either jointly or separately, or 

rather trips, for the purpose of meeting with other friends. 

Such is the plan my heart is bent on, unless it be ordained for 

me that I must undertake public duties, and even in that case 

I shall hope that the vision may be realised during the greater 

part of the year.”—[Sept. 17, 1841.] 
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“ I have given notice to the new Ministers that I may soon 

send in my resignation, in order that they may he prepared for 

it, and look about for my successor. I have done this in a 

manner which will preclude the idea that the change of Minis¬ 

try is the cause of my retirement, there being no reason for 

putting it on any ground but the true one, which is, that 

having done what I came to do, by which I mean the recon¬ 

ciliation of the colony with the mother country, I see no 

necessity for staying any longer* With respect to the locality 

for our retirement, it will be as well, I think, to select it without 

any reference to the possibility of my going into Parliament, 

regarding the latter as an uncertain chance for which I must 

provide distinctly if it should occur. A Parliamentary position 

would, during the sittings, lead to a mode of life inconsistent 

with the retirement that I desire, and troublesome and fatiauino- 
. o O 

to you, if we were at these times together. It will, therefore, 

perhaps be best to fix on a locality where we could enjoy per¬ 

fect retirement together, either the whole year round, or when 

I might not be absent on Parliamentary duty.I hope 

to be in England in May or June. I must present myself in 

London at first, and be presented at Court; but a few days will, 

I conclude, suffice for all that may be necessary in the metro¬ 

polis, including the seeing of my friends, and I shall then be 

ready to go to you wherever you may be, and to arrange our 

future plans for that retirement which is requisite for the 

perfect quiet which suits us both.”—[Nov. 1, 1841.] 

u North Devon has, I think, always been a favorite part of 

the country with you, and if there be anything like a retreat 

there, it would suit me as well as any other. Retirement in a 

* In a letter written to his cousin, nisters had remained in power. I 
Lord Monson, about this time, Met- consider my work here as aecom- 
calfe repeated that his resignation had plished, and myself consequently at 
nothing to do with the change of Mi- liberty to return to the privacy better 
nisters. “ "Whatever effect,” he wrote, suited to my natural inclination than 
“ that might have produced, it so hap- the restraints of a Government, ex¬ 
pens that I should equally have re- cept when a public duty of adequate 
signed at this period if the late Mi- importance is to be performed.” 
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healthy spot, with as much of the beauties of nature as can be 

procured, is a description which embraces all my wants: as you 

would add affectionate society, and I can produce the sine qua 
non of a library. 

La que faut-il pour le bonteur? 
La Paix, la douce Paix du coeur, 
Le desir vrai qu’on nous oublie 
Le travail, qui sait eloigner, 
Tous les pleaux de notre vie, 
Assez de bien pour en donner, 
Et pas assez pour faire envie. 

“ I have not seen these lines since I read them in the works 

of Florian, some thirty-two years ago, when I was at Madras; 

but they made such an impression on me, for my taste was 

always the same, that I have never forgotten them.I 

do not, however, assent to the sentiment in the last line. One 

cannot have too much, provided that it be well spent and not 

wasted on the frivolous luxuries which are almost a disgrace to 

our country; and I should care little for the envy that the 

means of doing good to others might create. If all one’s in¬ 

come were to be spent in housekeeping and establishment, 

which would have been my lot at Fern Hill, it would have been 

of no consequence whether it were great or small (for one would 

be equally poor, having nothing to give away in either case), 

except that there would be more happiness in a small establish¬ 

ment than a large one, and therefore the smaller income would 

be the better.”—[iVov. 29, 1841.] 

“I question whether the neighbourhood of friends is de¬ 

sirable for the purpose of retirement, unless they be friends of 

equally retired habits with ourselves.If placed within 

reach of society, although I shall be disinclined for it, to what 

degree I may be driven into it will depend more on others than 

myself, and I shall probably, as has been the case with me all 

my life, sacrifice my own taste to some sense of social duty ac¬ 

cording to which, although from my infancy inclined to be a 

recluse, I have seen society, wherever I have been stationed in 
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the East or the West, more universally than most people simi¬ 

larly situated. If, therefore, I were selecting a residence for 

myself, it would be where I could enjoy the most absolute 
solitude. —[.December 19, 1841.] 

At this time Sir Charles Metcalfe had too much 

public business always pressing upon him to indulge 

in general pm ate correspondence; but he thought 

much of his old Indian friends, and with character¬ 
istic liberality sent many of them what he called 

C£ West-Indian Nuzzurs”—presents of the preserved 

produce of the island, always so welcome at home. 

A large number of letters received by him at this 

time commenced with an expression of thanks for 
some such luxurious gift. 

His hospitality during his residence in Jamaica 
v as profuse; but he had become more than ever 

disposed to prefer the society of the few to the so¬ 

ciety of the many. He gave without stint the 

dinner-parties and balls which he always believed 
Lliat it was the duty of men in high station to give ; 

but it was in his own private circle that he really 

enjoyed happiness. The constant presence of his 
friend Higginson and his family, to every member 

of which he was warmly attached, was a perennial 

consolation to him. He had the happy faculty of 

shaking off business entirely when once he had com¬ 

pleted the work of the day; and in the domestic 

circle was only the pleasant companion and the affec¬ 

tionate friend. He had little time for reading, but 

his love of literature never deserted him. He had 

always been a reader of the periodical literature of 

the day, and now from the Quarterly and Edinburgh 
VOL. II. 2 F 
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Reviews, and two or three of the London papers, of 

which the Examiner was his chief favorite, he de¬ 

rived much of the information which it was not per¬ 

mitted to him to acquire from books. With the 

progress of legislation in the mother country he had 

always conceived it a duty to he acquainted. In 

India he had been a steady reader of Hansard’s 

Debates; but this knowledge of the proceedings of 

Parliament he now derived from the reports in the 

daily papers. 

As a Governor, he was peculiarly accessible. Even 

when time was of the greatest importance to him, 

he never denied an interview to one who sought it, 

unless the petitioner were a woman. Applicants 

of the gentler sex he always referred to his Staff; 

or he desired them to state their wishes in writing. 

He was wont to say, that if he could not accede to 

the requests that were made to him, he could at 

least grant a poor man another interview if he were 

eager for it. To all charitable applications he at¬ 

tended with the same kindly generosity which had 

distinguished his givings in the East, He gave, too, 

in the most catholic spirit, to all classes and all de¬ 

nominations. He freely subscribed to every island 

institution which was calculated directly or indi¬ 

rectly to benefit any description of his fellow-men. 

And the money which he spent in Jamaica consider¬ 

ably exceeded the emoluments of his office. 

The great success of his administration contri¬ 

buted largely to his happiness; but he often in¬ 

dulged pleasing anticipations of a return to Eng¬ 

land, and an unbroken residence there. In answer 

to a reference made to him by a distinguished mem- 
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ber of the Court of Directors, as to whether lie 

would undertake the Governorship of Bombay, he 
wiote, that he could accept no minor Government, 

and that he had no desire to return to India. His 

thoughts still turned towards a seat in Parliament. 

I had no personal object in coming here,” he 

wrote to an old friend, then a member of the House, 

“ ancl kave none for remaining; and shall be glad 
to find myself at liberty to end my days in England, 

either in the comfort of retirement, or in the faith- 

inl discharge of public duty in an independent seat 

m Parliament, where the only drawback would be 
that I should find myself opposed to several of my 

best friends, who, yourself for instance, and C_ 

and B-, are arrant Tories. God bless you all, 
nevertheless!” 

His general health was very good at this time; but 

he suffered much from a painful local disease, which 
subsequently ate into his life. This was an ulcerous 

affection of the face, the first slight symptoms of 

which had made their appearance some years before 
in India, but had excited no kind of apprehension. 

• . . . I feel great difficulty in dealing with this 
part of my subject. It is not the duty of a biogra¬ 

pher to treat of physical infirmity with the minute¬ 

ness of professional science; if is not his duty to 

gratify any morbid craving after the revelations of 

the sick-room. But as from this point of the narra¬ 
tive it is only by carrying with him an abiding sense 

of the corporal sufferings which Charles Metcalfe 

endured that the reader can rightly appreciate the 

greatness of his character and the heroism of his 

2 f 2 
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conduct, I am compelled either to speak more plainly 

of certain things than some may consider consistent 

with delicacy or good taste, or to do hut imperfect 

justice to the brave-hearted man whose life I am per¬ 

mitted to illustrate. If, therefore, I say too much or 

too little on this painful subject, I claim the indul¬ 

gence of the public for an error, at least not lightly 

committed. 
A red spot upon the cheek—a drop of blood, to 

which a friend called his attention one day in Cal¬ 

cutta, was the first visible sign of the slowly-de¬ 

veloped mischief. Prom that time there were mor¬ 

bid appearances of the skin ; out their growth was 

so gradual and imperceptible, and so devoid of any 

uneasiness, that the progress went on for years with¬ 

out his thinking it worthy of notice to any medical 

gentleman, and without the ailment attracting the 

notice of the medical adviser whom during that 

interval he frequently saw.”* Towards the end of 

1837, however, when Sir Charles Metcalfe was Go¬ 

vernor of the North-Western Provinces of India, the 

affection had so far increased that he thought it neces¬ 

sary to consult the medical officer attached to his per¬ 

sonal staff. The treatment to which he was subjected 

did not remove the disorder; and indeed there was 

little time for its development; for before the year 

had expired Metcalfe was on his way to Calcutta, 

and in Pebruary he embarked for England. At the 

* In 1843, Sir Charles Metcalfe drew men who attended him, whatever in- 
up a minute statement of his case, formation on the subject of his roa- 
from which these words are taken, lady may appear in these pages is 
and from wThich, together with the re- derived, 
port of the principal medical gentle- 
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Presidency lie appeared in excellent health; he said 

nothing about his ailment; and an experienced 

medical officer and valued friend who saw him every 

day observed no peculiar appearances of the cheek, 

and had no suspicion of any disease. 

On the voyage to England no treatment was at¬ 

tempted ; but soon after his arrival, the symptoms 

were sufficiently troublesome to induce Metcalfe to 

seek the advice of Sir Benjamin Brodie, who pre¬ 

scribed for him without effect. When he took up 

his residence at Eern Hill, he placed himself under 

the charge of a country practitioner, who also pre¬ 

scribed some local applications, but with no better 

result. At this time the malady had become a de¬ 

cided ulcerous affection of the cheek; but it was then 

a painless disorder, and excited so little apprehension 

in Metcalfe’s mind, that after his appointment to 

the Government of Jamaica, though he spent some 

time in London, he did not think of again presenting 

himself to Sir Benjamin Brodie—an omission very 

much to be deplored.* 

On the voyage to Jamaica, the application of a 

zinc ointment, recommended by a young medical 

man on board, produced decided local benefit; but 

the irritation which it occasioned was great, and the 

treatment was discontinued. And now, under the 

influence of the tropical climate, aggravated by the 

numberless flies which are among the chief pests of 

* “ I have always regarded this cir- thing to arouse suspicion on the part 
cumstance as a great misfortune; for of so acute and experienced an observer 
had he again, after thirteen months, —something to suggest caution under 
presented himself to Sir Benjamin the influence of a tropical climate.”— 
Brodie, trifling as the appearance then [.MS'. Memorandum by Mr. J. If. Mar- 
was, it might have had in it some- tin.'] 
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the island, the malignancy of the disorder was con¬ 
tinually increasing. No kind of treatment seemed 
in the least to arrest it. It went on from had to 
worse; hut still Metcalfe never complained. He 
never in any of his letters, even to the nearest 
and dearest of his friends, spoke of this distressing 
affection. His general account of his health was, that 
it was very good. Whatever he may nave suffered 
at this time, his sufferings did not in any way in¬ 
terfere with the discharge of his public duties. The 
medical practitioners under whom he placed himself 
saturated his whole system with internal doses of 
arsenic until his fingers swelled, and he began to 
think that the remedy was worse than the disease. 
Then they applied the same strong poison externally; 
and with all the beautiful patience and heroic firm¬ 
ness which at a later stage were still more signally 
developed, he bore the acute pain which this remedy 
inflicted. But the malady did not yield to the ap¬ 
plication. At this and at subsequent periods every 
conceivable remedy that quackery could suggest was 
urged upon him from one quarter or another. To a 
Jamaica practitioner, who declared that he had 
effected some wonderful cures of cancers of long 
standing, he directed a courteous reply to be sent, 
saying that he was already under treatment, anci 
that although his disease was obstinate, it was not 

supposed to be cancer. 
Whether this distressing malady had any influence 

in inducing Sir Charles Metcalfe to resign the Go¬ 
vernment of Jamaica, I do not know. But it is 
certain that it caused him to look forward with 
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pleasurable expectancy to tlie ease and retirement of 

private life; and, perhaps, with hopeful assurance 

to the means of obtaining in the mother country all 

the best professional aid that surgery and medicine 

could afford to arrest the progress of his disease and 

to assuage his anguish. 

As the time for his departure drew near, it became 

manifest how much he was beloved and respected 

by all classes of Jamaica society. He had asked to 

be relieved from his Government in the spring, in 

order that he might arrive in England at a season 

of the year favorable to the constitution of one who 

had spent all his life in a tropical climate; and now 

that the period had arrived which was to witness 

his embarkation for his native country, there were 

few who did not grieve for the loss which they were 

about to sustain as for the loss of a beloved friend. 

Addresses, expressive of regret, gratitude, and at¬ 

tachment, signed by people of all classes and all 

denominations, came in from every part of the island. 

The universal voice of the colony seemed to be lifted 

up in a chorus of benediction. I need not treat in 

detail of all these several addresses. The language 

of all was substantially the same, varied only by 

local and accidental circumstances : 

“We cannot review your Excellency’s brief administration 

of the affairs of this important colony,”—such was the language 

of these addresses,—“ or contrast its present with its late con¬ 

dition, without being impressed with the advantages which 

have resulted from your Excellency’s exertions, and convinced 

of our inability to make any adequate expression of them. Our 

thanks are all we have to offer. If, however, gratitude can 
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stamp these with value in your Excellency’s estimation—and 

that value is to be estimated by the strength of our gratitude, 

then are they the richest and most costly gifts which we can 

make to your Excellency in return for the benefits conferred 

upon them in common with the inhabitants of the island at 

large. Nor will this feeling be abated by distance either of 

time or of space ; and whether in the privacy of domestic life, 

or amid the tumult of business, your Excellency will have our 

continued prayers for your renovated and continued health, 

and the enjoyment of every blessing which can render your 

Excellency happy in time, and secure for you a glorious 

eternity.”* 

To this Sir Charles Metcalfe replied, after a warm 

expression of his thanks : 

“ If I had supposed that your position or prospects W’ould in 

any lespect have been improved by my continued residence 

among you, I should have regarded it as a positive duty to re¬ 

main as long as it might have been in my power, and should 

have cheerfully devoted myself to so delightful a task. But it 

is my belief that your prosperity mainly depends upon circum¬ 

stances which, I hope, may be favorable, and which can hardly 

De influenced by the executive head of the Government. As 

far as they may be under the influence of that authority, I see 

every reason to congratulate you on the selection that has been 

made for your future Governor. A nobleman has been ap¬ 

pointed of high rank, acknowledged talents, and excellent 

reputation both in public and private life,| who will be a suit¬ 

able representative of her gracious Majesty in the colony, and 

will doubtless apply his abilities, judgment, and public spirit to 

the welfare and happiness of every class of the community over 

whom it is his hdporable and happy destiny to preside; and from 

* Address of the parish yf St. Andrew’s. f Lord Elgin. 
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whom he will, I am sure, receive as I have, general support and 

co-operation. A short period, gentlemen, will separate me from 

you, and place a wide space between us. Some of you I hope 

to meet again in England—where I must ever feel as a brother 

towards every inhabitant of Jamaica, and where, among recol¬ 

lections of this land which will cheer the remainder of my 

days, I shall never forget the kindness of its warm-hearted 

inhabitants.” 

Such was the spirit in which these parting testi¬ 

monials of kindness and good-will were reciprocated. 

Of the parochial addresses generally, the above may 

be accepted as a sufficient illustration. It would 

require, as I have said, a separate volume to enable 

me to give all the addresses presented to Sir Charles 

Metcalfe during different epochs of his career; but 

there is one, presented to him at this time, which 

appears to me to exhibit so thorough an apprecia¬ 

tion of some of the most beautiful features of his 

character, as well as of the true sources of his great 

success in the West-Indian isle, that I cannot deny 

myself the pleasure of recording it. It is the 

“ ADDRESS OF THE BISHOP AND CLERGY OF JAMAICA. 

u May it please your Excellency,—We the Bishop, Arch¬ 

deacon, Rectors, and others of the Clergy of Jamaica, cannot 

permit your Excellency to leave our shores without offering 

the testimony of our heart-felt respect and gratitude. 

u Those distinguished talents, disciplined and matured in 

public affairs, which your Excellency brought to the Govern¬ 

ment of this island, with wisdom and integrity, which have 

marked every successive step of your administration, and that 

discriminating and unbiassed judgment which has enabled you 
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to discern clearly tlie real condition of our people, have been 

witnessed by us with admiration in their benign exercise; 

while in the happy results which have crowned your labors, 

we are left a memorable proof that in civil government as in 

ordinary life the profoundest policy is that which is guided by 

undeviating candor, sincerity, and rectitude, by the simplicity 

of that ‘ Wisdom which is from above.’ 
“ But in tracing to its source the distinguished success 

which has attended your Excellency’s administration, we are 

particularly led to regard it in a still higher view, as animated 

by that Christian benevolence which has not been more con¬ 

spicuous in your munificent support of all our religious and 

charitable institutions, and of every undertaking calculated to 

promote public prosperity and happiness, than in your un¬ 

affected humility, kindness, and condescension in private life. 

“ It is, we verily believe, to the expansive and cheering 

influence of this principle, dominant in your government of 

our island, and in all your transactions and intercourse with its 

inhabitants of every rank, diffused far and wide, and from heart 

to heart, by the mysterious power of sympathy and example, 

that, under Divine Providence, so much of our present peace 

and happiness is to be ascribed. Your Excellency is about to 

retire for the second time from the arduous labors and duties, 

from the cares and distractions of a life long devoted to the 

service of your country in distant climes, to the repose and 

endearments of your native land. 

“ May Almighty God of His mercy grant you health and 

length of days to enjoy the rewards reserved for you there in the 

favor of your Sovereign and the affection of a grateful people; 

may the gift of the Holy Spirit shed a cloudless serenity over 

your declining years; and may your latter end be peace, 

through Jesus Christ our Lord.” 

This address touched Metcalfe to the heart. There 

was deep feeling in his reply ; 
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u TO THE RIGHT REVEREND THE LORD BISHOP, THE VENE¬ 

RABLE THE ARCHDEACON, AND THE REVEREND THE 

RECTORS, AND OTHERS OP THE CLERGY OP JAMAICA. 

“ My Lord and Reverend Gentlemen,—I know not how 

I can attempt to describe my sense of the honor that you have 

generously expressed. I shall ever remember it with pride; but 

I am utterly at a loss for words to make a suitable acknow¬ 

ledgment. 

“Your own duties exceed immensely in value those of all 

others of your fellow-creatures; it would be presumptuous in me 

to say more than that they are worthily performed. 

“ Your sacred calling places in your hands not only the care 

of your flocks generally, but especially the introduction into the 

bosom of the Church, and the moral and religious instruction of 

the lately benighted children of Africa, who compose, perhaps, 

nine-tenths of the inhabitants of this island. No one can be 

insensible of the importance of this charge, which, while other 

things relate solely to their temporal interest in this transitory 

world, not only tends to the most effectual accomplishment of 

that object, but guides them to the throne of Mercy and the 

salvation of their immortal souls in the immeasurable range of 

eternity. May the Almighty bless your righteous labors, and 

cause them to be more and more instrumental, as they already 

have been, in the spread of education, the promotion of virtue, 

and the advancement of true religion. 

“ Allow me to congratulate you on the event of this day, 

towards which all assisted, in laying the foundation of an addi¬ 

tional chapel for Christian worship in this town. I trust that 

it will become a structure devoted to the glory of God, and 

productive of the extension of Christ’s Hoty Church. 

“ I cannot refrain from offering my thanks to you for the 

support which you have given in the administration of the Go¬ 

vernment of this island, by your charitable and Christian endea¬ 

vors to promote harmony and brotherly love among all classes. 

“ The reward to which you look is not of this world, nor in 
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the praise of men, but from above; and the God of peace, 

whose Holy Spirit leads you, will remember all who do His 

will. I entreat you to accept the assurance of my deep respect 

and reverence, my humble but cordial wishes for your personal 

welfare, and my heart-felt gratitude for the kindness that you 

have manifested.” 

Nor was the interchange of courtesies at this time 

confined to the presentation and the reception of 

public addresses. He desired to mark his sense of 

the good feeling with which the principal func¬ 

tionaries of the island had transacted official business 

with him, by presenting them each with some token 

of his esteem. The newspapers of Jamaica recorded 

that he had given “his Excellency’s splendid car¬ 

riage” to the President of the Council; “a pair of 

beautiful carriage-horses” to the Speaker of the 

House of Assembly; “ a favorite black saddle-horse” 

to the Island Secretary; with “liberal donations of 

money” to the clerks in the Government and Private 

Secretary’s Office, to his household servants, and 

others. It was recorded, too, that he had made a 

large contribution of his “personal effects to the 

public, to form part of the establishment at the 

King’s House;” and the narrative of his generosity 

seemed to reach its climax when the cotemporary 

annalist added to the list of these beneficences that 

Sir Charles Metcalfe had “ directed 8000k to be 

placed to the credit of the island, this being the 

amount of the third part of the escheated property 

due to him.”* 

* Jamaica Despatch, 24th of May, island journalist—but would not the 
1842. I have adopted the words of the sense be better conveyed by a little 
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On the 21st of May, 1842, Sir Charles Metcalfe 

once again embarked for England. The scene will 

never be forgotten by those who witnessed it. Erom 

even the most distant places crowds of people of all 

classes had come to see for the last time, and to say 

God-speed to, the Governor whose public and private 

virtues they so loved and revered. The old island 

militia-men, who had not been called out for years, 

volunteered to form his escort. The “ colored popu¬ 

lation knelt to bless him.”* Many present on that 

occasion, at once so gratifying and so painful to the 

departing statesman, felt that they had lost a friend 

who could never be replaced. All classes of society 

and all sects of Christians sorrowed for his departure; 

and the Jews set an example of Christian love by 

praying for him in their synagogues. 

He went—but the statue voted by the island, and 

erected in the public square of Spanish Town, is not 

a more enduring record of his residence in Jamaica 

than the monument which he has made for himself 

in the hearts of a grateful people, f 

transposition? Were not the 8000/. well Addresses, and the address pre- 
“ the amount due to him of the third sented in Canada on the resignation 
part of the escheated property?” of the Executive Council, have been 

* Colonial Gazette. published, each in a volume —the 
f I have said in this chapter and one at Kingston, the other at Toronto, 

elsewhere, that it would require a These collections, though only a por- 
separate volume to enable me to give tion of the entire body of addresses 
all the addresses presented to Sir now before me, would occupy more 
Charles Metcalfe. The Jamaica Eare- than 400 of these pages. 
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CHAPTER XIII. 

[1842—1843.] 

DEER PARK TO KINGSTON. 

Metcalfe’s Arrival in England—Progress of his Disorder—Painful Remedies— 
His Endurance—Residence at Norwood—Removal to Deer Park—Offer of 
the Government of Canada—Farewell Honours—The Voyage to Boston— 
Journey to Kingston.. 

If the prayers of the people which followed Charles 

Metcalfe to England could have availed to protect 

him against sickness and sorrow, he would have 

arrived there in the enjoyment of all that man can 

desire. But it pleased God to visit him severely. 

He arrived in great bodily anguish. His malady 

had increased during the voyage. 

He reached England on the 2nd of July, 1842, 

and proceeded to Mivart’s Hotel. Almost imme¬ 

diately after his arrival there he despatched to his 

old Indian medical attendant, Mr. J. R. Martin, 

who had established himself as a practitioner in 

London, a note, saying, “ Besides the desire to see 

you well, happy, and successful, as I trust you are, 

I am anxious to have your aid professionally, on 

account of an ulcer in my face, the character of 
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which seems uncertain, and which does not yield to 

any treatment as yet bestowed upon it.” 

The result of this note was a consultation between 

Sir Benjamin Brodie and Mr. Martin. The advice 

of another eminent surgeon, Mr. Keate, was also 

sought; and Dr. Chambers, as a physician, was 

added to the council. The question to be decided, 

in the first instance, was, whether Sir Charles 

Metcalfe’s malady were to be treated medically or 

surgically. The decision was in favor of the latter 

course; and the case was then left in the hands of 

Sir Benjamin Brodie and Mr. Martin. 

Then another question, and a painful one, arose— 

whether the malignant disorder should be extirpated 

by the knife or burnt out by a strong caustic. The 

latter, by far the more painful operation of the two, 

was determined upon. The proposed mode of treat¬ 

ment was communicated to Sir Charles Metcalfe ; 

and it was added, that the caustic might, perhaps, 

“ destroy the cheek through-and-through.” To all 

of this he only remarked, in reply, <£ Whatever you 

determine shall be done at once.” 

On the same afternoon the caustic was applied. 

During several hours the agony which the patient 

endured was intense; and for three days afterwards 

the pain continued, slight only in proportion to the 

tortures of the first application. But although there 

was such a disturbance of the system as to excite 

some apprehensions for his safety, not a word of 

complaint escaped from him. He betrayed, indeed, 

none of the ordinary indications of extreme suffer¬ 

ing—unless unusual silence is to be regarded as one. 
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Opiates had no effect upon him; they seemed only 

to increase his watchfulness. Nor did he seem to 

desire a resort to them. He looked his trial man¬ 

fully in the face; and knew that he had strength to 

meet it. 
The immediate success of the operation was 

greater even than the medical practitioners had 

ventured to hope. The restorative effects of quiet, 

and country air were, however, deemed essential to 

Pis recovery; and yet it was not expedient to re¬ 

move him beyond the reach of the experienced 

surgeons who were watching his case. So accom¬ 

modation was secured for him in the Beulah-Spa 

Hotel, at Norwood; and there he remained for 

several weeks. X am not now m m.ucn pain, he 

wrote on the 24th of July, “ hut have some distress¬ 

ing effects from the applications; and may he an 

invalid for some time to come. Whether I shall he 

cured or not remains to he seen.” 

On the 5th of August he wrote to another corre¬ 

spondent, “ I saw the doctors again yesterday. They 

consider my amendment as more than they expected. 

They are, however, evidently not certain of a final 

cure; and speak of the necessity of watching appear¬ 

ances.On the whole, the diseased part 

looks better than it has done for many years—hut I 

must not holloa till I am out of the wood.” On 

the 17th, writing again to the same beloved corre¬ 

spondent,* he said, “ I hope in a few days that I 

shall he discharged from hospital; and able to do 

what I like with myself. I do not think that the 

* Captain J. M. Higginson. 
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malady is perfectly extracted, but if I once get out of 

the doctors’ hands cured to their satisfaction, I shall 

not have much anxiety regarding the future.” 

When undisturbed by visitors at the Norwood 

hotel, Metcalfe thought much of the future, and 

was continually balancing the advantages of an 

active life in Parliament or one of absolute retire¬ 

ment. Sometimes, perhaps, a painful doubt would 

obtrude as to whether his malady might not inca¬ 

pacitate him for public business; but such mis¬ 

givings as these were never of long continuance. 

To Mr. Tucker he wrote on the 24tli of July :* 

‘£ I do not think of any public service for myself, excepting 

Parliament; and the prospect of that is extremely uncertain, 

for there are obstacles, in the possibility of my being an invalid 

for life, either from an incurable complaint, or from the effects 

of surgical remedies; and if I recover, in the want of local 

influence and my own dislike to the usual means of obtaining a 

seat—such as bribery and corruption, canvassing, and so forth. 

I do not perceive why you should speak in disparagement of 

your own honorable and useful career, during which you have 

done much good, and must have prevented much evil. You 

were one of the few who condemned our mad policy in 

Afghanistan, when the world admired and applauded ; and 

although you could not prevent it, your opposition to it will 

ever redound to your honor.” 

On the whole, he persuaded himself at this time 

* In other private letters he touches see no reason to expect one. There is 
upon the same subject. To Captain nothing, therefore, in the prospect 
Higginson he wrote in August: “You that will interfere with the perfect 
ask about Parliament. My desire for enjoyment of retirement.” In another 
it is lessening. It is so manifest that letter he writes with still less eager- 
I could not be of much, if of any, use ness, saying, “ I almost dread rather 
there. I cannot, however, yet say than desire an opportunity of coming 
that I should decline any favorable into Parliament.” 
opportunity of entering it, though I 

VOL. II. 2 Gr 
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that what he most required was a life of retirement 

and leisure. A country-house had been taken xor 

him in the neighbourhood of Honk on, in Devon¬ 

shire, and he was eager to escape to it A He left 

Norwood in the course of September; and after 

paying a few visits, joined his sister, Mrs. Smythe, 

at Clifton. In the beginning of October they went 

together to Deer Park, which was the name of the 

residence at Honiton; and thence Metcalfe wrote, 

in the following month, that he was “ very happy 

in the affectionate society of his sister.” But he 

added, that he was going to town for a few days— 

“partly to meet my friend Arthur Cole befoie he 

quits England for the Mediterranean; partly to 

visit the Brownriggs at Eern Hill, which they 

have taken from my tenant Sir Eelix Booth; and 

partly to consult the doctors regarding my face, 

which has never been quite well, and latterly has 

been getting worse.” 
The intentions here expressed were carried out. 

At the end of November he went to London; saw 

his friends; and consulted his medical advisers. 

“They applied a caustic,” he wrote to his cousin, 

LordMonson, “ composed of nitric acid and arsenic, 

the effect of which, after a fortnight’s trial of the 

result, they pronounced to be sufficient and satis¬ 

factory, and gave me my congee to return. So I 

returned ; but there the malady is. They, hovvcvci, 

* This residence had been hired for calfe engaged to keep up the esta- 
a year during the absence of the pro- blishment, &c. 
prietor on the Continent; and Met- 
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triumph in a supposed cure ; and I ought to have 

more faith in their decisions.” 

Whilst paying the promised visit to Fern Hill, 

he received a royal command to dine at Windsor 

Castle. He had been speculating some time before 

on the probable cause of the apparent want of cor¬ 

diality shown to him by her Majesty’s Ministers. 

That, in Jamaica, he had rendered great services to 

the Crown all men were eager to declare. But he 

had returned to England, and the responsible ad¬ 

visers of the Crown had taken no sort of notice of 

him. He was inclined to attribute this to the cir¬ 

cumstance of a common impression among the 

Toiies, that the change of Ministry had induced 

him to retire from his Government. But it is pro- 

Gable that the knowledge of the painful disorder 

which was afflicting him, and the necessity of tem¬ 

porary retirement, suggested the expediency of with¬ 

holding for a time the demonstrations for which he 

vs as entitled to look. Whatever may have been the 

cause, Metcalfe telt at this time that he had been 

neglected; and, therefore, the royal command was 

all the more welcome to him. 

On this occasion he met, for the first time, Sir 

Robert Peel, who was then at the head of the Govern¬ 

ment.* He had little sympathy at this time with the 

. * The circumstances of their meet- livery, had passed in and out of the 
mg were not very propitious. Having saloon whilst he had been sitting there 
gone early, Metcalfe was left for some he did not know whether the new 
t.1™e m . the drawing-room alone, comer was one of these or a guest. 
Alter waiting for about half an hour, In his uncertainty he rose to meet 
a gentleman entered the room—but him. “ The stranger advanced ” said 
as several digmfied-lookingpersonages, Metcalfe, who soon afterwards told 
who were in reality servants out of the story in a family letter, “ in rather 

2 G 2 
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great Conservative statesman, and could not bring 

himself to believe that any liberal measures were to 

be expected from him. “The abominable Corn- 

laws,” he wrote to Lord Monson, “are, I hope, 

doomed; but I shall be agreeably surprised if 

they receive their death-blow from Sir Robert 

Peel.”* Neither could he bring himself to believe, 

at this time, that there was any prospect of a Con¬ 

servative Government delighting to honor, either by 

the offer of public employment or recommendation 

to the Crown for honorary distinction, a statesman 

known to be saturated through and through v ith 

Liberal opinions. But he was greatly in error. He 

had scarcely reconciled himself to the apparent 

an awkward, or, perhaps, I onglit to 
say, in a shy and unassuming manner, 
and I also advanced equally awkward 
I have no doubt. I had never seen 
the gentleman before. He said, ‘Sir 
Charles Metcalfe, I presume?’—to 
which I bowed, and intimated assent. 
He added, with a little hesitation, see¬ 
ing that I did not know him, ‘ Sir 
Robert Peel.’ I made another bow. 
We talked together for a few minutes, 
when the Queen and Prince Albert 
entered, and Sir Robert Peel and I did 
not find ourselves together again for 
the rest of the evening.Al¬ 
though he said something complimen¬ 
tary to me on my government of 
Jamaica, there was much reserve and 
want of freedom in his conversation” 
—an observation which it is not im¬ 
probable Peel would have reciprocated, 
for Metcalfe himself was shy and re¬ 
served in the presence of strangers. 
“It was odd,” wrote Metcalfe, “that 
I had not seen him before.”—A few 
years afterwards it would have been 
hardly possible for a man, though he 
had spent all his days in India, to 
meet Sir Robert Peel for the first time 

without knowing him, even in the 
streets. But, in 1842,thepicture-papers, 
which have since made the externals 
of every public man in the country as 
familiar to the Indian exile as to his 
brethren at home, were then only in 
their infancy. 

* In another letter written soon 
afterwards to the same correspondent, 
he thus expressed, with much sagacity, 
his anticipations of the probable ef¬ 
fects of the repeal of the Corn-laws:— 
“When I spoke of the abominable 
Corn-laws, I must have forgotten that 
I was addressing myself to a land¬ 
holder, whose income is derived from 
rent. You bear the expectation of 
loss most nobly, and I trust that you 
will be rewarded by no loss. I do not 
think that the landlords will be even¬ 
tually sufferers, whatever alarm may 
at first prevail. The probable effect 
of the abolition of the Corn-laws is, I 
believe, exaggerated on both sides of 
the question. I do not expect that it 
will either ruin the landlords or pre¬ 
vent destitution in an overpeopled 
country. But it is a righteous mea¬ 
sure, and ought to he adopted.” 
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neglect—scarcely made up his mind to enjoy, as he 

knew he should enjoy, the quiet of the country and 

the companionship of beloved friends, when he dis¬ 

covered that the Tory Ministers had not overlooked 

his services—had not forgotten the man who had 

saved Jamaica, and might yet rescue another colony 

from impending destruction. 

He was very happy at Deer Park. He often said, 

indeed, that the days which he spent there with his 

sister were the happiest of his life. He was full of 

plans for the future. At one tune he had deter¬ 

mined on taking a lease of a country-seat in 

Devonshire; but it was found that the climate 

of that county was prejudicial to his companion’s 

health ; and then his thoughts turned towards the 

neighbourhood of Clifton. His old dreams of am¬ 

bition he had well-nigh dreamt out; he had found 

peace and happiness in retirement. 

But the new year, 1843, had hardly dawned, 

before rumors began to float about the metropolis 

to the effect that Sir Charles Metcalfe was to be 

appointed Governor-General of Canada. These re¬ 

ports were speedily communicated to him in differ¬ 

ent ways. It often happens that in these cases the 

first informants are hungry candidates for place 

and patronage, whose wants are communicated with 

the speed of an electric telegraph, before the states¬ 

man himself has any knowledge of the honors that 

are in store for him. Applications for some little 

place under your Excellency’s Government are 

commonly, indeed, the shadows cast before the 

coming event; and so it was in this month of 
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January, when reports were rife in London that 

Sir Charles Metcalfe was going out to Canada.1" 

But there were other letters than these—letters of 

affectionate solicitude or friendly warning. Among 

the latter was one from Mr. It. L. Mangles,! who, 

as an officer of the Secretariat, had served under 

Metcalfe in India, and who, in common with all his 

brethren of the Indian Civil Service, was deeply 

interested in his success. The report had been 

mentioned at a dinner party, at which Mr. Gibbon 

Wakefield was present, and that gentleman, who 

was as well versed in Colonial politics as any man in 

the country, had asked Mr. Mangles, who was 

another of the party, if he were a friend of 

Sir Charles Metcalfe, to inform him “ that neither 

he nor any other statesman would act wisely in 

accepting the Governor-Generalship of Canada 

without making certain stipulations with, and re¬ 

ceiving certain powers to act from, the Home Mi¬ 

nistry.” ' And the purport of this communication 

Mr. Mangles wrote, on the 12th of January, to 

Deer Park. To this friendly note Sir Charles 

Metcalfe sent back, by return of post, the following 

reply : 

SIR CHARLES METCALFE TO MR. R. D. MANGLES. 

“ Deer Park, IToniton, January 13, 1843. 

“ My dear Mangles,—I thank you cordially for your 

friendly caution, and regard it as an act of the greatest kind- 

* “ This business,” he wrote, “ com- by contradicting the report and de- 
menced in consequence of rumor, daring it to be utterly unfounded.” 
before I myself dreamed of going to f Member for Guildford, and Direc- 
Canada, and I was for several days tor of the East India Company, 
employed in answering applications 
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ness; but I have no more idea of going to Canada than of 

flying in the air. Not a word has ever passed between her 

Majesty’s Ministers and me indicative of any desire on their 

part to call lor my services, or on mine for employment. I am 

enjoying the comforts of tranquillity and retirement in the 

affectionate society of my sister, Mrs. Smythe; and should be 

very sorry to be disturbed by any offer of office that a sense of 

public duty might induce me to accept. Fortunately, I have 

no reason to expect any. The only thing that I have the least 

inclination for is a seat in Parliament, of which, in the present 

predominance of Toryism among the constituencies, there is no 

chance for a man who is for the abolition of the Corn-laws, 

Vote by Ballot, Extension of the Suffrage, Amelioration of the 

Poor-laws for the benefit of the Poor, equal Rights to all Sects 

of Christians in matters of Religion, and equal Rights to all 

Men in civil matters; and everything else that to his under¬ 

standing seems just and right; and, at the same time, is totally 

disqualified to be a demagogue; shrinks like a sensitive plant 

from public meetings; and cannot bear to be drawn from close 

retirement, except by what comes in the shape of real or fancied 

duty to his country. 

Thus let me live unseen, unknown, 
Thus unlamented let me die; 

Steal from the world, and not a stone 
Tell where I lie. 

“ I nevertheless take an interest in all public matters, and am 

looking eagerly to the opening of the Parliamentary campaign 

in the beginning of the next month; but not with much hope 

of any national good in its progress. 

“ I am, yours most sincerely, 

“ C. T. Metcalfe.” 

Two days after tliis letter was written, Sir Charles 

Metcalfe had good reason to think that his London 

correspondents were not wholly misinformed. On 

the 15th of January the Deer Park post-hag was 
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found to contain the following important communi¬ 

cation from Downing-street; or, as he playfully 

called it, “ a fatal missive from Lord Stanley 

LORD STANLEY TO SIR CnARLES METCALFE. 

“Downing-street, January 14, 1843. 

« ]\[y dear Sir,—I have learnt with very sincere pleasure 

that your health has been very considerably re-established 

since your return to this country. I know not, however, 

whether it is sufficiently so to enable you, or whether, if able, 

you would be disposed, again to take upon yourself most 

honorable, but, at the same time, very arduous duties in the 

public service. Should your answer to this preliminary inquiry 

be unfortunately in the negative, I need not, of course, trouble 

you further; but, in the event of your entertaining no insu¬ 

perable objection to again giving this department the advantage 

of your valuable services, I would beg you to favor me by 

calling here any day next week which may be most convenient 

to yourself, when I should be happy to enter upon an unre¬ 

served communication with you upon the subject. 

“ I have the honor to be, my dear Sir, 

“ Yours faithfully, 

“ Stanley.” 

There could he no doubt about the answer that 

was now to be returned to the Colonial Secretary.* 

Sir Charles Metcalfe had but one standard of right 

whereby on all such occasions to regulate his per¬ 

sonal conduct. The decision had nothing to do 

with self. The only question to be considered was, 

whether he could render service to the State. He 

* No reader of the present dav need date of their publication, as the Earl 
to be told that the Lord Stanley of Derby. But the specification may 
named in these volumes is the dis- not, on that account, be altogether 
tinguished nobleman known, at the useless. 
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did not hesitate for a moment to place himself at 

the disposal of the Crown ; so he sent hack the fol¬ 

lowing answer: 

SIR CHARLES METCALFE TO LORD STANLEY. 

“ Deer Park, Honiton, January 15, 1843. 

“ My Lord, — I have this morning had the honor of 

receiving your Lordship’s most obliging letter; and as your 

time is precious, I will only say that I shall have no hesitation 

in placing myself at your disposal, provided that the duty to be 

undertaken be one in which I can see my way, and may hope 

to render useful service to the State. I will proceed towards 

town to-morrow, and, weather and railway permitting, may 

expect to arrive on the afternoon of Wednesday. Any intima¬ 

tion of your Lordship’s commands, as to when and where I 

shall wait on you, will find me if sent to No. 1, Hyde Park 

Gardens.* “ I remain, my Lord, &c. &c., 

“ C. T. Metcalfe.” 

There was no doubt in Sir Charles Metcalfe’s 

mind, when on the following day he took his seat 

in the railway carriage, that the honorable employ¬ 

ment offered to him was the Government of Canada. 

Perhaps it was the last office in the world which he 

would have chosen for himself. “ I am not sure,” 

he wrote to Captain Higginson, before his departure 

from Deer Park, “ that the Government of Canada 

is a manageable affair; and unless I think I can go 

to a good purpose, I will not go at all.” But he 

went to London, saw Lord Stanley, and the Canadian 

appointment was offered and accepted. That he 

doubted his wisdom, mistrusted his motives, but 

resolutely determined to do his best, the following 

* The residence of Metcalfe’s old friend, Mr. J. S. Brownrigg. 
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passages from his private correspondence at this 

time sufficiently show: 

TO CAPTAIN IIIGGINSON. 

u I have accepted the Government of Canada without being 

sure that I have done right. For I do not see my way so 

clearly as I wish. Neither do I expect to do so before I reach 

my destination. But the offer having been made, and the 

matter talked over between Lord Stanley and me, I do not 

like to keep the Government waiting whilst I was shilly-shally¬ 

ing, and I allowed what I fancy to be public duty to prevail; 

and agreed to undertake the task proposed.”—\_Miv art's Hotel, 

January 19, 1843.] 

TO MRS. SMYTHE. 

“ I have just returned from Lord Stanley, and have accepted 

the Government of Canada. And thus there is an end to the 

happiness that I was enjoying with you, and that I hoped 

would last during my life. What is it that moves me to resign 

such a prospect for the cares and uncertainties of public life 

and distant service ? Is it pure patriotism and a sense of duty, 

or is it foolishness and lurking ambition? It is a sad break-up 

of happiness, and I have no years left to spare, and few to fall 

back upon, if I ever return. Still, that must be my hope. 

And God grant that what we have hitherto been contemplat¬ 

ing is only postponed to be realised hereafter. The time for 

my departure is not fixed; and I trust that I shall have some 

■weeks with you.”—\_Mivart's, January 19, 1843.] 

TO THE SAME. 

“ When I wrote my first note of this morning I had a gleam 

of hope that I might have a justifiable ground for declining to 

go to Canada; but I have since been at the Colonial Office, and 

the obstacle, which was of a public nature, has been removed. 

' S° I must still go. I had a stronger hope of being able to 

return to you on Tuesday to remain awhile. But I am to see 
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the Queen to take leave on Tuesday week. It will, therefore, 

probably be Thursday week, in the afternoon, before I see you. 

I shall then be able to enjoy about a fortnight with you; the 

last days, I was going to say, of happiness that I shall probably 

ever know. But even those will not be days of happiness, 

for they will be embittered by the approach of separation. 

Never was a man dragged into public employment more against 

his will. It is with difficulty that I can write even the little 

that I do. God protect you all. I am to embark by steam on 

the 4th Marchl’—[Mwart's, January 21, 1843.] 

TQ MR. MANGLES. 

“ • • • -A thousand thanks for your great kindness. I 

have received both your letters. You must be as much sur¬ 

prised as I am to find that I am going to Canada. I never 

undertook anything with so much reluctance, or so little hope 

of doing good; but I could not bring myself to say No, when 

the proposal was made. All my plans and expectations of 

happiness are knocked on the head; and I fear that the little 

reputation that I have acquired is more likely to be damaged 

than improved in the troubled waters of Canada. I know, 

from experience, that the chief embarrassment to a Colonial 

Governor is the interference of the Home Government. At 

the same time, it is impossible to stipulate that they shall not 

control the Government of a colony. I must urge what is right 

and resist what is wrong, and come away as soon as I see that 

I can do no good. If I do any, I shall be agreeably surprised. 

I should be further obliged to you—I am exceedingly so 

already—if you could put me in the way of ascertaining, with¬ 

out giving Mr. Buller or yourself too much trouble, what ‘ the 

essential steps ’ are which he thinks a Governor of Canada 

ought to have power to take; for his opinion must be entitled 

to great weight.”—[Mivart's, Jan. 22, 1843.] 

TO LORD MONSON. 

“ . . . .1 accepted without hesitation, because I had no 
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sufficient reason for declining an honorable public duty of im¬ 

portance and difficulty—but I was, in truth, much happier when 

I was contradicting the report than I have been since it became 

verified. I was living with my sister in the enjoyment of 

freedom from care, as much retirement as is obtainable in this 

country, and great happiness in her affectionate society. I 

wanted nothing. I was not anxious for anything. I could 

truly say in the language of my motto, ‘ Conquiesco.’ I had 

a lurking fancy for a seat in Parliament; but I was so com¬ 

fortable without it, that I doubted the good sense of wishing 

for it, and did not dislike the manifest improbability of its 

presenting itself. This state of real enjoyment I quit to return 

to cares which are inconsistent with perfect happiness, and to a 

mode of life which I thoroughly dislike, merely because I can¬ 

not find a sufficient excuse for declining. Never did a man go 

so unwillingly to anything by his own consent. Going, how¬ 

ever, I am; and grumbling is useless. If I succeed in recon¬ 

ciling local dissensions, and promoting attachment between the 

colony and the mother country, I shall rejoice in having under¬ 

taken the charge. If I fail, which from the state of things is 

more probable, I must console myself with the assurance, that 

for the rest of my days I shall be left undisturbed in the retire¬ 

ment that I love.”—\_Deer Park, Feb. 10, 1843.] 

It was a matter of no small importance in the ex¬ 

isting state of the Canadian Government, or no- 

Government, that Sir Charles Metcalfe should pro¬ 

ceed to North America with the utmost possible 

despatch. To Captain Iligginson,*" who was to ac¬ 

company him in the capacity of Private Secretary, 

* It was a characteristic trait in before, having learnt that Captain Hig- 
Metcalfe’s generosity, that finding the ginson had suffered pecuniary loss by 
salary of the Private Secretary was the failure of a Calcutta house of 
only 300/. per annum, he should have agency, he entreated to be permitted 
immediately offered to add 1000/. to to make good the amount from his 
the yearly income from the salary of own private fortune, 
the Governor-General. A short time 
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lie wrote from Mivart’s tlie following sketch of his 
plans: 

“ * am Passed to embark as soon as possible, in order that I 

may relieve Sir Charles Bagot, who is too ill either to govern 

or to move, and, because he cannot come away, cannot make 

over charge to any one but his successor. The earliest period 

at which the passage to Kingston, on Lake Ontario, which is 

the capital, and my point of arrival, can be made, and that 

only from Boston, in the United States, is the latter half of 

March. So I am to start on one of Cunard’s steamers from 

Liverpool on the 4th of March—land at Boston on the 17th of 

March—go by railway to Utica, thence by road or canal to 

Oswego, on Lake Ontario—and across the Lake to Kingston. 

. . . . My own immediate plans are to remain in town 

until the 1st of February, when the Queen is to receive me, 

and then to proceed to Devonshire, to be with my poor sister 

lor a fortnight, and then to return to town for a week or ten 

days before my departure.” 

A few weeks of chequered happiness at Deer Park 

brought him close upon the dreaded period of his 

departure. He seems to have had no great uneasi¬ 

ness about his health. “ I am as well as ever,” lie 

wrote from Devonshire, “ excepting the cheek, which 

is neither better nor worse than it has been for some 

time, but seems determined not to he quite well.” 

Some days afterwards, however, he wrote to Mr. 

Martin, “The face has improved within the last 

week, and is now better, I think, than it ever has 

been since it was first ill.” On the 21st of February 

he quitted Deer Park to spend, as he said, a week or 

ten days in London before his embarkation for the 

West. It was a brief, hurried interval of not very 
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pleasurable excitement. Yet nothing could have 

more clearly demonstrated the estimation in which 

he was held than the eagerness with which his 

society was sought. He was always a popular man, 

and just then he was in the meridian of his success. 

Some, doubtless, were anxious to entertain the 

Governor; but there were others who cared only to 

embrace the man. 

Amonsr the former were the members of the Co- 

lonial Society. This important and respectable body 

had presented a congratulatory address to Sir Charles 

Metcalfe on his return from Jamaica,* and were 

now eager to invite him to a valedictory banquet. 

There were reasons, both of a public and a private 

character, which would have induced him to decline 

the invitation. Some of his friends wrote to caution 

him against an attempt that would probably be 

* This address ought not to be 
passed over without more especial no¬ 
tice; for it recognises the essential 
fact that the benefits resulting from 
Metcalfe’s Government of Jamaica 
were not confined to the island. The 
great result they ventured to de¬ 
clare would he an improvement in 
Colonial Government for ever. The 
following is the substance of the ad¬ 
dress: 

“Your administration exhibited an 
undeviating adherence to those just 
and liberal principles by which alone 
the relations between the parent State 
and her Colonies can be maintained 
with the feelings essential to their 
mutual honor and welfare. 

“ The beneficial effects of an admi¬ 
nistration conducted on these princi¬ 
ples were experienced in the confi¬ 
dence, the harmony, the kind feeling, 
and the good order which again per¬ 
vaded all the relations of society— 
in the reconciliation of the colony 
with the mother country—in the ac¬ 

tive and cordial co-operation of the 
whole community—in the increased 
means of religious and moral instruc¬ 
tion—in the extensive improvement 
of the judicial system—in the tone and 
character of the legislation—in the 
grateful affection with which you were 
beloved by all classes of the people 
whom you governed—in the high ap¬ 
probation which you received from 
your Sovereign. 

“ Your administration has a claim 
on our warmest gratitude not only for 
the service it has rendered Jamaica, 
but for the beneficial influence it will 
exercise in promoting the welfare, by 
securing the good government, of 
every other possession of the British 
Empire. Colonial Governments can 
never hereafter be conducted on any 
other principles than those of your 
administration. The success of that 
administration would command, even 
if the truth and justice of those prin¬ 
ciples should fail to recommend, their 
adoption.” 
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made to extract from him some statement of his 
opinions, perhaps some inconsiderate promises and 
pledges, with regard to his future Government; and 
it was hinted at the same time that the enter¬ 
tainment was got up by a party—the “ family com¬ 
pact men,” with a specific object. But Metcalfe 
was the last man in the world to be led into any 
such indiscretion. He accepted the invitation be¬ 
cause he was unwilling to cause disappointment, and 
he was assured that the entertainment was pro¬ 
moted in. a catholic spirit by men representing all 
colonial interests. The dinner was given on the 
27th of September at the Colonial Club, in St. 
James’s-square. If any one then present expected 
to gather from Sir Charles Metcalfe’s after-dinner 
speeches any revelations of his intended policy, they 
must have been grievously disappointed. He re¬ 
ceived all the compliments which were paid him in 
a grateful spirit, and he reciprocated with interest 
every expression of good-will. His speeches were 
lively, good-humored, after-dinner speeches; but 
not a word was uttered, under the influence of his 
feelings, which he could have any cause to regret. 

About the same time, Metcalfe’s old Indian 
friends, glorying as they did in his continued suc¬ 
cess, but thinking more of him as Charley Metcalfe 
than as Governor-General of the Canadas, were 
eager to give him another farewell entertainment. 
But when a preliminary meeting was held at the 
Oriental Club, it was suggested by the chairman,* 

* Sir J. L. Lushington. The suggestion came originally from Mr. Tucker. 
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that if Sir Charles Metcalfe were invited to sit for 

his picture instead of meeting his friends at dinner, 

the former compliment would he the more accept¬ 

able of the two. The suggestion was well received 
by the meeting; and it was unanimously resobv ed 
“ that the Right Honorable Sir C. T. Metcalfe, 

Bart., G.C.B., be requested to sit for his portrait 

for the Club, as an enduring memorial of the high 

respect, regard, and esteem in which his many pub¬ 

lic and private virtues are held.” There were some 
members present who would have had the picture 

and the dinner too—but the admirable portrait by 

Mr. Say, in the library of the Oriental Club, v ould 

sufficiently declare the wisdom of the choice, even 

if the engraving which has been made from it had 

not enabled hundreds to have constantly before 

them the image of their benefactor and friend. 
During Metcalfe’s brief visit to the metropolis he 

was compelled, in accordance with the request thus 

intimated to him, to spend some time in sitting 

for his picture.” He had also to sit for his bust, 

which was executed by Mr. Bailey, to be placed in 

the Metcalfe Hall, in Calcutta. With all these calls 

upon his time, he might well report that he w as 

“ sadly hurried and worried.” By the end of Fe¬ 

bruary, however, everything was accomplished ex¬ 

cept the dining with the Queen. On the 1st of 

March he wrote to his sister : 

One line, my dearest Georgiana, to say that I am alive and 

well, but sadly hurried and worried. Two nights I have been 
entirely deprived of my writing hours, by being detained at 
parties until one or two o’clock, lo-morrow, the last day of my 
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bebg in town, I W tlle honor of dining with her Majesty 

Wnded” e“ ""i™ ft°m a" ■» - 
bounded. Every one seems to give me credit for sacrificing 

personal comfort and happiness to public duty. . 

ie portrait and bust are both finished, and both excellent'. 

You shall have a cast of the one and a copy or engraving of the 

r'. fished, I mean, only as far as my sitting goes. The 

portrait will not be finished much before the Exhibition of 

1844, and the bust at present is only in clay.” 

On the 3rd of March Sir Charles Metcalfe left 

-London for Liverpool; and on the following day 

embarked for Boston, on hoard one of the Cunard 

Company’s steamers. He was accompanied by his 

Secretaries—Captain Higginson, Captain Brownrigo- 

and Mr. Howell*—and byDr. W. B. Omoughnessy,0t 

who had volunteered to accompany him to Canada.t 

On the 18th of March they touched at Halifax, 

where the new Governor-General was “ kindly re¬ 

ceived by the Lieutenant-Governor § and his lady;” 

received addresses from the Council and Assembly 

of Nova-Scotia, which was a part of his general Go¬ 

vernment, and “ re-embarked, after being on shore 

about three hours.” On the morning of the 20th 

he landed at Boston, where he was most hospitably 

received; and on the morning of the 22nd commenced 

* Captain Studholme Brownrigg, 
son of Metcalfe’s old friend, Mr. J. S. 
Brownrigg, accompanied the Gover- 
nor-Oeneral as military secretary; 
Mr. Howell, a connexion by marriage 
of the Metcalfe family, went as an 
assistant private secretary. 

f Ol the Bengal medical service—an 
officer whose great scientific acquire¬ 
ments have since earned for him a 
distinguished reputation. 

X The voyage on the whole was a 

favorable one; and Metcalfe wrote 
that he “ had abundant reason to be 
grateful to the Almighty disposer of 
events.” He reported, however, that 
either from the dampness of the deck 
ot the want of his usual exercise, 
iheumatisin had seized on his right 
foot and forced him to limp and wear 
a gouty boot. This explanation is 
necessary, to render clear some pas¬ 
sages in the following letters. 

§ Lord Falkland. 
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his overland journey to Ivingston-all the incidents 

of which are fully described m the following hv y 

letters to his sister : 

SIR CHARLES METCALFE TO MRS. SMYTHE. 
“ Albany, State of New York, U.S. America, 

March 24, 1843. 

« My dearest Georgy,—I wrote from Boston giving an 

account of our voyage, our landing on the 20th, and our stay 

on the 21st at that famed place, where the rebellion ro *e . 

which ended in the separation of our North-Amencan colonies 

from the mother country ; since which conclusion the origina 

rebellion has been designated the glorious revolution, or the 

establishment of American independence. 

Whv treason never prospers what's the reason? 
Why, when it prospers, none dare call it treason. 

« Be that as*it may, the people of Boston-Governor, Mayoiy 

and Grandees were all very civil and kind. We started, as 

said we should, at seven o’clock on the morning of the 22nd, 

by railway, and arrived at this place about seven m the even¬ 

ing After quitting the railway, of which the terminus is on 

the other bank of the Hudson river, we crossed tne said river, 

which was frozen over, on sleighs, which brought us to our 

hotel, 4 the Eagle,’ at this place, the whole road being a mass of 

snow and ice. We started again yesterday, at nine o’clock by 

railway, for Senectady, in progress to Utica; but a fresh fall ol 

snow had rendered the road impassable, and we were forced to 

return after proceeding a few miles. The road is still blocked up, 

and we could not start again to-day. But we make the attempt 

acrain to-morrow, either by railroad at nine o’clock, if that be 

practicable, or by sleighs at seven o’clock, so as to reach the 

Utica railroad, at Senectady, which is said to be open, at eleven 

o’clock; and proceed by railroad from Senectady to Utica, and 

from Utica to Kingston by sleighs, over the snow and ice and 

frozen rivers. I will let you know from Kingston how we have 

managed. 
“ My foot continues swollen, and I am forced to wear a large 

cloth boot lined with fur; but in other respects I am well, and 
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1 r Ms “* ^ K* - 
I found it A-, ° fls JUSt n0W’t0 commence this scrawl 

mZt oSTd rB neWSpaper here telIs us that the th- 
1 , ay 01 oux anival was down at 3°—taken out of 

o doctor s box to-day it was 17". Nevertheless, I have ‘of 

d d 6 “ n mUC'1 S"Ce ™ k”<H on td voyage as 

sentivT 7 at eer Part- 11 iS ““onneed that I L pre- 

States, Mr v7n B^en &t7 t e”‘ of the U”i‘«i 
Yn_V „ q 1 5 the Governor of the State of New 

mander in Ch^T™ i°?Cer’ Wh° iS’ 1 Fesume’ the local Com- 
ander-m-Chief, and he soon appears. While I was writhe 

VanZTf 7™ in-“n ciTiI ^ kind. Mr. Z7 The Go “0St d,St,ngUi8hed 0f alI>is particularly pleas- “4 -fV 
puhhe buildings; and as I knowX £ f 1“aX 

pWed tTreT’ "’“‘i Xaltl,°Ugh 1 sl,0uId be ^ter pleased to remain quietly where I am; for 1 find it very diffi- 

sha 1 e TT °1,ng wW e™7 ;"ch is ice or snow. I 
a 1 leave this letter to be forwarded from this place, and hope 

my next will announce the termination of my journey I 

rrrto Sir charies ^ **> ,mWeI1 L i 
sbal not be surprised if I do not find him alive. What we have 

most to dread is a thaw, which will impede our prog^s fi¬ 

le load winch we take, in consequence of Lake Ontario’s bans 

unnavigable, will be destroyed by a cessation of frost; and our 

opes of a speedy and the least uncomfortable journey possible 
rest on a continuance of severe cold. ^ 1 

“ Eest love to Mr. S. and Emy. 

u Your most affectionate, 

“ C. T. Metcalfe.” 

THE SAME TO THE SAME. 

“ Mr DEAKEST GEoBOiAM,17nXom“u’bAany I ihink 
rn the State of New York, that I gave you an aecoTh of ot 

J ney so far. I have since written a short letter to report 

2 h 2 
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safe arrival here. I now resume the account of our journey, 

taking the first moment that I have been able to apply to that 

purpose, for business has hitherto been incessant. After being 

driven back to Albany by the snow-storm that blocked up the 

railroad on the 23rd of March, we waited in vain on the 24th 

to see if the passage by railway could be effected; and as it 

was not, we started at daylight on the 25th m sleighs, and 

proceeded over the snow to Senectady, in the hope of find¬ 

ing the railroad from that place open. When we arrived we 

found the train gone; for being the train of the preceding day, 

which had been stopped by the snow, it had started on the 

25th at an unusually early hour. We should otherwise have 

reached Senectady in time. 

“ Fortune, however, favored us that day, for the train was 

driven back to that place while we were there, which was owing 

to a train coming from Utica; for there being but one rail, two 

trains cannot proceed in opposite directions. So we benefited; 

and the train driven back when it started again took on our 

party to Utica. 

“ Our party consisted of nine, seven of ourselves (besides six 

servants)—one, the mayor of this place, Kingston, a fellow- 

passenger from England on the steamer, and one a gentleman 

residing in the United States, but employed by our Govern¬ 

ment, who made all the arrangements for our journey. The 

distance from Albany to Utica was ninety miles, and we 

thought ourselves fortunate in accomplishing it in one day, 

considering the state of the season and of the road. From 

Utica to Kingston, distance 127 miles, there was no possible 

way of travelling otherwise than by sleighs, for the country 

was entirely under snow, and even that mode was scarcely 

practicable, owing to the depth of the snow in many places. In 

ordinary winters, and with an ordinary quantity of snow, the 

distance would have been got over in a day and a half; but it 

took us nearly four days. We travelled in covered sleighs, and 

being wrapped up in fur cloaks, gloves, caps, &c., we were 

pretty well protected against the cold as long as we could re- 
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main in the sleighs; but these vehicles sometimes upset, owing 

to the yielding depth of snow on one side; and the horses were 

frequently half buried in the snow, and had to be extricated; 

so that from various accidents the active part of our body were 

frequently called out to exert themselves. I was taken great 
care of by all. 

“ Tlie ownerof tlie sleighs, an American, who contracted to 
convey us to Kingston, attached himself to the sleigh in which 

I was, and was almost always standing on one side to balance it, 

and prevent its going over on the other. Allen did the same 

He had a seat with the other servants in a covered sleigh, where 

they were protected from the cold; but I could not persuade 

him to remain there, and fancying that there was danger of my 

sleigh’s upsetting, he persisted in exposing himself to the ele¬ 

ments on the outside of it. I had with me m my sleigh, gene- 

rahy, Idigginson, Howell, and either Brownrigg or some other 

of the party. The rest of the gentlemen were in another sleigh, 

and the servants, six in number, or rather five, one having been 

left with the plate and heavy baggage at Albany, to bring it on 

after us, were accommodated in a third sleigh. 

•The baggage that'we had with us was at one time divided 

between the three at another, conveyed in a separate sleigh. 

In this manner we proceeded as well as the snow would permit, 

sometimes a sleigh upsetting—more frequently the horses sink¬ 

ing beyond their depth; and all hands employed to set up the 

sleigh, or dig out the unfortunate horse. The whole journey, 

from the novelty of everything, was amusing; and many ludi¬ 

crous scenes took place. Beyond the track for the sleighs, there 

was not an inch of ground on which there was not a good 

chance of being buried in the mass of snow; and in the 

floundering which took place, when all were out to remedy a 

difficulty, a gentleman or a servant was often to be seen with 

his head under the snow and his heels in the air. We were 

often at a dead stop, and at the best generally made very slow 
progress. 

“ On one occasion, after a long detention in vain efforts to 
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advance, it was decided by our conductor, the American, who 

took such zealous care of me, that it was impossible to proceed, 

and that the only plan to be followed was, that I should be car¬ 

ried on in a light open sleigh, called a * cutter,’ to some place 

whence assistance could be sent to the party in the rear. My 

wish was that we should all share the same luck, and I did not 

like the idea of separation. At last, however, I yielded to the 

general wish and opinion, and quitted my sleigh to go to the 

cutter, the only one available. In performing this manoeuvre 

I had to pass the sleighs ahead, which could not be moved out 

of the track without certain absorption in the snow; and in 

floundering through the snow to get to the cutter, with many 

others doing the same in their kind endeavors to help me, the 

scene was so ridiculous that I was in a roar of laughter the whole 

way. 

u I went on in the cutter with Higginson and Brownrigg, 

and my American friend, the conductor, besides the driver, to 

the place, the first on the road whence we could send assistance 

to our friends behind, and where we stopped for them, and 

made up our minds to stay the night. It ended in the sleighs 

all coming up before evening; and along with them Howell, 

who had been sick that day, and could not quit the covered 

sleigh. One day we had to cross a bridge, on which an inscrip¬ 

tion stared us in the face, ‘ Condemned Bridgeand as we 

passed over it, our American friend opened the door of the 

sleigh in order that we might have a chance of escape if the 

sleigh fell through. But the Condemned Bridge was still strong- 

enough for our purpose, and we all got over without accident. 

Our journey ended in our crossing the river St. Lawrence and 

Lake Ontario on the ice, both being frozen over, and covered 

with snow, like the rest of the country. From Boston to 

Kingston was one mass of snow. The country generally look¬ 

ing like a twelfth cake—the ground resembling the sugar, and 

the trees and houses the ornaments. One of the public func¬ 

tionaries said to me at Albany—c Governor Metcalfe, you’ll 

admit, I think, that this is a clever body of snow for a young 

country ?’ 
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‘ Both m the United States and here, the season is said to be 

unexampled as to the duration of the winter. The navigation 

of the lakes and rivers was open last year in March. °This 

year it will not be before May. They are still frozen, and the 

ground is still for the most part covered with snow; but it is 

beginning to melt, and it is well that it should do so gradually, 

for a sudden and universal thaw would be very mischievous! 

The cold has been much more tolerable than I expected; and I 

cannot say that I have yet experienced any so great as that at 

Deer Park. I understand, however, that with wind it is ex¬ 

tremely severe. We shall soon be in summer, for there is 

scarcely any spring. As yet it continues to freeze every night. 

“Nevertheless, although I adhere to my habits of having no 

fire or heat in my bedroom, and of washing all over and bath_ 

mg my feet in cold water, I do not feel the severe cold as in 

Devonshire. The damp there, and the want of it here, I con¬ 

clude make the difference. You would enjoy this climate, and 

it would, I should think, agree with you. I am disposed to 

like it, from what I have hitherto experienced. The rheuma¬ 

tism and swelling of the foot which came on on board-ship, and 

lasted during the journey, have subsided into what they were 

at Deer Park. And the cold which I caught on the journey 

has left the head, and is, I trust, going away altogether. I feel 

in all other respects quite well. 

Miy official piospects are not better than they were when X 

accepted the charge that I have undertaken. Party spirit is 

acrimonious in the extreme. My chief object will be to bring 

all into harmony; but I do not expect success. I have not the 

same materials to work on that I had in Jamaica. Nous 

verrons. Several important questions must soon be decided, 

and the result will most probably draw on me the abuse of one 

or of both parties. One incautious step might throw matters 

into confusion; and even the most proper ones might have the 

same effect. I must confine myself to generals, for it would 

take a volume to describe the particulars of the difficulties in 

which I find myself. I do not mean, however, to give way to 

despair; and I do not suffer from low spirits. I rather think 
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that, in that respect, the climate is favorable; for, notwith¬ 

standing much discouragement from the aspect of affairs, I am 

in good spirits, although incessant business prevents my taking 

any exercise. I have not been out of the house once for that 

purpose since I arrived. My health is nevertheless excellent. 

All our party are well, excepting some colds and some rheuma¬ 

tism. Hi<z°'inson is the chief sufferer now from the latter. 
Oo 

Frank Howell is quite well, and is growing in my affections. 

My predecessor. Sir Charles Bagot, a very amiable man, 

continues in a precarious, though not a hopeless state; and 

owing to the lakes not being navigable, cannot at present be 

moved. I am, consequently, living in a hired house in the 

town; and most of my party at an hotel—two only, all that 

the house can hold, being with me ; as I could not think of 

disturbing Sir Charles Bagot and Lady Mary and their family, 

by occupying Government House while they remain. Although 

I could not with any propriety have done otherwise, they have 

taken this little consideration very kindly, and express them¬ 

selves very warmly on the subject. I enclose some scraps taken 

from newspapers. Some may interest, and others amuse you. 

u When I get into the Government House I will give you 

a description of our mode of life. Not being in my present 

residence in a condition to entertain, I avoid it entirely. This 

privilege, however, will only last as long as I stay out of the 

Government House. My establishment will be krger and 

more expensive than it was in Jamaica. My official income is 

less. And as there it was not sufficient without aid from my 

private fortune, I must of course expect the same will be the 

case here, to a larger extent. This, however, is a matter of 

little consequence; and I wish that all others could be as easily 

managed. I shall keep this open to say all’s well at the time of 

despatch. It has been written at various times, as I could 

snatch moments for the purpose. 

“ It is now April the 13 th. I took charge of the Govern¬ 

ment on the 30th of March. I had nearly forgotten my face. 

It is much as it was when I parted from you. The doctor is 

at present attacking it daily, but gently, with nitric acid and 
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arsenic. Whether the effect will he more complete than it was 

before, time will show. God bless you, my dearest sister. 

Deer Park must be beginning to be delightful. When I think 

how happy I was and should have been there, and afterwards 

at Stoke Gifford, it requires the conviction that I have acted 

according to duty to reconcile me to the sacrifice that I have 

made. God grant that we may all meet again, and enjoy a 

renewal of the same happiness. 

“ Your affectionate, 

“ C. T. Metcalfe.” 

He arrived at Kingston on tlie afternoon of tlie 

29th of March. The streets were lined with troops ; 

and the whole male population of the place turned 

out to greet him.* If the enthusiasm with which 

he was received could have soothed his anxieties, he 

would have derived solace from these demonstrations 

—hut he knew, as he passed along the streets of 

Kingston, that there was a period of trouble and 

excitement before him. On the following day he 

was sworn in as Governor-General of the Canadas 

and their dependencies. 

* The following passage of a letter, 
■written at the time by a newspaper 
correspondent, describes the manner 
of Metcalfe’s reception:—“ Sir Charles 
Metcalfe arrived about half an hour 
ago. He came from the American 
side, in a close-bodied sleigh drawn 
by four greys. He was received, 
on arriving at the foot of Arthur- 
street (Ives’ Wharf), by an immense 
concourse of people. The military 
escort was composed of a detachment 
of the Incorporated Lancers, and the 
guard of honor from the 23rd Regiment. 
Notwithstanding the repeated disap¬ 
pointments as to the time of the arri¬ 
val, the male population of the place 
turned out era masse to greet Sir Charles, 

which they did with great enthusiasm. 
The various branches of the Fire De¬ 
partment, the Mechanics’ Institution, 
and the National Societies, turned out 
with their banners, which, with many 
sleighs decorated with flags, made 
quite a show. The streets from Daley’s 
Hotel to the Governor’s residence 
were lined by the military. Sir 
Charles, after a turn through two or 
three streets, from the place of his 
landing, accompanied by the proces¬ 
sion, went to his residence. Sir Charles 
Metcalfe is a thorough-looking Eng¬ 
lishman, with a jolly visage. He looks 
older than he really is, but this may 
proceed from the fatigues of his very 
rough journey,” 
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CHAPTER XIV. 
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THE GOVERNMENT OF CANADA. 
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Council—General Election—The New Session—Metcalfe’s Difficulties. 

And now Sir Charles Metcalfe began to look the 

difficulties of his position fairly in the face. They 

were great; and he scarcely hoped to overcome 

them. But he addressed himself to his work in a 

quiet, resolute spirit, with the calm consciousness of 

a man knowing that he was about to do his best, in 

all honesty and sincerity, and that there were no 

personal considerations to cause him to swerve one 

hair s breadth from the path of duty. He had not 

come to Canada to serve himself—but to serve the 

State. If he failed, therefore, his failure would 

have been forced upon him; it would not be self- 

incurred. 

The more closely he looked at the difficulties 

before him, the more formidable they appeared to 

he. He found, indeed, that they were far greater 

and more complicated than those which he had 
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overcome, by tlie mere force of an honest purpose 

and a conciliatory spirit, on the distracted West- 

Indian island. They were formidable because they 

were only to be subdued either by evolving a crisis, 

which for a time must have convulsed the colony, 

or by a sacrifice of principle to which it was not in 

the natuie of such a man to submit. The party - 

spiiit which was rending Jamaica on his arrival 

startled the Indian Governor. lie said that it was 

impossible to conciliate one party without offending 

another. But in Canada the curse of faction 

appeared before him so swollen and exaggerated, 

that he wondered the evils with which he had 

contended during his former Government had ever 

disquieted him at all. 

His first care on establishing himself in Kingston 

was to make himself thoroughly acquainted with 

the character of the Government over which he 

was commissioned to preside. He found in Ca¬ 

nada a Legislature embracing, as in Jamaica, three 

constituent parts :—the Governor, or representative 

of the Crown; the Legislative Council, nominated 

by the Crown; and the Representative Assembly, 

elected by the people. But there was a very 

important difference, in respect of the manner in 

which the Government was practically adminis¬ 

tered, between the West-Indian island and the 

North-American province; for whereas in the 

former the Legislative and Executive Council was 

one, and the office-holders of whom it was com¬ 

posed retained their places during good-conduct, in 

the latter there was a separate Executive Council, 
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holding office virtually by the sufferance of the 

popular branch of the Legislature, though nomi¬ 

nally appointed by the Crown. This Executive 

Council was composed of members of both Houses 

—principally of the Lower House, to which they 

declared themselves directly responsible. 

This, in fact, was that Responsible Government 

of which subsequently so much was heard in all 

discussions on Canadian affairs. The responsibility 

was the responsibility of the Executive Council to 

a majority in the House of Assembly. They pro¬ 

fessed to govern the province through that majority. 

They represented, indeed, the representatives of the 

people, and, therefore, governed through and for the 

community. So far Avas this theory of Responsible 

Government sufficiently sound—hut when it came 

to be reduced to practice there were some obtrusive 

difficulties in the way of its successful application. 

And among the most difficult questions which sug¬ 

gested themselves was this—What, under such a 

state of things, was to become of the Governor- 

General ? 

This question filled Metcalfe’s mind; and when 

he addressed himself to its solution, it was natural 

that he should have considered, in the first instance, 

how his predecessors had dealt with the difficulties 

which he was now called upon to encounter. The 

name of Responsible Government was, at all events, 

nothing new to the North-American Colonies. It 

had been talked of by Lord Durham; and tried by 

Lord Sydenham and Sir Charles Bagot—how and 

with what result the new Governor-General now 
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clearly described, on the 24tli of April, in bis first 

confidential despatch to the Colonial Office: 

“ Lord Durham’s meaning,” he wrote, “ seems to have been 

that the Governor should conduct his administration in concord¬ 

ance with the public feeling, represented by the popular branch 

of the Legislature, and it is obvious that without such concord¬ 

ance the Government could not be successfully administered. 

There is no evidence in what manner Lord Durham would 

have carried out the system which he advocated, as it was not 

brought into effect during his administration. Lord Sydenham 

arranged the details by which the principle was carried into 

execution. In forming the Executive Council he made it a 

rule that the individuals comprising it should be members of 

the popular branch of the Legislature, to which I believe there 

was only one exception; the gentleman appointed to be Pre¬ 

sident being a member of the Legislative Council. Lord 

Sydenham had apparently no intention of surrendering the 

Government into the hands of the Executive Council. On the 

contrary, he ruled the Council, and exercised great personal in¬ 

fluence in the election of members to the Representative 

Assembly.I am not aware that any great 

change took place, during that period of the administration of 

Sir Charles Bagot, which preceded the meeting of the Legis¬ 

lature—but this event was instantly followed by a full develop¬ 

ment of the consequences of making the officers of the Go¬ 

vernment virtually dependent for the possession of their places 

on the pleasure of the Representative body. The two extreme 

parties in Upper Canada most violently opposed to each other 

coalesced solely for the purpose of turning out the office-holders, 

or as it is now termed, the Ministry of that day, with no other 

bond of union, and with a mutual understanding that having 

accomplished that purpose, they would take the chance of the 

consequences, and should be at liberty to follow their respective 

courses. The French party also took part in this coalition, and 

from its compactness and internal re-union formed its greatest 
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strength. Those parties together accomplished their joint pur¬ 

pose. They had expected to do so by a vote of the Assembly, 

but in that were anticipated by the Governor-General, who in 

apprehension of the threatened vote of want of confidence in 

members of his Council, opened negotiations with the leaders 

of the French party, and that negotiation terminated in the 

resignation or removal from the Council of those members who 

belonged to what is called by themselves the Conservative 

party, and in the introduction of five members of the United 

French and Reform parties. The remaining members of the 

Council were either of the so-called Reform parties, or if 

not formerly of that party, were willing to fight under its 

banners.The events were regarded by all 

parties in the country as establishing in full force the sys¬ 

tem of Responsible Government of which the practical exe¬ 

cution had before been incomplete.From 

that time, the tone of the members of the Council and the tone 

of the public voice regarding Responsible Government has been 

greatly exalted. The Council are now spoken of by themselves 

and others generally as ‘ the Ministers,’ ‘ the Administration,’ 

e the Cabinet,’ ‘ the Government,’ and so forth. Their preten- 

a acco din0 to this new nomenclature. They regard 

themselves as a responsible Ministry, and expect that&the 

policy and conduct of the Governor shall be subservient to their 

views and party purposes.” 

On the 12th of May, writing again to the Colonial 
Office on the same subject, Metcalfe declared that 
the question of Responsible Government, as con¬ 
strued by the Council, was now about, for the first 
time, to he put fairly on its trial, and that the “ tug 
of war” was about to commence : 

“ Note, I conceive,” he said, “is the first time when the 

scheme of Responsible Government, as here construed, has 

come forward to be carried fully into effect in any colony. 
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Loid Durham had no difficulty in writing at leisure in praise 

of Responsible Government, which had no effect during his 

administration, and was treated by him as a general question, 

without any definition of the details by which it was to be 

carried into effect. Lord Sydenham put the idea in force 

without suffering himself to be much restrained by it; and for 

the greater part of his administration it had no existence, and 

was only coming into operation when he died. Sir Charles 

Bagot yielded to the coercive effect of Lord Sydenham’s 

anangements; and thence Responsible Government, as under¬ 

stood by its extreme advocates, is said to be Sir Charles Bagot’s 

policy; but though he yielded to the extent of calling certain 

paities into his Council, he had not the least intent of surren- 

deung his power into their hands; and for the remainder of 

his time the contest was staved off by his illness; but that very 

cause rendered it more certain for his successor. Now comes the 

tug of war, and supposing absolute submission to be out of the 

question, X cannot say that I see the end of the struggle if 

the parties alluded to really mean to maintain it.” 

Sucli were tlie manifestations of the Responsible 

Government over which Metcalfe was called upon to 

preside—not in any sense as a Governor, hut wholly 

and solely as a name. The illness of Sir Charles 

Bagot, which had for some time totally incapa¬ 

citated him from performing the duties of his office, 

had afforded an opportunity to the Executive Council 

of carrying out unrestrained their own ideas of Re¬ 

sponsible Government, and, under circumstances so 

favorable to its development, they had run a course 

of unchecked usurpation. It is not improbable that 

but for the visitation of Providence which soon sent 

Sir Charles Bagot to his grave, there would in time 

have been a collision between him and his Council_ 
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but as it was, nothing had happened to break the 

shock, and Metcalfe now felt that it would be his to 

bear the brunt of all the heady opposition which 

had been acquiring strength during the reigns of his 

predecessors. 

To the reader accustomed to the spectacle of a 

responsible Government in England—that is, a Go¬ 

vernment dependent for its existence on the suffrages 

of a majority in the representative Assembly; a 

Government, indeed, propped and supported by a 

party in the House of Commons—there may, at 

first, appear to be nothing extraordinary in the 

position in which Sir Charles Metcalfe now found 

himself; and nothing very formidable in the difficul¬ 

ties which surrounded him. The Government of 

England was the Government of a Party. Every 

Government in which the representative element 

preponderates is necessarily the Government of a 

Party. But at the nominal head of this Govern- 

ment-by-a-party in England was the wearer of a 

crown, who might be a child, a woman, or an imbe¬ 

cile old man, not expected to do, but to be—whilst 

at the head of this Responsible Government, or 

Government-by-a-party, in Canada, was one of the 

ablest statesmen that the mother country could 

send forth—a delegate, indeed, selected on account 

of his moral and intellectual fitness for the post of 

the chief ruler of our North-American possessions. 

It might be in accordance with the spirit and the 

practice of the British constitution that the Sove¬ 

reign should be a cypher; but it was not in accord¬ 

ance with the spirit or the practice of Colonial 
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Government that the Governor of a colony should 

)e one. If, then, Responsible Government, as con¬ 

strued by the dominant party in Canada, was 

thenceforth to be brought into full operation, the 

great question which, as I have said, remained to 

be solved, was, “ What was to become of the Gover- 
nor-General ?” 

Now, Government-by-a-party might be a very 

good thing; and the Governor-Generalship might 

be a very good thing. But it appeared to Sir 

Charles Metcalfe that the two institutions were 

ineompatible with each other. To assimilate and 

amalgamate them it was necessary either that the 

nominal head of the Government, whatever designa¬ 

tion he might bear, should be a mere cypher_a 

seal—existing and not doing; or that he should be 

practically one, the chief, of the Ministry, identifying 

himself with the party to which he is attached, and 

rising or falling with that party. Under such a 

system of Responsible Government the nominal 

head of the administration might be either what the 

King or the Premier is in England. But Metcalfe 

now found that he was expected to be something 

a\ hich, as far as his own knowledge extended, was 

utterly without a prototype in the Constitutional 
History of the world. 

It was said by some who, at this time, looked 

quietly on whilst the principle of Responsible Go¬ 

vernment was developing itself in Canada, that 

thenceforth it would be the duty of the Governor- 

General to lead the Ministry, and that coming with 

the prestige of high authority and a made reputa- 
vol. II. 2 i 
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tion, as well as with the weight, in all probability, 

of superior talents and more extensive administrative 

experience, he would be able, in a little time, to 

mould the opinions and to shape the measures of his 

Council. There is something at least plausible in 

this; and if Metcalfe had seen his way to such a 

solution of the question, he would eagerly have 

seized the means of extricating himself from the 

difficulties by which he was surrounded. But the 

opinion, although that of practical men, had little 

hut theory, after all, to recommend it. Doubtless 

Metcalfe smiled complacently at the idea of his 

leading such a Council under such circumstances, 

and turned from the contemplation of this pleasant 

picture of the entente cordiale between a moderate 

and a ductile Council and a mild paternal Governor 

to the menacing reality before him. 

He was called upon to govern, or to submit to the 

Government of Canada, by a party; and the party 

by which he was to govern was one with which he 

had no sympathy. It was rather a combination of 

parties than a single faction—a combination of two 

parties, the principles of neither of which Metcalfe 

could bring himself to approve. He had some con¬ 

ception of the state of parties in the province, before 

he set his foot on Canadian soil; but he had no 

clear knowledge of the extent to which party-spirit 

was eating into the very life of the colony, or the 

embarrassment which must beset him as soon 

as ever he attempted to do justice to all classes 

and conditions of men, irrespectively of the factions 
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to which they belonged.* But now that he came to 

,.ake account of the obstacles to success, he found 

that they were far greater than he anticipated when 

he accepted the olfer of the Government. He found 

that however potent might have been the watch¬ 

word of « Reconciliation” in Jamaica, in Canada it 

could avail him nothing to allay animosities and to 
engender peace. 

He found that there were three parties in the 

colony, and more than three races of men. He 

found that there was a loyal Conservative party; a 

-Liberal, or Reform, party; and a French-Canadian 

paity.f fhe first was composed principally of 

Englishmen; the second, of Englishmen, Irishmen, 

and people of American stock ; the third consisted 

entirely of the old French settlers, who since the 

union of the two Canadas had been gradually 

rising in importance. It was only among the first 

of these three parties that loyalty, as signifying 

attachment to the mother country, existed in any 

* “The violence of party-spirit,” 
he wrote to the Home Government on 
the,25th of April, “forces itself on 
one’s notice immediately on arrival 
in the colony; and threatens to be the 
source of all the difficulties which are 
likely to impede the successful admi¬ 
nistration of the Government for the 
welfare and happiness of the country.” 

f “The parties,” wrote Metcalfe, 
“ mto which the community is divided, 
are—the Erench-Canadian party, the 
Reform party, and the Conservative 
party; I use the names by which the 
parties designate themselves. The 
Reform party are by their opponents 
branded as Republicans and Rebels, 
and the Conservatives by theirs as 

Tories and Orangemen.The 
French party is the strongest, from 
being thoroughly united and acting 
together almost as one man. Unless 
any question were to arise which 
would unite the discordant English 
parties in a common feeling, theFrench 
party, from its compactness, could in¬ 
fluence the votes of the Assembly 
more than any other.” This party 
had only recently risen into power. 
It had before been excluded from 
office; but under the administration of 
Sir C. Bagot had been admitted to its 
share of the responsible offices of the 
State, including seats in the Executive 
Council. 

2 i 2 
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force. It was only, therefore, with that party that 

Metcalfe, as the representative of the Imperial 

Government, could properly sympathise. But that 

party was the Opposition of the day. The Reformers 

and the Trench-Canadians constituted the majority 

in the Representative Assembly, and, therefore, the 

Executive Council—the Responsible Government— 

which Metcalfe found in the province was composed 

of the leading men of those two radical parties. 

The difficulty of managing all these discordant 

parties without a Council Metcalfe might have over¬ 

come ; but the interposition of the Council rendered 

the work almost an impossibility. Determined, as 

far as he could, to abstain from identifying himself 

with any party, and to render equal justice to all, 

he still felt that the very catholicity which he de¬ 

sired to infuse into his administration, might become 

in itself a new source of difficulty and embarrass¬ 

ment. “ The course which I intend to pursue,” lie 

wrote, soon after he had assumed the charge of the 

Government, “ with regard to all parties, is to treat 

all alike, and to make no distinctions as far as 

depends on my personal conduct, unless I discover, 

which I do not at present, that principles and 

motives are concerned which render a different 

course proper.” But he presently added : 

u If I had a fair open field, I should endeavor to conciliate 

and bring together the good men of all parties, and to win the 

confidence and co-operation of the legislative bodies by mea¬ 

sures calculated to promote the general welfare in accordance 

with public feeling; hut fettered as I am by the necessity of 

acting with a Council brought into place by a coalition of parties, 
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and at present in possession of a decided majority in the Repre¬ 

sentative Assembly, I must, in some degree, forego my own 

inclinations in those respects; although I may still strive as a 

mediator to allay the bitterness of party-spirit. Even the hope 

of this may be short-lived, for any measure that can be con¬ 

strued into indicating the adoption of the supposed policy of 

the party in the Council, will excite the animosity of the 

excluded party against me personally, so as to destroy such 

usefulness on my part even in that little degree. It is, how¬ 

ever, an advantage of the present system that opposition to the 

Council need not be regarded as opposition to the Governor, 

as long as the Council is virtually nominated by the Repre¬ 

sentative Assembly, and that opposition to the local admi¬ 

nistration, even when the Governor is an object of attack, 

need not be considered as opposition to her Majesty’s Govern¬ 

ment.” 

The system of universal toleration which Metcalfe 

prescribed to himself as his rule of conduct, was not 

likely to find favor in the eyes of the zealous parti¬ 

sans who composed his Executive Council. In the 

composition of that Council, indeed, when he came 

to examine it, he found not the least of the difficul¬ 

ties which beset his career. Tie found that there 

were some able and some honest men in the admi¬ 

nistration ; but that there was a great want of 

moderation among them; that they were, for the 

most part, men of extreme opinions, and some of 

them of intractable temper. Where there was 

strong conscientiousness, there was a vehemence 

almost bordering on fanaticism; where there was 

most ground for respect, there was also most cause of 

alarm. They were principally Irishmen, Erench- 

Canadians, or men of American stock. The true 
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British element in the Executive Council was com¬ 

paratively small. 

The President of the Council was Mr. Sullivan, 

an Irishman by birth and a lawyer by profession; a 

man who, if he had united consistency of political 

conduct and weight of personal character with the 

great and original talents which he unquestionably 

possessed, might have taken a conspicuous part in 

the public affairs of any country. His abilities had 

been highly esteemed by Lord Sydenham, under 

whose tutelage he had become a Liberal. To Sir 

Charles Metcalfe he was described as the best writer 

and the best speaker in the colony—but there the 

commendation ceased.—Mr. Daly, the Secretary of 

State, or “Provincial Secretary” for Lower Canada, 

was a man of a very different stamp. He, also, was 

an Irishman—and he was a Homan Catholic; but 

although for the latter reason his sympathies were 

strongly with the Erench-Canadian people, or had 

been, so long as they were oppressed by the domi¬ 

nant race, his feelings, the growth of education and 

early association, were of a Conservative and aristo¬ 

cratic cast. All Metcalfe’s informants represented 

him to be a man of high honor and integrity; of 

polished manners and courteous address; a good 

specimen of an Irish gentleman. It was added, that 

he was possessed of judgment and prudence—tact 

and discretion; in short, a man to be trusted. But 

he was not a public speaker; and, therefore, wanted 

weight in the Bepresentative Assembly. Of that 

Assembly, Mr. Harrison, an English lawyer A Pro- 

* Author of “ Harrison’s Digest.” 
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vincial Secretary for Upper Canada, was nominally 

the “leader.” He had some years before emigrated 

to the colony to better his fortunes by agricultural 

pursuits, but had become Private Secretary to Sir 

George Arthur, and subsequently, under Lord 

Sydenham’s administration, appointed to a seat in 

the Executive Council. It was said of him, that he 

was “ a person very difficult to describe, from want of 

salient points of character.” His qualities were for 

the most part of a negative description. Unassum¬ 

ing and unaffected, making no display of his talents, 

he still got through his business in such a manner as 

to justify a belief in their existence. But although 

his character was not clearly defined, his political 

opinions were ; and his Liberalism was at least un¬ 

doubted. 

Of a character and a temperament wholly opposite 

to those of the leader of the House of Assembly was 

Mr. Morin, a Erench-Canadian, Commissioner of 

Crown Lands. He had been thrown in early life, 

by the troubles of his country, into the stormy sea 

of politics; but I believe had followed the law as a 

profession. His character, as described to Metcalfe, 

would have fitted well the hero of a romance. With 

administrative abilities of the highest class, vast 

powers of application, and an extreme love of order, 

he united a rare conscientiousness and a noble self- 

devotion, which in old times would have carried him 

cheerfully to the stake. His patriotism was of the 

purest water. He was utterly without selfishness 

and guile. And he was of so sensitive a nature, and 

so confiding a disposition, that it was said of him, he 
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was as tender-hearted as a woman and as simple as 
a child. But for these—the infirmities only of noble 
minds—he might have heen a great statesman. If 
the enthusiasm and demonstrativeness of his cha¬ 
racter rendered him a striking contrast to Secretary 
Harrison, he was in these and other respects also 
remarkably dissimilar to Mr. Receiver-General Dunn 
—an Englishman of no great acuteness of percep¬ 
tion or ardor of patriotism, equally wanting in the 
steadier qualities of order and precision; whilst, in 
his devotion to the science of politics, the earnest 
Erench-Canadian put to shame another of his col¬ 
leagues, Mr. Killaly, an Irishman, the Inspector of 
Public Works, who was anxious for nothing so much 
as to escape entirely out of the political arena, and 
to devote himself exclusively to the practical duties 
of his department. 

Mr. Small and Mr. Aylwyn, both natives of the 
province, and of American origin, were the Solicitors- 
General for Upper and Lower Canada. The former 
was described as a well-intentioned man, of more 
than average respectability and honor; whilst the 
latter bore the reputation of the best debater in the 
Assembly—a man of infinite adroitness and lawyer¬ 
like sagacity, skilled in making the worse appear the 
better reason, and exposing the weakness of an 
adversary’s case. He had rendered essential service 
to the Erench-Canadians in the time of their utmost 
need, and had been brought into the Council through 
the influence of that party. But there was, in 
reality, little in common between them; and it was 
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said that the connexion gave no great satisfaction to 

the old clients of the Solicitor-General. 

The Inspector-General of Accounts, or Chief 

Finance-Minister, was Mr. Hinckes. He was in 

many respects a remarkable man. The son of an 

eminent Irish divine, he had settled in Canada 

many years before, and had devoted himself to 

literary pursuits. The literature which he cultivated 

was the literature of politics. He became editor 

and proprietor of a leading Liberal journal, the 

lor onto Examiner. The ability with which he 

conducted the paper rendered it a formidable poli¬ 

tical organ. From this condition of colonial jour¬ 

nalist, the influence of which in troubled times is 

not to be estimated by the social position it con¬ 

fers, he was elevated to high official rank by Sir 

Charles Bagot. Even the most strenuous of his 

opponents admitted his fitness for the office he held. 

He was an excellent accountant and financier. It 

was represented to Sir Charles Metcalfe that he was 

by far the best man of business in the Council_ 

clear-headed, methodical, persevering, and indus¬ 

trious. But as a partisan he was vehement and 

unscrupulous; with a tongue that cut like a sword, 

and no discretion to keep it in order. 

The two foremost men in the Council remain yet 

to be noticed—Mr. Lafontaine and Mr. Baldwin, the 

Attorneys-General for Lower and Upper Canada. 

The former was a French-Canadian and the leader 

of his party in the Colonial Legislature, as he had 

been, since Fapineau’s retirement, the leader of his 

people before they had been permitted to take part 
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in tlie Councils of tlie State. All his better quali¬ 

ties were natural to him; his worse were the growth 

of circumstances. Cradled, as he and his people had 

been, in wrong, smarting for long years under the 

oppressive exclusiveness of the dominant race, he 

had become mistrustful and suspicious ; and the 

doubts which were continually floating in his mind 

had naturally engendered there indecision and in¬ 

firmity of purpose. But he had many fine charac¬ 

teristics which no evil circumstances could impair, 

lie was a just and an honorable man. His motives 

were above all suspicion. Warmly attached to his 

country, earnestly seeking the happiness of his 

people, he occupied a high position rather by the 

force of his moral than his intellectual qualities. 

He was trusted and respected rather than admired. 

As the leader of an important and an united party 

he occupied a large space in the eyes of the public; 

and without any particular fitness for such promi¬ 

nent action, was now about to take a conspicuous 

part in the great events which were rapidly develop¬ 
ing themselves. 

A far abler and more energetic man was Mr. 

itobert Baldwin—the son of a gentleman of Toronto, 

ol American descent, who had formerly been a mem¬ 

ber of what was called the “ Family Compact.” The 

elder Baldwin had quarrelled with his party, and 

with the characteristic bitterness of a renegade had 

brought up his son in extremest hatred of his old 

associates, and had instilled into him the most libe¬ 

ral opinions. Itobert Baldwin was an apt pupil; 

and there was much in the circumstances by which 
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lie was surrounded—in the atrocious misgovernment 

of his country, in the oppressive exclusiveness of a 

dominant faction, and in the political convulsions 

which it had engendered—to rivet him in the ex¬ 

treme opinions which he had imbibed in his youth. 

So he grew up to he an enthusiast—almost a fanatic. 

He was thoroughly in earnest; thoroughly con¬ 

scientious ; but he was to the last degree uncompro¬ 

mising and intolerant. He seemed to delight in 

strife. The might of mildness he laughed to scorn. 

It was said of him, that he was not satisfied with a 

victory unless it was gained by violence—that con¬ 

cessions were valueless to him unless he wrenched 

them with a strong hand from his opponent. Of an 

unbounded arrogance and self-conceit, he made no 

allowances for others, and sought none for himself. 

There was a sort of sublime egotism about him—a 

magnificent self-esteem, which caused him to look 

upon himself as a patriot, whilst he was serving his 

own ends by the promotion of his ambition, the 

gratification of his vanity or his spite. His strong* 

passions and his uncompromising spirit made him a 

mischievous party-leader and a dangerous opponent. 

His influence was very great. He was not a mean 

man; he was above corruption; and there were 

many who accepted his estimate of himself, and 

believed him to be the only pure patriot in the 

country. During the illness of Sir Charles Bagot 

he had usurped the Government. The activity of 

Sir Charles Metcalfe, who did everything for him¬ 

self, and exerted himself to keep every one in his 

proper place, was extremely distasteful to him. He 
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did not understand the character of the man who 

had been sent to govern them; and it would have 

been strange, indeed, if one so blinded by passion 

and self-esteem, and so intolerant of opposition, had 

not soon wrought himself into a state of furious 

antagonism to the Governor-General. 

Such as represented to Metcalfe—such as, on 

further experience, he subsequently had good reason 

for believing them to he—were the members of the 

Executive Council who now desired to put their 

own construction upon the principles of Responsible 

Government, which had been admitted by the Impe¬ 

rial Government, and which Metcalfe himself cheer¬ 

fully accepted. Canada, at the best of times, was not 

a good nursery for statesmen. The union of political 

ability and political integrity was very rare in the 

colony. Impartial men, not greatly admiring the 

individual members of the Council, were yet fain to 

acknowledge that it would he difficult to compose a 

better Ministry. Metcalfe himself accepted it as he 

found it, and said he did not see any possibility of 

making a change for the better. On the 24th of 

April he wrote to the Colonial Secretary : 

“ Hitherto nothing disagreeable has occurred in my com¬ 
munications with the Council, or with the several individuals 
of which it is composed. Their views and mine correspond on 
several questions. They are, generally, able men. Several of 
them are influential. I do not perceive that any benefit would 
arise from any practicable change. The point in which I most 
proximately expect to incur a difference with them is their 
claim that the Government shall be administered in subser¬ 
viency to their party views. They expect that the patronage 

of the Government shall be bestowed exclusively on members 
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of their party, and in support of their influence. 

I dislike extremely the notion of governing as a supporter of 

any particular party. I wish to make the patronage of the 

Government conducive to the conciliation of all parties, by 

bringing into the public service the men of greatest merit and 

efficiency, without any party distinction. My powers of use¬ 

fulness, little as they might be under any circumstances, will be 

paralysed by my being forced in any degree to act as the sup¬ 

porter of a party.” 

And again, in the same letter, he alluded to his 

expectations and intentions, and spoke of the en¬ 

croachments which he apprehended : 

“ The general course which I purpose to pursue towards the 

Council, is to treat them with the confidence and cordiality due 

to the station which they occupy; to consult them not only 

whenever the law or established usage requires that process, 

but also whenever the importance of the occasion recommend 

it; and whenever I conceive that the public service will be 

benefited by their aid and advice. At the same time, I must 

be on my guard against their encroachments.” 

A week or two afterwards, the encroachments 

which he apprehended had commenced. Lafontaine 

and Baldwin were endeavoring to usurp the Govern¬ 

ment, and to reduce the Governor-General to a 

mere passive instrument in their hands. Already 

had the former threatened resignation. A cloud of 

difficulties was gathering darkly over his head. On 

the 12th of May he wrote to Lord Stanley: 

“ I learn that my attempts to conciliate all parties are 

criminal in the eyes of the Council, or at least of the most 

formidable member of it. I am required to give myself up 

entirely to the Council; to submit absolutely to their dictation; 

to have no judgment of my own; to bestow the patronage of 
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the Government exclusively on their partisans; to proscribe 

their opponents; and to make some public and unequivocal 

declaration of my adhesion to those conditions—including the 

complete nullification of her Majesty’s Government—a course 

which, under self-deception, he denominates Sir Charles Bagot’s 

policy, although it is very certain that Sir Charles Bagot meant 

no such thing. Failing of submission to those stipulations, I 

am threatened with the resignation of Mr. Lafontaine for one, 

and both he and I are fully aware of the serious consequences 

likely to iollow the execution of that menace, from the blindness 

with which the French-Canadian party follow their leader. 

’ ' ; • I am disposed to hope that further reflection may 

cool his ardor, and that I may derive some advantage from the 

aid of time. I need hardly say, that although I see the neces¬ 

sity for caution, I have no intention of tearing up her Majesty’s 

commission by submitting to the prescribed conditions. 

The sole question is, to describe it without disguise, whether 

the Governor shall be solely and completely a tool in the hands 

of the Council, or whether he shall have any exercise of his 

own judgment in the administration of the Government? Such 

a question has not come forward as a matter of discussion; but 

there is no doubt that the leader of the French party speaks 

the sentiments of others of his Council besides himself. 

As I cannot possibly adopt them, I must be prepared for the 

consequences of a rupture with the Council, or at least the 

most influential portion of it. It would be very imprudent on 

my part to hasten such an event, or to allow it to take place 

under present circumstances, if it can be avoided—but I must 

expect it, for I cannot consent to be the tool of a party, and to 

proscribe all those who defended their party in the hour of need 

against foreign invasion and internal rebellion. I am an ad¬ 

vocate for entire forgetfulness of past offences against the State- 

but it is provoking to find that those who claim amnesty for 

rebels and brigands, with whom to a certain extent they sympa¬ 

thised, are inveterate in their hostility to those who were faith- 

Ul t0 then’ Sovereign and country. The amnesty ought, at 
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least, to be reciprocal.Government by a 

majority is the explanation of Responsible Government given 

by the leader in this movement, and Government without a 

majority must be admitted to be ultimately impracticable. But 

the present question—and the one which is coming on for trial 

in my administration, is not whether the Governor shall so 

conduct his Government as to meet the wants and wishes of the 

people, and obtain their suffrages by promoting their welfare 

and happiness—nor whether he shall be responsible for his mea¬ 

sures to the people, through their representatives—but whether 

he shall, or shall not, have a voice in his own Council; whether 

he shall be at liberty to treat all her Majesty’s subjects with 

equal justice, or be a reluctant and passive tool in the hands of 

a party for the purpose of proscribing their opponents—those 

opponents being the portion of the community most attached 

to British connexion; and the Governor required to proscribe 

them being a British Governor. The tendency and object of 

this movement is to throw off the Government of the mother 

country in internal affairs entirely—but to be maintained and 

supported at her expense, and to have all the advantages of 

connexion, as long as it may suit the majority of the people of 

Canada to endure it. This is a very intelligible and very con¬ 

venient policy for a Canadian aiming at independence, but the 

part that the representative of the mother country is required 

to perform in it is by no means fascinating.” 

Prom these passages may he gathered a clear con¬ 

ception of the causes which, as the year advanced, 

threatened to precipitate a collision between Sir 

Charles Metcalfe and the members of his Council. 

It was not a question of Responsible Government 

as understood either by Lord Durham who had sug¬ 

gested, by Lord John Russell who had sanctioned, 

or by the Assembly which had declared in favor of 

the system. It was a question of Responsible Go- 
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vernment as the Lafontaine-and-Baldwin Council 

chose to misconstrue the original intent both of the 

Imperial and the Colonial Legislature. Their idea 

of Responsible Government was the Government of 

a Council supported by the dominant party in the 

Representative Assembly, with a Governor-General 

employed by them as a mere passive instrument in 

their hands. To govern through a party was one 

thing—to surrender everything to a party was an¬ 

other. 

That Metcalfe entertained a strong personal dis¬ 

like to any form of Party-Government is true; but 

he saw the necessity of such Government in Canada, 

and whatever may have been the habits of his mind, 

or whatever the antecedents of his public life, he 

was not a man obstinately to adhere to old systems, 

or to transplant to the West opinions or sentiments 

applicable only to the institutions of the East. It 

was easy to say of him, that he was an Oriental 

despot; that he was not accustomed to Representa¬ 

tive Government; and that he could not brim? him- 

self to appreciate or to act in harmony with popular 

Assemblies. But he was no bigot; and he was no 

fool. He admitted the necessity of governing the 

Canadian provinces through a majority in the House 

of Assembly. He said, indeed, it was impossible 

to govern in any other way; but he did not conceive 

that it was necessary to the harmonious working of 

such a system of Government, that he should en¬ 

tirely surrender the prerogative of the Crown. 

It was said that the real source of the antagonism 

between Metcalfe and his Council was to be found in 
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tlie personal character of the former. And so 

undoubtedly, it was. There was no more prominent 

feature m his character than a strong sense of duty 

to the State, unless it were a still stronger sense of 

universal justice. Perhaps, in the single quality of 

conscientiousness, both characteristics are included. 

•v ^le ^afontaine-and-Baldwin Council, Metcalfe 

was called upon to violate both his duty to the Go¬ 

vernment which employed him, and his sense of 

universal justice. He was called upon to surrender 

the prerogative of the Crown, and to do a sweeping 

injustice to the Colony. He was the last person in 

the world to endeavor to ride rough-shod over local 

institutions. It was always his desire to act with 

the colonial authorities—to confide in and conciliate 

them. Against the encroachments of the Imperial 

Government he had always protested.* He believed 

that it was his duty, as it was his pleasure, to guide 

the Councils of the Colony, not forcibly to control 

them by any undue exercise of his prerogative as 

the representative of the Crown. He had rightly 

said m Jamaica, that “ when the two giants, Privilege 

and Prerogative, have been roused to a combat, it Is 

hard to say where it will terminatebut this 

combat was now about to commence. 

It was not provoked or invited by Prerogative. 

* See (page 416) Metcalfe’s remon¬ 
strance against undue interference 
witli the independence of the Jamaica 
Assembly. “ The only question is,” 
he wrote to the Colonial Office, “ how 
good can best be accomplished—whe¬ 
ther by riding rough-shod over the 
island institutions,and knocking down 
right-and-left everything that stands 
in one s way; or by cordially co-ope¬ 

rating with the island authorities 
legislative and executive, profiting by 
their good feelings, taking them by the 
hand and leading them gently to every 
dcsired improvement, respecting their 
just rights as well as those of others, 
and above all, by not suspecting and 
distrusting them? The latter is the 
course which naturally presented itself 
to me.” 

YOL. II. 2 K 
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Metcalfe neither attempted nor desired to ride 

rough-shod over the Canadian Council. The Council 

endeavored to ride rough-shod over him; to grind 

him down into the dust of utter annihilation. Not 

only was it their desire to deprive him of all con¬ 

trolling power as the representative of the Crown, to 

deny his right to he considered as the chief member 

of the Council, and to reduce him to the level of one 

of themselves, but they desired and they endeavored 

to prevent him from having any voice in the Council 

at all. They were not satisfied to stop short of an 

entire usurpation of the authority of the Governor- 

General. They were eager to reduce him to the 

mere shadow of a name. 

It has been before observed, that as Metcalfe was 

no usurper himself, so he would not suffer the usur¬ 

pation of others. His strong sense of public duty 

kept him always in his right place, and made him 

resolute to keep others also in their right places. 

He had the strongest possible assurance that he had 

not been sent out to Canada to be the tool of a 

party—and that party the one least favorable to the 

interests of the mother country. Eager as he was 

for conciliation, he still felt that if he could conciliate 

the Council only by a base surrender of the right of 

the Crown, it was his duty, whatever it might cost 

him, to abide the consequences of a collision. He 

saw plainly that things were tending to this pass. 

Anri he was the more resolute not to avoid it by 

any unbecoming concessions, because he saw with 

equal distinctness that the question which would 

precipitate it was not less a question of justice than 
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a question of prerogative. The question was, whe¬ 

ther all the patronage of the colony should he sur¬ 

rendered to the greed of party—whether the iust 

claims of individuals and the general well-beino- 0f 

ie province should be sacrificed, ivliilst Baldwin 

and Lafontaine were strengthening the hands of the 

C ouncil by an unscrupulous purchase of votes ? 

In this question of patronage all the manifold 

curses of the bitter party-spirit which was rending 

tie island found outward expression. Nothing 

could have more clearly indicated the terrible extent 

to which this foul disease was corrupting the verv 
life-blood of the colony. 

At the accumulation of difficulties thus engen¬ 

dered Metcalfe now looked with feelings almost 

approaching to despair. In reply to a friend in 

England, who had sent him a practical suggestion 

of some value, he wrote on the 15th of July : 

“ I wish that successful Government depended on such 

matters, or could be m any degree promoted by due attention 

to French-Canadian rank. There are much more serious diffi¬ 

culties which nothing seems likely to surmount—the mutual 

antipathy of races, which time alone will subdue; the still 

hotter antipathy of Reformers, as they call themselves—or Re¬ 

publicans and Rebels, as they are called by their opponents_ 

on the one hand; and Constitutionalists or Conservatives, as 

they call themselves—or Tories and Family-Compact men, as 

they are called by their adversaries on the other; the hostile 

virulence of Orangemen and Repealers, imported into this' 

country from the hot-bed of faction, and forming a new source 

of mischief; the disappointment attending the Union; the im¬ 

possibility of reconciling Upper Canadians to the fixing of the 

seat of Government in Lower Canada; and vice versa as to 

2 k 2 
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the Lower Canadians, with respect to Upper Canada; the pro¬ 

bability of attempts to dissolve the Union; the no hope of good 

in either repealing or maintaining it; my own dislike to go¬ 

verning by or with a party; and the difficulty, if not the im¬ 

possibility of avoiding it. These are the difficulties which beset 

my path; and so hopeless is the prospect of either public good 

or personal credit, that I should have considered myself as fully 

justified in declining what I never invited, had I known the 

real state of things when I accepted the office. I cannot now 

throw off with propriety. If equal love and desire to do justice 

to all without distinction would suffice to secure contentment, 

I should not despair—but party-spirit runs too high. The 

wars of the ins and the outs will continue to rage. In short, 

the chance of keeping those discordant materials in union and 

peace is hopeless; and I have made up my mind to utter 

failure. My determination is to do what seems to be right and 

practicable, and to take the consequences—but hope I have 

none, not even of escape. If I could conscientiously say, c The 

thing is to be done, but I can’t do it,’ I should then be able to 

resign and make way for another; but as it is, I do not feel 

myself at liberty to cast the burden on any other, and must 

toil on to no purpose in the Slough of Despond.—Enough of 

this disheartening subject!”* 

Not the least of the difficulties here glanced at 

was that involved in the question then before him of 

the location of the seat of Government. Since the 

union of the two Canadas this had been a continual 

source of party-strife and local irritation; and 

Metcalfe had strong apprehensions that, whatever 

might he the solution of it, a revolution would be 

* In this letter, alluding to the last ments from the commencement of our 
news from India, Metcalfe says : negotiation for opening the navigation 
“ With the exception of our military of the Indus—a laudable object, if it 
exploits, I do not like our proceedings could have been accomplished without 
in Sindh. If I understand them aright, destroying the independence of an- 
they have been a series of encroach- other state.” 
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the result of the decision. All through the year the 

question pressed heavily on his mind. At the end of 

April he had written to the Colonial Secretary: 

“My own opinion concurs with that of the Council. It 

appears to me that Montreal is decidedly the fittest place to 

form the capital of the United Province of Canada. It is not 

only the principal place in population, wealth, and commerce; 

but is also the only place where the English and French races 

can amalgamate. Kingston is a foreign land to the French- 

Canadians; except the few gentlemen who as office-holders are 

drawn by their duties to the seat of Government, it scarcely 

contains a single inhabitant of that race.If 

there were any place in choosing which the feelings of Upper 

and Lower Canadians would unite, that would be a motive for 

selection which would in my opinion over-rule every other. 

But that is out of the question. Place the capital in Upper 

Canada, and the Lower Canadians will be dissatisfied. Place 

it in Lower Canada, and the Upper Canadians will be so. In 

proposing Montreal, therefore, I do not mean to promise that 

such a decision will not produce great dissatisfaction in Upper 

Canada, for I am inclined to believe that it will, and I have 

been told that it will lead to a motion for the repeal of the 

Union.” 

At the end of July he wrote again on the same 

subject: 

“The Union was effected without the consent of Lower 

Canada, and with the hesitating but purchased assent of Upper 

Canada. The Upper Canadians were induced to agree to the 

measure by the advantage of putting a share of the burden of 

their debt and expenditure on Lower Canada, by the hope of 

aid from the mother country for the advancement of public 

works, and by a persuasion—it is now added, by an assurance, 

amounting to a promise, afterwards apparently acted upon, that 
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the seat of the Government of the United Province should be 

fixed in Upper Canada. This persuasion has been strength¬ 

ened by the continuance of the Government at Kingston for 

two years; and its removal would cause disappointment and 

resentment. Tire French party, it is supposed, would always 

be ready to promote a repeal of the Union; but I confine 

myself at present to the circumstances which render a similar 

feeling probable on the part of Upper Canada.” 

This was one root of party-strife, natural, indige¬ 

nous. Another, which at the same time excited 
uneasy apprehensions in Metcalfe’s mind, had been 

transplanted from the mother country. It seemed 

that Canada was a clime in which native and exotic 

faction throve with equal luxuriance—that the latter, 
indeed, acquired strength by removal to a soil of such 

vast regenerative power. All the evils of Irish party- 

strife seemed, indeed, to have crossed the Atlantic 

only to appear there in an exaggerated shape. Orange 

lodges were in active operation, whilst Hibernian 

societies brought together the Irish Catholics, and 

each flaunted their colors and insignia in the public- 

ways. In the summer of 1843 the streets of Kings¬ 

ton were placarded with bills inviting the people to 

attend two Irish meetings—the one for the promo¬ 

tion of Repeal; the other, at the same spot, for the 

purpose of obstructing it, “ peaceably,” as the pla¬ 

card said, “ if we can; forcibly, if we must.” The 

Magistracy were in alarm. Metcalfe was asked 

authoritatively to suppress the 'Repeal meeting; but 

he recommended that the power of persuasion should 

be tried—and it was tried with good effect. The 

meeting was not held. Rut still all the combustible 
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elements remained; and they might any day burst 
out in a blaze. 

The state of affairs in the mother country at this 

time rendered such an outburst in Canada extremely 

probable. Ireland, from a state of chronic excite¬ 

ment, had been stimulated into a crisis of fever and de¬ 

lirium; and it was believed that the first tidings of any 

serious collision between the Irish Repealers and the 

British Government would be the signal for such a 

rising in the colony as it would be impossible to allay. 

Alarming rumors were afloat in the province. ec It 

is supposed,” wrote Metcalfe, in July, to the Colo¬ 

nial Secretary, “ that if any collision were to occur 

in Ireland between the Government and the dis¬ 

affected, it would be followed by the pouring in of 

myriads of Ptoman Catholic Irish into Canada from 

the United States, assisted by the inimical portion 

of the American population; and that they would 

be joined by the great body of Roman Catholic 

emigrants now settled in this province. So strongly 

has this alarm prevailed, that a gentleman of infor¬ 

mation and ability, and a member of the House of 

Assembly, recently brought to my private secretary 

a letter received from Hew York, written by an 

individual on whose veracity the gentleman relied, 

stating that French officers were actively engaged 

in that place in drilling the Irish, with whom it 

abounds, with a view to the invasion of Canada im¬ 

mediately on the occurrence of any outbreak in 

Ireland.’’ “ I cannot say,” added Metcalfe, “ that I 

give credit to this intelligence.”* But such reports 

* Sir Charles Metcalfe to Lord Stanley, July 8, 1843. 
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kept the colony in a continual state of unrest, and 

fomented the strife between the Irish factions in the 

province. 

And so with war between the Upper and Lower 

Canadians—between the French and English settlers 

—between the Catholic and Protestant Irish—be¬ 

tween the Radical and Conservative English—and 

between himself and his Council—Metcalfe some¬ 

times despaired of his ability to calm the sea of 

political trouble which everywhere was foaming 

around him. 

In the state of mind which these anxieties engen¬ 

dered, he was doubtless glad to leave Kingston for 

a time on a tour of inspection ; and to profit by 

the bracing, invigorating effects of continual change 

of scene. His reception throughout the province 

was cordial and complimentary. Everywhere depu¬ 

tations, bearing loyal addresses, came out to meet 

the new Governor-General, and to do him honor. 

But he felt that all these manifestations of apparent 

enthusiasm were little more than an outside show 

of loyalty and respect. A brief letter to his sister, 

written from Quebec, crowds into a few pregnant 

sentences the history both of his public and private 

life—of his doings and his feelings at this time : 

SIR CHARLES METCALFE TO MRS. SMYTHE. 

“ Quebec, August 27, 1843. 

“My DEAREST Georgiana,—I am making a hurried tour 

through my dominions before the meeting of Parliament, 

which I have summoned for the 28th of next month. If grand 

receptions, loyal addresses, banners displayed, and triumphal 

arches could afford comfort and assurance, I should have them; 
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but I cannot say that they do; for I fear that the whole con¬ 

cern is rotten at the core. Health as usual. Face no better. 

The ladies and children remain at Kingston. My love to Mr. 

S., and Emy. Yours in haste, but ever 

“ Most affectionately, 

“ C. T. Metcalfe.” 

The addresses of which Metcalfe here speaks came 

as a matter of course. Colonial communities are 

essentially address-presenting people. Almost from 

the first day of the Governor-General’s arrival in 

the colony he had been deluged with these addresses, 

they vere, for the most part, notes of welcome, 

expressive of loyalty to the Crown and confidence 

in its representative. And now that he was jour- 

neying through the province, there was fresh occa¬ 

sion in every town or village which he visited for 

similar congratulatory manifestations. They came 

in all forms and fashions, and were written in all 

styles—some on small sheets of thin letter-paper, 

others on vast expanses of parchment; some brief 

in their expressions of loyalty, some diffuse, some 

grandiloquent; some branching into extraneous 

topics, some cautionary, some didactic; some 

almost objurgatory, others almost entirely self- 

laudatory ;* and a few steeped in that poison of 

* Of this class of addresses the fol¬ 
lowing, from the inhabitants of the 
town of Niagara, is an interesting 
illustration: ‘‘ There are recollections 
connected with the district, now ho¬ 
nored by your presence, to which it 
will evince no unpardonable pride if, 
on the present occasion, we briefly 
call your Excellency’s attention. It 
was here that the British standard, 
emblematic of intelligence, civilisa¬ 

tion, and above all, of the Christian 
faith, first floated over the then vast 
wilderness of Western Canada. It 
was here where the first Government 
of Upper Canada was organised— 
where its first Parliament deliberated. 
It was here that during the last war 
a ruthless invader applied the torch 
of desolation, and by wantonly burn¬ 
ing down every habitation in Niagara 
(then Newark) provoked a spirit 
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party which, go where he would, Metcalfe found it 

impossible wholly to escape. 

In many of these addresses the inhabitants of the 

places through which Metcalfe passed approached 

him with petitions to aid them in their industrial 

undertakings. There were rising towns or flourish¬ 

ing villages, on spots which a few years before had 

been howling wildernesses. The visible signs of 

progress which repeatedly met him as he went, and 

the vast capability of still greater development 

through the agency of reproductive works, filled 

Metcalfe with sorrow at the thought that the pros¬ 

perity of so noble a country, long retarded by mis- 

government, should now again be obstructed by 

the curse of an unquenchable party-spirit. There 

was something childlike in the confidence with 

which some of the people approached him, and 

beautiful in their expressions of gratitude for the 

paternal kindness of his predecessor. Except in 

places where Toryism in its worst form was ram- 

which soon carried retribution into 
the enemy’s land. It was here that 
the victories of Stoney Creek, Lundy’s- 
lane, and Queenston Heights, attested 
the unswerving loyalty and dauntless 
bravery of those upon whom, on these 
trying occasions, devolved the pri¬ 
vilege of sustaining British fame. It 
was here, too, that one of your pre¬ 
decessors gloriously fell whilst in the 
courageous discharge of his duty; and 
almost within view rises a monument 
to preserve his memory, and to sti¬ 
mulate those who behold it to heroism 
like his, erected by a people who ve¬ 
nerate his name; and who never look 
on that monument, shattered as it 
now is by the sacrilegious hands of 
nameless ruffians, without anticipating 
that your Excellency will, as soon as 

opportunity offers, carry into effect 
the expressed intention of your Ex¬ 
cellency’s immediate predecessor, to 
take such steps as will restore Brock’s 
monument to a condition worthy the 
character of the province and of the 
hero whose achievements it is intended 
to perpetuate. To the Niagara dis¬ 
trict, prominent in historical recollec¬ 
tions, sublime in the natural scenery 
it presents, distinguished by the often¬ 
times proved loyalty of its inhabitants, 
we heartily bid your Excellency wel¬ 
come ; and trust that a respite from 
the toils aud cares of official life will 
be as satisfactory to you as the op¬ 
portunity of thus addressing your Ex¬ 
cellency is gratifying to us.” 

Guernsey may well be proud of her 
hero. 
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pant, strong indications of tlie attachment with 

which Sir Charles Bagot had been regarded, and of 

sorrow for his death, met the new Governor-General 

as he advanced. “ Like fond children recently de¬ 

prived of one good parent,” said the framers of one 

of these addresses, “we anxiously hope that you 

will long he blessed with health to enable you to 

perfect, under Providence, your great wish of seeing 

Canada as one family—united, happy, and pros¬ 

perous. Such a state we loudly hope, under your 

auspices, is not far distant; and to assist in its 

production we pledge our loyalty, industry, and 

charity one towards another.” In a somewhat 

similar strain of charity and good-will the Irish 

inhabitants of Brantford approached him. “ We 

anxiously wish,” they said, “to live in peace and 

good-will with our fellow-men of every creed and 

clime, and will hail with delight reciprocal feelings ; 

lor we are perfectly aware that nothing conduces 

more to the happiness or prosperity of a town or 

people than peace and good order.” 

Addresses conceived in this spirit it was simply a 

pleasure to receive—but others came to him bitterly 

complaining that the state of public feeling in the 

country was paralysing the industry of the people; 

tainting the fount of justice; and impeding the 

spread of education. “ Our agriculture,” said the 

inhabitants of the township of Compton : 

“ Our agriculture, upon which we depend, is depressed be¬ 

yond example. We have no market. The Americans shut us 

out of their markets, and are then suffered to come and force 

us from our own. Our municipal institutions are inefficient. 
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Our school laws are of no benefit. The administration of jus¬ 

tice is not what it should be. We are deprived of what we 

consider to be our just share of such public funds as are from 

time to time expended on public improvements; and, as a con¬ 

sequence, there is a feeling of strong but silent discontent per¬ 

vading our community from one end of the township to the 

other. 

“ We also feel bound to state our conviction that, in the 

present state of public feeling, nothing but a strong, impartial, 

and honest Government—a Government that is impressed with 

the fear of God—a Government such as we believe your Ex¬ 

cellency has both the ability and the disposition to administer, 

can save our country from anarchy and confusion.” 

Of tlie unhappy state of public feeling thus ar¬ 

resting the prosperity of the country, Metcalfe, ever 

since his arrival, 3iad seen in the addresses presented 

to him many deplorable signs.* For example, the 

inhabitants of the township of Pelham, in the Nia¬ 

gara district, introduced into their address of welcome 

the following ominous passage : 

“ We have learned with unfeigned sorrow that unusual efforts 

have been made to weaken your Excellency’s opinion of 

Messrs. Baldwin and Lafontaine and the other members of 

your Cabinet; but we beg leave most respectfully to assure your 

Excellency that we have long known them, and believe them 

to be real friends to the country and to British rule; and we 

do hope that your Excellency’s confidence in them will not be 

diminished by any representations made by the enemies of 

Responsible Government.” 

On whatever side, or in whatever shape, this evil 

spirit of partisanship manifested itself in the ad- 

* Sometimes two addresses would each claiming to be the address of the 
come to him from the same place— people. 
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dresses presented to Sir Charles Metcalfe, he con¬ 

ceived it to be his duty to remonstrate against the 

unseemly display. To this address, therefore, lie 

answered calmly hut reproachfully: 

“ Youhave been misled in supposing that any efforts have 

been made to weaken my confidence in the members of the 

Executive Council, unless you allude to public addresses which) 

like your own, have been made the vehicles for the conveyance 

of party opinions—a practice which I must always deprecate 

wnen it leads on either side to inculpatory imputations against 

opponents. It is by the aid and advice of the Executive Coun¬ 

cil, on all occasions of difficulty and importance, that I hope to 

conduct the administration of the Government entrusted to me 

by our gracious Sovereign, in obedience to her Majesty’s 

commands, and solely with a view to the welfare, harmony, 

and happiness of all classes of the inhabitants of Canada.” 

To the other party, when they approached him in 

the same spirit, he replied in the same strain. The 

constitutionalists of Orillia gave utterance in an 

address to their desire to see the expulsion from 

the Council of the Baldwin-and-Lafontaine section 

of it: 

u It is with great reluctance,” they said, u we undertake the 

task, yet justice to ourselves compels us to state our decided 

disapproval of the policy pursued by our late Governor-General 

—a policy which, if persisted in, we are fully convinced would 

tend to the most disastrous consequences—the sole apparent 

motive kept in view by the Executive having been to reward 

disloyalty and disaffection, and to punish all who wish rvell to 

our glorious constitution. Your Excellency must ere this be 

aware that almost every appointment to office which has been 

made, has been of individuals—not the best men Avho could be 
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found for talents and respectability, but whose political opinions 

and conduct were known to be democratic and revolutionary. 

We beg to assure your Excellency we have no wish but that 

the French-Canadians, as British subjects, should have their 

full and fair share in the administration of the affairs of the 

colony; at the same time, we would enter our most solemn 

protest against the appointment of any one to a Government 

situation who has taken up arms against that Government, or 

instigated others to do so. We have not the slightest wish to 

dictate to your Excellency ; but conscientiously believing that 

it would tend to the real good, happiness, and prosperity of the 

country, we in ail humility venture to recommend the dismissal 

of the following members from your Councils: —the Honorable 

Messrs. Harrison, Lafontaine, Baldwin, Hinckes, and Small.” 

Whatever Metcalfe may have thought of the 

advantages of the measure recommended in this 

concluding passage, he had hut one answer to re¬ 

turn to such an address. He answered the sub¬ 

scribers as he answered their opponents—reproving 

them for such a display of bitter feeling, and ex¬ 

horting them to peace and charity as the surest 

means of advancing the prosperity of the country : 

u I see with regret the tone of your communication. It is 

surely desirable that past dissensions should be buried in 

oblivion, and that all parties should labor together in peace 

and harmony for the welfare of the community. This cannot 

be accomplished by injurious accusations and reflections such 

as are contained in your address. 

“ F°r your promised support in maintaining and perpe¬ 

tuating the connexion of Canada with the mother country I 

shall always be grateful; and I regard with admiration the 

conduct of all who defended this country in the hour of 

danger against foreign invasion and internal rebellion ; but 
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your connexion with the mother country would now be most 

effectually promoted by pouring the healing balm of forget¬ 

fulness on old sores, and cherishing Christian love and charity 

towards all your fellow-countrymen.” 

It must liave been a relief, indeed, to Sir Charles 

Metcalfe to turn aside from the contemplation of the 

party-heats and animosities engendered in the minds 

of the European settlers in this noble North-Ame¬ 

rican province, to the trusting simplicity and child¬ 

like affection with which the remnant of the indi¬ 

genous people crept to the feet of their new Gover¬ 

nor. Among other addresses presented to Metcalfe 

on his first arrival in the country, and during his 

autumnal torn,* were some from the Pted-Indian 

tribes, presented for the most part through their 

Christian teachers. The following, presented at the 

former period, may be accepted as an interesting ex¬ 

ample of these Indian addresses ; and before the 

reader returns to contemplate the miserable party- 

strife of the white men, it may be pleasant to dwell 

upon the picture which it presents. It was written in 

the language of the people, and signed by eight Ojibe- 

* Of the multitude of addresses spect to drafts of public letters, that 
presented to Sir Charles Metcalfe, of the date, intended to be recorded, is 
which the originals are before me, a not always that on which a despatch 
considerable number are without date; is actually drafted, and that in official 
and it is only by internal evidence communications, therefore, it is sel- 
that the time of their presentation dom determined until the fair copy is 
is to be determined. In the prepara- presented for signature. To a large 
tion of this work, from first to last, number of dateless papers, however, 
I have had to contend with no greater which have come before me, this re¬ 
difficulty than that obtruded in my mark does not apply. It has some¬ 
way by the frequent absence of dates times cost me a great deal of trouble to 
from the letters and documents con- verify the dates, but I believe that I 
stituting my principal materials. Even have not failed in any instance 
Metcalfe himself, an exact man of where such verification has been im- 
business, was not always very precise portant, so that the loss has been en- 
in dating his letters and papers. It tirely my own. 
ought, properly, to be added, with re- 
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way and some other chiefs, on behalf of some 1200 

members of their tribes : 

“ Great Father,—We, your Red children of this mighty 

land, bid you welcome ; the welcome of true and loyal hearts. 

“ Great Father,—In you we see the envoy of our beloved 

mother, whose strong arm reaches across the vast salt waters to 

support our weakness, to clothe the naked, and feed the hungry 

of our now scattered and enfeebled race. 

“ Great Father,—Without her assistance, the Red men, the 

first and once the sole possessors of the soil, would live but in 

fable. The memory of the exploits of their ancestors and the 

traditions of old men would alone recall their existence and 

destruction. 

“ Great Father,—We thank her ; gratitude warms our 

breasts, and nothing can sever the strong cords of affection 

which bind us to her and our British brethren. 

Great Father,—We hope the protection we have enjoyed 

from the distant time when we first beheld the proud flag of 

the c Red coat will never cease to be extended to us. With¬ 

out it we must die. 

“ Great Father,—We are feebly attempting to walk in the 

footsteps of your people ; we see them increase whilst we 

wither and perish like the autumn leaf ; but we also will cease 

to be hunters, and seek in the bosom of the earth that food 

for our wives and children for which we vainly toil in our 

rapidly disappearing forests. 

£<r Great Father,—Lend us your ear. Give us your fosterino- 

care to assist our young efforts, and hearken not to those who 

would say, ‘ The Red men’s lands are wastes in the midst of cul¬ 

tivation, they are slothful and unworthy of support.’ But we 

know you are our friend, for you come from our mother, and 

needless must be the prayer and the caution. The young bird 

flutters round the nest in which he has been reared before he 

ventures to open his wings to the wind; his flight is slow and 
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heavy until success induces him to venture boldly into the air. 
So is it with us ; and may we be like that young bird. 

“ Great Father,-We are anxious that to our youth should 
not be closed the wisdom of the White. We are anxious to 

worship the God you worship, and in the same manner. Some 

assistance we have already received; but, Father, do for us 
what you can, that it may be increased. 

“ Great. Father,—We are fearful to blend with these our 
words, which are all of joy at your arrival, one whisper which 

should partake of sorrow; but, Father, we have heard it said 

that our dear friend—he who after you is our great chief—is 

to be taken from us; that he whose sole aim has been to 

render us happy, whose constant advice that we should work 

and enjoy the fruit of our industry was no longer to watch 

over us. Oh, Father, let it not be so! Listen to the prayer of 

your Red children, and make us rejoice in his safety, not mourn 
over his fall. 

1 “ Great Father,—Much could we say to you, but we know 

your cares are not for us alone, and that many claim your 

attention. Once more, then, Father, welcome, and as, in days 

gone by, your fathers smoked with ours the pipe of peace and 

love, so we now give you the hand of brotherhood and affec¬ 

tion, and may the Great Spirit of Christian and Heathen, the 

Great Creator of all, bless and protect you, long to live in the 
hearts of our people.” 

To this address Sir Charles Metcalfe returned a 
befitting answer: 

“ To the Chiefs and Tribes who have signed the Address received 

through Mr. Keating and Mr. Jarvis. 

“ I THANK you, my children, for your affectionate welcome. 

“ Be assured of the fervent protection of her Gracious 

Majesty the Queen, and of my good-will towards you, and 

constant care of your welfare. 

“ I rejoice to learn that you are disposed to relinquish the 

VOL. II. 2 L 
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wandering life of hunters for the more settled industry of agri¬ 

culture, and I have no doubt that you will soon experience 

benefit from the change. Be not discouraged. Pursue the 

object with steadiness, and your labors will be rewarded with 

comfort and independence. 

“ It will be a most gratifying part of my study to attend to 

your laudable desire for literary and religious instruction ; by 

which your happiness in both worlds will be most surely pro¬ 

moted. 
“ Your fears for the life of your father and friend, the late 

Governor, are, alas! too well founded, and you may soon 

have to deplore his removal from this world; but you will 

derive consolation from the assurance that the souls of the 

good in the hour of death exchange the uncertainties of mortal 

existence for eternal bliss at the throne of the Almighty, 

through the merits and mediation of the Saviour and Redeemer 

of sinful mankind. So, by Divine Mercy, it will be with the 

departing spirit of your late father; and so may it be with you 

when, in the appointed time, your earthly career may be 

ended. God bless you all.” 

If, when he wrote these sentences, Metcalfe wished 

that he were the patriarchal head of a tribe in some 

uncorrupted country, where the only party-strife 

was between Ignorance and Knowledge—between 

Heathen superstition on the one side, and the glad 

tidings of salvation on the other; and the only Re¬ 
sponsible Government known, the responsibility of 

a Christian ruler to the great teacher of the Universe 

—there are few who will not sympathise with the 

feeling. 
But there was another kind of Responsible Go¬ 

vernment still pressing him sorely—still dogging his 

heels wherever he went. The subject, in such a 

party-ridden country, could not be kept out of the 
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addresses presented to him during his tour His 

answer was always, that he was the friend and up¬ 

holder ot Responsible Government-but that there 

lad been, m some quarters, a misconstruction of the 

words. “ You entirely misapprehend me,” he said 

m rePv to an address from the Talbot district,* “in 

supposing that I am unwilling to avail myself of the 

information and assistance of the Executive Council. 

On the contrary, I am always desirous of obtaining 

them, and no mistake can be greater than to imagine 

that I am reluctant to seek and receive their advice. 

1 found Responsible Government practically acknow- 

edged m this colony, and I have endeavored to 

carry it out for the public good. It may, however, 

be pushed to an extreme which would render it im¬ 

practicable ; and that is the case when it is attempted 

to render the Governor merely a tool in the hands of 

a Council, demanding that the prerogative of the 

Crown should be surrendered to them for party 
jiurposes.” J 

This great question of the meaning of Responsible 

Government was now fast approaching a practical 

solution. The Assembly had been summoned to 

meet on the 28th of September; and Metcalfe was 

now hurrying down to Kingston. He could not 

regard with much complacency the threatening pros¬ 

pects before him. At one time, before the com¬ 

mencement of his tour, he had entertained some 
% 

* The Talbot district was a very 
hot-bed of faction. On Metcalfe’s 
arrival he had received two addresses 
from it, one calling upon him to sup¬ 
port the liberal institutions of the 

country; and the otherdenouncing Re¬ 
sponsible Government as a dangerous 
innovation that must lead to the dis¬ 
ruption of the colony from the mother 
country. 

2 l 2 
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hope that, inasmuch as that all the members of the 

Ministry were not disposed to advance the same 

pretensions, a collision might be avoided.* But this 

hope did not long sustain him. He knew that the 

more violent section of the Council was at the same 

time the more powerful; and that whilst there was 

no preponderating element on the other side to keep 

down the extravagances of the Baldwin and Lafon- 

taine party, a rupture might any day occur. 

When he thought, too, of the meeting of Parlia¬ 

ment, and the state of parties in the Assembly, he 

saw, too, that there was much to render his position 

very painful and embarrassing. In the summer he 

had written to Lord Stanley on the subject, pointing 

out the difficulties which beset him on every side, 

owing to the necessity of his adopting a cause which 

was calculated to give satisfaction neither to those 

of whose opinions he approved, or those with whom 

he could not sympathise: 

“ My chief annoyance,” he wrote, “ at present proceeds from 

the discontent of what may fairly be called the British party 

* On the 25th of June he wrote, in 
a private letter to Lord Stanley:— 
“ I have got on smoothly with the 
Council hitherto, with cautions on my 
part, hut without any sacrifice of what 
appears to be under present circum¬ 
stances the proper authority of the 
Governor. The business of the Go¬ 
vernment is carried on by myself in 
communication with the Secretaries; 
no orders are issued without my per¬ 
sonal direction or sanction; and only 
those matters are referred to the 
Council which the law or established 
practice require to be so dealt with, 
or on which I really wish to have the 
benefit of their local knowledge and 

advice. No pretensions have been 
advanced on their part to render ne¬ 
cessary a statement of opposite prin¬ 
ciples; undone might almost suppose 
that the unreasonable assumptions be¬ 
fore asserted by some of them had been 
abandoned. I am not, however, sure 
of this; and although I see no reason 
now to apprehend an immediate rup¬ 
ture, I am sensible that it may happen 
any day. If all were of the same 
mind with three or four, it would be 
more certain. But there are mode¬ 
rate men among them, and they are 
not all united in the same unwarrant¬ 
able expectations.” 
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in distinction from the others. It is the only party in the 

colony with which I can sympathise. I have no sympathy 

with the anti-British rancor of the French party, or the 

selfish indifference towards our country of the Republican 

party. Yet these are the parties with which I have to co¬ 

operate; and because I do not cast them off, the other party 

will not see that I cannot, and construe all my acts as if they 

were the result of adhesion to anti-British policy. Unfor¬ 

tunately, the measures which I have recommended, if adopted, 

will add to this impression, although not deservedly; and I 

shall be the object of distrust and abuse to the only party with 

which I sympathise; for I can hardly expect that an opportunity 

will occur of which I can avail myself to show my feelings 

towards them. In speaking of their discontent, I allude to 

the indications of it exhibited by the Press on that side. All 

the gentlemen of the party with whom I have conversed on 

the subject admit the difficulties of my position, and the im¬ 

possibility, with any advantage of breaking with the party 

supported by the majority, even if I were so disposed. My 

own desire would be to rid myself of connexions with any 

parties exclusively, and to adopt whatever measures may be 

best, with equal justice to all, with councillors selected from all 

parties; but this at present seems impracticable, for party 

spirit runs too high to admit of such an union. 

“ This party spirit leads to party conclusions, and renders it 

difficult, if not impossible, to conciliate all parties. If I have 

already failed with the one in whose loyal feelings I sympathise, 

it is not likely that I shall be successful with those for whose 

anti-British feelings, whether rancorously hostile or coldly 

indifferent, I have an innate antipathy. The only system 

likely to be successful that rulers can adopt in dealing with 

such feelings in subject is, I believe, to treat them as if such 

feelings did not exist; and although this may cause the really 

loyal to abuse me, I shall never allow myself to be angered 

against the latter, for I shall know that they will do so in 

ignorance of my feelings towards them, and from not weighing 
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with due consideration the duties which I have to perform. I 

wish that I could anticipate the day when all would be recon¬ 

ciled, and United Canada be really united in internal harmony 

and attachment to the British Crown. Such a consummation 

is, I fear, remote and uncertain; but I believe, nevertheless, 

that a large portion of her Majesty’s subjects in this colony are 

as loyal and as devoted as any in any part of her dominions.” 

This, in due course, came to be demonstrated. 

But, in the mean while, a great struggle was before 

him. At the end of September, Sir Charles Metcalfe 

met the Provincial Parliament. His opening ad¬ 

dress was quiet and conciliatory. He spoke of the 

birth of a Princess; of the death of Sir Charles 

Bagot ;* of the benefits conferred on the colony by 

the increased facilities afforded for the importation 

of Canadian wheat into the mother country; of the 

tour which he had recently made; of the signs of 

prosperity he had witnessed; of the public works in 

progress; ol the loyalty which had been evinced; of 

the advantages to be derived by the people from 

improved lines of communication;! of the state of 

* Metcalfe seems always to have 
taken extreme pleasure (In this in¬ 
stance it was a melancholy one) in 
speaking with commendation either 
ot his predecessors or successors. 
The following passage in which he 
refers to the death of Sir Charles 
Bagot is very characteristic: — “ In 
the same interval an afflicting event 
has occurred in Canada, by the de¬ 
mise of your late Governor, my 
immediate predecessor, whose heart 
was devoted to the public; therefore 
universal regret has done honor to his 
memory throughout the province, and 
I cannot abstain from noticing that 
liis desolate widow and family, and 
his mortal remains, in passing through 
the neighbouring territories of the 

United States to their place of embar¬ 
kation at New York, were received 
with marked and affecting tokens of 
friendly respect, which indicated both 
the esteem in which he was held in 
a country in which he had been per¬ 
sonally well known, and also a gene¬ 
rous sympathy worthy of the great 
nation by which it was evinced.” 

f He was always verj' eager to 
improve and to extend the roads of 
the province. Contrast this with his 
minutes regarding the extension of 
roads in India. He had been twice in 
England siuce he wrote the latter, 
before which he had been thirty years 
in India without once bringing him¬ 
self into contact with the growing 
civilisation of the West. 
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tlie gaols, and the necessity of a general improve¬ 

ment in prison-discipline; of the educational affairs 

of the colony; of the state of the finances; of the 

guaranteed loan; of the Customs laws and other 

matters of revenue. “ The welfare of Canada,” he 

said, in conclusion, “ depends on the results of your 

deliberations on the numerous and important ques¬ 

tions which will come before you; and it will, I 

trust, be the sole object of your labors. It is the 

anxious desire of her Majesty’s Government, and will 

be the constant aim of my endeavors. I humbly 

hope that the blessing of Almighty God will crown 

our united efforts with success.” There was not the 

same heart in this speech that there was in his first 

address to the Legislature of Jamaica. The diffe¬ 

rence is painfully apparent. Metcalfe seemed to 

look with feelings almost of despair at the difficult 

work which lay before him. 

To those who watched narrowly the progress of 

events and took note of casual symptoms as they 

arose, it soon became apparent that the inevitable 

collision between the Governor-General and his 

Council was now very close at hand. The business 

of the Session proceeded hopefully, for, although 

there were measures regarding which Sir Charles 

Metcalfe differed from his Council, it was not anti¬ 

cipated that any great inconvenience would result 

from this difference of opinion. It was more pro¬ 

bable that the collision would be precipitated by 

some petty personal matter, elevated into impor¬ 

tance only by the principle which it was supposed 

to involve. All through the month of October and 
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the early part of November—during which some im¬ 

portant local acts were passed, including one for the 

removal of the seat of Government to Montreal_ 

these threatening appearances continued to increase. 

The principal members of the Executive Council 

utterly misunderstood the character of Sir Charles 

Metcalfe, and believed that they would gain an easy 

victory. Their official bearing towards him was 

insolent and contemptuous. In the House of 

Assembly, on more than one occasion, they exhibited 

theii practical disregard ot his position as the repre¬ 

sentative of the Crown, by showing that they were 

inclined to keep him in ignorance of their Ministerial 

proceedings. The only member of the Council in 

whom he had any real confidence they publicly 

repudiated.* Their conduct, as Metcalfe painfully 

* Mr. Daly. See Mr. Gibbon Wake¬ 
field’s account of this transaction. His 
authority is that of an actor in the 
scene described. “ I was in the House 
of Assembly,” says Mr. Wakefield, 
“when a regular supporter of the 
Government, but not holding any 
office, made a speech suggesting the 
impeachment of an Executive Coun¬ 
cillor, Mr. Daly, the Secretary of the 
Province, for having advised Lord 
Sydenham to make, in favor of the 
said Mr. Daly, an unlawful appropria¬ 
tion of the colonial revenue. So little 
bad such an attack been expected, 
that the person accused was not pre¬ 
sent, and the members generally were 
in total ignorance of the subject. 
When the accuser sate down, it was, 
of course, supposed that the Ministers 
present would defend their absent 
colleague. Instead of this, two mem¬ 
bers of the Executive Council, Mr. 
Hinckes, Inspector-General of Ac¬ 
counts, and Mr. Alwyn, Solicitor- 
General for Lower Canada, one of 
them being a dependent of Mr. Bald¬ 
win, and the other of Mr. Lafontaine 

made speeches admitting the guilt of 
their colleague, but deprecating in¬ 
quiry into a matter which was already 
so plain. Mr. Lafontaine and Mr. 
Baldwin were present, but said no¬ 
thing. Shocked at their treachery to 
Mr. Daly, I upbraided them with it, 
and insisted on a full inquiry into 
the subject. The whole House, with 
the exception of the ‘Treasury Bench,’ 
where disappointment and confusion 
were manifest, took my view; a select 
committee was appointed by acclama¬ 
tion, the greatest number of votes 
being given for me in choosing its 
members; and this Committee in a 
few hours reported (the accuser being 
chairman and drawing the report) that 
not a shadow of ground had ever ex¬ 
isted for any charge against Mr. Daly. 
During the inquiry by the Committee, 
Mr. Daly necessarily made me ac¬ 
quainted with all the circumstances 
of the case; and I then learned that 
a very serious difference with respect 
to it had for some time existed be¬ 
tween the Governor-General and all 
his councillors except Mr. Dalv.” 
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felt, was ratlier that of antagonists than of colleagues. 

He confessed that he had no confidence in them. 

Some who saw what was passing out of doors, be¬ 

lieved that the leading members of the Administra¬ 

tion were eager to force on a rupture, not so much 

on account of anything that was likely to he the 

pretext for it, as because a state of things had arisen 

in the Council and in the Assembly, which might 

cause extreme embarrassment to the former by with¬ 

drawing from them a considerable number of their 

supporters in the latter, and eventually cause their 

defeat.* 

* See Mr. Gibbon Wakefield’s ex¬ 
planation of this, in the pamphlet 
quoted in the last note. “ The inha¬ 
bitants of the two provinces, though 
now under one Legislature, widely 
differ in laws, customs, and even 
habits of thought. Much legislation 
that would be good for the English or 
French race, would, at present as¬ 
suredly, be fatal to the happiness of 
the other. It is of the greatest im¬ 
portance to both, therefore, that the 
United Parliament should adopt a 
federal principle of legislation; in 
which case it would make different 
laws for the two divisions of the pro¬ 
vince, as the Parliament of Great 
Britain has legislated for England 
and Scotland since the Union. _ Ad¬ 
mitting this principle, and keeping in 
mind the principle of Responsible Go¬ 
vernment, a capable Executive in 
Canada would frame its measures for 
each division of the province so as to 
please a majority of the members of 
Assembly representing that division. 
Instead of observing this rule, Mr. 
Baldwin and Mr. Hinckes, both of 
them pertaining to Upper Canada, 
sought to carry in the Assembly mea¬ 
sures relating exclusively to Upper 
Canada, and not agreeable to a majo¬ 
rity of the Upper Canada members, 
by means of the votes of French- 
Canadian members. Mr. Baldwin, 

who, as before stated, had been 
brought into power, not on account 
of his owrn influence in Upper Canada, 
but really as one of the French-Cana- 
dian party, and who was then mem¬ 
ber for a French-Canadian county, 
having failed after his appointment to 
oflice in his attempts to get returned 
for an Upper Canada county, had the 
folly (I can call it by no other name) 
to rely on Mr. Lafontaine for carrying 
into effect his, Mr. Baldwin’s, views of 
policy with respect to Upper Canada, 
and Mr. Lafontaine had not the wis¬ 
dom to withhold the assistance which 
his colleague required for this pur¬ 
pose. The consequence was a loud 
outcry from the Upper Canada mem¬ 
bers against ‘ French domination.’ 
When it is recollected that the mem - 
hers of the Upper House then present 
were mostly from Lower Canada, and 
gentlemen of French origin, the 
jealousy and anger of the Upper Ca¬ 
nada members of the Assembly will 
be fully understood. These feelings 
were expressed without reserve. The 
course of the Government in this re¬ 
spect appeared to me so pregnant with 
future danger to Lower, or rather 
French Canada, from its tendency to 
provoke English interference with 
French institutions, that I, represent¬ 
ing a constituency largely composed 
of Frencli-Canadians, should, on that 
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Metcalfe was no tactician. If he had been, see¬ 

ing that a collision was inevitable, he would have 

taken care to break with his Council upon some 

point that would have secured for him the sympa¬ 

thies of an influential portion of the Colonial com¬ 

munity. As it was, he suffered things to take their 

course; and thought only of resisting the encroach¬ 

ments which he regarded as encroachments on the 

prerogative of the Crown. At the end of Novem¬ 

ber the crisis came. The question which precipi¬ 

tated it at last was a question of patronag'e. Met¬ 

calfe had appointed to his personal Staff a French- 

Canadian officer who was distasteful to Mr. Lafon- 

tame. The appointment was intended to conciliate 

the French-Canadian community, hut it offended 

their chief. The leaders of both parties in the 

Council then waited on the Governor-General, 

intent on advancing the pretensions of the Execu¬ 

tive. They demanded that the Governor-General 

should make no appointment without the sanction 

ol his Ministers. During two long sittings, on the 

24th and 25th of November, Baldwin and Lafon- 

tame pressed their demands with energy and resolu¬ 

tion ; but Metcalfe, in his own placid way, was 

equally energetic and resolute. His natural serenity 

was undisturbed by the irritating hostility of his op¬ 

ponents. The crisis was one of which it was im¬ 

possible to foresee the results. It might end in a 

ground alone, have ceased to support 
■Mr. Lafontaine if he had not resigned. 
In or was my opinion a solitary one 
among the members from Lower Ca¬ 
nada. So many of them saw the impo¬ 
licy of their voting at all on ques- 
tjons relating solely to Upper Canada, 
that if Mr. Baldwin had not re¬ 

signed, some of his favorite measures 
would probably have been defeated; 
and in that case, not only must he 
have resigned as having lost the sup¬ 
port of the Assembly, but he would 
have been ruined and deeply morti¬ 
fied as a party leader.” 
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disastrous and inglorious termination of liis long 

career of public service, and at no very remote 

period in the severance of the colony from the 

mother country.* But Metcalfe, during those two 

days of trial, was as calm and unruffled as ever. In 

the domestic circle no change was apparent in his 

manner. He played with Higginson’s children just 

as joyously as though there had been nothing to 

cloud his happiness or to distract his mind. 

On the 26th of November, all the members of 

Council, with the exception of Mr. Daly, finding that 

they could not shake the firmness of the Governor- 

General, resigned their offices, and prepared to jus¬ 

tify their conduct to Parliament and the colony 

at large. I will not doubt the sincerity, or ques¬ 

tion the public virtue of Baldwin and Lafontaine. 

Doubtless, they believed that they also were fighting 

in defence of constitutional Government, and that 

the interests of the province demanded that they 

should not abate a jot. They clung to their own 

* Some time before he had written, 
in anticipation of a rupture, to an old 
friend and member of his family in 
India (Colonel Stokes), saying: “By 
the strange state of things produced 
by my predecessors, success is scarcely 
possible, and you may expect every 
day to hear that I am involved in dif¬ 
ficulties and strife. If I followed my 
own inclination, I should ship myself 
immediately on my return to Eng¬ 
land; but the same sense of duty 
■which brought me will detain me, 
until decided failure may cure her 
Majesty’s Government of the expec¬ 
tation that I can manage matters 
satisfactorily. It would require a long 
story to explain the state of things 
which makes me despair of doing 
good; the short of it is, that I am ex¬ 
pected by the most powerful party in 
the colony to govern according to their 

views, and that in refusing to do so, I 
shall become involved in a contest 
with the majority in the Provincial 
Parliament, which will be tantamount 
to a failure. The idea of governing 
according to the interested views of a 
party, is odious to me; I wish to go¬ 
vern with equal treatment and justice 
to all parties; but the prospect of doing 
so without contest with the dominant 
party, and that anti-British, is hope¬ 
less. The contest, once commenced, 
will either be endless, or will end in 
submission on the part of the Go¬ 
vernment, or separation of the colony 
from the mother country; and the 
least evil to be expected for me per¬ 
sonally will be, the retirement, with 
discredit, of the Governor, who will be 
blamed for a state of things in reality 
rendered almost unavoidable by the 
proceedings of his predecessors.” 
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notions of Responsible Government • and took their 

stand upon certain Resolutions, passed by the House 

of Assembly m 1841, containing an authoritative 

rendering of the phrase A But they were intoxi¬ 

cated with draughts of unaccustomed power, and 

ey did not see that they were condemned, even by 

the doctrines which they most loudly vaunted. 

In his turn, Metcalfe, complaining that the ex- 

councillors had withheld from the Assembly the real 

circumstances of the rupture, put forth an explana¬ 

tory statement. I give the bulk of it as I find it in 
his own original draft :f 

On Fiiday Mi. Lafontaine and Mr. Baldwin came to the 

overnment House, and after some irrelevant matters of busi¬ 

ness and preliminary remarks as to the course of their proceed¬ 

ing demanded of the Governor-General that he should a^ree to 

make no appointment, and no offer of an appointment, without 

previously taking the advice of the Council; that the lists of 

candidates should m every instance be laid before the Council- 

that they should recommend any others at discretion; and that 

the Governor-General in deciding, after taking their advice, 

should not make any appointment prejudicial to their influence • 

m other words, that the patronage of the Crown should be 

surrendered to the Council for the purchase of Parliamentary 

* They were substantially these 
that the head of the Execut 

Government of the province, bei 
within the limits of his Governun 
the representative of the Soverei; 
is responsible to the Imperial auti 
rity alone; but that, nevertheless 1 

management of our local affairs’c 
only be conducted by him, by and wi 
the assistance, counsel, and inform 
tion of subordinate officers in the pi 
vince; and “ that in order to preser 
between the different branches of t 
provincial Parliament that harrnoi 
wmcii is essential to the peace, w< 
Jare, and good government of the pr 
vince, the chief advisers of the repr 

sentative of the Sovereign, constitut¬ 
ing a Provincial Administration under 
him, ought to be men possessed of the 
confidence of the representatives of 
the people, thus affording a guarantee 
that the well-understood wishes and 
interests of the people, which our 
gracious Sovereign has declared shall 
be the rule of the Provincial Govern¬ 
ment, will, on all occasions, be faith¬ 
fully represented and advocated.” 

f The draft is full of erasures 
showing the care which Metcalfe took 
to omit everything of an offensive or 
personal nature, which in his first 
eagerness to tell the plain truth lie 
had committed to paper. 
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support; for if the demand did not mean that, it meant nothing, 

as it cannot he imagined that the mere form of taking advice 

•without regarding it was the process contemplated. 

“ The Governor-General replied, that he could not make any 

such stipulation, and could not degrade the character of his 

office, nor violate his duty, by such a surrender of the preroga¬ 

tive of the Crown. 

“ He appealed to the number of appointments made by him 

on the recommendation of the Council, or the members of it in 

their departmental capacity, and to instances in which he had 

abstained from conferring appointments on their opponents, as 

furnishing proofs of the great consideration which he had 

evinced towards the Council in the distribution of the pa¬ 

tronage of the Crown. 

“ He at the same time objected, as he always had done, to 

the exclusive distribution of patronage with party views, and 

maintained the principle that office ought, in every instance, to 

be given to the man best qualified to render efficient service to 

the State; and where there was no such pre-eminence he 

asserted his right to exercise his discretion. 

u He understood from Messrs. Lafontaine and Baldwin that 

their continuance in office depended on his final decision with 

regard to their demand, and it was agreed that at the Council 

to be assembled the next day, that subject should be fully dis¬ 

cussed. 

“ He accordingly met the Council on Saturday, convinced 

that they would resign, as he could not recede from the resolu¬ 

tion which he had formed; and the same subject became the 

principal topic of discussion. Three or more distinct proposi¬ 

tions were made to him over and over again, sometimes in dif¬ 

ferent terms, but always aiming at the same purpose, which m 

his opinion, if accomplished, would have been a virtual surren¬ 

der into the hands of the Council of the prerogative of the 

Crown; and on his uniformly replying to these propositions in 

the negative, his refusal was each time followed by ‘ then we 

must resign,’ or words to that purport, from one or more of the 

Council. 
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ter the discussion of this question at so much length, 

eing as he has hitherto conceived the one on which the resig¬ 

nation of the. Council rested, he is astonished at finding that 

their resignation is now ascribed to an alleged difference of 

opinion on the theory of Responsible Government. 

“ In the course of the conversations which both on Friday 

and Saturday followed the explicit demand made by the 

Council regarding the patronage of the Crown, that demand 

being based on the construction put by some of the gentlemen 

on the meaning of Responsible Government, different opinions 

were elicited on the abstract theory of that still undefined ques- 

ion as applicable to a colony—a subject on which considerable 

difference of opinion is known everywhere to prevail; but the 

overnor-General, during those conversations, protested, and 

still protests against its being asserted or supposed that he is 

practically adverse to the working of the system of Responsible 

Government which has been here established, which he has 

hitherto pursued without deviation, and to which it is fully his 
intention to adhere. J 

tJ^G,°Verr" S“bsoribes » the resolu¬ 
tion of the Legislative Assembly of the 3rd of September, 1841 

and considers any other system of Government but that which 

rec„g„,ses Responsibility to the people and the Representative 

satisfied that p,'0vW N° “an is more -atisBed that all Government exists solely for the benefit of the 

people, and he appeals confidently to his uniform conduct here 

and elsewhere m support of this assertion.” 

To an imputation, brought against him by the 
ouncil, that he had opposed and obstructed the 

legislation of the two Houses, in the matter of a bill 
lor the suppression of Secret Societies, Metcalfe re 
plied: 

. ^llusion 1S ™ade to the Governor-General’s havino- deter 

mined to reserve for the consideration of her Majesty’s Govern 

ment one of the bills passed by the two Legislative Houses, 
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that is, the Secret Societies Bill. If there is any part of the 

functions of the Governor in which he is more than in any 

other bound to exercise an independent judgment, it must be 

with regard to giving the Royal assent to Acts of Parliament. 

With regard to this duty he has special instructions from her 

Majesty to reserve every Act of an unusual or extraordinary 

character. Undoubtedly, the Secret Societies Bill answers to 

that description, being unexampled in British legislation. The 

gentlemen of the late Council heard his sentiments on it expressed 

to them. He also told them that it was an arbitrary and un¬ 

wise measure, and not even calculated to effect the object that 

it had in view. He had given his consent to its being intro¬ 

duced into Parliament, because he had promised, soon after his 

assumption of the Government, that he would sanction legisla¬ 

tion on the subject, as a substitute for Executive measures which 

he refused to adopt. The gentlemen of the late Council cannot 

fail to remember with what pertinacity those measures were 

pressed on him, and can hardly be unaware of what would have 

followed at that time, if, in addition to rejecting the proscriptive 

measures urged on him, he had also refustd to permit any legis¬ 

lation on the subject. 

“Permission to introduce a bill can never be justly assumed 

as fettering the Governor’s judgment with regard to the Royal 

assent, for the discussion in Parliament during the passage of 

the bill through the Legislature may materially influence his 

decision in this case. The bill was strongly opposed and re¬ 

probated in the Assembly, but when it went to the Legislative 

Council, many of the members had seceded, and it did not 

come up from that House with the advantage of having been 

passed in a full meeting. Taking those circumstances into 

consideration, together with the precise instructions of her 

Majesty, and the uncertainty of her Majesty’s allowing such a 

bill to go into operation, the Governor-General considered it 

to be his duty to reserve it for her Majesty’s consideration, as 

it was much better that it should not go into operation until 

confirmed by her Majesty’s Government, than that it, should 

be disallowed after its operation had commenced. 
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It need not be said that the-*'Council were sup¬ 

ported by a majority in the Representative Assembly. 

Metcalfe had always been very unwilling to stop the 

business of tlie Session, and but for this would, 
perhaps, have brought on a crisis before. This was 

now altogether inevitable. Parliament might be 
prorogued ; but he could not strike his colors. 

“You will perceive by the papers,” he wrote to an 

old school-fellow and brother-collegian, with whom 

he had often exchanged playfully a Greek or Latin 

quotation, “ that I am engaged in a contest with 

the £ civium ardor prava jubentium.’ I am acting 

cautiously, in the hope of bringing matters right in 

a quiet way. I cannot with certainty anticipate 

the result, but do not mean to yield whatever it may 
be. To the question at issue, which is, whether the 

Governor is to be in some degree what his title 

imports, or a mere tool in the hands of the party 
that can obtain a majority in the representative body, 

I am, I conceive, c vir justus,5 and I certainly mean 

to be ‘ tenax propositi,’ and hope ‘ Si fractus illabatur 

orbis, impavidum ferient ruinse.’ ”* 

* He was wont, writing to his In¬ 
dian friends, to compare his position 
to that of an Indian Governor, who 
might have to rule through the agency 
of a Mahomedan Ministry and a Ma- 
homedan Parliament. I find the same 
form of expression used in more than 
one letter, but I am not sure of the 
correctness of the analogy. To Colonel 
Stokes he wrote: “ Fancy such a state 
of things in India, with a Mahomedan 
Council and a Mahomedan Assembly, 
and you will have some notion of my 
position. On a distinct demand from 
the Council for stipulations which 
would have reduced me to a non¬ 
entity, I refused. They instantly re¬ 
signed, and were supported by the 
House of Assembly. Since then I 

have not even been able to form a 
Council likely to carry a majority, 
such is the dread of the power of the 
party who thought by their resigna¬ 
tion to drive me to receive them back 
and to submit to their demands. I 
have now to strive to obtain a ma¬ 
jority in the present Parliament. If 
I fail in that I must dissolve, and try 
a new one. I do not know that I shall 
have a better chance in that; and if I 
fail then still I cannot submit, for that 
would be to surrender the Queen’s 
Government into the hands of rebels, 
and to become myself their ignomi¬ 
nious tool. I know not what the end 
will be. The only thing certain is 
that I cannot yield.” 
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It need not be said that these proceedings speedily 

threw the whole colony into a fever of excitement. 

T\ herever men congregated, from the banks of the 

Huron to the mouth of the St. Lawrence, they as¬ 

sembled and took council with each other, and dis¬ 

cussed the conflicting claims of the G overnor-General 

and his councillors. Nor were they contented with 

discussion. It was necessary that they should give 

utterance to their feelings and opinions through the 

old channel of addresses to his Excellency the 

Governor-General. So public meetings were" held, 
and addresses were drawn up ; and for a third time 
since his arrival in the colony, a shower of these 

documents descended upon Metcalfe from all parts 

of the province. And it was a far heavier one than 

either that had gone before. Not only were the 

addresses which now poured in from all quarters 

more numerous, but they were also far more sig¬ 

nificant. They were not mere complimentary effu¬ 

sions. They were genuine out-spoken expressions 

of opinion. Metcalfe, indeed, was now on his trial. 

He was arraigned before the colonists at large. 
Whatever may have been the condition to which 

Prerogative was to be reduced, there is no doubt 

that Privilege then was flourishing to its heart’s 

content. Every man conceived that he was privi¬ 

leged to say what he liked; and never, perhaps, 

under any form of Government, Responsible or Irre¬ 

sponsible, has there been a more unrestrained exhi¬ 

bition of the feelings and opinions of individual men. 

What the opinions of the colony at large may 

have been, it is not easy to determine. It appears 
VOL. II. 2 M 
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to me, that they who understood the real nature of 

the question at issue sided with the Governoi- 

General, and that they, who did not supported the 

councillors. The addresses which Metcalfe recerve< 

were of different complexions. The greater number, 

as may be supposed, were intended to encourage 

and to support him; but as his friends at such a 

time were more likely to be demonstrative than his 

enemies, and silence may have been intended to 

imply condemnation, this cannot be accepted as a 

proof of the general state of feeling m the colony. 

But there were several which, although couched m 

loyal and respectful language, were addressed to the 

consideration of the great question at issue, and 

decided it against the Governor-General, lo all 

such demonstrations Metcalfe replied m a calm and 

dignified tone. He did not wrap himself up m a 

cloak of official reserve, or carry himself superbly as 

the representative of the Crown; hut was explana¬ 

tory and argumentative in his replies. In a plain, 

straightforward manner he exposed the errors into 

which some members of the community had been 

betrayed by the ex-councillors or their partisans, 

entered into a statement of his own views; and 

declared the principles of action by which he would 

thenceforth be guided as the chief ruler of the 

province. If any proof had been required of the 

fact that Metcalfe was no despot, that he full} 

recognised the rights of the people, and believed 

himself to he responsible to them for the just admi¬ 

nistration of their affairs, it would have been found 

in the attention which he bestowed on all these 
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utterances of public opinion, and the earnestness 
which spoke out of his replies.* 

Of these addresses, and of the answers which they 

elicited, a few illustrative examples must suffice to 

indicate both what the colonists at large thought 

of the pending struggle, and how Metcalfe justified 

his conduct. To his reply to one particular address 

subsequent reference was frequently made, as to the 

one in which the Governor-General most fully de¬ 

clared his sentiments. The answer to the address of 

the Gore Councillors—as it is known in colonial his¬ 

tory—was pre-eminently Metcalfe’s manifesto. It 

was said of it by his supporters, that it was worthy of 

being written in letters of gold. The pith and sub¬ 

stance of the arguments on both sides will be found 

in the addressf and reply : 

It ma^ be mentioned that, al- doctrine of Responsible Government 
though at this time addresses were expressed in your message to the 
pouring in by scores, the answers re- House of Assembly, on Wednesday 
turned to every one of them were the 29th of November last, has our 
originally written by himself, and that decided approbation.” After stating 
no two are alike. The skill with at some length their opinions of the 

which he varied the forms of ex- Constitutional Government best suited 
pression, where it was impossible to to the colony, they concluded by say- 
embody new ideas, is worthy of being ing: “In the support of these pre¬ 
recorded, as an indication of consi- ciples and opinions the loyal men of 
derable literary ability; but it is still Gore will always be found, as they 
more note-worthy as an indication of always have been in more perilous 
the earnest, serious feeling with which times—1 Ready—ay, Readythey will 
he.received these expressions of public rally round the royal standard of the 
opinion, and estimated their import- glorious empire of which they are 
ance, not as mere matters of course to proud to form an integral part; they 
be answered by a Secretary’s formula, will follow that standard in your Ex- 
but thoughtfully and impressively by cellency’s hand wherever you will 

himself. lead them, and then may God defend 
f The address was signed by sixteen the Right, and save the Queen.” To 

members of the Municipal Council of this outburst of loyalty Metcalfe re- 
the Gore district. Another address, plied: “ If more active exertions were 
conceived in a very different spirit, needed, your gallant and heroic con- 
was forwarded from the “ Freeholders duct in times of peril would prove to 

and inhabitants” of the same district, me that I might confidently depend 
“ We beg to assure your Excellency,” on your undaunted courage and de- 
they said, “ that the definition of the voted spirit for every effort that the 

2 m 2 
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ADDRESS OF THE GORE COUNCILLORS. 

« To his Excellency the Right Honorable Sir Charles Metcalfe, 

Governor-General of British North America, &c. &c. Ac. 

« May it please your Excellency,-We, the undersigned 

Warden and Councillors of the Gore District, not in District 

Council assembled, beg leave to approach your Excellency 
fn the present exigency of our public affairs, with sentiments 

of the highest respect and esteem towards your Excellency, a 

wi h feelings of the most ardent attachment to her Majesty s 

retonlnd Government, and with the most lively sense of the 

important duty we owe to our Sovereign in using every en¬ 

deavor to perpetuate in bonds of an enduring attachment the 

union happily existing between this colony and the great em- 

mre of which it forms a part. . , 
«Knowing the high and honorable reputation your Excel¬ 

lency has sustained as a statesman, and as a wise liberal, anc 

enlightened Governor in other parts of her Majesty s dominions, 

we are led to believe that your Excellency has been misled and 

misinformed, by irresponsible and unconstitutional advisers, in 

regard to the true state of public opinion upon that great ana 

important constitutional principle of Government involved m 

the question which led to the relation of the late Executive 

Council. We, therefore, humbly assure your Excellency, Re¬ 

presenting as we do various townships in this district, and being 

intimately acquainted with the views, feelings, and wishes o 

the several constituencies we have the honor to represent tha 

public opinion in this district, and, we believe, throughout the 

length and breadth of Canada, will fully sustain the late Execu¬ 

tive in the stand they have taken, and the views they have ex¬ 

pressed, in relation to colonial administration under the prin¬ 

ciple of Responsible Government, as emanated and set forth in 

energy of man is capable of producing, 
but God forbid that I should live to 
see the peace and harmony ot this 
province disturbed by the hateful 
tumults of war and discord. I hope 
and trust that the only contest we 

shall ever have to sustain together 
will be the pacific one in which we 
are now engaged, in defence ot Con¬ 
stitutional "Government and British 
connexion.” 
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the Resolutions of the Assembly of September, 1841, and prac¬ 

tically carried into operation under your Excellency’s late 

lamented predecessors, Lord Sydenham and Sir Charles Bagot. 

The late Executive, we believe, has taken their stand on the 

plainly denned and easily understood principles of the British 

constitution; and we beg to assure your Excellency that nothing 

can so much secure and advance the great public interests of this 

large province, or promote public peace and tranquillity, as well 

as strengthen the loyalty and attachment of the people to the 

Crown of Great Britain, as a full participation in all the rights 

and privileges of Britons, in a perfect recognition in the admi¬ 

nistration of our affairs, of that principle—-the responsibility of 

the Ministers of the Crown to the representatives of the people. 

“ In the absence from your Excellency of constitutional ad¬ 

visers we submit this address, believing that your Excellency 

only requires to know the true state of public opinion, and the 

real feelings of the country, to carry out the gracious declaration 

of her Majesty of her wish and determination that the Govern¬ 

ment in Canada should be administered according to the well- 

understood wishes and interests of the people.” 

SIR CHARLES METCALFE’S REPLY. 

“To the Warden and Councillors of the Gore District. 

“I receive. Gentlemen, with great satisfaction the assu¬ 

rance of your attachment to her Majesty’s person and Govern¬ 

ment, and of your desire to perpetuate the union happily 

existing between this colony and the great empire of which it 

forms a part; and I thank you for your courteous expression of 

personal regard towards myself. 

“Before I reply to the substance of your address, I must 

endeavor to remove some erroneous impressions by which it 

seems to have been dictated. 

u You suppose me to have been misled by certain imaginary 

beings, whom you designate as irresponsible and unconstitu¬ 

tional advisers. I am not aware of their existence. 

“ You offer me your opinions in the absence from me, as you 
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say, of constitutional advisers; whereas I have them m the 

Executive Council. 
“ You speak of the Resolutions of September, 1841, as 

having been exclusively carried into operation under mj 

lamented predecessors; but in no administration have they 

been so thoroughly carried into operation as in mine. 
« The substance of your address relates to the resignation ot 

certain members of the late Executive Council, and to the 

question of Responsible Government, which you conceive to be 

involved in this proceeding. 1 „ 
a The resignation of those gentlemen proceeded from my 

refusing to agree to certain stipulations which it was uncon¬ 

stitutional for them to demand, and a compliance with whic i 

was impossible on my part, as in my judgment it would have 

involved a surrender of the patronage of the Crown to them 

for party purposes, an act to which I could never agree. In no 

other respect was the question of Responsible Government in¬ 

volved in their resignation. 
“ With reference to your views of Responsible Government, 

I cannot tell you how far I concur in them without knowing 

your meaning, which is not distinctly stated. _ 
a If you mean that the Governor is to have no exercise ot 

his own judgment in the administration of the Government, 

and is to be a mere tool in the hands of the Council, then I 

totally disagree with you. That is a condition to which I can 

never submit, and which her Majesty’s Government, in my 

opinion, never can sanction. 
“ If you mean that every word and deed of the Governor is 

to be previously submitted for the advice of the Council, then 

you propose what, besides being unnecessary and useless, is 

utterly impossible consistently with the due despatch of bu¬ 

siness. _ . 
“ If you mean that the patronage of the Crown is to be 

surrendered for exclusive party purposes to the Council, 

instead of being distributed to reward merit, to meet just 

claims, and to promote the efficiency of the public service, 
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then we are again at issue. Such a surrender of the preroga¬ 

tive of the Crown is, in my opinion, incompatible with the 

existence of a British colony. 

“ If you mean that the Governor is an irresponsible officer, 

who can without responsibility adopt the advice of the 

Council, then you are, I conceive, entirely in error. The 

undisputed functions of the Governor are such, that he is not 

only one of the hardest worked servants of the colony, but also 

has more responsibilities than any other officer in it. He is 

responsible to the Crown and the Parliament and the people of 

the mother country for every act that he performs, or suffers to 

be done, whether it originates with himself or is adopted on 

the advice of others. He could not divest himself of that 

responsibility by pleading the advice of the Council. He is 

also virtually responsible to the people of this colony, and 

practically more so than even to the mother country. Every 

day proves it; and no resolutions can make it otherwise. 

“ But if, instead of meaning any of the above-stated impos¬ 

sibilities, you mean that the Government should be admi¬ 

nistered according to the well-understood wishes and interests 

of the people; that the Resolutions of September, 1841, should 

be faithfully adhered to; that it should be competent to the 

Council to offer advice on all occasions, whether as to patronage 

or otherwise; and that the Governor should receive it with the 

attention due to his constitutional advisers, and consult with 

them in all cases of adequate importance; that there should be 

a cordial co-operation and sympathy between him and them; 

that the Council should be responsible to the Provincial Parlia¬ 

ment and the people; and that when the acts of the Governor 

are such as they do not choose to be responsible for, they 

should be at liberty to resign; then I entirely agree with you, 

and see no impracticability in carrying on Responsible Govern¬ 

ment in a colony on this footing; provided that the respective 

parties engaged in the undertaking be guided by moderation, 

honest purpose, common sense, and equitable minds devoid of 

party spirit. 
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“ As you have considerately tendered to me your advice in 

the supposition that I stood in need of it, I trust that I may, 

without offence, offer some counsel in return. 
«You have all the essentials of Responsible Government. 

Keep it. Cling to it. Do not throw it away by grasping at 

impossibilities. Do not lose the substance by snatching at a 

shadow. 
“ You desire to perpetuate your union with the British 

Empire. Do not imagine that this purpose can be promoted 

by obstructing her Majesty’s Government, in order to reduce 

its authority to a nullity. You have every privilege freely 

granted that is compatible with the maintenance of that union. 

Her Majesty’s Government has no inclination to exercise any 

unnecessary interference in your local affairs; but can ne\ei 

consent to the prostration of the honor and dignity of the 

Crown; and I cannot be the traitor that would sign the death- 

warrant of British connexion. 
“ Cherish Responsible Government and British connexion. 

Let them work together in harmony and unison in a practi¬ 

cable manner. Let no man put them asunder. But do not 

pursue a course that must destroy one or the other, or both. 

This advice is offered with perfect sincerity by a friend whose 

only interest in the counsel that he gives is an anxious desire 

to secure the welfare of Canada and the integrity of the British 

Empire.” 

To this manly reply, I have said, subsequent refer¬ 

ence was made in other addresses—in none more 

emphatically than in the following, which educed 

another manly response: 

FROM THE ELECTORS OF THE SECOND RIDING OF YORK. 

“ .... We feel that the grateful thanks of the community are 

due to your Excellency for the clear and distinct enunciation, in 

your Excellency’s answer to the address of the sixteen dis¬ 

trict councillors of the Gore District, of the principles upon 
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which you have administered, and still intend to administer, the 

Government of this colony, feeling satisfied as we do that such 

principles are strictly in accordance with the usages and prac¬ 

tice of a representative form of Parliament, and we are grateful 

lor the firm avowal of your Excellency, that you will never he 

the traitor to sign the death-warrant of British connexion. 

u It has afforded us the greatest satisfaction and delight to 

witness the prompt and energetic manner in which our fellow- 

subjects have come forward in all parts of Upper Canada to 

declare their strong approbation of the course which your Ex¬ 

cellency felt it your duty to pursue, and that your conduct has 

met with the most unqualified approbation of our most gra¬ 

cious Sovereign and of her Government, feeling convinced 

that such combined support cannot fail to carry jmur Excellency 

triumphantly through the difficulties with which a few ambi¬ 

tious and designing men have surrounded your Excellency, and 

at a time, too, when the interest of the country required the 

united exertions of all parties to establish prosperity and con¬ 

tentment. 

“ As the faithful subjects of an empire not only the greatest 

and most just, but whose constitution and Government is the 

best and freest on earth, we cannot withhold from your Ex¬ 

cellency the expression of our condemnation and abhorrence 

of the policy of the late councillors in their attempt to pervert 

and prostitute the great principle of Responsible Government 

to their own selfish and factious purposes, which sneeringly 

stigmatise loyalty (the grateful and natural principle of every 

honest subject) as a reproach, and charge upon the colonist, as 

a stigma and total disqualification for office, that in the hour of 

Iris country’s need he had been true to his allegiance and faith¬ 

ful to his Sovereign.” 

SIR CHARLES METCALFE’S REPLY. 

“ .... I came to Canada in order to devote myself to its 

welfare ; I found a fine country, rich in natural resources, and 

capable of great prosperity. Seeing or conceiving that dissension 
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was the great bane of the province, it became my anxious desire 

to unite all parties in the bonds of peace, conciliation, and 

brotherly love. A counteracting spirit prevailed in the quarter 

in which I ought to have been most zealously aided. I could 

not consent to conduct the administration of the Government 

on party principles—on principles of proscription which pre¬ 

cluded equal justice to all; and instead of conciliating, could 

not fail to irritate a large portion of her Majesty’s subjects, and 

to perpetuate animosities and party strife. 
“ Neither could I consent to the degradation of the office of 

representative of her Majesty to the condition of a mere tool 

in the hands of a party, with a view to those party purposes 

which could not otherwise be accomplished. 

“ Hence a cry has been raised, accusing me of hostility to 

Responsible Government, although responsibility to the people 

has influenced me in every act; and notwithstanding that I had 

pursued and was pursuing, to a degree unknown in any other 

colony in the world, the mode of Responsible Government 

which I had found but recently established here. If any proof 

were wanting of my anxiety to carry on the Government accord¬ 

ing to the svstem of responsibility, it would be found in the 

delay which has taken place in the completion of the Execu¬ 

tive Council, owing solely to my desire to form such a Council 

as, possessing my confidence, would also be likely to obtain that 

of the representatives of the people. 

“ The unfounded cry raised against me has partially accom¬ 

plished its purpose with the party disposed to uphold those from 

whom my duty compelled me to differ; and not only have I 

been unscrupulously charged with denying that which I have 

affirmed, but what is an infinitely greater evil, the good of the 

country has been sacrificed to party purposes, and measures have 

been crushed by party power, which were declared to be neces¬ 

sary for the welfare of the province by the same party that first 

introduced and then destroyed them. 

11 Every effort has been, and is being made to embitter the 

people against me personally; to persuade them that I am 
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opposed to obstructing her Majesty’s Government; to substitute 

collision in lieu of co-operation; and consequently to impede 

the progress of prosperity in the colony, and endanger our con¬ 

nexion with the mother country. 

“I trust that these attempts will fail, and that the good sense 

of the great majority of the people will perceive that there is 

in reality no question at issue which could warrant opposition 

to her Majesty’s Government, or the withholding of that sup¬ 

port which all loyal subjects are bound to afford when there is 

no just cause for the contrary.” 

In the following antagonistic addresses, and in 
Metcalfe’s replies to them, the subject of Respon¬ 
sible Government is exhausted :* 

FROM THE COUNCILLORS OF THE OTTAWA DISTRICT. 

“ On this earliest occasion of our assembling together since 

the resignation of your late Executive Councillors, we feel 

impelled, no less by duty to the Royal representative than by a 

sense of sincere gratitude to your Excellency for your uncom¬ 

promising firmness at that conjuncture of our public affairs, to 

give the above assurance, and at the same time to express our 

united unqualified approval of your Excellency’s magnanimous 

defence of the Prerogative of the Crown from the unconstitu¬ 

tional restrictions then attempted to be put upon it, followed by 

your able and dignified vindication of that act, in face of the 

many formidable misapprehensions and perverse misrepresenta¬ 

tions which the occasion gave rise to. 

“ We, in common with all other loyal subjects of her 

Majesty in United Canada, can wish for no other or greater 

* It should be stated that these se- Government. Many, of which no 
lections have been made not on account mention has been made, were far more 
of the political importance of the ad- important in themselves. Montreal, 
dresses themselves, but because the for instance, sent in a document, in 
replies seem to afford the most com- support of the Governor-General, 
plete exposition of Metcalfe’s senti- signed by more than 5000 names. The 
ments on the subject of Responsible subsequent selections are only extracts. 
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freedom than is intended so freely to follow from the time 

tried constitution of the parent state, in which the pieioga 

tive of the Sovereign is so important and active an element, 

and the free exercise of which prerogative, in honoring the 

meritorious and rewarding the deserving, irrespectively of party 

considerations to guide it, is so generously fostered by a free 

and a mighty people there. 

u And while we consider the principles of that constitution, 

carried out by the careful hand of practical experience as far as 

these can safely and usefully be adapted to our condition as 

colonists, to be altogether sufficient for our perfect freedom 

and security, and our advancement in prosperity and happiness, 

we cannot too strongly deprecate any encroachment or innova¬ 

tion on that noble fabric, which has proved itself at once so 

acceptable and suited to our habits and predilections, and is so 

dear to our affections and feelings as being handed down from 

our forefathers.” 

SIR CHARLES METCALFE’S REPLY. 

u ... . The legislative power is vested in the Crown and 

the two Houses of Parliament. The executive power is in the 

Crown, represented by a Governor, who is aided by a Council ol 

advice, consisting of heads of departments, and responsible to 

the people and their representatives for executive measures. 

The Government is conducted for the good of the people, and 

according to their wishes. Phis is the constitution of Canada ; 

and with good sense, moderation, and honest co-operation for 

the public welfare, it may be successfully worked. 

“ But supposing the Executive Council to be supreme, and 

the Governor to be merely an instrument for putting the sign 

manual to their dictations—which is the sort of constitution 

aimed at by a party—the authority of the Crown would then 

be a nullity. The Council would usurp all the executive 

authority; all the prerogative of the Crown; all the distribu¬ 

tion of patronage. The Executive Council would nominate 
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the Legislative Council, and would wield all the powers of the 

House of Assembly, whether they were the leaders or the 

servants of that body. All the power and functions of the 

Government would be monopolised by the Executive Council, 

or the House of Assembly, as the case might be. In such a 

constitution where would be the Crown? Where the supre¬ 

macy of the mother country? This is not the constitution 

of a limited monarchy. This is not the British constitution. 

Neither is it the constitution of Canada. It is not, I believe, 

the constitution of any state in existence; for even in the most 

republican constitutions the powers of Government are more 

carefully distributed among different authorities. 

u Those must be blind who do not see the manifest difference 

between an independent state and a colony; between an old 

and a new country; between one overflowing with capital and 

population, and one needing both; between one in which a 

wealthy aristocracy possess great influence, and another in 

which no such influence exists; between a country in which 

the practical mode of governing is regulated by a nice balance 

of counterpoising influences, and one in which the means of 

producing the same balance are wanting; between the exist¬ 

ence of a state of things in one country which has been the 

gradual work of ages, and the attempt to transfer the same 

state of things by word of command to a country in most 

respects widely opposite; in short, between the United King¬ 

dom and Canada; differences which would render what might 

be the same thing in name very different in reality in the two 

countries. 

(i What is the inference to be drawn from these differences ? 

Not that the people of Canada are less free than those of the 

mother country. Not that their rights and liberties are less 

sacred. Not that the measures of the Government will be 

other than liberal. Not that Responsible Government is 

denied or impaired, but that it must be conducted conside¬ 

rately and carefully for the public good, and not with a view to 
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the exclusive domination of a party. It is as much the duty 

of the friend of the people as it is of the servant of the Crown 

to resist the tyranny of an oligarchy which would trample on 

both.” 

FROM THE COUNCILLORS OF THE BROCK DISTRICT. 

“ .... It was with no ordinary degree of satisfaction and grati¬ 

tude that we learned that her Majesty’s Government had selected, 

as a successor to our late Governor-General—the ever-to-be- 

lamented Sir Charles Bagot—an individual possessing the high 

and honorable distinction that your Excellency has so long sus¬ 

tained as a statesman, in the manner in which you have 

conducted the Government of some of the most important 

colonies of the British Empire. Our confidence and satisfaction 

were increased, and the permanent tranquillity of the country 

seemed about to be secured by the liberal and enlightened 

character of the legislative measures which were introduced to 

Parliament under the auspices of your Excellency’s adminis¬ 

tration. But, we regret to state, that these cheering prospects 

have been dissipated, and an unwonted degree of melancholy 

disappointment spread over the minds of the people, by the 

unfortunate misunderstanding which has arisen between your 

Excellency and your late advisers upon the subject of Respon¬ 

sible Government—a question which we fondly hoped had 

been for ever set at rest, in as far as Canada was concerned. 

“ Permit us respectfully to express our belief that your 

Excellency has been deceived and misled as to the true state of 

feeling in the country with regard to the conduct of your late 

Executive Council ; and that this misapprehension in your 

Excellency’s mind has been produced by the misrepresentation 

of a small but active party in the community. From the 

intimate knowledge we possess of the views of our consti¬ 

tuencies, we beg confidently to assure your Excellency that, at 

whatever time the people of the District of Brock may be 

appealed to on these important matters, they will emphatically 

corroborate the assertions we now make.” 
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SIR CHARLES METCALFE’S ANSWER. 

“.... You inform me that cheering prospects have been dissi¬ 

pated, and melancholy disappointment spread over the minds 

of the people, by the unfortunate misunderstanding which has 

arisen between me and my late advisers upon the subject of 

Responsible Government; a question which you fondly hoped 

had been set at rest, in as far as Canada was concerned. 

“ And it might have been set at rest, if my late advisers had 

not recklessly resolved that an extreme view of it, never before 

contemplated, should be agitated throughout the province 

without regard to the consequences. There was no misunder¬ 

standing between them and me. Their pretensions were per¬ 

fectly clear. They required that I should be a tool in their 

hands. To this I could not and never can agree. They have 

not receded from their pretensions. I cannot desert my duty. 

There is therefore an insuperable bar between them and me. I 

cannot believe that, with the sentiments expressed in your 

address, you would uphold their pretensions. Your devoted 

attachment to her Majesty’s Government must necessarily pre¬ 

vent your desiring to see it reduced to a nullity. 

“ You state your belief that I have been deceived and misled 

as to the true state of feeling in the country with regard to the 

conduct of the late Executive Council, and that this misappre¬ 

hension in my mind has been produced by the misrepresenta¬ 

tion of a small but active party in the community. I am not 

aware that I have been deceived or misled in that matter, or 

that any misrepresentation causing a misapprehension in my 

mind on that subject, has been attempted by any party. It is 

manifest that the feeling is not unanimous in favor of the late 

Executive Council; else I should not have received numerous 

addresses from communities and large bodies indicating an 

opposite sentiment on the part of the subscribers. Which way 

the majority of the electors may incline can only be shown at a 

general election, which I hope will not be necessary before the 

time appointed by law; and then I hope the good sense of the 

people will perceive that there is no just ground for obstructing 
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her Majesty’s Government, and that in reality Responsible 

Government is not at stake. The only question at issue is, 

whether Responsible Government shall be carried on by a 

cordial co-operation for the public good between the Governor 

and responsible advisers, which is my construction of Respon¬ 

sible Government; or whether the Governor shall be a sub¬ 

servient tool in the hands of a party, which is the Responsible 

Government of those gentlemen who have arrayed themselves, 

and are instigating the people against me, in order to accom¬ 

plish what would be the complete destruction of her Majesty’s 

Government. 
« Responsible Government in all its essentials is acknow¬ 

ledged, adopted, and faithfully pursued; and has been in full 

operation throughout my administration. No one seeks to 

disturb it but those who would render its working imprac¬ 

ticable by aiming at impossibilities. No greater proof could 

be afforded of my determination to abide by it than the delay 

which has taken place in the completion of the Executive 

Council, proceeding solely from my anxiety to form such 

a Council as is most likely to obtain the support of the 

Provincial Parliament. You say that you have freely ex¬ 

pressed your opinions, in the absence from me of advisers in 

whom the country has confidence. I have adviser| who have 

my entire confidence, and who merit, and I believe possess, that 

of the country; and will, I trust, continue to receive it in union 

with others who remain to be appointed. 

“ As you have the goodness to breathe a fervent prayer that 

I may be guided by an overruling Providence to pursue such 

a policy as may secure the approbation of our most gracious 

Sovereign, it will no doubt be gratifying to you to learn that 

her Majesty has graciously approved my conduct in the 

instance to which your address refers; and if I have also the 

good fortune to realise the remainder of your aspirations, and 

secure the satisfaction of my Canadian fellow-subjects, I shall 

enjoy the greatest happiness that I can look to in this mortal 

life. But whatever may be my fate in that respect, my 
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conscience shall never have to reproach me for any want of 

devotion to their welfare, or any disregard of their liberties 
and rights.” 

It would, have been well if the expression of 
opinion in the colony had been limited to the tempe¬ 

rate language of these provincial addresses—if the 

excitement which attended the resignation of the 

councillors were adequately represented by these 

documents. But very different was the language 

employed by some of the ex-councillors and their 

more zealous partisans with reference to the cha¬ 

racter and conduct of the Governor-General. At 

public meetings, in after-dinner speeches, in vehe¬ 

ment party-pamphlets, these gentlemen employed in 
turn the weapons of ridicule and vituperation with 

equal virulence and with equal success. With both 

they failed miserably. They called Sir Charles 

Metcalfe hard names, and they spoke of him with 

assumed contempt. Now reviling, now sneering at 

him, they applied to the representative of the Crown 

epithets in every respect contradictory, except the 

abuse they were intended to convey. He was at 

one time “ Charles the Simple,” and “ Old Square- 

toes;” at another, a designing and unscrupulous 

despot. The man who had been selected in turn by 

the two great party-leaders of the British Empire 

to superintend in critical conjunctures the affairs of 

the two most important of our Crown colonies, was 

now to be jeered at as a dunce; and he whom 

whithersoever he went the blessings of a grateful 

people had ever followed, was now to be branded as 

a tyrant. If you had believed all that was said by 
VOL. II. 2 N 
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these hot-headed North Americans, you could not 

have escaped from the conviction that Sir Charles 

Metcalfe, utterly regardless of the rights and hap¬ 
piness of the people, was trampling down the liber¬ 

ties of the colony with a relentless heel. It was 

said at a public meeting, by an excited follower of 
the Lafontaine-and-Baldwin party, that the Go¬ 

vernor-General should he driven hack “ into retire¬ 

ment in dear old England, where tyrants have no 

power,” and “where he would writhe under the 
reproach and remorse that is ever inflicted by a 

secret monitor on all those who disregard or wan¬ 

tonly sport with the happiness of their fellow- 

creatures, or trample on the rights and liberties of 

those they are unfortunately doomed to govern.” It 

is easy to imagine how the benign smile which 

seldom left the corner of Charles Metcalfe’s mouth, 

must have spread itself over his poor face on seeing 

a portrait of himself so deliciously untrue. 

But all the vehemence of the ex-councillors and 

their partisans could not really disturb the peace of 

the colony. There was a fund of loyalty and good 

sense in all parts of the province not easily to be 

exhausted. “ In the mean while,” 'wrote Metcalfe 

at the end of Eebruary, “ the affairs of the Govern¬ 

ment proceed as regularly and efficaciously as if the 

Council were complete. The country is tranquil. 

Business is active. The people are prospering, and 

there is little political agitation, although some of 

the members and [partisans of the late Council en¬ 

deavor to excite it.” 

The Baldwin-and-Lafontaine Council had resigned 
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at the end of November; and now at the end of 

February their places were not filled. Seldom has 

the head of a Government found himself in a more 

embarrassing position than that into which Met¬ 

calfe was thrown by the resignation of his Ministers. 

In England, when the Ministry resign, there is 

commonly another set of statesmen ready and eager 

to take their places—an expectant Ministry, with 

the disposition of offices pre-arranged, waiting only 

to be called. But there was no such succedaneum 

at hand to relieve Sir Charles Metcalfe from his 

difficulties. One Cabinet had been broken in pieces, 

and it seemed almost impossible to construct another 

out of the materials at his disposal. The state of 

parties furnished one great obstacle to success; the 

limited personnel of colonial statesmanship another. 

It was hard to say whether it were more difficult to 

arrange parties, or to find men. 

“ On the resignation of my dictatorial Cabinet,” 

wrote Metcalfe to the Colonial Secretary, “ the Con¬ 

servative party came forward manfully and gene¬ 

rously to my support; and if I could have thrown 

myself entirely into their arms, that support would 

have been complete and enthusiastic.” But this 

course he could not bring himself to pursue. He 

was unwilling to identify himself so unmistakeably 

with a party; and he knew, moreover, that the con¬ 

stitutional party was not in itself sufficiently strong 

to preserve him from discomfiture and defeat. It 

was his desire to form a new Ministry, consisting of 

the representatives of all parties ; and to this end he 

at once placed himself in communication with some 

2 n 2 
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of the leading members of the three great political 

divisions — the Erench-Canadians, the Reformers, 

and the Conservatives. But he soon found that 

the idea of this fusion of parties was a mere delu¬ 

sion. The Trench- Canadians were inclined to follow 

their leader to a man; and the Reformers and Con¬ 

servatives could not be brought to coalesce. Eager, 

therefore, as Metcalfe was at once to form a new 

Council, the difficulties which met him at the outset 

compelled him to pause. Moreover, it seemed useless 

to endeavor to form a new Council during the short 

remaining period of the Session, as in the existing 

state of excitement a majority of the Assembly were 

sure to range themselves on the side of the ex¬ 

councillors. 
What then was to be done? Parliament was 

prorogued. The Governor-General was without a 

Council. But he was not without advisers. In the 

embarrassments which had beset him, he had sought 

the advice of two able and respectable men, with 

considerable weight in the colony—Mr. Yiger and 

Mr. Draper. Mr. Yiger was a Erench-Canadian, of 

property, influence, and reputation. He had suffered 

much during the recent troubles for the support 

which he had given to his countrymen. The insurrec¬ 

tion of 1838 brought upon him, justly or unjustly, 

the loss of his personal liberty. He had been thrown 

into prison, as a fomenter of rebellion, on the evi¬ 

dence of some proof-sheets of a seditious character, 

corrected by himself, which had been found in his 

house. His incarceration had lasted for eighteen 

months, and he had come out from confinement a 
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martyr, but not a fanatic. The sufferings which he 

had endured in their cause fixed him securely in 

the hearts of the Trench-Canadian people, and em¬ 

bittered them against the Imperial Government. 

But he was neither a violent nor a selfish man. He 

would have shrunk from turning to any bad uses 

the influence which he had thus created. Injustice 

seems to have pursued him; but it did not harden 

his heart. Metcalfe, indeed, found him proscribed. 

Viger had been recommended for a seat in the Le¬ 

gislative Council, but the Colonial Office had rejected 

him ; and the Governor - General, when he now 

announced that he had called him to his Council, 

was compelled to preface the announcement with 

an apology. Of his ability and energy there was 

no doubt. He had been reported, some time before, 

as “ too old” for official employment; but his seventy 

years sate lightly upon him, and Metcalfe soon 

found that he had the vigor and assiduity with more 

than the steadfastness of younger men. In the 

juncture which had now arisen, his conduct was 

eminently disinterested. He knew that by coming 

forward at such a time to the aid of the Governor- 

General, he would sacrifice all his influence with his 

countrymen, and be looked upon as a renegade. 

But he was prepared to make the sacrifice; and he 

made it, not finding that he over-estimated its ex¬ 

tent. “ Mr. Viger,” said Sir Charles Metcalfe, “ has 

acted a noble part. I entertain unqualified admira¬ 

tion of his character and conduct.” 

Mr. Draper was a lawyer, long settled in Kingston, 

with a thriving business and a well-earned reputa- 
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tion. He had been a member of Lord Sydenham’s 

Council, and bad pledged himself to the support of 

Responsible Government—but he was a loyalist to 

the very core, a strenuous supporter of British con¬ 

nexion. His talents for business were of the highest 

order. He was prompt, assiduous, and methodical. 

Metcalfe regarded him as a first-rate administrator, 

and said that his eminent capacity enabled him to 

take the place of half-a-dozen men. But he returned 

to statesmanship with reluctance. Like the majority 

of competent men of business in the colony, he was 

disinclined, upon personal considerations, to become 

a member of the Government. His home—his busi¬ 

ness—were at Kingston; and the seat of Govern¬ 

ment was to he removed to Montreal. There was 

nothing to induce him, therefore, to attach himself 

to the Governor-General, hut a belief that he could 

render service to his country. In this belief, he 

consented to make the sacrifice ; and he was sworn 

in with Mr. Yiger and Mr. Daly as a member of 

the Executive Council. 

The latter still held office as Provincial Secretary 

for Lower Canada. Yiger and Draper recommended 

that they should he sworn in as members of the 

Executive Council without having any office of 

emolument conferred upon them. By this pro¬ 

visional arrangement, they urged, the executive ad¬ 

ministration of the Government might be carried 

on for a time without filling up any of the vacant 

appointments. To this Metcalfe reluctantly as¬ 

sented. There was only a choice of difficulties. 

The delay in forming a Ministry was, doubtless, an 
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evil; but it would have been of little use to form a 

Ministry without popular support. 

The great object to be attained was the support 

of some influential members of the Trench-Canadian 

party, and hope was entertained that time would 

favor the accomplishment of this object. Viger 

confidently expected that his countrymen “ would 

come round to reason and justice.” Communica¬ 

tions encouraging this belief were received from 

different parts of Lower Canada. It was often 

urged that nothing more was needed than the pre¬ 

sence of Mr. Viger himself to gather round him a 

party inclined to support the Government. So the 

venerable statesman proceeded to Montreal, and for 

a time these favorable expectations seemed likely to 

be fulfilled. “ His communications,” said Metcalfe, 

“gave encouragement; but it soon became evident 

that his presence had not produced any decisive 

effect.” There was an election for a seat in the 

Representative Assembly, vacated by the late in¬ 

cumbent, then coming on at Montreal.* It had 

been looked forward to for some time as the great 

political event of the day. Sanguine expectations 

were entertained by the supporters of the Govern¬ 

ment that the issue of the contest would be in their 

favor. But the result belied their anticipations. 

There was a disgraceful scene of violence and out¬ 

rage. Government were beaten, but by such means 

as could only render victory shameful. “ Brought 

about as it was,” wrote Metcalfe, “by shameful vio- 

* I believe that he had resigned be- vote for the transfer of the seat of Go- 
cause he could not conscientiously vernment to Montreal. 
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lence and a hired mob of strangers, it ought to have 

covered the contrivers of the destruction of freedom 

with disgrace; hut it has had the contrary effect of 
discouraging the friends of her Majesty’s Govern¬ 

ment, and of rendering the junction of the French 

party more improbable than ever.” 

Whilst fruitless efforts were thus being made to 

win over the French-Canadians to represent Lower 

Canada in the Executive Council, Metcalfe was 

eager to make his arrangements for the completion 

of the “Upper Canada portion of the Council.” 

But here another difficulty met him. To Mr. Dra¬ 

per, on whom he relied as his “mainstay in Upper 

Canada,” it appeared expedient rather to wait the 

issue of the negotiations pending in Lower Canada, 

and to he guided by the out-turn of events. To this 

Metcalfe reluctantly consented. But it was soon 

apparent that no benefit would he derived from fur¬ 

ther delay. At the end of June Mr. Draper pro¬ 

ceeded to Montreal, and had soon an opportunity of 

satisfying himself regarding the state of feeling in 

Lower Canada. The reports which he made after a 

three weeks’ residence in that city were of a most 

discouraging complexion. He wrote to Sir Charles 

Metcalfe, that after diligently prosecuting his in¬ 

quiries, and extending his observations in all possible 

quarters, he could come to no other conclusion than 

that the aid of the French-Canadian party was not 

to he obtained upon any other than the impossible 

terms of the restoration of Baldwin and Lafontaine. 

The difficulty, indeed, seemed to thicken. According 

to Mr. Draper, indeed, it was one from which there 
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was no escape. After the lapse of seven months, 

during which the country had been without an 

Executive Government, Metcalfe was told by one of 

the ablest, the most clear-headed, and the most expe¬ 

rienced men in the country, that it was impossible to 

form a Ministry, according to the recognised princi¬ 

ples of Responsible Government, without the aid of 

the Erench-Canadian party, and that that aid it was 
impossible to obtain. 

What, then, was to be done ? It was apparent 

that the want of an Executive Government was 

beginning to have a disastrous effect upon the 

colony. The same high authority assured Metcalfe 

that the necessity for filling up the vacant appoint¬ 

ments was becoming hourly more pressing—that 

the long delay which had already occurred was 

calculated to injure the commercial credit of the 
country—that the revenue would be speedily affected 

—that the want of a responsible officer to represent 

the Crown in the Courts of Justice was already 

proving a great public inconvenience—that men’s 

minds were being unsettled and unhinged—and that 

vague apprehensions of evil were beginning to para¬ 

lyse the industrial energies of the country. 

It was necessary, then, to form a Ministry—but 
how P To recall Baldwin and Lafontaine would be 
publicly to acknowledge a defeat, to lower the dig¬ 

nity of the Crown, and to pave the way for new 

embarrassments, which might be more insuperable 

than the old. To form a Ministry without them, 

and, therefore, without the support of the Erench- 

Canadian party in the Assembly, would be to form 
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a Ministry incapable of carrying on the Government 

according to the principles of Responsible Govern¬ 

ment ; that is, through a majority in the Assembly 

—for no such majority could be obtained. 

Prom this dilemma there was one possible means 

of escape, which to the English politician will readily 

suggest itself. The Governor-General had the power 
of dissolving the Assembly, and appealing to the 

loyalty of the province. But it was the opinion of 

Mr. Draper, that although in Upper Canada the 

answer to such an appeal might be favorable, in 

Lower Canada it would be the reverse; and that 

the aggregate result would not be such as to secure 

a majority in the Rouse. The experiment, Metcalfe 

was assured, was not likely to be successful; and yet 
it was the only resource, in the midst of these un¬ 

exampled difficulties, which seemed to afford a 
glimmer of hope. 

The crisis, indeed, was an alarming one. The 

constitution of Canada was at stake. Looking; 

beyond the immediate exigency, it was clear that 

if no solution of these difficulties could be found 

under the existing constitution, a revolutionary 

remedy of some kind must be applied—a remedy, 

as it was truly said, that “ cannot be advised here.” 

It might be the abandonment of Responsible Go¬ 

vernment, with the results of such attempted retro¬ 

gression— or the severance of the existing union 

between the two Canadas—or the establishment of 

a federal union of all the North-American colonies— 

or anything else, either determined by, or forced 

from, the Imperial Government. The difficulty 
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might be dealt with by the Crown or by the People. 

It was impossible to say how it was to be dealt with 
by the Governor-General. 

If in the midst of such unprecedented embarrass¬ 

ment Metcalfe sometimes lamented that he had 

quitted the peaceful sanctuary of home to be tossed 

about on the stormy sea of party-politics in an 

American colony, who will express surprise? To 

one old and honored cotemporary and friend he had 

written, that he envied him the quiet of the Albany; 

and that friend wrote back to him words that were 

well calculated to stir his spirit at such a time, and 
to till him with new courage. If you thought 

only of your own comfort and content,” wrote 

Mountstuart Elphinstone, “ or if you were con¬ 

vinced that you were past more useful employment, 

you might enjoy your repose with as good a con¬ 

science as I do; but if I had the energy and ability 
to till such a place as yours, I would not give the 

few months of your approaching crisis for a hundred 
years of unprofitable enjoyment.” 

They were noble words, and Metcalfe felt the full 

force of the appeal. In the midst of all discouraging 

circumstances he was not discouraged. He was 

sustained by the honesty of his purpose. He knew 

that he could but do his best. He felt that what 

others could do he also could do, and that if he 

failed at last, it would be only because success was 

beyond human reach. He was resolute not to 

abandon the great game before him until he had 

exhausted every possible means of bringing it to a 

triumphant issue. Toiled in his efforts to obtain 
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the coadjutancy of one statesman, he addressed him¬ 

self to another. The Attorney-Generalship of Lower 

Canada, which had been held by Mr. Lafontainc, 

was offered in succession to four leading men of the 

Trench - C anadian party; hut on various pretexts 

declined by all. Not one in the excited state of 

the public mind in Lower Canada had courage so 

to brave the opinions of his countrymen. 

A more curious social phenomenon than that 

presented by the state of public feeling among the 

Erench-Canadians, Metcalfe, in all his experience of 
men, had never witnessed before. They had been 

described to him in England, and they had been 

described to him in Canada, as a remarkably 

amiable, gentle, and contented race of men, with 

a primitive simplicity about them that was truly 

engaging. What Lord Gosford had told him in the 
old country, and Mr. Draper in the new, his own 

experience continually confirmed. "When he first 

learnt that these quiet, ignorant, harmless, patri¬ 

archal people were very hot-headed and violent par¬ 

tisans, Metcalfe asked if the irritation of the people 

were the work of the priests. But the suspicion, 

natural as it was, was an injustice to the Erench- 

Canadian clergy. All authorities concurred in 

saying, that the mischief was done principally by 

the lawyers—advocates, notaries, and others of the 

same race; and partly by the medecins of the 

province. Instilling into the minds of the people, 

by imperceptible degrees, opinions hostile to the 

British race, these educated and influential men 

prepared them to be the blind and headlong fol- 
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lowers of tlieir party-leaders. It is the natural 

tendency of injustice and oppression to make the 

many lean upon the few. The Erencli-Canadians 

knew that they had suffered; believed that they 

had been wronged, and though tardy reparation 

had been made to them, they were still prepared 

to imbibe the lessons instilled into them by their 

teachers—still inclined to believe that justice would 

not be done to them unless they supported the men 

who were fighting their battles against a selfish and 

a dominant faction. 

Thus instructed, they united almost as one man 
to support those who had put themselves forward 
most prominently as the supporters of their claims 
against the exclusiveness of the English, and believed 

that the only sure test of sincerity was opposition 

to the dominant race. It was generally said, that 

even their most popular leaders lost influence when 

they took office. They were assuredly now very 

powerful since their rupture with the Governor- 

General. It was almost certain that any member 

of the Assembly taking office in the new Govern¬ 

ment would lose his seat in the House and be pro¬ 

scribed by his countrymen. But still Metcalfe did 

not cease from his efforts to construct a Ministry 

representing in fair proportions all the parties in the 

State. 
The longer, however, the negotiations with the 

French-Canadian party were kept open, the more 

apparent it became that they were blindly following 

Baldwin and Lafontaine; and that unless these 

popular leaders were admitted to the Council, there 
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was no hope of any assistance from their followers. 

In vain Metcalfe offered to receive another member 

of the late Council—Mr. Morin—a more moderate 

politician and a more trustworthy man. It was 

answered, that he was without influence; and it was 

plain that such a compromise would not satisfy the 
party. Mr. Draper had not taken too desponding a 

view of the case. There was nothing between the 

admission of Baldwin and Lafontaine and the entire 

abandonment of the support of the Drench-C anadians 

in the Assembly and in the province at large. 

The difficulty, therefore, seemed to thicken. Be¬ 

fore the middle of August, Metcalfe had ceased to 

hope for any coadjutancy in that quarter, and had 

formed the resolution to construct a new adminis¬ 

tration without the aid of the Breneh-Canadian 
party. But the candidates for office in the Execu¬ 

tive Council were few. Eor every other description 
of official employment there were appli cants with¬ 

out number. But employment depending upon the 

votes of the House of Assembly was not coveted by 

men who could turn their talents to better account. 

The Ministerial salaries were small. On an average, 

they did not exceed lOOOZ. a year. Under the 

system of Responsible Government such offices were 

always precarious ; but now, in the existing posture 

of public affairs, the incertitude of their tenure was 

extreme. Statesmanship in Canada had not risen 

to an independent position, but was an appendage 

to the more certain support of professional occupa¬ 

tion. When a man was invited to take office in the 

Executive Council, he was frequently in effect soli- 
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cited to make large personal sacrifices. Patriotism 

was not, in Canada, a plant of more luxurious 

growth than in other parts of the world where the 

value of money is well understood. So it happened 

that when Metcalfe, abandoning the idea of bringing 

the Prencli-Canadians into his Council, endeavored 

to form a Ministry containing, in fair proportions, 

the representatives of the two British parties, he 

was nearly being wrecked on the rocks of personal 

interest. Men who would have taken office were 
deterred by cogent private considerations from 

joining the standard of the Governor-General. In 
some instances, prosperous, and in others embar¬ 

rassed, pecuniary circumstances stood in the way 

of arrangements that otherwise might have been 

made; and time after time, therefore, Metcalfe 

encountered disappointment just when he thought 

himself at the point of success. 
In spite, however, of these difficulties—in spite of 

the ever-recurring obstacles presented by the incom¬ 

patibility of the two parties—the Constitutionalists 

and the Reformers, whom he endeavored to bring 

into harmonious action—Metcalfe resolutely per¬ 

severed in his efforts to form a Council. Before 

the middle of August he reported that the Attorney- 

Generalship of Lower Canada had been offered to 

six gentlemen—four French and two English—and 

perseveringly declined by all. But he made a 

seventh offer of the appointment, and at last it 

was accepted. Little by little he added to the 

strength of his new Ministry; and on the 27th of 

August he reported to the Colonial Office that he 
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“ expected, in a few days, to be able to announce 

tbe completion of the Executive Council of the pro¬ 

vince.” His persevering efforts were about at last 

to be crowned with success. 

At the head of this new administration were Mr. 

Viger, Mr. Draper, and Mr. Daly, who throughout 

all his difficulties had adhered faithfully to the 

Governor-General. The first was to be President 

of the Council; the second, Attorney-General for 

Upper Canada; whilst the third still retained his 

old post of Provincial Secretary for Lower Canada. 

Associated with these functionaries now for the first 

time were Mr. Morris, one of the most respected 

and respectable men in the province, who accepted 

the office of Receiver-General; Mr. D. B. Papineau, 

Commissioner of Crown Lands ; and Mr. Smith, At¬ 

torney-General for Lower Canada. The first was 

a man of moderate opinions. He had been con¬ 

spicuous in his opposition to the old exclusiveness of 

the dominant faction, but having subsequently ar¬ 

rayed himself against the late Council, he had been 

scouted by them as a Tory; and some men had 

hesitated to join an administration of which he was 

a member, lest the same imputation should be made 

against them. But in reality though a loyalist, he 

was a man of liberal sentiments; and whilst the 

greatest possible assistance was likely to be derived 

by the Executive Council from his excellent habits 

of business, no collision of opinion was anticipated. 

Mr. Papineau, a brother of the leader who had ren¬ 

dered himself so conspicuous during the recent trou¬ 

bles, was a Lrench-Canadian of good abilities and 
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unimpeachable character, whom Metcalfe would 

have earlier invited to his councils, but for the 

general belief that the infirmity of deafness, by 

which he was afflicted, would render him unwilling 

to accept office—perhaps, incapable of holding it. 

But as soon as it was found that the defect had been 

exaggerated, and that there was nothing really to 

impair his administrative efficiency, Metcalfe at once 

offered him the Commissionership of Crown Lands, 

and had no reason to regret the choice. The good 

sense and excellent judgment which he exhibited in 

council commended him greatly to the Governor- 

General, who was well pleased with his colleague; and 

not less so with the new Attorney-General for Lower 

Canada, Mr. Smith, a respectable member of the 

Montreal bar, of whom Metcalfe said, that, although 

the appointment had been long in reaching him, 

there was every reason to he satisfied with the result. 

He was a sensible and moderate man of right prin¬ 

ciples ; and although he had not previously occupied 

a seat in the Legislature, there was little doubt that 

his forensic habits would qualify him for Parlia¬ 

mentary debate. 

Having thus filled the six most important offices 

in the Executive Council, Metcalfe believed that he 

was in a position to meet his Parliament. But it 

was certain that in the Representative Assembly, as 

then constituted, he could not command a majority. 

So the question of dissolution was debated in the 

Council. Eive of the members were in favor of the 

step; whilst one only opposed it. If a majority, 

however small, could have been calculated upon, 

VOL. II. 2 o 
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Metcalfe himself would have preferred meeting the 

old Parliament. But there was no reasonable 
ground for such a hope ; so the Governor-General, 

not without strong reluctance,* consented to an 

appeal to the province. New writs were issued; 
preparations were made for the coming struggle. 

And, in the mean while, it was determined that the 

minor offices in the Council need not be filled until 

the results of the election had appeared. The 
vacant appointments might then he bestowed on 

men who had secured their return to Parliament. 

“ I regard the approaching election,” wrote Metcalfe 

on the 26th of September, “ as a very important 

crisis, the result of which will demonstrate whether 
the majority of her Majesty’s Canadian subjects are 

disposed to have Responsible Government in union 

with British connexion and supremacy, or will 

struggle for a sort of Government that is imprac¬ 

ticable consistently with either.” 
The great struggle was now about to commence. 

In all parts of the province the excitement was 

extreme. In some there were apprehensions of riot 

and bloodshed. Inflammatory hand-bills were in 

* Not because he was fearful of the 
result, but because he had told the 
old Parliament that he would meet 
them again, and he wished that the 
promise should be literally fulfilled. 
Metcalfe thus explained the principal 
arguments in favor of the dissolution 
in a letter to Lord Stanley: “ Se¬ 
veral disposed to support the Govern¬ 
ment would have been embarrassed 
by tlreir former vote; and the session 
being the last of the Parliament, all 
of the members returned as belonging 
to the party called in Upper Canada 

Reformers, would have been too much 
in awe of their constituents to act in¬ 
dependently. The Opposition would 
easily have put forward questions 
that would have been embarrassing 
to many, and they might have con¬ 
trived to go to the country at a new 
election, which would necessarily have 
followed either immediately or in a 
few months, with some popular delu¬ 
sion operating in their favor. Defeat 
alone would have been a disparage¬ 
ment to the Government, and of bad 
influence on the subsequent elections.” 
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circulation, and violent placards posted on the walls. 
Large bodies of Irish laborers were in motion, 
hired, it was reported to the Governor-General, to 
keep freedom of election in control by club-law. In 
expectation of serious disturbances, the troops were 
ordered to hold themselves in readiness in all places 
where danger threatened. The contest was between 
loyalty on the one side, and disaffection to her 
Majesty’s Government on the other. That there 
was a strong anti-British feeling abroad, in both 
divisions of the province, Metcalfe clearly and pain¬ 
fully perceived. The conviction served to brace and 
stimulate him to new exertions. He felt that he 
was fighting for his Sovereign against a rebellious 
people. 

The elections terminated in favor of Government. 
Many of them were hardly and violently contested, 
with varied results. In Lower Canada, Mr. Yiger, 
Metcalfe’s new President of the Council, was de¬ 
feated in a contest for the Richelieu county, by Dr. 
Nelson, who had been transported to Bermuda for 
the part taken by him in the recent rebellion; 
whilst in Upper Canada, Mr. Hinckes, one of the 
most ardent and intemperate members of the old 
Council, was defeated, for Oxford county, by the 
Government candidate, Mr. Riddell. Mr. Smith, 
the new Attorney-General for Lower Canada, beat 
the Opposition candidate in that division of the 
province; whilst Mr. Morin, one of the Prench- 
Canadian members of the late Council, was returned 
for two of its counties. In Lower Canada the elec¬ 
tions generally went against the Government, but 

2 o 2 
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the majority in Upper Canada more than counter¬ 

balanced the loss sustained at the hands of the 

French-Canadians. So that when on the 23rd of 

November, 1844, Metcalfe reported the aggregate 

results of the elections to the Colonial Office, he was 

able to show that forty-six of the members returned 
were avowed supporters of Government; twenty- 

eight, avowed adversaries; and nine, undeclared or 

uncertain. “ The results,” he added, “ show that 

loyalty and British feeling prevail in Upper Canada 

and in the eastern townships of Lower Canada; and 

that disaffection is predominant among the French- 

Canadian constituencies. By disaffection I mean an 

anti-British feeling, by whatever name it ought to 

be called, or whatever be its foundation, which in¬ 

duces habitually a readiness to oppose her Majesty’s 

Government.”* 
Having secured this undoubted triumph by fair 

and honorable means, Metcalfe now began to be¬ 

think himself of his future course. “ My own 

views,” he wrote to the Colonial Secretary, “ are to 

cherish and encourage the spirit of loyalty and 

attachment to British connexion, which the result 

of the election proves to be predominant in those of 

British descent, and, at the same time, to act with 

equal justice to all races, creeds, and parties; to 

reward merit wherever it is to be found, to the 

* Metcalfe was of opinion that the that they cannot rely on her Majesty’s 
victory would have been more deci- Government; that they have been re- 
sive, if, for some time past, the loyal- peatedly abandoned and sacrificed to 
ists 'had not been discouraged by want their enemies; and that of late years 
of support. “ Whenever inquiry,” he the most successful course in this co¬ 
said, “is made as to the listlessness lony has been in rebellion and hosti- 
evinced by the British party in every lity to British connexion.” 
part of the province, the reply is, 
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extent of my means, and to abolish exclusion; thus 

endeavoring to amalgamate all parties and to miti¬ 

gate, if I cannot extinguish, that feeling of disaffec¬ 

tion which, from whatever cause it may arise, is the 

bane of the colony.” He had a Council composed 

of moderate men, representing all races. They 

were not, it must be admitted, men of so much 

mark and likelihood—men so able and so energetic, 

as those who had preceded them in office. But 

they were men of sound judgment and active busi¬ 
ness habits—a good working Ministry in whom 

Metcalfe could confide. With these men, represent¬ 
ing the Kesponsible Government, which was to 

direct the affairs of the colony, through the majority 

thus secured in the House of Assembly, Metcalfe 
now proposed, after the interval of a year of disor¬ 

ganisation and trouble, to meet his new Parliament. 

The seat of Government had by this time been 

removed to Montreal, and there now the Houses 
were opened. As in the mother country, when party- 

spirit runs high, the first battle of a new Parliament 
is often that fought for the election of a Speaker, so 

did it now happen with the Colonial Assembly. 

The supporters of the Government recommended 

Sir Alan M‘Nab, a loyalist, who had been knighted 

for his services as a colonel of militia during the 

recent rebellion; whilst the Opposition brought 

forward the claims of Mr. Morin. With two ex¬ 

ceptions— one of them being Mr. Papineau, a 

member of the Government—the Prench-Canadians 

unanimously supported the latter; and all the op¬ 

ponents of Government ranged themselves on the 
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same side. But, in spite of this untoward combina¬ 

tion, the Ministerial candidate was voted into the 

chair by a majority of three.* 

The next division was on the Address. There was 

a long and stormy debate of three days’ duration; 
but it ended, in favour of Government, by a ma¬ 

jority of six.f Erom that time, all through the 

Session, the majority was steadily maintained. But 

Metcalfe could not disguise from himself that the 

Government was not strong—that it was continually 

on the brink of defeat—and that it was only enabled 

to uphold its position by resorting to shifts and ex¬ 

pedients, or what are called “tactics,” which, in his 

inmost soul, Metcalfe abhorred. He was not by 

nature at all a tactician; and he had not been 

trained in the intricate manoeuvres of party warfare. 

It was not, indeed, one of the least of his annoyances, 

at this time, that he was compelled to sanction a 

departure from that open, straightforward course of 

political conduct which he had all his life been 

steadfastly pursuing. He fell very slowly and re¬ 

luctantly into the manoeuvring ways common to 

party-leaders. I do not mean that he did, or sanc¬ 

tioned anything incompatible with public virtue as 

it is commonly understood—anything from which 

the most immaculate party-leader in Europe would 

have shrunk. But he was out of his element as a 

manoeuvrer. He felt that when he sanctioned a 

recourse, even to the ordinary tactics of party, by 

* There were 39 votes for M‘Nab, 
and 3 6 for Morin. Six members had not 
joined, and there was one vacant seat. 

f Equal to a majority of about 50 
in our House of Commons. 
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which threatened defeats are converted into actual 

victories,* he descended from the high position 

which he had previously occupied throughout nearly 

half a century of public service, and became, in his 

own estimation, something of a trickster. 
Under all circumstances, it was a great thing to 

have struggled through the Session without a defeat; 

but Metcalfe, when he came to review, at the end 

of it, the eventful history of the last few months, 
could not delude himself with the belief that his 

position was a secure one, or that there was not 
serious danger of the occurrence of new embarrass¬ 

ments, again to retard the progress of public business, 

and to convulse the province from one end to the 
other. His Ministry was composed of respectable 

men; but they wanted influence, and, perhaps, in 

some cases they wanted energy. The Council was 
not complete; and it was not united. A serious 
difference of opinion regarding the religious dis¬ 

cipline of the King’s College University threatened 

to place Government in a minority, and to break 

up the new Ministry. One of the members of the 
Council_Mr. Robinson, who had been appointed 

Solicitor-General for Lower Canada—resigned; and 

the bill which had been introduced by Government 

was abandoned, in prospect of its rejection, lliese 

were serious discouragements. “ During nine months 

* For example, being aware that 
the Erench-Canadian party in the 
House intended to move an Address 
to the throne, praying that the exist¬ 
ing restrictions on the use. of the 
Erench language in legislative pro¬ 
ceedings might be annulled, the Exe¬ 
cutive Council proposed that they 

should anticipate the Opposition by 
introducing the measure themselves. 
There were instructions from the Im¬ 
perial Government forbidding such a 
proceeding; but it was expedient to 
disarm the Opposition, and Metcalfe 
consented that the Address should be 
moved by Mr. Papineau. 
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of last year,” wrote Metcalfe to the Colonial Secre- 

tary, “ I was laboring in vain to complete my Coun¬ 

cil ; and I have now again to fish in troubled waters 

for an Inspector-General, and for a Lower Canada 

Solicitor-General.” The Ministry, indeed, instead 
of growing stronger, was growing weaker; and the 

Governor-General was assured by its most influential 

member that it could not possibly survive without 
an infusion of new vigor. 

The Ministers wanted weight and influence; and, 

therefore, the supporters of the Government wanted 

union and stability. It was doubtful whether the 

latter could be kept together throughout another 
session. “ The party is strong enough,” said Met¬ 

calfe, in May, 1845, “with the occasional aid of 

other independent members, to maintain a working 
majority in the House, if it would keep that object 

steadily in view, and avoid inadequate causes of dis¬ 

sension ; but I am apprehensive, from what has 

already passed, that this degree of wisdom cannot be 

relied on, and that the seeds of division and weakness 

have been sown partly by the difference which occur¬ 

red on the University question, partly by individual 

discontent, and partly by the want of popularity of 

the members of the Executive Council. It is re¬ 

markable that none of the Executive Council, al¬ 

though all are estimable and respectable, exercise 
any great influence over the party which support the 

Government.” Such were the allies with which 

Metcalfe had now to maintain his victorious position 

against the compact serried ranks of the Erench- 
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Canadians, commanded by popular leaders, in whom 
habitual confidence was reposed. 

If the compact union of the enemy could be 

dissolved, the continued success of the Government 

might be secured. But this could only be the work 

of time. In the mean while, there was much cause 
of anxiety: 

“ The prospects of division in the next Legislative Assem¬ 

bly,” wrote Metcalfe, in the confidential despatch quoted above, 

“ among the supporters who carried the Government safely and 

creditably through the last, naturally produces considerable 

anxiety, which suggests different projects to different minds. 

My own opinion is that every effort should be made, consistently 

with right principle, to keep together the majority which exists, 

and so to satisfy the opponents of the Government, that a mere 

factious opposition, without regard to measures, for the sole pur¬ 

pose of overthrowing the Government, will not succeed; and if 

this conviction can be established, I have little doubt that the 

compact union of the French party, which at present exists, 

will eventually be dissolved.” 

He was not without a hope, indeed, that the 
French - Canadian party would soon grow weary of 

failure, and finding that they had no longer any 

real grievances of which to complain, begin to dis¬ 

cover that systematic opposition to Government was 

both unreasonable and unprofitable. In the mean 

while, it was necessary that he should remain at his 

post, as the only chance of keeping his party toge¬ 

ther. That the strong feeling of animosity against 

himself, which existed in the minds of Lafontaine 

and Baldwin, kept alive the ardor and virulence 
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of the Opposition, Metcalfe was not suffered to 

doubt. If liis withdrawal from the Government 

would have brought about a reconciliation, which 

would have preserved the colony and strengthened 

the failing loyalty of the province, he would have 
instantly withdrawn. But he had no such hope. 

He said that his departure would he regarded as a 

victory, and that there would be “ no amelioration 

of feeling towards either her Majesty’s Government 

or their fellow-subjects. The predominance of the 

Erench party would still he the main object of con¬ 

test, and any success in such a contest would increase 

the difficulty of amalgamation, and bind the Erench 

phalanx more tightly together.” He knew that his 

opponents were endeavoring, by every possible 
means,* to disseminate a belief in the intended 

departure of the Governor-General, and counting 

upon a speedy return to office. They were watching, 

indeed, the progress of the disease which was de¬ 

stroying him, and calculating that it must soon 

drive him either to England or the grave. 

Metcalfe had always declared that he would not 

* A curious illustration of the va¬ 
rious means employed to keep this 
impression alive, is afforded by the 
following passage in one of Metcalfe’s 
confidential letters: “ They rest their 
expectation,” he wrote, “ of a return 
to power on the prospect of my retire¬ 
ment from the Government, and from 
the time of their quitting office their 
partisans have been actively employed 
in circulating reports of the approxi¬ 
mation of that event. So much im¬ 
portance is attached by the party to 
a general belief among their followers 
of the certainty of this occurrence, 

that in the French paper, the Minerve, 
the organ of that party, those pas¬ 
sages of my speech at the close of the 
Session, which contained the words 
4 our next meeting,’ and 4 until we 
meet again,’ are translated so as to 
convert those words into 4 your next 
session,’ and 4 until your return.’ 
Another French paper, the Aurore, 
noticed the mis-translation, and ex¬ 
posed the design. But the Aurore is 
excommunicated, and the Minerve is 
the only paper read to the mass of 
the French-Canadians.” 
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be a cypher; and it was now, indeed, the strong 

individuality of the man which rendered it so neces¬ 

sary to the success of his antagonists, and so fatal 

to the interests of his own party, that in such a 

conjuncture he should abandon his post. He had 

now, in the summer of 1845, been carrying every¬ 

thing before him by the mere force of his personal 

character. His explanations to the Assembly, and 

his answers to the provincial addresses on the sub¬ 
ject of the rupture with his late Council—so frank, 

so honest, and, above all, so liberal in their recog¬ 

nition of the principles of Responsible Government 
—had done more than anything else to secure the 

success of the Government candidates in the general 

election, and to maintain a majority in the House 

from the beginning to the end of the Session. All 

the strength of the Government, indeed, was in the 

Governor-General himself. Whilst he remained at 

his post the constitutional party might be kept to¬ 
gether ; and the longer he maintained the ascendency 

of Government in the Legislative Assembly—the 

longer he demonstrated, by a continued course of 

just and conciliatory conduct, that he was the friend 

of all parties—the greater would be the probability 

of the gradual decay of the united strength of the 

French-Canadians, and the establishment of peace, 

and good-will, and loyalty towards the throne, from 

one end of the colony to the other.* 

* From the following passage in one “ from the description of parties which 
of Metcalfe’s last elaborate confidential I have submitted, that the two parties 
despatches, a clear conception may be in Lower and Upper Canada, which I 
gathered of his feelings with which regard as disaffected, have a bitter 
he regarded his position at this time: animosity against me; and if it should 
“It will be seen,” he wrote in May, 1845, ever become necessary to admit these 
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So Metcalfe resolved to remain at his post as long 

as he could render any service to the Sovereign and 

the People whom he loved. “ I remain at my post,’’ 

he wrote to a friend, in March, 1845, “ because I 

am apprehensive that mischief will follow my de¬ 

parture ; otherwise I should eagerly seek the retire¬ 
ment and repose which are necessary for the little 

bodily comfort that I may still hope to experience.” 

But his enemies did not err when they calculated 

that his days among them were numbered. 

parties again into power, in preference 
to standing a collision with the Le¬ 
gislative Assembly, a case would arise 
in which my presence here might be 
rather prej udicial than beneficial, as 
it would be impossible for me to place 
the slightest confidence in the leaders 
of these parties. If any such neces¬ 
sity should occur in my time, it would 
cause an embarrassment much more 
serious to me than any difficulty that 
I have hitherto had to encounter. 
Whatever my duty might dictate I 
trust I should he ready to perform; 
but I cannot contemplate the possi¬ 
bility of co-operating with any satis¬ 

faction to myself with men of whom 
I entertain the opinions that I hold 
with regard to the leaders of these 
parties. Such an embarrassment will 
not be impossible if any portion of the 
present majority fall off, or become 
insensible of the necessity of adhering 
together. It is with a view to avert such 
a calamity that I consider my conti¬ 
nuance at my post to be important at 
the present period, as a change in the 
head of the Government might easily 
lead to the result which I deprecate, 
and which it will he my study to pre¬ 
vent as long as I see any prospect ot 
success.” 
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CHAPTER XV. 

[1844—1845.] 

THE PEERAGE. 

Metcalfe’s Difficulties—His Sufferings—Progress of his Malady—Intimation 
of a Peerage—Letters from the Queen, Sir Robert Peel, and Lord Stanley 
—Continuance in the Colony—Increased Sufferings—Correspondence with 
Lord Stanley—Departure from Canada. 

I am afraid that I have conveyed but a faint im¬ 

pression of the difficulties which beset Metcalfe’s 

path at this period of his career. He used to say, 

that no one hut himself and his friend and private 
secretary, Captain Higginson, had any conception 

of them. Only his fine temper, his high courage, 

and his sustaining sense of rectitude, could have 
enabled him to hear up against such trials. “ I 

never witnessed,” said one who had had a long 

personal experience of the anxieties and irritations 

of Canadian politics*—“ I never witnessed such 

patience under provocation. I am speaking now 

of what I saw myself, and could not have believed 

* Mr. E. Gibbon Wakefield. “View of Sir Charles Metcalfe’s Government 
of Canada.” 
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without seeing. It was not merely quiet endurance, 

but a constant good-humored cheerfulness and 

lightness of heart in the midst of trouble enough 

to provoke a saint or make a strong man ill. To 
those who, like me, have seen three Governors of 

Canada literally worried to death, this was a glo¬ 
rious spectacle.” 

But rightly to understand what these heroic 

powers of endurance were, it must ever he borne in 

mind that they were exercised under the depressing 

influence of a malignant disorder which was eating 

into his life. On his first arrival in Canada some 

favorable symptoms had developed themselves ; hut 
they were evanescent and deceptive. Dr. O’Shough- 

nessy, who had accompanied him to Kingston, was 

compelled to return to England in the early summer 

of 1843. He was succeeded in the medical charge 

of Sir Charles Metcalfe by Dr. Bradford, of the 23rd 

Eusiliers, who pursued the same course as his prede¬ 

cessor—that recommended by Sir Benjamin Brodie. 

In the autumn he in turn was called away by his 

military duties ; — “ and then,” wrote Metcalfe, 

“ having apparently derived no benefit from doctor¬ 

ing, I did without it for two or three months—- 

but at the end of that time he acknowledged that 

he had “rather worse success on the whole without 

the doctors than with them and two eminent 

practitioners of Kingston were called in to attend 

him. Different remedies, external and internal, 

were applied; but apparently with no success. At 

the end of March, writing of the mode of treatment 

* MS. Memorandum by Sir C. T. Metcalfe. 
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adopted by these gentlemen, and of its results, he 

said to Mr. Martin: 

“It is now left very much to nature.It 

has been nearly stationary, neither better nor worse, for nearly 

three months; but it got rapidly worse while the nitric acid 

and arsenic mixture was applied. The doctors have recom¬ 

mended my return to England, and I would gladly adopt that 

remedy if I could with propriety do so, but public duty puts 

that out of the question, and no personal consideration would 

induce me to quit my post at present.” 

Whilst Sir Charles Metcalfe was writing the 

letter from which this passage is taken, the gentle¬ 

man to whom it was addressed was earnestly con¬ 

sidering how assistance could best he afforded to the 

sufferer. The application of a strong caustic, known 

as chloride of zinc, had been strongly recommended 

by Sir Benjamin Brodie; but the local practitioners, 

fearing its destructive effects, had hesitated to apply 

it. It appeared expedient, therefore, that a com¬ 

petent medical officer should be sent out from Eng¬ 

land to carry out the mode of treatment recom¬ 

mended by Brodie and Martin. The kindly solici¬ 

tude which Lord Stanley had felt and expressed had 

been shared by the Queen, who declared her anxiety 
that some experienced surgeon should be sent out 

by the mail which was to leave England at the 

beginning of the following month. Mr. Martin and 

Mr. Brownrigg had both placed themselves in com¬ 

munication with the Colonial Secretary, and the 

result was that Mr. George Pollock,* House-Surgeon 

of St. George’s Hospital, in whom both Brodie and 

* Son of General Sir George Pollock, G.C.B. 
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Martin had unbounded confidence, was despatched 
by the April steamer to Canada. 

On the 27th of that month Sir Charles Metcalfe 
wrote to Mr. Martin: 

u I am most thankful to you and Sir Benjamin Brodie for all 

your kindness; and I shall be obliged to you if you will tell 

him that I am very sensible of it. Mr. Pollock is arrived. He 

is very agreeable and winning in his manners, and his conver¬ 

sation, reputation, and experience afford encouragement. He 

is about to have a consultation with my other doctors, and will 

afterwards, I conclude, proceed to business. I shall put myself 

entirely in his hands, and abide by his judgment and treatment.” 

The most sanguine expectations were entertained 
in England that the remedy now prescribed by Sir 

Benjamin Brodie, and under minute instructions 

from him administered by one thoroughly ac¬ 
quainted with its uses and capable of judging its 

effects, would produce the desired result. But the 

disorder had reached a stage at which no human 

skill could arrest its progress. As the year ad¬ 

vanced, its ravages became more and more apparent 

—its effects more and more distressing. Eor some 

years it had been attended with little natural pain; 

but now it had not only become locally painful, but 

was attended with more remote symptoms of a most 

afflicting character. Towards the end of the year 

it entirely destroyed the sight of one of his eyes. 

Until this calamity befel him, he had written all 

his public and private letters with his own hand. 

Even brief formal despatches, acknowledging or en¬ 

closing other communications, he had drafted him- 
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self; but now be was, to bis sore distress, compelled 

to use tbe hand of another. The last autograph 

despatch which I can find is dated December 21st, 

1814. Not many days afterwards he transmitted 

to Mr. Martin the following painful account of 
himself: 

SIR CHARLES METCALFE TO MR. J. R. MARTIN. 

“ Montreal, January 3, 1845. 

<£ My dear Martin,—I have three kind letters of yours 

unanswered. So long as I had the use of my eyes I hoped 

that a day would come when I could take up my pen and 

thank you for them; but to do that now I am obliged to 

borrow the aid of another hand, as my right eye is quite blind, 

and the other cannot be exerted with impunity. I am com¬ 

pelled to abstain almost entirely from reading and writing, both 

of which operations are performed for me; thus much is in ex¬ 

planation of my not writing to you with my own hand. 

U Pollock has quitted me on his return to London. I am 

exceedingly sorry to part with him, not only as a medical 

adviser, of whose skill and judgment I have a high opinion, 

and who had acquired considerable experience regarding the 

state of my complaint, but also as a most agreeable companion 

in whose society I had great pleasure. Highly as I think of 

Pollock, I have lost all faith in chloride of zinc; that powerful 

but destructive remedy has been applied over and over again 

without efficacy to the same parts of my cheek. 

“ The disease remains uneradicated, and has spread to the 

eye and taken away its sight. This at least is my opinion, 

although I am bound to hesitate in entertaining it, as I am not 

sure that Pollock is satisfied of the extension of the actual 

disease to the eye, but if it be not the disease which has pro¬ 

duced the blindness it must be the remedy. I am inclined, 

however, to believe that it is in reality the disease—both from 

appearances and from the continual pain. The complaint 

YOL. II. 2 V 
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appears to me to have taken possession of the whole of that 

side of the face, although the surface is not so much ulcerated 

as it has heretofore been. I feel pain and tenderness in the 

head, above the eye and down the right side of the face as far 

as the chin: the cheek towards the nose and mouth being per¬ 

manently swelled. I cannot open my mouth to its usual width, 

and have difficulty in inserting and masticating pieces of food. 

After all that has been done in vain, I am disposed to believe 

that a perfect cure is hopeless; I am nevertheless in the hands 

of a doctor, who is inclined to follow Pollock’s course, and by 

whose judgment I shall implicitly abide. 

u Having no hope of a.cure, my chief anxiety now regards 

my remaining eye, which sympathises so much with the other 

that I am not without fear of total blindness, which is not a 

comfortable prospect, although if it should come, I shall con¬ 

sider it my duty to resign myself to it with cheerfulness. Under 

these circumstances, you will readily imagine that I should be 

very glad if I could return home, both for the chance of benefit 

from the medical skill that is to be found in the metropolis, 

and independently of that, for the sake of retirement and repose, 

which are requisite for an invalid such as I now am; but I 

cannot reconcile it to my own sense of duty to quit my post in 

the present state of affairs in this country. I have no doubt of 

the generous readiness of her Majesty’s Government to meet 

any application that I might make for permission to return; but 

I have myself no inclination to abandon the loyal portion of 

the community in Canada, who in the recent crisis have made 

a noble and successful stand in support of her Majesty’s Go¬ 

vernment. Until, therefore, I see a satisfactory state of things 

so far confirmed as to afford assurance that it will be lasting, 

notwithstanding my departure, I shall not entertain any idea of 

my own retirement so long as I have bodily and mental health 

sufficient for the performance of the duties of my office. 

“ I have entered into this long detail of my condition under 

the conviction that your friendship and kindness will prevent 

its being tedious. 
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“ With my best regards to Mrs. Martin, and cordial wishes 

for you and yours, 

“ I remain, ever 

“ Yours most sincerely and affectionately, 

“ C. T. Metcalfe.” 

When Sir Charles Metcalfe wrote this letter he 

knew that it was one of the last to which his well- 

known initials would ever be affixed. In his hoy- 

hood, on first learning that his father had been 

created a Baronet, he had declared that he would 

raise the younger branch of the family to the same 
honors.* And now the dreams of his youth were 

about to be more than fulfilled. He was about to 

sign himself 44 Metcalfe,” as a Peer of the Bealm. 

Whether Sir Charles Metcalfe ever thought that 

the honor of the Peerage ought to have been con¬ 

ferred upon him before, I do not know. But many 

of his friends, especially those who knew best the 
great services he had rendered in Jamaica, were 

strongly of this opinion. Before he quitted that 

island it had been proposed that a general memorial, 

signed by the inhabitants, should be addressed to 

the Queen, praying her to confer some especial 

mark of her favor on the statesman who had con¬ 

ferred upon them so many blessings. But the pro¬ 

posal had not been encouraged by Metcalfe himself. 

He wished that there should be no interference. 

He would not have asked for himself, and he did 

not desire that others should be petitioners for him. 

Circumstances were against him at the time. The 

* See ante, Vol. I. page 98. 

2 p 2 
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services he had rendered to his country had been 

rendered under a Whig Ministry; and when he 

quitted Jamaica the Tories were at the helm. At a 

later period there seem to have been obstacles to his 

elevation to the Peerage, well understood by men 
acquainted with the ministerial secrets of the day. 

Some of Metcalfe’s friends wrote to him that there 

were so many men in England hungering after no¬ 

bility, that Peel had declared he would not complete 

the work of the Whigs by swamping the House of 

Lords. But the case of Sir Charles Metcalfe had 

now become a special and exceptional one. There 

were both public and personal reasons why, at such 

a time, it should he clearly and unmistakeably 
manifested that his services were appreciated by the 

Ministers, and that he was supported and upheld by 

the Crown. In the great struggle which was pending 

between the Governor-General of Canada and the 

popular branch of the Legislature, it was expedient 

that all possible weight should be given to the au¬ 

thority of the former—that in such a juncture the 

trumpet of the Imperial Government should give no 

uncertain sound. But I believe that when Lord 

Stanley suggested to the Eirst Minister that the 

time had now arrived for conferring upon Sir Charles 

Metcalfe a special mark of her Majesty’s favor, he 

was moved as much by his generous admiration of 

the heroic constancy of the man who, under the 

pressure of the severest bodily suffering, was stead¬ 

fastly pursuing the path of duty, and with surprising 

energy and resolution fighting the battles of the 

Crown—as much, I say, by his generous admiration 
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of the patience and fortitude of tlie man as by his 

sense of the prestige and authority to he conferred 

upon the Governor-General.'* He was eager to 

alleviate—as far as human agency could alleviate 

or compensate—the sufferings of so brave and true¬ 

hearted a man. 
Hacked by the severest bodily anguish ; threa¬ 

tened with total loss of sight; fearful that he would 

soon he deprived of the power of articulation; 

Charles Metcalfe now saw that the dreams of his 

youth were about to he gloriously realised. The 

lirst December mail from England brought him let¬ 

ters which once would have stirred his heart with 

wild emotion, but which now, in his darkened room, 

could impart only a subdued and chastened feeling 
of gratitude and content. They announced, in the 

following words, that the Sovereign had signified 

her gracious intention of creating her faithful ser¬ 

vant a Peer of the Realm : 

* The letters presently given in 
the text afford such striking indica¬ 
tions of this predominant feeling of 
sympathy, that nothing need be added 
to them; but I still cannot resist the 
pleasure of giving a passage from 
another letter written a fortnight be¬ 
fore. “ I learn with very great and 
sincere concern,” wrote Lord Stanley 
on the 17th of November, “how 
much you are still suffering; and I 
anxiously hope, both on public and 
on private grounds, that the anticipa¬ 
tions of your medical attendant may 
be realised, and that the affection of 
your sight may prove to be but tem¬ 
porary. It is a sad addition to the 
political difficulties with which you 
have had, and I am afraid I must add 
still have, to contend, though your 
last report leads me to entertain very 
sanguine hopes that your prudence 

and moderation will be rewarded by 
a majority in the House of Assembly 
in support of your Government. At 
such a moment, with the victory 
almost won, we more than ever re¬ 
quire that the same hand which has 
gained it, if it be gained, should con¬ 
duct the movement of the machinery 
which has been constructed, and 
reap the fruits of the successful con¬ 
test; and I feel at the same time how 
much your claims on the considera¬ 
tion of the Queen’s Government are 
strengthened by the circumstance of 
your having devoted your energy and 
ability to their service with so much 
success in the midst of so much 
physical suffering as I fear you have 
had to undergo. I trust the next 
mail will assure us of your complete 
triumph, and will also contain a 
favorable report of your health.” 
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LORD STANLEY TO SIR CHARLES METCALFE. 

“ Downing-street, December 2, 1844. 

“ Sir,'—I have received the Queen’s commands to signify to 

you her Majesty’s high approbation of the zeal, ability, and 

prudence which you have displayed in the discharge of the 

arduous duties which have been entrusted to you as her 

Majesty’s representative in Canada, at a period when the 

possession of those qualities by the Governor-General was 

eminently called for, and has been fully tested; and I have 

much pleasure in being further commanded to inform you 

that, as a mark of her Majesty’s appreciation of your distin¬ 

guished services, her Majesty has been pleased to intimate her 

gracious intention of conferring upon you the honor of a 

Barony of the United Kingdom. When I shall learn from 

you the title by which you are desirous of being called to the 

House of Peers, the necessary instructions shall forthwith be 

given. 

“ I cannot make this announcement without offering to you 

my congratulations on this well-earned mark of her Majesty’s 

favor, and assuring you how much pleasure it affords me 

personally to be the medium of so gratifying a communication. 

“ I have the honor to be, Sir, 

“ Your obedient, humble servant, 

“ Stanley.” 

SIR ROBERT PEEL TO SIR CHARLES METCALFE. 

“ Whitehall, December 1, 1844. 

“ My dear Sir,—I have great satisfaction in submitting to 

her Majesty my advice that, as a public mark of her Majesty’s 

cordial approbation of the judgment, ability, and fidelity with 

which you have discharged the important trust confided to you 

by her Majesty, the distinction of the Peerage should be con¬ 

ferred upon you. 

“ I would say more if I did not feel assured that the most 

gratifying communication which I can make to you is the 
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simple transmission of a copy of the letter which her Majesty was 

pleased to write to me, signifying her Majesty’s hearty approval 

of the proposal which it was my gratifying duty to make to 

her Majesty. 

u I have the honor to be, 

“ My dear Sir, with sincere esteem, 

“ Most faithfully yours, 

“ Robert Peel.” 

SIR ROBERT PEEL TO THE QUEEN. 

“ Whitehall, November 30, 1844. 

“ Sir Robert Peel, with his humble duty to your Majesty, 

begs leave to submit for your Majesty’s favorable consideration 

the claim of Sir Charles Metcalfe for some distinguished mark 

of your Majesty’s approbation. 

“ Lord Stanley is strongly impressed with the belief that 

such a proof of your Majesty’s confidence and favor would 

greatly strengthen him in the execution of his arduous task 

were it announced at the eventful crisis of the opening of the 

Canadian Legislature, which will assemble early in December. 

“ Sir C. Metcalfe has persevered in the discharge of his 

public duties amidst every difficulty that factious combination 

could offer to him, and under the pressure of severe and de¬ 

pressing bodily suffering. 

“ Sir Robert Peel humbly recommends to your Majesty that, 

for the purpose of marking your Majesty’s cordial approbation 

of the services of a most able and faithful officer of the Crown, 

of aiding him in the discharge of a most important public trust, 

and of giving confidence and animation to the Canadian friends 

and supporters of Sir Charles Metcalfe, and of connexion with 

the mother country, Sir Charles Metcalfe should receive the 

honor of an English Barony, and that your Majesty s gracious 

commands in this respect should be notified to him by the next 

mail, if your Majesty be pleased to approve of his elevation to 

the Peerage.” 
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THE QUEEN TO SIR ROBERT PEEL. 

“ Windsor Castle, November 30, 1844. 

“ The Queen hastens to answer Sir Robert Peel’s letter of 

this morning relative to Sir Charles Metcalfe. The Queen 

most highly approves Sir Robert Peel’s suggestion that Sir 

Charles Metcalfe should he raised to the Peerage; for he has 

shown such a desire to do his duty in the midst of so many 

difficulties, and such extreme disinterestedness, that he richly 

deserves this mark of the Queen’s entire approbation and 
favor.” 

ith these official letters came also private let¬ 
ters from Lord Stanley, written in a spirit of sym¬ 

pathy with Metcalfe’s sufferings and admiration of 
his conduct, which might have cheered his heart 
under any affliction : 

LORD STANLEY TO SIR CHARLES METCALFE. 

“ Downing-street, December 2, 1844. 

Mi dear Sir Charles,—My public despatch of this 

date, will have formally communicated to you the Queen’s 

giacious intentions towards you; but I cannot allow the mail 

to go out without saying, in less official language, how much 

pleasure I have in making this announcement to you, and how 

well I think you have deserved the honor. I assure you that 

the Queen, as well as the members of the Government, fully 

appreciate all the sacrifice which you have made in remaining, 

under circumstances of so much bodily suffering as you ha?e 

experienced, at a post where constant vigilance, much mental 

anxiety, and a degree of patience a toute epreuve, were neces¬ 

sary conditions of a chance of final success. I hope and believe 

that you have completely succeeded; and if your health be 

such as to enable you for some time longer to guide the vessel 

which you have launched under such promising auspices, I 
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have little fear but that good will arise out of the late evils, 

and the Government of Canada may long be conducted on con¬ 

stitutional principles, and in close connexion with the mother 

country. 

“ Your confidential despatch only arrived on Friday ; and 

upon its receipt I lost no time in communicating with Sir 

Robert Peel, and expressing to him my strong opinion that 

the opening of the session under such circumstances was 

the time at which the honor of a Peerage might be con¬ 

ferred upon you with most satisfaction to yourself and with 

most advantage to the public service, a3 marking in the 

strongest and most decisive manner how entirely the Queen's 

* Government approve, and are prepared to support, the line 

of policy which you have indicated, and the sentiments 

you have expressed. Sir Robert Peel immediately wrote to 

the Queen a letter, of which, by his permission, I enclose 

you a copy; and on Saturday, by return of the mes¬ 

senger, her Majesty sent her c hearty ’ concurrence in the 

step proposed. I trust that the whole of this may be gratify¬ 

ing to you. I must remark that I look to the results of the 

late elections with peculiar gratification, because it appears to 

me that you have been most strictly forbearing with regard to 

the application of any personal influence; and consequently 

that the event, being the effect of conviction on the minds of 

the public at large, is more likely to be permanent than if it 

had been promoted by any indirect means. You will observes 

that I calculate throughout upon your having obtained a 

majority ; and I feel confident that your prudence will not 

have allowed you to fall into the mistake of overrating your 

own success, or undervaluing the strength of the opposition. 

. . . Once more repeating my warm congratulations 

and my earnest wishes for your prolonged life and improved 

health to enjoy your well-won honors, 

“ I am, dear Sir Charles, 

“ Yours very sincerely, 

“ Stanley.” 
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THE SAME TO THE SAME. 

“ Woodcote, December 3, 1844. 

“ My dear Sir Charles,—I have this instant received, 

almost too late to write to yon by the mail which leaves Liver¬ 

pool to-night, a private account, by which I learn with the 

greatest regret that you are suffering far more severely than I 

had any idea of; and serious as would be the loss of your ser¬ 

vices at any time, but most of all at this moment, I should 

regret more than I can express, if, from an over-anxious sense 

of duty, you should remain at your post beyond the stage at 

which you can do so without risk of serious danger to your 

health. The reports which I have heard may be, and I trust 

are, exaggerated; still I have heard enough to make me very 

uneasy about you, and to induce me to beg of you not to dis¬ 

regard personal safety if it be seriously endangered by your 

longer stay. If you can remain without danger to yourself, 

your presence in Canada is invaluable; but you must not sacri¬ 

fice yourself. 

u Believe me, dear Sir Charles, yours sincerely, 

“ Stanley.” 

To the official letter of the Colonial Secretary Sir 

Charles Metcalfe returned the following reply : 

SIR CHARLES METCALFE TO LORD STANLEY. 

“ My Lord,—I have had the honor of receiving your 

Lordship’s separate despatch of the 2nd December, signifying 

her Majesty’s high approbation of my humble services, and 

further, her gracious intention of conferring on me the honor of 

a Barony of the United Kingdom. 

“ It is impossible to express in adequate terms the fervent 

gratitude which I feel for these and former marks of her Ma¬ 

jesty’s goodness. I can only hope that by devotion to her Ma 

jesty’s service I may evince that her generous favor has not 

been bestowed on an undutiful subject. 

“ I beg permission to add my grateful thanks to your Lord- 

ship for the kind sentiments with which your intimation of her 
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Majesty’s high approbation and gracious intention is accom¬ 

panied. 

u With reference to the expectation intimated in your letter, 

that I should describe the title by which I am desirous of being- 

called to the House of Peers, I presume to submit, subject to 

her Majesty’s pleasure, that of £ Baron Metcalfe of Fern Hill, 

in the county of Berks.’ 

“ I have the honor to be, your most obedient servant, 

“ C. T. Metcalfe.” 

It has been said that half the sorrows of life are 

included in the little words “ Too late.” It would 

he easy, looking only at the outside of things, to 

make special application of this pregnant truth— 

easy to moralise on the vanity of human wishes, and 

to show that Metcalfe had clutched a bauble, which 

he had yearned for all his life, when he was past the 

power of enjoying its possession. But they who have 

read aright the character of the man will make no 

such application of the aphorism. If Metcalfe had 
died that night, the honors conferred upon him by 

the Crown would not have come too late. They would 

not have come too late to convince him—not that 

he had done his duty, for on that subject the testi¬ 

mony of his conscience was most conclusive—but 

that what he had done was appreciated by the State 

which he had so faithfully served. They would not 

have come too late to assure him that sooner or 

later, even in this world, such honesty of purpose, 

such rectitude of conduct, such fidelity to the throne, 

such love for the people, such abnegation of self, as 

had distinguished his career of public service, will 

secure their reward. It would not have come too 
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late to encourage others, and to be a lesson to the 
world. 

The announcement of Charles Metcalfe’s elevation 
to the Peerage, intended as it was, secondarily, to be 
a public enunciation of the support of the Home 
Government, created some excitement in the colony. 
In both Houses of Parliament an address of congra¬ 
tulation was proposed. In the Legislative Assembly 
it was unanimously voted. In the Lower House it 
was of course opposed. There was a debate and a 
division ; but the motion was carried by a majority 
of 20. Many public bodies were glad to avail them¬ 
selves of the opportunity of testifying their admira¬ 
tion of the man who had exhibited such unexampled 
constancy and courage in the midst of the great dif¬ 
ficulties which had assailed him on every side A 

Prom his old friends in England and in India 
letters of congratulation soon began to pour in upon 
him. His own letters on the subject, written by an 
amanuensis, show that the chief regret which he ex¬ 
perienced in contemplating his suffering condition in 
connexion with the new honors conferred upon him, 
arose out of the conviction that he would not be able 

* Among others, the Ministers and by the force of contrast, some pas- 
Elders of the Presbyterian (Esta- sages of his Jamaica life: — “We, 
blislied) Church of Canada presented as ministers of the Gospel of Peace’ 
an address, in which, after the sub- beg leave to assure your Excellency’ 
scribers had offered their eongratula- that as it is our duty so shall it be 
tions, and said that they “ rejoiced to our diligent endeavor to alleviate 
live under the mild sway of a Sove- the burdens of your administration, 
reign whose most anxious desire it is by teaching those committed to our 
to have the Government administered pastoral care to fear God and honor 
by the wise and faithful of the land,” the Sovereign, and to exemplify in 
thus continued their assurances of their conduct the moral influence of 
loyalty in the following words, which these doctrines.” 
must have brought to Metcalfe’s mind, 
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to turn them to account by becoming an useful mem¬ 

ber of the House of Peers. 

To bis sister, Mrs. Smythe, be wrote at the end 

of December: 

“As I have nothing new to say regarding my eyes, which 

continue as they were, the one blind and the other weak, I 

will relieve you from the monotony of my late letters by intro¬ 

ducing a new subject. I have received information of her 

Majesty's gracious intention to raise me to the Peerage, and I 

have been desired to state by what title I wish to be called to the 

House of Peers. I have proposed the folloAving : ‘ Baron 

Metcalfe of Fern Hill, in the county of Berks.’ A barony is, 

of course, the rank intended to be conferred, being the first 

step in the Peerage, and I have considered that our family 

name would be the most appropriate title that I could assume, 

while ‘ of Fern Hill’ describes the only landed property I can 

at present boast of possessing. 1 remember hearing, that when 

a peerage was thought of for my father, he had in view the 

title of Chilton; but we have no interest in Chilton now, and I 

am not aware of any reason for adopting it. There was a time 

when I should have rejoiced in a peerage, as affording me the 

privilege of devoting the remainder of my life to the service of 

my Queen and country in the House of Lords—in my mind a 

most honorable and independent position; but I doubt now 

whether I shall ever be able to undertake that duty with any 

degree of efficiency. My gratification, therefore, is confined to 

the pleasure which must be derived from so distinguished a mark 

of approbation of my public services, and to that of knowing that 

some kind hearts will rejoice at my elevation. The mere rank 

and title, if divested by infirmities of the power of rendering 

useful service in the House of Lords, will be incumbrances, and 

will not add one jot to the happiness which I still hope to 

enjoy in living in retirement with you.” 
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To Mr. Tucker lie wrote, in February : 

“ Incessant occupation in public business has Hitherto pre¬ 

vented my thanking you for your kind letter of January, 1844, 

and I am now unable to do it with my own hand, owing to 

blindness in one eye, and a sympathising weakness in the other, 

which forces me to abstain altogether from reading and writing, 

lest utter darkness should follow. 

“ Public affairs are proceeding here more satisfactorily than 

I at one time expected; and my only motive for remaining 

here now is to see such a state of things confirmed as may 

enable me to depart with an assurance that it will be lasting. 

I am not very sanguine in my hopes for the future; but it is 

my duty to use my best endeavors to secure the preservation of 

this colony and the supremacy of the mother country. This 

desire keeps me at my post, although the discomfort which I 

suffer from the incurable complaint in my face, of which the 

destructive effect has now extended to my right eye, renders 

retirement and tranquillity more than ever desirable. . . . 

I have received intimation of the gracious intention of the 

Queen to confer on me a peerage. As a mark of approbation 

of my services, this honor is, of course, highly gratifying to 

me; and it has been spontaneously bestowed, with so kind and 

cordial a feeling on the part of her Majesty, as well as of her 

Ministers, that the pleasure is thereby greatly enhanced. I 

should rejoice still more if I could anticipate such a state of 

bodily health as would enable me to devote the remainder of 

my life to useful service in the House of Lords; but of that 

privilege I fear I shall be deprived, for even if I escape total 

blindness, I cannot expect to be anything better than an invalid 

for the rest of my days.” 

His sufferings were at this time increasing upon 

him. But he resolutely determined to remain at his 

post. In April, he wrote to Lord Stanley : 

“ Had it been in my power to report that the Executive 
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Council was stable and sure to command a majority in the 

Legislature in future sessions, I should probably at this time 

have solicited permission to withdraw from the cares of office, 

because, although my general health seems unimpaired, the con¬ 

tinual discomfort which I suffer from a complaint in my face 

which has baffled medical skill, and having destroyed the sight 

of one eye, still menaces further ravages, would render retire¬ 

ment and rest very acceptable; but I should never be satisfied 

with myself if I bequeathed this Government in a state of 

embarrassment to my successor, as long as there is any hope 

that by remaining at my post I can render any service to her 

Majesty, or promote the good order and welfare of the colony. 

I do not, therefore, entertain any intention of resigning my 

charge whilst your Lordship is of opinion that I can be useful 

here. The time, however, may come, when, owing to the state 

of parties, and the personal feelings regarding myself by which 

some of them are instigated, the formation of an administration, 

supported by a majority in the Legislature, might rather be 

facilitated than impeded by my departure. If that case should 

occur, I shall not hesitate to report its existence to your Lord- 

ship ; and although I should grieve to transfer my trust to a 

successor under such unsatisfactory circumstances, I should 

derive some consolation from the reflection that I had not 

abandoned my station as long as I could retain it with any 

good effect.” 

In June, lie wrote to Mr. Martin, giving a sad 
account of his state : 

“I have no hope of benefit from anything. The malady is 

gradually getting worse, although its progress from day to day 

is imperceptible. I cannot quit my post at present without the 

certainty of mischievous consequences, and must therefore per¬ 

form my duty by remaining where I am, whatever may be the 

result to myself personally. 

“I dare not use the remaining eye for reading or writing, 
and it will not bear any light. 
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<< Jn jyiy room. I am obliged to sit sheltered by screens, and 

when I go out, which I only do to attend business in town, I 

take every precaution in my power against the glare and dust. 

I do not undervalue the use of the eye that remains to me, for 

to see at all is precious, and is perfect bliss compared with utter 

blindness; but freedom from the latter is all that I can boast of 

in my organs of sight, and I see no prospect of amendment. 

This is a sorry account of myself, but it is the most flattering 

that I can give.” 

In his darkened room or his sheltered carriage 

Lord Metcalfe was still the Governor-General; and 

whatever might he the infirmities of his body, the 

strength of his mind was unimpaired. The confi¬ 

dential despatches which he dictated in the spring 

and summer of 1845 are unsurpassed in clearness 

and in vigor, both of thought and diction, by any 

that he ever wrote in his best days of bodily ease. 

Those despatches, relating to the state of parties 

in the Assembly and in the province at large, made 

a strong impression on Lord Stanley’s mind;* and 

he was more than ever convinced of the embarrass¬ 

ments which would attend Metcalfe s departure, in 

such a conjuncture, from the distracted province. 

In his letters to the Colonial Secretary, the latter 

had understated the extent of his sufferings,! and it 

is probable that Lord Stanley, seeing no diminution 

* These despatches have been quoted 
in the preceding chapter. 

f The same tendency to make light 
of his sufferings is apparent in his 
private letters. In one now before 
me, he says: “A life of perpetual 
chloride of zinc is far from an easy 
one. There are, however, greater 
pains and afflictions in this world, 

and I ought to be grateful for the 
many mercies that I have experi¬ 
enced.” In a postscript he adds: 
“ The doctor has just been with me, 
and says that the face looks very sa¬ 
tisfactory.— N.B. I can’t shut my 
right eye, and, after the next appli¬ 
cation, shall not be able to open my 
mouth. Very satisfactory!” 
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of mental vigor apparent in tlie Governor-General’s 

despatches, had for some time no clear conception 

either of the extent of Metcalfe’s sufferings, or the 

progress of his physical decay. But still, knowing 

that his sufferings must he great, the Colonial Secre¬ 

tary wrote that, strongly impressed as he was with 

the conviction that the Governor-General’s continu¬ 

ance at his post was of the highest importance to 

the public interests, he could not persuade the suf¬ 

fering man, under such circumstances, to delay his 

departure. He left the question, therefore, in Met¬ 

calfe’s hands—writing to him, at the same time, to 

point out how he believed that, to some extent, the 

difficulties of his position might be diminished. The 

letter is, in many respects, an important one. It is 

to be remembered that the undeviating support of 

the Assembly was hardly to be looked for ; and that 

Metcalfe had begun wisely to consider whether the 

Ministry might not sometimes sustain a defeat with¬ 

out incurring the necessity of resigning : 

LORD STANLEY TO LORD METCALFE. 

“ Downing-street, June 18, 1845. 

“ My dear Lord,—Your confidential despatches, Nos. 52 

and 54, the latter of which reached me on the 14th instant, 

touch upon subjects of the greatest interest, as bearing upon 

the future prospects of Canada. I sincerely deplore the report 

which you send me in No. 52 of your own state of health, and 

highly appreciate the honorable feeling which in such circum¬ 

stances leads you to express a reluctance to be relieved whilst 

affairs are still unsettled. I do not attempt to conceal from 

you the importance, in a public point of view, which I attach 

to your continuance in Canada at the present moment, or the 

VOL. II. 2 Q 
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extent to which I think the difficulties of the province would 

he aggravated by any change in the Executive there; but 

whilst I say this most sincerely, I must say with equal sincerity 

that I should consider myself most culpable were I to accept 

of the continuance of your services at increased risk to your 

health; and I must, therefore, leave the question altogether in 

your hands, only giving you an instruction opposite to that 

which I should think necessary for many men, not to permit 

public considerations unduly to overweigli the consideration 

which you owe to yourself. I venture to hope, however, that 

as your general health is not impaired, and the climate is not 

unhealthy, moderate employment would be even more bene¬ 

ficial, as well as more agreeable, than a life of constrained 

inactivity in this country. 

11 Your very clear statement of the condition of parties in 

Canada makes very evident the embarrassment to which every 

vacancy must expose you, and the serious difficulty which, under 

any circumstances, must attend the administration of the Go¬ 

vernment on the principles laid down by Lord Sydenham. I 

should, however, content myself with the acknowledgment of 

your despatches, concurring as I do entirely in the views which 

you take of the course to be pursued, and quite satisfied of the 

'judgment with which you will act upon them, were I not 

anxious to disclaim, in the strongest terms, as being consonant 

to English practice of the constitution, the doctrine that a 

Government defeated upon a single question must necessarily 

resign office. So far is this from being the case, that hardly a 

session passes in which the Government, if not actually defeated 

by a vote in the House, is not compelled to avoid defeat by 

suffering measures to drop which have been introduced by 

them as a Government. I will only mention one instance 

among a hundred similar, which might be adduced. In the 

session before last, a bill was introduced for altering the whole 

Ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the country. It passed a second 

reading, but it was so manifest that of those who supported it 

a great majority considered some of its leading provisions 
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liignly objectionable, it was not attempted to carry it any 

further. Last year, another bill on the same subject, but 

omitting several of the provisions to which the greatest objec¬ 

tion had been taken, was introduced, but was equally unsuccess¬ 

ful; and m the present session, a bill, almost similar to the first, 

has been introduced in the House of Lords by Lord Cottenham, 

has passed almost without a dissentient voice, and will, just as 

certainly, never pass the House of Commons. I might mention 

many other instances; but the principle in this country is so 

perfectly understood, that no single measure can produce the 

necessary resignation of the Government. Some one measure 

may, indeed, be considered of such paramount importance, and 

so connected with the whole scheme of administration, that the 

Government may either stake their existence upon it, or feel it 

due to their characters not to sustain defeat upon it; but these 

are the rare exceptions and not the general rule; and in general 

a Government does not think itself justified in staking its 

existence on a single measure, nor fall until lowered in public 

estimation, or at least in public confidence, by a succession of 

defeats or failures. And if this be the case in England, much 

more is it necessary that it should be so in Canada, where the 

union and consolidation of parties is less distinct, and where the 

bonds which unite public men together are so much more 

feeble. In such a state of public affairs, open questions ought 

to be much more freely permitted. When difference of opinion 

exists in the Executive Council, every sacrifice short of the 

sacrifice of personal honor should be made by the members, for 

the purpose of securing public co-operation; and when they 

are united in opinion, no defeat should induce them to sur¬ 

render their offices, which are a public trust, unless they are 

satisfied that it has become impossible for them to carry on the 

Government, and that there is a reasonable prospect of its being 

carried on by others, consistently with the obligations binding 

on the colony towards the Crown. Though this is a private 

despatch, I have no objection to your acquainting the indi¬ 

vidual members of your Council, should you see fit, what are 

2 Q 2 
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my views, which I am sure are the views of every man con¬ 

nected with public life, who looks to the permanent welfare of 

his country. Above all, you will not fail to impress upon your 

Council, though such a suggestion would hardly come with 

propriety from me, the extreme risk which would attend any 

disruption of the present Conservative party of Canada. Then- 

own steadiness, and your firmness and discretion, have gone far 

towards consolidating them as a party, and securing a stable 

administration of the colony; and it would be most lamentable 

if, at a time when it is in the enjoyment of the highest pros¬ 

perity, and when there is every appearance of the permanence 

of that prosperity, when no reasonable cause for dissatisfaction 

exists, dissensions on minor points between those who are 

laboring in common for the general good, should again 

endanger the loss of these great advantages, and give an 

opening for renewed excitement and confusion; and probably 

for the temporary admission to power of men the most unscru¬ 

pulous in its exercise, and quite ready to sacrifice all national, 

and above all, all British interests, to their own personal and 

selfish objects. 

“ I trust that such a result may be averted by your own 

prudence, and by the good sense of those who are acting under 

you. If the present administration should be broken up by 

internal dissensions, I should, indeed, augur ill for the welfare 

of Canada, and for its long continuance as a British colony. 

“ Believe me, my dear Lord, 

' “ Yours very faithfully, 

“ Stanley.” 

As tlie year wore on, the ravages of the disease 

which was destroying by inches the brave-hearted 

Governor-General, became more and more frightful; 

and he began to think that, let his resolution he 

what it might, and let the clearness of his intellect 
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remain as unclouded as ever, it must soon become 

physically impossible for him to administer success¬ 

fully the affairs of the Government. With these 

doubts besetting him, he addressed, in the autumn, 

the following letter to Lord Stanley : 

“ Montreal, October 13, 1845. 

“ My Lord,—My disorder has recently made a serious ad¬ 

vance, affecting my articulation and all the functions of the 

mouth; there is a hole through the cheek into the interior of 

the mouth. My doctors warn me that it may soon he physi¬ 

cally impossible for me to perform the duties of my office. If 

the season were not so far advanced towards the winter, I should 

feel myself under the necessity of requesting your Lordship to 

relieve me; but as such an arrangement might requne time and 

deliberation, I propose to struggle on as well as I can, and will 

address your Lordship again on this subject according to any fur¬ 

ther changes that may occur in my condition; in the mean while, 

I have considered it to be my duty to apprise your Loidship of 

the probable impossibility of my performing my official func¬ 

tions, in order that you may be prepared to make such an 

arrangement as may seem to be most expedient for the public 

service. 
“ I have the honor to be, &c., &c., 

“ Metcalfe.” 

A fortnight afterwards he wrote again, still on the 

same distressing subject: 

“ October 29, 1845. 

“ My Lord,—I continue in the same bodily state that I 

described by the last mail. I am unable to entertain company 

or to receive visitors, and my official business with public 

functionaries is transacted at my residence in the country 

instead of the apartment assigned for that purpose in the public 
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buildings in town. I am consequently conscious that I am 

inadequately performing the duties of my office, and if there 

were time to admit of my being relieved before the setting 

in of the winter, I should think that the period had arrived 

when I might, perfectly in consistence with public duty? 

solicit to be relieved; but, as the doctors say that I cannot be 

removed with safety from this place during the winter, and as 

that season is fast approaching, it becomes a question whether 

I can best perform my duty to my country by working on at 

the head of the Government to the best of my ability until 

the spring, or by delivering over charge to other hands, and 

remaining here as a private individual until the season may 

admit of my return to Europe with safety. In this dilemma I 

have hitherto abstained from submitting my formal resignation 

of my office; and shall continue to report by each successive 

mail as to my condition and capability of carrying on the 

duties of my post. 

“ I have the honor to be, &c., 

“ Metcalfe.” 

Before this last letter had reached England, Lord 

Stanley had replied to the preceding one, both on 

his own part and on the part of the Queen; gene¬ 

rously and considerately accepting Metcalfe’s resig¬ 

nation with regret, and with a full and hearty recog¬ 

nition of the services he had rendered to the State_ 

an unqualified expression, indeed, of the approbation 

which the Government had accorded to his conduct 

throughout all the struggles of his colonial admi¬ 

nistration : 

LORD STANLEY TO LORD METCALFE. 

“ Downing-street, November 2, 1845. 

“ My dear Lord,—I have received with the deepest regret 

your private letter of the 13th ultimo, which gives me too 

much cause to fear that the progress, which I lament to see 
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that your disorder has made, may very shortly make it physi¬ 

cally impossible for you longer to discharge your arduous 

duties; and I cannot sufficiently express my admiration of the 

heroic constancy and self-devotion with which, in the midst of 

such severe sufferings, you have given yourself up to the public 

service. But I feel that I ought not to be in any degree 

instrumental to the possible sacrifice of a life so valuable as 

yours, even to the interests of the Crown, which you have so 

ably, so zealously, and so nobly sustained. I need hardly say, 

that your administration of affairs in Canada has more than 

realised the most sanguine expectations which I had ventured 

to form of it, and you will retire from it, whenever you retire, 

with the entire approval and the admiration of her Majesty’s 

Government; and, I may venture to add, of the Queen herself. 

“ In order to leave you perfectly free to hand over the 

Government at any moment when you may feel it right or 

necessary to do so, even although the state of your health, or 

the weather, or both combined, should induce you to remain in 

the colony after divesting yourself of authority, I enclose you 

an official letter, accepting your resignation, which you will 

understand me as authorising you to make use of, or not, as 

and when you may see fit. 

“ Lord Cathcart will, of course, take upon him the provi¬ 

sional administration of the Government whenever you make 

it over to him. I shall endeavor to replace you as soon as 

practicable after I shall know your final decision, but it will be 

a task of great difficulty to do so at all; and to do so adequately 

I am aware is impossible. 

“ I have the honor to be, my dear Lord, 

“ With the sincerest regard and esteem, 

“ Yours most faithfully, 

“ Stanley.” 

LORD STANLEY TO LORD METCALFE. 

“ Downing-street, November 3, 1845. 

‘‘My Lord,—I have received the Queen’s commands to 
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express to your Lordship the deep concern with which her Ma¬ 

jesty learns that the state of your health is such as to render it 

necessary for you to tender to her Majesty the resignation of 

the high and arduous office the duties of which you have so 

ably fulfilled. Pier Majesty is aware that your devotion to her 

service has led you, amidst physical sufferings beneath which 

ordinary men would have given way, to remain at your post to 

the last possible moment. The Queen highly estimates this 

proof of your public spirit; and in accepting your proffered 

resignation, which m the present circumstances she feels it im¬ 

possible to decline, her Majesty has commanded me to express 

her entire approval of the ability and prudence with which you 

have conducted the affairs of a very difficult Government, her 

sense of the loss which the public service is about to sustain by 

your retirement, and her deep regret for the cause which renders 

it unavoidable. These sentiments, I assure you, are fully parti¬ 

cipated in by myself and the other members of her Majesty’s 

Government. 

I shall take early steps for the selection of your permanent 

successor, though it is probable that some time must elapse 

before he may be able to relieve you. In the mean time, you 

will consider the acceptance of your resignation as taking effect 

fiom the period, whenever that may be, at which you see fit to 

hand over the Government provisionally to Earl Cathcart. 

“ I have the honor to be, my Lord, 

Your Lordship s most obedient, humble servant, 

“ Stanley.” 

The time had how come at which Metcalfe, even 

with his high and predominant sense of the claims of 

the public service, might have consented, without a 

feeling of self-reproach, without a single struggle of 

any kind, to lay down the reins of office. But he could 

not. The claims of self were still reluctantly to be 
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admitted. Even after the receipt of these letters, he 
could not at once determine to depart. 

Still the thought uppermost in his mind was 

whether he could do any good by remaining at his 

post. His unvarying language had been, “I am 

tied to Canada by my duty.” This was not only a 

devoted sense of duty to the Crown, but a generous 

sense of duty to those loyal subjects who, throughout 

the great struggle in which he had been engaged, 

had manfully and consistently supported him. He 

felt that, in leaving Canada, he would be leaving 

them to their fate—withdrawing from them their 
main defence and protection, and abandoning them 

to be torn to pieces by their enemies. He could 

hardly bring himself to believe, in this early winter 

of 1845, that since the prorogation of Parliament 

any very important reaction in favor of Government 

had set in throughout the colony. There were those, 

however, who thought that they could discern such 

favorable symptoms. At the close of the summer 

there had been two county elections, which had 

been carried in favor of Government. Mr. Yiger, 

who had before been beaten, in the general election, 

was now returned for the Three-Eivers county; and 

Mr. Tuscherau, who had been appointed Solicitor- 

General for Lower Canada, was returned, without 

opposition, for Dorchester, a county containing one 

of the most numerous Erench-Canadian constitu¬ 

encies in the colony. In neither case had an Oppo¬ 

sition candidate been brought forward by the op¬ 

ponents of the Ministry; a fact which, in the minds 
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of some people, indicated a favorable reaction.*' But 

Metcalfe could not bring liimself to think that it 

betokened anything more than a growing weariness 

of opposition, which might in time produce favorable 

results. “ The issue of the next session,” he wrote, 

“will still depend on the members of the Con¬ 
servative party, several of whom have expressed 

want of confidence in some of the members of the 

Executive Council; and if they allow personal dis¬ 

like or disappointment in their own expectations to 

carry them into Opposition, the consequences may 

be exceedingly mischievous.” And the more these 
considerations suggested themselves to Metcalfe, 

the more reluctant he grew to quit the position 
which enabled him to preserve the union and the 

stability of the party, who had fought and triumphed 

by his side, but who, disunited and without him, 

must fall easily before their opponents. 

But he was dying—dying no less surely for the 

strong will that sustained him, and the vigorous 

intellect which glowed in his shattered frame. A 

little while and he might die at his post. The 

winter was setting in; the navigation was closing. 

It was necessary at once to decide whether Metcalfe 

should now prepare to betake the suffering remnant 

of himself to England, or to abide at Montreal, if 

spared, till the coming spring. But he would not 

trust himself to form the decision. He invited the 

* “An idea,” wrote Metcalfe in reliance on this opinion. The only 
September, “ prevails that a reaction change that I believe to have taken 
has begun to operate in the tninds of place is that the French-Canadian 
the French-Canadian population, and party are beginning to be tired of 
that the influence of the Opposition being in a minority, and to doubt the 
leader has diminished.I policy of following a leader who keeps 
wish that I could state with any con- them in groundless opposition to the 
fidence that I see cause to place much Government.” 
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leading members of his Council to attend him at 

Monklands ;* and there he told them that he left 

the issue in their hands. It was a scene never to be 

forgotten by any who were present in the Governor- 

General’s sheltered room on this memorable occa¬ 

sion. Some were dissolved in tears. All were 

agitated by a strong emotion of sorrow and sym¬ 

pathy, mingled with a sort of wondering admiration 

of the heroic constancy of their chief. He told 
them, that if they desired his continuance at the 

head of the Government—if they believed that the 
cause for which they had fought together so man¬ 

fully would suffer by his departure, and that they 

therefore counselled him to remain at his post, he 

would willingly abide by their decision; but that 

the Queen had graciously signified her willingness 

that he should be relieved; and that he doubted 

much whether the adequate performance of his 

duties, as the chief ruler of so extensive and im¬ 

portant a province, had not almost ceased to be 

a physical possibility. It need not be said what was 

their decision. They besought him to depart; and 

he consented. A nobler spectacle than that of this 

agonised man resolutely offering to die at his post, 

the world has seen only once before. 

He embarked for England—quietly and unosten¬ 

tatiously, as his suffering state compelled; but not 

without many indications, upon his part, that no 

suffering could make him forgetful of others, or dull 

the generosity of his nature, the active kindliness 

of his heart. He went—and if a great chorus of 

* This was the country-house in the seat of Government, a few miles 
which he lived since the change of from Montreal. 
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gratitude and praise, swollen by the voices of his 

countrymen in all parts of the colony, did not 

hurst upon him as he departed from among them, 

his administration of the Canadian provinces is 
not the less to he regarded as a great success. 

He could not complete his work. The Almighty 

Providence, which had so afflicted him, forbade 

that he should do more; hut he had done what, 

perhaps, no other man, under similar circumstances, 

would have effected. He went to Canada at what 

may he called the turning-point of the career of 

the colony. A little too much concession, or a 

little too much resistance to the inevitable progress 

of Liberalism, would have severed the Canadian 
provinces from the British Empire. It was not 

Metcalfe’s duty to consider whether the colony 

were ripe for independence, or whether such inde¬ 

pendence would advantageously or injuriously affect 

the interests of the parent state; hut it was his 

duty, as the representative of the Crown, to maintain 

the existing connexion, to support the presumed in¬ 

terests of the empire, and to encourage and protect 

the more loyal portion of the colonial community. 

In attempting this, he was brought into antagonism 

with what may he called the popular or democratic 

party. Metcalfe was called a popularity-seeker; 

but here, although he aimed at accomplishing what 

he believed would eventually produce the greatest 

good of the greatest number, the immediate effect 

of his measures was to embroil him, if not with the 

people, at least with the dispensers of popularity. 

In Canada as in Jamaica, he had been guided and 

sustained by the same prevailing sense of duty. 
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And lie had endeavored, by the same means, to bring 

about the same ends. lie bad endeavored to do 

justice to all men without distinction of political 

party or religious creed. He had endeavored to 

reconcile all parties to each other, and to cement 

their attachment to the Crown. But the bitterness 

of contending factions rendered the work of con¬ 

ciliation difficult; and, with the strongest desire to 

possess himself in peace with all, he found that lie 

must either he at war with the most powerful and 

active party in the colony, or become a traitor to 
the Crown. These hostile circumstances brought 

into action, and displayed to full advantage, a quality 
which he possessed in very rare perfection, and 

which he would exercise, under strong compulsion, 

at any sacrifice of self. His mildness and gentleness 

were so conspicuous, both in public and private life, 

that it is probable his Canadian opponents did not 

suspect the existence of that indomitable resolution 

which they forced him to display. But it was by 

this resolution, not shutting out conciliatory mea¬ 

sures when it was possible to resort to them with 

effect, that he stemmed the tide of usurpation which, 

but for the resistance he opposed to it, would 

utterly have destroyed the bonds which united the 

Canadian provinces to the mother country, lor 

the full development of his policy he trusted to the 

operation of time. But the great affliction which 

struck him down in the midst of his career of use¬ 

fulness, compelled him to leave incomplete that 

which he would have completed, had not the 

Almighty, for his own wise ends, laid an arresting 

hand upon the arm of his faithful servant. 
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CHAPTER XVI. 

[1845—1846.] 

THE END. 

Metcalfe’s Return to England—Residence in Mansfield-street-Progress of 
Ins Malady—The Oriental Club Address—Removal to Malshanger—Ad¬ 
dresses from Canada and India—His last Days—Death—Character of 
Charles Metcalfe. 

The story of Charles Metcalfe’s life is now nearly 

told. On the 16th of December, 1845, he again 

round himself on English soil. He arrived in great 

suffering. Death had by this time become to him 

merely, “a question of time.” It was obvious to 

the eminent professional gentlemen who were called 

m to his aid, that curative surgery could do nothing 
for him—conservative surgery little. 

He was conveyed at first to his old resting-place 

Mivart’s Hotel. But a private residence was 

presently secured for him in Mansfield-street. It 
was expedient that he should remain in London, in 

order that he might have such benefit as the best 

surgical skill and medical advice in the country 

could afford. He was frequently visited by Sir 

Benjamin Brodie and Mr. Liston. Mr. Martin and 
Mr. Pollock were in daily attendance. 
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He was conscious that nothing could check the 

ravages of the frightful disease that was destroying 

him. He had ceased even to entertain a hope that 

it would he permitted to him to take his seat in the 

House of Lords. The Garter King-of-Arms wrote 

to him with a formula of the prescribed ceremony. 

And Court robe-makers sought his Lordship’s pa¬ 

tronage. But he smiled sorrowfully as he thought, 

now that the dreams of his ambitious youth had 

been realised, and the doors of Parliament thrown 

wide open to him, that he would never be suffered 
to cross the threshold. 

He was never free from acute pain, except when 

under the influence of strong narcotics. But his 

patience and fortitude under this continual affliction 

were something beautiful to contemplate. He never 
uttered a word of complaint. Excepting in an in¬ 

creased gravity of manner there was nothing to 

indicate the extreme suffering he endured. All his 
old tenderness—his consideration for others—his 

pure unselfishness—still beautified his daily life. 

It was a privilege to attend upon one so grateful 

for small kindnesses, so unwilling to give trouble, 

so resigned under every dispensation. There were 

many on whom the spectacle of Metcalfe’s heroic 

endurance had a grand and an abiding moral effect. 

Some of his oldest friends wrote to him, that if 

it should ever please God so to visit them, the 

lesson which he had taught them would not be 

thrown away. 

He never betook himself to the sick-room, but, 

as far as his infirmities would allow him, went about 
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Ills daily avocations, or rather lived his habitual life, 

with little outward alteration. He received visits 

from his friends. He dictated letters. He took an 

interest in what was read to him. He seldom missed 

his accustomed drive in the Park. Many remember 

his closed carriage, and the glimpses which they 

caught of the poor bandaged face within it. 

The expressions of sympathy, which came to him 

from all quarters, and in all possible shapes, must 

have touched the very core of his heart. One par¬ 

ticular manifestation of the general commiseration 

wdiich his sufferings excited, is worthy of notice. 

He was continually receiving letters, some from 

friends and some from strangers, suggesting different 

remedies which had been tried with success in cases 

similar to his own. One correspondent recom¬ 

mended Mesmerism, which had cured Miss Mar- 

tineau; another, Hydropathy, at the “ pure springs 

of Malverna third, an application of the common 

dock-leaf; a fourth, an infusion of couch grass; a 

fifth, the baths of Pocherte, near Vienna ; a sixth, 

the volcanic hot springs of Karlsbad; a seventh, a 

wonderful plaster made of rose-leaves, olive oil, and 

turnip-juice; an eighth, a plaster and powder in 

which some part of a young frog was a principal 

ingredient; a ninth, a mixture of copperas and vine¬ 

gar ; a tenth, an application of pure ox-gall; an 

eleventh, a mixture of [Florence oil and red preci¬ 

pitate ; whilst a twelfth was certain of the good 

effects of Homeopathy, which had cured the wrell- 

known “ Charlotte Elizabeth.” Besides these varied 

remedies, many men and women, with infallible 
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recipes, or certain modes of treatment were recom¬ 

mended to him. by themselves and others. Learned 

Italian professors, mysterious American women, 

erudite Germans, and obscure Irish quacks—all 

had cured cancers of twenty years’ standing, and all 

were pressing, or pressed forward to operate on Lord 
Metcalfe. 

Though self-interest may in some instances have 

been at work in these recommendations, it is not 
to he doubted that they evinced a large amount of 

genuine sympathy. To all of these suggestions, 
however, Metcalfe was gratefully indifferent. He 

directed his thanks to he returned, when his com¬ 

municants were not anonymous ; hut he steadfastly 

abided by the regular practitioners who attended 

him. He felt that it was beyond human skill to do 

more than alleviate his sufferings, and that if God 

would work a miracle in his behalf, he would employ 
one agent as readily as another. 

And whilst some were thus manifesting the sym¬ 

pathy with which they regarded him, others were 

endeavoring to excite his sympathy for them. He 

was always beset with applications for charity. The 

voice of suffering was continually clamoring at his 

doors. During the former periods of his residence 

in England, the fame of his generosity had gone 

forth into all parts of the country; and many doubt¬ 

less thought that they could impose upon his tender¬ 

ness of heart. Some approached him with direct 

appeals, in the earnest language of despair; others 

endeavored to stimulate his interest by framing their 

petitions in language of mysterious suggestiveness. 

VOL. II. 2 R 
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More than one wrote, that having heard of his ar¬ 

rival, they had risen from a sick-bed, and crawled to 
his door. A constant succession of these appeals 

had ever been the condition of his residence in Lon¬ 

don. He gave largely—generously; but not indis¬ 

criminately. He instituted inquiries into the cases 

brought before him; and when there was any ob¬ 

scurity, he gave the petitioner the benefit of the 

doubt. 
If the sympathy and admiration of his friends— 

if private affection and public honor could have 

mitigated his sufferings at this time, he would have 

found consolation and relief. And, doubtless, there 
were circumstances which, from time to time, shot 

gleams of sunshine across the darkened path of the 

dying man. Expressions of the profoundest respect 

and admiration followed him both from the Eastern 

and Western worlds. But there was nothing, per¬ 

haps, which gratified him more than a public de¬ 

monstration of sympathy, the scene of which was 

within a mile of his own doors. On the 12th of 

January, at the Oriental Club, in Hanover-square, 
might have been seen gathered together all the men 

of any note, connected with Indian affairs, whom 

London and the neighbourhood contained—eager to 

do honor to Lord Metcalfe; eager to manifest how 

much they loved him, how much they admired him, 

and how proud they were of his fame. They were 

gathered together to cast, what, if I rightly remem¬ 

ber, Sir James Weir Hogg feelingly described, as 

“ a wreath upon his bier.” At this meeting Lord 
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Auckland presided; and was the first to sign the 
following address: 

“We, the undersigned Civil and Military Servants of the 

East India Company, and others personally connected with 

India, beg permission to offer to your Lordship the tribute of 

our affectionate attachment and sympathy, and to tender to you 

the expression of that admiration of your public character 

which we share with every class of her Majesty’s subjects. 

“ Long and intimately related to India, we have had peculiar 

opportunities of appreciating the merits of your services there; 

we have watched with no ordinary interest the career of honor 

and of usefulness which, since you left that country, you have 

pursued in the government of two of the most important 

colonial possessions of the British Crown; and we have gloried 

in the honor conferred on you by your Sovereign, as triumphs 

won for the body to which we in common belong. 

“ We had hoped, that after you had accomplished the diffi¬ 

cult and important objects of your mission to Canada, we 

should have seen you return to take your well-merited place 

among the hereditary legislators of your native country ; 

assured that you would in that august assembly have sustained 

the true interests of the empire with the same great knowledge, 

firmness, and wisdom, as had marked your administration in 

that splendid province. And we anxiously anticipated the 

opportunity of joining with our fellow-subjects there and at 

home in congratulating you on the happy termination of your 

arduous duties, and in tendering to you that tribute of public 

gratitude and applause which justly belongs to those who have 

so merited of their country. 

“ It has not pleased Divine Providence to permit the entire 

fulfilment of our affectionate anticipations. But you have 

achieved distinctions which call for our warmest congratula¬ 

tions; you have gathered a large measure of glory for yourself, 

and, what is far dearer to you, you have secured to your 

2 r 2 
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country many important advantages, with a prospect that your 

labor will yield a still richer harvest at no distant period. And 

the very circumstance which has compelled you to retire 

prematurely from public life has enabled you to display such 

heroic firmness and devotion to the public weal, and such trial 

of moral strength over physical evil, as have more than sus¬ 

tained the lofty estimate we had formed of your character, and 

have justly placed your name in the rank of those patriots 

who were ever prepared cheerfully to suffer or die for their 

native land. 

“ Our fervent prayer is, that you may yet be spared for a 

lengthened course of future usefulness. But to whatever issue 

it may please God to lead the trial with which he has seen fit 

to visit you, we trust that this public expression of sympathy, 

affection, and admiration, will not be deemed misplaced; it is 

soothing to our own feelings to be allowed to offer it ; it 

cannot, we hope, be unacceptable to you, and humble though 

it be, it will not, we trust, be wholly lost to those whom your 

example will stimulate in the path of public virtue.” 

To this address almost every distinguished man in 

England connected with Indian affairs—men who 

had been Governors-General of India, Governors of 

the minor Presidencies, Members of Council, Chief 

Justices, Commanders-in-Chief, with many Direc¬ 

tors of the Company, and other men of note, were 

eager to subscribe their names. The parchment on 

which they were inscribed could scarcely be spread 

out in his room when it was presented to him by 

Lord Auckland. He received it with deep emotion. 

££ It is easy,” he said, with reference to this address, 

££to bear up against ill-usage, but such kindness 

as this quite overpowers me.” When his sister 

said playfully to him, “See what a great man 
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you are, that they must follow you with their ad¬ 
miration even to your sick chamber,” he replied, 
“Yes, dearest Georgiana—and yet what should I 
he now, if I had not always felt that eternity was 
the only thing worth living for ?” 

To the address, which had so moved Lord Met¬ 
calfe, he returned the following reply : 

“2, Mansfield-street, February 3, 1846. 

“ TO THE SUBSCRIBERS TO THE ADDRESS OF THE CIVIL 

AND MILITARY SERVANTS OF THE EAST INDIA COMPANY, 

AND OTHERS PERSONALLY CONNECTED WITH INDIA. 

“ My Lords and Sirs,—Often as similar declarations have 

been made, none can ever have been made with greater truth 

than that with which I now assure you that language is inade¬ 

quate to express the feelings inspired by the honor which you 

have conferred on me. 

“It is peculiarly dear to me, as coming from a numerous 

body who have either witnessed or taken an interest in my 

endeavors to serve my country in various capacities. Among 

them are some under whom I have had the honor of serving; 

some whose public services I have had the honor of superin¬ 

tending; some with whom I have co-operated as colleagues; 

some who, as schoolfellows, have known me from boyhood; some 

who, as cotemporaries, have been engaged in the same field; 

some who hold the highest positions connected with India; and 

many who, without my personal acquaintance, have nevertheless 

concurred to do me honor; the whole proceeding exhibiting 

an accumulation of condescension, affection, kindness, and 

generosity, for which no words can convey a due sense of the 

feelings of respect and gratitude and heartfelt emotion by which 

I am almost overwhelmed. 

“ Such an honor far surpasses any estimate that I can 

entertain of my humble pretensions; but although I am con¬ 

scious that it is chiefly owing to kindness and affection, never- 
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theless, to be the object of such feelings I must ever regard as 

one of the highest honors that the world can afford. 

“ Had I retired from the colonial services of my country 

with health to enable me to discharge other public functions, 

it would have been the highest satisfaction to me to devote the 

rest of my life to those duties in the Legislature devolving on 

the rank to which I have been elevated by our most gracious 

Sovereign; but as it appears to be the will of the Almighty 

that sickness and infirmity should be the lot of my remaining 

days, I shall in that state cherish the recollection of your 

kindness as one of the greatest blessings I can enjoy. 

“ Proud of my relation with the services in India, in which 

so many eminent men have been formed and are continually 

rising, it is a source of indescribable pleasure to me that 

the approbation accorded to my efforts in other quarters should 

meet with sympathy from those personally connected with that 

splendid portion of the British Empire, and that one of the last 

acts of my public life should be to convey to you my grateful 

sense of the generous sentiments which you entertain. 

u Metcalfe.” 

Other addresses, as I have said, came to him from 

a distance—some from the great North-American 

colony which he had recently quitted. I will speak 

of all these things at once, anticipating the time of 

their receipt, that I need not again he compelled to 

recur to public affairs. He had quitted Canada so 

suddenly, that the people had not enjoyed the oppor¬ 

tunity of presenting him with any farewell addresses. 

But some admiring communities sent tokens of re¬ 

spect across the seas after their late Governor-Gene¬ 

ral. The language of these addresses was that of 

affectionate admiration. One example will suffice. 

It is from the address of the Western District. 
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After stating that Lord Metcalfe’s sudden and un¬ 

expected departure had prevented them, and they 

believed the people of Canada generally, from offer¬ 

ing their sincere and disinterested testimonials of 

reverence and regard, the subscribers of the address 

proceeded to say: 

“ After more than five-and-forty years of arduous and emi¬ 

nent services in various and distant portions of the British 

Empire—services to which future ages will do ample justice, 

and which will ever adorn the page of history, your Lordship 

has been graciously permitted by your Sovereign to retire into 

private life. Much as we lament that retirement, we cannot 

but admire her Majesty’s consideration towards your Lordship 

personally in acquiescing in your Lordship’s desire that she 

should receive back the important trust which she had confided 

to your keeping. Your Lordship carries with you our reve¬ 

rence, our gratitude, and our affectionate esteem. We revere 

your talents as a statesman and a governor—we are grateful for 

the benefits which the country has reaped from your Lordship’s 

liberal and enlightened policy, and from your upright, firm, 

and impartial administration of the affairs of Canada; and we 

regard, with an affection towards your Lordship personally 

which it is difficult to find language to describe, your patient 

consideration, your kindness, and your unbounded generosity 

towards all who rightly sought your Lordship’s favour and 

assistance. These are our undisguised sentiments, uncontrolled 

by selfish or by interested motives. We now bid your Lord- 

ship farewell! and as long as memory remains, so long will 

your Lordship’s name, and fame, and virtues live in our affec¬ 

tions, and be cherished by our posterity.” 

The private letters, too, which Metcalfe received 

from Canada at this time, stated that the members 

of his old Executive Council had shown a strong 
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disposition to do him justice at last. One corre¬ 

spondent wrote: “ Your late Council, and others 

opposed to your Lordship’s Government, now speak 

of you in the highest possible terms; and your 

Lordship will he surprised when I tell you that 

Aylwin expressed himself at a public meeting the 

other evening in such terms as were most grateful 

to all, who, like myself, honor and revere your Lord- 

ship.” Metcalfe had never doubted that though 

his days were numbered, he would live down the 

obloquy which attached to his name in the minds 

of the more violent section of the Pr ench-Canadian 
party. 

There is one more token of the grateful attachment 

with which Charles Metcalfe was regarded in those 
distant countries he had so long benefited by his 

wisdom and benevolence, of which I would speak; 

a fitting close to the long series of honorable testi¬ 

monials of public respect and affection of which, 

perhaps, no man in any generation ever received so 

many. The Metcalfe Hall, in Calcutta, which had 

been built by public subscription to commemorate 

his Indian Government, and especially the great act 

of the liberation of the Press, being now complete; 

and Metcalfe’s bust having been placed in it, a 

meeting was held for the purpose of voting an 

address to his Lordship on the occasion of the cere, 

mony; and the following was adopted by the com¬ 
munity of Calcutta: 

“ TO THE RIGHT HONORABLE LORD METCALFE, G.C.B., &C. &C. 

“ My Lord,—The completion of an edifice in this city 

hearing your Lordship’s name, and erected in honor of your 
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virtues and of your public services in India, and tire placing 

therein of your Lordship’s bust, are events which we would 

fain celebrate by renewing those expressions of attachment and 

respect which we addressed to you when we joined in the 

design of a building—to become a memorial of our high 

estimation of your character, to bear the name of ‘ The Metcalfe 

Hall,’ and to contain the chambers appropriated to the reception 

of our public library, and to the sittings and proceedings of the 

Agricultural Society of India. 

“ You are eminently endeared to India by a career of con¬ 

spicuous virtues and public services, which penetrated all 

classes of the community with admiration and esteem. 

“ Their experience of your talents for public administration 

in an empire of such diversified interests as the British Empire 

of India ; of your wisdom and fortitude, and liberality of 

mind; of the munificence and kindness of your disposition; of 

the courteousness of your intercourse with all ranks of society; 

prepared them for the signal successes which were achieved by 

you over the social distractions which existed in Jamaica, and 

the difficult contentions which had beset the Government 

of British America, when you were successively summoned 

from your projected retirement, by the discrimination of hei 

Majesty’s Government, to new spheres of most arduous as well 

as most honorable employment in those colonies. 

“We cordially congratulate your Lordship on the improve¬ 

ment in the happiness and prosperity of those colonies Avhich 

has attended your able and patriotic discharge of the trusts 

reposed m you; and on the dignity which has been confeired 

on you by our gracious Sovereign, in approbation of your ser¬ 

vices to her Majesty’s Crown. 

“ We have read with affectionate satisfaction and sympathy 

the sentiments expressed towards you in London, on your 

return from Canada, by the civil and military servants of the 

East India Company and others, noblemen and gentlemen 

personally connected with India, and we echo from the city of 

Calcutta the just tribute to your great virtues presented to you 

in their address. 
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“ We beg to assure you that we cherish towards you a pro¬ 

found regard; that you will ever dwell in our grateful remem¬ 

brances; and that we join in sincere prayers to Almighty God 

for the restoration of your health, and that you may long live 

to enjoy the approbation and gratitude of your country.” 

The address was sent home, and a committee, of 
which Lord Auckland was the head,* was entrusted 

with the duty of presenting it to Lord Metcalfe. 

Anything like the ceremony of a deputation was 

impossible. So the address was forwarded to the 

dying man, with the following sympathising note : 

LORD AUCKLAND TO LORD METCALFE. 

“London, July 4, 1846. 

“ Lord,—The accompanying address was voted by the 

inhabitants of Calcutta, and transmitted to me and to the gen¬ 

tlemen whose names are appended to this note, for the purpose 

of being laid before your Lordship. We will not propose to 

intrude upon your Lordship, now suffering unhappily from 

severe illness, but we have a melancholy satisfaction in sending 

the address, and in assuring your Lordship that from our hearts 

we participate in the feelings of sympathy and of affectionate 

respect by which it has been dictated. 

I am, with strong feelings of regard, your Lordship’s most 
faithful servant, 

“ Auckland.” 

To this letter, and to the address, Lord Metcalfe 
returned these touching replies : 

* The members were Sir E. Ryan, 
Holt Mackenzie, Mountstuart Elpliinl 
stone, General Galloway, General 

Duncan Macleod, W. B. Bayley, H. T. 
Prinsep, J. S. Brownrigg, and Dwar- 
kanauth Tagore. 
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“ Malshanger, Basingstoke, July 10, 1846. 

“ TO THE RIGHT HONORABLE THE EARL OF AUCKLAND, 

G.C.B., &c. &C. &C. 

“ My Lord,—Ill my condition of infirmity and depression 

I cannot do more than acknowledge your Lordship’s letter, and 

express my utter hopelessness of doing justice to the goodness 

which on this and every other occasion I have had the honor of 

receiving from you. 

“ I beg to convey to the gentlemen associated with your 

Lordship my heartfelt thanks for their kindness and for the 

consideration which has induced the mode adopted of trans¬ 

mitting the communication from Calcutta. 

“ I have the honor to be, with great respect, your Lordship’s 

most faithful servant, 
“ Metcalfe.” 

“ Malshanger, Basingstoke, July 10, 1846. 

“ TO THE INHABITANTS OF CALCUTTA. 

“ Sirs,—Scarcely possible as it would have been under any 

circumstances to convey to you, in adequate terms, my sense of 

the generosity of the communication which I have received 

from you, on the occasion of the opening of the public build¬ 

ing with which the inhabitants of Calcutta have done me the 

honor to connect my name, the difficulty is increased by the in¬ 

firmities which beset me, and the hopeless state of my health; 

I must therefore confine myself to the expression of the fervent 

thanks of a grateful heart, which is fully sensible of your kind¬ 

ness, and of the honor conferred on me by the association of 

my name with the edifice appropriated to the several impoitant 

public institutions and purposes to which the use of the 

Metcalfe Hall is devoted. My anxious hope that prosperity and 

every other blessing may attend you will accompany me to the 

grave which is open at my feet. 
“ Metcalfe.” 
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He had by this time quitted the metropolis. The 

science of the world could do nothing to arrest the 

progress of his disease, and little to mitigate his 

sufferings. A quiet country seat in the neighbour¬ 

hood of Basingstoke had been taken for him; and 

thither, in the month of April, he retired to die. 

But still he bore up manfully against the weight 

of his sufferings. He would not betake himself to 

the sick-room, or adopt the habits of a confirmed 

invalid. He was very regular in his hours. At 

nine o’clock every morning he was ready for family 

prayers. After breakfast the newspaper, or some 

more substantial work, was read aloud to him; he 

dictated letters to his friends, and transacted any 

necessary business. At four o’clock he was always 

present at the dinner-table; and afterwards, as the 

days lengthened, he was generally driven out for an 

hour or two in a close carriage. In the evening it 

was his choicest pleasure to listen to music. The 

performances on the harp of his sister, Mrs. Smythe, 

who dwelt with him, and whose continued minis¬ 

trations did much to soothe the anguish of his last 

days, were a solace to him ever gratefully acknow¬ 
ledged. 

No bodily anguish or physical debility could 

diminish his habitual kindness and consideration for 

others. He would often at this time, though so 

weak that he could scarcely stand without support, 

rise from his seat to place the cover over his sister’s 

harp, when her playing was at an end. Numerous 

other illustrations of the same tender regard for 

those around him might be cited in this place. He 
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knew that his end was rapidly approaching, and, 

although the great change which was fast coming 

upon him was never absent from his own mind, he 

seemed unwilling to do or to suffer anything that 

would bring the sad truth painfully to the minds of 

others. He wished, therefore, that everything should 

go on in his household as though his place were not 

soon to be empty. As a proof of this, it may be 

mentioned that he directed numerous large cases of 

books to be unpacked, and had book-shelves run up 

to the very attic-windows, as though he had years 

of life before him. He would converse cheerfully 

on all passing topics, public and private; and his 

keen sense of humor was unclouded to the last.* 

He seldom or never spoke of his sufferings, and 

when others alluded to them, he would generally 

say something about the many blessings he had 

enjoyed. “ Thank you,” he would reply, in acknow¬ 

ledgment of such expressions of sympathy; “but 

I have much to be thankful for. Hitherto, up to 

this event, I have enjoyed the blessing of uninter¬ 

rupted health.” The strongest expression, witli 

reference to his sad state, which he was known to 

utter, was upon one occasion when some one said 

to him, “ I hope your Lordship has enjoyed your 

drive;” and he answered sadly, “Enjoyment is now 

no word for me.” 

As his end approached more and more nearly, he 

thought much of his absent friends, and was anxious 

* A friend writing to me regarding him laugh as heartily at a joke in 
Lord Metcalfe’s last days, states: “ A ‘ Punch’ as the stoutest of us.” 
month before his death I have seen 
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to present a few of the most cherished with some 

little parting token of his affection. To William 

Butterworth Bayley, who had worked with him 

nearly half-a-century before in Lord Wellesley’s 

office, he gave his bust of that great man, dictating 

the following letter—one of the last he ever signed 

—to his old friend : 

“ Malshanger, Basingstoke, July 31, 1846. 

“ My dearest Bayley,—Have you any bust of Lord 

Wellesley ? If not, I should like to make over one to you 

after my demise. Having been given to me by Lord Wellesley, 

it will on that account, I am sure, be more than doubly in¬ 

teresting to you. 

“ I trust that you, Mrs. Bayley, and all yours are in good 

health. 

“I continue to make progress in a fatal direction. With 

my love to Airs. Bayley, and all your family, 

“ I remain, 

“ Yours most affectionate and attached, 

“ Metcalfe.” 

A few days before, he had dictated a letter to Mr. 

Frederick Wells, who was then departing for India 

—never to return—presenting him with a dressing- 

ease, which had belonged to his brother, Richard 

Wells, whose early death at Delhi Metcalfe had 

never ceased to deplore :* 

“ Malshanger, Basingstoke, July 21, 1846. 

“ My dearest Wells,—Heartfelt thanks for your affec¬ 

tionate farewell; may every blessing attend you and yours. I 

1 See Chapter IV., page 157, in illustrated by some extracts from his 
winch the acuteness of Metcalfe’s sor- private correspondence, 
row for the death of his friend is 
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feel that I cannot be long for this world; I therefore beg your 

acceptance of an article which belonged to your dear brother 

Richard, and which I have cherished for the last twenty years, 

meaning to do so to the day of my death: it will be doubly 

interesting to you as a memento of two who enjoyed the hap¬ 

piness of your affection. Once more, God bless you! Till 

death, your warmly attached, “ Metcalfe.” 

To letters of inquiry from liis old friends lie 

sent prompt and kindly replies—growing more and 

more significant in tlieir brevity as time advanced. 

“ I continue,” lie said, in May, “ getting worse and 

worse, according to my own apprehension, and fre¬ 

quently feel a sinking which seems like an approach 

to dissolution.” In June, he said, “My malady 

continues to make progress, and general decay is 

perceptible.” He had always a kind inquiry to 

make after some member of the family to which he 

wrote; and if there were any suffering there, he 

was sure not to forget the sufferer. 

And as his consideration for others—his almost 

womanly tenderness was undiminished to the last— 

so also was that manly resolution, which was the 

distinguishing feature of the other half of his cha¬ 

racter. As the summer advanced, it was obvious 

that death was rapidly approaching. But, although 

he was compelled to forego first one privilege and then 

another, and even the carriage went away unused 

from his door, he would struggle against his in¬ 

creasing infirmity, and exhibit the same self- 

reliance as he had ever manifested in his best days 

of bodily vigor. One example of this will suffice. 

The dreadful progress of his disease having caused 
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the bursting of a vein in his neck, the haemorrhage 

was so alarming that Mr. Martin, who had con¬ 

tinued to visit him, was summoned from London by 

electric telegraph. When this gentleman arrived at 

Malshanger, he found the patient in his usual sit¬ 

ting-room, greatly exhausted by loss of blood. The 

members of his family had been vainly endeavoring 

to persuade him to suffer himself to be carried up¬ 

stairs to his sleeping apartment. Against this he 

had resolutely protested; and he now said to 

Martin, “ I am glad you are come; for I feel rather 

faint from loss of blood. They wanted to carry me 

up-stairs, but to that I have strong objections— 

what do you say ?” On ascertaining the state of 

Metcalfe’s circulation, Mr. Martin stated his opinion 

that, with some little aid, the patient might be able 

to walk up to his bed-room. The decision seemed 

quite to revive him. “That’s right,” he said; “ I 

thought you would say so. I would not allow them 

to carry me.” He then sent for a bundle of walking- 

sticks, collected in different parts of the world, and 

taking one brought from Niagara, said to Martin, 

“You keep that.” He then selected another, a 

bamboo, known in India as a Penang Lawyer, and 

grasping it firmly, said, “ Now, with Martin on one 

side and the Penang Lawyer on the other, I think 

we shall make it out.” Thus he went up-stairs to 

Ms chamber. And in spite of the increased faint¬ 

ness which the exertion occasioned, all rejoiced that 

the inclinations of the noble sufferer had not been 

thwarted. 
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He continued to feel an interest in public con¬ 

cerns to the last; and sometimes regretted that he 

could not take his seat in the House of Lords to 

vote in favour of Peel’s Corn Bill. To Lord Radnor, 

who had sought his testimony regarding the effect 

of the measure on the Canadian community, he 

wrote the following—his last letter on state affairs : 

“ Malshanger, Basingstoke, 28tli May, 1846. 

Mr Lord,—I have die honor to acknowledge the receipt 

of your Lordship s letter of yesterday. I am, as your Lordship 

has been informed, very anxious for the success of the Corn 

Bill, although I should have preferred it, had it included the 

immediate abolition of all duty on importations, having been 

of opinion, as long as I have been able to think on the subject, 

that taxing the food of the poor is a monstrous injustice. Had 

the state ol my health permitted me to attend to my duty in 

the House of Lords, I should have joined in supporting the 

bill with those who are of opinion that, notwithstanding its 

defects, every exertion ought to be made to enact it. 

u My opinion on the Corn-law question is founded on a prin¬ 

ciple which appears to me to be irresistible, and is irrespective 

of its probable effect with regard to Canada, because I think 

that the interests of a part must yield to those of the whole of 

the empire. With respect to Canada, the effect, I conceive, will 

be doubtful. At first sight it would appear to be injurious, as 

it deprives Canada of the advantage of a monopoly; but 

Canada, I trust, will benefit like other countries from freedom 

of trade, and ultimately not be a loser. 

“ Incapacitated as I am from attending to my duty, I should 

think it presumptuous on my part to authorise any communi¬ 

cation of my sentiments to the House of Lords; but I have no 

desire that they should be secret, and with that reservation I 

place them at your Lordship’s disposal.—With thankful acknow¬ 

ledgment of the kind sentiments expressed by your Lordship 

towards me personally, I have the honor to be, your Lordship’s 

most faithful, humble servant, “ Metcalfe.” 

VOL. II. . 2 s 
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Towards the close of the month of August it be¬ 

came more and more obvious that dissolution was 

rapidly approaching. An irritative fever had set in; 

and they who loved him best could hardly desire 

that it should not prove fatal, when the alternative 

seemed to he a lingering death by the hideous pro¬ 

cess of extending ulceration. There were inward 

warnings which told him that his sufferings were 

now nearly at an end. Most of those whom he loved 

best were beneath his roof; hut there was one ab¬ 

sent—one whom, as death approached, he earnestly 

desired to see. This was Mary Higginson, then 

seven years old—the eldest daughter of the cherished 

friend and companion who had followed his fortunes 

all over the world. He had been tenderly attached 

to the child ever since her hirtli, and he now said to 

Captain Higginson, who was then at Malshanger, 

“ I think the termination of my sufferings must now 

he close at hand. I desire to see Mary before it 

comes. Hitherto, on her account, I have denied my¬ 

self the gratification ; hut now—go and fetch her to 

, me!” Two days afterwards she came. The meeting 

quite overcame him. But he recovered his com¬ 

posure after a while, and the presence of the child 

seemed to comfort him. She remained at Mal¬ 

shanger for a week, spending much of her time in 

Metcalfe’s room, and reading the Scriptures to him 

every day. At the end of that time he said to her 

father, “ I cannot have many days now to live—you 

had better take Mary away, that the dear child may 

not remain to witness the event.” Before Captain 

Higginson could return, the sufferings of the noble 

patient were at an end. 
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This child of seven years read God’s blessed 

word to the dying statesman, and he received 

the glad tidings of salvation as a little child. He 

was a man, naturally, of a reserved disposition. 

He was not wont to talk much of things that 

lay very near to his heart. And he was pre-emi¬ 

nently of a nature so sincere and honest that he 

shrunk from anything that might appear like an 

ostentation of religious feeling, the reality of which, 

in his self-questioning humility, he might have 

sometimes permitted himself to doubt. Of his habi¬ 

tual reverence and his gratitude to the Giver of all 

good gifts incidental proof has already been afforded. 

He lived in a continual state of thankfulness, which 

even the agonies of his latter days could not quench 

or diminish. But it is not thus that the faith of 

Charles Metcalfe is to be described. He had an 

abiding sense of the efficacy of the atonement. He 

rested all his hopes on the blood of the Lamb. They 

who were most about his person during the closing 

scenes of his life saw his spirit depart without a 

doubt of his acceptance. The power of searching the 

Scriptures for himself had long been denied to him. 

But sisterly affection had supplied the want which 

his failing organs of sight had entailed upon him; 

and every day it had been Mrs. Smythe’s privilege 

to read to him those passages of the Gospel which 

contain the blessed assurance of forgiveness through 

Christ. He listened to them hopefully; assented 

reverently to their truth; and, in the midst of all 

his great trials derived from them unspeakable 

consolation. 

2 s 2 
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He had received many letters, some from friends 

and some from strangers, descanting on the great 

doctrines of the Christian faith, and exhorting him 

to cast everything, all that the world can bestow or 

inflict upon the most honored and the most suffering 

of its inmates, at the foot of the Cross. Among 

others, Daniel Wilson, the Apostolic Dishop of Cal¬ 

cutta, who was then, after years of faithful ser¬ 

vice, recruiting his health in England, wrote him 

a letter full of brotherly love, setting forth the great 

truth so clearly, that all else appeared dulness and 

obscurity beside the light of his holy teaching. As 

the world faded away before the suffering man, such 

tokens of loving-kindness were precious to him, 

though the lessons they contained might not have 

been needed. He had long known the way; and if, 

as the grave opened to receive him, he was sometimes 

cheered by the thought of the hungry whom he had 

fed, the naked whom he had clothed, and the house¬ 

less whom he had sheltered, he did not on that ac¬ 

count, as the great change approached, lean for sup¬ 

port on his own merits. 

On the 4th of September, Lord Metcalfe, for the 

first time, did not leave his sleeping apartment. The 

extreme debility of the sufferer forbade any exertion. 

There was little apparent change except in a disin¬ 

clination to take the nourishment offered to him. 

On the following morning, however, the change was 

very apparent. It was obvious that he was sinking 

fast. Unwilling to be removed to his bed, he sate 

for the greater part of the day in a chair, breathing 

with great difficulty. In the afternoon he sent for 
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the members of his family, laid his hands upon then 

heads as they knelt beside him, and breathed the 

blessing which he could not utter. Soon afterwards 

he was conveyed to his bed. For the first time for 

years he seemed to he entirely free from pain. His 

mind was unclouded to the last. The serene ex¬ 

pression of his countenance indicated that he was in 

perfect peace. The last sounds which reached him 

were the sweet strains of his sister’s harp, rising in 

a hymn of praise to the Great Father, into one of 

the many mansions of whose house he believed that 

he was about to enter. “ How sweet those sounds 

are,” he was heard to whisper almost with his dying 

breath. He sank very gently to rest. About eight 

o’clock on the evening of the 5th of September, 

1846, with a calm sweet smile on his long-tortured 

face, Charles Theophilus, .first and last Lord Met¬ 

calfe, rendered up his soul to his Maker. 

He was buried in the family-vault of the Metcalfes, 

in the little parish church of "Wmkfield, near Fern 

Hill. He had often in life expressed a wish that 

this should be his last resting-place. On the 15th 

of September his remains were removed thither for 

interment. The funeral was entirely a private one. 

Only the immediate members of his family, one or 

two of his Executors, and Mr. Martin were present, 

when this great and good man was laid in his grave. 

On a marble tablet, in Winkfield Church, may be 

read the following inscription, written by one of the 

first of living writers,* who knew him and served 

with him and appreciated his worth : 

* Mr. Macaulay. 
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Jiear tin's gbtone ts Haiti 

CHARLES THEOPHILHS, first and last LORD METCALFE, 

■A STATESMAN TRIED IN MANY HIGH POSTS AND DIFFICULT CONJUNCTURES, 

AND FOUND EQUAL TO ALL. 

THE THREE GREATEST DEPENDENCIES OF THE BRITISH CROWN 

WERE SUCCESSIVELY ENTRUSTED TO HIS CARE. 

IN INDIA HIS FORTITUDE, HIS WISDOM, HIS PROBITY, AND HIS MODERATION 

ARE HELD IN HONORABLE REMEMBRANCE 

BY MEN OF MANY RACES, LANGUAGES, AND RELIGIONS. 

IN JAMAICA, STILL CONVULSED BY A SOCIAL REVOLUTION, 

HE CALMED THE EVIL PASSIONS 

WHICH LONG SUFFERING HAD ENGENDERED IN ONE CLASS, 

AND LONG DOMINATION IN ANOTHER. 

IN CANADA, NOT YET RECOVERED FROM THE CALAMITIES OF CIVIL WAR, 

HE RECONCILED CONTENDING FACTIONS 

TO EACH OTHER AND TO THE MOTHER COUNTRY. 

PUBLIC ESTEEM WAS THE JUST REWARD OF HIS PUBLIC VIRTUE, 

BUT THOSE ONLY WHO ENJOYED THE PRIVILEGE OF HIS FRIENDSHIP 

COULD APPRECIATE THE WHOLE WORTH OF HIS GENTLE AND NOBLE NATURE. 

COSTLY MONUMENTS IN ASIATIC AND AMERICAN CITIES 

ATTEST THE GRATITUDE OF NATIONS WHICH HE RULED; 

THIS TABLET RECORDS THE SORROW AND THE PRIDE 

WITH WHICH HIS MEMORY IS CHERISHED BY PRIVATE AFFECTION. 

HE WAS BORN THE 30TH DAY OF JANUARY, 1785. 

HE DIED THE 5TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1846. 
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Charles Metcalfe left behind him no heir to his 

title ; but he of whom such words as these are but 

the sober truth, needs not a long line of Barons 

after him to keep alive in the mind of posterity the 

memory of the great deeds which ennobled the 

name of Metcalfe. What he did—what he was— 

these few weighty sentences fitly record. I am 

almost tempted to add nothing to them. It is 

hardly necessary, after what I have written, to 

attempt an elaborate description of Charles Met¬ 

calfe’s character. Indeed, there was so much sim¬ 

plicity in that character, that any subtle analysis of 

it would in itself constitute an untruth. 

I trust‘ that the most noticeable peculiarity of the 

man has been made apparent in these pages. Per¬ 

haps, in no example of ancient or of modern times, 

is there to be found a rarer combination of gentle¬ 

ness and power. With all the manlier qualities of 

high courage and inflexible resolution which enabled 

him in great public affairs to triumph over the oppo¬ 

sition, and to baffle the cunning of his enemies, he 

united a tenderness so womanly, a simplicity so 

childlike, and a patience and forbearance so almost 

angelic, that you could with difficulty believe that 

he had been exposed, from his boyhood, to all the 

indurating and exasperating influences of public life. 

But the goodness of his heart and the honesty of his 

nature were proof against all such trials. Nothing 

could pollute the one or corrupt the other. Prom 

the beginning to the end of his career he was as free 

from malignity as he was from guile. He could 

neither hate an enemy nor deceive him. 
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To speak of liis public and liis private life as of 

things apart from each other would he difficult, if it 

would he true. It is scarcely possible to separate the 

statesman from the man. The wonder is, that, being 

so much a statesman, he found so much time to be a 

man, and that, being so much a man, he found so 

much time to he a statesman. Tor nearly half a 

century he lived perpetually in the harness of public 

business. He devoted himself all day and every 

day to the duties of his office. No statesman ever 

did so much for himself and left so little to others. 

He seemed to love labour for its own sake. He was 

never satisfied unless he were giving himself up 

wholly to the public service. And yet, in spite of 

this negation of his individual humanity in all its pri¬ 

vate and domestic relations, he has left behind him 

so many and such interesting records of his private 

life, that the biographer is continually forgetting the 

Secretary, the Resident, the Councillor, or the Go¬ 

vernor, of whom it is his duty to write. It was said 

of him, that it was marvellous to think of the 

amount of business which he performed with his 

own head and his own hand. But it was still more 

marvellous, that, doing so much business with his 

own head and his own hand, he still found so much 

time for the exercise of the heart. 

Although there was nothing more striking in the 

character of Charles Metcalfe than the rare union of 

the qualities which make the successful statesman 

and the loveable friend, he had many fine individual 

qualities in noticeable excess. Of some of these I 

have already spoken—of his honesty, his directness 
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of purpose, of his love of truth and justice—when 

summing up the characteristics of his Indian career. 

It was in later life that his extraordinary courage was 

manifested to the greatest advantage. Of his moral 

bravery, no small portion of these volumes is one 

great illustration. Of his physical courage, the 

wonderful composure Avitli which he submitted to 

the most excruciating surgical operations, and the 

uncomplaining fortitude Avith which he bore up 

against the continued action of the most grievous 

pain, are proofs almost without a parallel in the 

history of human suffering. His extreme coolness 

under sudden and imminent peril was as remarkable 

as his great powers of endurance.* Nothing could 

disturb his self-possession or Aveaken the habitual 

command which he exercised over the ordinary pas¬ 

sions of humanity. Nothing ever seemed to startle 

or to betray him into any sudden excesses of which 

he had afterwards reason to repent. In the most 

difficult and alarming conjunctures his courage pre¬ 

eminently asserted itself; and yet, as I have said, 

with all this manliness of character, he united the 

gentleness of a woman and the simplicity of a child. 

His exalted sense of public duty was a part of his 

general unselfishness of character. It was this un¬ 

selfishness, which, whilst it rendered him so loveable 

in private life, caused him at all times to disregard 

his own ease and comfort, his health, and even life 

* On one occasion, when sitting 
after dinner with his secretary in 
Jamaica, a shock of an earthquake 
was felt, so severe as to throw down 
the decanters on the table. Amidst 
the general alarm created by this con¬ 

vulsion of nature, Metcalfe remained 
unmoved. “ My good fellow,” he said 
calmly to his secretary, with the 
placid smile, which was seldom absent, 
still upon his face, “ don’t be alarmed. 
It is only an earthquake.” 
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itself, whenever the interests of the State required 

that he should make the sacrifice. He was not 

without ambition; but it was a noble ambition to 

serve his country, to do good to his fellows, and to 

set an example to mankind. He never condescended 

to any of the common arts by which many men 

acquire high station, but pursued his unostentatious 

career without ever soliciting the favor of the great 

or courting the applause of the vulgar. The steps 

by which he rose to greatness were patent to the 

whole world. He never intrigued himself, and was 

never the object of an intrigue. Place and power 

sought him without the aid of Party. The bio¬ 

grapher, when he approaches those epochs of 

Charles Metcalfe’s life, when the Chief-Minister, 

now of one party, now of another, bestows upon 

him two of the highest offices under the Crown, 

finds that he has nothing to conceal and very little 

to record. A brief note, or a verbal message, un¬ 

sought and unexpected, twice brought Metcalfe 

from his retirement and made him the ruler of a 

great colony. The simplicity of these transactions 

was in unison with the general simplicity of his 

character. What was honestly offered he honestly 

accepted. There was no under-current of motive on 

either side. He met with some eager opponents, 

whose policy it was to lower his character in the 

estimation of his fellows; but neither the malignancy 

nor the craft of Party ever styled him an adven¬ 

turer. 

His self-reliance was extreme. He desired to 

share with others neither the labor nor the respon- 
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sibility of office. It was not in liis nature to shrink 

from sustaining single-handed a conflict with any 

confederacy of opponents. Yet, however sorely he 

may have been beset, he never resorted to a trick or 

demeaned himself by a subterfuge. He was above 

all shifts and expedients. His honesty was of so 

fine a temper, that what other men regarded as 

the rightful weapons of self-defence, he flung away 

as unworthy of his employment. Trusting always 

to a good cause and a stout heart, he scorned to 

take advantage of an enemy; and it was said 

of him that his fairness was so extreme, that if 

his adversary made a false step, he would rather 

help him to right himself than profit by his error. 

This made him, as I have before said, a very 

bad tactician; and men who did not understand 

his character, and could not appreciate the refine¬ 

ment of his honesty, sometimes attributed to ob¬ 

tuseness of apprehension what was the growth of 

the purest love of truth and the most delicate sense 

of honor. 

The strong common sense which has been so often 

described as the great staple of his intellectual cha¬ 

racter, was a common sense of a peculiar order. 

The very reverse of that lawyer-like sagacity 

which so often usurps the name, it was distin¬ 

guished by nothing so much as a clear perception of 

the essential features of the business before him, 

and a habit of stripping every question of external 

incumbrances and distractions, and going directly 

to the very core of his subject. It has been already 

said of his Indian State-papers that there was a 

massive simplicity about them, and the same de- 
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scription may be applied with equal fidelity to his 

Colonial despatches. A large number of these are 

simple narratives, remarkable for the clearness with 

which the story is told, and the ease with which im¬ 

portant opinions are conveyed through this plain 

historical medium. He seldom paused to theorise 

or to speculate. He was eminently a practical man; 

and he knew the value of time too well to embar¬ 

rass a Colonial Minister with discussions on ab¬ 

stract questions and elaborate expositions of opi¬ 

nions which might never be enforced. 

He was not free from failings and weaknesses; 

but they were those only of noble minds and of 

kindly natures. His failings “ leaned to virtue’s 

side,” and there was a certain strength in his weak¬ 

ness. It was imputed to him that he was “ open to 

flattery,” and over-eager to serve his friends. In 

both cases, if he erred, his affectionate disposition 

betrayed him into the error. He delighted in the 

approbation of the familiar friends by whom he 

was surrounded, believing it to be an evidence of 

their attachment; and he was never ashamed of 

avowing that he coveted “ the love and good opinion 

of his fellow men.”* His friendship was of a cha- 

* See Clarendon’s character of obliging humanity and goodness to 
Lord Falkland, the following passage mankind; and of a primitive simpli- 
in which has been before applied to city and integrity of life. He was a 
Lord Metcalfe:—“He was wonder- person superior to all those passions 
fully beloved by all who knew him. and affections which attend vulgar 
Of a wit so playful, and a nature so minds, and was guilty of no other 
open, that nothing could be more ambition than that of knowledge, and 
lovely; of such general knowledge, of the love and good opinion of his 
that he was not uninformed in any- fellow men; and that made him a 
thing—yet. of such an excessive hu- contemner of those arts which must 
mility, as if he had known nothing; be indulged in the transactions of 
of inimitable cheerfulness and delight human affairs.” 
in conversation; of a flowing and 
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racter that could not satisfy itself unless it conferred 

substantial benefits upon the object of it. How- 

ready be was to do this, from bis own private re¬ 

sources, all can testify with whom be was associated.* 

But if unlimited private wealth bad been at bis 

disposal, be would still have desired to place it in the 

power of bis friends to advance themselves by then 

own exertions in the public service. He was wont 

to say, that if be promoted young and comparatively 

untried men, he knew their qualifications for office, 

and felt more confidence in them than in strangers 

of longer experience or higher repute; and I do not 

know an instance in which the result did not justify 

his expectations. 

Still, if it be admitted that the Homan heroism 

which sustained him in any sacrifice of self to the 

public service was not exercised with equal severity 

when the welfare of his friends was at stake, and 

if it be added that no more grievous imputation 

than this has ever been brought against him, 1 

am not sure that the admission will not rather 

enhance than impair the beauty of Charles Met¬ 

calfe’s character. In the largeness and the overflow 

of his affections there was something so engaging, 

that even the weaknesses into which it may have 

betrayed him are not to be contemplated without a 

* It has been shown, that having ap¬ 
pointed Captain Higginson to his pri¬ 
vate staff at Canada, the salary being 
300/. a year, he offered to add to it 
1000/. a year from his private purse. 
A member of his staff in India, Major 
J. D. Stokes, being necessitated to 
proceed to England for the benefit of 
his health, Sir Charles Metcalfe in¬ 
sisted upon his taking with him an 

unlimited letter of credit (which was 
not used) on his London agents. It 
should be added, that in more than 
one instance, when solicited to exert 
his influence to obtain for a friend’s son 
an appointment in the Company’s ser¬ 
vice, he has sent the applicant money 
to purchase a commission in the Royal 

army. 
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feeling of admiration. The “ rich loving-kindness 
redundantly kind,” which distinguished him above 
all other examples with which I am acquainted, 
was continually exercising itself in deeds of the 
gentlest condescension and the purest charity; and 
they who approached him the most nearly, who lived 
in the most familiar intercourse with him, and were 
admitted the most intimately within the influence of 
the habitual tenderness of his nature and playful¬ 
ness of his spirit, were those not only to lavish upon 
him the truest love, hut to regard him with the most 
genuine admiration. 

There have been many more brilliant men than 
Charles Metcalfe, and many more profound. Many 
have possessed a larger knowledge of men and books. 
Many have been more intimately acquainted with 
piinciples of government and theories of legislation, 
and better skilled in the art of displaying their know¬ 
ledge to the world. But there are few examples on 
record of men in whom the finest moral qualities 
have been united with so healthy an intellect—so 
sound an understanding. And I do not depreciate 
his ability as a statesman, when I say_knowing 
how much the value of the great lesson contained 
in the history of his career is enhanced by the 
saying that his intellectual qualities alone would 
ne\ er have obtained for him the high rank which he 
is destined to take among his cotemporaries of the 
nineteenth century. As long as this example is 
before the world, it will appear, to the honor of 
our country, that the highest distinction may be 
gained without the aid of party, without the aid 
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of personal influence, without resort to any un¬ 

worthy means of advancement, without the least 

compromise of independence, without even the 

possession of brilliant talents or the achievement 

of any striking acts—hut simply by a life of un¬ 

ostentatious service to the State, even in a distant 
dependency of the Crown, fervently, conscientiously, 

unremittingly rendered, in humble reliance on, and 

in continued thankfulness, to the Almighty—in a 
word, by such public virtue as distinguished the 

career of Charles Theophilus Metcalfe. 
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APPENDIX TO TOL. II. 

[The following letter from Government, which describes the 
exact powers and duties assigned to Metcalfe in 1825, is given 
m illustration of the chapter headed Delhi Revisited.) 

I.—(Chapter IV.) 

TO SIR C. T. METCALFE, BART., 

Resident and Commissioner at Delhi, and Agent to the Governor- 
General for the States of Rajpootana. 

Council Chamber, September 1, 1825. 

Sir, With reference to the communication made to you 
from the Political Department under date the 20th of May last, 
I am directed by the Right Honorable the Governor-General 
ln_ Council to transmit to you for your information the sub¬ 
joined copy of a Resolution this day passed by Government, on 
the subject of the Revenue Management of the Western Pro¬ 
vinces and of the territory of Delhi. 

I have the honor to be, Sir, 
Your most obedient servant, 

Holt Mackenzie, 
Secretary to the Government. 

(Copy.) 

Resolution. 

1. With reference to the Resolution* passed in the Political 
Department relative to the future management of the Delhi ter¬ 
ritory, his Lordship in Council is pleased to pass the following 

* Dated May 20, 1825. 

2 T VOL. II. 
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Resolutions in regard to the Board of Revenue for the Western 

Provinces. 
2. The authority of that Board within the Delhi territory 

will cease from the date on which Sir Charles Metcalfe may 
assume charge of his office. The sphere of their jurisdiction, 
embracing the collectorships and sub-collectorships noted in 
the margin,* it appears to be obviously desirable that their 
head-quarters should be fixed at some central place within that 
jurisdiction. The Governor-General in Council is disposed to 
think that Bareilly would be the most appropriate station. But 
before coming to any final resolution, his Lordship in Council 
is desirous of receiving a communication from the Board of 

their sentiments on the subject. 
3. When the Board is relieved from the charge of the Delhi 

territory, three members will, apparently, be amply sufficient 
for the due conduct of the public business; although to the 
senior member will still belong the same political duties as were 
attached to that officer before the extension of the Board’s 
authority to Delhi; and although the revision of the detailed 

settlements now in progress must obviously throw upon the 
Board an extent of labor far exceeding what was necessary for 
the administration of much more extensive provinces under the 
former system. Mr. Ewer’s appointment as officiating member 
of the Board will consequently cease on Sir Charles Metcalfe’s 
assuming charge of the affairs of the Delhi territory. 

4. The Governor-General in Council is pleased to appoint Mr. 
C. Elliott senior member of the Board, which will still retain the 
denomination of Board of Revenue for the Western Provinces. 
In that capacity (including the political duties annexed to it) Mr. 
Elliott will draw from the present date a salary of 5000 rupees 

per mensum; and referring to the extent and responsibility of 
the political duties which Mr. Elliott has had to discharge, as 
acting agent to the Govern or-General at Delhi, which have 

much exceeded what was contemplated when the transfer of 
Delhi to the Board was ordered; with advertence likewise to 
the saving which has accumulated since the offices of senior 
member of the Western Board and agent to the Governor- 
General at Delhi were vacated in April last, his Lordship in 

* Agra, Bareilly, Etawah—collectorsliip and sub-collectorship; Furruck- 
abad, Moradabad—northern and southern divisions, Meerut, Shahjehanpore, 
Seharunpore, Ally Ghur, Boolundshahur, &c. &c. &c. — sub-collectorship; 
Pillibheet, ditto; Sapoorah, ditto; Mozuffernuggur, ditto; Saidabad, Kumaon 
—commissionership. 
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Council resolves that Mr. Elliott be authorised to draw the 
difference between the above salary of 5000 rupees per mensum 
and the amount of monthly allowances (fixed and temporary) 
actually received by him for the period during which he has 
officiated as senior member of the Board and agent to the 

Governor-General at Delhi. 
5. The Board will, of course, consider and report what 

modification of their establishment may be necessary or ex¬ 
pedient under the arrangement now ordered. 

6. With respect to the revenue affairs of Delhi, it appears 
to be unnecessary to pass any immediate orders. The appoint¬ 
ment of Sir Charles Metcalfe will not apparently render neces¬ 
sary any change of system. And if that gentleman shall deem 
it requisite to seek the aid of any new establishment to enable 

him to exercise an efficient control over the district officers, the 
point will, of course, be further considered in communication 
with him. His Lordship in Council cannot, however, omit 
this opportunity of again calling for detailed statements of the 
Mehals, comprising the several divisions of the Delhi districts, 
exhibiting the amount of Juma assessed on each, the period of 

settlement, the nature of the management, the names and cha¬ 
racters of the Malgoozars, with such other particulars as have- 
usually been supplied by the settlement accounts of the regula¬ 
tion provinces, as far as there may be materials for stating them. 
The above statements should be accompanied with general 

reports for each division, explanatory of the mode in which the 
settlement may have been made, the character, institutions, and 
circumstances of the people, and the general statistics of the 

country. 
(A true copy.) Holt Mackenzie, 

Secretary to the Government. 

II.—(Page 155.) 

THE FALL OF BHURTPORE. 

LORD AMHERST TO SIR CHARLES METCALFE. 

Calcutta, January 29, 1826. 

My dear Sir Charles,—At two o’clock this morning 

the Bhurtpore letters were put into my hands, and it was with 

peculiar satisfaction that amongst them I acknowledged one in 

your handwriting. 
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Nothing, indeed, can have been more complete than your 

success ; nor am I aware that there is anything wanting to give 

to the capture of Bhurtpore a pre-eminent place amongst the 
political and military events in the history of India. 

That in undertaking this great achievement I was princi¬ 
pally influenced by your advice, I shall readily acknowledge. 
You would have shared the disgrace of failure, and must, 
therefore, be admitted to the honors of the triumph. 

That the policy which dictated the measure was sound I 
doubt not we shall have abundant proof; but this leads me to 
observe to you, that even without the transcendent lustre of 
Bhurtpore I have for some time past been cheered by a brighter 
prospect than I had before enjoyed in looking towards the 
Upper Provinces. 

Interspersed with your despatches relating to Doorjun Saul, 
we have received from you several adverting to other powers 
within your political jurisdiction and control, especially Jye- 
pore, which have given me full reason to think that the in¬ 
fluence of your judgment alone, without the aid of a powerful 
army, would have placed our relations with neighbouring 
states on a more secure and advantageous footing than it ha's 
yet been my lot to witness. 

It has been a source, I assure you, of no little pride and 
satisfaction to me to find that the pencil observations which I 
have risually made in the margin of the despatches of your 

subordinate agents have universally, I may say, been in unison 
with your own sentiments, as expressed in the copies of your 
replies. 

You have closed your letter to me with a little deviation, 
and one which I see proceeds from your heart, from the usual 

terminating phrase. I will follow your example, and will tell 
you that I remain, with gratitude for your past services, and 
with the fullest confidence in those which are to come 

My dear Sir Charles, 

Your faithful and obedient servant, 

Amherst. 

4 he inteiest which you manifest in the safety of my son is 
not lost either upon Lady Amherst or myself.—A. 
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III.—(Page 303.) 

THE PLAGUE AT PAHLI. 

u The spread of the plague on the western frontier has excited 
much alarm even at this Presidency. The Hurharu says: 
‘ There are in Calcutta many public offices and houses of busi¬ 
ness, particularly in the Burra Bazar, where communications 
are almost daily received from the districts where the plague is 
now raging, and we have not yet heard of any measures 
adopted to guard against the introduction of the plague in this 
city by means of such vehicles. Should the disease ever make 
its appearance in the crowded parts of the native town, no 
measure would be capable of arresting its progress; removal, 
separation, and blockade of houses in the Burra Bazar and its 
neighbourhood, appear to us equally impracticable.’ The Re¬ 
former states that the Hindu community believe the disease 
to be a visitation from Heaven for the political sins of our Go¬ 
vernment, and that it will spread in spite of all precautions. 
Sir C. Metcalfe has published an able minute on the subject. 
The first measure he directs is, the establishment of a cordon 
of posts along the frontiers, which is to prevent the ingress, 
into the British territories, of any person from the infected or 
suspected quarter, without undergoing a quarantine. The pre¬ 
cautions prescribed in carrying this measure into effect, are de¬ 
tailed in the minute, and insisted on with earnestness. Having 
fully explained the measures he would have the local authori¬ 
ties adopt to prevent the introduction of the pestilence into the 
interior, he calls the attention of the authorities to the steps 
which would be necessary in case the disease, notwithstanding 
the preventive cordon, were to insinuate itself into any of the 
towns and villages in the interior. Every possible attention to 
the prejudices of caste is strictly enjoined to the observance of 
those who are to have the charge of the patients in these esta¬ 
blishments ; but it is required that no consideration for the rank 
or the objections of the individuals concerned, be permitted to 
prevent their separation or removal from relations and houses, 
on the ground that the safety of the community depends upon 
these precautions. The local authorities have, however, the 
option, under cases of necessity, of allowing the inmates ot an 
infected house to continue in it; but then the building is to be 
strictly blockaded, and guarded as if it were a separate hospital. 
The difficulties consequent on the requisite separation of near 
and dear relations from each other, under such direful circum- 
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stances, are fully appreciated by Sir Charles; and the only 
means he can suggest in case of parties refusing to separate is, 
that the healthy should accompany the sick to the hospitals, 

and be subjected to the severe rules in force at those establish¬ 
ments. The houses from which infected persons may be re¬ 
moved are to be purified, with all the articles in them. The 
greatest care is prescribed in keeping the streets and drains of 
every town and village clean, and all sorts of filth, rags, &c. 
found in them, or in the houses of infected persons, are to be 
burned and the ashes buried; for even ashes have been known 
to convey this dreadful pest from place to place. In case the 

disease should spread, the inhabitants are to be confined to their 
respective houses, and have their food furnished to them under 
the rules prescribed for the hospitals and the towns and villages 
m which contagion exists, and they are to be cut off from free 

intercourse with other places, and kept under a strict blockade. 
Dresses made of oil-skin and tar, and frequent friction with oil, 
have been found the best preservatives against contagion, when 
contact with infected persons cannot possibly be avoided. But 

the grand means of checking and annihilating the plague, is the 
prevention of contact with infected persons. 

“ The Reformer suggests native objections to these measures: 
4 The more we read of the disease now raging in Rajpootana, 

the more we become convinced of the impracticability, nay, 
the injurious tendency of some of the measures prescribed by 
Sir Charles Metcalfe for checking the evil. The drag0'!!!0- out 
of children and wives from the houses of wealthy and respect¬ 

able natives, and incarcerating them in a lazaretto, are measures 
which, under existing circumstances, instead of producing any 
good, will be the cause of spreading the contagion more widely: 

those who ought to be removed will be left at home, and those 
who should be left at home will be removed to the lazaretto, 
there to catch the very disease we dread, and thus widen the 

sphere of devastation. The extortions which would be prac¬ 
tised on the healthy as a ransom from the fangs of the quaran¬ 
tine officers, are incalculable. We fear all will, one time or 

another, be exposed to extortion by these harpies, commissioned 

by Government to violate the hitherto unseen zenanas of the 
respectable people. _ The quarantine laws of the Levant, where 
the plague is familiar to all, are in many respects unsuited to 

mis country. We therefore trust the Lieutenant-Governor will 
use every precaution to guard against abuses, to which his plans, 

devised with the best intention, are open.’ ”—[Asiatic Journal.] 
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IV.—(Page 425.) 

ADDRESS OF THE JAMAICA PLANTERS. 

To the Right IPonorable Sir Charles Theophilus Metcalfe, 
Bart., K.G.C., &c., &c., &c. 

"We, the planters, merchants, and others, interested in the 
colony of Jamaica, are desirous of offering to you the expression 
of our most sincere and cordial participation in those sentiments 
of admiration, esteem, affection, and gratitude with which all 

classes of our fellow-colonists in Jamaica have acknowledged 
the benefits which your wise, able, beneficent, and impartial 
administration of its Government has conferred on them. 

The offer of that Government was made to you at a period 
the most eventful in the history of Jamaica. Her legislation 
was suspended—her constitutional rights had been invaded— 
her Legislature, her magistracy, and her whole resident pro¬ 
prietary body had been misrepresented and calumniated—the 
relations which should subsist between the mother country and 
her colony, and between the different classes of society in that 
colony, were disturbed and impaired by mutual suspicion and 
distrust. Your acceptance, at such a crisis, of a trust so arduous 
and difficult of itself, entitled you to our warmest gratitude and 

to our highest admiration. It was in itself a pledge of the prin¬ 
ciples on which that trust would be executed. It was of itself 
the assurance that you had accepted the Government with the 
disinterested and noble purpose of rendering an essential service 
to your country, by restoring to her the confidence and affection 

of her most valuable colony. 
To the accomplishment of this purpose your administration 

was unceasingly directed. The spirit of conciliation and confi¬ 
dence in which you acted towards the local Legislature, the 
island magistracy, and all classes of the community — the 
candor with which you appreciated the fidelity with which, in 
your communications to her Majesty’s Government you repre¬ 

sented—the uncompromising honesty with which you vindicated 

their motives and their acts, and repelled the prejudices, the 
misrepresentations, and calumnies by which they had been 
assailed—the constitutional respect which you _ evinced for the 

institutions of the colony, and the strict impartiality with which 
you maintained the just rights of all, secured for your adminis¬ 

tration their entire confidence and their zealous and active sup¬ 

port. Amongst the beneficial effects of your administration 
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were the reconciliation of the colony with the mother country 
—the restoration of order, and harmony, and good feeling 
amongst all classes. Legislation resumed—laws passed adapted 
to the change which had taken place in the social relations of 

the inhabitants of Jamaica—the cordial and active co-operation 
of the Legislature, notwithstanding the financial difficulties of 
the colony, in extending at a great cost the means of religious 
and moral instruction, and in making the most valuable im¬ 
provements in the judicial system. It is the peculiar and 
distinguishing character of your administration that it was 

conducted on those principles which enabled you to accomplish 
the intentions and views of her Majesty’s Government and the 
British nation, not merely without the opposition, but with the 
active concurrence of the people whom you governed; and that 
whilst it secured you their grateful affection, it merited and 
received the high approbation of your Sovereign. 

The influence of those qualities -which enabled you to render 
such important services is not confined to the age or country in 
which, they are exercised. Your administration will furnish 
the principles on which the Government of Jamaica, and not of 
Jamaica alone, but of every other colony, must and will ever 
hereafter be administered. But the people of Jamaica will not 
only retain a grateful admiration of your Government—they 

will dwell with affectionate gratitude and esteem on your Chris¬ 
tian charity, ever largely exercised in alleviating individual dis¬ 

tress on your kindness and condescension in private life, and 
on your munificent support of all their religious and cha¬ 
ritable institutions, and of every undertaking which could pro¬ 
mote the prosperity and happiness of the colony. 

We beg to assure you that we shall ever regard with senti¬ 
ments of the most heartfelt gratitude your administration of the 

Government of Jamaica—that we shall ever feel the highest 
esteem and respect for your exalted character, and that your 
welfare and happiness will ever continue to be the objects of 
our affectionate solicitude.” 

SIR CHARLES METCALFE’S REPLY. 

I am deeply sensible of the honor conferred on me by this 
proceeding. To find my services in Jamaica so highly appre¬ 

ciated by those in this country who are interested in that 
colony, cannot fail to be a source of exceeding gratification. 

I have not, however, the presumption to attribute this distin- 
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guished reception, with which you have greeted my arrival in 
England, to any claims on my part. It proceeds from the same 
generous feeling which has prevailed in Jamaica, and cheered 
me throughout my residence in that beautiful island. In 
ascribing beneficial effects to my administration, more credit 

is given to me than I deserve, and less to our fellow-subjects 
in the colony than is their due. Charged by her Majesty’s 
Government with a mission of peace and reconciliation, I was 
received in Jamaica with open arms, and the duties which I 
had to perform were obvious. My first proceedings were 
naturally watched with anxiety; but as they indicated good¬ 
will and a fair spirit, I obtained hearty support and co-opera¬ 
tion. The views of her Majesty’s Government were adopted 
and carried into effect even at great cost to the island ; and the 
unavoidable losses and vexations caused by the altered state of 
the relations between employers and labourers were borne with 
exemplary patience. My task in acting along with the spirit 
which animated the colony was easy. Internal differences were 
adjusted either by being left to the natural progress of affairs, 
during which the respective parties were enabled to apprehend 
their real interests, or by mild endeavors to promote harmony 
and discourage dissension. The loyalty, the good sense, and 
good feeling of the colony, did everything. 

I confidently expect that the support which the Government 
of my successor will receive from our brethren in Jamaica will 
confirm the correctness of my opinion, that to them is chiefly 
due the credit of any good that my administration may have 
effected, although all have generously joined in ascribing that 
result to me. I beg you to accept my warmest thanks for your 
kindness, on the recollection of which I shall ever dwell with 

pride and gratitude. 

THE LIBERATION OP THE INDIAN PRESS. 

[Having in the chapter devoted to this subject given only 

a portion of Metcalfe’s Manifesto of the 20th of June, 1835, 
I am induced, by a consideration of the importance of the 

document, to give it entire in this place.] 

Gentlemen, — On the part of my colleagues in the Go¬ 

vernment, as well as on my own, I sincerely thank you for this 
testimony of your approbation of our proceedings, and for the 

obliging manner in which it is expressed; but highly as I prize 
j °-ir esteb.:_;T wfll not underrate the character of this address, 

VOL. II. 2 u 
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by regarding it as designed principally to convey a compliment. 
You have adopted this mode of giving authentic expression to 
public opinion on a great question, in which the happiness of 

all India, it may be said of all the world, is concerned. 
I rejoice to meet you on this ground, and to join my hum¬ 

ble voice to yours in favor of that measure, which will, I trust, 
in due course, be consummated. 

I need not to you defend a proposed law which you cordi¬ 
ally approve; but there maybe some who are not satisfied that 
it is either necessary or safe. I will, therefore, avail myself of 
this opportunity to state, as briefly as possible, the reasons by 
which it appears to me to be justified and recommended. 

To all who doubt the expediency of the liberty of the 
Press, I would say that they have to show that it must neces¬ 

sarily cause imminent peril to the public (safety, such as would 
not exist without it, and cannot be averted by statutary laws; 
for otherwise there can be no doubt that freedom of public 
discussion, which is nothing more than the freedom of speaking 
aloud, is a right belonging to the people, which no Government 
has a right to withhold. 

It also rests with them to show that the communication of 
knowledge is a curse and not a benefit; and that the essence 
of good government is to cover the land with darkness; for 

otherwise it must be admitted to be one of the most imperative 
duties of a Government to confer the incalculable blessings of 
knowledge on the people; and by what means can this be done 
more effectually than by the unrestrained liberty of publication, 
and by the stimulus which it gives to the powers of the mind? 

If their argument be, that the spread of knowledge may 
eventually be fatal to our rule in India, I close with them on that 

point, and maintain that, whatever may be the consequence, 
it is our duty to communicate the benefits of knowledge. If 
India could only be preserved as a part of the British Empire 
by keeping its inhabitants in a state of ignorance, our domina¬ 
tion would be a curse to the country, and ought to cease. 

But I see more ground for just apprehension in ignorance 

itself. I look to the increase of knowledge, with a hope that it 
may strengthen our empire; that it may remove prejudices, 
soften asperities, and substitute a rational conviction of the 

•benefits of our Government; that it may unite the people and 
their rulers in sympathy, and that the differences which sepa¬ 

rate them may be gradually lessened and ultimately annihilated. 
Whatever, however, be the will of Almighty Pi-ovid- ~ re' 

■specting the future Government of India, if A clearly our duty, 
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as long as the charge be confided to our hands, to execute the 
trust to the best of our ability for the good of the people. The 

promotion of knowledge, of which the liberty of the Press is 
one of the most efficient instruments, is manifestly an essential 
part, of that duty. It cannot be that we are permitted by 
Divine authority to be here merely to collect the revenues of 

the country, pay the establishments necessary to keep possession, 
ana get into debt to supply the deficiency. We are, doubtless, 
here for higher purposes, one of which is to pour the enlight¬ 
ened knowledge and civilisation, the arts and sciences of Europe 
over the land, and thereby improve the condition of the people. 
Nothing surely is more likely to conduce to these ends than 
the liberty of the Press. 

Those who object to it are further bound to show that it is 
not salutary for the Government and its functionaries to have 
the. check of a free Press on their conduct; and that the ex¬ 
ercise of arbitrary power over a restricted Press is preferable to 
the control of the laws over a free one; assumptions which 
cannot be maintained. 

The time was when the freedom of the Press was consi¬ 
dered as intolerable for any class in India. That has passed 
away, and many now admit that there is not much harm, and 
that there may be some good, in granting it to Europeans, but 
still entertain apprehensions as to its injurious effects if enjoyed 
by natives. I do not participate in those apprehensions; but of 
this I am sure, that to legislate in distrust of our native fellow- 
subjects, or to legislate differently for them and for Europeans, 
in matters of right and liberty, would be extremely unwise and 
unjustifiable policy. The Press will always be under the safe¬ 

guard of laws, and laws can be made where laws are wanting. 
The existence of a local Legislature, which can at any time 

provide for the safety of the State, should it be endangered, 
has removed the only formidable bar which before opposed the 
complete liberty of the Press. 

In addition to the motives which must have existed, on 
general principles, for giving the fullest freedom, there were 
circumstances in the state of the Press in India which rendered 
the measure now proposed almost unavoidable. The Press had 
been practically free for many years, including the -whole 

period of the administration of the late Governor-General, 
Lord William Bentinck ; and although laws of restriction 

existed in Bengal which gave awful power to the Govern¬ 
ment, •A.-sS' had ceased to operate for any practical purpose. 
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They were extremely odious. They gave to the Government 
arbitiary power, which British subjects in any part of the 

woild detest. No Government could now have carried them 
into effect without setting universal opinion at defiance. After 
the liberty given by Lord William Bentinck’s forbearance, no 
Government could have ventured to enforce those laws unless 
it had been gifted with a most hardy insensibility to ridicule 
and obloquy. Even supposing them to be good, they were 
utteily useless; and as they brought unnecessary odium on the 

Government, it would have been absurd longer to retain them. 
In speaking of those laws, I cannot refrain from adverting 

to the individual who, having been at the head of the Govern¬ 
ment when they were passed, bears all the blame of being their 
authpr. He was one of the best and purest and most benevo- 

ent men that ever lived. In proposing those laws, he must have 
been actuated, as he always was, by the most upright and con¬ 
scientious motives. Had he been now alive, and at the head of 
this Government, he would probably have been among the 
foremost to propose the abolition of those laws which he for¬ 

merly thought necessary, but would now have seen to be useless 
an odious, do what a degree popular feeling prevails against 
tbnm cannot be more strikingly shown than by the detraction 
which they have brought on the memory of one who was 
eminently deserving of all praise, distinguished by great talents 
and the most important public services, the soul of honor and 
virtue, admired, beloved, revered by all who knew him, but 

condemned by the public, who knew him not, solely on account 
ot these laws which they abhor. 

In the Bengal and Agra Presidencies the question was, 
whether those laws should be retained or abolished; laws, be 
it observed, too unpopular to be executed, which in practice 

ia m every lespect become obsolete. In the provinces subor¬ 
dinate to Bombay there was the same question; but that was 
not the question m other parts of India. The question there 
was, shall such laws be introduced where they have not been 

Known, bhali odious restrictions be imposed where there is 

already perfect freedom? _ Shall despotic power be substituted 
he place of law, or of liberty unrestrained even by law? At' 

adras there was no local law, and there were no means of 
making any person responsible for what was published. At 

the Presidency of Bombay there was a law already existing, as 

Bnir f , now V\opoSed for all India. At Madras ' and 
ay, o rave made any law short of perfect freedom, wohld 
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have been to impose restrictions which did not before exists 
Such a course would surely have been wrong, and was cer¬ 
tainly unnecessary. A law was urgently required at Madras, 
where liberty existed without responsibility. We could not 

legislate partiafly on such a subject; and the result of our 
deh bora dons was, that what is now proposed was the safest and 
the best law that could be devised. It gives perfect liberty; 
and all its subordinate provisions aim only at proper responsi¬ 
bility. Things could not remain as they were; and any law of 
restriction would have been sad retrogression in legislation, and 
totally opposed to the spirit of the age. 

You have alluded most justly to the difficulties that beset 
the forming of a law to restrain all excesses and injuries which 
may be committed by means of the Press. On this point, I 
fear, legislation is set at defiance. We cannot apparently enjoy 
the liberty of the Press without being exposed to its licen¬ 
tiousness. We must submit to the attendant evil for the sake 
of the predominant good. Although the boundary between 
liberty and licentiousness is perceptible enough in practice, it 
can hardly be defined by law without the danger of encroaching 
on useful liberty. The laws of England have utterly failed to 
present the licentiousness of the Press; and yet, perhaps, could 
hardly be made more efficient without endangering its freedom. 
Much, therefore, necessarily depends on the good sense and 
good taste of those who wield the power which the Press 
confers. The worst enemies of the Press are such of its con¬ 
ductors as destroy its influence by prostituting its use for the 
gratification of base passions. When public measures are fully 
and freely discussed, and censured or approved, as may be, in a 
spirit of candor and justice, the influence of the Press must be 
great and beneficial. But when men find themselves the objects 
of gross personal scurrility, without any reference to public 
measures, or real character and conduct, they may at first feel 
pain; because sensitive men with benevolent dispositions to¬ 
wards all their fellow-creatures, grieve to perceive that they 

have rancorous foes busily employed against them, but 
working in concealment, the cause of whose enmity they know 

not, and whose wrath they have no power to appease; but 
they cannot respect the instrument of unjust virulence; they 

must know that such attacks proceed from personal hatred or 
wanton malignity, and they must learn to despise calumny 

which cannot be guarded against by any goodness of measures, 

or any correctness of conduct. The proper influence of tha 
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appendix. 

wSothe^fbSectaf “Mure' whM' 

discredited and being confomiaed'wMr ’the tTasf of^ 7* 
cnminate abuse, loses its due effect. of md.s- 

tain that VatCaUnyWItime7 actual ‘.We? to The°Sta°U h'Tl 

die Frea^r7 « W restraints on theH±rf 

only commenSuratTt“henrea“PeSncy and'lMure “a? be 
may be made permanent beyomHhosI whb.] h n° restnctlons 
ensure responsibility; and /trust thatJil l ’T necessary to 
view to protect the communitv c,rr • \ r ^^slation, with a 

in the true spirit of liberty. 7 °ainSt Ilcentlousness> will be 

ei“e?tofl°m£a70“rm^fess “ ™1> which you have 

to take a partinV£TZ 7PKT‘ enough 

For two reasons I entertain LPT -TT* “to a law. 
desirous of having a .fell 1 am naturally 

will, I trust, conduce to the welt Tf1?™1 °f a law which 

am also anxious to relieve the C "16 ° n la and manhind. I 

responsibility of a meastue regaSgwMXf ^ ^ the 
in India enables me tn r,™ &i • P which 'ong experience 

Other hand there t . P -T”1 WIlhout h®itation. Onl the 

eoneile me lotransferTthTd°„t 77 P" - 
tmguished nobleman appointed to fib p/® la£ds °f the dis’ 
that all the prepossessions of a Eri+i 1 S,°,1Ce' I'ully believing 

of one who has witnessed the inferiority 0/00“ **nd C^ecially 
Press is enslaved, compared with T “ * coun1tries where the 

must be in favor of the libertv of t/ pWn’ Tlere ^ ^Tec> 
his having an opportunity of/ ^ .less’ ^ s^all rejoice at 

with an act which will atZmce es/n’T11^ ^ administration 

and a cordial feeling between thread o/feG Understanding 
the community over which he is to preside G°Vernment and 

C. T. Metcalfe. 

the end. 

c. wmxnra, beaueoet house, 
STEAND. 
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